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Present and Future of Gravitational Wave Astronomy

Gabriele Vajente

LIGO Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA; vajente@caltech.edu

Gravitational waves (GW) are propagating perturbations of the space-time metric,
generated by time-varying mass distributions. Their existence was predicted more than
100 years ago, in 1916, as a consequence of the General Relativity theory of gravitation [1].
The most intense sources of gravitational waves are astrophysical objects such as neutron
stars and black holes. Despite the large amount of energy emitted in the form of gravita-
tional waves by the coalescence of compact binary systems, the radiation has to travel tens
or thousands of Mpc before reaching earth, where it can be detected. This, and the weak-
ness of the coupling to matter, are the reasons why the direct observation of gravitational
waves has been such a challenging scientific endeavor, and why the signal from the first
binary black hole coalescence, detected in 2015, produced a relative change in the local
earth space-time metric of only about 10−21 [2], see Figure 1. Many sources of noises had
to be understood and overcome [3], so that the two Advanced LIGO observatories [4,5]
were sensitive enough to detect this event with high signal-to-noise ratio, opening the era
of gravitational-wave astronomy and astrophysics. This event was the first demonstration
of the existence of binary black holes, and the first confirmation that General Relativity is
still valid in the intense-field regime involved in the collision of two compact objects such
as black holes.

The first detection, dubbed GW150914, was only the first step of the newly-born
gravitational-wave astronomy. The second major milestone was the detection of the first
binary neutron star merger, GW170817 [6], only two years after the first event, see Figure 2.
By then, the LIGO and Virgo [7,8] detectors had joined forces, and had already detected
several more binary black hole events. However, the importance of the detection of two
neutron stars colliding was on par with the first discovery. Not only we could detect
gravitational waves from the two objects, proving without a doubt that they had masses
compatible with neutron stars, but we also observed a short gamma-ray burst in coincidence
with the event, proving the connection between the two phenomena. The sky localization
provided by the gravitational wave observation by multiple detectors, LIGO and Virgo,
allowed optical telescopes to identify the aftermath of the collision, and subsequently follow
up in the entire electromagnetic spectrum. The promise of multi-messenger astronomy was
indeed fulfilled.

The network of instruments actively observing the gravitational-wave universe is
going to grow with the KAGRA detector [9,10]. As a first step, KAGRA operated in
conjunction with the GEO 600 observatory [11] after the LIGO and Virgo O3 run ended [12].
In the three main observing runs carried out so far, the LIGO and Virgo collaborations have
reported a total of 90 events with high probability of being of astrophysical origin [13], see
Figure 3, an average of one event every five days in the last run.

Signals from coalescing binary systems [14] are just the beginning of the discoveries
that gravitational-wave detectors will bring. Short-duration signals are expected to be
produced by other sources, the most important being core-collapse supernovae [15]: both
modeled and unmodeled searches are ongoing for such signals. Additionally, continuous-
wave signals are expected to be produced by rotating pulsars [16]. Although they have not
been detected yet, the upper limits obtained so far are already more stringent that the spin-
down limits for many systems. With improved sensitivities, ground-based gravitational-
wave observatories might be finally able to detect stochastic backgrounds [17] either from
the confusion noise of coalescing binary systems, of from a cosmological origin.
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Figure 1. Strain data for the gravitational-wave event GW150914, produced by the collision of two
black holes, and observed by the LIGO Hanford and LIGO Livingston detectors. The top row shows
the band-passed strain output of the two detectors. In the right panel the LIGO Hanford signal is
superimposed to the LIGO Livingston signal, with a time shift, to show the agreement between the
two waveforms. The second row shows the comparison between the numerical relativity model of
the event and the reconstructed signals. The residual difference between model and measurement
in the third row shows the good agreement between theory and experiment. Finally, the bottom
row shows time-frequency representations of the signals, where the characteristic chirp waveform is
evident. Graphics reproduced from [2] under Creative Commons License.

The increasingly large number of gravitational wave detections made it possible to
study the astrophysics of the sources [18] and the behavior of gravity in the intense field
regime [19]. To be able to infer precise information on those fundamental topics, it is crucial
to continuously increase the detector sensitivity, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of
the events, but it is also of the utmost importance to calibrate the detector output with
high precision [20] and to remove any additional spurious disturbance that might mimic
astrophysical signals [21].

The instruments that allowed all those scientific discoveries are laser Michelson in-
terferometers [22]. The phase of two coherent laser beams propagating along orthogonal
directions is changed by the passage of gravitational waves, modifying the interference
condition at the beam recombination. The phase change is proportional to the differential
fluctuation in the length of the two arms, due to the strain induced by gravitational-wave
signals. Therefore, the detector sensitivity is directly proportional to the baseline length
of the Michelson interferometer: this is the main reason to build km-scale detectors. Even
with such large scale Michelson interferometers, the fundamental limitation due to laser
quantum noise would not have allowed the sensitivity needed to detect gravitational
waves. Over the years, the initial design of the detectors evolved to include more and
more complex techniques aimed at increasing the sensitivity. The Michelson interferometer
arms were replaced by resonant Fabry–Perot cavities to increase the phase accumulation by
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the laser beam in response to gravitational-wave signals. Power-recycling cavities were
added to increase the circulating laser power. Signal-recycling cavities were added to shape
the detector bandwidth. Quantum-measurement techniques such as squeezed vacuum
injections were implemented [23] to beat the laser shot-noise limit. Sophisticated seismic
isolation and suspension systems were developed to reduce noise from ground motion [24].
Cryogenic operation of the interferometer test masses was implemented [10] to reduce
thermal noise. The result of all those efforts are the currently operating Advanced Virgo [8],
Advanced LIGO [5] and KAGRA observatories [10].

Figure 2. Time-frequency maps of the LIGO and Virgo detector outputs during the gravitational-wave
event GW170817, created by the collision of two neutron stars. The signal stayed in the detector
bandwidth for several tens of seconds, increasing in frequency following a characteristic chirp-like
pattern. Graphics reproduced from [6] under Creative Commons License.

At the time this special issue is being published, the major ground-based detectors
are undergoing an upgrade period. They are expected to be back in observation in 2023,
with improved sensitivity to all kind of gravitational-wave sources. Further improvements
are planned in the coming years for those detectors [25], and design studies are well
underway for the next generation observatories. The next decades will see the European
project Einstein Telescope [26] and the US project Cosmic Explorer [27] move from the
drawing board to construction and operation. The currently existing detector will undergo
upgrades, to move to silicon test masses operated at cryogenic temperatures [25], providing
not only a significant improvement in sensitivity, but also serving as a crucial research
and development platform for Einstein Telescope and Cosmic Explorer. Together with
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the planned space-borne gravitational-wave detectors LISA [28] and DECIGO [29], they
hold the promise of detecting signals from the coalescence of compact binary systems from
the entire observable universe, many of those events with very large signal-to-noise ratio,
opening the era of high precision gravitational-wave physics, astrophyisics and cosmology.

Figure 3. Collection of time-frequency maps of all the LIGO and Virgo detections in the first three
observation runs. Graphics reproduced from [30].
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Abstract: KAGRA is a gravitational-wave (GW) detector constructed in Japan with two unique
key features: It was constructed underground, and the test-mass mirrors are cooled to cryogenic
temperatures. These features are not included in other kilometer-scale detectors but will be adopted
in future detectors such as the Einstein Telescope. KAGRA performed its first joint observation run
with GEO600 in 2020. In this observation, the sensitivity of KAGRA to GWs was inferior to that of
other kilometer-scale detectors such as LIGO and Virgo. However, further upgrades to the detector
are ongoing to reach the sensitivity for detecting GWs in the next observation run, which is scheduled
for 2022. In this article, the current situation, sensitivity, and future perspectives are reviewed.

Keywords: gravitational wave detector; laser interferometer; cryogenics; underground

1. Introduction

A gravitational wave (GW) is a physical phenomenon predicted by Einstein in his
general theory of relativity in 1916. A GW is a wave of spacetime distortion caused by the
motion of mass. It travels at the speed of light. The amplitude and waveform of a GW
depend on the acceleration and mass of the source. A heavier mass that changes its motion
at a faster rate generates stronger GWs. For instance, astronomically massive phenomena,
such as a merger of binary neutron stars or black holes, are powerful sources and represent
the main targets of GW detectors that are currently in operation. Because GWs have a
different emission process than other measures used in astronomy, such as visible light,
X-rays, infrared rays, radio waves, cosmic rays, and neutrinos, unique information can be
obtained by observing GWs. In addition, because the interaction between GWs and objects
is relatively weak, GWs can propagate through space without being scattered or absorbed
by objects. Therefore, even GWs generated just after the birth of the universe can reach
Earth, and they are therefore expected to act as probes for the history of the universe using
future space GW detectors.

GWs distort spacetime and result in a fluctuation of the distance between two points;
therefore, the detection of GWs is possible by precisely measuring this distance fluctuation.
However, as mentioned above, the amplitude of the distance variation can be as small
as 10−18 m for current GW detectors, which makes GW detection challenging. Thus far,
an optical interferometer is the only instrument that allows for direct GW detection. An
interferometer is an L-shaped optical instrument that can convert the arm length fluctuation
caused by GWs into a laser intensity fluctuation. A GW interaction can also be described
as the tidal force, and the L-shaped interferometer can detect the tidal force efficiently as
a differential component of the arm length fluctuation. Because the distance fluctuation
is proportional to the distance between two points, a longer-arm interferometer is more
sensitive to GW interactions. Thus, GW detectors have continued to increase in size over the
last few decades, and current GW detectors have a large kilometer-scale arm. Nevertheless,
typical GWs from a target source cause arm-length fluctuations of only 10−18 m. Currently,
the GW detection network consists of two Advanced LIGOs in the US [1], an Advanced
Virgo in Italy [2], and the GEO600 in Germany [3].

The Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo detectors are interferometric GW detectors
with a kilometer-scale arm length, whereas GEO600 has a 600-m arm length. The Advanced
LIGO detector succeeded in the world’s first detection of GWs in 2015, opening up a new
astronomical field of GW astronomy. The first GW event observed by the two Advanced
LIGO detectors, GW150914 [4], was the merger of binary black holes. Since then, the GW
observation network with Virgo has observed several dozen GW events [5,6], including
GW170817 [7], a GW emitted by the merger of binary neutron stars.
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After the development of three kilometer-scale detectors, the construction of a kilometer-
scale GW observatory began in Japan. This detector, named KAGRA, has been under
construction since 2012, and it achieved its first joint observation run with other obser-
vatories in April 2020 [8]. KAGRA is currently being upgraded for further sensitivity
improvements. KAGRA is built underground and uses cryogenic mirrors to lower its
thermal noise to improve sensitivity. These features differ from those of other GW detectors.
While the Advanced LIGO and Virgo are considered second-generation detectors, these
features make KAGRA a 2.5 generation detector, that is, the intermediate generation before
third-generation detectors, such as the Einstein Telescope (ET) [9] and Cosmic Explorer
(CE) [10]. In this article, the design concept of KAGRA, its performance during the first joint
observation run, an evaluation of new technologies and the underground environment,
and future plans are described.

2. The Design of KAGRA

2.1. Location

The KAGRA experimental site is located under Mount Ikenoyama (elevation of
1369 m), Gifu Prefecture, Japan. Figure 1 presents a schematic of the KAGRA experi-
mental site. It consists of three stations (Corner, X-end, and Y-end), two arm tunnels (X-arm
and Y-arm) 3 km in length, and several access tunnels. Under the same mountain, there are
many neutrino experiments (Super-Kamiokande [11], KamLAND [12], and CANDLES [13]),
dark matter experiments (NEWAGE [14], PICOLON [15], and XMASS (closed) [16]), and
other R&D experiments, including those of CLIO [17], which is the prototype of KAGRA.

Japan is famous for its frequent earthquakes, especially on the side facing the Pacific
Ocean, where two tectonic plates converge. However, earthquake waves are weakened
when they propagate across the Tateyama mountain range, standing northeast of the
KAGRA site. This is because the low-density ground (1.4–2.2 g/cm3; for example, the
normal area is 2.6 g/cm3) is distributed at an altitude of approximately −5 km acts as a
cushion [18,19], minimizing the site’s propensity for earthquakes.
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Figure 1. Location and schematic view of the KAGRA experimental site [20].

2.2. Interferometer Configuration

The simplest configuration of an interferometer is called a Michelson interferometer
(MICH, shown in Figure 2a). A Michelson interferometer consists of a laser source, beam
splitter (BS) that splits the light into two paths, end mirrors (or end test masses—ETMs) to
reflect the split light back to the BS, and photodetector (PD) for measuring the intensity of
the recombined light on the BS. The differential component of the variation in the distance
from the BS to each ETM (called the arm length) changes the relative phase of the reflected
light beams and, consequently, the intensity of the recombined light fluctuates.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Schematic image of the interferometer configuration. A basic Michelson interferometer
(a) consists of a laser source, beam splitter (BS), end test masses (ETMX and ETMY), and photode-
tector (PD). The Fabry–Pérot arm cavities, which are composed of ETMs and input test masses
(ITMX and ITMY), extend the effective arm length (b). The power-recycling mirror (PRM) and
signal-recycling mirror (SRM) improve the sensitivity using the power-recycling technique and
resonant sideband extraction technique, respectively (c,d). (a) Michelson interferometer (MICH).
(b) Fabry–Pérot Michelson interferometer (FPMI). (c) Power-recycling FPMI (PRFPMI). (d) Resonant
sideband extraction (RSE) interferometer.

Because interferometers with a longer arm are more sensitive to GWs, KAGRA has 3
km-long arms, as in the other GW observatories. However, because a Michelson interfer-
ometer with an arm length of the kilometer order is not sufficient to achieve the required
sensitivity for detecting a GW, current GW observatories combine multiple optical cavities
with a Michelson interferometer to improve sensitivity, as shown in Figure 2.

First, two Fabry–Pérot optical cavities are incorporated into the arms, forming a
configuration called the Fabry–Pérot Michelson interferometer (FPMI, shown in Figure 2b).
These arm cavities are composed of input mirrors (or input test masses—ITMs) and ETMs,
and they extend the effective arm length of the interferometer. In the case of KAGRA, the
arm cavities extend the effective arm length by a factor of approximately 1000, resulting in
a 1000-fold increase in the GW sensitivity.

Second, another optical cavity, called the power-recycling cavity, is composed of a
power-recycling mirror (PRM) and ITMs. In this power-recycling FPMI configuration
(PRFPMI, shown in Figure 2c), the PRM reflects the returning laser beam from the FPMI,
and the internal power of the interferometer is amplified [21]. Because the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the GW signal to the quantum shot noise is proportional to the inverse of the
square root of the laser power circulating in the arm cavities, the power-recycling cavity
further improves sensitivity. In the case of KAGRA, the power-recycling cavity amplifies
the laser power in the interferometer by a factor of ten [22].
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Then, the other optical cavity is added to the signal port, and it configures the resonant
sideband extraction (RSE) interferometer [23] (shown in Figure 2d). The additional optical
cavity, called a signal-recycling cavity, is composed of the PRFPMI and a signal-recycling
mirror (SRM) placed between the BS and PD. The RSE interferometer works to compensate
for the signal cancellation at high frequencies, which is a drawback of the PRFPMI, using
the resonant sideband extraction technique. For GWs with a frequency higher than the
storage time of laser light in the arm cavity, the obtained signal is averaged, resulting in
a weak signal and low sensitivity. The signal-recycling cavity in the RSE interferometer
allows for the extraction of the signal sideband of the GWs before cancellation. Furthermore,
by detuning the length of the signal-recycling cavity microscopically from the resonance
point, the signal-recycling cavity can significantly improve the sensitivity in a specific
frequency band. This technique is called detuned RSE [24].

For GW detection, all of the optical resonators must be held in resonance. To achieve
this, the distance between the mirrors of the interferometer must be precisely controlled
with an accuracy of a few hundred picometers. GW detection is possible only when the
interferometer is maintained in a resonant state, which is referred to as “the interferometer
is locked”.

During the last observation run, the interferometer configuration of KAGRA was
that of the PRFPMI. For future observations, a signal-recycling cavity will be installed,
and KAGRA will be operated as an RSE interferometer. The design sensitivity was also
calculated with the RSE interferometer configuration. The successful operation of the RSE
interferometer is one of the major milestones for KAGRA.

2.3. Design Sensitivity

GWs are detected as arm length fluctuations; however, their magnitude is very small,
that is, the fluctuations are only of the order of 10−18 m. Thus, even a tiny noise can
mask the GW signal. The process for improving the sensitivity of GW detectors can be
summarized as noise reduction. The sensitivity curves of the KAGRA design are shown in
Figure 3 [25], which presents the fundamental noises that limit the sensitivity of KAGRA.
Noise in GW detectors can be roughly divided into two categories based on its effects on the
detectors. One is noise that physically shakes the arm’s length, which is indistinguishable
from arm length fluctuations due to GWs. As shown in Figure 3, seismic, thermal, and
quantum radiation pressure noises are categorized as this type of noise. The others, which
are represented by quantum shot noise in the sensitivity curve, are those that do not actually
shake the test masses but produce a signal resembling an arm length fluctuation, which
again makes it indistinguishable from the actual arm length fluctuation. Because these
noises have different frequency characteristics, the design sensitivity is limited by the
different noises in each frequency band. Roughly speaking, the former noise limits the
sensitivity at lower frequencies, since it needs to shake things up, and it gets smaller at
higher frequencies, whereas the latter noise is dominant at higher frequencies. Although
fundamental noise appears even in a physically ideal detector, a GW detector’s sensitivity
can easily be polluted by noise from non-ideal features of the system. This type of noise is
called technical noise. The technical noise will eventually be reduced to a point lower than
the fundamental noise and will not limit sensitivity.

Seismic noise limits the design sensitivity in the frequency band below 5 Hz. The
Earth’s surface vibrates by approximately 1 μm even in the absence of an earthquake, and
the mirror of an interferometer placed on the ground is not immune. In addition, it is
difficult to reduce seismic vibration itself. Therefore, in a GW detector, the mirrors are
suspended by a pendulum to reduce the transmission of seismic vibrations to the mirrors
because seismic noise is attenuated proportional to f−2N above the resonant frequencies
of the pendulum, where N is the number of pendulum stages. In the case of KAGRA, the
effect of seismic vibration is also minimized by its underground construction, as explained
in the next section. The seismic noise is estimated by considering the seismic vibrations
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of the ground in the mine, the seismic isolation performance of the pendulums, and the
coupling of 1/200 from the vertical seismic vibration, as shown in Figure 3.

Thermal noise, which is caused by the thermal vibration of molecules, is a type of
noise that limits the sensitivity at low frequencies below 140 Hz. The thermal vibration
of molecules causes the motion of mirrors, their surfaces, and their suspensions, thereby
inhibiting GW detection. The thermal noise of a mirror is proportional to the inverse of the
square root of the frequencies and limits the sensitivity between 50 and 140 Hz. The thermal
noise of a mirror suspension has a noise floor proportional to the inverse of the square of
the frequencies and limits the sensitivity below 50 Hz. Several peaks in the thermal noise
of the suspension are due to the mechanical resonance of the suspension. The details are
summarized in [8]. There are several ways to reduce thermal noise. One is to increase
the beam spot size on the mirror to reduce the mirror’s thermal noise, which is caused by
the vibration of the mirror substrates and coatings, because the correlation of the thermal
mirror surfaces between two distant points is small. Another is to use low-mechanical-loss
materials for mirrors and their suspensions because thermal noise is proportional to the
square root of the mechanical losses of the system [26]. A further method is to reduce
the vibration of the molecules by cooling the test-mass mirrors and their suspensions to
cryogenic temperatures, as described in the following section. Because this is the first
kilometer-scale cryogenic interferometer, the demonstration of cryogenic technology is
highly anticipated and is expected to be introduced in future GW detectors.

In the frequency band between 5 and 80 Hz, the sensitivity is limited by quantum
radiation pressure noise, which is included as quantum noise in Figure 3. The reflection of
light is described in quantum mechanics as the collision of photons on a mirror’s surface,
which exerts a force called radiation pressure. Because the number of photons in light
exhibits quantum fluctuations, the radiation pressure also exhibits inevitable fluctuations,
and these fluctuations cause quantum radiation pressure noise.

Quantum shot noise limits the design sensitivity at frequencies above 100 Hz, which
is another noise included as quantum noise in Figure 3. A photodetector detects the
light intensity by counting the number of photons, which causes its output to fluctuate
owing to uncertainty in the number of photons. As described above, an interferometer
is an instrument that converts arm-length fluctuations into laser-intensity fluctuations.
Therefore, quantum shot noise is inevitable and difficult to reduce in GW detectors.

Both shot and radiation pressure noises are caused by quantum fluctuations of light;
however, the relationship between the laser power and SNR is the opposite: the SNR of the
radiation pressure noise is proportional to the square root of the power, whereas the SNR of
the shot noise is inversely proportional. The frequency response is also different in the two
noises: the radiation pressure noise is inversely proportional to the square of the frequency,
whereas the shot noise has no frequency dependence, except for its deterioration at high
frequencies owing to low-pass filtering for the signal of the optical cavity. Therefore, the
optimal laser power is determined by the targeted frequency band. To increase the sensitiv-
ity in the high-frequency band, it is necessary to increase the laser power to reduce the shot
noise. In the case of the current GW detectors, whose target frequencies are approximately
100 Hz, the intracavity power is designed to be of the order of 1 MW.
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Figure 3. Design sensitivity curve of KAGRA [25]. The horizontal axis shows the frequency, and
the vertical axis shows the detectable GW signal amplitude. Several fundamental noises are shown:
seismic noise, mirror and suspension thermal noise, and quantum noise. Quantum noise is shown as
the sum of the quantum radiation pressure noise and shot noise.

Technical noises are caused by imperfections in the interferometer. For example, in an
ideal detector, the wavelength of the laser light is considered to contain no fluctuations,
other than quantum fluctuations. However, actual laser light exhibits classical wavelength
fluctuations, which cause sensing noise. In many cases, the amplitude of these noises,
and sometimes even their presence, is difficult to predict. While the magnitude of the
fundamental noise is determined by the interferometer design, the magnitude of technical
noise is determined by the performance of the interferometer as a whole system; therefore,
the interferometer’s performance must be optimized after being operated to improve the
sensitivity. This sensitivity improvement process is called noise hunting and is the main
task in the sensitivity improvement of GW detectors.

2.4. Key Features of KAGRA

The fundamental noises described above were reduced by designing KAGRA with
two key features. One was the utilization of an underground site to reduce seismic noise.
The other was the utilization of cryogenic mirrors to reduce thermal noise. The details are
summarized in the following subsections.

2.4.1. Underground

Seismic noise is problematic for ground-based GW detectors for two main reasons.
The first is sensitivity degradation, as mentioned in the previous section. This can be
caused not only by longitudinal motion but also by angular motions of the mirrors through
angular-to-longitudinal coupling. The other is the duty-cycle deterioration caused by the
angular motions of the mirrors, which disturbs the locking of the interferometer. Owing to
the 3 km-long arm, which amplifies the tiny angular motions of the mirrors with respect
to the motion of the beam spot, stable operation of the GW detector becomes difficult.
There are several technical approaches to reducing these effects, such as utilizing passive
vibration isolation with multi-stage suspension and active vibration isolation with inertial
sensors; however, further reduction of seismic noise is important for current and future
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GW detectors. Because underground sites have low levels of seismic motion with respect
to the ground surface, building GW detectors at underground sites is highly beneficial.

The site search for KAGRA was conducted in the late 1990s, and Kamioka in Gifu
Prefecture, Japan, was finally selected [27], which is the same location as the two prototype
interferometers, a 20 m-scale interferometer, LISM [28], and a 100-m cryogenic interferome-
ter, CLIO [17]. KAGRA was constructed in a horizontal tunnel excavated from a mountain
and consists of two 3 km arm tunnels with 1/300 slopes, two end stations, and one corner
station. All the stations are located more than 200 m below the surface of the mountain,
where the seismic motion is significantly low based on past experience with CLIO [27].
After construction, the seismic motion of the KAGRA site was measured, as shown in
Figure 4. Because the seismic motion of the KAGRA site at the observation bands was
significantly smaller than that of TAMA300 [29] around the suburbs of Tokyo, the KAGRA
location is highly advantageous in terms of seismic noise.

Figure 4. Seismic noise at the TAMA300 site (TAMA), the entrance of the KAGRA tunnel (Atotsu
entrance), and the KAGRA site (KAGRA). For the seismic noise of the KAGRA site, the 10th and 90th
percentile lines (upper and lower cyan lines, respectively) are shown in the figure. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [8], ©2021 Oxford University Press.

Another important benefit of lower seismic motion is the stability of the interferometer
lock, because large mirror motions, especially those below 10 Hz, often cause lock loss in
the interferometer. In addition, large motions make it difficult to lock the interferometer.
Because seismic motion below 10 Hz at the underground site is smaller than that on the
ground surface, the KAGRA site has an advantage in terms of stability and sensitivity. In
particular, ground motion of approximately 0.2 Hz, which is called microseismic noise, is
problematic; however, microseismic noise at the KAGRA site is approximately ten times
smaller than that at the TAMA300 site, even in the 90th percentile, as shown in Figure 4.
Therefore, the KAGRA site also has the benefit of seismic motion in microseismic bands
between 0.1 and 0.4 Hz.

An additional advantage of underground sites is the ability to construct a huge
suspension without tall support structures. Because a longer suspension has a better
vibration isolation performance in the observation band, it is beneficial to utilize tall
suspensions to reduce seismic noise. To achieve a long suspension on the ground, it is
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necessary to construct a tall support structure and hang the mirrors from the top, as in the
superattenuator in Virgo [30]. In contrast, it is unnecessary to build a tall support in KAGRA
because KAGRA involves excavation of a two-story tunnel, and the mirrors can be hung
from the second floor. Therefore, although the total height of the test-mass suspension
in KAGRA is approximately 13.5 m, the support structure is less than 1 m. Because a
shorter support structure is more rigid, using this underground site is advantageous for
constructing a tall mirror suspension.

2.4.2. Cryogenics

The thermal noise of mirrors and their suspensions is a fundamental noise source for
laser interferometric GW detectors. A promising way to reduce thermal noise is to use
cooling mirrors and their suspensions at cryogenic temperatures. Therefore, the mirrors
and suspensions of the arm cavities in KAGRA were designed to be cooled to 20 K.

The KAGRA test-mass suspension, which is called a Type-A suspension, consists
of nine stages: the upper five stages are at room temperature and the lower four stages
are at cryogenic temperatures; they are called the Type-A tower and cryogenic payload,
respectively. The cryogenic payload is suspended from the Type-A bottom filter, which
is the bottom stage of the Type-A tower, and is stored in a cryostat. Figure 5 shows
a schematic of the KAGRA cryogenic system. KAGRA’s test masses are located at the
bottom of a cryogenic payload in the bottom four stages of the main mirror suspension (the
platform (PF), marionette (MN), intermediate mass (IM), and test mass (TM)). The MN,
IM, and TM are surrounded by the corresponding recoil masses (marionette recoil mass,
intermediate recoil mass, and recoil mass, respectively) to control the position and angle of
the mirror. The mirror is made of monocrystalline sapphire, which has an extremely low
mechanical loss of 10−8 at cryogenic temperatures [31], thereby reducing thermal noise.
The sapphire mirror has a cylindrical shape with a diameter of 22 cm and a thickness
of 15 cm. It is suspended using four sapphire fibers of 1.6 mm thickness and 350 mm
length, which can extract heat from sapphire mirrors effectively owing to their high thermal
conductivity at low temperatures [32]. In addition, sapphire mirrors have relatively low
absorption at the laser wavelength (1064 nm) [33], resulting in less heat being generated
during operation. The cryogenic payload is cooled through 6N (99.9999%) pure aluminum
heat links [34], which yield high thermal conductivity while maintaining low stiffness, thus
reducing the vibration transfer via heat links. In addition, they are connected to the MN
stage to avoid direct coupling of the vibration via heat links to sapphire mirror motions.

The cryogenic payload is stored in two layers of radiation shields to avoid heating
by thermal radiation. Sufficient cooling performance is obtained by cooling the inner
and outer radiation shields to 8 K and 80 K, respectively. The payload, except for the
sapphire parts and the inner side of the radiation shields, is coated with black plating called
SOLBLACK and diamond-like carbon, thus effectively utilizing thermal radiation to cool
the payload by obtaining a large emissivity. For continuous operation of the cooling system,
KAGRA uses four one-watt cryocoolers to cool the cryogenic payload and radiation shields.
Furthermore, two cryocoolers are used to cool the payload, and the others are used to
cool the radiation shields. However, this generates large vibrations during operation and
contaminates the sensitivity of the detector. Therefore, pulse-tube cryocoolers, which have
very low vibrations [35], are used, and a heat-link vibration isolation system (HLVIS) is
configured to further reduce the vibration transfer to the sapphire mirror via heat links.
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Figure 5. Schematic view of KAGRA’s cryogenic system. A side view of the cryostat from the direction
orthogonal to the arm (top) and another side view at an angle of 45◦ from the direction indicated in
the left panel (bottom). Adapted with permission from Ref. [8], ©2021 Oxford University Press.

3. Recent Status

3.1. Detector Performance during the O3GK Observation Run

In April 2019, the Advanced LIGO detectors and the Virgo detector started their
observation runs, which are called O3 [36]. In late March 2020, KAGRA was accepted to
join O3 as a member of the scientific collaboration with LIGO and Virgo. However, LIGO
and Virgo stopped their operations in March 2020 because of the COVID-19 pandemic. In
this situation, GEO 600, which is the interferometric GW observatory in Germany with an
arm length of 600 m [3], continued the observation, and GEO 600 and KAGRA started a
joint observation run called O3GK. This was the first international observation run and a
significant milestone for KAGRA.

One of the parameters describing the detector performance is the BNS inspiral range.
This is the average distance at which the detector can detect typical binary neutron star
mergers. The average BNS inspiral range of KAGRA in the O3GK was 660 kpc [37],
although the best value was approximately 1 Mpc, which was recorded during the commis-
sioning period. The interferometer configuration was PRFPMI, and the input power before
PRM was 5 W, corresponding to an intracavity power of 50 kW.

The sensitivity with the dominant noise in the O3GK observation run is shown in
Figure 6 [37]. As shown in the figure, most of the noise limiting the sensitivity was re-
vealed. The sensitivity at frequencies lower than 100 Hz was limited by the suspension
control noise. The details of the suspension control noise are described in Section 3.2.2.
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From 100 to 400 Hz, acoustic noise was found to pollute the sensitivity. At the ex-
perimental site, many instruments generate sound, and the vibrations of the vacuum
chamber caused by these sounds deteriorate the sensitivity. At the frequencies between
400 Hz and 2 kHz, the shot noise limits the sensitivity. Laser frequency noise is an-
other noise that limits the sensitivity at high frequencies above 2 kHz. Although a fre-
quency noise stabilization system was implemented, it was not optimized in the obser-
vation run. By optimizing the servo parameter, it will be reduced to lower than the
shot noise.

Another important factor in gravitational wave detectors is the duty factor, which is the
ratio of the time for which the interferometer is kept locked to the time of the observation
period. Because the interferometer can lose its lock owing to external disturbances, such as
earthquakes, a high duty factor is one of the major issues in constructing a GW detector.
The duty factor of KAGRA during O3GK was 53%, whereas that of GEO 600 was 78% [37].

Figure 6. KAGRA’s sensitivity with dominant noises. Suspension control noise (<100 Hz), acoustic
noise (100 Hz∼400 Hz), shot noise (400 Hz∼2 kHz), and laser frequency noise (>2 kHz) limit the
sensitivity. The average BNS inspiral range was 660 kpc for the O3GK period. Further details are
shown in Ref. [37].

3.2. Toward the O4 Observation Run

The interferometer was sometimes difficult to lock during O3GK, especially on days
with large microseismic motions (the details are explained in Section 4.1.1). KAGRA plans
to upgrade the detector to improve the duty factor. In addition, because the sensitivity
of KAGRA during O3GK was limited by two primary noise sources, quantum shot noise
at high frequencies and suspension control noise at low frequencies, KAGRA also plans
to improve the detector sensitivity for the international joint observation run starting
from mid-December 2022 (O4) [38]. Furthermore, some technical difficulties inhibited the
cooling of the sapphire mirrors during O3; therefore, several studies for achieving cryogenic
operation have been performed for O4. KAGRA will start the O4 observation run with a
sensitivity of over 1 Mpc and will work to improve the sensitivity toward the end of O4
by taking an observation break. In the following sections, the KAGRA upgrade plans and
recent results on cryogenics are briefly reviewed.

3.2.1. Upgrade for Improving the Duty Factor

Seismic noise at low frequencies, especially microseismic noise, needs to be mitigated
to improve the duty factor because it significantly affects the detector’s stability. However,
passive vibration isolation systems for such low frequencies are challenging; thus, active
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vibration isolation using inertial sensors, such as a speed meter or accelerometer, is imple-
mented to control the vibration isolation system for sapphire mirrors. Three accelerometers
were installed on the main mirror suspensions for inertial control of the suspensions after
O3GK. They can detect seismic motion at the level of 10−7 m/

√
Hz at 0.2 Hz, which is

approximately the same as the microseismic motion on a typical day and one order of
magnitude smaller than that on a noisy day.

Another measure for improving detector stability is the installation of stronger actua-
tors on the payload of the main mirror suspensions. Cryogenic payloads have coil–magnet
actuators consisting of a coil and magnet, which move the suspension through electromag-
netic force. However, sometimes the actuator was saturated during lock acquisition and
observation, which triggered a lock loss in the interferometer. Therefore, a stronger actuator
avoids saturation of the actuators and improves the duty factor. However, the electrical
noise of analog circuits and DAC noise are coupled to sensitivity through actuators if the
actuator efficiency is too large. Therefore, it is necessary to make the actuator efficiency as
large as possible while maintaining a sufficiently low noise coupling in the observation
band. Figure 7 shows the actuator efficiencies of the MN and IM stages. The new MN
and IM actuators have efficiencies of 1.1 N/A and 55 mN/A, respectively, while the old
MN and IM actuators had efficiencies of 0.47 N/A and 18 mN/A, respectively [39]. Based
on the measured actuator efficiencies, the noise of analog electronics, and DAC noise,
the noise caused by the MN and IM actuators can be estimated as 8.8 × 10−20m/

√
Hz

and 1.6 × 10−19m/
√

Hz at 10 Hz, respectively, which are below the target sensitivity
of KAGRA.

Figure 7. Actuator efficiencies of new coil–magnet actuators of the IM stage (left) and MN stage
(right) as functions of the relative displacement between coils and magnets.

3.2.2. Upgrade for Improving Sensitivity

The sensitivity of KAGRA during O3GK was limited by the quantum shot noise in
the high-frequency region. Thus, the replacement of the laser source with one of a higher
power is planned for O4. Because quantum shot noise is proportional to 1/

√
P, where

P is the intracavity power of an arm cavity, increasing the laser power can improve the
sensitivity at high frequencies. A new laser source can output 60 W, while the maximum
laser power of the current KAGRA laser source is 40 W. The performance of the new laser
is currently under evaluation.

The sensitivity in the low-frequency region is limited by the suspension control
noise. Especially below 50 Hz, it was contaminated by suspension control noise from
the main mirror suspensions. Because the suspension system in a GW detector has a
very complex structure, the suspensions have many resonant modes, which disturb the
interferometer’s operation. Therefore, local controls for damping these suspension res-
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onances are necessary, but can contaminate the sensitivity. Reducing the sensor noise
for damping controls is an effective way to mitigate control noise. The payload of a
main mirror suspension has reflective photosensors for damping controls [39]; however,
it has a large noise above 10 Hz, approximately 6 × 10−9m/

√
Hz for lateral motion

and 4 × 10−8rad/
√

Hz for rotation. Therefore, optical levers [40] were installed at the
MN and PF stages, which have approximately 2 × 10−9m/

√
Hz for lateral motion and

3 × 10−10rad/
√

Hz for rotation.

3.2.3. Recent Results on Cryogenics

Cooling mirrors for reducing thermal noise are a unique feature of KAGRA, adding
certain difficulties related to cryogenics. One of them is molecular adsorption on the
cryogenic mirror surface, which causes variations in the reflectivity of the mirrors and laser
absorption in the molecular layers [41]. Because molecular layers of a few micrometers
cause significant changes in the sensitivity of KAGRA, the mirrors need to be frequently
warmed to desorb the molecules from the mirror surface. For this purpose, new heaters for
the desorption of molecules were newly installed on the IM stage of the cryogenic payload
to mitigate the downtime of observation. Owing to these new heaters, the downtime of the
desorption process is expected to reduce from several weeks to a few days.

Four sapphire mirrors were cooled to cryogenic temperatures in 2019. Figure 8 shows
an example of the cooling curve of the cryogenic system at the Y-end station from April to
May 2019. Because thermal radiation is the dominant cooling path over 100 K, the inner
radiation shield, mirror, marionette recoil mass, and HLVIS are cooled simultaneously. On
the other hand, because conductive cooling is the dominant path of cooling below 100 K,
cooling proceeds from the elements that are closer to the cryocoolers, in the order of HLVIS,
marionette recoil mass, and mirror.

Figure 8. Example of the cooling curves of KAGRA’s cryogenic system. The mirror reached 22 K
at 27 days after the start of cooling. The cooling speed drastically changed below 100 K because
of the increase in the thermal conductivity of the heat links and decrease in the specific heat. Each
component is shown in Figure 5.

During cooling in 2019, KAGRA faced a more serious problem. The molecular adsorp-
tion during the initial cooling was much greater than expected, and visible frost was formed
on the mirror surface. Figure 9 shows photographs of the mirror surface illuminated by a
green laser, with and without frost on the mirror. As shown in Figure 9, a very thick frost
was formed on the cryogenic mirror surface and caused significant scattering of the green
beam. Once the thick frost was formed, the cavity finesse for the 1064 nm laser dropped to
several hundred or less, while the finesse at room temperature was approximately 1500.
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Therefore, a new cooling scheme to prevent frost formation was considered and tested
from November 2020 to February 2021. The scheme involved cooling the mirrors step by
step and trapping molecules not on the mirror surface but on the surface of the radiation
shields. Owing to this new scheme, the KAGRA mirror was successfully cooled without
any thick frost that could be visually inspected.

Figure 9. Images of the mirror illuminated with a green laser. (Left) Image at room temperature. The
mirror surface is clean, and the green beam scattering is smaller than that at cryogenic temperature.
(Right) Image at cryogenic temperature. The mirror surface is covered with thick frost, and the green
beam is scattered on the surface.

4. Evaluations of the Underground Environment

A GW detector is a delicate system that is easily affected by environmental distur-
bances. The underground environment is expected to be quieter than that of the ground
surface, and its actual evaluation is important not only for KAGRA, but also for further GW
observatories, such as the ET. In this section, the current results of environmental studies in
KAGRA are explained in terms of both their benefits and difficulties. An overview of the
physical environmental monitoring system in KAGRA is described in Ref. [42].

4.1. Seismic Motion
4.1.1. Microseismic Motion

As discussed in Section 2.4.1, seismic motion at the frequency of the observational
windows at the experimental site is significantly reduced compared with that on the
ground surface. However, this reduction is inefficient at lower frequencies. Sometimes,
microseismic motions caused by sea waves disrupt the control of suspensions and the
interferometer. Japan is surrounded by two seas, the Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Japan,
which exhibit different seasonal behaviors. Figure 10 (top) shows the wave height of the
Pacific Ocean (Omaesaki in Shizuoka prefecture) and Sea of Japan (Wajima in Ishikawa
prefecture) from July 2019 to June 2020 [43]. Figure 10 (bottom) shows the seismic spectrum
at the KAGRA site on 12 October 2019 (green), December 2019 (cyan), and March 2020
(red). In the winter season, the waves of the Sea of Japan and the seismic motion at the
KAGRA site became relatively larger. In summer and autumn, the level of the sea waves
was usually low; however, sometimes it increased owing to a typhoon (for example, on 12
October 2019).

The relationship between the microseismic level and lock state of KAGRA’s main
interferometer during O3GK was studied [44]. Figure 11 shows the sea waves, seismic level
at the KAGRA site, and lock state of the KAGRA interferometer with a focus on the O3GK
term. The correlation between the sea waves and seismic level could be observed, and the
interferometer could not be locked when the sea was rough (>2 m).
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Figure 10. (Top): One-year data of the significant wave height in the Sea of Japan (Wajima) and
Pacific Ocean (Omaesaki), opened in NOWPHAS [43]. (Bottom): Amplitude spectral density of the
horizontal seismic displacement measured at the X-end of KAGRA. Each color corresponds to the
period shown in the top graph. The solid lines represent the medians and the bands represent the
10th–90th percentiles during the one-month period.

Figure 11. Comparison of the microseisms and the observation state of KAGRA during O3GK [44].
The blue and orange lines show the significant wave height in the Sea of Japan (Wajima) and Pacific
Ocean (Omaesaki), respectively, opened in NOWPHAS [43]. The black markers are the RMS values
of the seismic velocity in the 0.1–0.3 mHz band for every hour, measured at the X-end of KAGRA.
The bottom bar graph shows the observation status of KAGRA during O3GK [37], with the science
mode (green) and others (red, mainly the unlocked period).

4.1.2. Seismic Newtonian Noise

The motion of the mass around the experimental site induces a fluctuation in Newton’s
gravity and shakes the test-mass mirrors. This is called Newtonian noise (NN) [45]. It
cannot be shielded against and is counted as fundamental noise.
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Seismic motion is known to be the primary source of NN and has been intensively
studied in GW detector research. For example, it is known that seismic Rayleigh waves
propagating on a surface are reduced in underground facilities. Figure 12 shows the
estimation of the NN caused by seismic body waves, seismic Rayleigh waves, and room
acoustic waves for KAGRA [46]. All lines are significantly below the design sensitivity of
KAGRA.

Figure 12. The estimated Newtonian noise from the seismic body waves (blue), seismic Rayleigh
waves (orange), and acoustic fields in the experimental site (green) for KAGRA [46] compared with
the O3GK sensitivity (black, solid) and design sensitivity (black, dashed) [37] of KAGRA.

4.2. Acoustic Field

The sound at the experimental site is considered environmental noise. Most of the
main optics, such as test-mass mirrors or photodetectors for the GW detection port, are
suspended in vacuum chambers and isolated from the acoustic field in the experimental
room. However, the laser source and other auxiliary optics are not located in vacuum
(this is not specified for the underground environment; however, the acoustic response
of the KAGRA interferometer was carefully studied for the O3GK configuration [47]).
Infrasound, which is a low-frequency sound that the human ear cannot detect, is also
of interest because it causes the expansion and contraction of the arm tunnel [42]. The
spectrum of the acoustic field in KAGRA’s corner station (CS) and X-arm is compared with
those of the Virgo central experimental building (CEB, a ground-surface facility) and Matra
Gravitational and Geophysical Laboratory (MGGL, an underground facility) in Figure 13
under quiet conditions without human activity. The acoustic levels are similar for both
datasets, and the difference between the underground and on-surface environments is not
significant. Notably, however, the underground environment is quieter and more stable
than the on-surface environment with respect to transient external acoustic disturbances,
such as agricultural work or airplanes.

One unique aspect of the acoustic properties of KAGRA is that the reverberation
time at the experimental site is much shorter than those of LIGO and Virgo; therefore, a
transient sound decays quickly in KAGRA. This is because of the difference in the inner
surfaces of the walls rather than the underground location. LIGO and Virgo have painted
hard concrete walls, and they reflect the sound efficiently. On the other hand, the walls of
KAGRA are coated with bubbling urethane and plastic paint, and they work as acoustic
absorbers (Figure 14). A paper on the quantitative evaluation of this topic is in preparation.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the acoustic fields for the gravitational experimental sites: KAGRA CS [48],
KAGRA X-arm [42], Virgo CEB [48], and MGGL [49].

Rock                                                                                                                  Concrete  

Sprayed Concrete
Bubbling Urethane (~5cm)                           Painting
Anti-water Plastic Painting

KAGRA       LIGO/Virgo                     

Figure 14. Schematic view of the walls in the experimental sites of KAGRA and LIGO/Virgo.

4.3. Magnetic Field
4.3.1. Magnetic Noise Estimation

A magnetic field can cause displacement noise through the force on the mirrors and/or
sensing noise through the electronics.

The magnetic field in the cryostat was measured at the X-end. The results are presented
in Figure 15 (top, red graph), and the peaks at 1 and 1.7 Hz correspond to the periods of
the motors for the cryocoolers (1 and 0.6 s). The coupling functions in case 1 (measured for
LIGO) and case 2 (measured for Virgo) were used to estimate the contribution of magnetic
noise to the sensitivity of the DARM because it has not yet been measured for KAGRA. The
approximated coupling function between the magnetic field and DARM displacement is
written as

C( f ) = κ ×
(

f
f0

)−β

[m/T], (1)

where κ, β, and f0 (κ = 8 × 10−8 m/T, β = 2.67 in LIGO [50], κ = 5.6 × 10−8 m/T, β = 3.3
in Virgo [51], and f0 = 10 Hz for both detectors) are the experimental parameters used
to characterize the data. Using these coupling functions, the magnetic noise is projected
onto the DARM sensitivity, as shown in Figure 15 (bottom). According to the estimation,
magnetic noise will not contaminate the design sensitivity.
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Figure 15. (Top) Magnetic field measured in a cryostat for the ETMX with cryocoolers. The gray line
shows the measurement limit, including the sensor and ADC noises. (Bottom) Expected magnetic
noise in the DARM sensitivity of KAGRA, calculated using the magnetic field in the top plot and the
coupling functions evaluated for LIGO (blue) and Virgo (orange).

4.3.2. Schumann Resonance

The Schumann resonance is a global electromagnetic resonance with frequencies of
7.8, 14.1, 20.3 Hz, and so on, and an amplitude of approximately 1 pT/

√
Hz, which is

generated and excited by lightning discharges in the cavity formed by the Earth’s surface
and ionosphere. Its contribution to a single GW detector as noise is expected to be smaller
than that of the local magnetic field (for example, coming from power lines or electrical
apparatuses); however, it has coherence between far-away points on Earth and is a common
noise for the global GW observation network, especially when searching for stochastic
background GWs [52,53].

Short-term Schumann resonance measurements were performed at the KAGRA exper-
imental site during the construction phase [54,55]. Figure 16 shows the recent results of the
measurements outside the tunnel and inside the KAGRA X-arm tunnel. The amplitude of
the Schumann resonance (X-direction) is larger inside the tunnel than outside, a behavior
that was also observed in the previous two measurements. More detailed studies, such as
remeasurements and simulations, are ongoing to understand this behavior.
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Figure 16. Schumann resonance of magnetic fields measured outside the tunnel (dashed) and inside
the X-arm (solid). Red (blue) corresponds to the direction along the X(Y)-arm.

4.3.3. Transient Magnetic Noise from Lightning Strikes

Lightning strikes are well-known high-energy phenomena that emit transient magnetic
noise to the atmosphere. When a lightning strike occurs close to KAGRA, a glitch event
can be detected by both magnetometers and the GW channel of the main interferometer of
KAGRA. Figure 17 shows an example of a lightning event [56]. This is the first evidence
that a GW detector constructed in an underground facility is excited by lightning strikes in
the atmosphere. This means that lightning is a background event of a burst-GW search, but
it can be easily identified using the current system of environmental monitoring.

Figure 17. Time–series data of the magnetometers inside the KAGRA site (top) and KAGRA’s main
interferometer (whitened strain signal) (bottom) for nearby lightning. The origin of the horizontal
axis (22 March 2022, 02:38:40.38) is the time of a lightning strike. For the magnetometers, the DC
value of geomagnetism (∼50 μT) is subtracted. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [56], ©2021
IOP Publishing.
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4.4. Facility Issues

Although underground facilities provide many benefits, they also present challenges,
as explained in this paper. A limitation in space leads to poor extensibility, making it tough
(and expensive) to build a filter cavity or long signal-recycling cavity in KAGRA.

In general, the temperature of an underground cave is stable throughout the seasons.
However, at the KAGRA experimental site, the room temperature easily changes when the
working status of the apparatus changes. The room-temperature change affects the control
and alignment of the interferometer. For example, it causes a drift in the geometrical anti-
spring filters for vibration isolation in the vertical direction. Typically, room temperature
must be maintained within 0.2 ◦C.

Springwater is another practical issue for underground facilities. Because it can
easily pass through the ground and reach the experimental area, it should be removed
using pumps and waterways to avoid any accidents. These devices generate additional
environmental noise for the GW detector, which must be mitigated. Newtonian noise
coming from fluid in a drainage pipe is one possible noise, and its study in simulations is
ongoing.

5. Future Plan

GW detection has opened up a new window in astronomy and astrophysics, with
further developments expected in the future. Increasing the number of observable events
by expanding the observation range and improving the estimation accuracy of source
parameters with higher SNR signals are essential. A new detector in the same frequency
band with a sensitivity one order of magnitude higher than that of the current GW detectors
is under development. ET, which is proposed to be built in Europe, has an arm length of
10 km, mirrors cooled to cryogenic temperatures [9], and underground construction. In
addition, the LIGO project proposes the construction of a detector named Cosmic Explorer
with an arm length of 40 km, whose sensitivity will be an order of magnitude higher than
that of the Advanced LIGO detectors [10]. Another approach to advancing GW astronomy
is launching GW observatories into space to observe GWs in lower frequency bands, such
as with LISA [57], DECIGO [58], and TianQuin [59].

Although these attempts are being vigorously pursued, construction may take more
than a decade. In the meantime, further improvement in the sensitivity of existing detectors
is essential for the continuous development of GW astronomy. Advanced LIGO plus
(A+) and Advanced Virgo Plus (AdV+) [60], which are upgraded detectors of Advanced
LIGO and Advanced Virgo, are planned, and each is expected to improve the sensitivity
by a factor of two compared to the current design sensitivity. In addition, in KAGRA,
various proposals have been discussed [61]. In this section, some of the proposed plans are
introduced.

One of the proposals involves improvement of the sapphire mirror. By making the
mirror larger and heavier, domination of the thermal noise of the suspension and the
quantum radiation pressure noise over the sensitivity in the low-frequency region will be
reduced. Moreover, by increasing the beam size, the coating’s thermal noise is expected
to be reduced. The currently used sapphire mirror is 22 cm in diameter, 15 cm thick, and
weighs 23 kg, which was the largest size that could be made when it was constructed. On
the other hand, as a result of research and development, it is expected that a 100 kg sapphire
crystal with a diameter of 36 cm and thickness of 25 cm will be created in a few years.

According to the quantum uncertainty principle, the product of the amplitude and
phase fluctuations of light has a finite magnitude, and the two fluctuations cannot be
simultaneously reduced to zero. A quantum squeezing technique is used to reduce only
one of these fluctuations without violating the quantum uncertainty principle by sacrificing
the other fluctuation. In Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo, reduction of the quantum
shot noise, which is caused by quantum phase fluctuations, has been successful [62,63].
However, the intensity fluctuation becomes larger under the squeezed condition in the
phase fluctuation, and the radiation pressure noise, which is caused by the quantum
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amplitude fluctuation, becomes larger. Therefore, a new technique, called frequency-
dependent squeezing, is currently under development. This technique uses an optical
resonator called a filter cavity to add frequency dependence to the squeezing process. While
the quantum phase fluctuation is squeezed in the high-frequency region, where quantum
shot noise is dominant, the quantum amplitude fluctuation is squeezed in the low-frequency
region, where quantum radiation pressure noise is dominant. Thus, effective quantum noise
reduction across the entire bandwidth is achieved. The frequency-dependent squeezing
technique was demonstrated by the MIT group in the U.S. [64] and the NAOJ group in
Japan [65–67] and will be installed in Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo before O4. It is
anticipated that this technique will be adopted by KAGRA.

The improved sensitivity obtained by combining these techniques is shown in
Figure 18. KAGRA’s sensitivity can be improved to the same level as that of A+ and
AdV+. Because the mirrors of KAGRA are cooled to cryogenic temperatures, it is difficult to
reduce the noise by increasing the laser power, as is planned for A+ and AdV+. Increasing
the laser power makes it difficult to cool the mirror to a cryogenic temperature owing to
the heat caused by the absorption of the mirror. Because the quantum and thermal noise
can be reduced without increasing the laser power, the frequency-dependent squeezing
technique and the use of a larger sapphire mirror are the best strategies for improving the
sensitivity of KAGRA. This is also the case for the next generation of GW detectors, for
some of which cryogenic mirrors are planned, and the improved sensitivity of KAGRA can
serve as a case study for them.

Figure 18. Estimated sensitivity curve after the modifications described in this section. Adapted with
permission from Ref. [61], ©2020 American Physical Society.

6. Conclusions

In this article, the current status and future upgrades of KAGRA were reviewed. The
first joint observation run in 2020 was a major milestone for KAGRA; however, further
upgrades are necessary in order to contribute to gravitational wave astrophysics. KAGRA’s
key features, the suspensions and cryogenic system, are being upgraded, which is signif-
icantly important for the next observation run. Evaluations of the unique underground
environment of KAGRA have also progressed, and some topics are progressing ahead of
LIGO and Virgo. GW detection with KAGRA is vital for promoting GW astronomy and
will also serve as the basis for introducing new technologies in future GW observatories.
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Abstract: Gravitational waves from binary black hole and neutron star mergers are being regularly
detected. As of 2021, 90 confident gravitational wave detections have been made by the LIGO and
Virgo detectors. Work is ongoing to further increase the sensitivity of the detectors for the fourth
observing run, including installing some of the A+ upgrades designed to lower the fundamental
noise that limits the sensitivity to gravitational waves. In this review, we will provide an overview
of the LIGO detectors optical configuration and lock acquisition procedure, discuss the detectors’
fundamental and technical noise limits, show the current measured sensitivity, and explore the A+
upgrades currently being installed in the detectors.

Keywords: gravitational wave detectors; optomechanics; low-noise high-power laser interferometry

1. Introduction

On 14 September 2015, the Advanced LIGO detectors made the first direct detection
of gravitational waves (GWs) from a binary black hole merger [1]. The detectors had just
achieved full operation after a five-year hiatus while they were upgraded from initial to
Advanced LIGO. The Advanced LIGO detectors featured new technologies and new optical
configuration, designed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of GW signals across the audio
frequency spectrum [2–4]. The upgraded detectors drastically improved the sensitivity to
intermediate mass black hole merger GW signals, enabling the detection of GW150914 [5].

On 17 August 2017, the Advanced LIGO and Virgo detectors discovered gravita-
tional waves from a binary neutron star merger with a gamma-ray-burst counterpart [6].
This event triggered telescopes to point in the direction of the merger, in order to catch
electromagnetic radiation from across the energy spectrum [7].

Today, the detectors have progressed significantly toward the goal of achieving design
sensitivity [8]. Through the third observing run (O3), 90 confident gravitational wave
detections from astrophysical compact binary mergers have been reported, along with
many more low-confidence detections [9].

Now, in the period between observing runs three and four, major infrastructure
improvements known as the A+ upgrades are being installed at the LIGO detectors [10,11].
These upgrades are focused on lowering the fundamental noise limit of the Advanced
LIGO detectors, making higher levels of sensitivity to gravitational waves possible.

Here we will review the design and performance of the Advanced LIGO detectors
leading into to observing run four (O4), scheduled to begin in December 2022. Section 2
will briefly overview the gravitational wave signals we expect. Section 3 will overview
the Advanced LIGO optical configuration and lock acquisition process. Section 4 will
review the fundamental limits of the Advanced LIGO detectors’ sensitivity, as well as the
current achieved sensitivity. Section 5 will discuss the current performance of the detectors,
introducing the topics of point absorbers on optics and squeezed states of light. Section 6
will overview the upgrades currently being installed in preparation for O4. Section 7 will
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comment on future avenues for increasing detector sensitivity. Appendices A and B will
overview the basics of the Michelson and Fabry–Pérot interferometric configurations, the
fundamental building blocks of the full Advanced LIGO interferometer.

2. Gravitational Waves

A gravitational wave can be described as a small perturbation hμν on a flat spacetime
metric ημν [12,13]:

gμν = ημν + hμν. (1)

In the transverse–traceless gauge, a gravitational wave propagating in the z direction
can be expressed as

hμν(t, x, y, z) =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0
0 h+ h× 0
0 h× −h+ 0
0 0 0 0

⎞⎟⎟⎠ cos(ωt − kz), (2)

where h+ is the plus-polarization gravitational wave strain, h× is the cross-polarization
strain, and ω and k are the frequency and wavenumber of the GW. In Equation (2), we have
defined the usual coordinate system (t, x, y, z) for the Greek indices ranging from 0 to 3. In
this gauge choice, the trace of the matrix in Equation (2) is zero, and the spacetime strain is
only in the x and y directions, transverse to the z direction of propagation.

Next, we will show that a gravitational wave modulates the spacetime interval ds,
and show how this can be interpreted as a change in length ΔL [14,15]. In general, the
spacetime interval between any two points is

ds2 = gμνdxμdxν (3)

= (ημν + hμν)dxμdxν (4)

= −c2dt2 + (1 + h+)dx2 + (1 − h+)dy2 + 2h×dx dy + dz2, (5)

where we have set our coordinate vector dxμ = dxν = (cdt, dx, dy, dz)T .
Gravitational wave detectors use laser light to sense spacetime. Light always has a

spacetime interval ds = 0. If we set up a test particle on the x-axis a length Lx from the
origin, and look at the spacetime interval ds for a light wave traveling between the origin
and particle when only a h+ wave is incident, assuming h+ � 1, we obtain

ds2 = 0 = −c2dt2 + (1 + h+)dx2 (6)

c
∫ t0

0
dt =

∫ Lx

0

√
1 + h+dx ≈

∫ Lx

0

(
1 +

1
2

h+

)
dx (7)

ct0 =

(
1 +

1
2

h+

)
Lx. (8)

Equation (8) emphasizes that, in the chosen gauge and coordinates, the passing grav-
itational wave h+ modulates the light travel time t0 between the two stationary points
(0, 0, 0) and (Lx, 0, 0). Equivalently, the GW strain can be said to modulate the x length:
ΔLx = h+Lx/2. Along the y-axis between the points (0, 0, 0) and (0, Ly, 0), the sign of the
h+ GW modulation is flipped, as seen from Equation (5): ΔLy = −h+Ly/2.

The differential length ΔL in the x- and y-axis, assuming Lx = Ly = L, yields

ΔL = ΔLx − ΔLy = h+L (9)

h+ =
ΔL
L

. (10)
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Equation (10) is the usual strain-to-length relation used in GW detection based on
Michelson interferometers, which feature two orthogonal optical cavities filled with laser
light. This motivates the choice for extremely long interferometer arms: generally, the
longer the arms, the larger the differential length change ΔL will be. This holds as long as
the long-wavelength approximation λGW � L is true: if not, Equation (10) breaks down
because the GW oscillates spacetime faster than the light can complete a round trip in the
optical cavities [16].

3. Advanced LIGO Detectors

Each Advanced LIGO detector is a long-baseline laser interferometer with two 4 km-
long orthogonal arms. The interferometer acts as a transducer, transforming the GW signal
into observable laser power fluctuations at the antisymmetric port.

The interferometer is supported by several auxiliary subsystems required to detect
gravitational waves. Auxiliary subsystems include the core optics length controls [17–23],
angular controls [24–31], high-powered stabilized laser [32–34], vacuum system [35–37],
optics suspensions [38–40], seismic isolation [41–44], and electronics and data acquisition
systems [45–48]. This review will focus on the optical configuration and operation of the
interferometers.

The core of the Advanced LIGO detectors are dual-recycled, Fabry–Pérot, Michelson
interferometers [2,3], enhanced with an input and an output mode cleaner [49,50], and
filled with pre-stabilized laser light [32]. The entire LIGO optomechanical control system is
based on the Pound–Drever–Hall frequency stabilization technique [17].

Figure 1 shows a simplified optical configuration planned for O4. The optical configu-
ration is the same as O3, except for the addition of the 300 m filter cavity [51–53].

In this section, we will overview the Advanced LIGO optical configuration and the
lock acquisition process. Appendix A overviews the optical components that make up the
Advanced LIGO design.

3.1. Main Interferometer

The main interferometer consists of seven core optics, shown in Figure 1: the power-
recycling mirror, the signal-recycling mirror, the beamsplitter, and the four arm cavity
optics known as input test masses (ITMs) and end test masses (ETMs).

The main interferometer relies on constructive interference to build up high levels of
laser power inside the 4 km Fabry–Pérot arm cavities (see Appendix B). With more laser
power built up in the interferometer, more light is modulated by a passing GW, creating a
stronger detected response to GWs at the detection port.

In the Michelson interferometer formed by the two arms and the beamsplitter, destruc-
tive interference occurs at the antisymmetric (detection) port, where the the beams from the
two arms are recombined out of phase, so no light appears. At the input port, constructive
interference occurs, so all the light input is reflected back toward the laser in the Michelson
interferometer (see Appendix A).

Differential phase changes in the light in each arm, such as those caused by gravita-
tional waves, will cause light to exit out the Michelson detection port. Common phase
changes, on the other hand, will have no effect on the light levels at either the input or de-
tection port. Thus, the Michelson detection port is said to have high common mode rejection,
as both frequency and intensity fluctuations in the input laser light are largely rejected from
the detection port.

3.1.1. Basic Signal

The gravitational wave signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the antisymmetric port is formed
by the laser power signal due to GWs Pas, as well as the laser power noise

√
SP, i.e.,
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fluctuations not due to GWs. The gravitational wave SNR for the shot-noise-dominated
regime can be approximately written as

SNR ≈ Pas√
SP

√
tsig ∝

L
√

Parmtsig

λ
h, (11)

where L is the length of the Fabry–Pérot arm cavities, Parms is the full power buildup in
the arms, tsig is the duration of the GW signal in the detector bandwidth, λ is the laser
wavelength, and h is the GW strain amplitude. The full detector response is derived
in [54,55], and expanded upon in [23,56–58]. A more complete understanding of detector
signal and noise processing can be found in [59,60].
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Figure 1. Simplified optical layout of the LIGO detectors for the fourth observing run. The pre-
stabilized laser first traverses the input mode cleaner to further stabilize the laser light before entering
the main interferometer. The main interferometer consists of the seven core optics in the upper right,
including the Fabry–Pérot arm cavities, 50:50 beamsplitter, and recycling mirrors. The GW signal from
the main interferometer (solid red) transmits through the signal-recycling mirror, output Faraday
isolator, and output mode cleaner to the detection photodetectors at the detection (or antisymmetric)
port. The dashed red represents the squeezed light input path from the squeezer cavity, reflected off
the filter cavity, and input on the back of the signal-recycling mirror. The filter cavity is discussed
in Section 6.3.

Several major considerations in detector design are captured in Equation (11). First,
the simplest way to amplify the signal is to extend the arm length L. The main limit on
making detectors longer is the cost of the facility, particularly the evacuated beamtube,
which currently limits the LIGO detectors to the 4 km scale. Maximizing the arm power
Parm increases the detectable laser signal created by GWs, and is limited by input power
and losses in the interferometer from absorption and scatter. Reducing the detector wave-
length λ would naïvely increase sensitivity to GWs, but would require all major detector
infrastructure, such as the source laser, optical coatings, substrates, and photodetectors, to
perform at or better than the current noise levels.
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3.1.2. Dual-Recycling

Dual-recycling refers to the two recycling cavities formed by the mirrors at the input
and output of the main interferometer [61–64]. The mirror at the input is the power-recycling
mirror, and is used to reflect light back into the main interferometer, enabling greater levels
of light circulating inside the interferometer [55,65,66]. The mirror at the output is the
signal-recycling mirror, and is used to broaden the detector bandwidth [54].

The Advanced LIGO recycling cavities are designed to be geometrically stable to
better control spatial mode of the beam entering and exiting the Michelson [67], although
point absorbers on the mirrors are suspected of polluting the main spatial mode (see
Section 5.3.2). Control schemes for the interferometer degrees of freedom associated with
the recycling cavities have been designed and implemented for length [18–21,23] and
angular controls [26,29,30,68].

3.1.3. Squeezer

Heisenberg uncertainty in the form of shot noise and radiation pressure noise
(Section 4.2) limits the sensitivity of the interferometer [69,70]. The squeezer is a squeezed
vacuum source, and refers to the optics producing entangled photons for injection into
the antisymmetric port of the interferometer [71–74]. The ensemble of entangled photons
produce a quantum squeezed-vacuum electromagnetic field. By squeezing the quantum
vacuum, quantum shot noise can be lowered across the bandwidth of the detector. This is
known as frequency-independent squeezing.

The filter cavity shown in Figure 1 will enable frequency-dependent squeezed light
injection. The results of squeezing in O3 are explained in Section 5.4. The filter cavity is
explained further in Section 6.3.

3.1.4. Detector Bandwidth and Linewidth

The LIGO detector bandwidth refers to the frequency at which the differential arm
(DARM) frequency response begins falling off. This value is also known as the DARM
coupled-cavity pole or simply the DARM pole. This frequency is defined primarily by the
DARM coupled cavity, which is formed by the arm cavities and the signal-recycling
cavity [23]. As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the signal recycling mirror is locked exactly
off-resonance to broaden the detector bandwidth, in a scheme known as resonant-sideband
extraction [54,56]. During mid-2021 locking, the detector bandwidth at LIGO Hanford was
about 450 Hz.

Similarly, the detector linewidth refers to the full-width half-maximum of the laser fre-
quency noise when the detector is locked. With a long-baseline, high-finesse interferometer
such as Advanced LIGO, this is identical to twice the frequency at which the common arm
(CARM) frequency response begins falling off. This is known as the CARM coupled-cavity
pole or the CARM pole. The CARM coupled cavity is formed by the arm cavities and the
power-recycling cavity, which in this case is locked on-resonance to enhance the resonating
power [23]. This, paired with the 4 km-long baseline, makes the linewidth very small, and
the laser ultrastable in the detector bandwidth [75]. The detector linewidth is estimated to
be about 1 Hz.

3.1.5. Calibration

Calibration is the process of converting the detector output Pas into gravitational wave
units of strain h [76–82]. The calibration reference is the photon calibrator, which uses an
auxiliary laser to apply a known force on the optics via radiation pressure [83,84]. The O3
calibration response upper limit on systematic error and associated uncertainty is ∼11%
in magnitude and ∼9◦ in phase (68% confidence interval) in the sensitive frequency band
20–2000 Hz [78,79]. The systematic error alone is estimated at levels of <2% in magnitude
and <4◦ in phase [79].

Newtonian calibrators, which employ rapidly spinning masses near the optics, are
also under development [85–87]. During O3, a Newtonian calibrator with a quadrupole
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and hexapole was installed at Hanford, and successfully induced motion on the X-end test
mass (ETMX) [88]. Due to problems with precision installation and distance uncertainty
analysis, the Newtonian calibrator will not be pursued by LIGO as a precision calibration
instrument in O4.

3.2. Input Mode Cleaner

The input mode cleaner is a three-mirror, 33 m round trip triangular cavity used to
further stabilize the frequency, intensity, and spatial mode content of the input laser before
it enters the main interferometer [49]. The RMS laser frequency noise is limited by the
linewidth of the interferometer, which is extremely low (1.2 Hz). The laser frequency is
locked to the input mode cleaner length, providing high-gain high-bandwidth feedback
(∼100 kHz) to massively suppress frequency noise intrinsic to the NPRO laser [20,75,89]. A
small sample of the transmission through the input mode cleaner is used to stabilize the
intensity of the laser input into the main interferometer.

3.3. Output Mode Cleaner

The output mode cleaner is a four-mirror, 1.1 m round trip bowtie cavity used to
transmit only the main interferometer GW signal [50,90–92].

The GW readout scheme is known as DC readout [22,93]. A picometer-scale offset in
the differential arm length is deliberately introduced and is controlled to let 20 mW of light
leak out to the detection port. This light used as a local oscillator, beating against the GW
signal light, rendering it detectable on a photodetector.

The radio-frequency sidebands used for controlling interferometer degrees of freedom,
and higher-order modes from the main interferometer, are both reflected away from the
detection port by the output mode cleaner. Backscatter, i.e. reflection from the output mode
cleaner along the main beam path, is rejected by the output Faraday isolator.

3.4. Lock Acquisition

The lock acquisition process is a sequence of steps taken to bring the interferometer
from a free-swinging uncontrolled state to an observation-ready state [2,21,94,95]. The
optical cavities shown in Figure 1 must be held on resonance (locked) and in the correct
alignment. This section will review the lock acquisition process used during O3, which was
also described in [8].

Each cavity is locked using the Pound–Drever–Hall (PDH) technique [17]. Four sets
of radio-frequency (RF) phase-modulated sidebands are added to the input laser using an
electro-optic modulator (9 MHz, 24 MHz, 45 MHz, 118 MHz). The RF sideband frequencies
are chosen to be resonant in some cavities and antiresonant in others. The RF beat notes
are detected on reflection of the interferometer, at the antisymmetric (detection) port, or
through a pick-off on transmission of the power-recycling cavity. RF photodetectors at each
port are then used to sense the length and angular degrees of freedom.

The lock acquisition process is coded using the Guardian finite state machine [47].
During O3, the lock acquisition sequence took roughly 25 min, but depends strongly on
environmental factors including seismic activity and wind speed [8]. The lock acquisition
sequence is always undergoing improvements in speed and versatility.

3.4.1. Prestabilized Laser and Input Optics

The first step of the lock process is to ensure a laser stabilized in frequency, intensity,
and spatial mode is entering the main interferometer. Inside a clean room, several important
optical components reside on an optical table, making up a full system known as the pre-
stabilized laser, or PSL [32]. Included in the pre-stabilized laser is a 2-Watt NPRO 1064 nm
laser source, a high-powered amplifier to increase the input laser power, a pre-mode cleaner
to clean the the laser beam spatial mode, a reference cavity to stabilize the laser frequency,
and two photodetectors on a pickoff to stabilize the laser intensity.
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Next, the pre-stabilized laser beam is input onto the first in-vacuum, suspended cavity,
the input mode cleaner [49]. The beam is further cleaned and stabilized by the input
mode cleaner (Section 3.2), and traverses the input Faraday isolator which prevents the
formation of a parasitic interferometer and provides access to the interferometer reflected
beam. Finally, the beam is incident on the first mirror of the main interferometer, the
power-recycling mirror.

3.4.2. Arm-Length Stabilization

Next, the arms are brought under control using green light, known as the arm-length
stabilization system [96–98]. Green light is used so that the arm lengths can be independently
controlled while infrared is used to lock the corner. Figure 2 shows the interferometer
configuration during arm-length stabilization.
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Figure 2. Interferometer layout during the first stage of lock acquisition: arm-length stabilization.
The arm-length stabilization uses auxiliary lasers in the end stations (only the Y-arm is shown for
simplicity), which emit beams at 1064 nm and 532 nm. The lasers are phase-locked to the pre-
stabilized laser which is delivered to the end station by optical fiber (yellow box). The green laser is
then locked to the arm cavity through a Pound–Drever–Hall loop on reflection (gray box).

The ALS system consists of two auxiliary green laser sources at each end station. The
end station lasers are phase-locked to the main laser, then frequency-doubled to generate
532 nm (green) light which is injected into the arm cavities. Each ALS laser is then locked
to their respective arm lengths.

3.4.3. Dual-Recycled Michelson Locking

The next step in the lock acquisition is to lock the dual-recycled Michelson interferom-
eter (DRMI) with infrared light. The dual-recycled Michelson interferometer is formed by
the five optics in the corner: the power- and signal-recycling mirror, beamsplitter, and input
test masses to the arm cavities. Crucially, the end test masses are not included. Figure 3
shows the interferometer configuration during dual-recycled Michelson locking.

During the green locking of the arms, the corner optics are purposely misaligned.
Then, the arms are purposely held off-resonance for infrared using the information from
the green lock. Finally, the three corner degrees of freedom (the Michelson length, power-
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recycling length, and signal-recycling length) are brought under control simultaneously
using the 3f-PDH locking technique [96,99]. As the interferometer arms are brought onto
resonance for infrared, the usual 1f PDH locking signals flip sign, which would cause the
interferometer corner to lose control. The 3f locking signals do not suffer from the sign flip,
and are used to maintain control while the arms are brought onto resonance.
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Figure 3. Interferometer layout during the second stage of lock acquisition: dual-recycled Michelson
locking. With the arms locked on green, the arms are held off-resonance for infrared so the corner
degrees of freedom can be locked independently of the arms. The dual-recycled Michelson is shown
in the pink box. DRMI has three length degrees of freedom: the Michelson length (MICH), signal-
recycling cavity length (SRCL), and power-recycling cavity length (PRCL). The photodiode at the
pick-off port is used to sense all degrees of freedom: each degree of freedom is detected via different
phase modulation sideband frequencies which resonate in different cavities [3].

3.4.4. Full Interferometer Locking

Having locked the dual-recycled Michelson with infrared light, the arms are brought
onto resonance for infrared light. As the arms move into resonance, ∼10 kW of infrared
laser power begins resonating in each interferometer arm.

In O3, the noise in the arm length stabilization system is around ∼2 Hz [100,101].
However, the linewidth of the interferometer is ∼1 Hz. This renders it impossible to
directly transition from ALS to full interferometer PDH locking [94,96].

Therefore, the infrared transmission through the arms is used as an error signal to
sense the common arm length as it is brought to full power. Once full power is very nearly
reached, the common and differential arm length error signal is transitioned to the PDH
error signal.

Once the full interferometer is fully locked on infrared, the corner degrees of freedom
are switched from 3f to 1f PDH error signals, differential arm control is switched to DC
readout [22], and all the angular controls are turned and allowed to converged on the best
alignment in preparation for high power.

3.4.5. High-Power, Low-Noise Lock

Until this point, the laser input power is kept at 2 W. Once full lock is achieved, the
input power is increased to the highest achievable power.

At this point, the suspension actuators are brought from acquisition mode—with high
range and high noise—to low-noise mode, and the control loop bandwidths for the length
and angular controls are cut off to achieve the lowest noise state.
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Finally, squeezed light is injected to further reduce quantum shot noise; the squeezer
subsystem is further discussed in Sections 3.1.3 and 5.4. The interferometer is now ready to
observe gravitational waves.

During full lock, the circulating power in the interferometer heats the optics until
the heat absorbed and emitted reaches a steady state. This heating process is known as
thermalization, and takes about 30 minutes after full lock to reach a steady-state. Thermal-
ization affects many aspects of the interferometer, most notably the radius of curvature of
the main optics, which affects the scattering of laser light out of the laser’s fundamental
spatial mode [102]. The optical gain of the interferometer is also affected, although this is
tracked via calibration lines [81].

The thermal compensation system is a subsystem dedicated to monitoring and controlling
negative changes in the interferometer at full power [103]. The thermal compensation
system is comprised of ring heater actuators to adjust the test mass optics radii of curvature,
spatially tunable CO2 laser projectors to heat optical surfaces, and Hartmann wavefront
sensors to monitor optic surface changes. This system is primarily used to repair spatial
distortions in the main beam, enabling higher power buildup inside the interferometer. It
is also used to minimize measured noise couplings to the gravitational wave data channel.

4. Detector Sensitivity to Gravitational Waves

Detector sensitivity refers to the gravitational wave signal-to-noise ratio. The GW signal
is imprinted on the laser light resonating in the detector, and sensed by photodetectors at
the detection port.

Noise is any laser power fluctuations sensed at the detection port that are not due to
gravitational waves. The are two main types of noise: fundamental and technical.

Fundamental noise is intrinsic to the design of the detector. Fundamental noises
include quantum uncertainty, thermal noise in the optics, seismic noise, and Newtonian
noise. These often cannot be improved without major upgrades to the detector, such as
increasing the arm length or replacing the optical coatings.

Technical noise is not intrinsic to the detector design, but can limit the performance of
the detectors. Technical noises are wide in variety, and most detector work is dedicated to
eliminating it. Important examples of technical noise include

• Length and angular controls noise;
• Laser frequency and intensity noise;
• Scattered light;
• Residual gas noise;
• Photodetector dark noise;
• Electromagnetic noise.

All of these noise sources and more are considered carefully in [8], but controls noise
is the main technical limit to gravitational wave detectors at low frequencies.

A noise budget is a way of quantifying the contributions to the measured noise
curve [104]. Figure 4 shows a simplified noise budget of the O3 LIGO Hanford inter-
ferometer. To produce the measured noise curve in Figure 4, the time series of the detector
output is Fourier-transformed to represent the frequency content of the noise as an ampli-
tude spectral density (ASD), then calibrated into units of gravitational wave strain h.

4.1. Design Sensitivity

Design sensitivity is the ultimate sensitivity Advanced LIGO is expected to achieve
given the detector configuration and estimated performance. It is formed by the sum of all
fundamental noises. Design sensitivity has not yet been achieved by the current detectors,
due to technical noises and insufficient power buildup.

Figure 4 shows the Advanced LIGO design sensitivity as the black dashed curve [2,105].
No squeezing is included in the design sensitivity curve. This affects the quantum noise,
lowering the design’s strain-referenced quantum shot noise but increasing the quantum
radiation pressure noise (Section 4.2).
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For design sensitivity, 125 W of laser input power is assumed, resulting in 750 kW
of circulating power in the arm cavities. The O3 input power was much lower, ∼34 W at
Hanford and ∼38 W at Livingston.
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Figure 4. O3 LIGO Hanford gravitational wave noise budget, simplified [8]. The measured curve
in red represents the calibrated sensitivity to GWs. The dashed black curve is the Advanced LIGO
design sensitivity curve, with 125 W of input power and no squeezing [2,105]. All other curves
are measured or estimated contributions to the total measured noise. Here we have only included
significant known noise sources for simplicity.

4.2. Quantum Noise

Fluctuations of the vacuum electric field at the interferometer readout port impose
the main fundamental limit to the interferometer sensitivity [54,69,70,106]. Quantum noise
appears as shot noise and quantum radiation pressure noise.

4.2.1. Shot Noise

In general, shot noise arises from Poisson fluctuations in the arrival time of discrete
objects. In the case of interferometers, the discrete objects are photons at the detection port.

Heisenberg uncertainty in the measured laser amplitude at the detection port cannot
be distinguished from actual mirror motion due to GWs. The power detected on the
photodetector is made up of a finite number of photons which arrive randomly and
independently of one another, leading to a detected white noise amplitude spectral density√

Sshot proportional to the total power Pdc on the photodetector:√
Sshot =

√
2h̄ω0Pdc. (12)

where ω0 is the fundamental angular frequency of the laser.
Equation (12) is white noise in units of W/

√
Hz, meaning it has no frequency depen-

dence. However, when this noise is referenced against the GW detector response to yield
units strain/

√
Hz, it begins to rise above the detector bandwidth of around 450 Hz. In

Figure 4, the cyan curve shows the estimated GW-referenced quantum shot noise.
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4.2.2. Radiation Pressure Noise

Quantum radiation pressure noise (QRPN) is displacement noise arising from ampli-
tude fluctuations of the electric field in the arms. These amplitude fluctuations, again due to
Heisenberg uncertainty, mean the arm power is spontaneously increasing and decreasing.
This induces forces on the optics via radiation pressure, moving the optics in the arm [69].

For a Michelson interferometer with Fabry–Pérot arms, the displacement amplitude
spectral density due to QRPN

√
SQRPN can be described as [55]

√
SQRPN( f ) =

1
mL(2π f )2

√
32Pbsh̄ω0

ω2
c + (2π f )2 (13)

where Pbs is power on the beamsplitter, m is the mirror mass, L is the arm length, ω0 is
the laser frequency, ωc is the arm pole describing the number of reflections inside the
Fabry–Pérot cavity, and f is the GW signal frequency. Equation (13) is plotted in Figure 4
as the orange curve.

4.3. Thermal Noise

Thermal noise refers to the actual displacement in the mirrors induced by thermal
fluctuations in the atoms making up the test mass suspension, substrate, and optical
coatings [107–110]. In general, thermal noise increases with mechanical loss in the materials
making up the optics, as described by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [111–113].

For LIGO test masses, the observable fluctuation is the optic displacement due to
dissipation from thermal excitations. The dominant source of mechanical loss, and thus
thermal noise, is the optical coatings deposited on the optical surface. For a single coating
with thickness d, the dissipated power and coating displacement noise

√
Sx due to thermal

fluctuations can be calculated [114,115]:

√
Sx( f ) =

√
8kBT(1 + σ)(1 − 2σ)d

πw2E
φ

2π f
(14)

where T is temperature, σ is the coating Poisson ratio, d is the coating thickness, E is the
Young’s modulus, w is the beam radius, and φ is the mechanical loss angle of the coating.

The actual LIGO coatings have more than a single layer, and their thermal noise
properties are measured directly in the lab [116,117]. Other thermal noise contributions
include thermal noise vibrations in the optic suspensions [113,118]. The total thermal noise
estimate, largely from coatings at high frequency and suspensions at low frequency, are
plotted as the maroon line in Figure 4.

4.4. Seismic Noise

Seismic noise is optical displacement due to the motion of the Earth physically shaking
the mirrors resting on the Earth’s surface. Unmitigated, the vibrations of the Earth are
much larger than LIGO optics can tolerate. Enormous effort is put into isolating the core
optics from the ground vibrations, particularly in the GW-sensitive range. Additionally,
earthquakes and windy conditions can make holding the detector lock impossible.

The main LIGO optics are suspended from a quadruple-stage pendulum chain to
passively isolate them from ground motion [39]. These pendulums are suspended from
active seismic isolation platforms [43] which themselves are supported by hydraulically
actuated pre-isolation structures [42].

Ultimately, the linear coupling due to seismic motion is largely suppressed in the
GW-detection band, as seen by the green trace in Figure 4. This curve comes from the
measured differential displacement of the seismic isolation platforms, multiplied by the
isolation of the suspensions which hang from those platforms.

However, at very low frequencies (<1 Hz), below the pendulum resonance frequen-
cies, seismic motion still dominates. Worse, high motion at very low frequencies can
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couple to higher frequencies via bilinear or nonlinear coupling mechanisms. Work con-
tinues to suppress seismic motion further, via monitoring systems and more advanced
control schemes [44].

4.5. Newtonian Noise

Newtonian noise, or gravity-gradient noise, is from fluctuations in the ground creating
changes in the local gravitational potential around the optics, moving them [119–121].
Newtonian noise is related to seismic noise, but the coupling mechanism is not from
ground motion propagating down a pendulum chain, but changes in ground density
due to seismic activity. Therefore, Newtonian noise cannot be isolated away with longer
pendulums, but can be monitored and actively subtracted [122–124].

Upper limits have been placed on Newtonian noise contributions to LIGO, but have
never been directly observed [125]. The blue trace in Figure 4 represents an estimate
of Newtonian noise coupling to the GW spectrum given local seismic activity, but is
highly uncertain.

4.6. Controls Noise

Controls noise is the noise associated with the sensor and feedback system required
to hold the interferometer optics on resonance. This includes both length control loops,
which manage the optic’s position [18–23,75,93], and angular control loops, which point
the optics at each other [24–31,68].

Controls noise is the result of multiple effects. The control loops are required to
suppress real motion in the optics, known as displacement noise. The controllers must be
strong enough to hold the optics in place. To hold the optics in place, electromagnetic coil
actuators or electrostatic drives are employed [39,40].

However, the controllers must know where to hold the optics. The Pound–Drever–
Hall error signals hold the information about where each optic must be held [2,3,17]. The
PDH error signals are detected with radio-frequency photodetectors (RFPDs). These RFPD
sensors are limited by sources of sensor noise, largely shot noise, but also potentially “dark”
noise and analog-to-digital conversion noise. Sensor noise is indistinguishable from actual
displacement noise, and dominates most control loop noise floors above ∼50 Hz.

4.6.1. Tradeoff

This sets up the fundamental tradeoff involved in LIGO control loop design. Make
the controllers too strong, and sensor noise will be reinjected into the controller actuators,
creating true, unintended displacement. Make the controllers too weak, and excess dis-
placement noise will pollute the spectrum and make it difficult to hold the interferometer
on resonance.

LIGO controllers are designed to be overtly strong during the locking phase, in order
to hold the optics on resonance and avoid lock losses. This injects excess sensor noise. Near
the end of the locking process, the loop bandwidths are reduced, weakening the hold but
avoiding sensor noise injection.

4.6.2. Feedforward

Even with loop bandwidth reduction, optical cross-couplings cause controllers to
inject noise into other loops [23]. In fact, sensor noise in the auxiliary length degrees of
freedom is injected into the GW spectrum, causing a major limitation.

However, we have information on this sensor noise, since we are constantly measuring
it. Therefore, we can feedforward the sensor noise, with a negative sign, to the interferometer
optics [8]. This creates an optic displacement which counteracts the displacement caused
by auxiliary length sensor noise.
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4.6.3. Results

Controls noise dominates the GW spectrum at low frequencies, as seen by the purple
curve in Figure 4. This curve represents the sum of the noise measured via excess power
injection into each length, angular, and laser control loop [8].

The problem is more difficult than summarized above. Optical cross-couplings affect
not just the GW spectrum, but all degrees of freedom. Bilinear and nonlinear couplings can
be hard to fully quantify, even with excess power injections. Damping loops on suspensions
and seismic isolation platforms that reduce large low-frequency seismic motion can leak
noise into higher frequencies [15].

Work to lower controls noise further is the highest priority of the commissioning
team. A more advanced feedforward scheme is under consideration to reduce angle-to-
length coupling. Multiple-input multiple-output controls models are under development.
Controls noise for the output mode cleaner are being analyzed. Efforts to better quantify
important interferometer parameters, such as optical losses and beam mode matching, are
being implemented.

5. Current Performance of the Advanced LIGO Detectors

The performance of the detectors is their overall sensitivity and uptime to astrophysical
gravitational wave events. There are currently 90 gravitational wave candidate detections,
consisting of binary mergers across the universe from the first three observing runs (O1, O2,
and O3) [9]. Figure 5 shows representative GW sensitivity spectra for each observing run.

In this section, we will review the astrophysical range and duty cycle of the detectors,
discuss the power budget and major technical limitations involved with high power inter-
ferometry, the status of squeezing in LIGO interferometers, and environmental disturbance
sources and mitigation efforts.
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Figure 5. Comparison of LIGO Hanford gravitational wave noise spectra from O1 [4], O2 [126],
and O3 [8]. Only the measured O3 spectrum includes squeezed light injection. The Advanced
LIGO design sensitivity assumes no squeezing, with 125 W input laser power input yielding 750 kW
circulating arm power [2,105]. The A+ design sensitivity includes 12 dB squeezing and a factor of
two lower coatings thermal noise [10,11,127].

5.1. Astrophysical Range

A common performance gauge for the LIGO interferometers is the binary neutron star
inspiral range, or simply the range [128–130]. The range refers to the luminosity distance at
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which the detector is sensitive to a 1.4 M� neutron star merger with an SNR of 8, averaged
over sky location and GW polarization.

During O3, the LIGO Livingston Observatory achieved a median binary neutron
star range of 134 Mpc, while the LIGO Hanford Observatory achieved a median range of
111 Mpc [8]. The detector sensitivity to heavier binary black holes extends much further
than binary neutron stars, since the signals produced by black hole mergers are stronger.

5.2. Duty Cycle

The duty cycle is the uptime of the detectors, in other words, how often the detectors
are sensitive to GWs. Also important is coincident observation time, where both the
Hanford and Livingston detectors are online at the same time. Coincident observation is
critical for extracting maximum information from detections, particularly, verifying the
detection is not a false positive and generating sky location data [10].

During O3, both detectors were operational for a greater percentage of the time
compared to the previous two observing runs, with Hanford and Livingston achieving
observation duty cycles of 74.6% and 77.0%, respectively, with coincident observation 62.2%
of the time [8].

5.3. High-Power Interferometry

Gravitational wave observatories are dedicated to pushing the limits on maximum
circulating laser power. In Equation (11), we see that as power in the arms Parms increases,
so does the detector response to gravitational waves.

The biggest limit on power buildup in the interferometer is imposed by the presence of
small, absorbing defects in the test mass optical coatings, known as point absorbers [131]. In
this section, we will review how we quantify the power budget in the interferometer, what
point absorbers are and how we can mitigate their effect, and other technical problems with
high power, including parametric instability and radiation pressure-based optomechanics.

5.3.1. Power Budget

Laser power must be conserved inside the interferometer, i.e. Pin = Pout. A power
budget is a record of where the input power of an interferometer is lost in the interferometer
steady-state at full lock. Losses can be from absorption by the optics themselves, or scattered
off imperfections in the mirror surfaces into higher-order modes [102,132].

For the carrier laser light, thanks to the common-mode rejection of the Michelson, we
can model the interferometer power buildup using a simple plane–wave coupled cavity, i.e.
three-mirror cavity [65,66]. The three mirrors are the power-recycling mirror, an input test
mass, and an end test mass.

The laser resonates inside the coupled cavity, building up power until losses exactly
equal the input power. In the coupled-cavity model, there are two main sources of power
losses: power-recycling losses LP and round-trip arm cavity losses LA. There is also
the promptly reflected power Prefl and transmitted power through the arms Ptrans. The
transmission of the power-recycling mirror TP must be strategically selected to be impedance-
matched with the overall interferometer losses, or else too much carrier light will be promptly
reflected [2,3,61,65,66].

A convenient proxy for power buildup in the interferometer is the power-recycling gain,
or PRG. The power-recycling gain GP can be expressed as [131],

GP =

⎛⎜⎜⎝ tp

1 − rp

(
1 − GA(t2

e + LA) + LP
2

)
⎞⎟⎟⎠

2

(15)

where tp is the power-recycling mirror amplitude transmission, rp is the power-recycling
mirror amplitude reflectivity, te is the end test mass amplitude transmission, GA is the
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arm power gain ∼265, LA is the round-trip arm cavity loss, LP is the power-recycling
cavity loss. Equation (15) shows how losses in the arms matter more than losses in the
power-recycling cavity, because the arm gain GA scales the arm loss to account for the
multiple reflections inside the arm cavity.

For LIGO Hanford in mid-2021, preliminary results suggest that interferometer round-
trip losses LA may now be lower than assumed for Advanced LIGO design [2,133,134].
There are metrics other than the PRG for measuring the power buildup in the interferometer,
including the total interferometer reflection measurement and direct radiation-pressure-
based arm power measurement [8,135]. These provide more information on the true power
budget, and indicate that the simple plane-wave coupled-cavity model is not sufficient to
fully explain power in the interferometer.

5.3.2. Point Absorbers

When the beam circulating in the interferometer encounters the test mass it uniformly
heats an area of the test mass across its Gaussian profile. The absorber power in this
uniform cross section is determined by the power in the beam and the properties of the
fused silica and the optical coating.

Point absorbers are submillimeter points of nonuniform, anomalously high optical
absorption found on the test masses. A full discussion of the point absorbers in LIGO can be
found in Brooks et. al. [131]. Point absorbers have been identified on multiple test masses
in LIGO during the first three observing runs. Their deformation is visible on Hartmann
wavefront sensors, an auxiliary sensing system which measures the test mass surface and
substrate deformation during power up. Point absorbers have also been imaged on test
masses which have been removed from the interferometers, using dark-field microscopy.

The origin of point absorbers is under active investigation. Point absorbers have been
observed in the lab on spare test masses which have never been exposed to high optical
power. They appear to be embedded in the optical coating and are thought to originate
during the coating deposition process. Initial elemental analysis of some point absorbers
show high concentrations of aluminum.

The circulating optical power in the interferometer heats up a point absorber, causing
light to be scattered out of the arm cavity or into higher-order cavity modes. Depending
on the geometry of the cavity, the higher-order modes may be resonantly enhanced, caus-
ing additional loss to the fundamental mode and coupling unwanted modes to the GW
detection port. As the input power to the interferometer increases, the power scattered into
higher-order modes increases, as does the optical loss. Point absorbers on the input test
mass affect the arm cavity gain and power-recycling cavity gain, while the end test mass
point absorbers only affect the arm cavity. The thermal timescale of losses due to point
absorbers are roughly an order or magnitude faster than that of uniform absorption. Point
absorbers have been observed to increase coupling of scattered light, laser frequency noise,
and laser intensity noise to the gravitational wave readout [8].

To avoid the negative effects of point absorbers, the interferometer alignment can be
adjusted such that the beam spot overlap with the point absorbers is minimized. In O3,
both Hanford and Livingston operated with the spot position offset from center by ∼10 s
of millimeters for certain test masses with known point absorbers [131,136]. However,
beam spot position offsets cannot exceed the size of the optic itself (34 cm diameter for test
masses), and even small offsets risk scattering excess light out of the fringe of the main
Gaussian beam (∼12 cm diameter).

5.3.3. Parametric Instability

Parametric instabilities (PIs) are mechanical modes of the test masses that sap energy
from the fundamental mode, putting it into higher-order optical modes of the resonating
laser [137,138]. As the mechanical modes begin to oscillate, more laser light is scattered into
the higher-order optical mode, further increasing the mechanical oscillations in runaway
positive feedback loop.
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Mitigation of PIs is essential to avoid runaway mechanical oscillations causing lock-
losses. Ring-heaters on the core optics can change the radius of curvature of the op-
tic, which in turn changes the eigenfrequency of the cavity higher-order modes, elimi-
nating the overlap between the optical and mechanical mode frequencies. The electro-
static drive can be used to directly damp parametric instabilities that ring up at high
circulating power [139–141].

During O1 and O2, the ring-heaters and electrostatic drive damping were the only
ways to combat PI ringups. However, with the higher circulating laser power in O3, dozens
to hundreds of potential PIs were expected.

Therefore, acoustic mode dampers (AMDs) were installed on all core test masses [142].
AMDs are mechanical tuned mass dampers glued to the sides of the test mass, with a
piezoelectric transducer and shunt resistor designed to dissipate mechanical energy by
converting it to electric charge and running it through the resistor. The AMDs passively
damp the mechanical oscillations, making it far more difficult for PIs to ring up.

Parametric instabilities have been observed even with the AMDs installed, as expected,
but the overall parametric gain of all PIs is drastically reduced. This makes the problem far
more tractable to solve with the ring-heaters and electrostatic drive damping. This work
enables the higher circulating laser power seen in O3 and beyond (Section 5.3.1).

5.3.4. Radiation Pressure Optomechanics

With the advent of high-power interferometry comes a new era of radiation-pressure-
based optomechanics, particularly optical springs and optical torques for suspended optical
cavities. The laser power in the interferometer arm cavities couples the optic suspensions
together such that the length and angular degrees of freedom must be considered together.
As circulating laser power increases, the dynamics of the optomechanical plants also change,
presenting an additional challenge to high-powered interferometry.

Optical springs occur when the radiation pressure in a cavity creates a non-negligible
restoring force (or non-restoring force) that affects the usual pendulum response [143–146].
The differential arm degree of freedom at Hanford has exhibited an optical spring effect
since O1 [57,77,78,82].

Optical torques refer to radiation pressure causing additional torques on the mirrors
that affect the usual pendulum angular response [27]. The hard modes refer to the angular
modes where the torsional stiffness increases due to the laser power torques. Likewise, the
soft modes are angular modes where the torsional stiffness decreases due to the laser power
torques. One set of these modes must be statically unstable.

The radius of curvature of the test masses plays a strong role in governing the stability
of the angular modes. In Advanced LIGO, the soft modes have been chosen to be statically
unstable, as they have a lower stiffness parameter and are easier to manage with a feedback
control loop. Optical torques have been observed in initial LIGO [28,30], and accounted for
in Advanced LIGO design [29].

5.4. Quantum Squeezing

As explained in Section 3.1.3, quantum shot noise limits the sensitivity of interferome-
ters to GWs. A squeezed light source reflected off the output port of the interferometer can
decrease quantum shot noise, increasing the detector sensitivity.

Frequency-independent squeezing was injected into both LIGO detectors for the dura-
tion of O3, reducing quantum shot noise and increasing the expected gravitational wave
detection rate by the cube of the range increase (40% at LIGO Hanford Observatory and
50% at LIGO Livingston Observatory) [71]. Though the squeezer subsystems at both LIGO
sites are identical, small differences in the optical loss in their beam paths result in slightly
different squeezer performance. During O3, LIGO Hanford Observatory measured 2.0 dB
of shot noise improvement from squeezing and LIGO Livingston Observatory measured
2.7 dB in the 1.1–1.4 kHz regime [71]. At LIGO Livingston, additional squeezing injec-
tion was possible, but would cause a measurable increase in radiation pressure noise and
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worsen detector range. In addition to improved range, squeezed state injection facilitated
interesting investigations into the quantum nature of the LIGO interferometers [73,74,147].

A filter cavity is being installed at both LIGO sites to improve the quantum noise limit.
The filter cavity is discussed in Section 6.3. A full review of the current status of squeezing
in LIGO detectors will be published alongside this review [148].

5.5. Environmental Disturbances

Every effort is made to isolate the LIGO optics from environmental noise. Environ-
mental disturbances such as ground motion, acoustic noise, and magnetic noise can couple
to the interferometer and cause excess noise in the gravitational wave readout, masking
gravitational wave signals and limiting sensitivity. The physical environment monitor-
ing system includes of a variety of sensors and noise injection tools around the main
interferometer and is used to monitor environmental noise and characterize coupling to
gravitational readout [149]. Sensors include seismometers, accelerometers, thermometers,
microphones, magnetometers, electrometers, radio receivers, infrasound microphones, tilt
meters, anemometers, voltage monitors, and hygrometers. In this section we discuss some
egregious environmental disturbances and their coupling to the interferometer.

5.5.1. Earthquakes

In general, the gravitational wave detector sensitivity is not limited by seismic noise,
see Figure 4 and Section 4.4. However, when the seismic waves generated by an earthquake
pass through the detector site, the ground motion can become so high that the active seismic
control system [42,43] cannot sufficiently suppress the motion.

Earthquakes and large seismic motion accounted for 5% of the unplanned downtime
of the LIGO detectors during O1 and O2. For O3, a new seismic controls mode was im-
plemented during earthquakes, aimed at reducing actuator saturation and gain peaking
to maintain interferometer lock during earthquakes [150]. When the detector is taken to
earthquake mode, two major seismic configuration changes occur: the seismic loops are
set to have reduced gain in the 50–60 mHz band, and the common motion measured by
seismometers in the corner and end stations is subtracted from the feedback signal. Earth-
quake mode has allowed the LIGO detectors to remain locked through large earthquakes
causing ground velocities up to 3.9 μm/s RMS.

5.5.2. Wind

High-velocity wind can cause the corner and end station buildings to tilt, confusing
seismometers and making it difficult (or impossible) to maintain lock. This has been a
problem particularly at LIGO Hanford, where gusts over 60 mph have been measured.
Between O1 and O2, tilt meters (or ground-rotation sensors) were installed at LIGO Hanford,
and used to subtract ground tilt from seismometer signals [151]. More recently, wind fences
have been installed at LIGO Hanford, and their effectiveness is under study.

5.5.3. Anthropogenic Noise

Anthropogenic ground motion, caused by human activity near the site, typically
occurs in the 1–5 Hz frequency band and is particularly problematic at the LIGO Livingston
observatory. At LIGO Livingston, trains passing near the Y-arm, as well as elevated
anthropogenic noise during the daytime, which cause scattering noise to be visible in the
gravitational wave data in the 10–50 Hz band (see Section 5.5.4).

5.5.4. Scattered Light

The sources of ground motion discussed above can couple to the gravitational wave
readout through scattered light. Tiny imperfections in the main and auxiliary optics can
cause light to scatter out of the main interferometer beam. This scattered light can then
reflect off surfaces in the vacuum system, such as the suspension cages, chamber walls,
or viewports. If the light then couples back into the main interferometer beam, it will
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carry phase modulation from ground motion, and inject noise into the gravitational wave
readout. The characteristic morphology of scattering noise in the gravitational wave stain
data is arches in the time–frequency domain—see examples in References [149,152]. Low-
frequency ground motion caused by earthquakes (0.03–0.1 Hz) or microseism (0.1–0.3 Hz)
cause excess noise in the gravitational wave readout in the 10–100 Hz band. In O3, scattered
light coupling to the gravitational wave readout was improved compared to previous runs,
thanks to a suite of stray light baffles, and improved vibration isolation in the pre-stabilized
laser room improved test mass suspension control techniques.

6. Upgrades for Observing Run Four

Observing run three ended in March 2020, and observing run four is scheduled to
begin in December 2022. Between these runs, there are several key upgrades being made to
the LIGO detectors to improve sensitivity as part of the A+ upgrades [10,11].

6.1. Y-Arm Input Test Mass Replacement at Hanford

During O3, a significant point absorber was identified on the Y-arm input test mass
(ITMY) at LIGO Hanford (see Section 5.3.2). In December 2020, during the first part of the
break between O3 and O4, the old ITMY was removed and a new test mass installed. Pre-
liminary results from the mid-2021 commissioning period showed no significant absorbers
on the new ITMY and improvement in power buildups (see Section 5.3.1).

6.2. End Test Mass Replacements at Livingston

The end test masses at Livingston exhibit strong point absorbers limiting the overall
circulating power. In order to achieve the O4 circulating power goal of 400 kW, new end
test masses (ETMs) are planned to be installed at LIGO Livingston in 2022.

LIGO Hanford also has exhibited point absorbers on its end test masses, but prelimi-
nary results from mid-2021 locking suggest these do not limit power buildup as much as
those at Livingston. The possibility for replacing Hanford’s ETMs remains open, depending
on commissioning results with the higher input powers from the PSL (see Section 6.4).

6.3. Filter Cavity

One side effect of frequency-independent squeezing is that quantum radiation pressure
noise increases [54,55,73]. This can be mitigated by reflecting the squeezed light off of a
filter cavity [51–53,153–155] before injecting it into the interferometer, as shown in Figure 1.

In short, the filter cavity rotates the quadrature of the squeezed light for frequencies
below the filter cavity pole frequency, but leaves unrotated the squeezed light quadrature
above the filter cavity pole frequency. This is known as frequency-dependent squeezing, since
the squeezing uncertainty ellipse rotates about the filter cavity pole frequency. This can
lower quantum uncertainty across the entire detector bandwidth, not just the shot noise
dominated regime.

Currently, the facilities infrastructure for the filter cavity is under construction at both
Hanford and Livingston. The filter cavity is expected to be fully built and commissioned in
time for O4, starting in December 2022.

6.4. Higher Input Laser Power

While commissioning the LIGO detectors, the input laser power is maximized to
reduce shot noise, while maintaining stable operation. During O3, the pre-stabilized laser
(PSL) was able to generate ∼50 W of optical power at the input mode cleaner, and the
detectors operated with 34–38 W input power [8]. Higher power operations were limited
by point absorbers.

The goal for O4 is to double the power in the interferometer, from ∼200 kW to 400 kW
in the arms. Higher input powers are expected to be possible, especially after the test mass
replacements. Therefore, the pre-stabilized laser is being upgraded to produce more power.
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The new PSL configuration features two NeoLASE NeoVAN-4s-HP solid-state ampli-
fiers in series, amplifying a seed beam from 2 W to 125 W [156]. The seed laser is the same
as previous runs: a nonplanar ring oscillator (NPRO) Nd-YAG 1064 nm infrared laser [89].

6.5. Output Path Active Mode Matching

When the squeezed vacuum state encounters any imperfect optical interface, the
squeezed state is degraded slightly. Additionally, mode mismatch is when the spacial mode
of the squeezed state is not exactly matched to the spacial mode of the interferometer. The
squeezing improvement to quantum noise is limited by total optical losses from mode
mismatch and imperfect optical surfaces.

Of the budgeted sources of loss in O3, mode mismatch was the largest, estimated
at 10% loss [71]. Further modeling and analysis of the squeezing over the full detection
band has revealed that mode mismatch within the detector itself also induces frequency-
dependent loss [74]. For O4, active mode matching elements are being installed between
the elements of the squeezer and the interferometer to improve the mode matching.

In the O4 interferometer layout, problematic mode mismatch can occur in several
locations. The squeezer mode must match the cavity modes of the output mode cleaner, the
filter cavity and the interferometer mode (i.e. the mode circulating in the signal-recycling
cavity). While the layout is designed such that these cavity modes are matched, in reality
there is some uncertainty in the signal-recycling cavity mode, as well as uncertainty in the
placement of optics as they are installed in vacuum. The active mode-matching elements
will allow for changes to the spacial modes propagating between these optical cavities.

Two types of active mode-matching element are being installed. A thermally-actuated
mirror with large actuation range (200 millidiopters) and slower response time is being
installed on the path between the interferometer and the output mode cleaner [157]. Three
piezoelectric deformable mirrors, with reduced actuation range (120 millidiopters) but
faster response time, are being installed between the squeezer and the filter cavity, and
between the filter cavity and the interferometer [158].

7. Conclusions

Powerful black hole and neutron star mergers are now revealed by their imprint
on spacetime itself, traveling to the Earth from the distant past, carrying a wealth of
information about the events that created them. Advanced LIGO has already revolutionized
our understanding of astrophysics and astronomy, with 90 detections of gravitational waves.
More detections and higher SNR detections from a more sensitive detector will make new
results in astrophysics, general relativity, and cosmology possible.

The Advanced LIGO detectors switch between periods of upgrades and installs,
commissioning those upgrades to work as intended, and observation runs. O4 is scheduled
to run for one year of coincident observation time between the LIGO detectors, starting in
December 2022 with 400 kW circulating power and ∼175 Mpc binary neutron star range.
O5 is when we plan to achieve the A+ sensitivity shown in Figure 5.

Advanced LIGO’s success would not have been possible if not for the lessons learned
and support from the first generation of long-baseline interferometers from around the
world, including initial LIGO [159–161], Virgo [162,163], GEO600 [164,165], and TAMA [166].

Advanced Virgo [167] currently runs alongside Advanced LIGO, and is the only
detector other than LIGO Hanford and LIGO Livingston to have sensed gravitational
waves. KAGRA is anticipated to join O4 in observations [168–170]. LIGO India is expected
to begin constructing a new observatory soon [171].

More ambitious upgrades to the current facilities are possible for LIGO Voyager,
including a new laser wavelength (2 μm) and cryogenically cooled optics [172]. Third-
generation detector designs are currently being proposed based on results and designs
from Advanced LIGO and A+, including Einstein Telescope [173] in Europe and Cosmic
Explorer in the United States [174]. Space-based interferometers with very long baselines
are also being designed and constructed. The LISA mission is anticipated to detect much
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lower frequency GWs than LIGO [175], with the initial LISA Pathfinder results being
extremely promising [176].

The technological achievements made with Advanced LIGO will reverberate into
the future, just as the knowledge gained by first generation detectors paved the way for
Advanced LIGO. Every step toward design sensitivity brings the furthest reaches of the
universe closer.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

GW gravitational waves
LIGO laser interferometer gravitational wave observatory
O1 observing run one
O2 observing run two
O3 observing run three
O4 observing run four
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
PDH Pound–Drever–Hall
RF radio-frequency
PSL pre-stabilized laser
ALS arm-length stabilization
DRMI dual-recycled Michelson interferometer
DARM differential arm (length)
ASD amplitude spectral density
QRPN quantum radiation pressure noise
MICH Michelson length
PRCL power-recycling cavity length
SRCL signal-recycling cavity length
RFPD radio-frequency photodetectors
PRG power-recycling gain
PI parametric instability
ITMY input test mass (Y-arm)
ETM end test mass
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Appendix A. Michelson Interferometer

Gravitational waves produce differential motion in orthogonal directions of spacetime
(Section 2). Michelson interferometers were originally created to precisely measure differ-
ential light velocity in each arm [177]. Today, a Michelson interferometer forms the core of
the Advanced LIGO detector, and is used to detect differential motion in the arms [146].
This section will overview how a Michelson is sensitive to differential motion.

First, we will assume the plane-wave approximation is valid, so all electric fields will
be simplified into a single complex number E0 = |E0|eiφ. Second, we will assume our
mirrors are thin mirrors with no losses, so r2 + t2 = R + T = 1 where r and t are the
amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients of the mirrors and R and T are the power
reflection and transmission coefficients of the mirrors. Third, we will use the “+/−” mirror
reflection convention based on the Fresnel relations, which states that a beam reflected off
the back of the mirror suffers a 180◦ phase flip, but a beam reflected off the front suffers no
phase flip.

Appendix A.1. Basics

Figure A1 shows a Michelson interferometer, which consists of an input laser, a 50:50
beamsplitter, and two “arms” of laser light with highly reflective mirrors at the end. The
laser input amplitude Ein is split into the arms equally by the beamsplitter rbs = tbs = 1/

√
2.

The light in each arm Ex, Ey propagates the length of its arm Lx, Ly, is reflected off the end
mirrors rx = ry = 1 accruing different amounts of phase φx, φy:

Ex = rxtbsEineiφx , Ey = ryrbsEineiφy (A1)

Ex =
1√
2

Einei2kLx , Ey =
1√
2

Einei2kLy (A2)
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Figure A1. Optical layout of a Michelson interferometer. The input laser electric field is Ein, the field
reflected from the Michelson is Erefl, and the field transmitter through the Michelson antisymmetric
port is Eas. The 50:50 beamsplitter Rbs = r2

bs = 1/2 reflects half the laser power to the Y-arm and
transmits half to the X-arm. The highly reflecting end mirrors Rx ≈ Ry ≈ 1 send most of the light
directly back to the beamsplitter.
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The light from each arm is then recombined at the beamsplitter, producing the reflected
beam Erefl and transmitted, or antisymmetric, beam Eas:

Erefl = tbsEx + rbsEy, Eas = −rbsEx + tbsEy (A3)

Erefl =
1
2

Ein

(
ei2kLx + ei2kLy

)
, Eas =

1
2

Ein

(
−ei2kLx + ei2kLy

)
(A4)

Erefl = Einei2kL cos(2kΔL), Eas = −iEinei2kL sin(2kΔL) (A5)

where between Equations (A4) and (A5) we have defined the common length L = (Lx +
Ly)/2 and differential length ΔL = (Lx − Ly)/2.

Calculating the power at the reflected and antisymmetric ports Prefl, Pas:

Prefl = |Erefl|2 = Pin cos(2kΔL)2 (A6)

Pas = |Eas|2 = Pin sin(2kΔL)2 (A7)

where Pin = |Ein|2 is the input power. The power at the antisymmetric port in Equation (A7)
depends on the static differential length ΔL.

Appendix A.2. Transfer Function

Suppose we inject a small differential length oscillation Δx cos(ωt) into the Michelson,
such that ΔL = ΔL0 + Δx cos(ωt). The transfer function from the differential length to
antisymmetric power at the frequency of injection ω is

Pas

Δx
(ω) = kPin sin(4kΔL0). (A8)

The transfer function Equation (A8) defines the frequency response of antisymmetric
power to length motion of the Michelson interferometer. In this case, the transfer function
is flat for all ω.

The easiest way to see the effect of the length oscillation Δx on Pas is to think about
the derivative of Equation (A7) with respect to ΔL. The small oscillation will vary Pas at
the same frequency as Δx cos(ωt), ΔPas(ω). The derivative of Equation (A7) is a slight
simplification, as it would be missing a factor of two compared to Equation (A8).

The transfer function of a gravitational wave h to power at the antisymmetric port is
more complicated, as seen in [14]:

Pas

h
(ω) = kPinL sin(4kΔL0) sinc

(
ωL
c

)
e−

iωL
c (A9)

Equation (A9) is not flat: when the signal ω = 2π FSR where the free spectral range
FSR = c/2L, the transfer function dips to zero. This is from the laser in the Michelson
integrating over one full period of the gravitational wave from Equation (2), yielding
zero overall phase change at that frequency. For the full derivation, see either [14,146] or
Appendix B of [58].

Appendix B. Fabry–Pérot Interferometer

The Fabry–Pérot interferometer forms a core optomechanical technology in LIGO,
with its resonantly enhanced sensitivity to length motion. The beam reflected from the
Fabry–Pérot Erefl has a phase strongly dependent on the cavity length L. Combined with
a Michelson interferometer, the Fabry–Pérot phase shift can be preferentially “picked-
off” and sent out the antisymmetric port, enhancing a normal Michelson’s sensitivity to
differential motion, and gravitational waves. In the below sections, we will make the same
assumptions as Appendix A.
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Appendix B.1. Basics

Figure A2 shows a Fabry–Pérot interferometer, which is just a two-mirror aligned
optical cavity. The input mirror has reflectivity Ri, and the end mirror has reflectivity Re.

The input beam Ein is partially reflected into Erefl, and partially transmitted into the
cavity Ecirc. The circulating beam Ecirc makes round trips in the cavity with length L,
accruing a phase ei2kL with every round trip, but also partially transmits through the end
mirror Etrans and back through the input mirror Erefl.

We can write out the equations for the plane-wave Fabry–Pérot beams as

Ecirc = tiEin + rireei2kLEcirc (A10)

Erefl = −riEin + tireei2kLEcirc (A11)

Etrans = teEcirc (A12)

where ti, ri are the amplitude transmission and reflection coefficients of the input mirror,
te, re are the same for the end mirror, and k is the laser wavenumber. In Equation (A11), ri
has a negative sign due to the “+/−” convention, where we have chosen the left side of
the input mirror to suffer a phase flip.

E
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E
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E
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R
i

R
e

L

Figure A2. Optical layout of a Fabry–Pérot interferometer.

Using Equation (A10), we can solve for Ecirc, and use that result for Equations (A11)
and (A12):

Ecirc =
ti

1 − rireei2kL Ein (A13)

Erefl =
−ri + (r2

i + t2
i )reei2kL

1 − rireei2kL Ein (A14)

Etrans =
titeeikL

1 − rireei2kL Ein (A15)

From Equation (A13), we can examine how the resonant buildup works for Ecirc.
Normally, the product rire in the denominator is selected to be very close to one. This leaves
the phasor ei2kL, which can make the resonant power very large when it equals one. The
phasor can equal one when 2kL = n2π, where n is any positive integer. Simplifying yields
the resonance condition for the cavity length L:

L =
λ

2
n (A16)

where λ is the laser wavelength.
One important quantity is the cavity pole fp, which can be derived by setting the

denominator of Equations (A13)–(A15) to zero:

i fp = − 1
2π

c
2L

log(rire) (A17)
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The cavity pole is the frequency at which the Fabry–Pérot frequency response to length
motion falls by half, see Equation (A20).

Now we examine Equation (A14), the reflection from the Fabry–Pérot. First, we’ll
assume r2

i + t2
i = 1, which is true for a lossless mirror. Next, we’ll assume that we

are near resonance except for a small deviation ΔL � 1 such that L → L + ΔL, then
ei2k(L+ΔL) ≈ 1 + i2kΔL. A first-order series expansion of Equation (A14) about ΔL yields

Erefl ≈ Ein

[
−ri + re

1 − rire
− ikΔL

t2
i re

(1 − rire)2

]
(A18)

The key of Equation (A18) is the term that depends on ΔL is entirely imaginary and
very large. This means that the phase of the reflected light Erefl is strongly responding to
small changes in length ΔL.

Appendix B.2. Transfer Function

Here, we report the frequency response from end mirror displacement modulation
Δx cos(ωt) to the reflected light Erefl. Assuming the cavity is resonant per Equation (A16),
we can write the length to reflected field transfer function as

Erefl
Δx

(ω) = ikEin
t2
i reeiωL/c

(1 − rire)(1 − rireei2ωL/c)
(A19)

≈ ikEinreGcav
1

1 + i
ω

2π fp

(A20)

where Gcav = t2
i /(1 − rire)2 is the ideal cavity power gain, and fp is the cavity pole from

Equation (A17). Between Equations (A19) and (A20) we have assumed the end mirror
length modulation Δx is small.

Again, it is easiest to think of the frequency response in Equations (A19) and (A20)
as the derivative of Equation (A14) with respect to L. In reality, we must consider the
full audio sideband picture to obtain the more accurate Equation (A19). More complete
derivations of the Fabry–Pérot frequency response can be found in [57,146,178–180].
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Abstract: Advanced Virgo is the European gravitational-wave detector that, along with the American
ones, is part of the global network of detectors that have been pinpointing gravitational waves since
2015. These kilometer-scale laser interferometers, measuring the distance between quasi-free-falling
mirrors, represent the suitable detectors to explore the Universe through gravitational radiation. The
initial Virgo experiment completed several runs of scientific data between 2007 and 2011, establishing
the upper limits on the gravitational-wave rate expected for several astrophysical sources. The
Advanced Virgo project led this instrument to unprecedented sensitivities making gravitational
wave detections a routine occurrence. In this review, the basic techniques to build gravitational-
waves interferometers and the upgrades needed to boost their sensitivities, even beyond the classical
limit, are presented. The particular case of Advanced Virgo will be described hinting at its future
developments, as well.

Keywords: gravitational waves; interferometers; ground based gravitational-wave detector;
Advanced Virgo

1. Introduction

Almost one hundred years ago, Albert Einstein predicted the existence of gravita-
tional waves [1], ripples in the fabric of space-time set off by extremely violent, cosmic
cataclysms in the early Universe, supernovae explosions, colliding black holes and neutron
stars. With the technology available in 1916, Einstein assumed that such ripples would be
vanishingly small and nearly impossible to detect. The technological advancements over
the past century have changed those prospects and, on 14 September 2015, the LIGO-Virgo
Collaboration detected for the first time the ripples in space-time caused by two coalescing
black holes (GW150914) [2].

Six years after the first observation, about one hundred detections have followed [3,4].
Among them, the Gravitational Wave (GW) signal detected by two colliding neutron stars
in August 2017 (GW170817) [5], marked the first time a cosmic event has been viewed in
both gravitational and electromagnetic windows.

These impressive results have been achieved thanks to the global network of sec-
ond generation of kilometer-scale Micheleson laser interferometers Advanced LIGO and
Advanced Virgo [6,7].

The purpose of this review is to provide the operating principles of gravitational-wave
detectors discussing in details the Advanced Virgo case: Section 2 provides an overview
of the main techniques used in GW interferometers, and in Section 3 the main noise
sources affecting the performances of the GW detectors are described. In Section 4, the
implementation in Advanced Virgo of all the techniques described in the previous sections
will be detailed, portraying the interferometer configuration during the latest observing
run. Finally, in Section 5 the future instrument upgrades for Advanced Virgo to push the
detector sensitivity towards the maximum achievable limit will be described.

2. Gravitational Wave Interferometric Detectors

The effect of a gravitational wave is a change in the local space–time metric, which
can be considered equivalent to a change in the distance measured between free-falling
test masses.
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The GW polarization implies that the distance variation is intrinsically differential:
two measurements performed along orthogonal directions provide opposite results.

If the test masses are mirrors, one could reflect laser light off them and observe this
GW-induced stretching and compressing of space-time by measuring the light travel time.
Interferometric GW detectors are based on this principle.

GW detection is so hard since they are expected to be extremely weak when they
finally reach the Earth. The amount by which a distance L would shrink or stretch due to a
GW is proportional to the strain amplitude h, that is [8]:

ΔL =
hL
2

. (1)

Since the expected strain amplitudes are of the order of 10−22, we are faced with the
prospect of measuring changes in separation of 10−19 m even for a 1 km scale interferometer.

In a Michelson interferometer, laser light is incident on a beam splitter that reflects
one half of it and transmits the other half. Each light beam travels some distance before
being reflected back by a mirror towards the beam splitter where the two beams interfere.
The interference provides an output beam, whose power carries information about the
difference of the path traveled by the two beams. The GW passage causes one arm of the
interferometer to grow longer while the other grows shorter, then vice versa, back and forth
as long as the wave is passing.

It can be considered as a transducer which converts a length variation to a variation of
the phase of a laser field.

The simple Michelson configuration is not enough to make the detector sensitive to
expected GW signals, thus many techniques need to be employed to make possible the
GW detection.

The main differences with respect to the simple Michelson scheme are related to the
mirrors defining the light paths: they are hang freely on pendula instead of being fixed to a
rigid structure and they are several kilometers apart, instead of a few meters.

Despite this improvement, the arms would still be too short to enable the detection
of gravitational waves. Thus, an additional mirror is placed into each arm, near the beam
splitter, at about a few km from the mirror at the end of that arm forming a Fabry–Perot
(FP) optical cavity. As result, the laser into each arm bounces between its two mirrors about
300 times before being merged with the beam from the other arm. These reflections build
up the laser power within the interferometer and increase the distance traveled by each
laser beam from a few to thousands of km. GW interferometers reach their maximum
sensitivity operating at dark fringe so that most of the light is reflected back towards the
laser, the so called bright port.

At this point quantum physics enters in the GW detection. First of all, the light’s energy
can only be absorbed in discrete quanta (photons), resulting in photon-counting noise or
shot noise. The GW signal-to-shot-noise ratio can be improved by detecting more photons.

Consequently, GW detectors use high-power laser systems and optical resonators to
maximize their shot noise limited sensitivity.

The dark fringe working point allows to increase the laser power circulating into the
detector by introducing an additional mirror, called Power Recycling Mirror (PRM). It is
located between the laser source and the beam splitter continuously reflecting back into the
interferometer the laser light that has traveled through the instrument.

Thanks to this recycling mechanism, the power circulating into the detector can reach
values of the order of MW starting from a Nd:YAG laser source delivering only few hundred
watts of power. Thus, the power recycling cavity greatly boosts the power of the laser beam
inside the FP cavities without the need to generate such a powerful laser beam at the outset.

Moreover, the quantum noise of light disturbs a GW detector. The quantum nature of
light produces a fluctuating radiation pressure force on the test-mass mirrors. The mirrors
are displaced by the light, an effect that cannot be distinguished from a GW signal. In order
to reduce this effect, GW detectors use test masses of up to 40 kg.
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With the addition of the power recycling cavity, first generation GW detectors are
known as Power Recycled, Fabry–Perot Michelson interferometers.

To date, the basic scheme of a GW interferometer is described, but many other tech-
niques are applied to minimize all the noises affecting its performance.

One of the major obstacles to reach the desired detector sensitivity at frequencies
around 10 Hz is the effect of local environmental disturbances causing the motion of the
interferometer optics, coupled as noise in the gravitational wave data output.

In the interferometer’s most sensitive frequency band (few Hz-300 Hz), the main
limitation of the sensitivity is represented by the thermal noise. The mirrors and their
suspensions are built from materials having exquisitely high mechanical quality factors.
They are made of very pure fused silica glass absorbing only just one in 3-million photons
hitting them, making the mirrors not prone to heating. Fused silica exhibits very low
thermal noise making it a natural choice to realize the interferometer optics.

The technological enhancement of noise reduction techniques led to the upgrade of
the first generation of GW detectors to the second one, the so-called advanced, whose main
features are the replacement of steel wires with fused silica fibers to suspend the mirrors,
the installation of another partially reflecting mirror, i.e., Signal Recycling Mirror (SRM),
placed between the beam splitter and the detector output port to improve the GW signal [9],
the injection of squeezed states of light into the dark port of the interferometer to reduce
the quantum noise and the implementation of more performing thermal compensation
system to cope with the power increase.

Due to the combination of power and signal recycling techniques, the second genera-
tion of GW detectors are known as Double Recycled, Fabry–Perot Michelson interferometers
(Figure 1).

These so-called advanced detectors replaced the existing interferometers, aiming for a
10 times increased sensitivity.

Figure 1. Double Recycled Fabry–Perot Michelson interferometer configuration: PRM indicates the
power recycling mirror, SRM the signal recycling mirror and input mirror and end mirror form the
Fabry–Perot optical cavities in each arm. The thickness of the red lines indicating the beam path, is
proportional to the amount of power circulating into the detector. The image uses the graphic library
from [10].

The GW detectors combine a number of advanced technologies to push the limits of
precision length measurement even beyond the classic one. The simple Michelson topology
integrates additional optical elements, which significantly change the properties of the
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optical system. In the next paragraphs, an overview of the aforementioned techniques,
adopted to make the simple Michelson interferometer a gravitational-wave detector, will
be described.

2.1. Free-Falling Mirrors

The optical and mechanical properties of the mirrors play a crucial role to detect GW.
Their spherical shape matches the fundamental Gaussian mode of the main laser beam
propagating into the detector, their diameter is dimensioned accordingly to the current
technology and, finally, their thickness and, consequently their weight, are optimized to
cope with the radiation pressure depending on the power circulating into the detector. The
mirror aspect ratio is properly chosen to minimize the thermal noise contribution. The
advanced GW detector glass mirrors have the same diameter as the first generation ones
(around 35 cm) but are twice as thick (20 cm) and, consequently, twice as heavy (around
42 kg).

According to the General Relativity [1], these mirrors are designed to be quasi-free
falling in the direction of propagation of the laser beam to respond to the GW, thereby
acting as test masses that probe space-time [11]. This is achieved by suspending the
mirrors as sophisticated pendula through four tiny fibers of 0.4 mm of diameter. Above the
pendulum’s resonant frequency, typically around 1 Hz, the suspension system isolates the
mirror from vibrations of the ground and the structures on which it is mounted, making it
quasi-free. The targeted detection band of earth-based detectors is therefore restricted to
the audio band in the range 10 Hz–10 kHz. At lower frequencies, disturbances from the
environment are too high, at higher frequencies no strong GW signals are expected [12].

2.2. Michelson Interferometer

In a Michelson interferometer, laser light is incident on a beam splitter that reflects half
of it and transmits the other half. Each light beam travels some distance before it is reflected
back by a mirror towards the beam splitter where the two beams interfere. The interference
provides an output beam, the power of which carries information about the laser path
difference. The power measured at the output of the detector, after the recombination of
the two beams, is proportional to [8]:

Pout ∝ Pin sin2 [k(Ly − Lx)] = Pin sin2 δφ, (2)

where Pin is the input power, k is the wavenumber of the laser light defined as k = 2π/λ
with λ the wavelength of the laser and Lx and Ly are the lengths of the two arms. Therefore,
any variation in the length of the two arms causes a variation of the phase δφ, resulting in a
variation of the power measured at the output of the detector.

2.3. Fabry-Perot Optical Cavity

Each arm of gravitational-wave Michelson interferometers hosts a linear two-mirror
cavity formed by the input mirror, partially reflective, and the end mirror, almost completely
reflective. The behaviour of the cavity is described by its length L, the wavelength of the
laser λ and the reflectivity and transmissivity of both mirrors r1, r2, t1 and t2, respectively.
The power circulating inside the cavity is given by:

Pcirc = Pin
t2
1

(1 − r1r2)2 + 4r1r2 sin2 (kL)
(3)

with k = 2π/λ and Pin the power injected into the cavity.
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The maximum power, obtained when the sine function becomes equal to zero, i.e., at
kL = Nλ with N an integer, corresponds to the cavity resonance condition and the power
circulating in the cavity is:

Pres = Pin
t2
1

(1 − r1r2)2 . (4)

Multiple resonant peaks are present, spaced in length by half wavelength and in
frequency by the cavity free spectral range, defined as:

Δ fFSR =
c

2L
. (5)

Another characteristic parameter of a cavity is its linewidth, usually defined as the
Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the resonance peak:

FWHM =
2 Δ fFSR

π
arcsin

(
1 − r1r2

2
√

r1r2

)
, (6)

that indicates the frequency range resonating inside the cavity. The ratio of the linewidth to
the FSR defines the f inesse (F) of the cavity:

F =
Δ fFSR

FWHM
=

π

2 arcsin
(

1−r1r2
2
√

r1r2

) . (7)

In the case of high finesse (F > 100), as for GW detectors, i.e., r1 and r2 are close to 1,
the argument of the arcsin function is small, so:

F ≈ π
√

r1r2

1 − r1r2
. (8)

and Equation (3) can be approximated as:

Pres = Pin
t2
1

(1 − r1r2)2 ≈ Pin
2F
π

. (9)

The build-up factor 2F/π can be interpreted as the number of round-trips inside the
cavity. The average time spent by the photons inside the cavity is related to the finesse by
the expression:

τs =
L
c

F
π

(10)

and the pole frequency of the cavity is given by:

fp =
1

4πτs
. (11)

Thus, in the limit of high finesse, the effective storage time of the light, which in the
arm of a Michelson interferometer is 2L/c, is enhanced by a factor F/(2π).

The use of FP cavities not only allows to increase the circulating power in the detector
but also provides an important help to improve the sensitivity of gravitational-wave detectors.

The field reflected by the FP cavity is described by:

Ere f = − r1 − r2(1 − L1)e2ikL

1 − r1r2e2ikL Ein (12)

where L1 are the losses of the input mirror1. When the over-coupled cavity condition is
satisfied, i.e., r1 < r2, the phase of the reflected beam rotates by 2π, changing sign between
resonance and anti-resonance conditions. It can be demonstrated that, expanding at first
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order the cavity displacement δL, assuming L1 = 0 and solving for the resonance condition
e2ikL = 1, Equation (12) can be written in first approximation as [13]:

Eres
re f (δL) =

r2 − r1

1 − r1r2

(
1 + i2kδL

r2(1 − r1)
2

(1 − r1r2)(r2 − r1)

)
= Eres

re f eiφFP(δL), (13)

where Eres
re f = r2−r1

1−r1r2
is the reflected field at resonance and φFP(δL) is the phase of the

field reflected by the Fabry–Perot cavity due to δL. Considering r2 ≈ 1, φFP(δL) can be
written as:

φFP(δL) = 2k
2F
π

δL, (14)

showing that the phase variation due to a length change is directly proportional to the
cavity finesse. Away from the resonances, the phase of the reflected beam is almost flat, so
it is insensitive to the changes of the cavity length. The phase of the reflected field changes
rapidly when the length is close to resonance. When the reflectivity of the input mirror is
close to unit, the sensitivity to a change in the phase term 2kL is enhanced by a factor 2F/π
compared to the arm of the simple Michelson interferometer.

Thus, the use of the Fabry–Perot cavities at the resonance condition allows to build up
the laser power within the interferometer and amplifies the phase change induced by GW
by the same factor 2F/π.

2.4. Interaction of Fabry–Perot Michelson Interferometer with Gravitational Waves

The response of laser interferometers to gravitational waves has been calculated in
different ways, particularly in the transverse–traceless (TT) gauge and in the proper detector
frame. In the TT gauge, the proper distance between the two test masses changes as a
consequence of the GW passage while the coordinate position of the mirrors, initially at
rest, does not vary. In the detector frame, the effect of the passage of GW is a displacement
of the test masses from their original position and, if the distance between the FP mirrors
L is small compared to the GW wavelength, this displacement can be derived using the
geodesic deviation equation [8].

In the following, the phase shift induced by GW in the FP cavity will be derived in the
proper detector frame.

Consider a FP cavity oriented along the x axis and a GW with only the plus polarization
whose amplitude is h0 and frequency fgw, propagating perpendicularly to the x-y plane
of the detector. In the proper detector frame, the distance variation δLx between the two
mirrors induced by the GW derived by the geodesic deviation equation is:

δLx =
Lh0

2
cos (2π fgwt). (15)

This induces a change δφx of the field reflected from the cavity along the X arm
equal to:

δφFP,x ≈ 4F
π

kδLx. (16)

The phase shift of the FP cavity along the Y direction is obtained by reversing the sign
of h0 : δφFP,y = −δφFP,x. Thus, the total shift in the Michelson FP interferometer is:

δφM−FP = δφFP,x − δφFP,y = 2δφFP,x ≈ 8F
π

kδLx. (17)

By replacing Equation (15) into Equation (17), it becomes:

ΔφM−FP =
4F
π

kLh0 cos (2π fgwt). (18)
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This result is exhaustive only when the period of GW is higher than the cavity storage
time τs. To evaluate the response of the detector when the period of the incoming GW is
comparable to the cavity round-trip time, the TT gauge frame must be considered2. In this
reference system the phase shift of the Michelson FP interferometer becomes:

δφM−FP =
4F
π

kLh0 cos (2π fgwt)
1√

1 + ( fgw/ fp)2
. (19)

Thus, for fgw << fp, the detector response to the GW passage is maximum (Equation (19)
reduced to Equation (18) in the proper detector frame), when fgw = fp the cavity response
decreases by factor

√
2 with respect to its maximum and, if fgw >> fp, the detector response

decreases linearly with fgw.
Summarizing, the power stored inside the cavity is amplified with respect to the input

power by a factor GFP = 2F/π. The same amplification applies to the phase response of
the reflected beam to GWs, but only for frequencies below the cavity pole:

δφFP,x ≈ 2kδLxGFP
1√

1 + ( fgw/ fp)2
. (20)

The effect of a GW on the field propagating through the FP cavity can be also described
in terms of signal sidebands generated in each arm cavity as a consequence result of the
GW passage. Their amplitude is proportional to the power circulating inside the arm, and
to a frequency-dependent component related to the FP cavity pole. Since the GW effect is
differential, the signal sidebands generated in the two orthogonal arms have opposite sign.
Thus, once reached the beam splitter, they interfere in the opposite way with respect to the
main laser beam: they are maximized propagating toward the anti-symmetric port, and
minimized toward the power recycling mirror.

2.5. Detection at the Dark Fringe

In a Michelson interferometer, any variation in the length of the two arms causes a
variation of the phase δφ, resulting in a variation of the power measured at the output of
the detector. This is described by Equation (2) where δφ can be written as δφ = φ0 + φgw
where φgw contains the GW phase shift contribution and φ0 is the Michelson interferometer
working point chosen to maximize the performance of the detector. The choice of tuning
the interferometer in dark fringe to detect GW may seem counterintuitive but, is a con-
sequence of use of real devices that are, therefore, affected by noise. The presence of the
so-called technical noises3, makes the dark fringe configuration the one with the highest
sensitivity [8].

The sinusoidal detector response, shown in Figure 2, indicates the half fringe
(φ0 = π/4) as the best working point for the detector since the derivative ∂P/∂φ0 is
maximum and the sensitivity to a small displacement is the highest. Nevertheless, in this
point, any fluctuation in the laser power Pin causes a variation of the power measured at
the output of the instrument, which can be mistakenly interpreted as the consequence of a
GW passage.

Bringing the detector at the dark fringe, it results insensitive to the laser power
fluctuations and, in absence of GW, the output power is null. However, it has to be
considered that, in this configuration, also the derivative ∂P/∂φ0 is zero. Thus, for an
incoming GW, the power variation measured at the dark fringe would be of the order of h2.

Such a signal is of course invisible.
To overcome this issue, the laser light is modulated through an Electro Optical Modu-

lator (EOM) before being injected into the interferometer. A variable refractive index crystal
placed inside the EOM introduces a phase shift on the beam proportional to the applied
voltage, generating some sidebands.
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Figure 2. The response of a Michelson interferometer as a function of the fringe level. The half and
dark fringe conditions are marked as 1 and 2, respectively.

The incident electromagnetic field of the laser, passing through the modulator, acquires
a time-varying phase and the electromagnetic field becomes:

ψ(t) = ψ0e−i(ω0t+m sin(Ωt)), (21)

where ψ0 is the amplitude of the input beam, ω0 is the laser frequency, m is the modulation
index and Ω is the modulation frequency.

Equation (21) can be expanded in Fourier modes as:

ψ(t) = ψ0

+∞

∑
n=−∞

Jn(m)e−i(ω0+nΩ)t, (22)

where Jn(m) are the Bessel functions. For m << 1, only three terms of the expansion can
be considered:

ψ(t) ≈ ψ0

[
J0(m)e−iω0t + J1(m)e−i(ω0+Ω)t + J−1(m)e−i(ω0−Ω)t

]
, (23)

where the first term represents the carrier, and the other two terms correspond to the first
upper and lower sidebands with frequencies ω± = ω0 ± Ω. Equation (23) describes the
beam impinging on the Fabry–Perot resonant cavity as composed of three independent
fields: the carrier and the sideband ones.

If the distance between the beam splitter and the input mirror of the FP cavity along
X and Y arms is the same, carrier and sidebands are both on the dark fringe. However,
introducing a macroscopic arm length difference of several centimeter equal to an integer
number of laser wavelength, called Schnupp asymmetry (lX − lY in Figure 1), the sidebands
are no longer on the dark fringe, allowing to be transferred through the interferometer to
the output port even if the carrier is at the dark fringe.

When a GW propagates through the interferometer, the term of the electromagnetic
field at the dark port containing the contributions of beats of the carrier with the sidebands,
encodes the GW signal, which is linear in h and oscillates at frequency Ω [8]. In a second
demodulation process the photo-current is then electronically demodulated at Ω in order
to finally derive the GW signal stream at fgw.

In conclusion, operating at dark fringe and introducing a small asymmetry in the
distance between the beam splitter and the input mirrors of the FP cavities, make the signal
insensitive to the laser power fluctuations and allow the extraction of the GW signal from
the component demodulated at Ω which is linear (and not quadratic) in h.

This technique, based on the use of the sidebands as optical local oscillator to extract
the gravitational wave signal, called heterodyne readout, was commonly used in the first
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generation of gravitational wave detectors. However, the experience gained running these
interferometers indicates several limitations connected to the heterodyne readout, mainly
related to the arise of thermal effects in the core optics, due to the high power circulating
into the detector, that spoils the quality of the sidebands. Thus, the second generation of
gravitational wave detectors uses a detection scheme known as DC readout [14], where a
small differential detuning is introduced in the interferometer so that it is no longer locked
on a dark fringe. This allows a small amount of carrier light to exit the interferometer to be
used as a local oscillator field. A crucial element in the DC readout detection scheme is the
Output Mode Cleaner (OMC), which is an optical cavity that transmits only the fundamen-
tal Gaussian mode at the carrier frequency. The purpose is to keep only light which leaves
the interferometer due to a gravitational wave signal and remove Higher-Order Modes
(HOM) caused by interferometer mirror defects and radio-frequency sidebands.

2.6. Power Recycling Cavity

The Power Recycling Cavity (PRC) greatly boosts the power of the laser beam inside
the Fabry–Perot cavities without the need to generate such a powerful laser beam at
the outset.

It is composed of the power recycling mirror and the compound mirror formed by the
Michelson FP interferometer. At resonance, the power circulating into the detector is built
up with respect to the input power by the so-called gain that is:

GPRC =
1 − r2

PR[
1 − rPR

(
1 − F

π LRT

)]2 , (24)

where rPR is the reflectivity of the power recycling mirror and LRT are the round trip losses
obtained by summing those of the mirrors forming the FP cavity.

2.7. Signal Recycling Cavity

For a power recycled high-finesse Fabry–Perot–Michelson interferometer, when
fgw >> fp, the measurable phase shift decreases linearly with fgw limiting the detector
bandwidth of the detectors (Equation (19)). The installation of another partially reflecting
mirror between the beam splitter and the output port to form the Signal Recycling Cavity
(SRC) allows to move the pole frequency of the cavity at higher frequency, extending the
frequency range where the response of the detector to the passage of the gravitational wave
is maximized [13].

The effect induced by GW on the laser beam is to generate differential signal sidebands
in the light propagating in the two arms, having the same amplitude but opposite sign.
Once constructively recombined at the beam splitter, they are transmitted toward the signal
recycling mirror. The differential sidebands see an equivalent input mirror formed by the
FP input mirror and the signal recycling one. The reflection and transmission coefficients,
rSRC and tSRC, of the equivalent mirror depends on the microscopic tuning of the signal
recycling cavity length lS, that is the distance between the signal recycling mirror and the
input mirror. The beam phase propagating through the signal recycling cavity is:

φSRC = klSRC = k
[

lS +
lX + lY

2

]
, (25)

where lX and lY are the distances of the two input mirrors of the Fabry-Perot cavities
from the beam splitter (Figure 1) and the reflection and transmission coefficients can be
written as:

rSRC =
ri − rse2iφSRC

1 − rirse2iφSRC
, tSRC =

titseiφSRC

1 − rirse2iφSRC
, (26)
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where ri, rs, ti and ts are the input mirror and the signal recycling reflectiviy and transmis-
sivity. When φSRC = 0, the signal recycling cavity is tuned to be resonant for the carrier
field. In this configuration the reflectivity of the equivalent input mirror is lower than the
FP input mirror decreasing the finesse of the FP cavity seen by the GW sideband signals by
the quantity:

FφSRC=0

FFP
=

1 − rirs

1 + rs
. (27)

Consequently, the pole frequency of the cavity is moved toward high frequency
increasing the detector bandwith sensitivity. This signal recycling cavity working point,
defined broad-band, is currently implemented in all the advanced GW detectors.

2.8. Laser Source and Injection System

The laser source is an ultra-stable, high-power continuous-wave Nd:YAG laser system.
GW detectors set highly demanding requirements in their laser light sources. None of
the laser parameters as delivered have adequate stability to allow direct injection of the
laser beam into the interferometer [15]. Hence, the beam is injected into the detector after
propagating through an extremely complex optical system, installed both in air and in
vacuum, to stabilize important laser observables like the power, the frequency, the beam
pointing and the spatial filtering. In all GW detectors the high power laser generation and
its stabilization are conceptually similar.

The beam is produced by a low power stable laser (master laser), and then a multi-
stage amplification scheme is implemented to deliver hundreds watts of input power.
Passive stabilization methods, based on the use of a hierarchical scheme of three optical
cavities in cascade composed of the pre-mode cleaner (PMC), the Input Mode Cleaner (IMC)
and the Reference Frequency Cavity (RFC), concur to stabilize the laser frequency and
power in synergy with nested feedback control acting to minimize the beam jitter and to
preserve the beam pointing into the detector. Finally, the laser beam geometrical properties,
needed to be matched with the interferometer optical cavities, are defined through the
Mode Matching Telescope (MMT).

2.9. Thermal Effects

The FP cavities boost the power circulating by a factor around 300 with respect to sim-
ple Michelson configuration. The absorptions of the optical power by the coating of the core
optics, albeit of the order of ppm (parts per milion), result in a radial temperature gradient
within the mirrors [16] causing thermo-refractive substrate lenses in the recycling cavities
(due to the dependence of the refractive index on the temperature) and thermo-elastic
surface deformation in the Fabry–Perot mirrors. Both these mechanisms induce wavefront
aberrations in the sideband and the carrier fields4 triggering HOMs that, depending on the
stability of the cavity, could be scattered out from the cavity losing circulating power or
could become resonant inside it spoiling the control signals.

The optical aberrations are not induced only by thermal effects but also by the cold
defects coming from the residual imperfections due to the state of the art of the mirror
production procedure.

The Thermal Compensation System (TCS) [17] is conceived to tackle the aberrations
coming both from cold defects and thermally driven effects. The thermal compensation
strategy is to induce in the optics a complementary distortion with respect to the main
laser one restoring the nominal optical configuration of the interferometer. The complex
system of thermal actuators and sensors composing the TCS is fundamental to guaran-
tee the operation at high power of the GW detector. Moving from the first generation
of gravitational-wave detectors to the second one, new high-performance sensors and
actuators have been included in the TCS making it a dynamical adaptive optical system.
Wavefront aberrations on each core optics are sensed by the Hartmann Wavefront Sensors
(HWSs) [18], probing the optics through an auxiliary beam, usually a SLED (SuperLu-
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minescent Light Emitting Diode), which accumulates wavefront distortions after being
transmitted through or reflected from the deformed optics.

The wavefront aberration local sensing provided by HWSs is complementary to
the global one measured by the phase camera encoding the amplitude and phase of the
main beam circulating into the detector [19]. This sensor scans over a photodiode the
beam resulting from the recombination of the pick off of the main laser beam with the
one picked up at the strategical ports of the detector. The heterodyne technique is used
to independently assess the information in the carrier, upper and lower sidebands at
different frequencies.

Two different actuators are designed to cope with thermal effects and cold defects: the
CO2 lasers5 to correct both cold and thermal lenses and the ring heaters to decrease the
radii of curvature of the mirrors. The formers project the suitably shaped heating pattern
on an additional transmissive fused silica plate, the so-called Compensation Plate (CP),
installed between the beam splitter and the input mirrors.

Ring heaters are thermal actuators conceived to precisely tune the radius of curvature
of the highly reflective surface of the mirrors. They are provided by heating elements
radiatively coupled to the mirror barrel that induce a thermal gradient in the optics reducing
its Radius of Curvature (RoC).

The requested accuracy for the TCS sensors and actuators is strictly dependent from
the peculiar design of the interferometer optical cavities.

2.10. Working Point

Length sensing and control is vital to ensure the operation of GW detectors: the carrier
must resonate in all the optical cavities and the two beams reflected back by the FP cavities
must destructively interfere. The achievement of this configuration, from the uncontrolled
mirrors to the final working point, takes place through a complex procedure called lock
acquisition. The mirrors are free to swing along the optical axis and to rotate around the
horizontal (pitch angle) and vertical (yaw angle) axes in the mirror plane. The former is
the longitudinal Degree of Freedom (DoF) which must be controlled within a precision of
about [10−12–10−10] m to ensure the carrier resonance condition in the optical cavities, the
latters define the angulars DoFs to be controlled with nano-radian accuracy.

The working point of a power recycled Fabry–Perot–Michelson interferometer can be
described by four longitudinal degrees of freedom6 (cf. Figure 1):

• the length difference between the two input mirrors of the FP cavities from the beam
splitter, MICH: lX − lY;

• the differential length of the Fabry–Perot arms, DARM: (LX − LY)/2 . This is the most
important DoF, since it contains the GW signal;

• the average (Common) length of the Fabry–Perot arms, CARM: (LX + LY)/2;
• the length of the power recycling cavity, PRCL: lP + (lX + lY)/2, where lP is the

distance between the power recycling mirror and the beam splitter.

The FP and power-recycling cavities (CARM, DARM and PRCL) need to be kept on
resonance to maximize the optical path traveled by the light inside the interferometer.
In addition, the Michelson interferometer is brought to the dark fringe and the working
point is achieved. The longitudinal DoFs are controlled by using the Pound-Drever-Hall
(PDH) technique [22,23]: the output of different photodiodes located in strategical part of
the detector are used to extract the error signals for each DoF by measuring the beating
between the carrier, resonating in all the optical cavities, and the radio-frequency sidebands,
anti-resonant in the FP cavities and resonant in the recycling cavities.

Once the longitudinal DoFs controls are engaged, different angular controls act to
overlap the input laser beam to the optical cavity axis (the straight line that intersects the
centers of curvature of the two spherical mirrors forming the cavity). At the first stage, the
angular motions in pitch and yaw of every single mirror are controlled using optical lever
signals provided by an auxiliary probe beam reflected by the mirror surface impinging on
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a positioning sensing device. This type of control is defined local since it is independent
from the main laser beam pointing and from the mutual position of the optics.

The noise performance of the local controls is not enough to meet the noise and
accuracy requirements. Therefore, during the last steps of the lock acquisition sequence,
such control is replaced with an angular global control scheme reaching the nano-radian
accuracy, based on error signals provided by quadrant photodiodes (QPD) installed in
strategical places of the laser beam path, encoding tilt and shift information about the cavity
angular DoFs.

Once the dark fringe configuration is achieved, the effects induced by radiation
pressure arise in the FP arm cavities inducing an optical spring between the cavity mirrors.
Thus, in this condition, a basis of Common and Differential DoFs, both (+) and (−), are
introduced to describe the global misalignment of the optical cavities (Figure 3):

• Common tilt of the arm cavities, COMM(+): the two beams recombine in the same
spot on the BS mirror;

• Differential tilt of the arm cavities, DIFF(+): the two beams recombine on the two
opposite sides of the BS mirror;

• Common shift of the arm cavities, COMM(−): the effect is two beams recombining in
the same spot on the BS mirror;

• Differential shift of the arm cavities, DIFF(−): the effect is two beams recombining on
the two opposite sides of the BS mirror.

Figure 3. Schematic view of the angular DoFs used to describe the interferometer alignment once
reached the dark fringe working point.

The error signals associated with these DoFs satisfy the required accuracy for the
control of the orientation of the optics needed to ensure a robust and reliable working point
to acquire scientific data.

3. Noises

As described before, GWs are detected by looking at a small transient fluctuation in the
amount of power emerging from the output of the detector, but there can be other reasons
for the power to fluctuate besides the passage of a gravitational wave through the apparatus.
In this section, several of the most important reasons for a false indication of a GW passage,
the so-called noises, will be discussed. In a GW interferometer, each noise manifests itself
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as an apparent or real variation of the position of the mirrors, simulating the effect of the
incidence of a GW. In order to distinguish the noise source from the gravitational signal,
the amplitude spectral sensitivity h( f ) is defined for each noise:

h( f ) =
√

x̃2( f )
L

, (28)

where L is the arm length of the interferometer and x̃2( f ) is the power spectral density
of the displacement due to the noise source. The quantity h( f ), which has dimension
1/

√
Hz, indicates the amplitude of the gravitational wave signal that would produce the

displacement caused by the noise.
The sensitivity of a GW detector is expressed in terms of the strain sensitivity ob-

tained by summing quadratically the amplitude spectral densities of the noises affecting
the detector:

h( f ) =

√
n

∑
i=1

h2
i ( f ), (29)

where i runs on the total number of the noises.
The sensitivity curve represents the minimum intensity of the gravitational signal

detectable by an interferometer.

3.1. Quantum Noise

Quantum noise limits the ability to read out the arm length difference in an inter-
ferometer. It comes from the quantum nature of light, which reveals itself through two
fundamental mechanisms: photon counting noise (shot noise), arising from statistical fluc-
tuations in the arrival time of photons at the interferometer output; and radiation pressure
noise, which is the recoil of the mirrors due to the quantum fluctuations in the photon flux.

The spectral density of the shot noise for a power recycled, Fabry–Perot–Michelson
interferometer is given by:

hshot( f ) =
1

8FL

(
4πh̄λc

Pbs

)1/2√
1 + ( f / fp)2, (30)

where λ is the wavelength of the main laser and Pbs is the power on the beam splitter after
the recycling. The radiation pressure noise spectral density is described by:

hrp( f ) =
16
√

2F
ML(2π f )2

(
h̄Pbs

2πλc

)1/2 1√
1 + ( f / fp)2

, (31)

where M is the mass of each of the interferometer’s four test masses. At low frequencies, the
radiation pressure noise term, proportional to 1/ f 2, dominates, while at high frequencies
the shot noise is the major contribution. The radiation pressure amplitude spectral density
is proportional to the square root of the laser light power while the shot noise amplitude
spectral density is inversely proportional to the same quantity. Therefore, while it is possible
to improve the strain sensitivity of an interferometer at high frequencies by increasing
the circulating light power, inevitably at the same time the sensitivity will worsen at low
frequencies, as the radiation pressure increases with the light power.

The so-called optical readout noise is given by the quadrature sum of these two noises:

hopr =
√

h2
shot + h2

rp. (32)
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By equalizing the contributions of hshot (Equation (30)) and hrp (Equation (31)), an
optimal power, which results in identical magnitude contributions from shot noise and
quantum radiation pressure noise for each observation frequency f , can be evaluated:

Popt =
π3cλM f 2

16F2

[
1 +

(
f
fp

)2]
. (33)

By replacing Equation (33) into Equation (30) (or Equation (31)), the optical read-
out noise (Equation (32)) corresponding to the the Standard Quantum Limit (SQL) can
be evaluated:

hSQL =
1

2π f L

√
8h̄
M

. (34)

The SQL is defined as the lower bound envelope of the quantum noise spectra for all
the optical powers circulating in the interferometer with arm length L and mirror mass
M. However, it is possible to beat the SQL by applying quantum techniques [24]. An
intuitive understanding of quantum noise can be given through the quadrature pictures
in the realm of quantum mechanics, where the uncertainty of the amplitude and phase of
the light beam are encoded in the amplitude and phase quadratures, respectively. Both
quadratures obey to the Heisenberg Uncertainty principle that imposes a limit on the
precision achievable when they are measured simultaneously. The so-called Quantum-Non-
Demolition techniques [25,26] allow to redistribute the quadrature uncertainty, reducing
the variance in one quadrature at the expense of increased variance in the orthogonal
quadrature. A squeezed state can be represented in the quadrature plane as an ellipse,
characterized by two frequency-dependent parameters: the squeezing magnitude (the
ratio of the ellipse axes with respect to the unsqueezed state) and the squeezing angle (the
ellipse orientation).

The first proposal to use the quantum entanglement to improve the measurement
precision beyond the limit set by measurement-counting noise, was made by Caves in
1981 [27], when he suggested the use of squeezed states of light as an additional input for
laser interferometric GW detectors.

Their sensitivity is limited by the interference caused by the quantum-level creation
and annihilation of photons in the vacuum, the so-called vacuum noise that is all-pervasive
in space at every frequency.

The vacuum noise introduces noise fluctuations at the output port of the detector
imposing the classical-limit of the detector sensitivity. To overcome this limit, a squeezed
beam, with the same size, shape and frequency of the main interferometer beam, is injected
into the detector and overimposed to the main laser. By replacing the classic vacuum
with the squeezed light, the quantum noise contributions can be manipulated. In the
GW advanced detectors operating up to date, the radiation pressure did not limit the low
frequency range, thus a purely phase-squeezed has been applied to minimize the phase
quadrature and therefore the shot noise.

This configuration is defined frequency-independent squeezing. Clearly, the improve-
ment of the current sensitivity at low frequency, could make the radiation pressure noise the
dominant contribution. Thus, to simultaneously reduce shot noise and quantum radiation
pressure noise in the entire detection frequency range, the squeezed quadrature must be
rotated as a function of frequency producing the so-called frequency-dependent squeezing.

The interaction of a frequency-independent squeezed state with an optical Fabry-
Perot resonator, referred to as filter cavity, is able to induce such rotation of the squeeze
ellipse [28]. The first demonstration of a squeezing source able to reduce quantum noise in
the whole spectrum of advanced gravitational-wave detectors is reported in [29].
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3.2. Thermal Noise

The thermal excitation of the mechanical degrees of freedom of the test masses, as
well as those of their suspension system, results in a spurious contribution to the output
of an interferometric detector, setting up a limit to the sensitivity of GW interferometers
in a wide frequency band between few Hz and 300 Hz. Thermal noise is intrinsic to all
bodies at thermodynamic equilibrium: in a body at steady-state temperature T, the energy
equipartition theorem assigns to each degree of freedom a mean energy of kBT/2 where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. Due to the interactions among the microscopic elements,
this energy is subject to time fluctuations that generate random oscillations of macroscopic
observables mimicking the effect of the GW passage. This phenomenon is described by
the Fluctuation–Dissipation Theorem [30], which identifies the link between a generic
dissipative mechanism inside a mechanical system and its thermal fluctuations. This
theorem asserts that the thermal noise power spectral density is given by:

x̃2(ω) =
4kBT

ω2 R

[
1

Z(ω)

]
, (35)

where Z(ω) is the impedance of the system whose real part represents the dissipative
mechanism due to the internal friction in the material quantified by the so called loss angle
parameter φ. In the GW detectors, the thermal noise has two different origins: the first one
is due to dissipation in the wires used to suspend the optics and it is dominant up to 30 Hz;
the so-called suspension thermal noise. The second one is due to dissipation processes
inside the mirrors themselves; the so-called mirror thermal noise.

The suspension thermal noise is given by three contributions, the horizontal and the
vertical oscillations due to the pendulum configuration and the violin modes of the fibers
suspending the mirrors. The suspension mechanical losses φ result from the combination
of losses of different nature: the material intrinsic losses, the thermo-elastic ones, deriving
from the expansion coefficient of the material, the surfaces losses due to external pollution,
and, finally, the losses due to the coupling system between mirror and fibers.

According to the fluctuation–dissipation theorem, thermal noise can be reduced by
minimizing the amount of mechanical loss in the suspensions. When a pendulum is
displaced in the horizontal direction from its rest position, a restoring force is exerted
mainly by the lossless gravitational field acting as a constant spring. Therefore, the total
losses of the suspension could be lower than the ones of the material of which it is composed,
by the ratio of the elastic energy to the gravitational energy, the so-called dilution factor [11].
The mechanism in the vertical direction is different, if the mass is displaced vertically, the
restoring elastic force of the fiber acts on the mirror as a simple harmonic oscillator motion
with a frequency determined by the elastic spring constant associated with the elongation
of the wire. Finally, the suspension wires, subjected to tension, behave like vibrating ropes
shaping the violin modes that appear as a nearly harmonic sequence.

The fused silica has a very low loss angle (φ ≈ 10−9) making it the natural choice to
realize the mirrors. In the first gravitational wave detectors the suspension fibers were of
stainless steel, but the high structural losses of steel (φ ≈ 10−4) made this solution unsuit-
able for the second generation detectors. Therefore, fused silica was also employed to pro-
duce the suspension fibers forming with the mirror, the so-called monolithic payload [31,32].
This upgrade allowed to reduce the suspension thermal noise contribution by factor up
to 10 at 30 Hz. Thus, it was used in all the advanced GW detectors to suspend the FP
cavity mirrors.

In the frequency band from 30 Hz to 300 Hz, the sensitivity of the detector is limited
by the thermal noise of the coating layers deposited on the surfaces of the core optics to
make them highly reflective7. A HR coating is made of a stack of alternate layers of two
materials with high and low refractive index. The reflectivity improves by increasing the
refractive index difference between the employed materials and by enhancing the number
of layers.
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The thermal noise power spectral density of the mirrors coating is proportional to:

x̃2(ω) ∝
kBT
ω

d
w2 φcoat, (36)

where w is the radius of the laser beam impinging on the mirror, φcoat is the coating loss
angle and d is the coating thickness. Thus, besides lowering the temperature of the mirrors,
the thermal noise could be minimized by reducing the coating thickness, by identifying
new materials with lower losses and by increasing the laser beam size. Various numbers of
different dielectric material pairs for reflective coatings have been investigated. It has been
found that a coating made by alternating layers of titania doped tantala (TiO2:Ta2O5) and
silica (SiO2) gives the desired reflectivity satisfying the strict limits on the thermal noise and
on the optical absorption [33]. The laser beam radius on the mirrors is set around 60 mm
according to the technology limitations for the realization of mirrors having a diameter
greater than 35 cm.

3.3. Seismic and Newtonian Noise

Another source of displacement noise to deal with is the vibration of the terrestrial
environment known as seismic noise. In the region 1–10 Hz, it is mostly due to human
activity, natural phenomena in the atmosphere, and many other forms of ground born
oscillations. Furthermore, there is a micro-seismic background, which affects a GW interfer-
ometer mostly in the form of surface waves that shake the suspension mechanisms and the
mirrors. This noise is strongly dependent on the geographical localization of the detector.
In general, the amplitude spectral density is of the order of 10−111/

√
Hz at 10 Hz, 10 order

of magnitudes larger than the expected GW amplitude. Therefore, to build a GW detector
it is crucial to implement techniques for the vibration isolation of the test masses able to
adequately attenuate this noise.

The vibration isolation system is obtained using a set of pendula in cascade. A single
pendulum with resonance frequency f0 attenuates the vibrations transferred to the mirror
by a factor f 2

0 / f 2. Thus, a multistage filter made by N pendula provides an attenuation
factor ( f 2

0 / f 2)N .
The Newtonian noise, also known as gravity gradient noise, is due to the time-varying

Newtonian gravitational forces acting on the mirrors as a consequence of density fluctua-
tions to density fluctuations caused by seismic activity as well as acoustic and turbulent
phenomena in the Earth’s atmosphere [34,35]. Given the direct coupling of gravitational
fields to the mirrors, they cannot be shielded from this noise. The approach identified to
minimize this noise is based on the use of algorithms to process the data acquired by arrays
of seismic sensors located near the vacuum chambers hosting the mirrors and, then to
subtract its contribution from the ouput data of the interferometer [36]. This noise did not
limit the sensitivity of the first generation interferometers, since its magnitude, expected to
be 10−211/

√
Hz at 10 Hz, was much lower than the radiation pressure one. Its contribution

will become non-negligible in the next generations of detectors.

3.4. Technical Noise Sources

Besides these fundamental noises, other disturbances, the so-called technical noises,
affect the detector performance requiring advanced technologies to be minimized. The
largest contribution to technical noises are the control noises related to the lock and the
alignment of the interferometer. Another of the most limiting noise at low-medium fre-
quency range is the scattered light, i.e., diffused light due to the imperfections on the optics
surfaces that is scattered out along the main laser beam path introducing additional noise
in the detector signals [37]. In order to reduce this spurious light, the optical benches
hosting the optical systems devoted to inject the beam into the detector, to monitor its
performance and to extract the GW signals, are isolated from the ground replicating the
same operating principle of the core optics suspensions. Moreover, the optical benches are
studded by light dumpers to suppress spurious beams and some baffles, made of absorbing
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materials, surrounding the core optics [7]. The reduction of the diffused light is also one
of the main reason why GW detectors are placed inside the largest vacuum chambers in
the world. Indeed, the light propagates through the interferometer into ultra high-vacuum
pipes, in order to reduce the refractive index fluctuation caused by the presence of residual
air molecules.

4. Advanced Virgo Interferometer

Advanced Virgo is the European gravitational-wave interferometric detector, being
part of the global network of interferometers built to detect GW [7]. The Virgo project
takes its name from the Virgo cluster, a group of 2000 galaxies 15 Mpc distant from the
Earth. Its target sensitivity was 10−211/

√
Hz according to the gravitational wave amplitude

h ≈ [10−21 − 10−22]1/
√

Hz expected for the coalescence of two neutron stars of masses
1.4 M� at distance of 15 Mpc from the Earth. The history of this experiment begins
about 30 years ago, the approval by the scientific community dates back to 1994 and its
construction started in 1996, two years later, in Italy, in the countryside around Pisa.

The Virgo experiment acquired scientific data between 2007 and 2011 in four different
observing runs. Before the beginning of the third one, the monolithic suspensions have been
integrated in the instrument, and Virgo became Virgo plus, an intermediate configuration
between the first and second generation of gravitational-wave detectors. Once the last
scientific run was over, it was switched off in order to upgrade the experiment to the second
generation project, called Advanced Virgo.

This detector joined the second observing run O2 with Advanced LIGO in August
2017, contributing to the first detection of GW emitted by a Binary Neutron Star (BNS)
coalescence, GW170817 [5].

After a time break of about two years to upgrade the instruments, Advanced Virgo
started the observation period O3 together with Advanced LIGO in April 2019. It should
have ended on 30 April 2020 but, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the conclusion of the
observational period was changed to 27 March 2020.

Despite the early closure, the sensitivity of Advanced Virgo and Advanced LIGO in
O3 enabled to increase the number of gravitational wave detections more than three-fold
over the O2 observing run.

At the end of O3, Advanced Virgo increased its BNS range up to 60 Mpc8 from the
Earth, doubling the best sensitivity achieved during O2.

In Figure 4, the best sensitivity curves during O2 and during O3 are shown compared
to the design sensitivity target.

Figure 4. Representative amplitude spectral density of Advanced Virgo during the second half of O3
observational run (blue curve) compared to its design sensitivity target (light blue area). The best
sensitivity curve during the second observing run is also depicted (lilac curve) [38,39].
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In the following, the instrument configuration during the last part of O3, that made
achievable 60 Mpc BNS range, will be described.

4.1. Mirrors and Their Suspensions

The core optics of Advanced Virgo, 20 cm thick, with diameter of 35 cm and weight of
42 kg, are high-purity fused silica cylinders, ultra-fine polished to achieve sub-nanometric
roughness, and properly coated to reach the desired reflectivity.

They are suspended by four fused silica fibers to the last stage of the Superattenu-
ator (SA) [40], to make them quasi-free and to reduce the seismic noise by ten order of
magnitudes above 2 Hz. SA suppresses the seismic horizontal vibrations through a chain
of five mechanical filters 8 m-long supported by a three-leg elastic structure (inverted
pendulum), connected to ground through flexible joints at the base of each leg. The vertical
seismic movements are attenuated by replacing each mass of the multi-stage pendulum
by a cylindrical mechanical filter with a set of blade springs with low stiffness. The blades
support the next mechanical filter through 1 m-long steel wire, forming a chain of low
frequency oscillators. The blades act in parallel to a magnetic anti-spring system, assembled
on each filter, to reduce its fundamental vertical frequency from about 1.5 Hz down to
below 0.5 Hz [41]. The mirror’s suspension wires are anchored to the marionette, a rigid
plate suspended to the last filter of the SA, through a single steel cable, hosting the magnets
faced to the coils attached to the last filter of the SA. This coil–magnet system allows to steer
the payload in four degrees of freedom: the translation along the beam and the rotations
around the vertical axis and around the horizontal ones, perpendicular and parallel to the
beam. Finally, the mirror is enfolded in the actuator cage fixed to the last steering filter of
the SA, providing the support frame for the baffles, the compensation plate on the input
payloads and ring heaters. On the actuator cage, a further set of coils are installed faced on
the magnets glued to the anti-reflective surface of the mirror. The SA is the same for both
recycling and FP mirrors, while the last stage of suspension is different depending on the
mirror and its position in the interferometer.

The lateral surface of each mirror is machined to make flat two small areas to allow
the bonding of the ears, rectangular silica pieces, hosting the end part of the fibers properly
shaped to be anchored. The suspension wires of the recycling cavity mirrors and the beam
splitter are made of steel and not of fused silica since they are outside the FP cavities and,
therefore, the coupling of the noise to the detector sensitivity is reduced by factor 2F/π
where F is the finesse of the FP cavity. For these mirrors, four triangular silica spacers
are glued to the two flat areas allowing the steel fibers to envelop the mirror like a cradle.
The same approach has been applied to suspend the beam splitter, the largest optics ever
suspended in an interferometric gravitational-wave detector, having a diameter of 550 mm
and thickness of 65 mm. The suspension systems of all mirrors are described in details
in [42].

4.2. Optical Layout

The two 3 km-long FP cavities are identified as North and West, following their geo-
graphical orientation. The beam transmitted and reflected by the beam splitter propagates
through the North and West arms, respectively. In the North arm, Input and End mirrors
are called North Input (NI) and North End (NE). Similarly, in the West arm, the two mirrors
are identified as West Input (WI) and West End (WE). The FP cavities, have a bi-concave
geometry. The nominal mirror’s radii of curvature are 1420 m and 1683 m for the input and
end mirrors, respectively. With this type of topology, the cavity waist is near the middle of
the cavity and the beam radius is about 49 mm on the input test mass and 58 mm on the
end one.

The reflectivities of the input and the end mirrors are 98.6 % and 99.9995%. Therefore
the finesse is 450 and the pole frequency is at 55 Hz. The FP mirror radii of curvature
have been defined in order to maximize the beam size on the FP end mirrors to reduce
as much as possible the mirror coating thermal noise. This choice imposed the power
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recycling mirror radius of curvature of 1430 m for the length of the cavity equal to 11.952 m,
pushing the power recycling cavity stability condition very close to the instability limit
(g = 0.9999885).

The power recycling mirror reflectivity is 95%, thus the finesse of the power recycling
cavity is 48.

The distances between the beam splitter and the two input mirrors differ of the
Schnupp asymmetry, equal to 0.23 m.

During O3, the signal recycling mirror has been used as a lens, thus Advanced Virgo
runned in the power-recycled Michelson configuration.

4.3. High Power Laser and Injection System

During O3, the high power continuous wave laser could deliver about 100 W at the
input of the injection system whose role is to further stabilize the laser frequency, to improve
the beam shape, to match and to steer the laser beam toward the interferometer core optics.

The laser system was based on a high power oscillator (HPO) configuration: a 500 mW
non-planar ring oscillator laser, the master one, is amplified up to 100 W by two medium
power solid state amplifiers, the first one called slave laser that amplifies the seeder up to
20 W and the second one, the NeoVan, providing about 100 W at the output.

The optical amplifier is based on four Nd3+:YVO4 crystals, each longitudinally
pumped with 50 W at 878.7 nm emitted by Bragg grating diode lasers. The amplified
laser beam propagates through a bow-tie pre-mode cleaner cavity 308 mm-long, which
cleans the spatial profile and reduce the jitter of the laser beam [43].

Then, the pre-stabilized high power beam propagates through electro-optical mod-
ulators providing the radio frequency sidebands used to control the interferometer: the
6,270,777 Hz and 56,433,933 Hz sidebands are anti-resonant in the FP arms and resonant
in the power recycling cavity, the 8,361,036 Hz sidebands are anti-resonant in all optical
cavities and, finally, the 22.38 MHz sidebands are used to control the input mode cleaner,
the in-vacuum 144 m-long triangular cavity with finesse of 1200.

Then, about 30 mW of the laser beam transmitted by the IMC are picked up to feed
the monolithic RFC providing the reference to pre-stabilize the master laser frequency.
Indeed, the IMC is locked on the reference cavity and the master laser frequency is locked
on the IMC length by tuning the temperature and, consequently, the refractive index of
its laser crystal. Finally, the PMC is locked on the master laser by tuning the length of the
PMC cavity itself. These optical cavities operate in a hierarchical configuration allowing to
reduce the frequency noise at the level of 10−6Hz/

√
Hz between 10 Hz and 10 kHz.

Finally, the beam propagates through the Mode Matching Telescopes before being
injected into the power recycling cavity. It is used to match the beam onto the detector at the
best of 99%. This telescope consists of an afocal off-axis parabolic telescope made of two mir-
rors that increases the beam size by a factor 8.5 (from 2.6 to 22 mm) [44]. Then, a diverging
lens is used in combination with the PR mirror to match the beam to the interferometer.

The power available to be injected inside the detector after the propagation through
the injection system was more than 65 W. After some commissioning activities at different
power values, the input laser power was set to 19 W during the first part of O3 observing
run and increased up to 26 W during the second half.

4.4. Detection System

After the recombination on the beam splitter, the beam propagates through the SR lens
and the second MMT, another afocal off-axis parabolic telescope, that reduces the beam
size from 49 mm to 1.3 mm to adapt the beam itself to the output mode cleaner cavity. As
anticipated in Section 2.5, the goal of the OMC is to clean the dark fringe beam from the
spurious light not carrying information on the differential arm displacement. Thus, the
OMC filters out the main beam HOMs as well as the 6.27 MHz and 56.44 MHz sidebands
transmitted at the dark port.
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The OMC is composed of two fused-silica monolithic cavities in series in the bow-tie
configuration with finesse 120 [42].

The beam filtered out by OMC encodes only the valuable information about the
gravitational wave signal.

4.5. Thermal Compensation System

The marginally stable geometry of the power recycling cavity makes it extremely
sensitive to the HOMs occurring in presence of optical aberrations that degrade the quality
of the error signals, making the interferometer global working point not reliable. The
Advanced Virgo Thermal Compensation System is conceived to tackle the aberrations
coming both from cold defects and thermally driven effects (Section 2.9) so that the residual
optical path length increase in the recycling cavities is below 2 nm Gaussian weighted
RMS, and the RoCs of the FP cavity mirrors are within ±2 m from their design values [42].
These requirements ensure the quality of the sidebands used to control the detector, the
optimization of the circulating power into the FP cavities and the improvement of the
destructive interference at the output port of the detector.

TCS features both wavefront sensors and actuators, so that it can be operated as a
control loop keeping the detector at the optimal working point.

The CO2 actuation optical systems are hosted on two optical benches, acoustically
isolated from the environment, installed in the two corners between the vacuum chambers
of the beam splitter and of each input mirror.

The projectors have been designed to produce two different actuation patterns on
the CPs: the Double Axicon System (DAS) and the Central Heating (CH). The first one is
obtained by superimposing two annular beams with different sizes and radii in order to
shape a donut. The name of this actuator derives from axicon, an optic with a conical surface,
used to convert the CO2 Gaussian beam into an annular one. The DAS is used mainly to
correct the thermal lensing due to uniform coating absorption in the input mirrors and
the cold defects showing a high degree of spherical aberration. The CH actuator, having a
Gaussian shape of the same size of the main laser beam, is used to mitigate the thermal
transients when the interferometer loses lock.

The laser beam induces a bump on the mirror high-reflectivity surfaces making their
profiles non-spherical. To compensate this deformation, a ring heater surrounds each FP
mirror. The Advanced Virgo RH consists of two parallel, thin o-rings made of borosilicate-
glass (Pyrex), that encircle the mirror. Each ring is powered by Joule heating through a
Nickel Crome conductive wire tightly wrapped in helical coils around it, then acting as a
radiator. To increase the efficiency of the system, the heat that radiates away is gathered
and conveyed toward the mirror barrel by a copper shield enclosing the rings. The same
shield provides, in addition, a stable and protective support for holding the rings around
the TM. The shield has a c-shaped rectangular cross section and it is internally polished to
enhance its reflectivity.

The TCS actuators require error signals for their optimized operation.
In Advanced Virgo six HWSs are used to measure the optical aberrations on the FP

mirrors. In particular, two of them measure the thermal lens on the two input mirrors
crossed by the laser beam, the so-called HWS in transmission, while four wavefront sensing
setups, identified as HWS in reflection, have been designed to measure the thermoelastic
deformation on the input and end mirrors. The two HWSs in trasmission and their probe
beam SLEDs at 790 nm are hosted on the injection (HWS-INJ) and detection (HWS-DET)
areas to sense the thermal lenses on the WI and NI mirrors, respectively. They propagate
overimposed to the main laser beam, through the power recycling and signal recycling
cavities up to the high reflectivity mirror surfaces of the input mirrors that reflect the
beams toward the HWSs allowing for double pass measurement. An afocal telescope with
magnification 11 is used to increase the SLED beam size to probe the optics area of around
100 mm-radius and then to reduce it to 9 mm to be matched with the HWS size.
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The HWS in reflection are conceptually similar but the probe beam at 880 nm is
magnified by a factor of 7 and impinges on the mirror with an angle of 45◦, then, it is
reflected by the high-reflectivity mirror surface on an auxiliary mirror installed in the same
vacuum chamber and it is reflected back towards the wavefront sensor hosted on an in-air
optical optical bench installed outside of the mirrors’ vacuum chamber.

Two high-performance phase cameras are also installed in the power recycling cavity
and on the dark port to sense the real-time status of the phases and amplitudes of the carrier
and the sidebands used to control the interferometer. The reference signal is picked up
before the IMC and brought to the desired positions through two polarization maintaining
fibers. The pickoff beam in the power recycling cavity is extracted by using the Pickoff
Plate (POP) placed in front of the PR mirror.

The detailed description of these sensors are addressed in [45,46].
As a reference, a scheme of the TCS sensors and actuators integrated in Advanced

Virgo is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Scheme of the Advanced Virgo TCS superimposed on the optical layout of the detector. Blue
and green beams (HWS-INJ and HWS-DET) represent the two HWS probe beams in transmission
that allow to measure the thermal lensing in the West Input and on the North Input test masses,
respectively. The HWSs devoted to the measurement of the thermo-elastic deformation are shown
in light-blue. The phase camera optical layout represented by dashed red line to sense wavefront
aberrations in the power recycling cavity and on the dark fringe are also visible. The red circles
represent the RH actuators and the yellow rectangles the CO2 laser benches. The grey circles identifies
the vacuum chambers hosting the main optics.

During O3, the DAS shined the CPs to compensate the thermal lensing induced
by the main laser beam at 26 W, stabilizing the power recycling cavity and increasing
the robusteness of the detector. The CH actuator has been switched on during the lock
acquisition sequence to avoid thermal transients which slowed down the whole procedure.
Finally, the end mirror’s RH have been used to tune the RoC in order to maximize the
intra-cavity power and minimize the power at the anti-symmetric port. As result, the
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FP circulating power increased of about 15% and the power exiting the interferometer
decreased by factor 2.

4.6. Interferometer Read-Out

The output of several photodiodes located in strategical parts of the detector are
used to extract the gravitational wave strain and the error signals needed to control the
interferometer. The read-out scheme of all photodiodes (PDs) installed in Advanced Virgo
is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Basic optical layout of Advanced Virgo interferometer and its read-out scheme.

The photodiodes located at the output port of the detector, B1p and B1 before and
after the output mode cleaner, respectively, carry the information about the DARM DoF
and, they are sensitive to the GW passage. At the symmetric port, B2 PD senses the beam
reflected from the interferometer towards the laser source. The photodiode B4 measures
the pickoff beam in the PRC reflected by the POP and B5 measures the pickoff beam
originating from the reflection coming from the North arm on the anti-reflective surface of
the beam splitter. Finally, the photodiodes B7 and B8 measure the powers transmitted by
the North and West arm cavities, respectively.

In parallel to aforementioned PDs, quadrant photodiodes are used to provide the error
signals needed to control the cavity angular degrees of freedom.

4.7. Interferometer Sensing and Control

The Interferometer Sensing and Control (ISC) allows to achieve and maintain the
correct working point of the detector through the lock acquisition procedure (Section 2.10).
At the starting point of the lock acquisition, the power recycling mirror is misaligned
and FP mirrors are kept in place by optical lever signals. During the first phase of the
locking sequence, the two FP cavities are brought to the resonance by using the PDH signals
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demodulated at 6 MHz provided by B7 and B8 PDs. Then, the MICH DoF is settled at half
fringe by using the DC signal measured by B1p normalized by the sum of B4 and B1p DC
signals, their ratio is 1 in the bright fringe configuration and 0 in the dark fringe, so when
it is equal to 0.5, half of power is reflected toward the symmetric port and the other half
toward the antisymmetric port.

During this phase, the dithering control technique [38] is applied in order to overlap
the cavity axis to the mirror center minimizing the coupling between longitudinal and
angular DoFs: the error signals are provided by mechanically exciting both angular DoFs
of each test mass at a specific frequency once the longitudinal DoFs have been fixed.
When the beam impinges far from the optics center, the two DoFs are strongly coupled.
On the contrary, this coupling is minimized in the mirror center. The mirror angular
position which minimize this coupling is chosen. Then, the same strategy is implemented
to align the input beam on the cavity axes acting on the PRM and BS. Since the PR rear
surface is a strong converging lens (RoC = 3.62 m), its translational DoFs are mechanically
exciting at specific frequency to steer the input beam along the North cavity. The error
signal, encoding the mutual tilt between the input beam and the cavity axis, is obtained by
demodulating the excitation line in the North arm transmitted power. The same purpose is
reached for the West Arm by moving the beam splitter in the two angular DoFs. When the
powers transmitted by the FP cavities are maximized, the input beam and the cavity axis
are overlapped.

During the second phase of the lock acquisition, the power recycling mirror is aligned
to achieve the resonance position and MICH is reduced to attain the destructive interference
working point [47,48]. During this phase, the power circulating into the detector increases
significantly, making very critical the alignment of the power recycling mirror. Thus, during
this phase, the PR mirror angular control is performed by using the B2 QPD signal reflected
by the power recycling cavity looking at the signal demodulated at 8 MHz.

Once the dark fringe condition is achieved, the error signals associated with the
Common and Differential DoFs (Section 2.10) are used to improve the accuracy of the working
point. In particular, the B1p QPD demodulated at 56 MHz provides the errors signals for
the most critical DoFs, i.e., COMM(+) and DIFF(+), improving the FP mirror angular DoFs
accuracy at the nano-radian level.

The last steps of the lock acquisition are the control of the OMC cavity and the
engagement of the DC read-out by adding a DARM offset to have few mW on B1 PD that
becomes the final error signal for DARM. Once the procedure is concluded, the squeezing
beam is injected and aligned in the interferometer. The duration of the whole looking
procedure is about twenty minutes and it is completely automatized on the Metatron
environment [49]. The detailed description of the whole acquisition sequence can be found
in [38,50].

Thanks to the combined action between ISC and TCS, the longest lock (132 h) has been
achieved in the week between 1 and 7 January 2020 [38]9.

4.8. Squeezed Light Injection

The routinely injection of the frequency-independent squeezing in Advanced Virgo to
reduce its quantum noise at high frequency was one of the major upgrade implemented
before O3. The two optical systems needed to generate squeezed light and to inject it
into the dark port of the interferometer are installed in-air, on a single optical bench close
to the vacuum chambers hosting the output system. The squeezing light generation is
a stand-alone system developed at Albert Einstein Institute (AEI) in Hannover [51] that
mainly includes two commercial lasers at 1064 nm. The main one, locked to the Virgo
laser frequency, is used to produce the beam at 532 nm (pump beam), that seeds the
squeezing generation. The auxiliary laser, locked to the main laser frequency one, shifted
by 7 MHz, is used to perform the coherent control needed to produce squeezing at the
audio frequencies. The squeezing light at 1064 nm is produced by the green beam pumping
the OPA, a linear doubly resonant cavity consisting of a piezo-actuated coupling mirror
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and a periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) nonlinear crystal whose
temperature is stabilized to mK to simultaneously ensure phase matching and co-resonance
of both wavelengths. The cavity length is controlled via PDH technique using the green
beam reflected by the OPA.

A mode matching telescope, made by two spherical mirrors, shapes the squeezing
beam size to be equal to the interferometer’s one and a pair of piezo-actuated tip-tilt
mirrors are used to steer the squeezed beam into the Faraday isolator installed between the
detection mode matching telescope and the output mode cleaner where the squeezed and
the interferometer beams overlap (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Simplified scheme of the quantum enhanced Advanced Virgo gravitational-wave detector.
The squeezed layout optics are hosted on an in-air optical bench (blue box) including the squeezed
light source (yellow box), the mode matching telescope, the Faraday isolators, and alignment steering
mirrors. Finally, the squeezed beam is injected into the interferometer vacuum system through an
antireflective coated viewport.

The squeezing system has its own hierarchical locking scheme, independent of the
interferometer one, that takes care of the working point of the squeezed light source and of
the injection of the squeezed states into the interferometer.

During O3, the injection of phase-squeezed vacuum states reduced the shot noise level
by about 3 dB improving the binary neutron star range by 8% [52].

5. Advanced Virgo + Phase I and II

After the end of O3 run, both Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo implemented
mid-scale upgrades, designated as A+ and AdV+, aiming to improve their sensitivities by
more than two times the current levels [53].

The Advanced Virgo short-term planned upgrades included the installation of the
signal recycling mirror, the installation of a more powerful laser and the construction of
a filter cavity to provide frequency dependent squeezed light to reduce and reshape the
impact of quantum noise. The goal of these upgrades, identified as Phase I, is to detect
gravitational waves from the coalescence of binary neutron stars at distances of the order of
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100 Mpc. Now the instrument is being prepared for the fourth data taking O4 that should
start by the end of 2022. After the end of O4, in view of the fifth observing run O5, a new
installation phase, called Phase II, including larger mirrors with lower thermal noise optical
coatings, will start. The target will be to detect gravitational waves from the coalescence of
binary neutron stars at distances of the order of 200 Mpc.

The detector sensitivities expected for the next observing runs are shown in Figure 8 [54].

Figure 8. The Advanced Virgo best sensitivity during O3 compared to the expected sensitivity
scenarios for the next two observing runs O4 (light blue area) and O5 (grey area).

6. Conclusions

A network of worldwide distributed interferometers operating as a unified detector
allowed to detect gravitational waves challenging the most established astrophysical and
cosmological scenarios. The Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo detectors have actively
searched GWs in a highly coordinated campaign during a series of observing runs carried
out from 2015.

This overview covers the basic physics behind the gravitational wave interferometers
involving the combination of relatively simple optical systems into more and more complex
assemblies. The current generation of GW interferometer, such as Advanced Virgo and
Advanced LIGO, operates in high-power and quantum regime configuration.

In this paper, the Advanced Virgo experiment is described focusing on the hardware
features that allowed to reach a BNS range of 60 Mpc.

Advanced Virgo shut down on 27 March 2020 together with Advanced LIGO, earlier
than planned owing to the COVID-19 pandemic, and have been undergoing major upgrades
in order to improve the BNS range at distances about 100 Mpc during O4 and as far as
more than 200 Mpc during O5.
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Notes

1 The minus sign is due to the reflection on the rear face of the input mirror.
2 The detailed discussion about the study of the GW interaction in the different coordinate frames is addressed in [8].
3 The main technical noises contribution will be be discussed in Section 3.4.
4 A wavefront distortion is any transverse or spatial variation with respect to the nominal one accumulated after reflection from or

transmission through an optical element.
5 Their wavelength is λ = 10.6 μm, completely absorbed by the fused silica.
6 The integration of the signal recycling mirror, adds a further longitudinal DoF to be controlled, the length of the signal recycling

cavity, defined as lS + (lX + lY) = 2, where lS is the distance between the signal recycling mirror and the beam splitter. The high
number of DoFs to be controlled, prompts the use of two auxiliary green lasers to lock individually the two FP cavities removing
two DoFs from the global locking scheme easing the lock acquisition [20,21].

7 The thermal noise of the mirror substrate is negligible with respect to the coating contribution.
8 The so-called BNS range is quoted as the average distance to which a signal generated by a BNS system with 1.4 M�–1.4 M�

could be detected. It is commonly used in the gravitational wave community to quantify the detector sensitivity.
9 The lock duration is constrained by the time windows for the weekly maintenance and calibration of the detector scheduled once

a week.
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Abstract: The Einstein Telescope is Europe’s next generation gravitational-wave detector. To develop
all necessary technology, four research facilities have emerged across Europe: The Amaldi Research
Center (ARC) in Rome (Italy), ETpathfinder in Maastricht (The Netherlands), SarGrav in the Sos
Enattos mines on Sardinia (Italy) and E-TEST in Liége (Belgium) and its surroundings. The ARC
pursues the investigation of a large cryostat, equipped with dedicated low-vibration cooling lines, to
test full-scale cryogenic payloads. The installation will be gradual and interlaced with the payload
development. ETpathfinder aims to provide a low-noise facility that allows the testing of full
interferometer configurations and the interplay of their subsystems in an ET-like environment.
ETpathfinder will focus amongst others on cryogenic technologies, silicon mirrors, lasers and optics
at 1550 and 2090 nm and advanced quantum noise reduction schemes. The SarGrav laboratory has a
surface lab and an underground operation. On the surface, the Archimedes experiment investigates
the interaction of vacuum fluctuations with gravity and is developing (tilt) sensor technology for the
Einstein Telescope. In an underground laboratory, seismic characterisation campaigns are undertaken
for the Sardinian site characterisation. Lastly, the Einstein Telecope Euregio meuse-rhine Site &
Technology (E-TEST) is a single cryogenic suspension of an ET-sized silicon mirror. Additionally,
E-TEST investigates the Belgian–Dutch–German border region that is the other candidate site for
Einstein Telescope using boreholes and seismic arrays and hydrogeological characterisation. In this
article, we describe the Einstein Telescope, the low-frequency part of its science case and the four
research facilities.
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1. Introduction

Nearly everything in the universe is almost completely transparent to gravitational
waves (GWs), which is both why they were so incredibly difficult to detect but also why,
since 2015, they have been helping us see things that no other form of energy does. Over
the past 5 years, the current generation of ground-based GW detectors [1–4] have ushered
in the detection of the first GW from colliding black holes [5], from colliding neutron
stars [6], and with now over 90 other detections [7–9] have solidified a brand new corner of
astronomy [10] and cosmology [11].

These monumental achievements would not have been possible without decoupling
the instruments from the Earth’s ever present motion using complex mirror
suspensions [12–14] and sophisticated control systems. This decoupling uncovers a whole
slew of other noise sources masking the GW signal, including other seismic effects, thermal
noises and quantum noises. Over four decades of development have made the current GW
detectors sufficiently sensitive to signals once they move inside the detector bandwidth
from about 30 Hz. The current infrastructures of 3- or 4-km long armed interferometers can
be made more sensitive with significant effort until infrastructure limits are reached.

The next generation of GW detectors includes the Cosmic Explorer [15] and Einstein
Telescope (ET) [16]—the American and European effort, respectively—to be constructed in
the 2030s. As shown in Figure 1, the ET design features an equilateral triangular tunnel
complex with sides of 10 km. ET uses two interferometer designs: one low-power, low-
frequency cryogenic and one high-power, high-frequency room temperature detectors. The
low-frequency ET detector, ET-LF, cools its mirrors down to 10–20 K and aims to ensure its
seismic wall and thermal noises limitations are moved down to 3 Hz.

Figure 1. An artist’s perspective of the Einstein Telescope. Underground infrastructure near one
of the three detector vertices. In halls of different volumes, seismic isolation vacuum towers—blue
for the cryogenic ET-LF and red for ET-HF—are housed. The largest hall is the cross-road between
the detector arms (in bright dashed magenta), a tunnel for the filter cavity (towards lower right)
and an access tunnel (towards lower left). Reproduced from Ref. [16], image courtesy of Marco
Kraan, Nikhef.
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The high-frequency interferometer, ET-HF operates at room temperature but at 3 MW,
which is roughly 20 times the intra-cavity power of the current detectors. Each of the three
corner stations houses the laser, input and output optics for one ET-LF and one ET-HF
detector. In total, there are six interferometers with 10-kilometer-long Fabry–Perot cavities.
To be able to detect GWs < 10 Hz, the detector will be several hundred meters underground,
where the seismic noise is lower.

1.1. Science Case for Detector Sensitivity Improvements below 10 Hz

Improving detector sensitivity at low frequencies provides significant benefits to
a large spectrum of searches. At present, we have only observed GWs related to the
coalescence of compact binaries (CBC). We have gained some understanding on their
physics and rates and we are able to make predictions on future observations [10]. The
Advanced LIGO/Virgo infrastructures limit us to observe CBC events, such as binary black
holes (BBH) or neutron star-black hole (NSBH), with total mass (2–1000) M� within redshift
z ≤ 2.0 [17].

Due to the strong improvements described in the following sections, such signals
will be visible by ET up to z ≤ 100, with detection rates of order 105–106 coalescences
per year [18]. Regarding Binary Neutron Stars (BNS), whose total mass is bounded to
3 M�, they would be detected up to z ≤ 3, while the already observed signals, such as
GW170817 [6] are at z ∼ 0.01, and their expected detection rate is about 7× 104 coalescences
per year [18].

Due to these expected rates and redshifts, we will be able to perform studies on
Black Hole (BH) population as function of their masses and distances in order to test BH
formation theories. As ET will be able to watch beyond the z ∼ 2 peak of the star formation,
it will be possible to disentangle the contribution of stellar origin BHs from that of possible
primordial origin BHs. Observing BBH mergers beyond the reionization epoch, at z ≥ 6,
will enable the determination of the masses of the first metal-poor progenitor stars [19].

Moreover, the frequency at which signals enter the detector sensitivity band will signif-
icantly lower: while for Advanced LIGO/Virgo, this frequency is about 20–30 Hz [8,9,20],
in ET it will become 2 Hz. This improvement has a strong impact on the observed early
inspiral phase of CBC signals: according to [21], they will last in ET sensitivity band for a
time longer by a factor ∼(0.5–1.4 )×103 with respect to current GW detectors.

The increased signal duration, combined with the lowered noise floor, will result in
highly enhanced Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR) and in extraordinarily precise parameter
estimation.We can therefore obtain better understanding of the binaries dynamics, such
as their formation mechanisms, the impact of star clusters and galactic nuclei on the
production of binary systems.

Tests of General Relativity (GR) will also benefit, with particular attention to post-
Newtonian (PN) parameters, which encode GR predictions: through their measure, we
see how well experimental results are consistent with GR assumptions. With the present
detectors, we were able to measure them with precision of about 10%—the most recent
results are shown in [22]. Due to ET, we will be able to determine deviations of PN
coefficients from GR predictions with ≤10−2–10−3 accuracy.

The observation of CBCs from BNS will permit to determine the nature of matter
and interactions in neutron star interior. An event like the first observed BNS coalescence,
GW170817, would be seen with a SNR larger by a factor of O(50) with respect to the
actually observed in Advanced LIGO/Virgo. Observing BNS and NSBH coalescences
starting from 2 Hz and with high SNRs would allow us to measure magnetic and rotational
tidal Love numbers, which parametrize the perturbation on the quadrupole momentum of
the system as consequence of the star tidal deformability [23].

In [24,25], it is shown that, with ET, we will be able to infer the Love numbers with an
accuracy improved by one order of magnitude: thus, we will obtain stronger constraints on
neutron stars Equation of State (EoS), with respect to the ones found in [26,27]. This will
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provide an unique window onto the behaviour of QCD at energy scales unreachable in
Earth-based experiments.

ET will detect, for the first time, gravitational waves from still undetected sources: the
instrumental improvements described in this paper will significantly enhance the detection
chances of those signals. Regarding the search of Continuous Waves (CWs) emitted by
non-axisymmetric neutron stars, opening the observable window to <10 Hz frequencies
will permit the search for a huge number of known sources, already observed as pulsars
through electromagnetic emission, never searched with current detector sensitivities.

However, since the CW signal amplitude is proportional to the squared rotational
frequency of the star, these low-frequency sources will need to have ellipticities ε in the
range of 10−1–10−5 to be detected [28]. These values are quite high with respect to current
upper limits (10−5–10−6) on known sources at >20 Hz [29] but are still possible according
to exotic proposed EoSs [30], mostly if we admit that neutron stars can have different
internal composition depending on their particular formation history. The search of all
sources at higher frequencies will clearly benefit, as their minimum detectable ellipticities
will lower by more than one order of magnitude [28].

There are also other proposed CW sources. For instance, a variety of theories be-
yond standard model physics predict the existence of ultralight dark matter, with masses
mb � 1 eV. Recently, the proposal that boson clouds could form around spinning black
holes through the superradiance mechanism and emit CWs [31] has received growing
interest, and searches during the last advanced LIGO/Virgo O3 run have already been
performed [32].

Since, at first order, the expected CW should have source-frame frequency proportional
to ∼480 Hz · mb/

(
10−12 eV

)
[31], the current detectors sensitivity window allow us to

search for boson masses in the range [5 × 10−14–10−11] eV, coupled with solar-mass black
holes within few-kpc distances [32].

With the lower noise floor of ET, we will be sensitive to those sources within the whole
galaxy and even up to the nearby universe. Moreover, thanks to the frequency cut lowering
from 20–30 Hz for current detectors to 3 Hz for ET, we can extend the searched boson mass
down to 5 × 10−15 eV, which, in this case, would be associated with intermediate mass
black holes of about 1000 M�. In this way, we could make a bridge with the masses that
could be covered due to future space-based detectors, such as LISA [33].

From what we presented here, a large amount of new science is achievable through
the strong noise reduction at low frequencies that will be realized by next generation
earth-based detectors, such as ET. On the other hand, further important windows will be
opened due to the full band noise reduction up to the kHz regime, the GW produced in the
post-merger of BNS, or by the remnant of core-collapse supernovae.

If they result in a neutron star: high frequency normal modes are expected to be
excited, related to their interior composition, and produce GWs. Long transient GWs
produced by newborn magnetars are also expected, up to a ∼1 per year rate at distances
within 30–40 Mpc: the observation of these signals would give us important information
on the initial life of magnetars [6,34]. Last, the observation of quasi-normal modes on
post-merger BHs will allow us to test near-horizon effects, such as evidences for exotic
compact objects [35] and signals from quantum gravity [36].

1.2. The Challenges for ET at Low-Frequency

The main limitations at frequencies below 10 Hz for ET are the seismic noise, the
thermal noises and Newtonian noise, as shown in Figure 2. Newtonian noise arises from
the gravitational coupling of the main mirrors of a GW detector with a varying local
mass distribution because of passing seismic waves. As with KAGRA, ET will operate
underground, which will reduce the ambient seismic and Newtonian noise. Seismic noise
will be further reduced by improving vibration isolation technology in combination with
underground operation.
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Figure 2. Low-frequency part of the Einstein Telescope strain sensitivity [16] compared to the design
sensitivity of second generation GW detectors. Opening up the 2–10 Hz band will allow ET to study
BBH systems with Mtot > 103 M� at z >0.7, BNS systems with a 103 longer signal length, <10 Hz
continuous waves from non-spherical NS and boson clouds. Below the ET curve are the dominant
noise sources, which are the regions of research for the four research facilities. More details can be
found in the text.

Newtonian noise subtraction by about two orders of magnitude [16] is achieved by
vast seismometer arrays. Both suspension and coating thermal noise can be reduced by
use of low mechanical loss materials at cryogenic temperatures. Current room temperature
detectors use fused silica and the optical technology in combination with a laser wavelength
of 1064 nm is now well mastered [37].

However, the mechanical loss of fused silica increases by several orders of magni-
tude at cryogenic temperatures [38] and therefore many future cryogenic GW detector
designs [15,16,39] feature silicon mirrors. ET-LF will feature a 45 cm diameter, 57 cm thick
and 211 kg silicon mirror cooled to 10–20 K [16]. The relatively large mirror mass is nec-
essary to ensure the radiation pressure noise caused by the quantum uncertainty on the
impinging photon momentum does not endanger the low-frequency goals.

Silicon has excellent mechanical and thermal properties, including the special property
that its coefficient of thermal expansion is zero around 18 and 123 K [40]. The contribution
of thermo-elastic noise will therefore vanish at these temperatures. Q-factor measurements
show that silicon bulk samples can reach a mechanical loss angle as low as 10−9 at 10 K [41].
For ET-LF, the mirrors are operated at a cryogenic temperature of 10–20 K to reduce both
suspension and coating thermal noise.

The currently used laser wavelength of 1064 nm is absorbed by silicon and longer
wavelengths, e.g., 1550 nm or around 2 μm, are therefore required. The requirement for
optical absorption in the test masses of ET is <5 ppm/cm [16]. One of the largest challenges
for ET is the switch to a new mirror material, new suspensions that cool the mirrors without
noise injection from the cryogenic system and with technology at a new laser wavelength.

Although the development of high purity silicon is driven by the semi-conductor
industry, procurement of a >100 kg, un-doped, high resistivity, silicon substrate in a
precision-cut cylindrical shape is no trivial task. Float-zone (FZ) [42] or magnetic Czochral-
ski (mCz) [43] are the two manufacturing techniques that can provide high quality ingots,
in terms of purity and thus low optical absorption, for production of optical substrates for
advanced GW detectors.
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Currently, the dominant impurities in mCz silicon are sites of interstitial oxygen,
which can turn into thermal charge carrier donors during annealing [39]. Unfortunately, the
optical absorption of silicon has been found to correlate with an increase in oxygen content
and/or a decrease in resistivity [44]. Float Zone silicon produces the purest quality ingots
with the lowest levels of oxygen, resulting in optical absorption of <5 ppm/cm. However,
this approach does not allow for cylindrical diameters >20 cm. For larger diameters a
different approach must be found. Thus, mCz silicon is of interest, as diameters up to 45 cm
can currently be produced.

Due to the higher levels of oxygen found in mCz silicon, this increase in diameter
comes with higher optical absorption of ∼20 ppm/cm [16]. The requirements for a pre-
stabilised laser system (PSL) used in current second generation GW detectors consist of
its output power, as well as the frequency, power and pointing noise [45]. For the low-
frequency detector of ET, an output power of at least 5 W at 1550 nm or ∼2000 nm in
the fundamental TEM00 mode with similar and improved requirements for the power,
frequency and pointing noise with respect to [45] is needed.

Specifically, the frequency noise should be about 10 mHz/
√

Hz, the beam pointing
noise (relative lateral and angular beam fluctuations) in the range of 10−6/

√
Hz, and a

relative power noise of roughly 3× 10−10/
√

Hz [16]. No such laser system is available at the
moment at the proposed wavelengths for ET-LF, and extensive research and development
is required.

The coming 10 years will see many ET technology developments taking place at the
four research institutes described in detail below. The experience with Advanced Virgo
has taught us that it takes more than 10 years from prototype to having a working detector.
Even though successful GW detectors have been built, the move towards underground and
cryogenic operation at different wavelengths brings many challenges that necessitate these
efforts. Table 1 provides a strategic overview of the main research lines towards ET-LF,
followed by descriptions of the four research facilities.

Table 1. An overview of the research lines to inform the ET design, including limited details where
relevant or fitting. The top block shows the site characterization studies, and the bottom block shows
the detector technology developments.

Research Line ARC ETpf SarGrav E-TEST

Seismic study - - yes yes
Hydrogeology - - - yes
Tilt measurement - - yes -
Magnetic study - - yes -

290 K suspension - double inverted pendulum - active/passive combination

Mirror sapphire/silicon 130 kg silicon phase 1: 3 kg
phase 2: ∼100 kg -

silicon
>100 kg

Cryo-suspension sapphire/silicon silicon - silicon

Temperature 10 K
120 K
15 K - 20 K

Cooling low-vibration cold link
120 K radiative
15 K conductive

& “jellyfish”
-

suspended
cryostat with
radiative link

Coating testing yes yes - yes

Optical technology -
1550 nm
2090 nm - 2090 nm

Quantum noise reduction EPR and ponderomotive yes - -
Photodiodes - yes - yes
Inertial sensor development - - yes yes
Superconducting technology - - yes yes

At Sapienza University of Rome, the ARC was created with the main goal of combin-
ing inter-disciplinary research branches focused on experimental GW science. Research
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activities at ARC include GW physics and data analysis techniques, the improvement of
mirror optical coatings, the development of quantum noise reduction strategies (EPR [46,47]
and ponderomotive squeezing techniques [48,49]) as well as the development of a facility
devoted to test a full-scale cryogenic payload. A dedicated laboratory infrastructure is
presently under construction and will host the full-scale cryogenic payload with a large
cryostat equipped with low-vibration cooling lines is described in Section 2.

ETpathfinder is an R&D facility located in Maastricht (The Netherlands), which will
be used to test new technologies for third generation GW detectors, like ET. Specifically, the
main goal is to test new laser wavelengths (1550 and 2090 nm) at low temperatures (15 and
120 K) and a new mirror material (silicon), as well as advanced quantum noise reduction
techniques. As described in Section 3, the final configuration will be a full Michelson
interferometer with 10 m Fabry–Perot cavities, working at cryogenic temperatures. During
a preliminary phase two interferometers—one in each arm—will be working at different
temperatures and wavelengths, in order to identify the optimal ones to be used for the
second phase.

The SarGrav laboratory is an infrastructure located near the Sos Enattos mine in Lula
(Nuoro, Sardinia), which is a potential site for ET. It aims to host underground experi-
ments, such as low seismic noise experiments, cryogenic final stage mirror suspensions and
cryogenic low-frequency sensor development. The combination of the Sardinian site char-
acterization and the development of Archimedes, the first experiment in the surface-level
laboratory, which will investigate the interaction between quantum vacuum fluctuations
and gravity, is described in Section 4.

Lastly, in the heart of the Meuse-Rhine region—the Belgian-Dutch-German border
area—E-TEST follows a two-pronged approach towards underground cryogenic detector
technology. A prototype cryogenic suspension of a 100 kg silicon mirror will allow to
investigate deep-cryogenic radiative cooling, combining active and passive vibration isola-
tion systems and (cryogenic) sensor development. Additionally, E-TEST researchers will
perform an underground study to map and model the geology of the Meuse-Rhine region
by drilling boreholes, passive and active seismic array campaigns and hydrogeological
characterisation. The project will run until the end of 2023 after which the suspension
prototype will find a new home at ULiège (Belgium). The full approach is presented in
Section 5.

We end with a summary and an overview of author contributions, funding and further
acknowledgment.

2. Amaldi Research Center (ARC)

The Amaldi Research Center (ARC) was funded in 2018 by the Italian Ministry of
University and Research (MIUR) as an excellence centre at the Department of Physics of
Sapienza University of Rome [50]. ARC activities are inter-disciplinary research branches
pivoting on the theme of observational GWs science of research, ranging from quantum
optics to R&D developments concerning cryogenic payloads for the Einstein Telescope [51].
ARC is partially supported by INFN Roma Sapienza branch. This report touches only
the activities conducted towards the realization of cryogenic Laboratory and the foreseen
installation of related apparatuses.

In Section 2.1, an overview on the status of current GW detectors payloads is provided,
leading to Advanced Virgo+ Phase II Large-Mass payload, and KAGRA cryogenic payloads,
which are paving the way towards ET. Section 2.2 at first hints the connection between the
existing payload apparatuses in operational GW detection facilities and that envisaged for
ET. Then, it covers the essential requirements to be taken into account while designing the
payload of interest. ARC plans and objectives are briefly highlighted. The construction of
ARC Laboratory infrastructure has already commenced, and the commitment in designing
the cryogenic facility to be installed was pursued in parallel. In Section 2.3 the state
of the art is illustrated. We started from the cooling line prototype, following the key
concept of developing a cryostat suitably designed to hold a full-scale scale basic payload
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prototype that accounts for all the known and most relevant issues derived from the current
experience.

Given the overall commitment of experimental activities at ARC, directly focused on
GW, further aspects are also included, including the improvement of the optical coatings
of mirrors and development of quantum noise reduction strategies, such as frequency
dependent squeezing via quantum entanglement (EPR) [46,47] and ponderomotive tech-
niques [48,49].

2.1. State of the Art: Lessons Learned from Current GW Detectors

The present subsection summarizes the main technologies concerning test mass pay-
load that can be exploited in ET to build up a feasible project for a cryogenic payload.

2.1.1. Advanced Virgo Suspension System

Several aspects and features of Advanced Virgo are relevant to the activities of ARC
regarding the design of ET. Among those (see Figure 3), the seismic attenuation system
and the mechanical structure of the payload are of great interest. The seismic attenuation
system, called Superattenuator (SA) [52–55], is used to isolate the test-mass payload (see
Figure 3), it was designed in the nineties and it is very close to what is needed for ET-LF.

Figure 3. Suspension system of an Advanced Virgo test mass mirror. The Superattenuator (SA, left),
a zoom of the payload (centre) and a detail of the monolithic suspension system (right) are shown
here. Elaborated from [56].

The mechanical structure of the payload is of importance, being suspended from a
single wire. This allows locating the suspension bending points of both steering stages
(marionette and mirror) close to their respective center of mass, leading to the optimization
of angular modes to the lowest values (∼50 mHz for pitch and roll). Advanced Virgo
(AdV) also enables the realization of a composite monolithic suspension, which may be
designed in separate components and subsequently assembled. Furthermore, ARC can
learn a lot from the challenges of the next upgrade of Virgo (AdV+ Phase II, 2024), as shown
in Figure 4, where the mass of end mirrors will be increased from 40 to 105 kg. This is
mainly due to the fact that the assembly of a suitable payload with large mass mirrors is
not so trivial, in common with ET.
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Figure 4. CAD drawings of Advanced Virgo payload (left) and Large Mass (LM) payload design
for AdV+ phase II (centre). On the right is a picture of the AdV+ LM prototype. All payloads of
AdV+ phase I and Input mirror payloads of AdV+ phase II will still be the same of AdV. The picture
shows a circular trench in the (dummy) mirror marking the present diameter (35 cm), to be compared
with the diameter of the LM mirror (55 cm). During the assembly, the actuation cage is mounted on
four vertical shafts. The overall mass to be integrated in the SA increases from 328 to 500 kg, which
requires an upgrade of the SA filters and suspension wires.

2.1.2. KAGRA’S Cryogenic Suspension System

KAGRA, which belongs to the current generation of ground-based GW detectors [3],
represents an important step towards ET-LF as it adopts both underground and cryogenics
operations [16], and for this reason, it is often referred as a “2.5G” GW detector. Its
installation in Japan finished in 2019 and, after one year of commissioning, in February
2020, KAGRA started its first observing run, terminated in April 2020 [3].

Concerning test masses and the whole isolation and suspension system, KAGRA inher-
ited and further developed a configuration that arose through a worldwide collaborative
effort. In fact, the passive attenuation system is inspired by Virgo concept, while the digital
control hardware (and software) is the same as in LIGO. Interestingly, the payload merges
mechanical and electromechanical aspects of both Virgo and LIGO cases.

Some of the important choices already adopted in KAGRA have been regarded as
guidelines for the cryogenic project now being developed at ARC, which will be explored in
detail in the following subsections. To name a few, conduction is considered as the primary
cooling technique (no use of fluids), and cryogenic ducts are regarded as separating the
cryocoolers from the cryostat to prevent transmission of vibration. Additionally, the
possibility of Hydroxide Catalysis Bonding (HCB), developed in KAGRA to reduce the
thermal noise at interfaces of sapphire elements [3,57], for Al2O3 and also for Silicon
(possible alternative materials) should be investigated.

Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of the KAGRA suspension system and cryogenic
payload. Structurally, the design appears inspired by the first generation of room tempera-
ture Virgo payloads, but with two new features. The marionette is split in two (lumped)
parts: DC motorized steering and actively controlled part (IM) for operation set-point lock.

Given the foregoing context, the primary emphasis of ARC’s activities are payload
concept design and cryogenic testing. On one hand, ARC uses computer simulations to
arrive at a desirable mechanical design for ET’s payload that exhibits acceptable thermo-
mechanical behavior. This is covered in further depth in Section 2.2. Section 2.3, on the
other hand, offers some information on ARC’s efforts related to the construction of a facility
that will allow cryogenic testing on a full-scale prototype of the model after it has been
finished.
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Figure 5. A schematic diagram of KAGRA suspension system is shown on the left, and a detail of the
cryogenic payload is on the right. The test mass mirror (TM) is suspended from a seismic attenuation
system (SAS) consisting of seven stages of pendulum. The cryogenic payload is composed of a
TM, a recoil mass (RM), an intermediate mass (IM), an intermediate recoil mass (IR) and a platform.
All these elements are surrounded by an inner and outer radiation shields. The sapphire TM is
suspended from the IM by sapphire fibres. The arrows in the scheme show the direction of the heat
flow. Heat is extracted from the mirror to the IM through the fibres and transferred to the platform,
the IR and the cryocoolers by thin metal wires called heat links. Duct shields are used to reduce
thermal radiation [58,59].

2.2. Payload Development at ARC

While providing early payload design for ET, ARC attempts to cherish the valuable
experiences gained by the community over the past few decades: Virgo (AdV) experience
with low frequency room-temperature payloads, pioneering cryogenic prototype developed
in Rome since 2006 (EU-FP6), and later at the EGO site [60], and the major and unique vein
developed by the Japanese GW groups expressed by KAGRA [61]. The main components
of the envisaged prototype at ARC include the platform (as in KAGRA), reaction actuation
cage (a single body), marionette and a hanging dummy mirror. Splitting the marionette in
two bodies will also be considered but not at the first stage of development. The purpose
of the project is the following:

1. Defining a reasonable size for the inner shield of the cryostat (see Section 2.3), mainly
the height while also paying attention to the horizontal section.

2. Designing a feasible configuration for the prototype, accounting realistic prediction of
thermal noise and seismic noise through the cooling system [62].

The key features are the following. First, the adoption of long fibres for both marionette
and mirror (approximately 100 cm), made of materials with high thermal conductivity
and high quality factor, such as sapphire or crystalline silicon. The production of properly
sized sapphire fibres is already feasible, though further optimization is expected in the next
years [63].

To evaluate the production limits of quality sapphire and silicon fibres in terms of
length and purity, collaborations with Institut Lumière Matière of the University of Lyon
and Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) are ongoing. In order to
pursue this plan, the issue of anchoring crystalline suspension is of principal relevance
and will be the topic of the main R&D, leading to the construction and test of double
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hooked suspension element. The ”quasi-monolithic” solution chosen for KAGRA ensures
thermal conductivity, but the monolithic double-head suspension element must still be
fully developed in order to achieve the high quality factor demand.

The third crucial element being studied at ARC is the marionette, whose structure,
especially in case of sapphire suspension, will adopt high quality factor blades. It is also
foreseen to adopt a solution, which permits easy removal of suspension elements (without
causing damage) is advantageous due to high manufacturing cost of suspension elements.

The finite element method (FEM) is implemented to analyse and study the correspond-
ing thermo-mechanical response of the early payload design, developed at ARC. This
consists of a full-scale prototype with Si2O3 or sapphire mirror (diameter of 550 mm and
mass of 130 kg), a marionette of same mass, and sapphire wires of 2.2 mm and 5.4 mm for
the mirror and marionette, respectively.

All the suspension elements will be tested at low temperature concerning the breaking
strength, mechanical quality factor and thermal conductivity through collaboration with
Urbino, Perugia, Tor Vergata at EGO (Virgo site), in close collaboration with KAGRA.
ARC is not considering small-scale prototyping to be rescaled at later stages; rather, the
entire design process is built around the idea of a full-scale prototype since the beginning.
Technology should be gradually developed and, eventually, the payload prototype will be
assembled with a dummy mirror with the equivalent mechanical dynamics.

The payload structure will embed all the crucial crystalline components involved in
the cooling process. The actuation cage, suspended by means of wires, will be inspired
by both Virgo and KAGRA experience. The same body can be used to actuate on both
marionette and test-mass. Very low stiffness heat links [64] will be certainly needed to
connect the actuation cage to thermal radiation shields, but the concept ARC will pursue is
the minimization of their presence in the lumped chain marionette-mirror. At the level of the
mirror, KAGRA-like ears, attached using hydroxide catalysis bonding, can be adopted [65].

2.3. Cryostat and Cryogenic Cooling System

The laboratory infrastructure at Sapienza University is under construction as shown
in Figure 6. Its first purpose is testing a cooling line module (Figure 7), which has been de-
signed and is now under construction, leading to the installation of a full cryogenic facility.
The pulse tube cooling station design is the result of local cryogenics experience and collab-
orative contributions inspired by the pioneering work of KAGRA team [14,58,61,66,67] and
CUORE (Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare Events) [68].

Figure 6. Amaldi Research Center at the University of Rome Sapienza will be dedicated to the
development and test of the ET-LF cryogenic payload. The laboratory is under re-construction to
allow the assembly of full-scale payload and to insert it into the cryostat, as shown in the pictorial
view. For that matter, the floor has been lowered.
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Two pulse tubes Cryomech PT400 (1.8 W at 4.2 K) have already been bought by Amaldi
Research Center. They are meant to operate in counterphase, and connected to a 5 N pure
aluminium (Al5N) thermal duct, mechanically suspended and decoupled from the cryostat.
Soft heat links (Al6N) are being designed, following the Japanese experience [58,67], to
connect the bar to the cold stages and the cryostat inner shields. Initially, the device will be
tested using a service small cryogenic chamber equipped with vibration sensors (on the left
in Figure 7).

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the cooling unit that will be hosted in the ARC cryogenic laboratory
under construction and that may be implemented in Einstein Telescope as well [69,70].

The application for the large cryostat funding has not been finalized at the moment.
We envisage a test cryostat of about 3.5 m in diameter and 3.5 m in height (dimensions
limited by the host building). It will be designed to be as close as possible to the ET
requirements but focused only on the local test of a full-scale payload. Namely, there will
not be any super attenuation system installed above the vacuum chamber, and the access
will be implemented through a side flange. We also plan to install a prototype pipe, cooled
down by another refrigerator, to test the radiation input impinging on the dummy mirror.
In ET, we foresee the use of four cooling units similar to the prototype we are building.

The schedule of the activities is the following:

1. Test of the pulse tube cooling station (equipped with two Cryomech PT400) under
construction.

2. Payload design followed by one-by-one tests on crucial parts and then by prototype
construction.

3. Cryostat design driven by the overall suspension structure and cooling procedure.
4. Test of the payload prototype in clean room at room temperature and study of the

characteristic frequencies with their dissipation at high and low frequency.
5. Cryostat construction followed by cryogenic tests.
6. Payload integration and test of the integrated system.

We plan to have a prototype payload by 2024 and, if suitable funding is granted, to
start the commitment for the cryostat construction in 2023. The cryogenic facility will
be available for cryogenic tests on different type of full-scale payloads for the Einstein
Telescope.

3. Etpathfinder

3.1. Introduction

ETpathfinder [71,72] is currently in its initial construction phase in Maastricht in the
Netherlands. This project will develop and integrate suspended silicon mirrors with novel
suspension elements in a 10 m prototype facility and aims to verify the technical readiness
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of subsystems, such as laser systems as well as photo-detectors, that are currently under
development at new laser wavelengths applicable to ET (1550 and 2090 nm).

As outlined in the introduction of this article, the requirements on a pre-stabilised
laser system (PSL) are quite stringent. While the development for a 1550 nm PSL is on a
very promising path [73] (this system will be implemented and tested in ETpathfinder), the
availability of a suitable ∼2000 nm laser source and PSL is a large challenge. This statement
can also be transferred to suitable photo-detectors.

While the availability for 1550 nm high quantum-efficiency (QE) photo-detectors is
promising with state-of-the-art InGaAs photo-diodes, there is currently no suitable solution
for ∼2000 nm. ETpathfinder will help and push the development of these subsystems and
will be able to test them in a full interferometric setting. To give an example, for a laser
system at ∼2000 nm, ETpathifnder will use a laser source at 2090 nm and develop a suitable
PSL.

The necessity of moving away from the well-known NPRO laser source at 1064 nm
(at which all current GW detectors, including KAGRA, operate [1–4]), stems from the
aspiration to operate the interferometer at cryogenic temperatures with silicon optics. The
new cryogenic operating temperature requires to abolish the amorphous mirror material
fused silica due to high mechanical loss at low temperature and to move to crystalline
materials, such as silicon or sapphire. Figure 8 outlines the changes and challenges when
moving from the second generation GW detectors to the Einstein Telescope or other third
generation GW detectors.

Figure 8. Major changes in detector design towards the next generation GW detectors. Listed are the
key parameters of current GW detectors and the counterpart for the next generation detectors.

In the ETpathfinder project, the baseline for Phase 1 is to operate two independent
interferometers with 15 cm diameter, 8 cm thick float zone (FZ) silicon mirrors to minimize
optical absorption in the input test masses of the Fabry–Perot (FP) arm cavities. A detailed
description of the ETpathfinder test masses can be found in Section 3.2.2. ETpathfinders
uniqueness stems from the fact that it will operate two interferometers at the same time,
while utilizing two new laser wavelength, 1550 and 2090 nm; both potential solutions for
ET.

At the same time, it will be able to investigate these two interferometers at two
cryogenic temperatures, 15 and 120 K; chosen to be near the zero crossings of the thermal
expansion coefficient of silicon. Due to its cryogenic nature, ETpathfinder will also be able
to investigate new challenges, such as the growth of ice on its main mirrors that has recently
been observed in the KAGRA detector [74].

Based on the findings in ETpathfinder mitigation techniques for this new challenge
can be developed and tested in the ETpathfinder prototype interferometer. As a unique
full cryogenic Fabry–Perot Michelson interferometer utilizing silicon mirrors and new laser
wavelengths, ETpathfinder will address all the challenges outlined in Figure 8. This in-
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cludes investigations of advanced quantum noise reduction technologies, such as frequency
dependent squeezing [75], or a speedmeter topology [76].

These techniques can be investigated in a full interferomteric setting, and ETpathfinder
will be able to achieve this while operating with novel technologies. The R&D programme
to outline a set of verification experiments is currently under development. For this article,
we give examples where applicable, and we focus on highlighting a subset of the design
choices for the ETpathfinder project as per design report [71].

3.2. Key Technologies

This section highlights three selected key technologies that make ETpathfinder the
unique research facility it aspires to be. Starting with the general mechanical and optical
layout, the cryogenic system and the silicon mirror-suspensions of ETpathfinder will
be described in more detail. Due to the nature of this article, not all ETpathfinder key
technologies can be described here. For an in-depth description of the project and its key
technologies, further information can be found in the ETpathfinder design report [71] and
the ETpathfinder reference paper [72].

3.2.1. Layout of ETpathfinder

The goal of ETpathfinder in Phase 1 is to verify the technological readiness of the
subsystems that are being planned to be implemented in the Einstein Telescope [16]. The
parameter matrix that ETpathfinder is going to investigate is of different laser wavelengths
(1550 vs. 2090 nm) and different operating temperature (15 vs. 120 K). Despite being hosted
in an L-shaped vacuum system, in Phase 1, ETpathfinder will operate with two complete
and folded Fabry–Perot Michelson Interferometers (FPMIs); one in each arm. The silicon
mirrors used as input end end mirrors of the FPMIs are 15 cm in diameter and with 8 cm
thickness. The simplified optical layout for this configuration can be seen in part (a) of
Figure 9.

In Phase 2 of the ETpathfinder project, the plan is that the two arms of the L-shaped
vacuum system will be equipped with large, ET-like test masses of order 100 kg, with
diameter ∼45 cm. It is yet to be determined what type of silicon material will be available
at that time and what will be used.

The mechanical layout of ETpathfinder can be seen in part b of Figure 9. The vacuum
system consists of six towers in an L-shaped arrangement. Two table towers host optical
benches that will be populated with the input and output optics, as well as steering optics
and the main beam splitter. The four mirror towers are equipped with a sophisticated
seismic isolation system in the form of a dual inverted pendulum system with an active
platform in between. From this system a four stage pendulum is suspending the mirror to
further reduce coupling from seismic motion. The layout of the lowest suspension stage is
described in detail in Section 3.2.2.

In order to operate the interferometer at cryogenic temperatures the input and end
mirror of the 10 m Fabry–Perot resonators in the interferometer arms are cooled. To reach
the cryogenic temperatures via either radiative cooling to 120 K or conductive cooling to
15 K, the mirrors are housed in a suspended cryostat with a multi-layered cryogenic shield
around them. The specifics of this system are summarised in Section 3.2.3.
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Figure 9. Panel (a) shows the simplified optical layout of ETpathfinder Phase 1, in which the two arms
of the vacuum system host a full FPMI each, while operating with different parameters. Panel (b)
shows a rendered model of the ETpathfinder vacuum system with a cross section (image courtesy of
Marco Kraan, Nikhef).

3.2.2. Silicon Mirror-Suspensions

As mentioned in the introduction, utilising a new material for the optics and suspen-
sion elements in a GW detector will require extensive research and development. Although
silicon has ideal thermal conductivity and low mechanical loss at cryogenic temperatures,
it is also a crystalline semi-conductor, which can lead to some additional challenges when
understanding its optical and mechanical properties. Thus, the entire process of creating a
coated silicon optic that is suitable to be used in a next generation GW detector, such as ET
is still to be defined.

The silicon test masses of the Einstein Telescope are planned to be 45 cm in diameter
and ∼200 kg in size [16], with a substrate purity that is high enough to allow a 1550 nm or
2 μm laser beam to pass through it without absorbing more than 5 ppm/cm of the laser
power. Thus, the first step of finding a silicon mass for ET is finding a source that can grow
a large enough diameter and high resistivity monocrystalline silicon ingot. Then, this ingot
must be cut, shaped, polished, and optically coated. All these subsequent steps are not
currently defined and require further research and development.

In Phase 1 of the ETpathfinder project, it is planned to operate the two interferom-
eters with 15 cm diameter, 8 cm thick FZ silicon test masses. The FZ silicon ingots that
were acquired for ETpathfinder have an average diameter of 155 mm and a resistivity of
>10 kΩcm. Within the ETpathfinder project the optical absorption of this material will be

measured in a Photothermal Common-Path Interferometer (PCI) [77], to verify its usability.
The stringent requirements for polishing the test masses of the ETpathfinder project, follow
closely the requirements, such as in advanced LIGO for a fused silica test mass [37] and can
be transferred to ET.

Due to its crystalline nature, the polishing of silicon compared to silica is another
challenge; however, it should be within the reach of current technologies due to industrial
experience regarding X-ray mirrors [16]. In the ETpathfinder project, the aim is to find such
suitable polishing companies and work closely together with these companies to receive
the highest possible quality of surface polish for the silicon mirrors and to verify their
quality in an interferometric measurement in the ETpathfiner interferometer.
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In Phase 2 of the ETpathfinder project, starting in 2025, it is planned to operate only
one FPMI in the facility, utilising larger silicon mirrors of order 100 kg and with a diameter
similar to ET, e.g., 45 cm.

The outcomes from Phase 1 will determine what operating temperature and what
laser system will be used in Phase 2. In the design for ET, the plan for the cryogenic silicon
suspensions is to have silicon optics attached to silicon suspension elements, hanging on
small diameter silicon fibres that, together, would form the quasi-monolithic last stage of
the suspension.

Here, the silicon suspension elements fulfil a crucial role, both as a cryogenic heat
link between the upper suspension stages and the test mass, and as a low thermal noise
connection that is strong enough to hold the ∼200 kg mass. In practice, creating silicon
suspension elements presents a considerable mechanical challenge. This is due in part to
the crystalline nature of silicon and its high thermal conductivity. Its crystalline nature
means that the silicon needs to be grown as one monocrystalline ingot, instead of simply
being heated and pulled into a fibre, as is done for fused silica fibres [78].

Grinding down a larger diameter ingot to a smaller diameter fibre and then further
processing it in order to attain a well polished surface pushes the limits of what industry
can currently provide. Additionally, silicon’s thermal conductivity and tendency to develop
high local thermal stress when melted means that connecting the silicon fibres to another
suspension element, which is required to connect to the optic, is also challenging. Thus, the
CO2 laser welding used in the fused silica suspensions of AdV and aLIGO is unfeasible in
case of silicon.

In the ETpathfinder project, this challenge is increased by the necessity of even thinner
silicon suspension fibres that for ET, due to the lighter weight of the mirrors. The devel-
opment of suspensions and suspension elements for the ETpathfinder project is active
research and different methods are under investigation. Currently, mechanically polished
suspension rods are being assessed for their quality and usability in the ETpathfinder
monolithic suspension. For this, the mechanical loss of these silicon suspension fibres will
be measured in a Gentle Nodal Suspension (GeNS) setup [79]. It is further planned to
measure the thermal conductivity, and ultimately the breaking strength of these suspension
fibres. However, in parallel it will also be investigated if silicon suspension fibres can be
grown in a suitable small diameter.

The ETpathfinder project will approach the challenges connected with the use of silicon
in different stages. In Phase 1 of the project, state-of-the-art silicon optics will be created,
using the highest quality silicon, silicon polish, and optical coatings that are currently
available. These optics will first be suspended via metal wires in a newly developed multi-
stage cryogenic suspension shown in full in Figure 10a. In Figure 10c, the prototype in its
current state can be seen.

In a later stage of Phase 1, the cryogenic suspension will be upgraded with silicon
suspension elements and fibres, quasi-monolithicly connecting the silicon optics to the
upper mass, as in Figure 10b. As reported above, in Phase 2 ETpathfinder will operate
a single interferometer in which large, ET-like test masses will be implemented. This
multi-stage approach allows the ETpathfinder collaboration more time to develop methods
to create and attach silicon suspension elements, in parallel with developing the process for
creating large silicon optics.
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Figure 10. Part (a) The full suspension chain as it will be inside the vacuum system. In this picture,
also the seismic pre-isolation system can be seen. Part (b) The payload [71] of ETpathfinder. Please
note the conductive blue heat links that connect to the cold finger. These are thin wires to minimise
vibrational coupling from the cryogenic system. Part (c) A photograph of the Nikhef payload
prototype. In this prototype, the aforementioned coupling strengths are investigated.

3.2.3. Cryogenics

One of the new technologies that ETpathfinder will test is the cryogenic system for the
mirrors. The goal is to be able to operate the interferometer at different temperatures: first
at room temperature, i.e., 300 K and then at 120 and at 15 K. This means that we need to be
able to control the mirror at these temperatures and that the cryogenic system will not limit
the sensitivity. We aim to keep the amplitude spectral density of the vibrational motions of
the mirrors surfaces below 10−18 m/

√
Hz at 10 Hz. Part (a) of Figure 11 shows the cross

section of the tower of the end mirrors.

Figure 11. (a) Cross section of the tower of the end mirrors. The liquid nitrogen vessel and the
thermal shields that enclose the mirrors are shown. (b) Jellyfish connections that will be used to cool
the suspended test masses. (c) Detail of the Jellyfish connections with the cold platform and the cold
finger. Adapted from Ref. [71].
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The mirrors, marionettes and reaction masses are surrounded by three double-walled
thermal radiation shields. The inner one (in blue in the picture) is used to keep a temper-
ature of 30 K. The outer shield (in green) is connected to the vessel at the bottom, that
contains 40 L of liquid nitrogen and maintains a temperature of 80 K. The floating outer
shield (in red) is used to reduce the radiation load on the first shield. In addition, there will
be another shield at 300 K (in grey) used to stabilize the temperature of the filter present on
the top.

While 120 K can be reached using radiative cooling without introducing significant
vibrational noise, going below 100 K requires conductive cooling. This is done using
flexible connections of ultra-pure aluminium wires, called “jellyfish” (see part (b) and (c) of
Figure 11).

The cold finger (in pink in the figure), which is connected to the inner shield, is the
lowest temperature heat link and it ends into two rings, one for each test mass. The rings
are connected to the cold platform through the “jellyfish” construction. The “jellyfish” wires
connect the cold platform to the marionette (in purple in the figure) and to the reaction
chain (in blue), that is hanging from the geometric anti-spring (GAS) filter present on the
top of the thermal shields. The presence of two stages helps to reduce the vibrational noise.
The mechanical transfer function of the “jellyfish” is measured at Nikhef beforehand on the
payload prototype shown in part c) of Figure 10.

3.3. Status and Future Plans

ETpathfinder is under construction at the University of Maastricht and its timeline is
shown in Figure 12. We are currently in Phase 1, at the end of “ETPF infrastructure” phase,
with only the vacuum system that still needs to be completed. While the infrastructure
works are underway, payload prototypes for preliminary tests are being built.

The prototype of the payload, aka “Proto-0” (shown in part c) of Figure 10), is ready
and measurements of the transfer function are in progress. This prototype includes the
test mass, the reaction mass and the marionette. Meanwhile “Proto-1”, which includes
the inverted pendulum, is being built and it will be ready soon. During Phase 1 two
temperatures (15 and 120 K) and two wavelengths (1550 and 2090 nm) will be studied, one
in each arm of the L-shaped vacuum system.

Figure 12. Overview of the timeline of ETpathfinder. The dashed green line shows approximately
the start of the ET observation run (not yet defined), after which ETpathfinder will continue to be
used as prototype facility for future upgrades [71].

Around 2025, ETpathfinder will enter Phase 2. In this phase, it will work on a single
temperature and wavelength, which will be chosen depending on the outcome of Phase 1,
and with test masses similar to the ones that will be used for ET. Phase 2 is planned to end
around 2030, in order to be able to give useful inputs for the ET final design.
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Apart from the already mentioned new technologies, new Quantum Noise reduction
techniques are also planned to be tested in ETpathfinder. These techniques could further
reduce low-frequency noise in next generation detectors.

The life of ETpathfinder, however, will not end with the birth of ET. ETpathfinder has
been designed to be as flexible as possible, in order to be used also as a test facility for
future upgrades of any third generation GW detector.

4. Sargrav Laboratory

The surroundings of the Sos Enattos mine in Sardinia are considered as a possible
location for ET due to its very low seismic and anthropogenic noise. Such local charac-
teristics allowed the construction of the SarGrav laboratory aiming to host underground
experiments, such as low seismic noise experiments, cryogenic payloads, low frequency
and cryogenic sensor development. Nonetheless, a fundamental physics experiment,
Archimedes, is the first experiment in Sos Enattos’ surface area.

4.1. Sos-Enattos Site

The Sos Enattos Mine, located in Sardinia in the territory of Lula, stands on a European
tectonic plate far away from any fault lines making its micro-seismic activity among the
lowest on Earth, and it has one of the lowest population density in Europe resulting in an
area of low anthropogenic disturbances.

Since the site has been nominated to host ET, a strong effort has been conducted to
characterise the site in terms of geology, environmental and seismic noise, and a laboratory
located at the mine was build, namely SarGrav. Such a laboratory currently hosts sensors
and experiments: four broadband triaxial seismometers (one surface vault installation,
three underground); three short-period triaxial seismometers; two magnetometers (one
buried at the surface and one underground); one tiltmeter (the Archimedes prototype); and
one weather station.

Long-term measurements at different depths are ongoing, exploiting the potentialities
offered by the Sos Enattos mine. The seismic data from 1 January to 30 April 2020 at
two different depths around Sos Enattos were analysed (SOE0 is 400 m above sea level
and SOE2 is −110 m with respect to SOE0). In Figure 13 ([80]), the probabilistic power
spectra density (PPSD) was obtained using Ref. [81]. A PPSD study implies that transient
noise lines (if not stationary disturbances) disappear against the stability of the natural
background.

The PSD calculation was done with the obspy tool [82] and a Konno–Omachi smooth-
ing procedure was applied [83]. Between 5 × 10−3 Hz and 2 × 10−1 Hz the PPSD of the
underground station SOE2 follows the new low-noise approaches Peterson’s New Low
Noise Model ([84], NLNM).

The seismic noise between 0.1–1 Hz is dominated by microseismic peaks from sea
waves, which are seasonal features. A peak around f ≈ 0.2 Hz is seen in the Figure and
it is caused by secondary microseism. In the frequency interval of 1–10 Hz (Figure 13c,d)
the noise of both stations reach their lowest values respectively at 3.5 Hz (≈−154 dB)
and 4.5 Hz (≈−157 dB) meeting ET’s criteria of a noise level of −154 dB at 4 Hz even at
surface [80]. The PPSD is affected by the self noise of the digitizer, increasing the noise
above 3 Hz. New measurements at Sos Enattos with a reduced input range of the digitizer
shows that the seismic noise at Sos Enattos (SOE2) between 3 Hz and 7 Hz crosses the
NLNM (Ref. [85], Figure 14).
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Figure 13. Acceleration power spectral density in Sos Enattos for two sensors: SOE0 (a), which is
located 400 m above sea and SOE2 (b) located at −110 m with respect to SOE0. The data of both
sensors were taken in 2020 showing the acceleration spectra versus frequency. Plots (c,d) are zooms
of (a,b) in the 1 to 10 Hz interval including the median (black line). Reproduced from Ref. [80].

Figure 14. New measurements at Sos Enattos with a reduced input range of the digitizer shows
that the seismic noise at Sos Enattos, SOE2 seismometer (−111 m), between 3 Hz and 7 Hz [85].
Acceleration PSD of the horizontal EW channel.

Above 1 Hz, the noise is mainly due to the low population density of the region.
Nonetheless, the acoustic noise in the mine has not been affected by any artificial ventilation
systems as the mine has a natural airflow (see [86]). Additionally, the main magnetic noise
contribution at Sos Enattos is related to the Schumann resonances of the Earth’s magnetic
field (see [86]).

The correlation between the seismic PSD amplitude with the wave height provided
by Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) in the western Mediter-
ranean sea and the Biscay Bay (Atlantic Ocean) from April to August 2019 at Sos Enattos
was also performed [86].

CMEMS provides reference information on the dynamics of the ocean and marine
ecosystems for the global ocean and Europeans seas. Such a study showed that the domi-
nant noise contribution comes from the Tyrrhenian Sea, and the best correlation between
microseism and sea waves was found for waves with a period of 4.5 s. The maximized
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ground vibration, due to sea waves at T = 4.5 s, is on the west part of the island with
microseismic peaks at f = 0.22 Hz [86].

The mine per se has a significant infrastructure, and studies as well as an experiment
are in motion to scientifically explore the area proposed for ET.

4.2. Archimedes, the First Experiment in the SarGrav Surface Laboratories

Due to the very low seismic and anthropic noise, SarGrav laboratories are suitable to
host experiments requiring a very quiet environment. Archimedes is a fundamental physics
experiment currently installed in the SarGrav surface facilities, which aims at measuring
the interaction between quantum vacuum fluctuations and gravity. Due to its configuration,
Archimedes prototype contributed to the direct ground tilt measurement (which is defined
as the absolute angular motion of the ground) at the Sos Enattos site in the frequency region
between 2 and 20 Hz, which is a region of interest for ET seismic noise characterization.
Hence, it has shown to be a suitable sensor that can contribute to the Newtonian noise
cancellation.

4.2.1. Aim of the Experiment

The Archimedes experiment comes within the debate around one of the longstanding
problems of fundamental physics: the incompatibility between General Relativity and
Quantum Theory [87–89]. To add a contribution to this topic, Archimedes will measure
the force exerted by the gravitational field on a Casimir cavity whose vacuum energy is
modulated with a superconductive transition.

More precisely, an YBCO (Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide) crystal is exploited as
a stack of Casimir cavities. Indeed, when the crystal temperature is lowered below the
superconductive transition point, the crystal layers become reflective, and they form a series
of Casimir cavities on top of one another. In this condition, only zero-point electromagnetic
modes that satisfy the boundary conditions can survive inside each cavity.

On the other hand, when the crystal temperature is increased, it goes back to the
normal state and behaves like a dielectric; therefore, no boundary conditions for the EM
field must be satisfied and all the zero-point modes can survive inside the YBCO sample.
In the hypothesis that vacuum energy interacts with gravity, a force directed upwards
should act on the Casimir cavity due to the missing weight of the expelled EM modes. This
situation is analogous to the Archimedes buoyancy of fluid, after which the experiment
takes its name.

The expected torque generated with this modulation is of the order of
5 × 10−13 N m/

√
Hz when integrated over 2 months. The measurement strategy consists

of modulating the reflectivity of the Casimir cavity plates by performing a superconducting
transition of the two YBCO samples suspended to the balance arms, as shown in Figure 15.
In this way, vacuum energy will be periodically expelled from the Casimir cavity, and its
weight will be modulated. To measure this effect, a beam-balance will be used as a small
force detector.

To allow the superconductive transition, the whole experiment will be cooled in
a cryostat, at liquid nitrogen temperature. Moreover, each suspended sample will be
surrounded by a shield, which will periodically heat up the sample to bring it from
superconductive to normal state. To allow the system thermalization, the modulation will
be performed at few tens of mHz. For such a small force to be detected, a very sensitive
beam-balance has been suitably designed, and a first prototype has been realized to test its
performances.

4.2.2. The Balance Prototype and the Final Setup

A first prototype of the experiment has been built and commissioned in Naples
Federico II University laboratories. Few updates have been performed to improve the
prototype performances and sensitivity. The main characteristics of the current version are
described hereafter.
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Figure 15. Overview of the Archimedes experiment. The two disks are two YBCO samples, which
represent a stack of Casimir cavities. See text for more details.

Mechanics

A schematic of the beam-balance is shown in Figure 16. The balance arm is 50 cm long
and is suspended to two solid columns through two thin wire-like suspensions. Since the
balance requires a very high torque-to-tilt transfer function, the moment of inertia and the
suspension restoring force must be kept as low as possible.

Figure 16. (Left): balanced arm (in grey) suspended through two thin Cu-Be joints (highlighted in
brown, upper-left corner). The two interferometer mirrors are on the top of the arm and at its end
electrostatic actuators are sketched in blue. (Right): optical scheme of the Archimedes prototype. The
balanced arm shown on the left corresponds to the horizontal bar in this figure. Here, the red trace
corresponds to the optical path of the interferometric readout. The optical path length between the
two arms is equalized using an optical delay line, which is visible below the beam splitter. The green
trace, instead, corresponds to the path of the optical lever beam. Adapted from Ref. [90].

To satisfy the first condition, the arm is hollow and made of aluminium, which keeps
its weight low. To accomplish the second requirement, the suspensions section is made as
thin as possible, and two flexible joints of Cu-Be 0.5 mm× 0.1 mm are used for this purpose.
If the balance centre of mass is kept within 10 μm from the suspension point, its resonance
frequency results as around 25 mHz.
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Optical Readout

A coarse and a fine optical readout are used to monitor the balance angular position,
both anchored to the ground, so that any arm angular motion is referred to it. An optical
lever using a SLED (superluminescent diode) is positioned to have the beam impinging
perpendicularly on a mirror placed on the lower face of the balance arm (green trace in
Figure 16). The beam displacement is sensed by a quadrant photodiode. This optical
readout is used as an initial reference position for the arm tilt (coarse positioning).

The finer positioning is provided by a Michelson interferometer, which warrants a
high sensitivity. Represented with the red trace in Figure 16, the interferometer beam
impinges perpendicularly on the mirrors, to minimize the coupling with undesired degrees
of freedom. The interferometer has two unequal arms. However, to avoid common noises
coupling in the output channel, an optical delay line located after the beam splitter reflection
and made of four right-angle prisms is used to equalize the optical paths. Finally, amplitude
noise subtraction is performed by normalizing the output signal by the input power.

Actuation and Control

To keep the prototype arm in its working point (interferometer output on half-fringe),
electrostatic actuators are used. Highlighted in blue in Figure 16, they are made of two
metallic 2 × 10 cm plates located along each of the arm ends. A digital filter fed with the
interferometer output provides the control, suppressing the low frequency motion and
leaving the arm free to oscillate at frequencies higher than the unity gain frequency (0.3 Hz).

The final setup of the Archimedes experiment is currently being installed in the
SarGrav surface laboratories, in a dedicated hangar. Unlike the prototype, in the final setup,
the measurement arm will be 1.4 m long, and an additional reference arm will be employed
for ground tilt cancellation, as shown in Figure 15. The whole setup is installed on a solid
support (Figure 17), which will be enclosed in the inner of three vacuum chambers, shown
in Figure 17.

Figure 17. (Left): Picture of the final setup (still under construction) positioned on a solid table
grounded to the cryostat basis. It is positioned inside the Archimedes hangar. (Right): Tent structure
hosting the cryostat cover.

4.3. Archimedes Prototype as Tiltmeter

Archimedes prototype represents a good inertial reference for ground tilts in the New-
tonian Noise frequency region, since the balance arm is free above the control bandwidth,
which is above the Unity Gain Frequency (≈300 mHz). When no samples are suspended
at the end of its arms, indeed, the beam-balance can be used as a rotational sensor, i.e.,
a tiltmeter.
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First Tilt Measurements at Virgo and Sos-Enattos

Prior to the start of the Virgo observation run O3, the tiltmeter was installed at the
Virgo site, and remained there for several months for a joint data taking with the Virgo
interferometer. In particular, the tiltmeter was positioned at the North-end building, on the
same floor where seismometers and other sensors are located. This period of data taking
allowed the ground tilt measurements at the Virgo site, and close attention was paid to the
frequency band of 2–20 Hz.

The results are reported in [91]. At a few Hz, a tilt of 8× 10−11 rad/
√

Hz was measured.
Above 10 Hz, the spectrum presents few resonances, which resulted to be partially coherent
with the signals from neighbouring seismometers or interferometer dark fringe signal.
Moreover, the tilt noise level detected between 10 and 20 Hz was found to be compatible
with the tilt measurements performed at the LIGO sites [92]. Finally, very interesting results
where found by comparing the reconstructed tilt signal from seismometer array and the
tiltmeter signal [93].

In February 2020, the balance prototype was moved to the SarGrav laboratories in
Lula. After few months of updates, devoted to the optical delay line installation and to the
amplitude noise subtraction implementation described above, the site tilt was measured in
the NN frequency region (2–20 Hz). The results are reported in [90].

In Figure 18, the ground tilt measured at Sos-Enattos site (blue curve) is compared
to the ground tilt measured at Virgo (red curve). The level of ground tilt measured at
Sos-Enattos is around 10−12 rad/

√
Hz, which is two orders of magnitude below the tilt

noise level at the Virgo site. To stay conservative, the value of tilt measured at Sos-Enattos
is taken as the tiltmeter sensitivity. This means that the instrument can measure the Virgo
site tilt with an SNR greater than 100, which is sufficient to be used for the NN reduction in
Virgo. On the other hand, this measurement also shows that the tilt level at the Sos-Enattos
site is at least two orders of magnitude lower than the Virgo site.

Figure 18. Ground tilt measurement at Virgo and Sos Enattos. Adapted from Ref. [90].

As a plan for the near future, the tiltmeter will be installed at the Virgo site before
the start of the next observation run O4 and beyond, to participate to the NN cancellation
campaign. At the same time, a similar tiltmeter will still be kept in Sos-Enattos, in order to
continue the tilt noise characterization of the site, possibly also underground.

This will surely be helpful for Archimedes ground noise subtraction. At the same time,
a further improvement of the sensitivity will allow a more precise measurement of the
ground tilt level in Sos-Enattos, which can add important knowledge about the tilt noise
level at the Sardinian site, providing a reliable projection of this kind of noise source on the
ET sensitivity curve.

5. Einstein Telescope EMR Site and Technology (E-TEST)

The main activities and technologies used in the E-TEST are addressed in this section.
It first presents the objectives of the E-TEST and its main tasks. Then, an overview on the
cryogenic and suspension design are demonstrated. Lastly, a detailed description of the site
characterization is presented. Further details are shown in the following subsections below.
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5.1. Introduction and Objectives

Two directions of research relevant to ET are conducted within E-TEST. A prototype
mirror suspension system at cryogenic temperature is being developed and the geological
characteristics of Euregio Meuse-Rhine (EMR) region are mapped and investigated.

E-TEST results will shape the ET mirror suspension, auxiliary optics and cryogenic
design as well as a thorough study of the EMR region. the main tasks of the E-TEST
geological research campaign are:

• characterisation of the ambient seismic field in the region to optimally select the
location of the corner points and to guide the seismic isolation system design; and

• characterisation of the subsurface geology in terms of material properties to guide the
geotechnical engineering efforts of such underground infrastructure.

To build a cryogenic suspension prototype for the silicon mirror suspension, a novel
approach is adopted mainly to reduce the overall height and the infrastructure complexity.
The currently proposed ET suspension system is a 17-m long Virgo-style superattenu-
ator [54]. The E-TEST approach combines a LIGO-style active tables and a Virgo-style
inverted pendulum (IP) stage. This will provide better isolation performance particularly
at low frequency since the active control stage provides attenuation below its resonance
frequencies. The mirror and the penultimate stage will be in a cryostat at T ≈ 20 K. The
main features of the E-TEST prototype design are the design and the development of:

• ultra-cold vibration control, which includes vacuum and cryogenics, active vibration
isolation and the design of a seismic isolation system; and

• optical engineering, which includes silicon mirror manufacture and test, laser and
optics at 2 microns wavelength and assembly and validation of the whole setup.

The E-TEST prototype will not provide the desired isolation performance of ET since
the overall height of the prototype is limited by the vacuum chamber height (4.2 m).
However, it will validate the above strategies that make significant improvements to the
current design possible.

5.2. Design of the Cryogenic Suspension Prototype

As part of E-TEST, a novel approach combining an actively controlled inertial platform,
such as LIGO suspension system [12] and an IP stage, such as used in Virgo [94] or
KAGRA [95] is investigated. The aim is to decrease the overall height and infrastructure
complexity of the initially proposed 17-m-long suspension system of ET [16], which was
first presented as a fiducial design in the 2011 conceptual design report [28].

Better isolation performance at low frequency is expected since the inertial control
approach yields isolation below the system’s resonant modes, which is not possible with
passive isolation systems [96]. The suspension system will be mounted inside a large
vacuum chamber in order to eliminate acoustic noise.

The E-TEST suspension system, shown in Figure 19, consists of one active platform
that provides inertial control in the six degrees of freedom. The three legs of the IPs are
mounted on the active platform and support the top stage. The IP provides a large amount
of isolation in the horizontal direction as the resonance frequency can be tuned to extremely
low values (about 70 mHz in KAGRA [96] and 30 mHz in Virgo [94]). Additionally, the IP
stage provides means for positioning the parts suspended from the top stage, which can
compensate for the tidal drift [28,97]. The top stage houses a large Geometric Anti-Spring
(GAS) filter for vertical isolation. From the GAS filter, a marionette is suspended, which is
mainly used to position the cryogenic payload.

This cryogenic part contains the cold platform and the test mass, which will be
operated at cryogenic temperature (20 K). The cold platform is a cryogenic test-bed for
sensors, such as the cryogenic superconducting inertial sensors [98,99] and the test mass
is suspended. Additionally, a smaller cryostat has been developed with a cylindrical cold
volume—down to 6 K-of 15 cm diameter and 15 cm height to test the performance of the
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cryogenic sensors and equipment before mounting them inside the E-TEST cryostat to
validate their operation.

The radiative cooling is provided by a cryostat of which half is part of the suspended
penultimate mass, i.e., attached to the cold platform. GW detector designs that use higher
mirror temperatures can employ radiative cooling more easily. This is because the total
radiated power Prad of an object with emissivity ε is directly proportional to the fourth
power of the object temperature T as Prad = εσAT4, where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann
constant and A the radiating area. Additionally, ε typically reduces significantly for even
the most emissive materials and coating at T < 50 K. The only way to radiatively cool
mirrors at ET temperatures, i.e., T < 20 K is to increase the radiating area. The E-TEST
design achieves this by interlacing a large suspended array of fins with another actively
cooled array. The fin structure increases the surface area by more than a factor of 10.
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Figure 19. Overview of the E-TEST prototype design. A large vacuum tank (left) hosts the cryogenic
mirror suspension (right). From top to bottom we can see (1) the top GAS filter, (2) the top stage,
(3) the marionette and (4) the inverted pendulum legs within pipes that support a reference ring
below the top stage. The cryogenic part features (5) the inner cryostat, which has the interlacing
fin type heat exchanger. The whole cryostat features (6) three access points for outside experiments
to interact with the cryogenic mirror. The inner cryostat is attached to (7) the cold platform. The
inner cryostat fins interlace into the fins of the (8) outer cryostat, which provides a cold environment
and houses the (9) 100 kg silicon mirror. All of this is supported by (10) an active platform, which
provides a stable and quiet environment. In turn, the active platform hangs from three large blades
with have a (11) support pillar on the ground.

5.2.1. Optical Engineering

Hanging from the suspensions in a cryogenic environment is the large silicon mirror.
The goal is to acquire a >100 kg silicon test mass, with an as large as possible diameter to
approach the envisioned 45 cm for ET. As mentioned before, a switch to silicon is necessary
for cryogenic GW detectors as fused silica becomes mechanically lossy at low temperature.

An additional switch to a longer wavelength laser, e.g., 1550 nm or around 2 micron,
is necessary as silicon is only transmissive there. Using longer wavelengths will decrease
the shot noise at the same laser power as the lower energy per photon means the number
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of photons per second, and thus the quantum statistics improve. The silicon test mass will
be polished, coated and characterised by various experiments.

Once the test mass is suspended and in the cryostat, the three tubes visible in Figure 19
provide access to the cold mirror. Outside the vacuum tank, a 5–10 W single mode laser with
around 2090 nm wavelength is developed. High quality photodetectors at that wavelength
are also developed. Lastly, low-loss optical coatings operating at these wavelengths, and
conditions unfamiliar to GW scientists and engineers, are under investigation.

The goals for the laser include single mode beam quality and a high stability in output
power and frequency combined with a narrow linewidth. To achieve that, a seed-source
and a two-stage amplifier system with additional internal stabilization mechanisms will be
developed. This approach follows basic laser design based on a Ho:YAG crystal-based seed
source to define the spectral properties as well as holmium-doped fibre amplifiers for the
power scaling. The photodiode development is strongly coupled to the laser developments
to end up with an optimal wavelength match. The photodetectors are characterised in
terms of spectral dependence of quantum efficiency, (dark) noise and overall stability.
Additionally, optimization of readout protocols is targeted in terms of signal-to-noise ratio
and readout speed.

The E-TEST prototype aspires to acquire a substrate with a mass, purity and dimen-
sions well on track towards the ET mirrors (45 cm diameter, 210 kg). After polishing,
characterisation of the substrate will take place using three experiments of which two
are shown in Figure 20: a white light interferometer for precise mirror surface quality
characterisation, an interferometric measurement scheme using the silicon substrate as a
Fabry–Perot etalon to determine its temperature [100] and mechanical loss measurements of
internal mechanical modes using a fm/

√
Hz interferometer [101] excited by a tiny hammer,

i.e., a small mass-spring element.

Figure 20. The E-TEST prototype optical experiments: (a) the temperature measurement and (b) the
quality factor measurement. The experiments probe the mirror by having access through the threex
tubes into the cryostat visible in Figure 19.

Finally, crystalline coating layers are characterised regarding, e.g., their optical and
elastic properties, which are important to estimate the noise behaviour of the ultimate
coatings.

5.3. Site Characterization

The ET corner points should be as vibration free as possible. In order to identify
candidate sites and optimally select the corner point locations, a series of passive seismic
campaigns are planned to capture the ambient seismic field. Two data from two campaigns
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were previously collected and are openly available online through KNMI/ORFEUS [102].
Figure 21 presents the EMR region and the locations of the concluded seismic campaigns.

Additional campaigns are planned, and the data collected will be added to the 3T
network (see Figure 21) data archive. The data collected by these campaigns will be used to
model the spatial distribution of the noise in several frequency bands. In addition to the
broadband response in the 0.5 to 20 Hz band, we will study the response at narrow-band
intervals. Additionally, the data will be used to image the subsurface.

Figure 21. Overview map of the EMR region. The existing permanent seismic stations (triangles)
are labelled with the network and stations codes. The 3T seismic campaign stations are indicated by
upside-down triangles. The wind turbines in the region are indicated with a “Y” symbol. Note the
large cluster of wind turbines North-West of the city of Aachen. The proposed corner point locations
are labelled with small black circles.
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5.3.1. Noise at the Surface vs. Noise at Depth

The first borehole station in the region is the NL.TERZ in Terziet, as shown in Figure 21.
The station hosts a broadband seismometer at the surface and at a depth of 250 m. Seismic
noise at the surface is generally attenuated with increasing depth, especially when soft,
unconsolidated soil layers at the surface overlay hard rock layers. This attenuation is visible
in the power spectral density (PSD) calculated for the surface and borehole seismometers.
At frequencies above 1 Hz, noise from anthropogenic activity becomes significant. The
noise is attenuated by 10 to 40 dB relative to the surface (see Figure 22). However, several
spectral peaks are visible both at the surface and at depth.
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Figure 22. Acceleration PSD at the NL.TERZ (The Netherlands, Terziet) station. (a) Surface seismometer, and
(b), Borehole seismometer at 250 m depth. PSD was calculated using the McNamara and Buland [81]
method with half-hour long windows overlapping by 50% between 14 December 2020 and 20 January
2021. No smoothing has been applied to the spectra.

5.3.2. Spectral Peaks Associated with the Wind Turbines

To trace the origin of the spectral peaks identified in Figure 22a, a seismic monitoring
campaign was deployed to the west of the Aachen windpark. The sensors were deployed
on 14 December 2020 and retrieved on 19 January 2021. This period was chosen to capture
the ambient seismic field during the relatively quiet holiday period (Christmas and New
Year’s) and the typically strong winds in the region.

During this period, there were days with almost no wind, and there were days with
more than 25 m/s (90 km/h) wind. During this campaign there was also an active swarm
of earthquakes unravelling in the vicinity of Rott, Germany, roughly 20 km south-east to
the deployed sensors. These were well recorded by the seismic campaign as-well-as by the
NL and BE seismic networks.

Figure 23a presents PSDs from select stations at varying distances from the Aachen
wind park. The amplitude at the 1.1, 2.2 and 3.2 Hz spectral peaks, which are observed
at all stations in the region, are consistently decreasing as a function of distance from the
Aachen wind park. Additionally, the amplitude of the entire spectrum, but specifically of
the above spectral peaks, is in correlation with wind speed as presented in Figure 23 for
the borehole seismometer at 250 m depth in Terziet. The 7 Hz peak is caused by the funda-
mental vertical resonance frequency in the steel casing lining the inside of the borehole.
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Figure 23. Acceleration PSD (a) of select stations at varying distances from the Aachen wind park,
and (b) as a function of wind speed. The 1.1, 2.2, and 3.2 Hz spectral peaks are associated with the
wind turbines north-west of Aachen and the amplitudes at these frequencies decrease as a function
of distance from the Aachen wind park and are in correlation with the wind speed measured at the
top of the wind turbines.

5.3.3. Geological Characterisation

The site investigated within the E-TEST project is located in the Euregio Meuse-Rhine
region between Belgium (including Flanders and Wallonia), The Netherlands and Germany.
Within this region, existent sources of noises have been identified and potential locations of
the ET infrastructures minimizing the impact of these noises are defined. In this region,
Paleozoic rocks of Devonian to Namurian–Wesphalian ages are found. In the North, these
rocks are overlain by Cretaceous and Quaternary soft sediments.

These rocks were faulted and folded by different episodes of tectonic activity. A de-
tailed study of the subsurface is required to consider the feasibility of installing an Einstein
Telescope infrastructure a few hundreds of meters at depth given the large uncertainty on
geological conditions and the lack of data in the underground. In the E-TEST project, deep
investigations are therefore deployed to characterise the EMR underground in terms of
geological structures, rocks properties and hydraulic properties.

Different geophysical methods, including active seismic (with sledge hammer and
vibro-trucks) or passive seismic surveys, classical or deep (up to 300 m) electrical resistivity
tomographies (ERT) surveys, are conducted to collect data from various depth ranges and
different resolutions in order to image the shallow and deep subsurface. Deep boreholes
(up to 300 m) are drilled along the potential axes of the tunnels and corners of the ET
infrastructures.

The cores sampled during drillings are used to perform geomechanical tests to deter-
mine the mechanical properties of the rocks. Geophysical and hydraulic testing of these
boreholes will be performed after their completion. Seismometers will be installed in these
boreholes to study the ambient seismic field at the depth of the ET infrastructures.

All the collected data are used to build a 3D geological model of the EMR region
and to select the most appropriate area for the ET infrastructures. The specific imple-
mentation of ET for this site will be proposed based on the results of the geomechanical
tests. A 3D groundwater flow model of the region is also developed to anticipate and
organize potentially needed drainage and pumping during the building and operation of
the ET infrastructures. The model will also be used to identify the potential impact of the
underground infrastructures on its surroundings.

6. Summary

The research described above works towards the low-frequency goals of ET. The
current GW detectors do not reach their design sensitivity below 30 Hz. This is largely due
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to technical noise, such as couplings between different interferometer control degrees of
freedom, some of which are not fully understood [1]. While beyond the scope of this article,
we can report on an effort towards improved system design with the control systems
in mind, something that was largely lacking in the design of current detector systems.
This will enable the fruition of the efforts of the four facilities described here to reach the
low-frequency fundamental noise projection shown earlier in Figure 2. In the following,
we summarize the research efforts of each research facility.

The experience with a large mass payload for Advanced Virgo will be fundamental
for designing a prototype payload for ET. Moreover, given the long-term experience of the
ARC team on test-mass payload topics and the close collaboration with KAGRA teams,
the promised development foreseen in ET context is sustainable. The construction of the
building that will host the next generation GW laboratory in Rome has finally started. The
facility is designed to allow the development of a full-scale cryogenic payload prototype.
Its design started in 2021 in parallel with the construction of a low-vibration cooling line
prototype.

ETpathfinder is a state-of-the-art research facility located at the University of Maas-
tricht. This facility will operate two 10-meter-long interferometers operating at cryogenic
temperatures, allowing the team to develop and test technologies for next generation GW
detectors within a fully integrated system. Key technologies that are in development
at ETpathfinder are the following. The fabrication of mirrors and suspension elements
from silicon, a material new to our field. These suspended silicon optics will be cooled to
different cryogenic temperatures, e.g., 15 and 120 K, using new cryogenic approaches at
two different laser wavelengths: 1550 and 2090 nm.

SarGrav facility is a laboratory located in Sardinia, Italy, intended to explore the poten-
tial of the region in terms of seismic noise to host ET. The laboratory has several extremely
low noise infrastructures, designed to host low-frequency seismic noise experiments and
cryogenic payloads. Throughout the old mine ducts and elsewhere, there are several
underground stations available for site monitoring. This has a strong synergy with ET
candidature activities, namely site monitoring, support in terms of logistics and person
power, mechanics and masonry services.

Archimedes was the first fundamental physics experiment installed in SarGrav surface
laboratories, aiming at investigating the interaction between quantum vacuum fluctuations
and gravity. The Archimedes prototype is currently working as a tiltmeter, and has mea-
sured a rotational displacement two orders of magnitude lower than the Virgo site in the
Newtonian noise band, showing the suitability of the Sos Enattos site.

The 17-m-tall suspension in the current ET designs are largely regarded as placeholders
for solutions that are under development. One such development is the E-TEST suspension
prototype, which combines active and passive isolation strategies to suspend a >100 kg
silicon mirror as well as a radiatively cooled cryostat. The facility is being built at the Centre
Spatial de Liège in Belgium. In parallel, the region in the South of the Netherlands, East of
Belgium, and West of Germany is subject to geological and hydrogeological investigations
to determine the suitability of the said region to host ET.

The research into developing and testing the key technologies described throughout
this article will inform the design of next generation GW detectors, such as ET and its many
upgrades to come.
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Abstract: Cosmic Explorer is a concept for a new laser interferometric observatory in the United
States to extend ground-based gravitational-wave astrophysics into the coming decades. Aiming to
begin operation in the 2030s, Cosmic Explorer will extend current and future detector technologies to
a 40 km interferometric baseline—ten times larger than the LIGO observatories. Operating as part of
a global gravitational-wave observatory network, Cosmic Explorer will have a cosmological reach,
detecting black holes and neutron stars back to the times of earliest star formation. It will observe
nearby binary collisions with enough precision to reveal details of the dynamics of the ultradense
matter in neutron stars and to test the general-relativistic model of black holes.

Keywords: gravitational waves; laser interferometers; black holes; neutron stars

1. Introduction

By the latter half of the 2030s, the field of gravitational-wave astronomy will be very
different from what it is today. Space-based interferometers will collect millihertz signals
from merging black holes with thousands to millions of solar masses [1,2]. Pulsar timing
arrays will observe a nanohertz background of signals from black hole binaries with billions
of solar masses [3]. Polarimetry of the cosmic microwave background may capture the
imprint of gravitational waves from the early universe [4]. New experimental efforts will
look for mega- and gigahertz gravitational waves arising from physics beyond the Standard
Model [5], and for decihertz gravitational waves from astrophysical sources [6–9]. This
multibanded array of observations will enhance a catalog of observations in the audio
band (roughly ten hertz to several kilohertz) from the global network of ground-based,
laser-interferometric gravitational-wave observatories—Advanced LIGO, Advanced Virgo,
KAGRA, and GEO600—which should reach full sensitivity in this decade [10–14].

Given this wide spectrum of expected gravitational-wave data, what is the role of
continued observation in the audio band? As will be argued in this review, even with
a fulsome catalog of data from the current generation of audio-band gravitational-wave
detectors, including from the incremental upgrades LIGO A+ and AdVirgo+ [15,16], many
questions about stellar-mass binary systems or other phenomena in the gravitational-
wave universe will remain unanswered until a network of more sensitive observatories
comes online that can collect signals with higher fidelity and from further back in cosmic
history. Other than switching to a radically different detection strategy, there are two
ways to realize greater sensitivity across the audio band. The first way is to pursue
technology improvements to realize a less noisy detector with a similar length as today’s
detectors, in an existing or potentially new observatory facility. The Voyager concept
proposes shifting to a cryogenic test mass material and a longer laser wavelength, among
other changes; if installed in the 4 km LIGO facilities, it would give a two- to threefold
improvement in amplitude sensitivity over LIGO A+ [17]. This technology can also enable
a kilohertz-focused gravitational-wave detector, which leads to the NEMO concept for
a 4 km observatory in Australia [18,19]. The second way to realize greater sensitivity
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is to increase the detector length, since the strength of the gravitational-wave-induced
optical signal grows linearly with the detector length, while most noises in the detector
grow sublinearly. (This scaling holds so long as the travel time of the laser light down the
detector arms is smaller than the period of the gravitational wave).

If technology improvements are coupled with a longer detector arm length, it seems
possible to achieve a broadband tenfold improvement in amplitude sensitivity over today’s
detectors, and to push the lower end of the observation band to well below 10 Hz. In
Europe, this idea has developed into the Einstein Telescope project, which aims to construct
an underground observatory comprising six interferometers with 10 km arm length [20]. In
the United States, the Cosmic Explorer project aims to construct a surface facility hosting
a single 40 km interferometer, with current plans additionally calling for a second facil-
ity, widely separated from the first, hosting a single 20 km interferometer. The Einstein
Telescope and Cosmic Explorer are both referred to as next-generation gravitational-wave
observatories, since they represent a significant increase in sensitivity from the current
generation of observatories.1

Broadly speaking, the ethos of Cosmic Explorer is to “just scale up” a LIGO facility
and install a single interferometer with the best technology available. The germ of this
idea goes back to at least 2013, when a noise analysis of a 40 km facility with the Advanced
LIGO technology set was presented at the Advanced Detector Workshop in Elba [21].
Dwyer et al. [22] elaborated this analysis, demonstrating that such a detector could achieve
cosmological reach (redshift z > 1) over a wide mass range of binary stellar remnants. An
analysis of the noise scalings of such a detector, along with the scalings of a detector using
the Voyager technology set, followed thereafter [23]. From 2018 to 2021, the US National
Science Foundation funded a horizon study that set out Cosmic Explorer’s science case,
choice of technology, instrument design, community relationship, project realization, and
cost estimate [24]; in parallel, a Cosmic Explorer consortium was established to organize
the growing community of interested researchers. Cosmic Explorer intends to come online
in the mid-2030s and operate as part of a global next-generation network with Einstein
Telescope and potentially other observatories [25,26].

This review will describe the science case for Cosmic Explorer (Section 2) and the
observatory concept (Section 3), and give some remarks on the observatory project and its
realization (Section 4). We will mostly hew to the vision of Cosmic Explorer as presented in
the 2021 horizon study.

2. Science Program

Cosmic Explorer’s leap in sensitivity will deliver a catalog of observations that is
fundamentally different from the catalog delivered by the current generation of obser-
vatories. Whereas today’s observatories can detect mergers of binary stellar remnants
from redshifts less than 3, Cosmic Explorer will be able to detect them out to cosmological
redshifts greater than 10—in other words, from the entire stellar history of the universe
(Figures 1 and 2). This also means that the rate of binary merger detections will likely
exceed 100,000 per year, enabling detailed inferences about stellar remnant populations.
Individual merger signals, especially those in the local universe, will be detected with
greatly enhanced signal-to-noise ratio, sometimes exceeding 1000 in amplitude, enabling
precision observation of the dynamics at play in these systems.

Cosmic Explorer’s broad scientific program has been arranged around four themes.
The first is black holes and neutron stars throughout cosmic time (Section 2.1); the second is
the dynamics of dense matter (Section 2.2); and the third is extreme gravity and fundamental
physics (Section 2.3). A fourth theme, discovery potential (Section 2.4), covers other
phenomena and emphasizes the possibility of finding something completely unexpected.
Many of these topics overlap with the science case of the Einstein Telescope [27], and the
scientific output of both observatories will be enhanced if they operate jointly as part of
a worldwide network, particularly due to the improved ability to measure the distance,
inclination, and sky location of the systems [28–35].
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Figure 1. Detection capability of selected current and next-generation gravitational-wave interferom-
eters. Each curve indicates the highest cosmological redshift at which an equal-mass, non-spinning
compact binary coalescence could be detected with amplitude signal-to-noise ratio of 8, if the system
is optimally oriented on the sky. Solid lines indicate detection using the gravitational radiation from
the (�, m) = (2, 2) angular mode of the system only; dashed lines show the inclusion of higher-order
angular modes using the simulated waveform family IMRPHENOMXHM [36].
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Figure 2. The cosmic history of binary stellar remnant mergers, with 1.4 + 1.4 M� neutron star mergers
on the left and 30 + 30 M� black hole mergers on the right; the radial coordinate is cosmological
redshift z. The distribution of mergers as a function of redshift assumes the Madau–Dickinson star
formation rate and that the typical time from binary formation to merger is 100 million years [37,
38]; under these assumptions, most of these binaries merge at z ∼2. The first gravitational-wave
detections of a binary black hole merger (GW150914) and a binary neutron star merger (GW170817)
are indicated [39,40]. The colored bands then show the detection capabilities of selected gravitational-
wave observatories from Figure 1, as well as the capability of Advanced LIGO during the third
LIGO–Virgo observing run.
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2.1. Black Holes and Neutron Stars Throughout Cosmic Time
2.1.1. Remnants of the First Stars

The stellar history of the universe extends from the present day back to a redshift
higher than 10, beyond which the matter in the universe was predominantly neutral
hydrogen. Even the oldest stars that astronomers have observed today, belonging to the so-
called Population II, have a metal content that is too high to be explained by direct formation
from this neutral hydrogen, leading to a hypothesized cohort of stars (Population III) that
would have produced the first phase of stellar nucleosynthesis in the universe [41]. No such
Population III star has been observed, but simulations suggest these stars were typically
larger than 100 M�. If they were sufficiently massive, they would have collapsed into black
holes [42,43], implying rich observational prospects for high-redshift gravitational-wave
astronomy. Cosmic Explorer will be able to search for the remnant black holes of binary
Population III systems at redshift beyond 10 over two decades in mass, about 3–300 M�;
see Figures 1 and 2).

2.1.2. Seeds of Galaxy Formation

Most galaxies contain at their center a black hole with a mass of millions to billions of
solar masses. The formation mechanism of such supermassive black holes has not been con-
clusively determined, but multiple scenarios rely on seeding from so-called intermediate-
mass black holes, with masses ranging from hundreds to hundreds of thousands of solar
masses. These intermediate-mass black holes could have formed from accretion onto the
black hole remnants of Population III stars, from the collapse of clouds of neutral hydrogen,
or from the gravitational collapse of globular clusters [44].

Whatever the mechanism, the formation process must have been underway before
z = 7.5, given the observation of high-redshift active galactic nuclei likely powered by
supermassive black holes (see, for example, Banados et al. [45]). Cosmic Explorer, ideally
operating in a network with the Einstein Telescope, will be able to track the growth of
high-redshift black holes up to a thousand solar masses, providing key information about
the early stages of assembly of intermediate-mass and supermassive black holes [46].

2.1.3. Formation and Evolution of Compact Binaries

The question of how binary systems form, especially with orbits compact enough to
coalesce via gravitational-wave emission, is still an open area of research. In regions of high
stellar density, such as globular clusters, tightly bound binaries can form from dynamical
encounters of stars or stellar remnants; alternatively, an isolated binary can become compact
if one star ejects enough gas to form a common envelope around both stars, inducing a drag
that tightens the orbit [47]. These formation mechanisms lead to varying predictions about
the masses, spins, eccentricities, and other properties of the population of compact binaries,
which can be inferred from gravitational-wave observations of the coalescence [48,49].

The existing catalog of gravitational-wave observations already gives hints that multi-
ple formation mechanisms are at work [50]. Next-generation observatories such as Cosmic
Explorer will densely sample the compact binary population out to high redshift, and
the resulting catalog of observations will be able to not only differentiate between forma-
tion channels operating in the present day, but to track the operation of these channels
throughout the stellar history of the universe [51].

2.2. Dynamics of Dense Matter
2.2.1. Structure and Composition of Neutron Stars

Neutron stars are known to be cold and ultradense, but the exact behavior of the
matter inside them is not known. Particularly in the core, the high pressure and density
could cause a phase transition from hadrons to deconfined quarks [52]. This subatomic
behavior of the matter determines the equation of state relating pressure, density, and
temperature. In neutron stars, the equation of state controls the relation between a star’s
mass, radius, and deformability in a tidal gravitational field, which are observable in the
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gravitational waveform of a merging binary neutron star system [53]. Cosmic Explorer
will be able to measure hundreds of neutron star radii to within 1% each year, providing a
catalog of precise observations of tidal signatures that can be used to distinguish between
different models of the neutron star equation of state.

The behavior of cold, dense matter can also be understood through observations of
neutron stars in isolation, which could produce gravitational waves through solid body
oscillations or through an elliptical mass distribution that rotates with the star [54]. Cosmic
Explorer will be able to search for spinning neutron stars with ellipticities on the order of
10−9, testing the initial conclusion from electromagnetic observations that these stars have
a minimum ellipticity [55].

2.2.2. New Phases in Quantum Chromodynamics

In the aftermath of a neutron star merger, the cold progenitor stars give way to a hot,
dense postmerger remnant, which provides an avenue to probe the behavior of ultradense
matter at a finite temperature. Here again the hadronic matter could, given the elevated
temperature and density of the postmerger environment, transition to deconfined quarks,
and this transition would be imprinted onto the portion of the gravitational waveform
resulting from the postmerger oscillations of the remnant [56,57]. Additionally, the post-
merger waveform reveals the fate of the remnant: whether it collapses promptly to a black
hole, lingers momentarily as a hypermassive neutron star, or survives as a stable neutron
star [58,59].

Postmerger oscillations are expected to occur somewhere between 2–4 kHz, which
motivates the development of more sensitive gravitational-wave detectors in this frequency
range and a careful consideration of their optical configuration [60]. Reliably detecting
these postmerger oscillations at least once per year requires a next-generation detector such
as the Einstein Telescope or Cosmic Explorer [61], or a dedicated high-frequency detector
such as NEMO.

Core-collapse supernovae offer another avenue for witnessing the behavior of matter
at extreme temperatures and densities. These supernovae are expected only a few times per
century in our galaxy and there is considerable modeling uncertainty in the strength and
morphology of their gravitational-wave emission. The detection prospects with the current
generation of gravitational-wave observatories is thus uncertain, but a next-generation
observatory such as Cosmic Explorer would boost the optimal signal-to-noise ratio by
tenfold, vastly increasing the chance of detection [62]. Even so, the rate of detectable
core-collapse supernovae is likely to remain low even for the next-generation observatories
unless further broadband sensitivity improvements of 100 in amplitude are achieved [63].

2.2.3. Chemical Evolution of the Universe

The observation of a neutron star collision jointly by gravitational-wave and elec-
tromagnetic observatories in 2017 (GW170817 [64]) confirmed that these collisions are
responsible for the synthesis of many of the heavy elements in the universe [65]. This
initial observation anticipates a new set of questions, such as how the properties of the
binary affect the rates of nucleosynthesis and the abundances of the products, and whether
other systems (especially supernovae and collisions of a neutron star with a black hole)
have a significant role in producing these heavy elements. A number of theoretical uncer-
tainties, particularly in the modeling of the optical–infrared afterglow (kilonova), make
these questions difficult to answer without a larger sample of joint gravitational-wave
and electromagnetic observations of these systems [66]. In concert with next-generation
electromagnetic telescopes, Cosmic Explorer will deliver just such a catalog of observations
out to z ∼ 1.

2.2.4. The Engine Powering Short γ-ray Bursts

The observation of a short γ-ray burst nearly simultaneously with GW170817 provided
evidence that such bursts originate in neutron star collisions [67], but mysteries linger.
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Atypical features in the burst lead to questions about whether it was a canonical burst
observed at an unusual angle, or whether some fundamental process differentiates it
from the catalog of canonical short γ-ray burst observations [68]. In any case, the central
engine driving short γ-ray bursts is still uncertain, and could be accreting black holes or
(hyper)massive neutron stars; consequently, these bursts may or may not be observed
in the collision of a neutron star with a black hole, in addition to the collision of two
neutron stars [68]. Cosmic Explorer will deliver a large catalog of signals from neutron
star collisions at a wide variety of observing angles, especially at redshifts z � 1 where
systems are accessible with electromagnetic telescopes, enabling an elucidation of the burst
mechanism and the engine that drives it [24].

2.3. Extreme Gravity and Fundamental Physics
2.3.1. Testing General Relativity

Gravitational radiation is a powerful tool to test general relativity, particularly in the
strong-field regime [69]. Today’s gravitational-wave detectors have already begun some of
these tests [70,71], and next-generation observatories will continue these tests with greater
sensitivity, and enable new kinds of tests not possible today. These observatories will be
able to observe mergers with amplitude signal-to-noise ratios in excess of 1000, enabling
them to probe theory-agnostic modifications to general relativity with several more orders
of magnitude of constraining power than what is possible today [72]. Among the new kinds
of tests that will be enabled, Cosmic Explorer and other next-generation detectors will be
able to reliably resolve the higher-order multipole moments as a black hole rings down
after merger, and they will do so with enough precision to compare the observed signal
with the prediction from general relativity that the spectral content is uniquely determined
by the mass, spin, and charge of the black hole (the “no hair theorem”) [73–75].

2.3.2. Rare and Novel Compact Objects

Cosmic Explorer will detect most of the stellar-mass compact binary coalescences in
the low-redshift universe, amounting to hundreds of thousands of events per year. Among
these coalescences will be black hole or neutron star systems with rare properties, which
could be missed by current observatories. Moreover, Cosmic Explorer may discover that
some of the compact objects in its catalog are neither black holes nor neutron stars. A
variety of theoretical objects, such as boson stars or gravastars, may superficially mimic the
behavior of black holes, but the precise observations enabled by Cosmic Explorer could
reveal the absence of a true spacetime horizon; alternatively, observations could reveal new
physics associated with black holes [76].

2.3.3. Dark Matter and Dark Energy

The possible gravitational-wave signatures of dark matter are manifold, and essentially
every category of astrophysical source targeted by gravitational-wave observatories can be
pressed into service to search for dark matter; we will only mention a few here and refer the
reader to Bertone et al. [77] for a comprehensive review. By searching for sub-solar-mass
binary coalescences, Cosmic Explorer will more tightly constrain the fraction of dark matter
that could exist as primordial black holes in the range 10−3–100 M� [78]. Cosmic Explorer
can also probe ultralight scalar-field dark matter models in the mass range 0.1–10 peV
by searching for a stochastic background of oscillatory gravitational-wave signals from
these fields in the vicinity of spinning black holes [79]. Like other interferometers, Cosmic
Explorer can be used to directly detect terrestrial dark matter, especially if it couples to
Standard Model particles. In particular, it can provide improved constraints on the photon
coupling of dark matter for masses below 0.1 peV [80].

Cosmic Explorer will also make contributions to dark energy and cosmology. Joint
observation by Cosmic Explorer and the Rubin observatory will yield a sub-percent mea-
surement of the Hubble constant, independent of the traditional cosmic distance ladder.
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These observations will additionally yield measurements of the local dark matter density
and the local dark energy equation of state to within 20% [81].

2.4. Discovery Potential

Cosmic Explorer’s leap in sensitivity may deliver observations not enumerated in the
above three science themes. Ultimately, it is impossible to give an exhaustive account of
what we might see—perhaps an observational consequence of the unification of quantum
mechanics and general relativity, or a new elementary particle, or new physics at work
in the early history of the universe. Many potential phenomena in this latter category
could appear as a stochastic gravitational-wave background lying beneath the background
of merging binary systems; Cosmic Explorer could reveal these phenomena as part of a
next-generation network [82–86]. Cosmic Explorer may even reveal phenomena that we
cannot yet conceive of: history shows that new, more sensitive astronomical instruments
often deliver signals from the Universe that are totally unexpected [87].

3. Observatory

Cosmic Explorer’s science goals are premised on achieving a detector with a typical
sensitivity of order 10−25 /√Hz in the audio band. Achieving such a sensitivity in the 2030s
seems possible with further research and development on laser Michelson interferometers,
which already can achieve sensitivity better than 10−23 /√Hz and with a tenfold increase in
the interferometer arm length. Thus, Cosmic Explorer, like the Einstein Telescope, assumes
a Michelson interferometer topology, using Fabry–Perot arm cavities along with optical
recycling techniques to increase circulating power and achieve broadband operation.

The Cosmic Explorer concept as presented in the 2021 Horizon Study takes as a
baseline design the construction of two widely separated facilities on the Earth’s surface,
one hosting a 40 km detector and the other hosting a 20 km detector, although it considers
alternate scenarios in which Cosmic Explorer consists of a single 40 km facility, two 40 km
facilities, or two 20 km facilities [24]. In any case, the choice of one detector per facility is
different from the Einstein Telescope, which plans for three pairs of interferometric detectors
located in a single underground triangular 10 km facility. The trade-off for having only one
detector per facility is that each facility then is only sensitive to one gravitational-wave
polarization and will not be able to form a null (gravitational-wave-free) diagnostic channel.

There is also the question of what the Cosmic Explorer detector(s) should use as a
technology set. Although there is no requirement that the technology set stay fixed over the
lifetime of the observatory, the horizon study assumes that Cosmic Explorer will extend the
LIGO A+ set, meaning room-temperature fused silica test masses and suspensions, active
vibration isolation, and a 1064 nm laser, as well as a new mirror coating technology that is
currently still under development and slated for deployment in the next few years. It is
also conceivable that a different technology set, such as the cryogenic silicon concept for
LIGO Voyager, could be scaled up to Cosmic Explorer, and several previous works have
explored that possibility [23,88]. However, the LIGO A+ technology set is more mature,
having already been demonstrated on kilometer-scale instruments.

This section presents the expected sensitivity of a 40 km Cosmic Explorer (Section 3.1),
and then discusses the detector design (Section 3.2), the vacuum system (Section 3.3), the
observatory location (Section 3.4), and the possibility of a 20 km detector (Section 3.5).

3.1. Sensitivity

Figure 3 shows the noise of current and next-generation detectors, including a 40 km
Cosmic Explorer, expressed as an equivalent spacetime strain noise. This has by now
become the standard way to characterize the sensitivities of gravitational-wave interfer-
ometers, and for the current observatories, the construction of these curves is simple: the
amplitude spectral density

√
Shh(Ω) of the observatory strain noise is found by taking the

amplitude spectral density
√

Sxx(Ω) of the detector’s displacement noise and dividing
by the arm length L. However, the situation for next-generation observatories is more
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complicated, firstly because Cosmic Explorer is of comparable size to the wavelengths
of kilohertz gravitational waves, and secondly, because the Einstein Telescope comprises
multiple interferometers with a 60° opening angle.
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Figure 3. Strain curves for selected current and next-generation detectors, including a 40 km Cosmic
Explorer. The curves indicate the sensitivity for an optimally oriented and polarized monochromatic
source. Several subtleties of these curves for the next-generation detectors are discussed in Section 3.1.

Each next-generation curve in Figure 3 represents the strain noise of the observatory
as a whole corresponding to an optimally oriented and polarized source on the sky at each
Fourier frequency. Computing this optimum requires recourse to the antenna response
functions F+(θ,φ, Ω) (for + polarized waves) and F×(θ,φ, Ω) (for × polarized waves) of
each detector in the observatory, keeping in mind both the source location (θ,φ) on the sky
and the angular frequency Ω of the arriving waves [89]. In the case of the Einstein Telescope,
arriving at the total observatory strain noise requires summing the power collected by
each of the three detectors (in other words, treating the Einstein Telescope as a network
of three colocated, but rotated, detectors). For Cosmic Explorer, especially, the stipulation
of computing the sensitivity separately at each Fourier frequency is important because
the optimal sky location and polarization varies significantly with frequency: for a single
L-shaped detector such as Cosmic Explorer, the optimum sky location for a zero-frequency
source is directly at the detector’s zenith or nadir; however, for a source with Ω/2π = c/2L
(the free spectral range), the detector is completely insensitive to a source arriving at
the zenith or nadir, and the maximum response instead occurs for sources arriving at
other angles [90,91]. Figure 4 compares the normalized observatory sensitivities as the
gravitational-wave frequency approaches the free spectral range, showing that the antenna
pattern of an L-shaped detector is reduced, but not identically zero, at the free spectral
range. It also evinces a lack of nulls in the total antenna pattern of the three-detector triangle
geometry employed by the Einstein Telescope [20].
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3.2. Detector

This subsection focuses on the design of a 40 km Cosmic Explorer instrument using an
extension of LIGO A+ technology. The fundamental noises in such a detector are shown in
Figure 5 (We will return to a 20 km instrument in Section 3.5).
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Figure 5. Fundamental noise contributions to the overall strain sensitivity of a 40 km Cosmic Explorer
detector, discussed in Section 3.2. The fundamental noises are modeled in pygwinc [92], and the noise
here is referred to a source arriving from 15° off the detector’s zenith.

3.2.1. Optical Configuration

The choice of optical cavity lengths and mirror transmissivities influences many of
the noise sources in the detector, particularly the noise arising from quantum mechanical
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fluctuations of the optical field. In terms of equivalent spacetime strain, most noise sources
in the detector decrease with increasing arm length [23,24]; in particular, the amplitude
spectral density of quantum shot noise scales as 1

/√
L if the detector bandwidth is held

fixed. On the other hand, the free spectral range c/2L limits the maximum bandwidth
of the instrument; thus, to achieve the science goals relating to postmerger neutron star
physics (Section 2.2.2), the detector cannot be longer than several tens of kilometers. The
choice of L = 40 km represents a trade-off, yielding a free spectral range of 3.7 kHz while
still offering a clear improvement in the shot-noise-limited performance compared to a
detector with a shorter baseline. Further consideration of arm length choice is found in
Section 3.5.

The optical power circulating in the Cosmic Explorer arm cavities is assumed to be
1.5 MW, which is twice the nominal value for Advanced LIGO; it is not established whether
this represents a true upper limit for the detector. Aside from affecting the level of shot noise
in the detector, the choice of arm power has several optomechanical implications. First, the
quantum backaction (radiation pressure noise) must be counteracted by increasingly heavy
test masses; Cosmic Explorer assumes they are each 320 kg, which will already require
a scaling up of current fabrication technologies. Second, radiation pressure modifies the
angular susceptibility of the suspended masses, and could necessitate feedback control
schemes that degrade the sensitivity by injecting servo control noise; however, since Cosmic
Explorer plans to use heavier test masses and a near-confocal rather than near-concentric
arm cavity resonator geometry, these modifications to the suspension dynamics are weaker
than in LIGO A+, even with twice the circulating power [93,94]. Third, high power results in
more elastic modes in the test masses being driven into parametric instability by interaction
with optical modes [95], although a detailed analysis for Cosmic Explorer is yet to be given.
Aside from optomechanical effects, elastic deformation and refractive index changes in the
mirrors due to heat absorption in the substrates or coatings can degrade the quantum noise
performance of the detector or complicate the feedback control of the mirrors’ length or
angular degrees of freedom; a quantitative accounting requires fairly detailed models of
the detector’s optical configuration and sensing and control systems, which have not yet
been developed.

The choice of the signal extraction parameters and the transmissivities of the input test
mass mirrors depend on the desired quantum-limited bandwidth and peak sensitivity, and
on power handling considerations. As in current detectors, the desire to lower the optical
power traveling through the beamsplitter and input test mass substrates favors a high arm
finesse F . On the other hand, the desire to reduce the effect of noise in the signal extraction
cavity favors lower finesse, since losses in this cavity contribute to the quantum noise with
a power spectral density Shh(Ω) ∝ F Ω2 [96]. Cosmic Explorer assumes the Advanced
LIGO finesse of 450. In contrast to the current detectors, Cosmic Explorer’s long arm length
means that stronger signal extraction is needed to expand the interferometer bandwidth to
several hundred hertz; it also means that for any realistic choice of signal extraction cavity
length, dispersion in the cavity noticeably alters the level of quantum shot noise. Cosmic
Explorer’s nominal design assumes a signal extraction cavity length of 20 m, with a 2%
transmissive signal extraction mirror, but other length and transmissivity values can be
chosen to tune the detector for low-frequency- or high-frequency-focused operation [60].
Cosmic Explorer assumes that the loss in the signal extraction cavity is 500 ppm, including
loss due the mismatch of transverse optical modes; this is roughly ten times less than the
current value in the LIGO detectors [97].

The quantum noise will be reduced using squeezed vacuum injected into the interfer-
ometer’s signal port; the goal is 10 dB of quantum noise reduction across the entire sensitive
band. Cosmic Explorer proposes to use a 4 km filter cavity with 80 ppm round-trip loss to
achieve the simultaneous reduction of radiation pressure and shot noise. Given injection
losses of slightly less than 10% and output losses of a few percent, this requires 15–20 dB of
squeezed light generation, with the relative path-length fluctuation between the squeezed
field and the signal field stabilized to 10 mrad rms.
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3.2.2. Test Masses

Cosmic Explorer will need fused silica test masses larger by roughly a factor of two
in every linear dimension compared to Advanced LIGO. This is driven first by the need
for a large inertia to lessen the effect of radiation pressure fluctuations, to decrease the
mechanical susceptibility of the suspension system (Section 3.2.4), and to reduce position
fluctuations from gas damping. A mass of 320 kg is enough to keep radiation pressure
noise, suspension noise, and gas noise below the geophysical background below 10 Hz.
Second, because the radius of the optical mode at each test mass can be no smaller than√
λL/π due to diffraction [93], the test mass diameter D must be large enough to avoid a

significant round-trip power loss due to the finite aperture of the test mass.2 For Cosmic
Explorer’s planned operating wavelength of λ = 1 μm, a test mass diameter of about 70 cm
is needed to maintain a sub-part-per-million optical loss while allowing for optical mode
sizes slightly larger than the extremal value. If Cosmic Explorer were instead operated
with Voyager technology (cryogenic silicon masses and 2 μm laser wavelength), a test mass
diameter of more than 80 cm would be needed to maintain similar optical loss, which
requires scaling up the current largest monocrystalline silicon ingot size of 45 cm [17].

With larger beam sizes than current detectors, Cosmic Explorer must have test masses
that are polished on spatial scales up to tens of centimeters to reduce scattering out of
the optical mode of the arm. The most stringent requirements will likely come from the
need to control noise arising from scattered light reflecting from a moving surface and
then recombining with the optical mode. This is a challenging modeling task, since it
requires cataloging and then simulating multiple scattering surfaces in a three-dimensional
geometry—notably the baffling in the beam tubes (see Section 3.3).

3.2.3. Mirror Coatings

Cosmic Explorer will use the future state-of-the-art in thin-film mirror coatings, which
is likely to be different from the coatings that are used today, which employ fused silica
as the low-index material and titania-doped tantala as the high-index material [100]. The
Cosmic Explorer model currently adopts the same target as LIGO A+, which is to use a
coating whose effective mechanical loss (taking into account coating thickness and elastic
parameters) is fourfold less than the LIGO silica–tantala coatings, while still maintaining
sub-part-per-million optical absorption and an acceptable level of optical scatter.

Because of the interest from LIGO A+ and AdVirgo+, there is already significant
coating development underway. Strategies include retaining fused silica as the low-index
material while replacing the high-index material with titania-doped germania, some other
metal oxide, or silicon nitride [101,102]. Other strategies include crystalline material
pairs such as gallium arsenide and aluminum-doped gallium arsenide [103]. The chief
development for Cosmic Explorer will be to scale up the area of the coating to the larger
test mass size. The coatings will require low contamination to avoid thermal deformations
that degrade the buildup of power in the arm cavities [104,105].

3.2.4. Test Mass Suspensions

Cosmic Explorer will adapt the quadruple pendulum suspension design used for
Advanced LIGO [106], giving a 1/Ω8 amplitude suppression of horizontal vibrations for
frequencies Ω above the normal modes of the suspension. Cosmic Explorer will retain the
monolithic design, in which the test mass, penultimate mass, and the suspension fibers
between them are all fabricated from fused silica; the upper components are steel.

The chief adaptations for the Cosmic Explorer suspensions focus on decreasing their
mechanical susceptibility (the amount of test mass displacement in response to applied
forces) at frequencies within the gravitational-wave band. This serves to increase the
amount of vibrational isolation. Consistent with the fluctuation–dissipation theorem, this
also reduces the thermodynamic fluctuations perturbing the test masses in this band, since
these fluctuations are proportional to the imaginary portion of the susceptibility [107].
The susceptibility should also be engineered so that the frequencies of the normal modes
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associated with motions of the suspension masses lie below the sensitive band of the
interferometer (5 Hz), since this prevents resonant enhancement of seismic or thermal
noise within the band and allows for more flexible feedback damping of the modes. The
frequencies of these modes can be lowered by increasing the length of the pendulum stages.
A total length of 4.0 m is sufficient for the longitudinal modes, although it may not by itself
provide sufficient reduction in the mode frequencies of the suspension’s vertical motion;
due to the Earth’s finite radius R⊕, these modes appear in the gravitational-wave readout
with a typical amplitude coupling factor L/2R⊕ � 0.003. These vertical frequencies could
be lowered even further by attaching the fibers to compliant silica cantilevers (“blade
springs”) or by decreasing the cross-sectional area of the fibers. In either case, the main
limitation is the strength of the fused silica. It is believed that the current tensile stress of
0.8 GPa in the LIGO fibers can be increased to at least 1.2 GPa in Cosmic Explorer [88,108].

3.2.5. Active Vibration Isolation

The Cosmic Explorer test mass suspensions will be attached to actively controlled
platforms that provide improved vibration isolation compared to the analogous system
in Advanced LIGO [109]. The improvement will come mainly through the use of inertial
sensors that have lower self-noise and can measure in six degrees of freedom [110,111].
Cosmic Explorer aims to achieve a residual platform motion of about 30 fm

/√
Hz at 10 Hz,

which is ten times better than the LIGO performance and directly impacts the test mass
motion within the sensitive frequency band. Additional inertial sensing improvements at
1 Hz and below, including improved tilt sensing, will enhance the instrument performance
by lowering the amount of noise in other feedback control loops [88].

3.2.6. Local Gravity Fluctuations

Local fluctuations of the Earth’s gravity present an emerging challenge that will soon
limit the low-frequency performance of the current generation of observatories [112,113].
For Cosmic Explorer, which aims to achieve roughly ten times less displacement noise
at 10 Hz compared to Advanced LIGO, the challenge will be even more acute and will
require a concerted effort to account for fluctuations from both seismic and atmospheric
fluctuations. Because Cosmic Explorer will be located on the Earth’s surface, it is unlikely
that the ambient seismicity will be dramatically lower than that of existing observatories.

To reach the sensitivity shown in Figure 5, it is assumed that the effect of local gravity
fluctuations due to the seismic field can be mitigated, either by estimating the fluctuations
and subtracting them from the observatory’s time series data, or by altering the seismic field
in the immediate vicinity of the test masses. Current proposals for subtraction techniques
involve an array of seismometers or tiltmeters to measure the ground motion and thereby
estimate the fluctuation at each test mass [114]. Altering the seismic field could involve
displacing soil underneath the test mass to increase the distance from the mass to the source
of the gravitational perturbation, or the installation of metamaterials [115]. Regardless
of the method, the level of required mitigation to reach the sensitivity goal is 20 dB for
the Rayleigh wave field and 10 dB for the body wave field, given ambient noise levels of
1 (μm/s2)

/√
Hz in Rayleigh waves and 0.3 (μm/s2)

/√
Hz in body waves.

The gravity fluctuation limit shown in Figure 5 is dominated not by the residual
seismic contributions, but rather the infrasonic background from the atmosphere. Other
than burying the test masses hundreds of meters underground, mitigation strategies for
atmospherically induced gravity fluctuations are uncertain [116] and so no infrasound
mitigation has been assumed for Cosmic Explorer. Figure 5 assumes that the typical level
of the ambient infrasound is 1 mPa

/√
Hz, based on long-term global monitoring [117].

3.2.7. Laser System

Cosmic Explorer will use a 1064 nm laser system. The optical design for the instrument
(Section 3.2.1) assumes Parm = 1.5 MW of power in each arm, along with Larm = 40 ppm of
loss per round-trip pass in each arm. If the power recycling mirror were critically matched
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to the arms, this would require an input power of 2ParmLarm; however, to allow for a
slightly overcoupled power recycling cavity, the laser power at the interferometer input
is assumed to be 140 W. This requirement is only modestly larger than the requirement
for Advanced LIGO. The maximum power produced by the laser system will need to be
higher than this value to account for propagation through the input optics system, which
will prepare the light in a frequency-, intensity-, and pointing-stabilized Gaussian mode.

For Cosmic Explorer, the frequency stabilization requirements are somewhat more
stringent than those of Advanced LIGO. In Advanced LIGO, the apparent displacement
noise in the gravitational-wave readout channel due to laser frequency noise is dominated
by coupling of higher-order transverse optical modes, with a typical value 1 fm/Hz; if
the coupling in Cosmic Explorer is similar, then the requirement on the laser frequency
noise at the interferometer input is 0.7 μHz

/√
Hz [118]. In contrast to Advanced LIGO, it is

unlikely that the laser can be frequency-locked to the Cosmic Explorer interferometer with
sufficient bandwidth due to the low free spectral range of 3.7 kHz. Cahillane et al. [118]
propose instead to use two suspended, triangular mode-cleaning cavities, rather than the
one cavity of Advanced LIGO.

3.2.8. Calibration

The calibration requirements for the Cosmic Explorer data will need to be drawn
from the multiple components of its science program, although some initial bounds can
already be given. If Cosmic Explorer (along with electromagnetic observatories) is to
deliver Hubble constant measurements to better than 0.2% [81], then the systematic error
on the amplitude of the gravitational-wave response must be smaller than this value.
For measurements of tidal effects in nearby binary neutron star mergers, which could be
observed with total amplitude signal-to-noise ratios in the thousands, calibration errors
should be about 1% or better [119]. For signals (such as compact binary mergers) that can
be precisely modeled a priori, detector calibration requirements are likely to be informed
by the level of improvement that can be achieved in the accuracy of gravitational waveform
families [120].

Cosmic Explorer could use several calibration techniques. The main calibration appa-
ratus for today’s detectors uses a metrologically traceable photon radiation pressure drive,
which in the case of LIGO is currently able to deliver a calibrated test mass displacement
with a 0.4% uncertainty [121]; anticipated improvements in optical power metrology may
be able deliver an uncertainty better than 0.15% [122]. Separately, spinning source masses
in the vicinity of the interferometer test masses can be used to apply a known gravita-
tional force. Prototypes employed in current detectors achieved uncertainty smaller than
1% [123,124], and future apparatus could achieve better than 0.2% uncertainty [125].

3.3. Vacuum System

The vacuum system for Cosmic Explorer, particularly the beam tubes that envelop the
40 km arms, is an active area of research and development. The noise requirements on the
vacuum system are not too different from those of LIGO, and the thrust of the research is in-
stead focused on reducing construction cost, developing better diagnostic capabilities, and
improving robustness. These activities are crucial so that the observatory is not hamstrung
by excessive cost during construction or by infrastructure failures during operation.

Gas-induced optical scattering of the laser light in the arms sets upper limits on the
partial pressures of various molecular species in the beam tubes. Two especially important
species, hydrogen and water, have partial pressure requirements pH2 < 40 nPa � 0.3 nTorr
and pH2O < 4 nPa � 0.03 nTorr, which are only slightly more stringent than the goals for
the LIGO system. In LIGO, the pressure requirements were met through a series of heat
treatments (“baking”), first to deplete hydrogen from the raw 304L stainless steel stock,
and then to desorb water from the inner surface of the tubes after installation [126]. Cosmic
Explorer may be able to reduce costs by using carbon (mild) steel, which already has a low
hydrogen content, by coating the interior of the tubes to reduce water adsorption, or by
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using novel (e.g., double-walled) tube geometries [126]. Stochastic momentum transfer
from residual gas to the test masses additionally sets a requirement on the pressure in
the vacuum chambers containing the masses. For meter-scale chambers, the pressure
requirement is less stringent than the above requirements for the pressures in the arms [88];
however, they must be able to repeatedly attain this pressure after periodic exposure to
atmosphere due to detector maintenance activities.

The diameter of the tube, along with the geometry of the interior baffles, must be
chosen to pass the beam through the arm without truncation, especially as such truncation
can impress the ground-driven motion of the baffles onto the phase and amplitude of the
main optical mode. Although Cosmic Explorer’s anticipated beam size (11 cm with 1 μm
light) is nearly twice that of Advanced LIGO, it appears that a tube of the same diameter as
LIGO (4 ft � 120 cm) with a ∼100 cm interior clear aperture (set by the inner radius of the
annular baffles) is sufficient to avoid problematic truncation of the beam or baffle-induced
noise as the light propagates down the arms [127].3

As described in Section 3.2.2, the beam tubes and baffles can also mediate the scattering
of stray light back into the main optical mode. In the most common scenario considered,
light is scattered out of the main optical mode due to the surface figure error of the test
mass and then is reflected from the baffles back toward the same test mass. Bai [128]
examined this scenario using a power budgeting calculation, and determined that current
polishing techniques, if extended to slightly larger spatial scales, could give acceptable
noise performance if the Cosmic Explorer beam tube and baffling system is similar to
that of LIGO. However, this power budgeting needs to be confirmed by phase-sensitive
calculations (e.g., using Fourier optics [129]) before the polishing requirements of the test
masses can be finalized.

3.4. Observatory Location

Aside from the overall shape of the observatory, the main contrast between the Einstein
Telescope facility [130] and the Cosmic Explorer facility is that the former is planned to be
underground, while the latter is planned to be on the Earth’s surface. Cosmic Explorer’s
choice of surface construction is motivated primarily by the expectation that tunneling
would be more expensive than surface construction, especially as tunneling projects are
typically more expensive per unit length in the Americas than in Europe [131].

If a 40 km facility is laid out on a perfectly spherical earth (with radius R⊕ � 6400 km),
one must deal with the L2/8R⊕ � 30 m difference in ground height between the center
and the ends of the arms. This requires that the soil (or rock) is redistributed along the
length of the arm to provide a flat grade on which to build the arms’ vacuum pipe; the
width of this grade must be at least a few meters to accommodate the infrastructure around
the pipe, and the slope on either side of the finished grade cannot be steeper than the
soil’s angle of repose, typically less than 45°. Additionally, the layout should be chosen so
that the deviation of the local gravity from vertical at each test mass is not significantly
worse than the deviation expected from a perfectly spherical earth, since this will couple
vertical motion of the test mass into the detector degree of freedom that is sensitive to
gravitational waves. To redistribute soil in this fashion for two 40 km arms on the spherical
Earth, roughly 107 m3 of redistribution is required. Local topography, however, can alter
the amount of soil redistribution, and several groups have undertaken algorithmic searches
using publicly available topography and land-use data to find locations with a reduced
volume of redistributed soil. These searches revealed that sites with favorable topographic
profiles, yielding total redistributed volumes of order 106 m3 or better, are not uncommon
in the United States and around the world, particularly if the requirements on the detector
length and opening angle are allowed to deviate slightly from their nominal values of
40 km and 90°, respectively [132].

Long-term seismic and infrasonic studies will be needed to estimate the impact of
ambient geophysical noise on the detector performance, with attention paid to a full
characterization of the seismic field (e.g., the types of seismic waves and their isotropy) and
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of the ground (e.g., its homogeneity and isotropy) to evaluate reduction strategies for local
gravity fluctuations. Above a few hertz, where ground acceleration directly impacts the
detector sensitivity, the ambient seismic field is generated mostly by nearby anthropogenic
sources and different sites can display several orders of magnitude difference in their
ground acceleration spectra [88,133,134]. Aside from the ambient noise conditions at
the initial site, the facility infrastructure also plays an important role: Nguyen et al. [135]
showed that the ground acceleration at the LIGO facilities is largely sourced from local
elements such as air handler systems, meaning that Cosmic Explorer can likely make
modest improvements to the ground noise spectrum by paying attention to civil engineering
and other facility design considerations. Below a few hertz, where ground acceleration
affects the controllability of the detector, the ambient seismic field is usually dominated by
natural processes [133], such as the secondary microseism at decihertz frequencies sourced
by storms in the open ocean [136]. At lower frequencies, ground tilt sourced by local
atmospheric pressure fluctuations (e.g., wind) induces significant variability in ground
motion and introduces a confusion noise in horizontal seismometer measurements [134,137].
Many of the sources responsible for the ambient seismic background also contribute to the
ambient infrasonic background. At frequencies above the microbarom (the atmospheric
counterpart of the microseism), wind and eddies are the dominant natural contributors
to the infrasonic spectrum [117], with anthropogenic sources including local observatory
equipment likely playing an important role as well.

Potential observatory sites will also need to be vetted for suitability in other ways. A
geotechnical survey must be carried out to establish a realistic cost estimate for the construc-
tion of the facility. Environmental impacts must also be identified, along with strategies for
avoiding or remediating these impacts. A plan for the eventual decommissioning of the site
must be developed. Separately from topographical and geotechnical considerations, the
social implications of the observatory location must also be integrated into the planning.
Cosmic Explorer must build a mutually beneficial relationship with the local community.
This requires taking community input into account from the beginning of the process
and integrating it into the trajectory of the project. This includes engagement with local
Indigenous communities, focused on ongoing consent for the project [24,138,139].

3.5. A 20 km Cosmic Explorer?

The 2021 horizon study calls for a 20 km Cosmic Explorer facility in addition to a
40 km facility. While two widely separated facilities will improve the estimation of extrinsic
parameters for all types of astrophysical systems, a 20 km facility in particular is motivated
by the dense matter portion of Cosmic Explorer’s scientific program (Section 2.2). This
portion of the program relies heavily on measuring gravitational waves at 2–4 kHz, where
the optical response of a 40 km detector is reduced due to the travel time of the light down
the arms (Section 3.1). The choice of 20 km for the arm length arose from the desire to
choose the length of the detector’s arms and signal extraction cavity and the transmissivities
of the signal extraction mirror to result in “tuned” operation, where the quantum noise is
reduced in the 2–4 kHz band at the expense of higher quantum noise elsewhere.4

Importantly, this tuning is limited by optical losses in both the arms and the signal
extraction cavity, which noticeably reduces the effectiveness of tuning when realistic loss
values (on the order of 0.1 %) are included (Section 3.2.1). Martynov et al. [140] studied
how to optimize the parameters of a high-frequency-focused detector, including arm length,
to best tune to signals in the 2–4 kHz band. The study found that the optimal detector
had an arm length slightly less than 20 km and yielded a 30% improvement in average
signal-to-noise ratio in the 2–4 kHz band compared to a 40 km detector. Srivastava et al. [60]
examined the performance of a 20 km detector versus a 40 km detector against the whole
of the Cosmic Explorer science program, finding that while the 20 km detector offers a
modest improvement in the detection of post-merger signals, most science themes are
better addressed by a 40 km detector; this is because the 40 km detector has superior noise
performance outside the 2–4 kHz frequency range (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Comparison of a broadband 40 km Cosmic Explorer observatory and a 20 km kilohertz-
optimized observatory (Section 3.5).

4. Project and Realization

A key component of the Horizon Study process was the development of an initial cost
estimate for Cosmic Explorer. This cost estimate involved extrapolation of detector and
facility costs from LIGO, along with the input of civil and vacuum engineers. Based on
this process, the cost for the observatory reaches the billion-dollar scale, split in similar
proportions between civil engineering, the vacuum system, and the detector, with a smaller
portion from management. The anticipated yearly operating cost for two observatories is
not significantly larger than LIGO’s operating costs [24].

The scale of the Cosmic Explorer effort places it within the category of scientific
megaproject. Although the process (and funding source) for realizing Cosmic Explorer
is still under discussion, inspiration for the technical aspects of the project trajectory
has been taken from the Research Infrastructure Guide from the US National Science
Foundation [141]. Under the timeline laid out in the Horizon Study, much of the effort in
the 2020s would involve developing a design for the observatory, leading to construction
beginning near the end of the decade; installation of the detector would occur in the early
2030s, leading to the first stable operation of the detector (i.e., the first lock) around 2035. The
2020 US Astronomy and Astrophysics Decadal Survey endorsed technology development
for Cosmic Explorer as part of the effort in this decade to ensure the advancement of ground-
based gravitational-wave astronomy [25,26,142], and Cosmic Explorer is also represented
in the 2021 Snowmass Process [9,143–145].

5. Outlook

As part of a global next-generation observatory network, Cosmic Explorer will reach
back much further in cosmic time and probe sources with far greater sensitivity than is
possible with today’s detectors. This promises to revolutionize our understanding of the
gravitational-wave universe on multiple fronts: the evolution of black holes and neutron
stars throughout cosmic time, the behavior of matter at densities that cannot be probed
terrestrially, and the fundamental nature of gravitation and cosmology. This promise can
be realized with a research and development program that extends today’s gravitational-
wave detector technology to a longer baseline, with improvements that include more
optical power, larger test masses, and better environmental isolation. To become reality,
Cosmic Explorer needs a broad base of support from the gravitational-wave community,
the broader astrophysical community, and the local communities where the observatories
will be built.
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Notes

1 Elsewhere, Einstein Telescope and Cosmic Explorer are referred to as third-generation observatories, with the current observatories
and their incremental upgrades referred to as second generation; the initial detectors in the LIGO and Virgo observatories were
first generation.

2 An initial estimate of the round-trip power loss can be found from the clipping loss 2e−D2/2w2
of a Gaussian mode with spot radius

w impinging on a test mass with diameter D [22]. However, the Eigenfunction of a finite-aperture cavity is not Gaussian, and
accurately computing its round-trip loss requires numerical simulation with Eigenvalue or Fourier-transform methods [93,98,99].

3 For 2 μm light, the transverse motion of the baffles could introduce significant noise due to the larger beam size (16 cm) [127].
4 This tuning of the macroscopic cavity lengths is distinct from “detuned” operation, in which resonant enhancement at kilohertz

frequencies is instead achieved by adjusting the microscopic length of the signal extraction cavity.
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Abstract: The DECi-hertz Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (DECIGO) is a space
gravitational wave (GW) detector. DECIGO was originally designed to be sensitive enough to
observe primordial GW background (PGW). However, due to the lowered upper limit of the PGW
by the Planck observation, further improvement of the target sensitivity of DECIGO is required. In
the previous studies, DECIGO’s parameters were optimized to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the PGW to quantum noise including the effect of diffraction loss. To simulate the SNR more
realistically, we optimize DECIGO’s parameters considering the GWs from double white dwarfs
(DWDs) and the thermal noise of test masses. We consider two cases of the cutoff frequency of GWs
from DWDs. In addition, we consider two kinds of thermal noise: thermal noise in a residual gas and
internal thermal noise. To investigate how the mirror geometry affects the sensitivity, we calculate it
by changing the mirror mass, keeping the mirror thickness, and vice versa. As a result, we obtained
the optimums for the parameters that maximize the SNR that depends on the mirror radius. This
result shows that a thick mirror with a large radius gives a good SNR and enables us to optimize the
design of DECIGO based on the feasibility study of the mirror size in the future.

Keywords: gravitational waves; DECIGO; thermal noise; quantum noise; diffraction loss

1. Introduction

The DECi-hertz Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (DECIGO) is a space
gravitational wave (GW) detector [1,2]. One of the most important DECIGO goals is the
observation of the primordial GW background (PGW) from the early Universe. It is ideal
to observe the PGW in the lowest possible frequency band because the PGW has a larger
strain in the lower frequency band. However, in the low-frequency band less than 0.1 Hz,
GWs from several astrophysical sources impede the detection of the PGW [3]. Therefore,
DECIGO, which has a frequency band between 0.1 Hz and 10 Hz, is optimized for the
PGW observation.

Direct detection of PGW could contribute to the determination of inflation models in
the early Universe. DECIGO was originally designed to be sensitive enough to observe
the PGW, under the assumption that the normalized GW energy density Ωgw of the PGW
is Ωgw ≈ 2 × 10−15 [4]. However, recent observations of CMB by Planck satellite and
BICEP/Keck collaboration have lowered the upper limit for the PGW to Ωgw ≈ 10−16, and
this limit requires improvement of DECIGO’s sensitivity [5–7].
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In the previous studies, DECIGO’s parameters such as mirror reflectivity, arm length,
and laser power were optimized for a given mirror radius to maximize signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the PGW to quantum noise, including the effect of diffraction loss [8,9].
These parameters affect the magnitude of quantum noise in DECIGO. Specifically, the SNR
increased from 6.6 to about 100 by the optimization.

The main noises limiting the detection of PGW are GWs from double white dwarfs
(DWDs) and thermal noise. DWDs are fast-rotating binary stars that emit GWs in the form
of quadrupole radiation (The frequency of the radiating GW is twice the angular frequency
of the binary orbit). GWs from DWDs strongly affect the foreground GWs below around
0.1 Hz [10]. GWs from DWDs that cannot be resolved individually are regarded as noise.
It is limiting the detectable frequency band of the PGW. In this paper, we estimate the
limitation by GWs from DWDs. In addition, limits to the detector thermal noise cannot be
avoided because the mirror and its environment exhibit thermally-driven motion. Thermal
noise has larger effects on the SNR in the lower frequency band.

Due to the characteristics of GWs from DWDs and thermal noise, it is important to
consider them to calculate the SNR to PGW. Thus, we take GWs from DWDs and thermal
noise into consideration. Considering GWs from DWDs and thermal noise, we optimize
DECIGO’s parameters which are related to the magnitude of the noise and consider the
parameters that give a larger SNR.

In this paper, we show the noise by GWs from DWDs in Section 2, the thermal noises
in Section 3, the method of optimization in Section 4, the result of optimization in Section 5,
and the conclusion in Section 6.

2. GWs from DWDs

GWs from various binaries are believed to affect the foreground GWs significantly in
the frequency band between 10−5 and 10−1 Hz. The contribution of GWs from DWDs is
especially relevant in the LISA band [11]. The contribution of galactic DWD is especially
relevant in that frequency band. On the other hand, it is considered that the contribution of
extragalactic DWD is important in the DECIGO band, which is discussed in e.g., Ref. [10].
There are many DWDs in the Universe [10]. When multiple GW signals from DWDs exist
in one frequency bin, which is the frequency resolution of the detector, they cannot be
resolved individually and are regarded as noise. A DWD binary system loses a part of
energy by emitting GWs. The two stars of a DWD approach each other with increasing
rotation frequency. Eventually, they collide at a certain frequency (called a cutoff frequency)
which is determined by the mass and size of the binary star components. The DWD does
not emit significant GWs after a collision. Therefore, the GWs from DWDs mainly exist in
the frequency band below the cutoff frequency.

Due to their typical size and mass, DWDs emit GWs up to around 0.1 Hz. In the
previous DECIGO design effort, the lower limit of the calculation range of the SNR was
set to be 0.1 Hz to avoid the contamination from the foreground noise from DWDs below
0.1 Hz [8,9]. On the other hand, most of the WDs observed near our galaxy have a mass of
0.8 M� or less. If they form a binary star, they all coalesce at a frequency around 0.07 Hz [3].
Thus, if the observed mass distribution of WDs is extended to the entire Universe, we can
consider a model in which the noise from DWDs exists up to 0.07 Hz. Therefore, in this
paper, we consider two cases: for a lower limit of calculation of 0.1 Hz and 0.07 Hz. We
decided to use these frequencies (0.1 Hz and 0.07 Hz) instead of providing two cases of the
corresponding noise spectrums. We call these two cases the standard-DWD-model and the
optimistic-DWD-model. In Section 5, we show the result of the calculation and optimized
parameters for each model.

3. Thermal Noise

In this section, we estimate the noise caused by the thermal motion of DECIGO’s
mirrors. We optimize the SNR of DECIGO for the PGW background, considering two
sources of thermal noise: thermal noise in a residual gas and internal thermal noise. The
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former is caused by the collision of residual gas molecules, which thermally move in the
satellite, with the mirror. We can calculate this from a simple model (see Section 3.1). The
latter comes from the internal dissipation of the mirror itself.

Both power spectrums can be calculated using the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem.
The theory states that the power spectrum of fluctuating displacement is given as [12]

Sx( f ) =
kBT
π2 f 2 Re[Y( f )]. (1)

The function Y( f ), called admittance, is

v = Y( f )Fext, (2)

where v is the velocity of the mirror. In the following subsections, we use the Fluctuation-
Dissipation Theorem to specifically calculate the thermal noise in a residual gas and the
internal thermal noise. Table 1 shows the meaning of symbols used in this section.

Table 1. Meaning of each symbol.

Symbol Meaning

kB Boltzmann constant
T (=300 K) Mirror temperature

m Mirror mass
R Mirror radius
S Mirror cross section
h Mirror thickness
d Coating thickness
L Cavity length

E0 (=7.4 × 1010 N/m2) Young’s modulus
σ (=0.17) Poisson’s modulus

α Thermal expansion rate
C Specific heat per volume
κ Diffusivity of the mirror
r0 Beam radius
P Pressure in the satellite
μ Mass of a gas molecule in the satellite

3.1. Thermal Noise in a Residual Gas

The dissipation of the system is key in calculations using the Fluctuation Dissipation
Theorem. First, we formulate the dissipation of the mirror due to the interaction between
the mirror and its surroundings. We model the mirror and its surrounding space [13]. The
mirror with mass m and cross-section S floats in the satellite, and residual gas occupies its
surroundings.

The pressure of the gas is P = nkBT, where n is the number density of gas molecules.
We consider the case where P is low enough so that the mean free path length of molecules
is larger than the mirror size. In other words, we do not consider intermolecular collisions.

Then, under this model, we obtain the power spectrum of the thermal noise in a
residual gas Sxgas( f ),

Sxgas( f ) =
kBT
π2 f 2

b
(2π f m)2 + b2 , (3)

where the factor b is

b = 2π

[
1.064 × 1013

(
1 × 10−8 Pa

P

)(
400 cm2

S

)]−1

[kg/s]. (4)
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In Equation (3), b is an important factor that determines the scale of the power spec-
trum. See Appendix A for how to derive Sxgas( f ) and b. In the calculation of b, it is assumed
that the residual gas in the satellite is nitrogen. If the main gas component is water instead,
the coefficient of Equation (4) should be 1.33 × 1013 instead of 1.064 × 1013. Also, if the
main gas component is hydrogen, the coefficient should be 3.98 × 1013.

Figure 1 shows the amplitude spectral density of the mirror thermal noise in terms of
strain

√
Sh( f ), where the cavity length L is 1000 km, the gas pressure is 10−8 Pa, and the

mirror radius R: 1 m, 0.75 m, and 0.5 m, respectively.

Figure 1. Amplitude spectral density of thermal noise in a residual gas (10−8 Pa). The blue line shows
the case of R = 0.5 m. The red line shows the case of R = 0.75 m. The yellow line shows the case of
R = 1.0 m.

3.2. Internal Thermal Noise

In this subsection, to evaluate the mirror thermal noise, we use Levin’s method [14].
At first, it is assumed that the beam radius is much smaller than the mirror radius, and
the mirror is regarded as an infinite half-space. According to Levin’s method, the power
spectrum is given by the following formula [14],

Sx( f ) =
2kBT
π2 f 2

Wdiss

F2
0

. (5)

Here, Wdiss is the average power that the mirror dissipates, and F0 is the peak magni-
tude of the pressure due to the Gaussian laser beam hitting the mirror.

Let’s consider the case where the effect of friction appears in the imaginary part
of Young’s modulus of the mirror. We can calculate Wdiss using two parameters, φ and
Umax. Here, φ is a parameter called the loss angle, and Umax is the elastic energy when
the expansion and contraction of the mirror are maximized. Consequently, we obtain the
power spectrum by assuming an infinite-space mirror [14–16],

Sxinf( f ) =
4kBT
2π f

1 − σ2
√

πE0r0
φsub. (6)

φsub is the mechanical loss angle of the mirror. We set φsub = 5 × 10−7 as being representa-
tive of losses seen in fused silica mirrors.

In our simulation, the radius of the beam that hits the mirror is about the same as
or larger than the mirror radius except when L is very small. Thus, the assumption of an
infinite-space mirror does not hold, and Equation (6) needs to be corrected [17]. Specifically,
it is corrected by multiplying Equation (6) by a factor CFTM having the laser radius r0,
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the mirror radius R, and the mirror thickness h as parameters. The power spectrum of
finite-space mirror is given by,

Sxint( f ) = C2
FTM × Sxinf( f ). (7)

See Appendix C for specific CFTM expressions. When the mirror is infinite size,
CFTM = 1. In our calculation, we assume that the laser radius r0 is the distance from
the center, where the beam amplitude is 1/e of the maximum. For simplicity, we assume
r0 = R at the mirror surface. In calculating h, we assume that the material of the mirror
is fused silica, which has a mass density of ρ = 2.196 × 103 kg/m3. We use this corrected
Sxint( f ) in our simulation.

3.3. Other Sources of Thermal Noise

In the above subsections, we show the power spectrum of the thermal noise in a
residual gas (Equation (3)) and the internal thermal noise (Equation (6)). In reality, the
mirror has thermal noises other than the above two. Thermoelastic noise and thermal noise
of optical coatings are typical examples. Here we demonstrate that they have a negligible
effect on the calculation of SNR.

First, assuming that the mirror has infinite size, we obtain the power spectrum of
thermoelastic noise of the mirror [18].

Sxelas( f ) =
16kBT2(1 + σ)2α2κ√

πCr3
0(2π f )2

. (8)

According to the formula of Equation (8), the effect of thermoelastic noise is small.
Thermoelastic noise in a finite size mirror is larger than Equation (8), but still not large
enough to take into consideration.

Second, when we take the effect of optical coatings into consideration, we must
multiply Equation (6) with the factor Ccoat [19];

Ccoat ∼
(

1 +
2√
π

1 − 2σ

1 − σ

φcoat

φsub

d
r0

)
, (9)

where φcoat is mechanical loss angle of coating. The order of the factor Ccoat is determined
by d/r0. In this paper, to balance the diffraction loss against the expense and difficulty
of large mirrors, we set the beam radius to be comparable to the mirror radius. Since
the minimum R is 1 cm in our simulation, the minimum r0 is also 1 cm. We assume
that d = 4 μm because the reflectivity of the mirror r is not so high (r ∼ 0.9). Therefore,
d/r0 < 10−4 and Ccoat ∼ 1.

For the above reasons, we treat only thermal noise in a residual gas and internal
thermal noise as noise in our simulation.

4. Method of Optimization

DECIGO consists of four clusters that are on the heliocentric orbit of the earth. Two
clusters are placed at the same position to detect PGW by combining them. Figure 2 shows
the configuration of DECIGO’s one cluster. Its features are the following:

• One cluster consists of three interferometers.
• There are differential Fabry-Perot (FP) interferometers with 60° between each arm.
• Each interferometer shares each arm with two other interferometers.
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Figure 2. Configuration of one cluster in DECIGO. One cluster has three satellites. Each satellite has
two mirrors, and the mirrors compose FP interferometers.

Therefore, the signal and noise obtained from one DECIGO cluster must be properly
considered by separating one cluster into two effective interferometers [20]. First, we
calculate the sensitivity of one triangular cluster: Scluster

h . Then we combine the two clusters
at the same position to calculate the SNR. For the detection of PGW, we need two clusters
because the PGW is stationary, isotropic, has no polarization, and cannot be detected by
one cluster. Then we optimize each of DECIGO’s parameters to maximize the SNR for a
given mirror radius R. In this paper, we optimize the sensitivity of DECIGO to the PGW
(Ωgw = 10−16). The SNR for DECIGO is given by

SNR =
3H2

0
10π2

√
Tobs

[∫ 1

fmin

2γ2( f )Ω2
gw( f )

f 6P1( f )P2( f )
d f

] 1
2

, (10)

where P1( f ) = P2( f ) = Scluster
h /5, Tobs = 3 years. fmin is calculated for the two cases of

0.1 Hz and 0.07 Hz. γ is the normalized overlap reduction function, equivalent to 1 because
the two clusters are at the same position.

Considering quantum noises: shot noise Shshot
( f ) and radiation pressure noise Shrad

( f )
in addition to thermal noise, Scluster

h is given by [8],

Scluster
h ( f ) =

5
√

2
3sin2 π

3

[
(
√

Shshot
( f ))2 + (

√
Shrad

( f ))2 + (
√

Shgas( f ))2 + (
√

Shint( f ))2
]
, (11)

where

√
Shshot

( f ) =
1

4πL
(1 − r2

eff)
2

teff(tD)reff

√
4πh̄cλ

P0

√
1 + (

f
fp
)2, (12)

√
Shrad

( f ) =
4

mL(2π f )2

t2
eff(rD)2(1 + r2

eff)

(1 − r2
eff)

2

√
πh̄P0

cλ

√√√√ 1

1 + ( f
fp
)2

, (13)

and
√

Shgas,int =
√

Sxgas,int /L.

In Equation (11), the coefficient 5
√

2
3sin2 π

3
represents that one DECIGO cluster consists of

three interferometers with π/3 arm angle.
Table 2 shows the meaning of each symbol in Equations (10)–(13).
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Table 2. Meaning of each symbol.

Symbol Meaning

L Cavity length
m Mirror mass
P0 Laser power entering beam splitter

λ (=515 × 10−9 m) Laser wavelength
r Mirror reflectivity
t Mirror transmissivity
D Effect of diffraction loss

reff ≡ rD2 Effective mirror reflectivity
teff ≡ tD2 Effective mirror transmissivity

c (=2.9979 × 108 m/s) Light speed
h̄ (=1.0546 × 10−34 Js) Planck constant

H0 (=70/3.086 × 1019 km/s/Mpc) Hubble constant
F ≡ πr/(1 − r2) Finesse

fp ≡ c/4FeffL Cavity pole frequency
Feff ≡ πreff/(1 − r2

eff) Effective finesse

In the following section, we use the maximized D = Dmax,

D2
max = 1 − exp

[
−2π

Lλ
R2
]

. (14)

The cavity setting for the maximizing D is shown in Appendix B. We optimize each of
DECIGO’s parameter to maximize the SNR for a given mirror radius R.

4.1. Treatment of Each Noise in the Simulation

In this subsection, we show how to treat each noise in our simulation.
For GWs from DWDs, we consider two patterns of the cutoff frequency: 0.07 Hz

and 0.1 Hz. Considering the power spectrum of all the noises, we calculate the noise
power spectrum of one cluster Scluster

h ( f ) by taking the sum of squares with shot noise and
radiation pressure noise because all the noises are independent (see Equation (11)).

Note that,
√

Shshot
and

√
Shrad

are the strain of quantum noise of one interferometer

that has a 90◦ arm angle. The strain of thermal noise of one mirror is
√

Shgas,int . Since one

arm has two mirrors and their thermal noises are independent of each other, the strain of
one arm is

√
2 times larger than that of one mirror. When two arms of one interferometer are

correlated, the noise is
√

2 times larger than that of one arm, and the signal is 2 times larger.
Therefore, the strain of thermal noise of one interferometer is represented as

√
Shgas,int .

4.2. Method of Calculation

We calculate the SNR of DECIGO, applying Equation (11) as a function of R, L, r,
and P0.

SNR = SNR(R, L, r, P0). (15)

Further, we decide the optimized L, r, and P0 that give the maximum SNR for a
given R.

In our simulation, we consider two cases of gas pressure in the satellite: 10−8 Pa
(high-density-gas case) and 10−9 Pa (low-density-gas case). Considering these two cases,
we estimate the magnitude of the internal pressure required for the DECIGO’s satellites.

In addition, we consider two patterns for the mirror: the constant-mirror-mass model
and the constant-mirror-thickness model. In the constant-mirror-mass model, we set the
mirror mass to be 100 kg regardless of R. In the constant-mirror-thickness model, we set
the mirror mass to be proportional to the square of R.
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m =

(
R

0.5 m

)2
× 100 kg. (16)

m is decided to be 100 kg at R = 0.5 m, which is the default value of DECIGO. In this
paper, we consider two mirror models as frameworks with which we can make a further
optimization after the limitations of the mirror mass and size are set. We calculate the SNR
over the limited range of each parameter shown in Table 3. In addition, we show the results
of the optimizations in each case shown in Table 4. That is, we show eight results obtained
by combining each model.

Table 3. Limited range of each parameter.

Symbol Range

R 0 to 1 m
r 0 to 1

P0 0 to 100 W
L No limit

Table 4. DECIGO’s parameters that have different values depending on the model.

Parameter Value in Each Model

Cutoff frequency 0.07 Hz/0.1 Hz
Pressure in the satellite 10−8 Pa/10−9 Pa

Mirror mass Constant (100 kg)/Proportional to the square of R.

5. Result

5.1. Optimization of SNR and Parameters

In this section, we show the result of the optimization in Figure 3 (optimistic DWD
model) and Figure 4 (standard DWD model).

Figures 3 and 4 show the maximized SNR and optimized parameters L, r, and P0 as a
function of R. In Figures 3 and 4a,b show the results of the constant-mirror-thickness model.
Figures 3 and 4c,d show the results of the constant-mirror-mass model. Figures 3 and 4a,c
show the results of the high-density-gas case. Figures 3 and 4b,d show the results of the
low-density-gas case.

First, the figures show very similar characteristics in both DWD models.
In all figures of Figures 3 and 4, the optimized P0 is 100 W. The maximized SNR and

the optimized L increase as the mirror radius R increases. This is because the noise strain
is scaled by 1/L. However, the optimized r has different characteristics in the constant-
thickness model and constant-mass model. The optimized r increases as the mirror radius
R increases in the constant-thickness model. On the other hand, the optimized r has two
characteristics in the constant-mass model. The first one is that it has a dip when R is small
due to the extreme cylindrical shape of the mirror, which increases internal thermal noise.
The other one is that it decreases with the increase of R because the dominant noise source
depends on R.

The features of optimized parameters mentioned in the above paragraph can be
explained by the characteristics of shot noise and thermal noises. The large R increases
thermal noises and decreases the effect of diffraction loss. At the same R, the large P0
and the finesse of cavity decreases the shot noise, and the long L decreases the strain of
thermal noise (see Equation (11)). When L is extremely long, the effect of diffraction loss
is large. If the finesse F (see Table 2) is too high in a situation where the diffraction loss
is large, the effect of losing the laser power due to the diffraction loss is greater than the
effect of amplifying the laser power in the cavity. Thus, the laser power that can be detected
decreases, and the shot noise increases. To reduce the shot noise, it is necessary to lower
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r to reduce the finesse to some extent. According to the characteristics of shot noise and
thermal noises, when R is small, thermal noises do not matter. Thus, shot noise is dominant
when R is small. On the other hand, when R is large, thermal noises are dominant. Since
the magnitude of each noise has a continuous dependence on R, the dominant noise is
swapped between the shot noise and thermal noises at a specific R. In the range of R, where
thermal noises are dominant, the optimized L is long in order constant-mirror-thickness
model at the same R. This is because the internal thermal noise due to the distortion of the
mirror is significantly larger when R is large.

Let us focus on each gas case. The maximized SNR in the low-density-gas case is about
2 times larger than that in the high-density-gas case. This result indicates that the thermal
noise in a residual gas has a significant impact on the total noise spectrum in this model.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Maximized SNR for R (red line) and optimized L (blue line), r (magenta line), and P0 (cyan
line) in the optimistic DWD model. (a,b) show the results of the constant-thickness model. (c,d) show
the results of the constant-mass model. (a,c) show the results of the high-density-gas case. (b,d) show
the results of the low-density-gas case.

It is impossible to reduce all noises at the same time by changing R, L, and r. The
SNR is maximized when the dominant noises have approximately the same magnitude
in the lower frequency band. Actually, at R = 1 m, the shot noise, thermal noise in the
high-density-gas case, and internal thermal noise of the constant-mirror-mass model with
optimized parameters are about the same around 0.1 Hz (see Figure 5).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Maximized SNR for R (red line) and optimized L (blue line), r (magenta line), and P0 (cyan
line) in the standard DWD model. (a,b) show the results of the constant-thickness model. (c,d) show
the results of the constant-mass model. (a,c) show the results of the high-density-gas case. (b,d) show
the results of the low-density-gas case.

Figure 5. Shot noise (blue line), thermal noise in a residual gas (green line), internal thermal noise
(red line), and radiation pressure noise (magenta line) of Figure 3c. All of them are optimized with
L = 1.2 × 107 m, r = 0.75 at R = 1 m.
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5.2. Comparison of the Estimated Strain Sensitivities, Especially at Large R

The purpose of this paper is to consider the parameters that give a larger SNR; thus, we
consider the noise when R = 1 m, which has the highest SNR in all cases. In this subsection,
we compare the difference in the noise due to the difference in the mirror shape. We note
that shot noise does not depend on the mirror thickness and mass. Figure 6 shows the
strains of the two thermal noises in the low-density-gas case and radiation pressure noise.
In order to show only the effect of mirror models, we set each parameter (excluding mirror
thickness) to the optimized value in Figure 3b.

In Figure 6, since the magnitude of the radiation pressure noise is one-third of the
thermal noises, we focus on the relationship between the thermal noises and the shape of
the mirror. Figure 6 shows that thermal noise due to the gas is 4 times different because
the mirror mass and volume are 4 times greater for the constant-mirror-thickness model
than for the constant-mirror-mass model. The internal thermal noise has a difference of a
magnitude of 10 times between the two mirror models.

The difference in the internal noise between the two mirror models can be explained
by the difference in the mirror shape. In the constant-mirror-mass model, which is equal
to the constant-mirror-volume model, the mirror thickness h is proportional to R−2. On
the other hand, in the constant-mirror-thickness model, h does not depend on R. The
dependency of r0/h differs between the two models by R2. The factor CFTM for considering
the size of the mirror introduced in Section 3.2 is determined by the ratio of the laser radius
to the thickness of the mirror r0/h. When R is large, the increase of r0/h increases CFTM
(see Figure A2). Therefore, the internal thermal noise of the constant-mirror-mass model is
larger than that of the constant-mirror-thickness model.

(a) Constant-mirror-thickness model:
strain-equivalent noise due to internal
thermal noise (red line), thermal noise in
a low-density-gas case (green line), and
radiation pressure noise (magenta line)
of the constant-mirror-thickness model

(b) Constant-mirror-mass model: strain-
equivalent noise due to internal thermal
noise (red line), thermal noise in a low-
density-gas case (green line), and radia-
tion pressure noise (magenta line) of the
constant-mirror-mass model.

Figure 6. Strain of thermal noises and radiation pressure noise at R = 1 m, L = 5 × 106 m, r = 0.9,
and P0 = 100 W. (a) shows the optimized noises. (b) shows the non-optimized noises.

6. Conclusions

We obtained the optimum parameters that maximize SNR of two correlated DECIGO
detector clusters with gravitational waves from double white-dwarf binary systems and
detector thermal noises in addition to the quantum noise including the effect of diffraction
loss. We have found that we can obtain an extremely good SNR from the most optimistic
model among all models we treated in this paper (Figure 3b). In addition, we have also
found that the characteristics of the optimized DECIGO’s parameters L, r, and P0 are
independent of the DWD’s cutoff frequency. Focusing on the DECIGO design, we have
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found that making the mirror heavier could reduce the total noise. The mirror mass for
the best SNR in this paper is four times as large as the default value. For future work, it is
necessary to consider the DECIGO’s mirror and its surroundings in more detail to improve
the accuracy of the simulation. In addition, it is also necessary to investigate the feasibility
of large and heavy mirrors to determine the DECIGO parameters for the improvement of
the detectability of the PGW. The limitation of mirror mass and size will be determined
by the launch capacity of a satellite and the progress in technological development. In the
future, we will investigate the limitations of the mirror mass and size to determine the
optimum design for DECIGO.
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Appendix A. Derivation of Factor b

Here, we derive Equations (3) and (4). Under the model of the mirror and its sur-
roundings in Section 3.1, when the mirror is stationary, gas molecules hit the mirror. On
average, the same number of molecules collide on both sides of the mirror. The number of
molecules of average velocity v̄ coming from one side per unit time is

N =
1
4

nv̄S. (A1)

Then, we consider the frictional force Ffric that the mirror with velocity vp receives

Ffric = −1
4

nSμv̄vp = −bvp. (A2)

The equation of motion of this system is written as

Fext = mẍ + 2bẋ. (A3)

The admittance Y( f ) is

Y =
1

i2π f m + b
. (A4)

Inserting Equation (A4) into Equation (1), we obtain the power spectrum Sx( f ) of
Equation (3). In this paper, assuming that the gas is nitrogen, we calculate b of Equation (4).
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Appendix B. Effect of Diffraction Loss

Figure A1. Configuration of a DECIGO’s FP cavity. The horizontal line is the line connecting the
centers of the mirrors. It coincides with the center of the beam axis when the cavity mirrors are
aligned. The curves at the top and bottom of the figure represent the width of the laser beam.

Figure A1 shows the configuration of the DECIGO’s FP cavity. The beam waist is
located in the middle of each mirror. The beam diameter is greater as the distance from
the beam waist increases. At each mirror, a part of the laser light passes outside the mirror.
Thus, the power of reflected light is reduced. This is the effect of diffraction loss. We take
this effect into consideration using the effective mirror reflectivity reff = rD2, where D is the
effect of diffraction [9]. In the formula of reff, the square of D is used because we consider
two effects: the leakage loss and the higher-order modes loss. We lose the Gaussian beam
of the higher-order mode because the cavity is set to resonate only with the fundamental
mode. In this paper, we use the maximized D and it is expressed as follows [8,9]:

D2
max = 1 − exp

[
−2π

Lλ
R2
]

. (A5)

In order to maximize D, we set the Rayleigh length ZR = l = L/2. Thus, the laser
beam radius at the cavity mirrors r0 =

√
2w0. We calculate DECIGO’s SNR using this Dmax

as a function of L and R.

Appendix C. Derivation of Factor CFTM

The purpose of this appendix is to derive C2
FTM of Section 3.2. C2

FTM is the ratio of the
finite-test-mass power spectral density to that for the infinite-test-mass.

In order to calculate the dissipation of test mass, we use the Bessel function of order
zero and order one, J0 and J1(x). In the following equations, ξm is the m’th zero of J1(x).
km is related to ξm by km = ξm/a, and pm is given,

pm =
2

a2 J2
0 (ξm)

∫ a

0

e−r2/r2
0

πr2
0

J0(kmr)rdr, (A6)

where r is the distance of a point on the mirror surface from the beam spot center. a is the
test mass radius.

The dissipation of the finite size test mass is obtained

Wdiss = 2π f φ(U0 + ΔU)F2
0 . (A7)

Here, U0 is

U0 =
(1 − σ2)πa3

E0

∞

∑
m=1

Um
p2

m J2
0 (ξm)

ξm
, (A8)

with

Um =
1 − Q2

m + 4kmhQm

(1 − Qm)2 − 4k2
mh2Qm

, (A9)
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and
Qm = exp(−2kmh). (A10)

ΔU is expressed as

ΔU =
a2

6πh3E0

[
π2h4 p2

0 + 12πH2σp0s + 72(1 − σ)s2
]
, (A11)

with
p0 =

1
πa2 , (A12)

and

s = πa2
∞

∑
m=1

pm J0(ξm)

ξ2
m

. (A13)

Inserting Equations (A7), (A8) and (A11) into Equation (5), we obtain the noise power
spectrum of the finite size test mass,

Sxint( f ) =
8kBT
2π f

φ(U0 + ΔU) (A14)

= C2
FTM × Sxinf( f ). (A15)

In our calculation, we consider up to m = 9 for simplicity because the contribution of
large m is small. Figure A2 shows the value of CFTM.

When h/R is not small, the assumption in the calculation of CFTM is incorrect. How-
ever, since the effect on the result is small, the correction when R is small (that is, h/R is
not small) is not considered.

Figure A2. CFTM of constant-mirror-mass model (red line), and constant-mirror-thickness model
(green line).
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Abstract: The detection of gravitational-wave signals by the LIGO and Virgo observatories during the
past few years has ushered us into the era of gravitational-wave astronomy, shifting our focus from
detection to source parameter estimation. This has imposed stringent requirements on calibration
in order to maximize the astrophysical information extracted from these detected signals. Current
detectors rely on photon radiation pressure from auxiliary lasers to achieve required calibration
accuracy. These photon calibrators have made significant improvements over the last few years,
realizing fiducials displacements with sub-percent accuracy. This achieved accuracy is directly
dependent on the laser power calibration. For the next observing campaign, scheduled to begin at
the end of 2022, a new scheme is being implemented to achieve improved laser power calibration
accuracy for all of the GW detectors in the global network. It is expected to significantly improve
absolute and relative calibration accuracy for the entire network.

Keywords: calibration; interferometer; gravitational wave; astrophysics; laser metrology

1. Introduction

Recently, gravitational wave (GW) detectors, laser interferometers with kilometer-long
arms, have successfully detected gravitational waves. The detectors of the Advanced LIGO
and Virgo projects completed their third observing run in 2020. They have detected close to
one hundred GW events during the six years since their first detection on 14 September
2015 [1–4]. These signals have been used to test the general theory of relativity in the strong-
field regime [5–7], to understand the physics of the evolution of binary star mergers [8–11],
to check the validity of the equation of state of neutron stars [12], to estimate the values of
cosmological parameters [13], and to measure the speed of gravitational wave propaga-
tion [14]. As the sensitivity of the current detectors increases, it is expected that we will
soon detect GW signals daily, maybe even several per day [15]. The scientific information
that can be extracted from these signals is directly dependent on accurate calibration of the
data that are recorded by the detectors. In order to fully exploit the astrophysical content of
the GW detections, continuous calibration with accuracy and precision at or beyond the 1%
level is required [16]. This requirement includes the amplitude and phase over the entire
sensitive frequency band, typically from 10–20 Hz to a few kHz.

Current interferometric GW detectors are variants of Michelson interferometers with
optical enhancements that increase their sensitivity to relative arm length variations to the
1 × 10−19 m level [17–19]. The detector arms incorporate optics suspended from multi-
stage vibration isolation systems that act as test masses for the passing gravitational waves.
A series of optical resonators amplify the phase shift experienced by the circulating laser
light. Passing gravitational waves cause differential arm length variations that are encoded
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in the interferometer output signals that result in laser power fluctuations on the output
photodetector of the interferometer. Calibration entails converting these output signals into
units of meters of differential arm length variation. These calibrated signals are analyzed to
detect gravitational waves and to extract the astrophysical information they carry about the
events that generated them. To maintain the optical cavities on resonance, the differential
length degree of freedom is controlled using a feedback control servo that suppresses
displacements of the test masses via actuators present on parallel cascaded multi-stage
pendulums known as reaction chains. Thus, estimating the external length variations
experienced by the interferometer involves characterization of, and correction for the effect
of, the feedback control loop [20]. This is enabled by fiducial periodic displacements of
one of the interferometer test masses to measure the response of the interferometer to
differential arm length variations. Thus the calibration of the interferometer output signals
depends directly on the calibration of these fiducial displacements.

The current generation of GW detectors uses systems referred to as Photon Calibrators
(Pcals), shown schematically in Figure 1, to generate these calibrated periodic fiducial
displacements. These systems employ auxiliary lasers that displace the suspended test
masses via laser radiation pressure. The induced displacements are proportional to the
amplitude of the modulated laser power and thus the absolute laser power calibration is a
crucial aspect of detector calibration. To date, laser power calibration has been achieved
using a Pcal laser power transfer standard calibrated by the U. S. National Institute for
Standards and Technology (NIST). A series of measurements performed at the LIGO Han-
ford Observatory (LHO) with this and other transfer standards were used to propagate the
NIST calibration to Pcal power sensors operating at the end stations of all interferometers.
Using this method, the LIGO Pcal systems achieved 0.41% (1-σ) uncertainty for the fiducial
displacements produced during the most recent observing campaign that ended in April
2020 (see Section 3) [21].

Figure 1. Simplified schematic diagram of a photon calibrator. Variations of this nominal configura-
tion are being employed in all second-generation GW detectors.

The rest of this article provides brief overview of different methods that have been
used to generate these fiducial displacements and discusses the working principle of the
Pcals as well as their limitations and features. It also elaborates on the method used to
achieve fiducial displacements with sub-perecent accuracy using Pcals during the recent
LIGO-Virgo observing run. Finally, it discusses the scheme that the network of gravitational-
wave detectors plans to employ to achieve sub-percent absolute and relative calibration
accuracy for future observing runs using photon calibrators.

2. Evolution of Methods for Generating Calibrated Fiducial Displacements

Over the past two decades, GW interferometers have implemented a variety of tech-
niques to generate calibrated fiducial displacements. During the initial phase of LIGO
and even the early period of Advanced Virgo a technique referred to as the Free-swinging
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Michelson (FSM) method was used to calibrate the detectors [22–25]. This method re-
lies on measurement of Michelson interference fringes and uses the wavelength of the
interferometer laser light as a length reference.

Another technique that has been explored in the past is a frequency modulation
method [26]. This technique works by modulating the frequency of the laser light to mimic
modulation of the test mass position. Modulating the frequency of the laser light creates
effective modulation of the arm length given by the dynamic resonance condition for a
Fabry-Perot resonator [27]. Another modulation, close in frequency to the laser frequency
modulation, is injected using the test mass actuator that is to be calibrated. By comparing
the signals from the two modulations detected by the single-arm readout sensor, the test
mass actuator strength is calibrated [26].

Recently a technique that uses varying gravitational fields to apply forces directly to a
detector’s test mass has been explored at various GW interferometers. These systems rely
on a combination of rotating masses that produces time-varying forces via periodic changes
in the local gravitational field. The force produced by such a system is dependent on the
known gravitational constant, the distance between the rotating masses and the detector
test mass and the geometrical configuration of the system, shown schematically in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a gravity gradient calibrator, commonly referred to as a Newtonian or
Gravity calibrator, located near a suspended test mass.

Such systems have been developed and tested within the Virgo [28,29], KAGRA [30],
and LIGO [31] projects during the last few years and have shown promise for providing
absolute fiducial displacment with uncertainty better than 1%.

The generation of varying gravitational fields using rotating masses has been used in
different experimental settings since the 1960s [32–37]. However, the usefulness of gravity
gradient generators for interferometric GW detectors was first proposed by Matone et al.
in 2007 [38]. Recently, Inoue et al. proposed a scheme that utilizes these gravity field
calibrators, called Gcals, or alternatively Newtonian calibrators (Ncals), in conjunction
with a photon calibrator to improve the absolute accuracy of the calibration of the GW
detector [30]. However, the first test of a gravity field calibrator in an interferometer setting
was carried out at Virgo in 2018 during the second LIGO-Virgo observing run. The Virgo
Ncal was an aluminum disk with material removed from two sectors with opening angles
of 45 deg. In its first test, the Ncal was spun at 13 Hz and 35 Hz and produced calibrated
displacements of the interferometer test mass at twice the rotation frequencies. These
calibration lines provided a cross-check of the Free-swinging Michelson method and found
agreement within uncertainty limits [28]. Improved, second generation Ncals were tested in
Virgo during the third observing run. These Ncals had the ability to inject calibration lines
at frequencies up to 110 Hz. Crosschecks with new Pcal systems installed and used during
this run indicated a 3% difference between the two methods. However this difference was
within their systematic uncertainty estimates [29].

LIGO constructed its own Ncal system made up of an aluminium disk with cylindrical
cavities in four-fold and six-fold symmetric patterns. These cavities were alternately filled
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with tungsten cylinders to form quadrupole and hexapole mass distributions. Thus this
system can simultaneously produce time varying forces at twice and three times the Ncal
rotation frequency. During the third observing run, using the LIGO Hanford detector, it
was demonstrated that a calibrated displacement well above the detector sensitivity could
be generated using this system with measurement uncertainty at the 1% level [31].

With further improvements, Ncals have the potential to reach sub-percent absolute
accuracy but have a limited frequency range compared with Pcals. Ncals can play an
important role in providing a cross-reference for Pcals, but for the foreseeable future the
Pcals will remain the primary calibration method for most GW detectors. This is partly due
to their ability to provide fiducial displacements for interferometer calibration across the
entire detection band, from 10 Hz to a few kHz.

3. Photon Calibrators: Development and the State of the Art

Photon calibrators were first used on the 10-m prototype detector in Glasgow [39],
and later at the GEO600 detector in Hannover, Germany [40]. Variations of these instru-
ments have been tested and improved within LIGO over the past 20 years [21,41–44].
During this time, the LIGO Pcals evolved from instruments intended as a sanity check for
other calibration methods [23] to the primary absolute calibration tools for the Advanced
LIGO interferometers [21,44]. Virgo has developed its own Pcal systems during the last
few years and started using them as its primary calibrators during the third observing
run [45,46]. KAGRA in Japan has also implemented two Pcal systems similar in design to
Advanced LIGO but with lasers 10 times more powerful than LIGO’s and the ability to
modulate the two Pcal beams independently [47]. The higher laser power provides the
ability to make larger calibrated displacements and independent modulations of two beams
could be utilized to minimize unintended rotation induced by the Pcal forces.

Photon calibrators work by applying periodic forces to suspended test masses (optics)
via photon radiation pressure using auxiliary power-modulated lasers. These forces are
given by

Fm(ω) =
2 cosθ

c
Pm(ω), (1)

where θ is the angle of incidence of the laser beams, Pm is the amplitude of the laser
power modulated with angular frequency ω and c is the speed of light. At frequencies far
above the suspension resonance frequencies, the motion of a suspended test mass is well
approximated as a free mass. For Advanced LIGO test masses, with suspension resonance
frequencies around 1 Hz, the discrepancy between the actual motion and the free-mass
approximation is less than 0.1% above 20 Hz [21]. Thus the periodic longitudinal motion
of the test mass is directly proportional to the modulated laser power applied to it, given
by [43]

xm(ω) ≈ −2 Pm(ω) cosθ

Mcω2 , (2)

where M is the mass of the suspended optic and the negative sign indicates that the test
mass motion is 180 deg. out of phase with the applied force.

M and cosθ are typically determined with accuracies better than 0.1%. The dominant
source of uncertainty is the measured laser power.

The forces applied by photon calibrators can also cause unwanted rotation of the
suspended test mass if the forces are not centered on the test mass surface or, in the case of
multiple beams, if the powers of the beams are not balanced. If the interferometer beam is
not centered on the test mass, this rotation will be sensed by the interferometer as a length
change. Including rotation-induced length changes, Equation (2) can be rewritten as [43]

xm(ω) ≈ −2 Pm(ω) cosθ

Mcω2

[
1 +

M
I
(�a ·�b)

]
, (3)
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where I is the moment of inertia of the suspended test mass about the center of its front
surface and�a and�b are the displacement vectors of the Pcal center of force and the interfer-
ometer beam, respectively, from the center of the test mass surface. Ideally, the detectors
are designed to operate with the interferometer beam at the center of test masses, but there
can be situations where the interferometer beam is offset from the center of the test mass.
During the third observing run, LIGO’s Hanford detector operated with the interferometer
beam displaced from the center of the ETM by as much as a few cm to mitigate the impact
of point defects in the mirror coatings [48].

During the first observing run in the advanced LIGO era, cameras were installed as
part of the Photon calibrator systems and Pcal beam positions were estimated using the
images captured by these cameras. Beam positions were subsequently adjusted using
steering mirrors located outside the vacuum envelope [44]. However, these camera systems
were removed later, between the first and second observing runs, to mitigate concerns
regarding noise introduced by scattered light reflecting from the camera lens and back into
the interferometer beam [49]. Currently Pcal beam positions in LIGO are adjusted during
vacuum incursions to ensure that the net force acts at the center of the test mass. They are
subsequently monitored using the position of the the beams as observed at the entrance of
the integrating sphere that receives the light reflected from the test mass [21].

In principle, one could calculate and subtract the contribution from rotation using
Equation (3), but because we do not know the magnitude and direction of any unintended
displacements of the Pcal beams, maximum estimated displacements are used and the
resulting rotation component is treated as an additional source of uncertainty, added in
quadrature with other contributions to determine the total uncertainty [43,50].

Earlier LIGO Pcals were designed with a single-beam configuration. In this configu-
ration the force is applied at the center of the optic to minimize unwanted rotation but it
elastically deforms the mirror surface at the center of the test mass, the most sensitive region
of the interferometer, introducing significant calibration errors if not taken into account.
This effect, due to so-called local elastic deformation, was first investigated by Hild et al.
in 2007 [51]. Goetz et al., in 2009, demonstrated that the errors in calibration due to this
effect could be as large as 50% at a few kHz [43] when assuming that the test mass motion
is described by free-mass motion. Subsequent LIGO Pcal systems moved to two beam
configurations with beams displaced from, and diametrically opposed about, the center of
the face of the test mass. This ensured that the local elastic deformations due to the Pcal
beams were far away from the region sensed by the interferometer, the center of the test
mass [43].

Advanced Virgo Pcals use a single-beam configuration and model their test mass
displacement using a combination of free-mass motion and contributions from the excited
solid-body modes of the optic, primarily the drumhead mode measured at 7813 Hz [45,46].
In this configuration the motion sensed by the interferometer goes to zero at the crossover
frequency (∼2 kHz) because the free-mass motion is 180 deg. out of phase with, and equal
in amplitude to, the elastic deformation as shown in figure 5 in [45]. However, the sensed
displacements at frequencies above the crossover are larger than the free-mass motion and
they increase dramatically as the excitation frequency approaches that of the drumhead
solid-body mode. In principle, if modeled and compensated correctly, this enables probing
the interferometer calibration more efficiently at higher frequencies. Advanced LIGO Pcals,
designed with two beams that are placed near the nodal circle of the drumhead mode,
minimize the contribution from elastic deformation. They thus provide displacement that
is closer to the motion of a free mass, but large displacements at high frequencies require
significantly more laser power or longer integration times. One can imagine using both
configurations in a single Pcal system: using the two beam configuration to calibrate the
detector at frequencies where the free-mass motion dominates, then moving both beams
to the test mass center to probe the calibration at higher frequencies using the apparent
motion due to elastic deformation.
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In order to enable calibration of the interferometer with accuracy approaching 1%,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the Pcal fiducial displacements (calibration lines), some of
which are in the interferometer’s most sensitive band, must be greater than 100. Because the
modulated Pcal forces that generate these lines are applied continuously, directly to the ETM
surface, ensuring that displacement noise is not introduced at other frequencies is critical.
This could result from either unwanted harmonics of the calibration line modulations or the
inherent relative power noise of the laser source. Feedback control systems referred to as
Optical Follower servos are commonly employed to address both of these potential sources
of unwanted displacement noise. LIGO uses analog servos with unity gain frequency near
100 kHz [52]; Virgo uses digital servos. The servos enable deeper power modulation with
minimized distortion by compensating for nonlinearities in the acousto-optic modulator
drive circuits. This increases the useful range of motion that can be achieved with the
available Pcal laser power [44].

4. Laser Power Calibration for Photon Calibrators

Measuring the modulated laser power reflecting from the mirror with the required
accuracy is one of the primary challenges for Pcal systems. During the last three observing
runs, laser power calibration traceable to SI units has been provided by the US National
Institute for Standards and Technology in Boulder, Colorado (NIST) and those calibra-
tion were transferred to the Pcal power sensors at the two LIGO observatories as shown
schematically in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram showing the transfer of laser power calibration from NIST to the Pcal
receiver (Rx) and transmitter (Tx) module power sensors (Rx and Tx) at the observatory end stations
via a single Gold Standard (GS) and Working Standards (WSi) at each observatory. The Virgo, KAGRA
and two LIGO detectors were actively involved in this scheme during the O3 observing run. LIGO
India was expected to participate as soon as it became operational. Adapted from [21].

Virgo and KAGRA participated in this scheme during the third observing run that
finished in March 2020 and the LIGO India detector was expected to participate once it
became operational. In this scheme, the calibration transfer is performed using integrating
sphere based power sensors in which a photodetector assembly is mounted on an exit port
of the sphere. The inner surface of the integrating sphere is lined with a diffuse scattering
material that scatters the light that enters the sphere via multiple reflections, creating a
uniform distribution of laser light inside the sphere. One such power sensor, referred to as
the Gold Standard, was maintained in one of the optics laboratories at the LIGO Hanford
Observatory (LHO). It was calibrated annually at NIST, providing laser power calibration
traceable to SI units. During the first and second observing runs the 1-σ uncertainty of the
NIST calibrations was 0.44%. The uncertainty of the NIST calibration of the Gold Standard
performed at the start of the O3 observing run was 0.32% [53].

The calibration obtained from NIST via the Gold Standard was transferred to similar
power sensors called Working Standards. This calibration transfer was realized through
a series of responsivity ratio measurements in which two power sensors are placed in a
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beamsplitter’s reflected and transmitted laser beam paths and the time series of the detector
outputs are recorded. A second set of time series are recorded with the position of the
spheres swapped. The square root of the product of the ratios of these four time series
provides the ratio of the responsivities of the two power sensors [44]. The calibration is
then transferred to the Pcal power sensors at the interferometer end stations using similar
techniques. This process through which the calibration is transferred from a NIST calibrated
power sensor to the end station Pcal power sensors, in terms of power reflected from the
ETM, has improved significantly within LIGO during the past 15 years and has enabled
the calibration of the Pcal power sensors with only a slight increase (less than 0.05%) above
the Gold Standard calibration uncertainty [21,44].

Between 2005 and 2007, national metrology institutes (NMIs) from nine countries per-
formed a key comparison for radiant laser power [54]. They measured the responsivity of
two thermal laser power sensors at three different laser wavelengths and at three different
power levels. Relevant for Pcals are measurements made at 1064 nm, close to the Pcal
laser wavelength of 1047 nm, and at power levels of 1 W. Though the comparison results
were generally in agreement within the stated uncertainties, in a few cases there were
differences between the reported values and and the consensus value that were as large as
two percent and exceeded the quoted uncertainties. This triggered some concern regarding
the achievable accuracy of laser power calibration within the GW community [55]. This
concern and realization of the importance of absolute laser power calibration to the GW
community stimulated organization of the GW Metrology Workshop that was held at NIST in
Boulder, Colorado in the USA in March 2019 [56]. Pursuant to discussions during the work-
shop, NIST, in collaboration with their German counterpart, the Physiklaisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Braunschweig, Germany, initiated a new bilateral comparison to
calibrate an integrating sphere based power sensor of the design currently used by the GW
community at 100 mW and 300 mW power levels at the 1047 nm Pcal laser wavelength [57].
The resulting combined degree of equivalence between the NIST and PTB calibration results
of −0.15% was well within the 1-σ uncertainties of the Gold Standard calibrations provided
by NIST [57]. The report of the comparison concluded that NIST and PTB measurements
were sufficiently consistent to support the stated LIGO Pcal displacement uncertainty of
0.41% (1-σ) during the O3 observing run [21,57].

Virgo relied on the Free-swinging Michelson technique to calibrate their detector
during the first and second observing runs of the advanced detector era [25], but started
using Pcals as their primary calibration tool for the third observing run that began in April
2019. Calibration of Virgo’s Pcal systems using a Working Standard (WSV) calibrated at
LHO revealed that the Virgo Pcal had a calibration error of 3.92% [46]. The calibration of
the Virgo data was corrected to account for this error, thus reducing the relative calibration
errors between the LIGO and Virgo detectors. The data from all three detectors were used
by the analysis pipelines to detect GW signals and infer source parameters. Virgo was able
to propagate the NIST calibration, via the Gold Standard and Virgo Working standard,
to their end station Pcal power sensors with overall 1-σ uncertainty of 1.24% [46]. Most of
this increase in uncertainty was attributed to uncertainty in the division of optical losses
between the test mass incident and reflected paths due to inability to make in-chamber
measurements of optical losses. The relative uncertainties in the estimates of the laser
power reflecting from the end test masses and in the Pcal-induced displacement fiducials
for both LIGO and Virgo during the third observing run, are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Relative uncertainty estimates (1-σ) for the laser power reflecting from the interferometer
test mass, and for the Pcal-induced fiducial displacements, during the third observing run for both
the LIGO [21] and the Virgo [46] detectors.

ETM Reflected Power Fiducial Displacements
LIGO Virgo LIGO Virgo

0.34% 1.24% 0.41% 1.40%
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Similarly, KAGRA’s Working Standard (WSK) was calibrated at LHO, using the NIST-
calibrated Gold Standard, which was then used to calibrate the KAGRA detector for their
first observation run that was held jointly with the GEO600 detector for two weeks in April
of 2020 [47].

This process by which Pcals in the network of GW detectors are calibrated using a
single NIST-calibrated standard ensures that the relative calibration errors between the
detectors are minimized. However, any systematic error in the NIST calibration will
manifest as an error in absolute displacement calibration for all observatories and thus in
the absolute amplitude of the signals detected. Thus, the accuracy of the NIST calibration
directly impacts our ability to determine the amplitude of GW signals.

5. Network Calibration for the O4 Observing Run and Beyond

The scheme described above and used to transfer laser power calibration from NIST
to the Pcal power sensors at different observatories relied on a single Gold Standard that
was calibrated at NIST and maintained at LHO. This burdened a single observatory with
calibration of the working standards for all observatories in the network and necessitated
leaving the observatories without calibrated working standards for significant periods
while they were in transit and undergoing responsivity ratio measurements at LHO. In
consultation with collaborators at NIST and PTB a plan was devised to use two transfer
standards to deliver laser power calibration to each observatory in the global network.
The observatories then use local Gold Standards and Working Standards to propagate the
NMI calibrations to the Pcal power sensors at the end stations as shown schematically in
Figure 4, using methods that have been developed and improved by LIGO over the past
decade (see Section 4).

Figure 4. Proposed global network calibration scheme using two transfer standards, TSA and TSB,
to deliver laser power calibration from NIST and PTB to each observatory. Local Gold Standards
(GSi) and Working Standards (WSi) are then used to transfer the calibrations to Pcal power sensors
(PPS) at the end stations. The LIGO, Virgo, and KAGRA detectors are expected to participate in
this scheme during the O4 observing run. The LIGO-India detector is expected to participate in
subsequent observing runs.

These new transfer standards, labeled TSA and TSB in Figure 4, are updated versions
of the previous Gold Standard sensor that incorporate spacers with apertures located
between the sphere and the photodetector assembly to minimize temperature dependence
of the sensor responsivity [58]. An integrated temperature sensor has also been added
for continuous temperature monitoring. The two transfer standards circulate around the
loop shown in Figure 4, once per year with a temporal separation of six months. Thus
each observatory receives one of the calibrated transfer standard approximately every
six months and each transfer standard is calibrated by both NIST and PTB (consecutively)
twice per year. Monitoring of the NMI calibrations of the transfer standards together with
the derived calibrations of the Gold Standards at each observatory is expected to reveal
any changes that may have occurred during shipping. We expect that experience with
executing this scheme will reveal potential deficiencies and lead to improvements in the
power sensors, the shipping methods, and the loop circulation strategy, if required.
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In preparation for implementing this new calibration scheme for the O4 observing
run that is scheduled to begin in December 2022, a NIST:PTB bilateral comparison of the
transfer standards is planned. The schedule for the comparison is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Schedule for the NIST:PTB bilateral comparison to be conducted in coordination with the
LIGO Hanford Observatory (LHO) in preparation for the O4 observing run using the upgraded TSA
and TSB power sensors.

This comparison will be similar to the recent bilateral comparison reported in [57]
except that the updated power sensors will be used and NIST will employ the recently
implemented PARRoT [59] primary standard. The combined uncertainty in the degree of
equivalence for the previous bilateral comparison (see Section 4) was 0.44% (1-σ), dom-
inated by the stated uncertainty in NIST’s calibration (0.42%) [57]. The uncertainties in
NIST calibrations using the new PARRoT standards are expected to be approximately 0.1%,
similar to the uncertainty of the PTB calibrations. This is expected to significantly reduce
the uncertainty in the bilateral degree of equivalence for this new comparison and better
enable identification of changes in the transfer standards that might occur during shipping.
Eventually, this should lead to reductions in the overall uncertainty in the calibration of the
Pcal-induced displacements.

When the bilateral comparison is complete, the two calibrated transfer standards will
be shipped back to LHO and the modified version of the network calibration scheme shown
in Figure 6 will commence.

Figure 6. Simplified version of the scheme shown in Figure 4 to be used at the start of the O4
observing run after the NIST:PTB bilateral comparison outlined in Figure 5 is completed. The KAGRA
detector is expected to join this scheme later in the observing run.

The initial scheme involves only the LIGO and Virgo detectors, but we expect that KA-
GRA will join the calibration scheme during the O4 observing run. Calibrating the KAGRA
Working Standard using the LIGO Gold Standard, as carried out during the O3 observing
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run, will provide calibration traceable to SI units for KAGRA in the meantime. The schedule
for the modified calibration scheme is shown in Figure 7. Substantial reductions in the
intervals allotted for each measurement may be realized as we gain experience with this
plan. In this preliminary scheme, each transfer standard is calibrated by NIST and PTB
sequentially, both before and after visiting each observatory. This is intended to rapidly pro-
vide data relevant to the stability of the transfer standards, the shipping processes, and the
calibration procedures at both the observatories and the NMIs. After gaining experience
with this calibration strategy during the first year, we expect to carry out an optimized
version of this scheme annually, eventually including the LIGO Aundha Observatory in
Maharashtra, India. Based on experience to date propagating the NIST calibrations to the
Pcal sensors at the LIGO detector end stations, and assuming that the other observatories
will be able to transfer the calibrations with similarly small increases in uncertainty, this
scheme should provide relative and absolute calibration of the Pcal-induced displacement
fiducials at well below the 1% level for the O4 observing run and beyond.

Figure 7. First year schedule during which each transfer standard (TSA and TSB) will be calibrated at
NIST and PTB twice per year and arrive at each observatory (Virgo and LHO) once per year.

6. Looking Ahead

Photon calibrators, now the primary calibration tool for all detectors in the global
network, have improved significantly over the past fifteen years. These systems provide
the calibrated displacement fiducials that determine the overall absolute calibration of the
detector output signals. In doing so, they rely on sub-percent accuracy in the calibration of
their laser power sensors. Ensuring that the relative calibration errors between all detectors
in the network are below the one percent level is enabled by referencing to a common set of
measurements or standards, as in the calibration scheme planned for the O4 observing run.

Implementation of Newtonian calibrators is also evolving rapidly, especially at the
Virgo observatory. It is possible that they will soon provide continuous, accurate calibration
fiducials at the observatories where they are implemented—an important analog to the
fiducials generated by the Pcal systems. These Ncal fiducials could obviate the need for in-
chamber measurements of the optical efficiencies of the paths between the Pcal transmitter
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module and the test mass and between the test mass and the receiver module that are
required to achieve sub-percent accuracy with the Pcal systems. They could also inform
the impact of unintended rotations of the test mass induced by Pcal forces.

Eventually, as the signal-to-noise ratios and frequency of GW detections increase,
the GW signals themselves may provide a sufficiently accurate astrophysical calibration
for comparison with the existing calibration methods. Because waveforms of coalescing
compact binary systems are predicted by the Einstein’s theory of general relativity, the ob-
served signal amplitudes and phases can be compared with those of the predicted signals
to constrain the frequency dependence of the detector responses and the relative calibration
between detectors in the network [60,61]. Additionally, if the GW signal has an electromag-
netic counterpart, the luminosity distance to the source can be determined using the redshift
of the electromagnetic signal, within the limits of the accuracy of the Hubble constant.
This estimate of the luminosity distance together with the predicted waveform amplitude
provided by general relativity enables absolute amplitude calibration of the detectors via
the GW signals detected [60,62]. However, 1% overall amplitude calibration using this
method with expected signal SNR levels would require hundreds of GW detections with
optical counterparts. Achieving 1% relative calibration accuracy between detectors in the
network using GW signals without optical counterparts would require detecting thousands
of signals [60]. Another astrophysical calibration method that has the potential to provide
percent-level relative calibration of detectors in the network is a null stream technique that
uses data streams that contain calibration errors as residuals. However this method would
still require an independent hardware-based method to determine the absolute scale of the
calibration [63].

Calibrating a GW interferometer that operates with numerous resonating optical
cavities with suspended mirrors over the entire sensitive frequency band and over year-
long periods is a complicated and challenging task. Doing so with sub-percent accuracy
has yet to be achieved. But there has been significant progress over the past few years
and this goal now seems to be within reach [20,64]. It requires calibrated displacement
fiducials with sub-percent accuracy. Experience with the LIGO Pcal systems during the
O3 observing run [21], the results of the recent NIST:PTB bilateral comparison using a Pcal
power standard [57], and the proposed scheme for absolute and relative calibration of the
global network of GW detectors discussed above, indicate that calibration accuracy will
not limit the ability of the network to extract astrophysical information from the signals
they detect during the upcoming O4 observing run and well into the future.
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Abstract: Gravitational wave detectors aim to measure relative length variations of the order of
ΔL/L � 10−21, or less. Thus, any mechanism that is able to reproduce such a tiny variation can,
in principle, threaten the sensitivity of these instruments, representing a source of noise. There are
many examples of such noise, and seismic and Newtonian noise are among these and will be the
subject of this review. Seismic noise is generated by the incessant ground vibration that characterizes
Earth. Newtonian noise is instead produced by the tiny fluctuations of the Earth’s gravitational field.
These fluctuations are generated by variations of air and soil density near the detector test masses.
Soil density variations are produced by the same seismic waves comprising seismic noise. Thus, it
makes sense to address these two sources of noise in the same review. An overview of seismic and
Newtonian noise is presented, together with a review of the strategies adopted to mitigate them.

Keywords: seismic noise; Newtonian noise; seismic isolation system; noise subtraction

1. Introduction

Current gravitational wave (GW) detectors are sensitive to signals in a frequency
band that ranges between 10 Hz and 10 kHz. Their sensitivity can be affected by several
dominant sources of noise, such as ground motion [1], local terrestrial gravity [2], magnetic
noise [3], thermal [4] and quantum noise [5].

These noises cause a phase variation of the laser light detected at the interferometer
output port in the same way that a passing GW would. If we want to increase the detectors’
sensitivity to GWs, it is necessary to reduce these noises as much as possible.

Seismic noise couples with GW detectors via vibrations transmitted through the sus-
pension system and other isolation systems. On the other hand, seismic noise can also
directly couple with the detector through what is known in GW physics as Newtonian
noise (NN). It is well known from Newtonian physics that a variation in mass density leads
to fluctuations in the surrounding gravitational field. Therefore, a passing seismic wave
that causes density variations will also produce gravity fluctuations, and thus NN.

In the following sections, we will focus on seismic and Newtonian noise. In Section 2,
the origin of seismic noise will be briefly discussed for surface and underground environ-
ments. In Section 3, the technologies adopted to mitigate seismic noise will be discussed.
In Section 4, a brief introduction of NN will be given, together with a description of atmo-
spheric NN (ANN) and seismic NN (SNN). In Section 5, other sources contributing to NN
will be shortly addressed. Finally, the noise subtraction techniques adopted to mitigate NN
will be discussed in Section 6.

2. An Introduction to Seismic Noise in GW Detectors

Ground-based GW detector performance is affected by so-called seismic noise. This
noise affects detector sensitivity in the range 0.1–10 Hz, also undermining the possibility of
operating with a high duty cycle.
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What is seismic noise? In geophysics, seismic noise is used to identify the persistent
and variable ground vibration that can be detected everywhere on the Earth and that
produces a characteristic spectrum.

This kind of vibration is generated by seismic waves travelling through the Earth’s
layers at different speeds and produced by phenomena such as wind, ocean waves, earth-
quakes, anthropogenic sources, etc. Seismic wave speeds can change depending on the
density and the elasticity of the crossed medium, as well as on their depth. Moving from the
Earth’s crust to the deep mantle, the speed increases from a few m/s up to 13 km/s [6,7].

Seismic waves can be classified as body waves and surface waves.

• Body waves include all those waves travelling through the Earth. The density and
stiffness of the crossed material depend on temperature, chemical composition, and
material phase. For this reason, body waves show different velocities with increasing
depth of propagation. They are classified into primary waves (P-waves) and sec-
ondary waves (S-waves). P-waves cause a compression/decompression displacement
along their propagation direction, whereas S-waves produce a shear displacement
perpendicular to their propagation direction. In an earthquake event, S-waves are
slower than P-waves (with a typical speed value of about 60% of that of P-waves).
S-waves can only travel through solid materials. Indeed, fluids (liquids and gases)
do not support shear stresses (see Figure 1). P-waves generate density variations
in the medium, so they produce gravity fluctuations. S-waves, being shear waves,
can instead produce density variations only in presence of some discontinuity (see
Section 4.2).

Figure 1. Body and surface waves [8].

• Surface waves travel on the Earth’s surface and their amplitude decreases exponen-
tially as a function of their depth from the surface. Their speed is slower compared to
the speed of body waves (P and S) and their amplitudes can reach several cm in an
earthquake event. Mathematically, they arise from the interaction of body waves with
a medium discontinuity. They can be distinguished into Rayleigh waves (or ground
rolls) and Love waves. Rayleigh waves produce both longitudinal and transverse
motion of surface particles, generating a retrograde vertical ellipse motion in the
plane normal to the surface and containing the wave’s propagation direction. In a
homogeneous and isotropic half-space, Rayleigh waves have a slightly lower velocity
than S-waves (vR � 0.9 vS) and are non-dispersive (the velocity does not depend on
the frequency). Instead, if the half-space is composed of homogeneous and isotropic
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layers, the waves become dispersive. The dispersion model has an important impact
on the gravity fluctuations generated by Rayleigh waves (see Section 4.2).
Love wave polarization is perpendicular to the propagation direction and parallel to
the surface. Moreover, these waves have larger amplitudes and speed compared to
Rayleigh waves (see Figure 1). Contrary to Rayleigh waves, they cannot propagate in
homogeneous and isotropic half-space, but they arise in layered mediums, showing a
dispersive model. Being surface shear waves, they do not produce density variations;
thus, they are not a source of gravity fluctuations.

2.1. Seismic Noise: NLNM and NHNM Models

Seismic noise is detected and measured with broad-band seismographs everywhere
on the Earth. The spectral density associated with this noise is modeled approximately by

S( f ) � α

f 2 (1)

where α depends on the site. For example, the value of α in the Italian site (Cascina, PI)
hosting the Virgo detector is about 10−7 m (Hz)

3
2 .

With the purpose of monitoring variations in the seismic noise spectral density, in
1993, J. Peterson collected and analysed data from 75 seismic stations around the world. He
developed two seismic noise models: the New Low Noise Model (NLNM) and the New
High Noise Model (NHNM) [9]. These models, now commonly used as a reference in the
scientific community, represent the lowest and the highest seismic background spectra that
it is possible to find on the Earth. They were obtained by fitting with straight lines the
lower and the upper envelopes of all the spectra measured.

According to Peterson’s results (Figure 2), it is possible to split the seismic spectrum
into different regions. The region in the 0.05–1 Hz band is dominated by so-called micro-

seismic noise, generated every time atmospheric phenomena such as typhoons, storms,
and climatic variations occur [10,11]. The most energetic seismic waves that comprise
microseisms are Rayleigh waves, but Love and body waves can also contribute.

Figure 2. Square root of the power spectral density of the seismic displacement of Peterson’s New
Low and High Noise Models (NLNM and NHNM), the average of their logarithmic values and
5 times the NLNM .

Microseism signals are non-impulsive, and their amplitudes show strong seasonal
modulation, with maxima during winter seasons (when oceans are stormier) and minima
during summers. Looking at Figure 2, microseismic noise displays two predominant peaks
in the region of 0.05–1 Hz. The weaker peak between 0.05–0.1 Hz is called the “primary
peak” and it is explained by the effect of surface gravity waves in shallow waters. It shares
the same spectral content as the ocean waves. Its source is associated with the energy
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transfer of ocean waves breaking on the coast. The stronger peak between 0.1–1 Hz is
called the “secondary peak” and it is generated by interactions between waves of the same
frequency travelling in opposite directions [12]. It is characterized by twice the frequency
of the ocean waves. This peak generally shows a higher amplitude than the primary one.

At frequencies f < 0.05 Hz, phenomena such as atmospheric gravity fluctuations and
tidal effects (generated by the Sun–Moon gravitational attraction), start to manifest them-
selves in the seismic spectrum, whereas all the vibrations included in the range 1–10 Hz
are classified as anthropogenic noise, i.e., all the noise produced by human activities such
as industrial processes, vehicles, agricultural machinery, wind turbines, etc.

2.2. Seismic Noise in Underground Sites

Seismic classification between low-frequency ( f < 1 Hz) and high-frequency ( f > 1 Hz)
noise is a way to distinguish natural phenomena from human ones. The heterogeneity of
the Earth’s crust influences the microseismic spectrum, decreasing or increasing the spectral
amplitudes at a specific frequency f . At high frequencies, instead, the amplitude of the seismic
spectrum is mainly associated with industrial and transportation activities, but also with
drastic weather changes. Seismic noise in underground locations (as well as surface ones)
depends on the proximity to the coast, urban areas, and on their geological history.

In underground sites, the atmospheric perturbation influence is minimal. The envi-
ronmental conditions are more stable; thus, seismic noise is attenuated with respect to the
surface. Indeed, the energy content of seismic noise is mainly carried by surface waves,
which decay exponentially with increasing depth.

With these considerations in mind, the spectral density of seismic noise in underground
locations (depth > 100 m) can be modelled approximately by

10−9

f 2 m Hz
3
2 (2)

Comparing Equations (1) and (2), it is evident that seismic noise in underground
locations is about 100 times smaller than in surface ones. This can be seen when looking at
the spectral noise profiles measured at 1 Hz in some mines: at Kamioka (the experimental
site of KAGRA) and Sos-Enattos (Sardinia, Italy) we have S( f ) � 10−9·m√

Hz
, whereas at

Homestake (USA) we have S( f ) � 1.5·m√
Hz

. These values are close to the NLNM curve:

S( f ) � 10−10·m√
Hz

(see Figures 3 and 4).
These values—their geological stability and their distance from industrial activities of

underground locations—are the the main reasons why these are considered good candidate
sites for the construction of the Einstein Telescope (ET), a third-generation GW detector.

Figure 3. This figure shows the typical spectral density of the seismic noise displacement measured
in an underground location at Kamioka (red curve) and compared to those measured at the surface
(Tokyo areas). This plot was made using the data shown in Figure 4 in [13].
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Figure 4. This plot shows the spectral density of the seismic noise displacement measured at the
Sos-Enattos mine, compared to those measured near the Central building of Virgo (Pisa, Italy) and at
the former mine of Homestake (Lead, SD -USA). The Homestake seismic profile was reconstructed
using the data shown in the bottom right of Figure 6.10 in [14].

3. Mechanical Attenuators

Suspending optical components represents a crucial task for the construction of GW
interferometers. In fact, the observation of GWs depends on the presence of free-falling
(test) masses in the experimental apparatus. For this reason, the test masses must be well
isolated (i.e., suspended) from ground vibrations in the frequency band relevant to scientific
observations [15].

As discussed in the previous section, seismic noise in the frequency range 0.1–10 Hz
represents one of the main limitations to the target sensitivity of GW detectors. Even in
underground environments, where the seismic noise is lower than at the surface, ground
displacement is eight orders of magnitude larger than that induced by a GW (see Figure 5).

To isolate and suppress the seismic noise transmitted from the ground to the test
masses, a GW detector requires complex mechanical suspensions that are essentially low-
pass filters and that allow one to consider the test masses as free-falling bodies in the
horizontal direction (this is true starting from a few Hz).

Figure 5. Ground displacement measured at the Cascina site (blue curve) and at the Sos-Enattos mine
(red curve) compared to the design sensitivity of the Advanced Virgo detector (AdV). At 10 Hz, the
ground displacement is about eight orders of magnitude higher than the sensitivity of the GW detector.

A free-falling mass can be fairly approximated by suspending it through a simple
pendulum: this solution allows one to filter out the seismic noise that otherwise would
affect the mass.

In order to describe the mechanical response of a simple pendulum to a generic
disturbance, it is important to introduce the concept of a mechanical transfer function. In
the frequency domain, the transfer function of a system is a linear operator that relates the
system’s input (xi(ω)) to its output (xo(ω)):

H(ω) =
xo(ω)

xi(ω)
(3)
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The transfer function of a simple pendulum subject to internal friction can be calculated
starting from its equation of motion:

−Mω2xo = −k(1 + iφ)(xo − xi) (4)

where xi and xo respectively represent the (input) displacement caused by the ground vibra-
tions of the point from which the pendulum is suspended and the (output) displacement of
the suspended mass. M is the suspended body mass, k is the oscillator stiffness, and φ is
the dissipation factor of the system. By taking the ratio between xo and xi and using some
algebra, it is possible to express the mechanical transfer function magnitude as

|H(ω)| =
√

1 + φ2√
(1 − ω2

ω2
0
)2 + φ2 (5)

where ω0 is the resonant mode of the system, defined as
√

k
M . The quality factor Q of such

a system is defined as Q = 1
φ .

With reference to Figure 6 (blue curve) and considering a harmonic oscillator with
resonance mode ω0 and quality factor Q, we observe that:

• At frequency ω � ω0, the transfer function is equal to 1 and the force is totally
transmitted from the input to the output;

• When ω = ω0, the applied force to the input determines a continuous transfer of
energy from the input to the output and an amplification of the system motion with a
quality factor Q;

• At frequency ω � ω0, the system behaves as a second-order low-pass mechanical filter.

Figure 6. Mechanical transfer functions of a single (blue curve) and a double pendulum (red curve)
having the same length.

Increasing the number of stages in a mechanical structure represents a good approach
to improving the total attenuation factor of seismic noise at the level of the test masses. In
such a way, the magnitude of the transfer function of a cascade of N harmonic oscillators
(N stages) can be written as

|H(ω)| =
N

∏
i=1

√
1 + φ2

i√
(1 − ω2

ω2
0i
)2 + φ2

i

(6)

Above the resonances of the chain, such a system behaves as a low-pass filter of order
2N that is able to inhibit the transmission of the seismic noise to the suspended body.
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3.1. Seismic Isolation Systems

The seismic isolation systems adopted in current GW detectors are based on the idea
of suspending a chain of harmonic oscillators in a cascade to filter out the transmitted noise
at the test mass level in all its degrees of freedom.

To fulfil the detector requirements, during the last twenty years, a great effort has
been made to develop these kind of systems. A few important guidelines were followed:
the normal modes of the pendulum mechanical structures must be confined in the low
frequency region (below 5 Hz); the pre-isolation stage is used as a mechanical support for
the suspension point of the chain, allowing to move it by applying small forces; and finally,
the active isolation platform should provide a good level of seismic isolation.

In the following, we will give a brief description of the seismic isolation system used
in the LIGO, KAGRA, and Virgo systems.

3.1.1. LIGO Seismic Isolation System

The seismic isolation system adopted by LIGO uses a combination of active and passive
stages [16–18]. A conceptual and a CAD model of the BSC (Basic Symmetric Chamber),
which houses the test mass and the transfer function of the quadruple pendulum, are
shown in Figure 7. The BSC chamber, a 4.5 m tall suspension, consists of three cascade
systems. The first system, the active Hydraulic External Pre-Isolator (The HEPI), provides
the first isolation stage. The second system, the Internal Seismic Isolation platform (BSC-
ISI), provides two stages of isolation. The test mass is suspended by 480 micron-fused silica
fibres to a quadruple pendulum. This system shows resonance frequencies ranging from
0.45 to 4 Hz; thus, the isolation from ground vibrations is provided above these frequencies.
Finally, vertical attenuation is provided by maraging steel blades installed in the first three
stages of the quadruple pendulum.

A remarkable attenuation in the microseismic region is achieved through the use of
active controls and noise subtraction techniques [19–22].

Figure 7. Schematic model (a) and technical drawing (b) of the BSC chamber supporting the LIGO
test masses [17]. For completeness, panel (c) shows the quadruple pendulum mechanical transfer
function from the ground to the test mass along the longitudinal degree of freedom. This transfer
function was reconstructed following Figure 5 in [18].
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3.1.2. KAGRA Seismic Isolation System

KAGRA differs from LIGO and Virgo. Indeed, it is the first GW detector built com-
pletely underground with cryogenic technologies [23]. Its suspension concept takes inspi-
ration from the Virgo one and it is called the Type A system. With reference to Figure 8,
it consists of a multi-stage pendulum that is 13.5 m tall. It is based on the second floor of
an underground mine, supported by three inverted pendulum legs (1 m). The payload,
comprising four stages, is installed inside a cryostat and cooled down to 20 K. The vertical
attenuation is provided by triangular maraging blades installed in all the filters present in
the chain, which are called Geometrical Anti Spring (GAS) filters.

The attenuation of the suspension is passive but active controls damp the structural
modes in the 0.07–3 Hz band.

3.1.3. Virgo Seismic Isolation System

Virgo test masses are suspended using the so-called Super-Attenuator (SA), which
is composed of a multi-stage seismic isolation system [24,25]. Referring to Figure 9, it
consists of a pre-isolator, which is a soft inverted pendulum (30 mHz), from which is
suspended a 9.2 m long multistage chain connected by means of a single wire at the center
of mass of each stage. This chain comprises a first filter at the top of the inverted pendulum
(filter 0), four standard filters (the pendulums), and a last filter (Filter 7). Below this is the
marionette, from which the test mass is suspended by 480 micron-fused silica fibres. To
achieve vertical attenuation, the filter chain is equipped with triangular maraging blades
and magnetic anti-springs.

The attenuation of the whole suspension from the ground is passive. Active controls
are used to damp the structural modes (from 0.03–2 Hz).

Figure 8. Panel (a) shows a technical drawing of a Type A system. From top to bottom, the isolation
stages are: the pre-isolator (inverted pendulum and top filter—F0), four GAS filters, and the cryogenic
payload (platform, intermediate-mass, marionette, and mirror) [23]. Panel (b) shows the Type
A mechanical transfer function from the ground to the test mass along the longitudinal degree
of freedom.

For completeness, Figure 10 shows the ground displacement, measured at the Cascina
site, filtered by means of the SA and compared to AdV sensitivity curve. Looking at this
Figure, it is clear that it is thanks to the high-performance suspension system that the
current second-generation GW antennas have been able to improve their sensitivity down
to 10 Hz. The plan for the future third-generation GW detectors, such as ET [26] and
the Cosmic Explorer (CE) [27], is to extend the detection band below 10 Hz. With this
intent in mind, an upgrade of the suspension systems is necessary in order to improve
seismic attenuation in the low frequency band. Other technological improvements such
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as cryogenic-payloads and a Newtonian noise subtraction system (see Section 4) will be
necessary. Moreover, ET is intended to be sensitive down to 2–3 Hz; for this reason, it will
be built underground (see Section 2.2).

Figure 9. Panel (a) shows a technical drawing of the Virgo SA. From top to bottom, the isolation stages
are: pre-isolator (inverted pendulum and top filter—F0), five filters and the payload (marionette and
mirror). Panel (b) shows the SA mechanical transfer function from the ground to the test mass along
the longitudinal degree of freedom.

Figure 10. Ground displacement not filtered (blue) and filtered through the SA (red) compared to the
design sensitivity of the AdV detector.

4. Newtonian Noise

NN has been foreseen since the beginning of the GW detector era [28], and in 1998,
with the contemporaneous works of Beccaria et al. [29] and Hughes and Thorne [30], it was
predicted to become the last sensitivity wall in the low frequency band (<30 Hz) of ground-
based interferometric detectors. However, it is only with the advent of advanced [31] and
third-generation [32] GW detectors that NN will start to threaten their sensitivity and to
become the dominant source of noise in the low frequency band. Indeed, in the forthcoming
observing runs, quantum and thermal noise will be lowered enough to allow NN to become
the dominant noise. For this reason, it will be of utmost importance to reduce NN as much
as possible.

Addressing the NN problem will also be a crucial task for 3rd generation gravitational-
wave detectors, such as ET and CE.

Due to its gravitational nature, NN cannot be physically shielded or reduced without
forcing severe modifications to the already existing infrastructure [30,33]. Therefore, the
best approach to suppress it is through active noise cancellation. This aspect will be covered
in more detail in Section 6.
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The gravity fluctuations induced by a density variations are a simple consequence of
the Newtonian law

δφ(�r0, t) = −G
∫

dV
δ�(�r, t)
|�r0 −�r| (7)

where �(�r, t) represents a density variation at a position�r and at a time t. G is the gravita-
tional constant. Every mechanism that produces a density variation in the media surround-
ing the test masses represents a source of Newtonian noise. Thus, we can have

δ�seis(r, t) = −∇ · (ρsoil(r)ξ(r, t)) (8)

δ�press(r, t) =
ρ̄atm

γ p̄atm
δpatm(r, t) (9)

δ�temp(r, t) = − ρ̄atm

T̄atm
δTatm(r, t) (10)

where ρsoil(r, t) is the density of the soil; ξ(r, t) is the seismic displacement; patm(r, t) and
Tatm(r, t) are the air pressure and temperature; γ ∼ 1.4 is the adiabatic index; and ρ̄atm, p̄atm,
and T̄atm are the average density, pressure, and temperature of the atmosphere, respectively.
In the next two Subsections, ANN and SNN will be presented in more detail.

4.1. Atmospheric Newtonian Noise

All the phenomena that can perturb the local gravity field on timescales less than
0.5 s are relevant to present and future ground-based GW detectors. Above this value,
their sensitivity is too degraded for NN to be a concern. ANN can be produced by infra-
sound waves (pressure waves) and temperature fluctuations, as well as shock waves and
turbulent phenomena.

Saulson [34] was the first to consider NN produced by atmospheric pressure fluctu-
ations. Creighton [35] analyzed the topic, also discussing the production of NN due to
advected temperature fields, high speed objects, and shock waves. Regarding pressure fluc-
tuations generated by turbulent flow, the first model was made in [36] and then resumed
in [2], in which a complete review of NN is given.

NN produced by infrasound pressure waves can be divided into two contributions:
external and internal. The external contribution is produced by infrasound waves propa-
gating in the atmosphere, which can even be produced by sources far from the detector;
indeed, acoustic waves can propagate for long distances with negligible attenuation in the
atmosphere [37]. Wind turbines are an example of infrasound and seismic noise sources that
should be avoided in the proximity of GW detectors [38,39]. The internal contribution is
instead due to the noise generated by the machinery hosted in the buildings (Virgo/LIGO)
or caverns (KAGRA/ET). This noise must of course be avoided and mitigated as much
as possible. Some studies have been conducted in order to assess its contribution inside
underground caverns [40,41].

Concerning the NN generated by the advected temperature field, some more consider-
ations are necessary. Pockets of warm air are mixed with pockets of cool air by convective
turbulence, but given the timescales we are interested in, we can consider them as frozen
in the atmosphere. However, they can produce gravitational noise when the air flow
transports these pockets past the detector. Creighton [35] calculated the NN induced by
the density fluctuations caused by the advection of these air pockets. The calculation
must involve statistical considerations about the temperature field. Considering a uniform
airflow parallel to the ground, we can see that the NN induced by temperature advection
strongly depends on wind velocity (see Figure 11). In Figure 11 the ANN produced at the
surface is compared with the ET-D sensitivity curve [42]. This shows why building the ET
underground is important; reaching the targeted sensitivity would be very challenging in a
surface location. Going underground would instead reduce the ANN to a level well below
the ET sensitivity curve; indeed, the greater the distance from the source of noise, the lower
the induced NN (see Table 1).
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Figure 11. ANN generated by external infrasound and advected temperature fields at the Earth’s
surface compared with the sensitivity of Virgo foreseen for O4 and with the ET-D sensitivity curve.
The ET curve was plotted only to show that building ET on the surface would lead to the requirement
of reducing ANN generated by infrasound and advected temperature fields of some orders of
magnitude. The ANN produced by infrasound and advected temperature fields were calculated with
the models of [35]. The curves for the NN from advected temperature fields were estimated for wind
velocities of 10 m/s and 30 m/s. The necessary data to plot the NN produced by infrasound fields
were taken from the 75th percentile of Figure 3 in [43].

Table 1. Comparison between the square root of the power spectral densities of the ANN generated
by different mechanisms: h is the depth of the underground interferometer, R is the radius of the
cavern/room, and d is the shortest distance between the test mass and the moving air flow.

NN Type Coupling Factor Condition

External Infrasound ∝ 1/h2 h � cs
4π f

Internal Infrasound ∝ R2 R � cs
2π f

Advected Temperature ∝ e−2π f d/v d � v
2π f

Table 1 shows how the square root of the power spectral density (PSD) of the strain
generated by the different sources of ANN depends on some geometrical parameters such
as the distance of the test mass from the atmosphere (external infrasound), the radius
of a cavern/room (internal infrasound), and the the minimum distance between the test
mass and the air flow (temperature advection). From here, we can easily see that an
underground detector would greatly reduce the influence of ANN on the test masses.
However, for shallow underground detectors, ANN might still need to be reduced. This
can be accomplished by monitoring atmospheric pressure and temperature; however,
monitoring the pressure is quite troublesome. Indeed, the infrasound microphones can
be affected by nearby turbulent flows (also called wind noise) that can mask the signal in
which we are interested [44,45]. This reduces the coherence between two microphones,
thus worsening the capabilities of cancelling the NN (see Section 6).

The LIDAR system is a good candidate to measure pressure and temperature fields,
but its resolution is not yet sufficient [46] for pressure measurements. Indeed, we are
interested in phenomena happening on temporal scales smaller than T = 0.5 s. This means
that for pressure waves we need a spatial resolution smaller than Tcs/2π ∼ 27 m, where cs
is the sound speed in the air (�340 m/s).

The possibility of exploiting cosmic rays showers to monitor atmospheric parameters
such as the temperature or the pressure has been proposed as well [47]; however, this
technique requires a sufficient spatial and temporal resolution (T < 0.5 s) to resolve the fast
changes in the density which could give rise to ANN.
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4.2. Seismic Newtonian Noise

SNN is produced by seismic waves that are able to locally modify the density of the
medium that they are crossing. Rayleigh waves produce density variations through the
characteristic elliptical movement that they induce on particles, whereas P-waves occur
through the compression and decompression of the soil (see Section 2). Concerning S-
waves, we need to be more careful. Shear waves do not produce any density fluctuation
(and thus SNN) in a homogeneous volume, but they can if discontinuities (such as a cavern)
are present. This is an important point for underground detectors, which are hosted in
caverns. The SNN produced by the soil surrounding a cavern of radius a can be written
as [2]:

δabody-waves(0, t) = 4πGρ0

(
2ξP(0, t)

j1(kPa)
kPa

− ξS(0, t)
j1(kSa)

kSa

)
(11)

where δabody-waves(0, t) is the acceleration induced by the SNN at the center of the cavern;
G is the gravitational constant; ξP and ξS are the displacement induced by P- and S-
waves, respectively; ji(x) is the spherical Bessel function of order i; and kP and kS are
the absolute value of the wave vector of P and S waves, respectively. The equation is
obtained by considering a homogeneous and isotropic space with density ρ0 and the
presence of a cavity of radius a. We can note that P-waves contribute to δa with a factor of
2 compared to S-waves. This happens because P-waves contribute to the NN by generating
density variations in two ways: through the compression/decompression of the ground
and through the displacement of cavity walls. S-waves, instead, enter into play by only
generating density variations at the cavity wall discontinuity.

Scattering of seismic waves in the cavern could cause the conversion of P-waves into
S-waves and vice versa. However, in [2] it is shown that in the limit of long wavelengths
(kP,Sa → 0), one can neglect this scattering.

Rayleigh waves dominate the vertical seismic spectrum at the surface and for this
reason they are the main source of SNN in detectors such as Virgo and LIGO. These waves
are exponentially attenuated underground and contribute less to underground SNN, which
instead is dominated by body waves (see Equation (11)). We can model the SNN produced
by Rayleigh waves for a surface detector with test masses suspended at h m from the
ground as follows [2]:

δaRayleigh(r0, t) = 2πGρ0γ(ν)e−hkρ ξz(0, 0)ei(kρ ·r0−ωt)

⎛⎝ i cos(θ)
i sin(θ)
−1

⎞⎠ (12)

where γ(ν) is a factor determined by the Poisson ratio (i.e. by the elastic properties of the
medium) and its value ranges from 0.5 to 1, and θ is the angle that the horizontal wave
vector kρ forms with the x-axis. We obtain Equation (12) by calculating the gravity potential
induced by a Rayleigh wave, taking its gradient with respect to r0 and solving for a test
mass located above the surface.

However, this model neglects the topology. Indeed, the scattering of seismic waves
from an irregular surface topography can vary the composition of the seismic field, leading
to complex structures that are not completely characterized by surface displacement [48].
Moreover, for a complete SNN estimation of surface detectors, the underground body wave
contribution should also be added to the Rayleigh wave surface contribution.

Rayleigh waves propagating below the surface will generate SNN in an underground test
mass through three main mechanisms: surface displacement, rock compression/decompression,
and cavern wall displacement. We need to coherently add all these effects to obtain their SNN
contribution in the test mass. The PSD of the NN strain induced by Rayleigh waves in an
underground detector is given in Equation (2) of [37]. In Figure 12, seismic noise and NN of
seismic origin are compared with the ET-D sensitivity curve. The estimate for the NN from
Rayleigh waves is calculated using a seismic spectrum lying exactly in the middle between
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the Peterson NLNM and NHNM (see Figure 2). The estimates for the seismic noise and the
SNN from body waves are instead calculated using five times the NLNM. The seismic noise
curve was obtained by filtering the ground motion with the transfer function of the 17 m
tall suspensions envisaged for ET [42]. The SNN from body waves was calculated based on
Equation (11), with a negligible cavity radius compared to the wavelength of the incoming
seismic waves and considering an equal energy partition between the two polarizations of
S-waves and P-waves. Finally, the SNN produced by Rayleigh waves was estimated using
the model of Equation (2) in [37]. However, this estimate must be taken with a grain of salt;
indeed, it strongly depends on the velocity dispersion model of Rayleigh waves, as well as on
the velocities of P and S-waves.

Figure 12. ET-D sensitivity curve compared with the seismic noise and NN of seismic origin. The
seismic noise curve was obtained using a seismic spectrum lying exactly at the midpoint between
Peterson’s NLNM and NHNM (see Figure 2). The same spectrum was used to evaluate the NN
generated by Rayleigh waves. For the NN from body waves, we used 5 times the Low Noise Model
spectrum, as was done in [37].

5. Other Sources of Newtonian Noise

In principle, NN can be generated by any mass displacement. This means that water
flow in underground caverns can also produce such noise. In KAGRA, there can be a large
amount of water flowing in the pipes during spring (approximately 1200 tons of water at
most per year passes through the drainage pipes near the Y-end station [23]). This could
lead to sensitivity limitations of the detector. Indeed, although NN produced by water
compression can be considered negligible, the water surface profile can vary during its flow,
thus leading to a density variation (the same mechanism by which S-waves can produce
NN in presence of a discontinuity). Preliminary models [49] show that NN from turbulent
water flow could limit KAGRA’s sensitivity.

Another possible source of concern is the NN generated by the vibrations of the
cryogenic shielding or by boiling cryogenic liquids. E. Bonilla et al. in [50] studied these
effects in relation to the development of LIGO Voyager [51]. They concluded that these
sources should not constitute a concern since their NN production will lie below the
sensitivity curve of Voyager, as well as that of ET. Structure vibrations will matter only
if they have very high Q-factors that can amplify vibrations. Indeed, in [2] (Section 6.5)
J. Harms shows that the interaction between an oscillating point mass close to the GW
test mass is proportional to the oscillation amplitude, but it is also suppressed by the
relative distance between the two objects. This means that, in order to threaten the detector
sensitivity, the amplitude should be high and the oscillating objects should be very close to
the test mass.
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6. Newtonian Noise Cancellation

Given that NN is generated by fluctuations in the gravity field, we cannot easily
shield the detector from NN fluctuations. Excavating meter-scale recesses around the test
masses would help in reducing nearby density variations and the consequently induced
NN by a factor 2–4: this was shown in [33]. A. Singha et al. evaluated, through numerical
simulations, the NN originating from an isotropic Rayleigh field in Virgo with and without
the recess structure hosting the test masses’ clean rooms. They showed that the presence of
this empty space leads to a reduction of a factor of two in the estimated NN of Virgo. This
result is also supported by the findings of [52], in which seismic data collected in the Virgo
West End Building were used to make a first estimate of the SNN affecting the test mass.
Concerning ET, cavern dimensions should ideally help in reducing SNN. Plotting the P
and S contributions of Equation (11) as a function of kPa shows that if the cavity radius
is 0.4 times the seismic wavelength, then gravity perturbations are reduced by a factor of
two. Translated in terms of cavern dimensions, we see that at 30 Hz (the highest interesting
frequency for the NN) and considering a conservative P-wave velocity value of 4 km/s,
the minimal radius to reduce NN should be of about 50 m [2]. It is clear that such a large
radius is unfeasible for underground caverns. In fact, the high rock stress could lead to
instabilities that might be fatal [53]. For this reason, it is important to think of other more
effective ways to reduce NN both in underground and surface detectors.

Another possible way to reduce both SNN and seismic noise would be the employment
of seismic metamaterials, which should provide seismic cloaking that is able to reduce
the incoming seismic waves [54,55]. This approach, like the previous one, entails major
modifications of the detector infrastructure, so it is not easy to implement in existing GW
detectors. Indeed, this would imply building periodic structures around the test masses
with dimensions of the order of the seismic waves of interest.

The most immediate way to reduce NN in GW detectors is through active noise
cancellation. This method was first suggested by Hughes and Thorne in [30] and then
developed by G. Cella in [56]. Active noise cancellation has already been employed in GW
interferometers to further suppress noise in the instrument [19–21]. In LIGO, for example,
this method is used to actively suppress seismic noise [22].

The basic idea underlying active noise cancellation is to monitor a noise source with
some witness sensors and then use these data as an input to a linear filter to reconstruct
the noise. In the case of NN, this is possible because the seismic displacement and the
induced NN have a linear relationship (see Equations (7) and (8)). The optimal linear filter
is calculated to minimize the square error between the estimated signal (the NN) and the
real signal and it is known as a Wiener filter (WF) [57].

The main issue in NN cancellation is represented by finding the optimal positions of
the N witness sensors in order to maximize the WF capabilities to estimate the SNN. This
can be achieved in the frequency domain, but for the final subtraction of NN from GW
data, the WF will have to be implemented in the time domain. The distinction between
the time-domain WF and the frequency-domain WF lies principally in the fact that in the
frequency domain the information regarding the order of the filter disappears. The WF in
the frequency domain can be expressed as

X̂(ω) = WT(ω)Y(ω) (13)

where both W(ω) and Y(ω) are N-dimensional vectors containing the Fourier transforms
of the WF coefficients and the N witness signals, respectively. The WF is then defined by the
coefficients that minimize the ensemble average of the square error function, E[e∗[ω]e[ω]],
with e[ω] = X[ω]− X̂[ω]:

W = (P̄YY)
−1

PXY (14)

where PYYij(ω) = E[Y∗
i (ω)Yj(ω)] is the element ij of the N × N matrix of the Cross-PSDs

between the ith and jth witness sensors and it is denoted as P̄YY. PXYi (ω) = E[Y∗
i (ω)X(ω)]

is the ith element of the the N-vector of the Cross-PSD between the target signal (the NN in
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the detector) and the ith witness sensor signal; it is denoted as PXY. With this result we can
define the residual as R = E[e∗e]/PXX and obtain

R(ω) = 1 − P†
XYP̄−1

YYPXY

PXX
(15)

where PXX(ω) = E[X∗(ω)X(ω)] is the PSD of the target signal. Note that PXX is a scalar
and it is real (PXX = P∗

XX), whereas PXY and P̄YY are a complex vector and a complex
matrix, respectively.

Equation (15) indicates an important point: for effective NN cancellation, correlations
between sensors and between them and the test mass are of the utmost importance, but
until NN is dominated by other noises (in particular thermal and quantum noises, but also
technical noises), evaluating the correlations between the sensors and the test mass strain is
hopeless. For this reason, in order to optimize the seismic array positions, we need to rely
on coupling models between the seismic displacement and the test mass (see Equation (4)
in [52]). The optimal array should be in a configuration that maximizes the correlations
between sensors (the elements of P̄YY). We will come back to this point in the following
Subsection, regarding underground NN cancellation.

Ideally, to perform NN cancellation, it would be sufficient to evaluate the WF coeffi-
cients of Equation (14). However, this should be done in the time domain, thus implying
the inversion of a huge matrix (of the order of NPxNP, since we have to consider also the
filter order, P). This could lead to statistical and numerical errors. A way around this would
be using a gradient descent algorithm to find the WF coefficients, instead of calculating
them through a matrix inversion [58].

In order to perform the cancellation, other sensors rather than seismometers have been
proposed. Concerning surface detectors, we know that they are dominated by Rayleigh
waves, which can be monitored using an array of vertical seismic sensors. However, a
single tiltmeter located under the test mass would be enough to cancel the NN from surface
detectors with the only limitation being its own self-noise [59]. The reason that a tiltmeter
could perform better is that the vertical displacement under a test mass has zero correlation
with the induced NN, whereas the horizontal one correlates in the direction of the test
mass displacement. Using seismic sensors to record the horizontal channel would not help,
since they are affected by the presence of Love waves, which would spoil the correlations.
The tiltmeter, on the other hand, does not have this problem and it could be used for NN
cancellation purposes. The possibility of using a tiltmeter is yet to be investigated for the
underground case, where instead of Rayleigh waves, there are P and S-waves which mix
(see next Subsection).

Another possibility for performing NN cancellation is represented by deep neural
networks. Some preliminary works have already been carried out to check how they could
perform compared to the WF [60] and to reconstruct the underground seismic field [61].

Newtonian Noise Cancellation in Surface and Underground Detectors

They key to good NN cancellation relies in the search for the optimal array, in order
to maximize the WF capabilities to estimate the NN affecting the test mass. Finding
such an array means searching for the array configuration that minimizes the residual of
Equation (15) for a fixed frequency and number of sensors. If the seismic field is isotropic
and homogeneous, this can be accomplished quite easily, especially for surface detectors. In
reality, the seismic field, especially at the surface, is never isotropic and/or homogeneous.
This leads to the need to use seismic data to reconstruct the surface seismic field by building
a surrogate model that will be used to find the optimal array configuration [52]. This has
been achieved for Virgo, leading to the array configuration shown in Figure 13 (left).
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Figure 13. Comparison between the optimal array obtained for the West End Building (WEB) in Virgo
(left) and the optimal array obtained for an isotropic and homogeneous Rayleigh wave field (right).
The blue dots in the left figure represent sensors placed on the tower platform (which is anchored to
the bedrock with pillars), whereas the red dots represent sensors placed on the floor of the building.
The optimal array in the right figure is represented with different values of SNR. The right figure was
taken from [62].

In underground detectors, correlations between seismic sensors are greatly spoiled by
the mixing of P- and S-waves. Indeed, seismic sensors are only sensitive to the displacement
and not to the wave polarization. This means that both P- and S-waves will contribute to
the recorded displacement and, since P- and S-waves are uncorrelated, the correlations
between the sensors will be degraded. Figure 14 shows a comparison of seismic correlations
between the origin and all the other points in the presence of a homogeneous and isotropic
seismic field composed only of P-waves in one case (left) and of a mix of P- and S-waves in
the other case (right).

Figure 14. Left: seismic correlations between the origin and all the other points in the presence of
a homogeneous and isotropic seismic field composed only of P-waves. Right: seismic correlations
between the origin and all the other points in the presence of a homogeneous and isotropic seismic
field composed of 1/3 of P-waves and 2/3 of S-waves (assuming an equal distribution of energy
between the three polarizations: one for P-waves and two for S-waves). Figure taken from [62].

For this reason, the WF in the underground environment will never reach the limit
imposed by the self noise of the sensors since it is already limited by degraded correlations.
This is perhaps the biggest conceptual problem related to NN subtraction in underground
detectors because it implies the need for a higher number of sensors to reach a given NN
reduction level. Finding a way to disentangle P- and S-components would lead to better
performance by the WF (increasing the correlations that could be evaluated separately).
Employing tiltmeters, for example, could help in this, but this is something that remains to
be investigated.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, two forms of noise present in interferometric GW detectors were re-
viewed: seismic and Newtonian noise. Newtonian noise has a seismic noise component; it
follows then that these two forms of noise are intimately connected and, for this reason, it
is natural to address them in the same review.
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Seismic noise and its origin are described in detail and an explanation of how this
noise can affect GW detection and the techniques employed to reduce its effects in current
GW detectors have been provided. Newtonian noise has been described as well: all its
contributors (atmospheric, seismic, and some other contributors) were described together,
along with the main work carried out in the field.

To conclude, we must point out that third-generation GW detectors require particular
care in regard to the design of the suspension system, as well as the design of the Newtonian
noise cancellation system. Indeed, seismic and Newtonian noise can become a limiting
factor for the detector sensitivity in the low frequency band.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AdV Advanced Virgo
ANN Atmospheric Newtonian Noise
BSC Basic Symmetric Chamber
CE Cosmic Explorer
ET Einstein Telescope
NHNM New High Noise Model
NLNM New Low Noise Model
NN Newtonian Noise
PSD Power Spectral Density
SA Super Attenuator
SNN Seismic Newtonian Noise
WF Wiener Filter
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Abstract: Injecting optical squeezed states of light, a technique known as squeezing, is now a tool
for gravitational wave detection. Its ability to reduce quantum noise is helping to reveal more gravi-
tational wave transients, expanding the catalog of observations in the last observing run. This review
introduces squeezing and its history in the context of gravitational-wave detectors. It overviews
the benefits, limitations and methods of incorporating squeezing into advanced interferometers,
emphasizing the most relevant details for astrophysics instrumentation.

Keywords: gravitational waves; squeezed states; quantum optics; interferometer; quantum noise

1. Introduction

The study of squeezed states, or squeezing, is a maturing field [1–5], finding applications
in experiments limited by the quantum nature of light, including spectroscopy [6], quantum
key distribution [7], and imaging [8]. Squeezing has expanded the reach of the LIGO and
Virgo gravitational wave detectors in the most recent observing run [9,10] of these second gen-
eration detectors. Squeezing has a history in the first generation observatories of the GEO600
and LIGO Hanford detectors as a demonstration of principle [11,12] and reliable, sustained
campaign of improving sensitivity of GEO600 through quantum optics [13]. At present, the
combination of squeezing and diverse instrumentation improvements [14] has resulted in
a nearly ten fold increase in gravitational wave detections in the most recent observing run,
with 80 new events [15]. The goal of this review is to provide an overview of how squeezing
can improve gravitational wave detectors, in a way that should be accessible to researchers in
related fields looking for an introduction. We will introduce key considerations for squeezer
performance, emphasizing those that are specific to gravitational wave detectors such as the
stringent noise requirements and new techniques such as frequency dependent squeezing.

1.1. Introduction to Quantum Noise in Gravitational Wave Detectors

Gravitational wave detectors are Michelson interferometers that employ optical light
to probe the spacetime along their arms. In the interferometer arms, passing gravita-
tional waves shift or modulate the phase of the traversing optical field of carrier light,
generating phase modulations at the observation frequency Ω. Wave interference at the
Michelson beamsplitter then causes the minuscule phase modulations to be observed as
power fluctuations at the interferometer readout. The exquisite sensitivity of the detectors
to gravitational waves is ultimately limited by the quantum nature of their probe light in
detecting phase modulations.

Experimentally, the quantization of light causes “shot noise” from the independent
arrival of photons on the readout detector from the interferometer. The average power on
the detector and the observation time gives an expected total number of photons, while
measurements of the number have a Poisson distribution. The distribution results in an
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uncertainty in the interferometer phase measurements, which limits the sensitivity of the
current generation of gravitational wave detectors at frequencies above 50 Hz.

Amplitude uncertainty in the interferometer arms causes a fluctuating force on the
suspended mirrors from the momentum fluctuations of the optical light. The acceleration
from the force causes a displacement of the test mass which adds noise to the phase of the
light. Thus, in gravitational wave detectors, quantum amplitude quadrature uncertainty
creates phase quadrature uncertainty, with a stronger coupling at lower frequencies. This is
quantum radiation pressure noise (QRPN), a manifestation of measurement back action
whereby the precise measurements of the test mass positions impart uncertainty into
their momentum via Heisenberg uncertainty. The momentum uncertainty causes position
uncertainty during continuous observation. This is enforced physically because precise
measurements of the test mass position require sufficient optical power that the momentum
of the light significantly impacts the momentum of the test mass. This uncertainty results
in a mechanical standard quantum limit for measurements of mechanical systems [16].
Increasing the optical power in the interferometer improves the phase sensitivity as well as
increases the transfer of optical momentum and its uncertainty. The implication is shown
by the dashed curve in Figure 1; as the power is increased the shot noise limited sensitivity
improves while the radiation pressure noise increases.

Figure 1. Quantum noise, given in terms of equivalent gravitational-wave detector sensitivity, in the
Advanced LIGO design configuration (other noises not shown), calculated using [17]. Gravitational-
wave detectors are sensitive to strain, change in arm length over the total arm length. At frequencies
above 200 Hz, shot noise is the dominant quantum noise while radiation pressure dominates below
50 Hz. The addition of frequency independent squeezing can reduce one type of quantum noise
while increasing the other (see Section 2). Once other noise sources are reduced enough that radiation
pressure dominates the low frequency sensitivity of an interferometer, injecting frequency indepen-
dent squeezing will degrade the sensitivity at some frequencies. Reflecting the squeezed field off of a
filter cavity can rotate and filter the squeezing in a frequency dependent way to achieve a broadband
sensitivity improvement. The parameters of the injected squeezing, losses, and filter cavity are chosen
here so that there is 6 dB of shot noise reduction, and 8 dB of increase in quantum radiation pressure
without a filter cavity, and 6 dB improvement in quantum radiation pressure noise with a filter cavity.

1.2. Theoretical Description of Quantum Light, Squeezing

Light can be described by the two quadratures (sine and cosine) of an electric field, both
of which have an associated quantum operator, X̂1 and X̂2. Observations of either of these
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operators have a distribution or uncertainty that is imposed by the quantization of light.
Figure 2 shows classic ball and stick style diagrams consisting of a field phasor, representing
the quadratures of the classical mean field of the state of the carrier light, with a fuzzy ball
showing the magnitude and orientation of the amplitude and phase uncertainties.

X̂
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X
2

X̂
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1

X
2

X
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Figure 2. Ball-and-stick diagrams for a coherent state of light (left), a squeezed state of light (center),
and squeezed vacuum (right). The red line is a phasor: the amplitude of the state is represented
by the length of the line, while the phase is represented by the angle of the line relative to the two
quadrature axes—X1 and X2. The uncertainty of the state is represented by a fuzzy ball at the end of
the stick. The squeezed vacuum field is oriented with angle θ to the quadrature axes.

The first panel of Figure 2 represents a coherent state, the state of ideal laser light. These
states have non-zero average field, the carrier amplitude, which provides an orientation of
amplitude and phase in the phase space of the quadrature operators. Small modulations of
amplitude and phase can be represented as linear combinations of the quadrature operators,
X̂A and X̂φ.1

The uncertainty in the two observable quadratures for vacuum and coherent states are
symmetric, and equal, with ΔX̂2

A = ΔX̂2
φ = N. The scale N here represents the standard

quantum limit (SQL) for the imprecision of optical measurements [16]. It can be in units of
quanta, energy, or spectral density, depending on the experimental context and underlying
normalization of the X̂A, X̂φ operators. Here, such definitions are omitted, so N represents
the scale of the “default” quantum noise from the vacuum state in an optical interferometer.

In the ball-and-stick picture, vacuum states (and squeezed vacuum states) are repre-
sented by an uncertainty ball (or ellipse) with no coherent amplitude. Squeezed states have
reduced uncertainty in the observations of one quadrature operator compared to a vacuum
or coherent state. The quadrature operators do not commute with one another, making
them incompatible observables related through the uncertainty relation:

ΔX̂AΔX̂φ ≥ N. (1)

This relation indicates that the quantum phase space of any state has at least the
uncertainty area, N, of the vacuum state. The squeezing level, in decibels of phase noise
variance reduction with respect to the vacuum state, is given by

dB = −10 log(ΔX̂2
φ/N). (2)

Due to the uncertainty relation, phase quadrature squeezing causes amplitude quadra-
ture “anti-squeezing”, with corresponding increase in its noise variance.

Squeezed states in general are not required to independently affect only ΔX̂A or ΔX̂φ.
One can instead form a squeezed state using operators in a basis rotated by an angle θ
with respect to X̂A and X̂φ, known as the squeezing angle. More in-depth discussion of
quantum optics can be found in [18,19].

To date, this theory describes squeezed states which promise to reduce ΔX̂φ with no
apparent limit, arbitrarily improving the sensitivity of interferometers. Realistically, the ob-
served noise reduction of squeezed states is limited through decoherence and degradations
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of purely-generated squeezed states into impure, mixed states. Those degradations and
their implications are detailed in later sections.

1.3. Squeezing in Gravitational Wave Detectors

The “squeezed light upgrade” of gravitational wave detectors surprisingly does not
require the main interferometer laser to be modified. Instead, squeezed states are separately
produced and injected at the “output” port, see Figure 3. The interferometers are operated
with nearly perfect destructive interference, in which case almost all of the input carrier
light reflects back towards the laser. Caves realized that the quantum state entering the
“output port” is similarly reflected, and thus, in conjunction with the input laser power and
the mass of the test masses, establishes the quantum state of the light incident on the
readout [20]. During its reflection, the state enters, and is modified by, the interferometer.

Main
interferometer

laser

Output
Faraday
isolator

Detection portSqueezer
Faraday
isolator

Filter cavity

Squeezed vacuum 
source

Figure 3. Simplified optical layout of a dual-recycled Fabry–Perot Michelson interferometer (grey
box), with frequency-dependent squeezing injected at the output port, as is planned the aLIGO
and AdVirgo detectors in Observing Run 4. The squeezed vacuum source generates frequency-
independent squeezed light. The squeezed beam (dashed red line) is reflected off the filter cavity,
passes back through one or more squeezer Faraday isolators, and is injected into the main interferom-
eter through the output Faraday isolator.

Another example of the phase quadrature displacement is the addition of the fringe
light from a static offset in the arm lengths. This displacement adds a large coherent
amplitude to the output state without changing the statistics of quadrature observations.
By default, vacuum states are perpetually incident on the output port, and the output field
consists of the vacuum states mixed with the interferometer field (see Figure 2), causing the
readout to have shot noise with Poisson statistics. For squeezing, the vacuum is replaced
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by squeezed states [20] causing readout noise with sub-Poisson uncertainty for the correct
squeezing orientation. This implies—remarkably—that the seemingly passive injection of a
field at the output changes the manner by which the classical laser field in the interferometer
is emitted and read as photon counts.

Figure 1 shows the impact of both squeezing and carrier power changes on the quan-
tum noise of the Advanced LIGO design. Increasing the optical power in the interferometer
improves the phase sensitivity but also directly increases the quantum radiation pressure
noise due to backaction, as shown by the dashed curve in Figure 1. Injection of phase
squeezing also improves the shot noise limited sensitivity, but increases the radiation
pressure noise due to anti-squeezing of the amplitude quadrature.

2. Frequency Dependent Squeezing

The ball-and-stick description of squeezing introduced above shows the squeezing
level at a single frequency. The squeezing ellipse can be oriented differently or more or
less squeezed at different observation frequencies. Defining the quadrature operators
independently for each observation frequency Ω allows the classical description of the
frequency response of optical cavities to describe transformations to squeezed states in the
frequency domain. The formal description of the relevant frequency domain description of
optical states, and its subtleties, is detailed in refs [21,22].

Because of quantum radiation pressure noise, reducing quantum noise throughout the
gravitational wave frequency band requires amplitude squeezing at low frequencies and
phase squeezing at high frequencies. This can be implemented by continuously rotating the
squeezing angle θ as a function of the observation frequency. The appropriate rotation is
achieved by reflecting the squeezed beam off of an optical cavity with its resonance detuned
(shifted away) from the interferometer’s carrier frequency [23–28]. Quantum filter cavities
and frequency dependent squeezing are planned to be used in both LIGO and Virgo in the
next observing run. Some details of them and their history is included in Section 5.4.

3. Generating Squeezed States of Light

All gravitational-wave detectors currently implementing squeezing use a sub-threshold
optical parametric oscillator (OPO), alternately called an optical parametric amplifier, to
generate squeezed vacuum [9,10,29]. The squeezer system starts with a laser which is phase
locked to have the exact frequency as the main interferometer laser. The squeezer laser
pumps a second harmonic generator (SHG) which frequency doubles the 1064 nm light
to 532 nm, as shown in Figure 4. The 532 nm light generated by the SHG is then used to
pump the optical parametric oscillator.

Optical
parametric
oscillator

Second
harmonic
generator

Squeezer
laser

Figure 4. Simplified schematic for squeezed light generation. Red lines indicate 1064 nm beams,
green lines are 532 nm, dashed line is squeezed light. The squeezer laser pumps a second harmonic
generator which creates the 532 nm light which in turn pumps an optical parametric oscillator.

Since the first experimental realization of squeezing in 1985 [30], several key advances
have been made to generate squeezing suitable for use in gravitational wave observatories.
The SHG and OPO both use three-wave mixing caused by a second order susceptibility in
a crystal, where the induced polarization caused by an applied electric field has a quadratic
term allowing exchange of energy between the field at 1064 nm and 532 nm [31]. In the
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SHG case, two photons of carrier light convert to frequency-doubled pump light. In OPOs
for squeezing, pump photons are down converted into entangled pairs of photons. This
process can occur spontaneously or be seeded by an injected field. In either case, the
conservation of energy requires that a pump photon at twice the carrier frequency, 2ω, is
down converted to a pair of photons at symmetric sideband frequencies ω ∓ Ω, where Ω is
the audio band observation frequency. Vacuum fluctuations are incident on the OPO cavity;
the correlated pairs of photons generated inside the OPO mean that the field reflected off
the cavity can be highly squeezed. More detailed explanations of how an OPO generates
squeezing can be found in several references, including [5,19,32,33].

All of the squeezers in use for gravitational wave detectors use a periodically-poled
potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) crystal to create their nonlinear interaction, chosen
for low loss and high nonlinear coefficient, as discussed in [34]. This crystal is poled
for quasi-phase matching [35], which requires that the crystal temperature be controlled
to allow for efficient interactions between the two wavelengths. The weak nonlinearity
additionally requires high intensity pump light via small beam sizes [36]. The interaction
strength is further enhanced using multiple passes in an optical cavity, resonant for the
interferometer carrier field. Some OPOs are also doubly resonant, meaning that both the
interferometer wavelength and the second-harmonic pump resonate [34]. Doubly resonant
cavities require the dispersion between the two wavelengths to be compensated to keep
both wavelengths on resonance, while also maintaining the crystal temperature required
for phase matching. Several key developments for generating squeezed vacuum states for
use in gravitational wave detectors have been made over the last several decades [37,38],
as reviewed in [39].

4. Results and History in GEO600, LIGO, Virgo

In the most recent gravitational wave observation run, known as O3, the LIGO, Virgo
and GEO600 detectors used squeezing routinely to extend their astrophysical reach [9,10,29].
Figure 5 shows the sensitivity improvements in the LIGO and Virgo detectors, which were
the results of decades of research and preparation.

The GEO600 gravitational wave observatory was the first kilometer scale gravita-
tional wave detector to implement squeezing in 2010 [11]. The GEO squeezer uses a
linear, hemilithic cavity with a PPKTP crystal resonant for 1064nm and pumped by a
single pass 532 nm beam, on an in air optical bench [40]. Efforts at GEO have focused
on long term stability [13,41], improvements to the coherent control technique (discussed
in Section 5.3) [42], angular controls of squeezing [43], and loss reduction [44]. The GEO
detector now routinely runs with 6 dB of shot noise reduction, after several improvements
to reduce losses [29].

Virgo implemented squeezing in 2019 with a linear, doubly resonant OPO on an in air
opticalTable [45]. The crystal used in this OPO has two regions with separate temperature
controllers, most of the crystal is temperature controlled to maintain the phase matching
condition, while a small region of the crystal is separately controlled to ensure that both
wavelengths are resonant in the cavity. The integration of this squeezed light source with
the Virgo controls and automation is described in [46]. The level of squeezing seen in Virgo
is limited by optical losses, and shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. (Top) Improved sensitivity of the LIGO Livingston detector in the 3rd observing run,
reproduced from [9]. The black trace shows the sensitivity without squeezing injected, while the
green trace shows the 2.7 ± 0.1 dB shot noise reduction with squeezing injected. The dashed magenta
line shows a model of quantum noise in the detector without squeezing injected, while the gray trace
is an estimate of the other noises. (Bottom) Improved sensitivity of the Virgo interferometer in the
3rd observing run, reproduced from [10]. The black trace shows the sensitivity without squeezing
injected, the red trace shows the 3.2 ± 0.1 dB shot noise reduction with squeezing injected, and blue
shows the 8.5 ± 0.1 dB increase in shot noise when the squeezing quadrature is rotated by 90 degrees.

A proof of principle experiment in the LIGO Hanford detector in 2012 demonstrated
2 dB of shot noise reduction [12]. An in air, doubly resonant, traveling wave OPO design
with a wedged PPKTP crystal was used to produce squeezing [34]. The crystal temperature
is controlled to maintain the phase matching condition in the nonlinear crystal, while a
translation stage can adjust the path length in the wedged portion of the crystal to ensure
that both wavelengths are resonant in the cavity at the required crystal temperature. This
short term squeezing experiment was also used to study the backscatter noise introduced
to the detector by squeezing from an in air squeezer [47] and the squeezing angle phase
noise [48]. As discussed in Section 5.2, this experiment led LIGO and collaborators at
ANU to develop an OPO that could be suspended inside the vacuum system to reduce
noise [49–52].

In 2019, LIGO installed in vacuum, doubly resonant bow tie OPOs with wedged PPKTP
crystals at both Hanford and Livingston observatories, which resulted in nearly 3 dB of shot
noise reduction during the third observation run, as shown in Figure 5 [9]. The quantum
radiation pressure noise limited the sensitivity of the Livingston detector, so that the degradation
and improvement in quantum radiation pressure noise due to squeezing was observed when
squeezing was injected with different squeezing angles [53]. When the maximum level of
squeezing available was injected into the interferometer at Livingston, the increased radiation
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pressure noise degraded the overall sensitivity to astrophysical sources. For this reason the level
of squeezing used for routine observations was less than the maximum available [9]. Frequency
dependent losses limited the level of squeezing available in both LIGO detectors, as discussed
in Section 5.5 and in [54].

5. Integration of Squeezing in Gravitational-Wave Detectors

Gravitational wave detectors are some of the most sensitive meteorology instruments
in the world. They impose demanding requirements on optical field stability and physical
motion in the audio signal band. High levels of squeezing and frequency dependent
squeezing have been developed and demonstrated in lab scale experiments for decades,
but require some adaptation to interoperate with gravitational wave interferometers. In
this section, we will discuss some of the factors that limit squeezing, ways in which the
squeezed light upgrade can add noise to these sensitive instruments, and approaches to
improve performance.

5.1. Loss and Phase Noise

The level of squeezing measured in an interferometer or any other squeezing mea-
surement is degraded in three main ways: optical losses, phase noise of the squeezing
ellipse [55,56], and coherent light from the interferometer that can be modulated by the
squeezer. The first and second degradations are discussed in this section, while the third is
discussed in Section 5.2.

The first degradation, optical loss, mixes un-squeezed vacuum states into the squeezed
states. This creates mixed states in which the squeezed quadrature is substantially less
squeezed, while the anti-squeezed quadrature stays nearly the same. In short, optical losses
representing the attenuation of power, Λ, limit the level of observable noise reduction to be
−10 log10(Λ). Potential sources of losses are intracavity losses in the OPO, characterized by
the escape efficiency, losses in relay optics including Faraday isolators [57–59], alignment
fluctuations or misalignment of the squeezer beam [52], and mode mismatches between
the squeezed beam and mode of the gravitational wave sidebands (or arm cavities) [54].

Fluctuations of the measurement quadrature relative to the squeezed quadrature,
called phase noise, mix the increased noise of the anti-squeezed quadrature into the mea-
surement. Phase noise at any frequency limits the useful squeezing level: fluctuations
faster than the measurement frequency integrate to limit the measured squeezing while
slow fluctuations limit the average interferometer sensitivity to gravitational waves. The
phase noise requirements become increasingly stringent at high levels of squeezing [49].
Phase noise is introduced by a variety of mechanisms, including RF sidebands used for
interferometer sensing, and sensing errors in the coherent control scheme discussed in
Section 5.3. These errors are induced by OPO length noise, temperature fluctuations of the
nonlinear crystal, and alignment fluctuations [48].

Levels of loss and phase noise in a squeezing measurement, either in a gravitational
wave interferometer or on a balanced homodyne detector, can be characterized by making
a series of measurements with different amounts of pump power in the OPO, as shown
in Figure 6, and included in [44,48]. As the pump power is increased, the generated
states are increasingly squeezed. The loss and phase noise are determined by mapping
the dependence between the generated vs. observed noise levels in the squeezing and
anti-squeezing quadratures.

Since the maximum level of squeezing is limited by both the losses and phase noise,
measurements of the level of noise in the anti-squeezed quadrature are used to distinguish
between the two effects. As the pump power and parametric gain increases, the level of
anti-squeezing is increased, limited by losses with minimal impact from phase noise. Phase
noise causes the squeezing level to decrease at high parametric gains by mixing in the
increased noise from the anti-squeezed quadrature, so measurements of the squeezing level
at high nonlinear gains provide information about the level of phase noise, as shown by
the dashed curves in Figure 6. Because both loss and phase noise can be dependent on the
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observation frequency in a complex interferometer (see Section 5.5), these measurements
may need to be analyzed at multiple frequencies, as in [54].

Figure 6. (Left) Levels of loss and phase noise in a squeezing measurement can be characterized by
measuring the level of squeezing as the parametric gain is varied by changing the OPO pump power.
Expressions used to make this plot are explained in [55,56]. The 20% and 7% loss levels are expected
requirements for reaching 6 dB and 10 dB of observed squeezing in current and future interferometers.
(Right) Observable squeezing level with parametric gain optimized for high squeezing [48,52]. This
figure shows that to improve from 3 dB to 6 dB of squeezing requires mostly loss reduction, but to
reach the 10 dB level of squeezing will also require low phase noise.

For any squeezing measurement there is a nonlinear gain setting that maximizes the
level of squeezing given the level of RMS phase noise, and the amount of pump power can
be adjusted to adjust the nonlinear gain. This maximum level of measured squeezing is
plotted as a function of loss and phase noise in the right panel of Figure 6. While Figure 6
shows the maximum available shot noise reduction, a gravitational wave interferometer
which is limited by quantum radiation pressure noise may need to use less than the
maximum available to optimize sensitivity, as in [9].

5.2. Backscatter, Technical Noise Introduced by Squeezer

The extreme sensitivity of gravitational wave detectors means that care must be taken
to ensure that the squeezer does not introduce noise that will mask gravitational wave
signals. Light scattered out of the interferometer towards the squeezer adds coherent light
that the squeezer or filter cavity can modulate and then return to the interferometer with
the squeezed states, adding a potential noise source via spurious interference paths. This
noise can arise both from path length fluctuations which modulate this coherent field in
the phase quadrature as well as from noise added to the field within the OPO itself.

A proof of principle squeezing experiment in the LIGO Hanford detector studied
noise introduced to the detector by scatter in the phase quadrature, which must be small
compared to shot noise [60]. Scatter into the amplitude quadrature also introduces noise by
driving differential radiation pressure within the interferometer.

The noise added by these spurious interference paths can be reduced by reducing
the motion of the squeezer components and any intermediate path length fluctuations, by
moving them into the vacuum system [50,52] and by suspending them [51]. Reducing the
amplitude of scattered light can also reduce backscatter noise. Faraday isolators are a key
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means to reduce the amplitude of backscatter light, but they introduce loss that degrades
the squeezing level.

A low loss Faraday isolator is needed to inject squeezing into the interferometer, and
typically provides at least 30 dB of isolation between the interferometer and the squeezer
components [57–59]. In the third observing run the LIGO, GEO, and Virgo interferometers,
respectively, add one, two and three low loss Faraday isolators to further attenuate light
reaching the OPO from the interferometer [9,10,29]. Linear OPO cavities reflect all of the
scattered light incident on them back towards the interferometer, whereas traveling wave
cavities, such as bow-tie cavities, provide nearly 50 dB of backscatter isolation limited by
imperfections of the nonlinear crystal and mirrors used [47]. The use of high quality optics
in the squeezer can prevent introducing additional sources of scattered light [61]. GEO has
reported observing backscatter from the squeezer that is amplified or de-amplified by the
nonlinear gain of the OPO [29]. This backscatter noise depends on the nonlinear gain of the
OPO, scaling similarly to phase noise and limiting the maximum squeezing level.

5.3. Controls

One of the major challenges for building a squeezer suitable for use in gravitational
wave detectors has been the control of the squeezing angle. Introducing a field with a
coherent amplitude into the OPO creates several noise couplings that mask any squeezing
in the audio frequency band (10 Hz–10 kHz) at which ground based gravitational wave
detectors operate [37]. This presents a challenge for control of the squeezer, including the
OPO cavity length, filter cavity length, and squeezing angle. To control the OPO cavity
length, either a frequency shifted field in the orthogonal polarization [40] or the second
harmonic field have been used [34]. In both cases, care has to be taken that the resonance of
the field used for sensing is the same as the squeezed field.

Two techniques have been developed to control the squeezing angle without introduc-
ing a coherent amplitude at audio frequencies: coherent control [62] and noise locking [63].
The noise lock relies on a dither of the squeezing angle, and demodulation of a measure-
ment of the noise power. This technique ensures that the squeezing angle is locked to
a point which minimizes noise in the measurement, however it introduces phase noise
which will limit the level of squeezing measured. While the coherent control technique
is preferable, the experience at GEO600 has shown that a noise lock in addition to the
coherent control can help improve the stability of the squeezing level [13,29].

5.4. Filter Cavity

A filter cavity is required to prepare the correct frequency dependent squeezing if an
interferometer’s sensitivity is limited by radiation pressure noise, which the LIGO and
Virgo detectors currently are [53]. The filter cavity is detuned, meaning that the resonance
of the filter cavity is shifted away from the interferometer carrier frequency by a few 10 s of
Hz. In reflecting off the detuned filter cavity, upper and lower optical sidebands experience
different phase shifts, which rotates the squeezing ellipse [24]. The cavity linewidth must
be <100 Hz to rotate the squeezing ellipse at the correct frequency, and can be adjusted for
significant changes in interferometer circulating power by changing the filter cavity input
coupler [64].

The earliest experiments in frequency dependent squeezing was a proof of the physical
effect [25] followed by a demonstration in the audio band [26] using off-carrier control.
Frequency dependent squeezing has been observed and characterized recently at the
audio frequencies needed for gravitational wave detectors in a 300 m as well as a 16 m
linear cavity [27,28]. Work is currently underway to install a 285 m long filter cavity at
Virgo [65–67] and a 300 m long filter cavity at both LIGO observatories [68], KAGRA has
similar plans for a future upgrade.

Adding a filter cavity to the squeezing path introduces frequency dependent losses
from the resonantly-enhanced internal cavity loss and any beam mode mismatch (cf.
Section 5.5). The losses reduce the level of squeezing at low frequencies [69]. The loss
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per length of a filter cavity is the figure to be minimized to preserve low frequency
squeezing [70]; longer cavities have been shown to achieve lower loss per unit length [71,72].
Optical losses in the filter cavity not only mix squeezing with the vacuum, they also “de-
phase” the squeezed state by de-correlating the upper and lower frequency components of
the optical quantum state [54]. This creates a noise term that scales with the nonlinear gain.

The filter cavity rotates the squeezing angle only at observation frequencies inside
its linewidth, and the rotation angle is determined by the offset (“detuning”) between the
interferometer carrier frequency and the cavity resonance frequency. Length variations of
the filter cavity shift that detuning, creating phase noise that only degrades squeezing in
the mid or low frequency audio band [73]. The magnitude of the phase noise depends on
the total RMS length noise, establishing requirements on the total environmental noise and
the control system to suppress it.

Adding a linear filter cavity also adds an additional backscatter path and can require
more Faraday isolators than just the squeezer OPO, especially compared to traveling-wave
OPO cavities. Compared to the squeezer, filter cavities have a very high finesse and
thus very strict length noise requirements to prevent backscatter noise [68]. The recent
laboratory demonstrations of audio-band frequency dependent squeezing [27,28] observe
this backscatter noise from the minuscule diffuse scatter from the local oscillator of their
balanced homodyne readout. The backscatter power in gravitational-wave interferometers
is expected to be substantially higher and drives many integration requirements unique to
their implementation into observatories, such as multiple-stage suspensions, active seismic
isolation, and new controls techniques [28,74].

5.5. Mode Matching and Frequency Dependence of Interferometer Response

In order to reduce the quantum noise of the interferometer, the transverse spatial field
profile (“mode”) of the Gaussian beam emitted from the squeezed state source needs to
match the optical mode of the interferometer’s resonating cavities. When there is a mode
mismatch between the spatial profile of the squeezed beam and the interferometer, then
the squeezed states do not have a full overlap with the interferometer states. The beam
entering the interferometer mode in this case can be decomposed into a mixture of the
squeezed field and unsqueezed vacuum in higher order transverse modes.

The mixed states formed from squeezed and vacuum states can behave like an optical
loss (degrading squeezing) when observed, but unlike most losses, mode mismatch is a
coherent process that depends on how optical cavities and optical telescopes transform the
spatial modes. Additionally, optical cavity transmissions and reflections add frequency
dependence to these transformations. In total, the optical loss and phase shifts of the
squeezing ellipse can pick several frequency dependent changes which are relatively unique
to their implementation in advanced gravitational wave interferometers. These effects were
first observed, described, and analyzed in both LIGO Hanford and Livingston [54] during
observing run three.

There are two key takeaways in the observation of frequency dependent losses.
The first is that they indicate that squeezing in interferometers is uniquely more challenging
to fully characterize than in broadband laboratory experiments. For interferometers which
have both arm and signal extraction cavities, such as LIGO, losses typically increase at
higher frequencies where the interferometer spectrum is predominantly quantum noise2.
The increase in losses can bias estimates of the frequency-independent incoherent losses
inferred using only high frequency measurements. More painstaking measurements at
lower frequencies, where classical noises must be accounted and removed, are required to
characterize the squeezing performance in the audio frequencies of the signal band. The
second takeaway is that squeezing losses have a complicated relationship to independent
measurements of mode matching between cavities: the impact of mode mismatch on
squeezing cannot be simply estimated based on mode matching efficiencies. More fully
understanding these relationships will be necessary to produce future specifications of
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telescope and optical design tolerances and to efficiently commission squeezing systems
for interferometers.

Along with mode matching, the optomechanics of radiation pressure also cause fre-
quency dependence in the interferometer response to squeezing. To increase the astrophys-
ical range, this is addressed to first order using the frequency dependent squeezing from a
filter cavity, as described above. To fully utilize and optimize filter cavities, we anticipate
that yet more complex interactions between the squeezing systems, interferometer cavities,
and their optomechanics will be observed. Gravitational wave interferometers are now
contributing to squeezing research as well as benefiting from it.

6. Conclusions and Future Plans

6.1. Plans for Upgrading Existing Detectors

In 2023 LIGO, Virgo, and KAGRA plan to start the fourth observing run, with
frequency-dependent squeezing implemented at the LIGO and Virgo observatories. The
filter cavity is a major squeezer hardware upgrade. With broadband frequency-dependent
squeezing, and active wavefront control elements which will reduce loss due to mode
mismatch between the cavities of the squeezer and interferometer [75,76], the squeezing im-
provements to detector sensitivity are expected to be greater than in the third observing run.

Plans beyond the next observing run for the LIGO detectors include the remaining
elements of the “A+” upgrade [77]. One of the upgrades for A+ is the detection scheme,
which will change from the Michelson fringe to balanced homodyne detection, which will
allow the quadrature measured at the detection port to be controlled.

6.2. Plans for Next Generation Detectors

Future ground-based gravitational-wave detectors all include the injection of frequency-
dependent squeezed light in their design studies. Cosmic Explorer is a proposed future
detector which uses a dual-recycled Fabry–Perot Michelson topology (like LIGO), with pro-
posed arm lengths of 20 and 40 km. The Cosmic Explorer design includes a squeezed light
source and 4 km long filter cavity to generate 10 dB of broadband squeezing improvement
to the sensitivity [78]. To achieve this level of squeezing improvement, the design targets a
total optical loss of �8% and phase noise of �10 mrad.

The Einstein telescope is another proposed future detector, using a triangular topology
and collocated pairs of Michelson interferometers targeting different gravitational-wave
frequencies. The Einstein Telescope (ET) also incorporates 10 dB of broadband frequency-
dependent squeezing into its design [79]. For the high frequency detector and squeezed
light source at 1064 nm and a 300 m filter cavity is proposed. The low frequency detector
will operate in a detuned configuration, which means that two filter cavities will be required
for frequency dependent squeezing [80] The low frequency ET design also calls for a main
laser wavelength of 1550 nm, which means that the squeezed light source will also need
to operate at 1550 nm. The ET design is also investigating more elaborate quantum non-
demolition schemes to further reduce the quantum noise.

The neutron star extreme matter observatory (NEMO) is another proposed future
gravitational-wave detector targeting the high frequency audio band (2–4 kHz) [81]. In
this detection band radiation pressure noise no longer limits the detector, and shot noise
is the only relevant quantum noise term meaning that NEMO has no need for a filter
cavity. The NEMO design thus injects frequency-independent squeezing, with design
improvement at 7 dB.

6.3. Summary and Conclusions

Squeezing has become a tool for gravitational wave observatories, with demonstrated
reliable performance at LIGO, Virgo and GEO600. The implementation of squeezing
at these observatories has been accomplished without introducing noise that limits the
sensitivity to gravitational waves, through successful mitigation of scattered light. While
these implementations of squeezing have demonstrated improvements to the astrophysical
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reach of ground based interferometers, realizing the full potential of squeezing for this type
of observatory remains a significant challenge.

Both Virgo and LIGO are currently building filter cavities to allow for improvements
in quantum noise at frequencies limited by quantum radiation pressure noise as well as
shot noise. These cavities need very low losses and creative and precise control schemes to
achieve the desired sensitivity for observing runs planned in 2023.

The achievement of 6 dB of squeezing at GEO600 required years of careful effort in loss
reduction and controls. LIGO and Virgo are both aiming to increase the level of squeezing
in the next observing run. For LIGO, active mode matching will help reach the low levels of
effective loss needed to reach 6 dB of squeezing, while challenging, increasing the level of
squeezing to 6 dB in combination with filter cavities will provide significant improvements
in the rate of gravitational wave observations.

Looking to the future, gravitational-wave observatories will aim to obtain the maxi-
mum possible benefit from squeezing, with plans for 10 dB of squeezing. The considerations
covered in this review, including control of squeezing and filter cavities, optical losses,
phase noise, mode matching and scattered light are going to continue to be crucial in
squeezer designs. As ground based gravitational wave astronomy continues to grow as a
field, the drive towards better sensitivity will require painstaking attention to each of the
factors that can limit squeezing.
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Notes

1 Note, our definition of phase and amplitude quadrature operators is specifically by choosing a basis of the quadrature operators
suitable to describe their respective first-order modulations of a reference classical field. This in contrast to conceptual operators
defined to uniquely represent phase and amplitude measurements at all orders (e.g., the Susskind–Glogower or Pegg–Barnett
phase operators).

2 In interferometers with either arm or signal extraction cavities, the effect is reversed.
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Abstract: Since the early stages of operation of ground-based gravitational-wave interferometers,
careful monitoring of these detectors has been an important component of their successful operation
and observations. Characterization of gravitational-wave detectors blends computational and instru-
mental methods of investigating the detector performance. These efforts focus both on identifying
ways to improve detector sensitivity for future observations and understand the non-idealized fea-
tures in data that has already been recorded. Alongside a focus on the detectors themselves, detector
characterization includes careful studies of how astrophysical analyses are affected by different data
quality issues. This article presents an overview of the multifaceted aspects of the characterization of
interferometric gravitational-wave detectors, including investigations of instrumental performance,
characterization of interferometer data quality, and the identification and mitigation of data qual-
ity issues that impact analysis of gravitational-wave events. Looking forward, we discuss efforts
to adapt current detector characterization methods to meet the changing needs of gravitational-
wave astronomy.

Keywords: LIGO; Virgo; KAGRA; gravitational waves; detector characterization; data quality;
noise mitigation

1. Introduction

Within the past decade, advances in the design of gravitational-wave interferometers
have allowed the Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo detectors to reach the required
sensitivity to detect gravitational waves from astrophysical sources [1,2]. These observa-
tions [3–7] of the cataclysmic mergers of massive compact objects allowed for the discovery
of a new population of black holes [8], insights into the nuclear equation of state [9], preci-
sion tests of general relativity [10], and the identification of compact objects that are not
predicted to form from stellar evolution [11,12].

These historic discoveries in astrophysics have required measurements of gravitational-
wave strains of less than 10−21 [3]. To achieve these levels of sensitivity, gravitational-wave
detectors rely on a wide array of technologies designed to minimize the sensitivity of the
detectors to non-astrophysical sources of noise. However, the complexity of the detectors
also provides numerous pathways for introducing instrumental noise into the recorded
data. Addressing the presence of noise in the instruments is a crucial aspect of gravitational-
wave astrophysics, both for the continual improvement of the detectors themselves and for
ensuring appropriate treatment of the noise in the data analyses.

This area of research, focusing on diagnosing and mitigating instrumental problems
that impact the quality of recorded gravitational-wave strain data, is known as “detector
characterization”. Detector characterization was a central element of the initial operation
of both first [13–15] and second [16] generation detectors and the first detection of gravi-
tational waves [17]. Figure 1 illustrates the central role of characterizing the detector and
its data quality to the flow of LIGO data analysis from the instruments to the final output
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of gravitational-wave catalogs. As gravitational-wave astronomy grows, detector charac-
terization and noise mitigation continue to play an important role in the maximization of
detector sensitivity and analysis precision [15,18,19].

This article reviews the current state of detector characterization and noise mitigation
used in gravitational-wave science. Section 2 focuses on the techniques and approaches to
characterizing instrumental performance of gravitational-wave interferometers. Section 3
discusses how problems with the data quality are diagnosed and how this information
is propagated to gravitational-wave data analyses. Section 4 focuses on the detector
characterization steps taken in response to detected gravitational-wave events. Section 5
then provides an overview of current techniques used to mitigate the impact of instrumental
noise in the data. Finally, Section 6 remarks on the current state of the field and potential
applicability of these methods to future detectors and analyses.

The focus of this work primarily focuses on techniques used in analyses of data from
the LIGO Hanford and LIGO Livingston detectors and analyses completed by the LIGO-
Virgo-KAGRA (LVK) collaborations, with examples related to the Virgo detector included
when relevant. However, the methods described are broadly applicable to other current
and future ground-based interferometric detectors, including GEO600 [20], KAGRA [21],
and LIGO India [22] and analyses completed by other groups. All gravitational-wave strain
data used for visualizations in this work is from the Gravitational-wave Open Science
Center (GWOSC) [23].

Figure 1. A visualization of the connections between different components of gravitational-wave data
analysis. Detector characterization is in the middle, indicating its critical role in gravitational-wave
astronomy, as it contributes to many different steps of the process, from improving the detectors to
checking candidate gravitational-wave signals for any possible pollution by nose artifacts. Figure
reproduced from [24]. © IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.

2. Characterizing Gravitational-Wave Detector Instrumentation

One central goal of detector characterization is finding sources of noise within the
instruments and working with on-site staff to mitigate these noise sources to improve
the detectors’ performance. These investigations may be targeted on improving specific
subsystems of the detector or diagnosing particular kinds of noise. This section presents an
overview of instrumental investigations for the purposes of making concrete improvements
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to the detectors, including the detailed analysis of individual detector components and
methods for investigating transient and persistent noise in the detectors.

2.1. Subsystem Characterization

Characterization of the instruments for the purpose of improving instrumental per-
formance is carried out at various levels of specificity. To be able to truly characterize the
detector as a whole, first individual components have to be well understood, and then
the connections between individual subsystems and how they connect to the final output
of the detector. Components of each detector are classified into multiple “subsystems”
that each focus on a specific element of the overall detector design. The instrumentalists,
commissioners, and engineers working on site are faced with the monumental endeavor of
finely tuning each subsystem and getting the many different components of the detector
to work together in the precise harmony needed to detect gravitational waves. Detector
characterization of the individual components of the detector is an integral part of the
process, even before the full detector has been installed. Analyzing the data of specific sub-
systems or combinations of subsystems prior to observing runs is necessary for diagnosing
problems and improving the instruments.

For each subsystem, it is important to know its key design features, the important
data channels used to monitor its performance, and to develop methods of distinguishing
abnormal and nominal behavior. Detailed studies of each subsystem have continued from
the earliest engineering runs that were used to characterize the detector and continue to be
an important part of the process of identifying issues in the detector during observation runs
to detect gravitational waves. This includes having a deep understanding of the physical
environment surrounding each instrument [25], the seismic isolation system [26], the
suspension systems [27,28], the pre-stabilized laser, individual optical cavities, calibration,
thermal compensation system, and the many feedback and control loops required to operate
the detectors. At such a detailed level of characterizing the detector, there can be impacts
not only on diagnosing specific issues at an early stage of commissioning the detectors,
but also on the design of future detectors. For example, the highly sophisticated seismic
isolation systems of Advanced LIGO were motivated by an understanding of the significant
impact of seismic noise in initial LIGO [29].

2.2. Diagnosing and Mitigating Transient Noise

Characterization of transient noise in the detectors takes into account the overall
detector output as well as the behavior of individual subsystems. Several existing papers
describe examples of noise investigations in detail [16,18,30–32]. Given the complexity
of the detectors and the wide variety of potential noise sources, there is no single way to
diagnose all types of instrumental noise. However, these studies tend to follow a similar
process, which we describe here. A general overview of this process is shown in Figure 2.
These investigations can be focused on tests completed at the detector site or remotely using
recorded data and include identification, characterization, and mitigation of instrumental
problems. There is generally active collaboration between those at the sites investigating
the detectors and those analyzing the detector data, such as diagnostic tests completed by
those on site being evaluated by people off-site with additional data analysis tools.

The initial identification of a problem typically begins with analysis of the output
of the detector and gathering basic observations about the patterns in the noise, which
often gives some initial clues when combined with knowledge of the detector and its
environment. This initial analysis is frequently done with the aid of one or more of the
many software tools that are run automatically on a daily basis, whose results are displayed
on summary web pages internal to LIGO and Virgo and inspected regularly [33,34]. Several
of the summary pages show key figures of merit that describe the overall sensitivity and
data quality of the strain channel, while numerous additional pages include detailed figures
that can be used to trace noise through various subsystems.
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Figure 2. A summary of the general approach to investigating problems from a detector characteri-
zation perspective. The two rows show the two main areas of focus in the investigation, either the
detector or the data. Rows represent steps in the investigation, while boxes are individual methods.
The typical investigation process proceeds from left to right.

One indication of a new problem in the detector is an increase in the rate of “glitches”
(short-duration bursts of noise) in the strain data at a particular time or frequency. “Event
trigger generators” search for glitches in a time series. One of the most commonly used
event trigger generators for detector characterization is Omicron, which is run automati-
cally on a daily basis for the strain channel as well as thousands of auxiliary channels [35,36].
Omicron uses a wavelet basis to transform the time series into a time-frequency repre-
sentation. Omicron records a variety of metrics for each glitch that it finds, including the
peak time, frequency, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Additional event trigger generators
are DMT Omega and KleineWelle [37]. Problematic populations of glitches may also be
identified by characterizing outliers in the gravitational-wave search backgrounds [17,38]
or single-detector GW searches [39,40].

Identified patterns of the noise, such as glitches occurring in a particular frequency
range or only during certain times of the day, can already provide useful information
about the noise. Combining this knowledge with prior knowledge of the detector based on
subsystem characterization or previous instrumental investigations can offer some clues
as to the source of the noise. For example, low frequency glitches occurring particularly
during the weekdays could relate to elevated seismic noise from human activity.

In addition to the characteristic frequency and SNR of glitches, it is also useful to know
the frequency morphology over time. The “Qscan” method [41,42] is based on a similar
algorithm to Omicron, and uses overlapping time-frequency tiles of varying widths to
create a high resolution spectrogram that shows how the glitch’s frequency and amplitude
evolve over a short time scale. Based on these images, different classes of glitches have
quite distinct shapes, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Since the early science runs of LIGO and Virgo, the detector characterization group
began to develop an understanding of particular glitch classes [14,43,44]. Throughout
the observing runs, detailed investigations of specific types of glitches (such as “whistle”
glitches [16], “blips” [45], and “scattered light glitches” [46]) have continued to be an
important facet of detector characterization. These investigations frequently begin with
noticing the impact on data quality in the searches, rather than at the specific level of detail
of characterizing a particular instrumental monitor. In the noise investigation process, these
glitches might be classified visually, but there are now also glitch classification tools that
were developed to aid in creating categories of glitches. Gravity Spy [47–49] is a citizen
science and machine learning project that offers categorization of glitches based on their
appearance in the Qscans. The Gravity Spy glitch collections have been helpful in noise
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investigations, for example in a study of scattered light glitches that led to improvements
in the detector in the third observing run [46].
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Figure 3. This figure presents Qscans of four common glitch classes present in the LIGO detectors.
The glitches’ distinct visual appearance in the scans enables them to be categorized visually or
through machine learning algorithms. Figure reproduced from [18]. © IOP Publishing. Reproduced
with permission. All rights reserved.

To gather more data on the specific parts of the detectors contributing to transient noise,
results of automated correlation or classification algorithms can reveal more information,
along with knowledge about the detectors to interpret results. Statistical methods are
used to compare glitches in the gravitational-wave strain channel with glitches in auxiliary
channels [50–53]. There are also methods specifically targeted to identify the source of
specific types of noise, such as scattered light [54,55] or lightning [56–59].

Among the algorithms for making statistical comparisons between channels, the
Hierarchical Veto (HVeto [25,60–62]) method is especially used for instrumental noise
investigations in LIGO. This algorithm begins with the set of all the Omicron triggers in the
main gravitational-wave channel and then finds statistically significant time coincidences
with glitches in other channels. The hierarchical nature of the method means that it
performs multiple rounds of analysis, and after each round it removes the glitches that
were found to be correlated with the most significant auxiliary channel. Successive rounds
will typically pick up on different types of glitches . The results further include lists of
channels that are all related to the most significant channels, and Qscans of the glitches in
each round.

Careful studies of the environment around each detector can also further inform the
potential sources of transient noise. During each observing run, a series of “injections”
that simulate excess environmental noise are regularly performed at each site [25,60–62].
These injections include inducing magnetic noise, loud sounds, and excessive shaking at a
level of excitation significantly exceeding the normal environmental level but within the
dynamic range of the detector. These injection studies are only completed during time
periods when the detector is not actively observing, as they add large amounts of additional
noise to the detector data. The coupling between each noise source and the detector can
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be calculated by measuring the amplitude of the injection using monitors of the physical
environment and comparing this to the amount of noise seen in the gravitational-wave
strain channel. These measurements allow scientists to know if any sources of noise in the
local environment are strong enough to impact the gravitational-wave strain data. If the
transfer function between a particular noise source and the detector strain is linear, then
the measured coupling is sufficient to estimate the amount of noise each source adds to
the detector data. While some noise sources, such as scattered light, do not have a linear
coupling, the majority of sources from the local environment are indeed linearly related to
the detector strain.

These various methods are used in concert to perform investigations of particular types
of glitches, with each method providing particular clues that eventually lead to a deeper
understanding of the channels involved in the noise. However, none of the algorithms on
their own can provide a solution to the problem without additional knowledge of how the
channels are related to the complex inner workings of the detectors, a working knowledge
of how noise propagates through the various instrumental systems, and additional targeted
analyses of the noise. For example, Figure 4 shows a follow-up study that was done to
diagnose a population of glitches in the strain channel that was traced to a compressor
switching on and off. This knowledge is built up over time through investigations on the
subsystem level, noise injections, and communication with instrumental experts.
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Figure 4. A comparison of time series of a channel showing the band-limited RMS of a magnetometer
signal (top) and a signal from a compressor (middle) over the course of several hours. These
channels were found to be significantly correlated with glitches in the strain channel from the HVeto
algorithm. For the four peaks in the band-limited RMS time series marked by gray shading, the
gravitational-wave strain data are also shown (bottom). This analysis provided further evidence that
the compressor switching on and off was causing magnetic glitches present in the gravitational-wave
strain data. Plotted compressor and magnetometer data are from [30] and strain data are accessed
from GWOSC [63].

Finally, targeted investigations on site at the detector are generally applied to further
confirm the specific cause of a noise source. These investigations could be types of noise
injections to try to simulate the glitch. For example, in the famous thirsty ravens investiga-
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tions [31], scientists simulated the effects of ravens pecking, and then observed how this
introduced similar glitches in the detector.

2.3. Diagnosing and Mitigating Persistent Noise

In addition to investigating glitches in the detector, instrumental investigations also
target long-term persistent noise in the detector. Improving the overall sensitivity allows
us to see farther into the universe in all types of gravitational wave searches. Lowering
the overall noise in the detectors, reducing extra noise at specific frequencies, and keeping
the detectors running in a stable state are especially critical for searches for persistent
gravitational-wave sources.

Characterization of persistent noise follows a similar process to transient noise investi-
gations, with identification of problematic noise from summary plots of the main output of
the detector, gathering information from automated algorithms searching for correlations
with auxiliary channels, synthesis of the results from these algorithms with prior knowl-
edge of the detectors, and targeted investigations to continue to build up that knowledge.
The types of tools used for these steps of the investigations are different though.

Persistent noise at constant frequencies, or “lines”, can be particularly harmful for
searches for continuous gravitational waves. Tracking lines in the data and keeping lists of
known sources of lines is an important part of the instrumental investigation process [64].
The FScan [65], NoEMi [66], and FineTooth [64] tools are used to track lines in the strain
channel and auxiliary channels. FScan produces spectra and spectrograms for each day,
and NoEMi tracks lines, follows wandering lines (which change in frequency over time),
and indicates coincidences with occurrences in auxiliary channels. Often groups of lines
are found to have a constant frequency separation between adjacent lines and are referred
to as “combs”. FineTooth is a tool for finding and tracking combs of lines in the strain
channel as well as magnetometers, which have proven to be useful witnesses of electronics
noise that manifests itself in combs. Additionally, noise investigations of lines and combs
are frequently aided by analyzing the correlation between the strain channel and auxiliary
monitors at specific frequencies, to narrow down the potential sources of noise. In cases
when the time in the observing run that the line first appeared can be identified, it is also
possible to use the list of instrumental upgrades that occurred near that period to narrow
down the search.

Although the long-term performance of the detector is particularly relevant for de-
tecting persistent sources of gravitational waves, numerous metrics were developed to
characterize the long-term performance of the ability of each detector to observe transient
gravitational-waves. One key figure of merit that describes the overall sensitivity of the
detector is the binary neutron star (BNS) “range”, a measure of the distance to which
the detector could detect a binary neutron star inspiral at an SNR of 8 at any given time,
averaged over the entire sky and the different gravitational-wave polarizations. The BNS
range fluctuates over time with the noise in the detectors, and significant drops in the BNS
range over long periods of time can sometimes be a first clue that something is wrong
in the detectors. Detector characterization experts study fluctuations in sensitivity [67]
in order to provide clues about what noise sources could be affecting the range of the
detector. These investigations are conducted in order to increase the stability of the de-
tectors and maximize their sensitivity, in order to increase the effectiveness of all types of
gravitational-wave searches.

The same environmental conditions that lead to changes in the detector range can
also lead to a decrease in the amount of time that the detectors are actually in a state that
is able to record observational-quality data. Severe environmental disturbances such as
nearby earthquakes (or severe earthquakes even far away!) can make the detectors lose
the carefully tuned and aligned resonances in the optical cavities required to operate the
detector. This loss in observing time affects all astrophysical analyses, so an important
aspect of detector characterization is analyzing how the detectors’ stability can be increased
to be more resilient to such effects. Investigations of the detectors’ “duty cycle” are aimed
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at increasing the amount of time that the detectors are actually operational [68,69]. For
example, when an earthquake is known to be coming (based on data from far away seis-
mometers), the detectors can be placed temporarily in an “Earthquake mode”, a modified
seismic control scheme which allows the detectors to maintain arm cavity resonance during
more earthquakes, therefore increasing the amount of usable data [70].

Noise sources that may not be strong enough to be observed in a single detector can still
be particularly troublesome if the noise is correlated between detectors. Typically, multiple
detectors are used to identify gravitational-wave signals and it is assumed in many analyses
that no correlations exist between data from different detectors. Hence, any strongly
correlated noise sources that are not accounted for could bias current gravitational-wave
analyses. Although multiple potential sources for correlated noise were suggested [17], the
only source of noise known to be relevant for ground-based detectors is magnetic noise
from “Schumann resonances” [71], fluctuations in the Earth’s magnetic field, and strong
lighting strikes [72]. The noise contribution from these resonances is currently too low
to impact searches for gravitational waves with current detectors, but will become more
relevant in the future as detectors increase in sensitivity [73]. Regardless of their expected
impact, the noise contributions from correlated magnetic noise is closely monitored using
magnetometers and measurements of the coupling between magnetic noise and the strain
data at each observatory [18,74].

3. Gravitational-Wave Data Quality

Data quality issues that have not been mitigated in the instrument can be vetoed from
the data that is analyzed if these data quality issues can be confidently separated from
astrophysical signals. Whether or not data are vetoed depends on several factors, such as
the severity of the known problems with the data, the impact of the data quality issues on
the astrophysical search backgrounds, and the ability to construct a veto that efficiently
removes times of poor data quality without throwing away too much data. This section
details how data quality issues are identified and how this information is propagated to
gravitational-wave analyses.

3.1. Data Quality Impacts on Searches for Transient Gravitational-Waves

Transient sources of gravitational waves include signals from compact binaries co-
alescences (CBCs) [3] and other high-energy astrophysical phenomenon, such as super-
novae [75]. Searches for these transient gravitational waves must separate bursts of excess
power due to gravitational-wave signals from instrumental artifacts. A variety of pipelines
were developed that have been used in analyses by both the LVK [76–81] and other
groups [82,83]. These searches primarily incorporate information about the data qual-
ity using “data quality vetoes”, which identify time periods where the data have a high
probability of corruption by glitches.

The process of developing data quality vetoes frequently begins much in the same way
as general instrumental noise investigations: excess noise is identified through automated
pipelines and then traced to try to find correlations with auxiliary monitors. However, in
developing data quality vetoes, the primary emphasis is on improving search results rather
than improving the detector, so rather than being concerned with any glitches or excess
noise, the noise is viewed first from the lens of the search pipelines. For example, if search
pipelines show an excessive number of outliers that are due to instrumental artifacts rather
than astrophysical signals, there will be more motivation to develop a veto to eliminate
the noise. After the initial identification of the problem, similar tools are used to provide a
clear picture of when that type of problem occurs, for example using Omicron [35,36] to
gather all the glitch times, and Hveto [50,51] or iDQ [53] to find correlations with auxiliary
witnesses, often alongside the investigations into the source of different noise source that
were discussed in Section 2.

Data quality vetoes are typically applied in separate categories at different points in the
search pipeline, and are individualized based on the different types of searches. In recent
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observing runs, three categories of veto were used, referred to as “category 1”, “category
2”, and “category 3”. In all searches, the first category of veto, category 1, includes data that
is deemed to be completely unusable and unreliable, which is eliminated before any of the
search pipeline is conducted. Beyond this most severe category of data quality vetoes, other
data quality cuts are tuned carefully based on how the noise impacts the different search
pipelines. Category 2 vetoes are developed to target small time periods around specific
types of glitches, while category 3 vetoes are based on statistical correlations between
auxiliary channels and the gravitational-wave strain data. The process for creating data
quality vetoes and their impact on the total spacetime volume that searches for compact
binary coalescences are sensitive to (referred to as the “sensitivity” of a search) is described
in greater detail in [38,84].

Several common strategies exist for creating data quality vetoes. One strategy, which is
especially employed in the creation of category 1 vetoes, is to determine segments manually,
based on known severe or unusual environmental or instrumental disturbances at a very
specific time. The times of these vetoes are frequently taken from the online detector
logbook. Examples of this kind of manual determination from O3 are times when forklifts,
cranes, or large trucks were operating near the detectors during observing mode [85].

Many types of noise, however, are recurrent and require vetoes to be more finely tuned
and programmed in order to select all of the data that needs to be cut. This is how category
2 vetoes are generally developed. Ideally, the noise is traced to a correlated auxiliary
witness signal, which can be used to predict any time the noise appears in the strain data.
For some types of vetoes, this will involve creating a threshold on an auxiliary witness time
series. An example of this type of threshold is shown in Figure 5. For other types of glitches,
vetoed times are determined by auxiliary Omicron triggers, usually after a correlation was
found by Hveto or a similar algorithm. Whether these vetoes are built using Omicron
triggers, an auxiliary channel, or some processing of an auxiliary channel, the exact veto
parameters are tuned carefully to maximize the ratio of efficiency (the percent of glitches
removed) to deadtime (the percent of total time removed). This ensures that the veto is
capturing the most noise while minimizing the risk of removing astrophysical signals.

One important consideration in development of data quality vetoes is to make the
primary determination based on auxiliary data and the astrophysical search backgrounds,
without using the strain data itself. The exception to this is in cases where there is severely
loud noise or noise present in the data which is much louder (e.g., by an order of magnitude)
than could be reasonably expected of an astrophysical signal. For the CBC searches, loud
glitches are removed from the data before analysis using “gating”, described in Section 5.

The channels used to produce vetoes must also be determined to be ‘safe” for vetoes,
meaning that they are truly witnesses only of auxiliary information, and they will not be
influenced by the strain data through control loop feedback. This is important to ensure
that the witnesses will only veto noise, not astrophysical signals. The safety of channels is
determined by injecting strain noise into the detectors by physically moving the test masses
with a known frequency and amplitude [86]. Data from auxiliary channels is then searched
for evidence that this injected noise propagated into other channels. If such evidence if
found, these channels are not deemed safe.

Different search pipelines make additional data quality cuts or implement additional
signal consistency checks or the results of other algorithms, based on the needs determined
by reviewing each search’s background noise. Searches for generic transient gravitational-
wave signals (“bursts”) for example, directly use the results of Hveto in their data quality
cuts as a category 3 veto.

The amount of time vetoed from the analyses has varied slightly over the different
observing runs of Advanced LIGO and different analyses, but typically the total time
vetoed is on the order of ∼2% or less. In the first observing run, there were several periods
of very poor data quality at the Hanford observatory traced to one particular noise source,
which ultimately led to vetoing 4.6% of the coincident detector time as a category 1 veto [17].
However, other data quality vetoes and subsequent observing runs have removed less data.
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In the second and third observing runs, the vetoes have removed ∼1–2% of the data in
total [5,7,18]. Of the confident events identified in the first three observing runs by LVK
analyses [4–7], only 2 events have overlapped data quality veto segments. Considering
the amount of time removed by these vetoes and the total number of detected events, this
number is consistent with the expected rate of chance coincidences. Furthermore, multiple
detectors in operation and the diversity of methods that data quality vetoes are used in
analyses allowed these events to still be detected despite the overlap with a veto.
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Figure 5. An example of the design and effectiveness of a data quality veto. This data quality veto
was designed to remove time periods with glitches from fluctuations in the power of a laser used to
control the alignment of a mirror (referred to as an “optical lever”). Top: The root-mean-square of the
optical lever laser power after bandpassing between 10 and 50 Hz. The veto threshold is denoted
with a black dashed line. Bottom: The time and frequency of glitches in the gravitational-wave strain
data as identified by Omicron [35,36]. The color of dots indicates the SNR of the glitch. Time above
the veto threshold are shaded in gray. These times represent all of the loud glitches in this time period.
Figure reproduced from [18]. © IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.

The benefits of data quality vetoes were reduced in recent observing runs due to
improvements in how search pipelines address glitches in the data. In analyses of data
from the first observing run, data quality vetoes increased the sensitivity of a search for
CBC signals by up to ∼50% [38]. However, the sensitivity of the same search pipeline in the
third observing run increased by only ∼5% [18]. As noted in the previous paragraph, the
amount of time removed by data quality vetoes changed by only a few percent across these
observing runs, suggesting that the difference in sensitivity increase is due to improvements
to the search pipeline that were implemented between the two periods considered based
on the understanding of detector data from the investigations discussed in this review.
One such improvement is accounting for how glitches in the data are similar to only a
small portion of the CBC parameter space [87,88]. This change meant that the presence of
glitches only reduced the sensitivity of the search in a small portion of the parameter space,
which in turn reduced the benefits of mitigating glitches with data quality vetoes. For this
reason, it is expected that data quality vetoes will be needed less frequently in future CBC
searches. Searches for gravitational-wave bursts have also made improvements that have
reduced the benefits of data quality vetoes, but to a lesser extent. Data quality vetoes still
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significantly improve the sensitivity of burst searches as burst waveforms are more general
than CBC waveforms and hence are more likely to be similar to detector artifacts.

In addition to data quality vetoes, another data quality product, the iDQ timeseries,
was used in analyses of LIGO data in the third observing run. The iDQ algorithm analyzes
the detector state using auxiliary channel information using machine learning techniques to
determine the likelihood that there is a glitch present in the strain data. These predictions
are made for all times and stored as a time series with a sample rate of 128 Hz. Figure 6
shows an example of the iDQ timeseries near a glitch and near a gravitational-wave signal.
At the time of the glitch, the likelihood of a glitch (as predicted by iDQ) is elevated. As
expected, no such increase in likelihood is seen at the time of a gravitational-wave signal.

As of the end of the third observing run, only one search algorithm, GstLAL [77],
has incorporated this iDQ time series. This CBC search used the value of the iDQ time
series to down rank candidates that were predicted to be likely glitches [89]. This method
contrasts the approach used with data quality vetoes where times that are likely to contain
glitches are removed from the searches completely. This makes it possible to identify loud
gravitational-wave candidates that happen to overlap glitches by chance. The use of the
iDQ timeseries was found to increase the sensitivity of this CBC search by up to ∼5% [89],
comparable with the increase when data quality vetoes were used.
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Figure 6. A comparison of the iDQ log-likelihood time series near a glitch and a gravitational-wave
signal. Top row: Spectrograms of the LIGO Livingston strain data around a glitch and a gravitational-
wave signal (GW191204_171526). Bottom row: iDQ log-likelihood time series for the same two time
periods. In the case of the glitch, the iDQ time series is highly elevated at the time of the glitch, while
in the case of the gravitational-wave signal no change in the time series is observed. The strain data
are from GWOSC [90] while the iDQ data are from [91].

3.2. Data Quality Impacts on Searches for Persistent Gravitational Waves

Persistent gravitational waves include line-like sources of gravitational waves, such as
from rotating neutron stars [92], and broadband sources, such as the background signal
from weak, unresolved CBC signals [73]. A wide variety of different searches were used to
look for persistent gravitational waves, by both the LVK [73,92–94] and other groups [95–97].
As searches for persistent gravitational waves are looking for signals present continuously
throughout an observing run, these searches are generally insensitive to short duration
bursts of power. For this reason, most of the data quality products used for transient
searches are not used by searches for persistent gravitational waves. The only data products
that are used by all searches are category 1 vetoes which flag egregious data quality periods.
Persistent gravitational-wave searches instead rely on other data quality products and
methods that are better suited for their needs.
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The data quality product most useful for searches for continuous waves (CW) is lists
of known instrumental lines. As mentioned in Section 2.3, lines are particularly harmful
for these searches. Each line in the data only impacts a small portion of the frequency
parameter space searched by CW searches, so it is not required that these lines be mitigated
before searching the data. Instead, any potential candidate that is identified at a frequency
of a known instrumental line is not considered astrophysical. This method, however,
means that searches for gravitational-waves are not able to detect sources with frequencies
very near instrumental lines. These line lists are publicly distributed after the end of each
observing run when the bulk data are released [98–100]. Additional details on this process
can be found in Section 4.2.

In contrast to CW searches, searches for stochastic gravitational waves look for broad-
band sources of gravitational waves. These searches can be biased by severe non-stationary
data, including particularly loud glitches. For this reason, highly non-stationary data are
excluded from the analysis, beyond what is removed by data quality vetoes. Stochastic
searches typically remove large amounts of data (sometimes over 20% [73]), balancing the
benefits of removing segments with poor data quality against the reduction in sensitivity
from a shorter analysis duration. Monitors of the data quality are used throughout the
observing run to identify times with poor data quality that could impact stochastic searches.

4. Event Validation

An integral aspect of gravitational wave analysis is investigation of the impact of
instrumental artifacts on detected signals. As previously discussed, a large array of sensors
is used at each observatory in order to monitor the performance of the detectors and their
environment. As instrumental or environmental disturbances could mimic gravitational-
wave signals, it is necessary to confirm that no such instrumental artifacts are present
to increase confidence in the astrophysical origin of any gravitational-wave detection.
Additionally, the presence of noise at the time of a true astrophysical signal could impact
the analysis, so it is important to determine whether any additional processing of the data
is needed. These investigations are collectively referred to as “event validation”.

Event validation is especially important for the first detection of a new type of as-
trophysical source, particularly if it is known that instrumental artifacts could produce a
similar signal to the newly discovered gravitational-wave event. To date, the only confident
gravitational-wave detections that have been made are from compact binary coalescences,
but even within this class there is a broad range of different timescales that must be con-
sidered. These validation procedures were a particularly important component of the
first detection of a binary black hole merger (BBH), GW150914 [17], and the first detec-
tion of an intermediate mass black hole (IMBH), GW190521 [11]. Event validation will
also be an essential element of confirming the observation of gravitational waves from
non-CBC sources.

The methods used in event validation procedures rely on many of the same tools
previously discussed in Sections 2 and 3. However, rather than analyzing the data or
detector status over the entire observation time and all frequencies, event validation
procedures focus on a specific part of the parameter space (typically a specific time or
frequency). This allows deeper investigation of the state of the detector and data quality
than would be typically possible. Furthermore, the properties of the identified gravitational-
wave candidate allow additional tests to be used that further constrain how the detector
and the data quality could have impacted the caniddate in question.

4.1. Validation of Transient Sources of Gravitational Waves

The validation of transient gravitational-wave events in LVK analyses been previ-
ously described in [5,17,18]. In this section, we will highlight the main procedures that
were employed.

As transient sources of gravitational waves typically last less than a few minutes, the
data surrounding the time of the signal can be more heavily scrutinized than the bulk
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data. There are three main types of evidence that are investigated as part of transient event
validation: evidence of instrumental origin, evidence of transient noise overlapping the
signal, and evidence of any detector operating in a non-standard manner at the time of
the signal.

First we investigate if there is “evidence that supports an instrumental origin” for
the candidate event. Two metrics were used to establish if a candidate has evidence of
instrumental origin: (i) evidence that a known class of instrumental artifact is present
at the time of the candidate and can cause similar non-astrophysical candidates in a
search pipeline (ii) evidence that the observed excess power in at least one detector can be
accounted for by instrumental sources. The former metric requires long-term studies of
both the detector and the relevant search pipeline, while the latter can be established, in
some cases, using only a small amount of data containing the candidate.

The main method of establishing evidence of instrumental origin is with evidence
of an auxiliary sensor that can account for the majority of the power observed in the
strain data. This is done by examining a wide array of witness sensors to understand
if they are correlated with the observed strain power. Multiple methods are used to
identify correlations, including manual inspections of visualizations of data [41,42,101–103],
machine-learning interpretation of the strain data [47–49], tools that estimate statistical
correlations between channels [50,52,53,104,105], and projections of the excess power in the
observed strain data based on previous measurements between each auxiliary channel and
the strain data [25,60,61].

In addition to testing if the observed power can be accounted for by auxiliary witnesses,
the long-term performance of the detectors is investigated to understand if changes to the
detector state could create a false candidate. These tests include tests of the stationarity of
the data [106,107] and inspection of long-term trends of detector performance [108,109].

Even when there is no evidence of instrumental origin, it is quite common for excess
power from instrumental artifacts to be present in the data near an astrophysical signal. This
association is coincidental, and was found to occur at a rate expected by chance. Although
excess power overlapping a signal is not sufficient cause to doubt the astrophysical origin
of a gravitational-wave signal, the excess power should be mitigated before additional
analysis of the event is completed. Furthermore, when an event is detected with multiple
detectors, it is possible to identify any excess power that is not astrophysical by correlating
the multiple data streams. Multiple detectors also allow confirmation that the identified
gravitational-wave signal is unrelated to nearby glitches. An example of an event that
overlaps excess power from glitches (GW190424_180648) is shown in Figure 7. In this case,
two separate types of glitches overlapped the signal. Multiple glitches overlapping a signal
is unlikely, but possible, given the recent rate of glitches in gravitational-wave detector
data. Mitigation methods used to address these and other similar glitches are discussed in
Section 5.

To identify this excess power, methods similar to those used to investigate evidence
of instrumental origin are also used. One of the main methods used is visualizations of
the data [41,42,101–103]. As an astrophysical signal is coherent between detectors, any
incoherent power present in the data must be instrumental in origin. Further simplifying
this process is the well-established morphology of astrophysical signals from CBC. There is
currently no evidence of measurable deviations from general relativity for these signals [10],
meaning that any power not explained by general relativity is also likely to be noise.
Hence it is generally much easier to establish evidence of excess power than evidence of
instrumental origin. If excess power is identified, other previously mentioned tools are
used to potentially identify the cause.

While often considered separately from the event validation procedures, additional,
similar, tests of signal morphology and parameters are performed as part of analyses of
detected gravitational-wave events. These include tests such as the expected signal in
multiple detectors [110] or the generated skymap [111,112]. In the case of events with
well-known morphologies, such as CBC signals that follow general relativity, we can use
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additional signal consistency tests to test the residual power [113]. Correlations between
the results of different analyses and specific glitch classes have also been investigated as
methods of rejecting non-astrophysical signals [88,114].
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Figure 7. An example of a gravitational-wave signal (GW190424_180648) with two different types of
glitches also present nearby in the data. Event validation procedures were able to identify the source
of both glitches as well as confirm that there was no evidence the gravitational-wave signal was an
instrumental artifact. The source of one of the glitches was vibrations from an automated camera
shutter that was inadvertently left running in one of the detector end stations [18] while the source of
the second is light scattered off of the main laser beam path that reflects and then interferes with the
main beam (referred to as “fast scattering”) [46]. This example highlights that it is possible to detect
and analyze a gravitational-wave signal despite the presence of nearby glitches. Data plotted is from
LIGO Livingston and accessed via GWOSC [90].

The validation process of non-CBC sources of transient gravitational waves, i.e., bursts,
is largely similar to that for CBC sources. However, the lack of a known waveform model
prevents the use of many of the signal consistency tests available for CBC validation. A
similar situation is true for gravitational-wave candidates that are not consistent with
general relativity. In the case of a potential burst signal, the most important source of
information is the auxiliary channels. Statistical correlations between the strain data and
these additional data streams can demonstrate that the observed strain is not astrophysical.

To facilitate rapid follow up of gravitational-wave events by electromagnetic and
neutrino observatories, the data from gravitational-wave detectors is continuously analyzed
to identify events as quickly as possible. However, these real-time searches are less able to
account for the changing state of the detectors and hence are more likely to falsely claim a
detection. In recent searches for gravitational waves conducted in real-time, the retraction
rate has been high, requiring significant input from event validation investigations. In the
third observing run, the retraction rate of candidates released in low latency was 43% [115].
This high retraction rate is expected of low-latency analyses, as quickly changing detector
states cannot always be accounted for as part of the analysis. Despite these concerns,
low-latency analyses are required for immediate follow up of gravitational-wave signals
with other observatories.

For catalogs of gravitational-wave candidates based on post-facto analyses of the data,
typically only a small number of candidates are found to have evidence of instrumental
origin. For most catalog events, no data quality issues were identified. The main impact of
data quality issues is identification of transient noise overlapping the signal, rather than
causing the signal. An example of an astrophysical event with transient noise present
is shown in Figure 7. Of the 93 unique confident candidates in GWTC-1, -2, -2.1 and
-3 [4–7], 18 were found to be coincident with transient noise, while none were found to
have instrumental origin.
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For low significance catalogs, namely those containing “marginal” triggers, the number
of false alarms is much higher. Evidence of instrumental origin was found for 11 out of
25 marginal candidates in GWTC-1 [4], GWTC-3 [7], and the O3 IMBH Search [116]. In
much deeper catalogs, such as GWTC-2.1 [6] or 3-OGC [83], many of the candidates
likely also have evidence of instrumental origin. However, event validation of these large
candidate lists has yet to be attempted.

At present, many of the event validation procedures described in this subsection can
only be completed by members of the LIGO, Virgo, and KAGRA collaborations. Many
analyses completed as part of event validation almost exclusively rely upon data from
auxiliary channels. At the time of writing, these data are not available to those outside
of the detector collaborations except for short segments of data [117]. Hence validation
completed by other groups [82,83] must only rely upon inspection of the available strain
data and publicly available data quality metrics.

4.2. Validation of Persistent Sources of Gravitational Waves

Similar to transient event validation, validation of persistent gravitational-wave candi-
dates relies upon two metrics: investigations of known noise sources and signal-consistency
checks. In this subsection, we will briefly outline some of the additional signal consistency
checks that are used to vet candidates. No candidate has yet to pass these checks and have
high enough significance to be claimed as a detection candidate.

The primary method of validating line-like gravitational-wave candidates is by inves-
tigating for evidence of an instrumental line at the same frequency as the signal. Using
the line lists discussed in Section 2.3, the list of candidates is filtered. The large number of
instrumental lines in the data means that this step vetoes a significant number of candi-
dates. An example of the result of vetoing candidates is shown in Figure 8. All candidates
removed due to an association with a known instrumental line are marked with gray circles.

For line-like sources, there is an expected signal morphology and amplitude in each
detector that can be used to reject candidates [118–120]. A continuous signal from a
gravitational-wave source will be roughly constant in amplitude but will slowly change in
frequency due to the Doppler modulation of the Earth’s movement around the sun [121].
The rate of the frequency evolution from the Doppler modulation is sky-position dependent,
requiring searches for continuous gravitational waves to search each position (or small
portions) of the sky separately. While these features complicate the search for these signals,
they also can be used to reject instrumental artifacts that do not share these properties. Tests
of these properties that have typically been used include: checking that the signal strength
is the amplitude expected in each detector; checking that the signal to noise ratio grows in
a uniform manner over the course of an observing run; checking that the signal exhibits the
expected Doppler modulation of over time is present; and checking that the signal to noise
of the candidate drops as the sky localization changes. A candidate that does not behave as
expected for an astrophysical signal in all characteristics is likely instrumental in origin.
Figure 8 demonstrates how these additional checks can be used to veto many candidates
that are not already removed due to their association with known lines. In the displayed
example from [118], no candidates remain after applying both the known line and signal
consistency tests.

There was also a proposal [122] for signal consistency tests of a potential broadband,
stochastic signal candidate. This method relies upon the known frequency-dependent
correlation for an astrophysical stochastic background. This correlation is also dependent
on the locations and orientations of each gravitational-wave detector in the network,
improving the ability of these methods to identify a non-astrophyscial background.
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Figure 8. An example of how continuous wave candidates (red dots) are validated based on lists of
known lines in the strain data and a variety of signal consistency checks. The threshold for additional
followup is shown with a black line. Candidates that are vetoed due to overlapping the known
frequency of an instrumental line are marked with gray circles. Candidates that are vetoed because
the amplitude of the signal is higher in one detector than expected for an astrophysical signal are
marked with green triangles. Candidates that are only significant when considering half of the total
analysis time are marked with blue squares. Reprinted figure with permission from [118]; Copyright
2018 by the American Physical Society.

5. Noise Mitigation

In addition to changes to the analysis methods, data quality issues can be mitigated
by directly correcting the recorded gravitational-wave strain data. Depending on the
frequency resolution, time duration, and the source of the data quality issues, a variety
of mitigation methods are used. In the case of long duration noise sources that impact
the measured power spectral density of the detector, the noise contributions from sources
are modelled and subtracted. This process is typically referred to as “noise subtraction”.
Modelling and subtraction of short duration transients may use similar methods, but is
referred to as “glitch subtraction”. Further complicating the picture is the use of alternate
glitch mitigation techniques that are agnostic to the glitch time series, and hence require no
additional information beyond a time duration and bandwidth. Such techniques include
“gating” and “inpainting”. Each technique is chosen based on the available time and
computational resources in addition to the specific data quality issue in question.

In this section, we outline current methods of noise mitigation that are used to analyze
gravitational-wave strain data. Alongside each method, we explain the general uses of the
method, and changes that were proposed for future analyses.

5.1. Noise Subtraction

The operational goal of a gravitational-wave interferometer is to have the lowest
possible background noise. While numerous advances have recently been able to signifi-
cantly improve the sensitivity of gravitational-wave interferometers, there remain known
sources of noise that contribute to the absolute sensitivity of the interferometer. Some of
these known noise sources are theoretically predicted based on the design and location of
the interferometer; these are typically referred to as “fundamental” noise sources. Other
sources of noise are typically called “technical” noise sources, and stem from a variety of
known and unknown sources. For many of these technical noise sources, the time series
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of the noise contribution and its coupling to the strain channel can be precisely measured,
allowing for the possibility of subtracting the relevant noise contributions post-facto. This
section explains the techniques used to perform this noise subtraction and the main sources
of noise that are targeted.

Multiple proposals for noise subtraction have been explored since the early detector
era [123–125], primarily focused on the use of Weiner filtering [126] to calculate the noise
contributions from a variety of noise sources. Weiner filtering is particularly useful in cases
where a linear coupling exists between the noise source and the gravitational-wave strain
data. Additional subtraction procedures based on machine learning [127–129] are also
being explored. These new methods have shown promise in subtracting sources of noise
that exhibit non-linear couplings to the gravitational-wave strain.

The first extensive use of noise subtracted data occurred in the second observing run
of Advanced LIGO. During this observing run, vibrations from turbulent water flow that
was used to cool the pre-stabilized laser system introduced significant beam jitter into the
interferometer. This jitter added broadband noise from 10 to 2000 Hz at the LIGO Hanford
detector. This noise source could not be addressed without an intrusive upgrade to the laser
system, meaning that the noise source could not be mitigated until the next observing run.

Two different noise subtraction procedures [130,131] were applied to the O2 dataset.
The first [131], based on Weiner filtering, was applied to small segments of data around
significant events. The second [130] was based on a similar method of measuring noise
contributions [132] and was applied to the entire O2 dataset. In addition to noise from
jitter, these noise subtraction procedures removed noise contributions from calibration
lines, power line noise, and alignment and length sensing control noise. After applying
noise subtraction, the binary neutron star range improved by 25% at LIGO Hanford, which
led to a 30% improvement in the overall sensitivity of the gravitational-wave network [130].
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the detector noise curve before and after noise subtraction
from a representative time in O2. A broadband decrease in noise can be seen in addition to
multiple line features removed.
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Figure 9. A comparison of the amplitude spectral density (ASD) of the strain data at LIGO Hanford
(H1) before (green) and after (blue) subtraction of broadband noise in O2. By using instrumental
witnesses to known sources of noise, broadband noise between 80 and 1000 Hz was significantly
reduced, as well as elimination of many narrow frequency band spectral artifacts caused by calibration
lines and other instrumental factors. Figure is reproduced from [130]. © IOP Publishing. Reproduced
with permission. All rights reserved.

In the third observing run, there were no broadband sources of noise that were
identified as potential noise subtraction targets at LIGO. For this reason, only noise from
line-like sources was subtracted. A new procedure [133] was adopted that was better able
to subtract line-like sources. This procedure was applied at the same time as the detector
data was calibrated. In addition to this subtraction procedure, LIGO data from the third
observing run included subtraction of noise from slow modulations of the 60 Hz power
line. These modulations added extra noise as sidebands around the main power line. To
subtract this noise, a machine-learning-based method [134] was applied.
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Noise subtraction of broadband sources of noise was also used with Virgo data in
the third observing run. Noise subtraction with Virgo data used similar procedures to
those used with LIGO data [135,136]. The sources of the subtracted noise included laser
frequency noise, scattered light noise, and amplitude noise from the laser modulation
frequency. This noise subtraction improved the sensitivity by up to 7 Mpc [136].

5.2. Glitch Subtraction

Recent data from ground-based interferometric detectors contains approximately 1
glitch per minute [5,7], which makes it likely that a significant number of gravitational-
wave candidates overlap glitches. One of the most prominent examples of such a case is
GW170817, when a loud glitch was present within a second of the merger time [9]. In recent
catalogs, 20% of candidates overlapped glitches [5]. Signals that are in the sensitive band of
the detectors for longer periods, such as binary neutrons, are much more likely to overlap
glitches. The Bayesian analyses used to estimate the source properties of gravitational-
wave candidates assume that the data are Gaussian and stationary; the presence of glitches
severely violates these assumptions and hence may bias the results [137]. It is currently
standard procedure to subtract any glitches present in the data with glitch subtraction
algorithms prior to performing the final parameter estimation.

The most commonly used algorithm for glitch modelling and subtraction in LVK
analyses is BayesWave [138–140]. The BayesWave algorithm is used to measure the power
spectral density of data that is used in analyses of gravitational-wave source properties, in
addition to modelling non-Gaussian glitches. BayesWave is a Bayesian analysis that uses
sine-Gaussian wavelets to model excess power in gravitational-wave data. As more simple
models are preferred by the Bayesian analysis, glitch models that use large numbers of
wavelets are penalized, reducing the risk of overfitting the model. BayesWave analyses
using data from only one detector were used in the second observing run to model glitches,
most notably the glitch overlapping GW170817 [138,139]. An example of a case where
BayesWave was used in the third observing run is shown in Figure 10. In this case, a
blip glitch that overlapped a gravitational-wave signal was modeled and subtracted. This
model requires there to be minimal overlap between any glitch and any potential signal.
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Figure 10. A demonstration of mitigating a glitch by modeling and subtracting the glitch with
BayesWave [138–140]. eft column: Spectrograms of whitened strain data from the LIGO Livingston
detector before and after subtraction of the glitch. Right column: Time series of the whitened strain
before and after subtraction is plotted in blue, while the difference between the data before and
after glitch subtraction is plotted in orange. After modeling and subtracting the glitch, the data are
consistent with Gaussian noise. Plotted data are from [141].

In addition to modelling excess power in one detector, BayesWave is able to model
power coherent between multiple detectors. Recent updates to BayesWave have added
support for a “signal plus glitch” configuration that models the coherent signal power at
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the same time as the incoherent glitch power [140]. This allows the BayesWave model to
separate power from a glitch from power that is due to an astrophysical signal. Hence the
signal plus glitch configuration is able to model glitches overlapping gravitational-wave
signals. Analyses of simulated signals on top of glitches have shown that BayesWave is
capable of correctly discriminating between the two sources of excess power [142,143].

Other glitch models [144,145] based on machine learning approaches or class-specific
glitch models [146] were also proposed. A subset of these methods have also shown
promise in accurate waveform extraction in the presence of non-Gaussian noise.

5.3. Gating and Inpainting

In several use cases, precise glitch modelling is not required to mitigate the impact of
glitches on gravitational-wave analyses. Additional methods that are more computationally
efficient were developed that remove the data surrounding glitches. While this does lead
to some loss of information, the reduced complexity of these techniques allows them to be
applied on datasets that contain large numbers of glitches. The two most commonly used
techniques to remove segments of data in gravitational-wave analyses are referred to as
“gating and “inpainting”. Gating can be completed before or after whitening of the data
based on the specific analysis technique while inpainting must be done before whitening
the data. A comparison of data containing a glitch before and after gating or inpainting is
shown in Figure 11.

When gating is completed pre-whitening, the data are typically windowed using an
inverted Tukey window [147]. This window zeroes a short segment data containing with a
taper at each end. The length of the taper is generally between 0.125 and 0.5 s while the
length of the zeroed data can vary based on the duration and strength of the glitch. The
use of the taper is to reduce the risk of artifacts introduced during the whitening process,
particularly discontinuities that would severely corrupt the data. While the taper does not
completely prevent artifacts (typically loud lines in the data “ring” during the gate), these
artifacts do not limit the sensitivity of searches for compact binaries that use this gating
method for loud glitches. An additional downside of this method is that the length of
the taper often is much longer than the duration of the data that is zeroed, increasing the
duration of data that is disturbed by this method.

When gating is applied post-whitening, the data are merely zeroed out for the region
of interest. This method does not introduce artifacts from the gating method. However, for
sufficiently loud glitches, the whitening filter can lead to the data surrounding the glitch to
be corrupted. The approximate time segment that is corrupted is given by the the duration
of the impulse response of the whitening filter. Hence care must be taken to ensure that the
duration of zeroed data is long enough to remove the impact of the whitening filter.

The identification of times to gate is also an important analysis choice. A common
choice is to gate a small segment of time around any data points that are above a fixed
threshold in the whitened time series. A typical threshold is 25–100 times the amplitude of
the standard deviation of the whitened strain data. Around each data point above threshold,
a fixed amount of time is added to ensure that the glitch is fully excised. Adaptive methods
have also been developed [148], which allow the use of variable gating thresholds and
time durations. Additional metrics based on the BLRMS of the strain data [149] or the BNS
range [78] have also been used. Gating times have also been chosen based on predictions
from auxiliary sensor information, which is able to predict the presence of a loud transient
in the gravitational-wave strain data [18].
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Figure 11. A comparison of the use of gating and inpainting to mitigate a loud noise artifact in the
data. Left column: Spectrograms of whitened strain data from the LIGO Livingston detector before
mitigation, after mitigation with pre-whitening gating, and after mitigation with inpainting. Right
column: Whitened strain time series for the same three cases. Both gating and inpainting methods
mitigate the excess power from the instrumental artifact but inpainting introduces fewer artifacts and
disturbs less of the time series. This improved mitigation comes at the cost of additional complexity
in the method and the requirement that a specific PSD is used to analyze the data after inpainting.
Plotted data are accessed from GWOSC [90].

Gating is used extensively in LVK analyses. Pre-whitening gating is currently used
by several CBC search algorithms ( PyCBC [76], MBTA [78], PyGRB [150]) as well as
a search for generic transients (X-pipeline [151]). This method has been used in low
latency analyses [152] to manually mitigate loud glitches before localizing the source
of gravitational-wave signals. Post-whitening gating is used by two other CBC search
algorithms (Gstlal [77] and SPIIR [79]) and a search for generic transient gravitational waves
(cWB [80]). In O3, a gated strain dataset was generated for use with searches for persistent
gravitational waves [18,149]. Two CBC searches (MBTA and SPIIR) also use pre-whitening
gating to remove time periods marked by data quality flags in addition to gating based on
a threshold on the whitened strain data.

Inpainting [153] is a similar procedure to gating, but explicitly addresses the impact
of whitening on the modified time series. To construct the inpainted time series, the pre-
whitened time series is first zeroed over the region of interest. The time series is then
whitened and the projection of the zeroed data into the whitened data space is calculated.
This calculation is the solution to a Toeplitz system [154], and can be done computationally
efficiently. This projection is then subtracted from the original time series so that the
whitened time series is approximately zeroed over the region of interest. This method
has the advantage of introducing minimal artifacts and removing the need to taper the
data. For analyses that use a low rate of gates (less than 1 per few minutes, i.e., typical of
LVK analyses) these differences may not have measurable effects. However, the benefits of
inpainting allow this method to be applied to the data at a much higher density without
corrupting the data stream. This in turn allows for a larger number of non-Gaussian
artifacts to be addressed with this method in a single analysis [82].
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While glitches are typically addressed by removing data in the time domain, it is
possible that only a subset of frequencies are impacted, which can be addressed in the
frequency domain. In these cases, the data quality issue can be mitigated by using a reduced
frequency bandwidth in the analysis, filtering the data to suppress impacted frequencies,
or modifying the PSD used in analyses to suppress impacted frequencies [5].

As these methods remove the excess power from any gravitational-wave signal that is
present during the gated or inpainted time, they introduce an bias in the recovered ampli-
tude of any gravitational-wave signal. This bias can be analytically calculated based on the
gate configuration [155] or inpainting filter [153] that is used. Additional methods [156]
based in machine learning [157] have also been proposed to address this bias.

5.4. Spectral Estimation Methods in the Presence of Non–Gaussian Noise

An essential element of gravitational-wave analyses is the estimate of the power
spectral density of the data. Most analyses implicitly or explicitly assume that gravitational-
wave data are stationary and Gaussian. This also implies that there is a single true power
spectral density that defines the properties of the noise. However, it is well known that this
is not the case, although it is still approximately true over short timescales. As gravitational-
wave analyses have evolved, the assumptions of stationarity and Gaussianity have begun
to be relaxed as new methods were developed to account for the non-ideal nature of the
data. This sub-section outlines current techniques to account for variations in the properties
of noise over multiple timescales.

Several straightforward techniques were used to calculate the power spectral density
of gravitational-wave data. Perhaps the most simple is Welch’s method [158], where
the noise spectrum is measured over multiple short segments, and each measurement
is averaged. If the noise were stationary and Gaussian, this method would be sufficient.
However, the averaging employed in this method is easily impacted by the presence of
loud glitches. To address this concern, a different method [159], referred to as the “median
method”, is often used. This method is identical to Welch’s method, but uses the median
estimate instead of the mean. This method is less susceptible to short, loud transients,
but also introduces a known bias into the spectral measurement, even in the idealized
case [159]. However, this bias is typically accounted for by normalizing the measured PSD
by the expected bias. In cases where the data are not stationary, both methods are unable
to account for this variation. Both methods also are known to have biases for spectral
measurements of non-stationary, non-Gaussian noise [160,161]. A comparison between the
PSD of data containing a glitch estimated using the median method and Welch’s method is
shown in Figure 12. The PSD estimated using Welch’s method shows large deviations from
the true PSD due to the presence of the glitch, white the PSD estimating using the median
method shows fewer deviations.

To account for these limitations, LVK analyses have typically used the BayesLine
algorithm [138,140] for spectral measurements. BayesLine models the noise over fixed
timescales as the combination of a stationary and Gaussian noise background with poten-
tially non-Gaussian transients present. The noise curve is fit using a spline and Lorentzians.
This model has been shown to model the instantaneous noise of the detectors better than
the methods previously described [162]. However, this does not account for potential
non-stationarities. For analyses that use a few seconds of data, this is generally not a
concern, but may become important as detectors become more sensitive and the duration
of astrophysical signals increases. A PSD estimated using BayesLine is also shown in
Figure 12. Compared to the other two PSD estimation features, features in the PSD with a
small bandwidth are not as well captured by the BayesLine PSD. However, over the small
timescales considered in analyses of transient gravitational-wave events, these deviations
do not measurable.
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Figure 12. A comparison of different methods to estimate the power spectral density of time domain
data that contains a non-Gaussian artifact. Left: The calculated PSD for simulated data using the
Median method [159], Welch’s method [158], and BayesWave [138,140]. Right: The ratio of the
calculated PSD to the known PSD using each method. The PSD calculated with Welch’s method is
severely biased due to the non-Gaussian artifact in the data. The BayesWave PSD does not capture all
of the features in the known PSD due to fitting the PSD with a spline, but has the benefit of using
significantly less data than the Median method and hence is less impacted by non-stationary noise.
Plotted data are simulated using GWpy [163] and Bilby [164].

Additional Bayesian techniques were proposed, including marginalizing over the
power spectral density uncertainty [165] and using different likelihood models that are
better suited for non-stationary noise [160,161].

For analyses that use large stretches of data, it is not possible to assume that the noise
is stationary over the full timescale considered. Multiple methods are currently used to
address this challenge. The simplest solution is to reduce the timescale over which the
noise is measured [76]. The measured noise properties can be allowed to change between
each segments, and the measured noise spectrum for each segment is only used for analysis
of that segment of data. This method is sufficient as long as the timescale over which the
PSD is re-measured is shorter than the timescale over which the PSD varies. In practice, it
is not possible to measure the PSD over such a short timescale. An alternate method is to
allow the measured noise properties to drift with respect to time [166]. The use of a rolling,
geometric mean of the noise spectrum can better account for shorter timescale changes
than simply analyzing short segments of data.

To account for even shorter fluctuations in the noise properties, it is possible to develop
specialized methods that account for the impact of such noise fluctuations on the analysis.
In the case of matched filtering, the effect of a mis-measured PSD on the measured variance
of the matched filter can be analytically computed [106,153]. This statistic can be measured
over short timescales, and the relevant correction can be applied. This method can also
be used for the specific PSD used in parameter estimation analyses [167]. While this
method does allow for the tracking of short-duration variations in the spectrum, it is not
generalizable to all use cases.

6. Ongoing Developments

The characterization of gravitational-wave detectors and mitigation of identified noise
artifacts is an essential element of gravitational-wave data analysis. The non-idealized
nature of ground-based gravitational-wave detectors ensures that careful studies of these
detectors and their data will increase the overall sensitivity of the detector. Even in the
best-case scenarios, the high rate of instrumental artifacts in the data means that noise
mitigation procedures must be used to confidently detect gravitational waves and make
statements about their source properties.
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Alongside characterization of currently operating ground-based detectors, research
is actively underway to understand how these methods will be a part of observations
with next-generation detectors. Metrics that are being used to evaluate potential locations
for these instruments include the impact of environmental sources on their overall sensi-
tivity [168–170]. Noise sources that are currently sub-dominant, such as laser frequency
noise [171] and correlated magnetic noise [172], are expected to become major limitations
for future analyses. The vastly increased sensitivity of these detectors means that common
assumptions used in detector characterization analyses, such as the lack of correlated noise
between detectors, will no longer be valid. These differences mean that careful monitor-
ing and subtraction of correlated [173] and uncorrelated noise [170,174–176] will play an
important role in next-generation analyses.

Detector characterization and noise mitigation efforts are expected to also be a com-
ponent of analysis of data from space-based detectors. Methods to flag non-stationary
noise in LISA [177], separate instrumental artifacts from astrophysical signals [178], and
use gap-filling to address missing data [179,180] have already been proposed.

One of the most fundamental changes expected in future detector characterization
and noise mitigation developments is an increased reliance on automation and machine
learning [18]. The high rate of detection with future detectors will prevent the same level
of human involvement in the vast majority of detected gravitational-wave events. Fur-
thermore, the significantly increased size of ground-based detectors will make site-based
detector investigations more challenging while space-based investigations may be impos-
sible. However, the methods discussed in this work will lay the groundwork for how
detector characterization and noise mitigation will be completed for decades to come.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

LIGO Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory
LHO LIGO Hanford Observatory
LLO LIGO Livingston Observatory
KAGRA Kamioka Gravitational Wave Detector
LISA Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
LVC LIGO-Virgo Collaboration
GWOSC Gravitational-Wave Open Science Center
O1 Observing Run 1
O2 Observing Run 2
O3 Observing Run 3
GW Gravitational Wave
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
BNS Binary Neutron Star
CBC Compact Binary Coalescence
IMBH Intermediate-Mass Black Hole
GR General Relativity
ASD Amplitude Spectral Density
PSD Power Spectral Density
PEM Physical Environment Monitoring
DMT Data Monitoring Tool
UPV Used Percentage Veto
HVeto Hierarchical Veto
NoEMi Noise frequency Event Miner
GstLAL Gstreamer and the LIGO Algorithm Library search pipeline
MBTA Multi-Band Template Analysis search pipeline
PyGRB Python-based Gamma Ray Burst search pipeline
SPIIR Summed Parallel Infinite Impulse Response search pipeline
cWB Coherent WaveBurst search pipeline
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Abstract: We studied the detectability and reconstruction of gravitational waves from core-collapse
supernova multidimensional models using simulated data from detectors predicted to operate
in the late 2020s and early 2030s. We found that the detection range will improve by a factor of around
two with respect to the second-generation gravitational-wave detectors, and the sky localization
will significantly improve. We analyzed the reconstruction accuracy for the lower frequency and
higher frequency portion of supernova signals with a 250 Hz cutoff. Since the waveform’s peak
frequencies are usually at high frequencies, the gravitational-wave signals in this frequency band
were reconstructed more accurately.

Keywords: gravitational waves; core-collapse supernova; future detectors

1. Introduction

The observation of gravitational waves (GWs) from the binary black hole merger
in 2015 [1] marks the beginning of GW astrophysics. In 2017, the binary neutron star
was discovered in both GW and electromagnetic spectra [2], while in 2020, the GWs
from two neutron star–black hole coalescences were observed [3]. To date, the Advanced
LIGO [4] and Advanced Virgo [5] detectors have registered around 90 GW candidates with
probability of astrophysical origin greater than 50% [6–8]. The newly born GW astrophysics
has already challenged our understanding of the Universe, and we expect this trend will
continue. With increased detectors sensitivity, the number of detections is anticipated
to grow rapidly. Many GW sources are awaiting discovery, and core-collapse supernovae
(CCSNe) are one of them. The next nearby CCSN will be one of the most interesting
astronomical events of the century, and GWs will allow us to probe these phenomena’s
inner engines directly.

The prospects of exploring the Universe with GWs motivate us to improve and expand
the current network of gravitational wave detectors. The advanced, second-generation
(2G) detectors will reach their designed sensitivities in a few years, and the plans beyond
2G detectors are progressing. Recently the GW network expanded with KA GRA [9]. LIGO
detectors could be substantially upgraded to the “LIGO Voyager” [10]. LIGO India [11]
is currently under construction, and a neutron star extreme matter observatory (NEMO)
detector in Australia is planned [12]. These advances will happen at the end of the 2020s and
the beginning of the 2030s [13]. We dub them 2.5G detectors, as they are predicted to operate
before the planned third-generation (3G) detectors, such as the Einstein Telescope [14] and
Cosmic Explorer [15].

The considerations of exploring the detectability and reconstruction of GWs from CCSN
with 2G detectors can be found in [16,17]. This paper focuses on the benefits of an extended
2.5G detectors network. We estimate how well a CCSN source can be localized in the sky.
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We quantify how accurately the GW signals, particularly the low- and high-frequency fea-
tures, can be reconstructed. Section 2 describes the methodology. Our findings are described
in Section 3 and the conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. Methodology

2.1. GW Detectors

The 2.5G network will consist of upgraded existing interferometers and the new detectors
are planned for the late 2020s and early 2030s. It is difficult to make accurate predictions
in a decade timescale, but we assume six detectors to be operating. Figure 1 shows the detectors’
sensitivities considered in this paper. LIGO detectors in Hanford (H) and Livingston (L) will
be upgraded to a Voyager sensitivity [10,18]. Virgo (V) will operate at an Advanced Virgo
plus [9,19,20] sensitivity, and KA GRA (K) will reach its designed sensitivity [20]. LIGO India
(A) is planned to operate at Advanced LIGO plus’ sensitivity [20]. While the construction
just began in Aundha in India, for simplicity, we assumed the arms to go along geographical
directions of longitude and latitude. The NEMO (N) detector is an interferometer primarily
targeting the postmerger GW signal from the binary neutron stars. It is optimized to be most
sensitive in higher frequencies (around 2 kHz) than the other detectors [12]. This detector
has been proposed, and for this study, we assumed its location and arm orientations to be
that of AIGO [21]. We note that the location of the NEMO detector could be optimized
for maximizing the results but this is beyond the scope of this work.

Given the different sensitivities of each detector, we considered a limited set of net-
work configurations to study. The Voyager detectors are expected to be most sensitive;
the networks containing the L and H detectors were considered: LHVKAN, LHVKA,
LHVK, LHVK, LHV, LHA, LHK, LHN, LH. We also considered a network that did not
contain the Voyager detector, VKA.
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Figure 1. Sensitivities of the detectors projected to operate in the late 2020s and early 2030s.
NEMO detector is designed to measure the high-frequency GW signal from binary neutron
star postmerger.

2.2. Coherent WaveBurst

Coherent WaveBurst is an excess-power search algorithm for detecting and recon-
structing GWs [22]. It does not assume any signal model and uses minimal assumptions
on the signal morphologies. The analysis of GW strain data is performed in a wavelet
domain [23]. Wavelets with amplitudes above the fluctuations of the detector noise are
selected, grouped into clusters, and coherent events are identified. The cWB ranks events
with an ηc statistics based on the coherent network energy Ec obtained by cross-correlating
detectors data [22]. The ηc is approximately the coherent network signal-to-noise ratio.
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While it is not possible to predict a realistic detector noise reliably for the future detec-
tors, we used a Gaussian noise recolored to the detector sensitivities depicted in Figure 1.
In our analysis, we accepted events with a signal-to-noise ratio of 12 and those with a correlation
coefficient cc of 0.7 (cc ≈ 1 means that an event is coherent across detectors and typically is
a GW signal). These thresholds were used in [9]. The LIGO and Virgo detectors network are
sensitive to detecting only one GW polarization component. Therefore, in the LIGO/Virgo/KA
GRA searches (e.g., [24]) the cWB is typically tuned to reconstruct only one GW polarization
component. The second polarization component can also be reconstructed for an extended
network of GW detectors. Therefore, we loosened this constraint to allow a fraction of the second
GW polarization component to be reconstructed as well.

2.3. CCSNe and GW Signals

CCSN is a violent death of a massive star (above 8 M�). During its life, a star burns
the fuel by means of nuclear fusion, creating an iron core in the center (see example
reviews [25,26]). After exceeding the Chandrasekhar mass (around 1.4 M�), the core
collapses under the gravitational force forming a hot protoneutron star (PNS). Protons
and electrons combine in such a dense environment, creating neutrons and neutrinos. In
the so-called neutrino-driven mechanism (e.g., [27–32]), 99% of the CCSN energy is released
with neutrinos, and they are believed to play a crucial role in the explosion (e.g., [26,33]).
Typically, in this scenario, the GW emission comes from the oscillations of the PNS where
the restoring force can be gravity, surface, or pressure (g-, f-, p-modes). During the ex-
plosion, the shock may also oscillate leading to the standing-accretion shock instability
(SASI) [34].

In a case when a progenitor star rotates rapidly, a magnetorotationally driven (MHD-
driven) mechanism, an explosion might be caused by energetic jets formed by a strong
magnetic field (e.g., [35,36]). Alternatively, a failed CCSN may lead to a black hole formation
(e.g., [37–39]).

The efforts to understand the CCSN engine are more than 50 years old [40].
Still, the explosion mechanism is not yet fully understood (see [25] for a review). Di-
rect observation of GWs from a CCSN event will give us direct insight into the dynamics
of this phenomenon. The theoretical and numerical CCSN simulations advanced signifi-
cantly in recent years, and more accurate GW signal predictions are available. Our analysis
used waveforms from multidimensional simulations, five for neutrino-driven explosions,
one for MHD-driven explosions, and one for black hole formation.

Andresen et al., 2019 [30] studied the impact of moderate progenitor rotation on the GW
signals. GW emission in the pre-explosion phase strongly depended on whether the SASI
dominated the postshock flow with neutrino transport and g-mode frequency components
in their signals. We used the m15nr model with a strong SASI below 250 Hz.

Kuroda et al., 2016 [41] studied the impact of the equation-of-state (EOS) on the GW
signatures using a 15 M� progenitor star. We used the SFHx model with strong SASI
at around 100 Hz, and the g-mode had a strong emission around 700 Hz.

Mezzacappa et al., 2020 [27] studied the origins of the GW emission for a 15 M�
progenitor star (C15-3D model). The SASI/convection GW emission was present below
200 Hz, while the PNS oscillations occurred primarily above 600 Hz.

O’Connor and Couch, 2018 [31] analyzed the impact of the progenitor asphericities,
grid resolution and symmetry, dimensionality, and neutrino physics for a 20 M� progenitor
star. We explored the flagship mesa20 model. The resulting GW signals had strong SASI
activity, but the g-mode dominated them.

Pan et al., 2020 [39] explored an impact of progenitor star rotation on an explosion
and BH formation. We used the SR model for slowly rotating progenitor stars. The star
exploded, and the fallback accretion led to a BH formation. The emitted GW energy was
large, around 9 × 10−7 M�c2.

Radice et al., 2019 [29] studied GW emission depending on the progenitor star mass.
The PNS oscillations usually dominated the GW signals. We studied the s13 model,
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an explosion of a 13 M� progenitor star mass. Besides the PNS oscillations, a strong
prompt convection below 100 Hz was present.

Richers et al., 2017 [35] analyzed core-bounce GWs for 18 EOSs from the axisymmetric
rapidly rotating stars. We used the A467w0.50_SFHx model. The waveform was around
10 ms long and broadband.

3. Results

3.1. Detection Range

In this analysis, we studied the detectability of GWs as a function of a source distance.
We took waveforms from different source angle orientations, rescaled their amplitudes to a
given source distance and placed them randomly in the sky. The waveforms were added
(injected) to the detector’s data stream and reconstructed with cWB. The procedure was re-
peated for a range of the source distances and allowed us to create a detection efficiency curve
as a function of distance. A distance at 50% detection efficiency is referred to as a detection range.

The left panel of Figure 2 shows the detection efficiency curves for all considered
morphologies and the LHVKA network. The detectability of the most energetic wave-
forms, SR and A467w0.50_SFHx, exceeds 100 kpc. Less energetic waveforms are detectable
at shorter distances. The right panel of Figure 2 considers the s13 model for nine network
configurations. Because the noise floor for these two interferometers is the lowest among
the 2.5G detectors, the detection distance for the networks with L and H detectors is ap-
proximately the same. The least sensitive network is VKA, while the most sensitive is
the LHVKA network. The efficiency of the LHVKAN network decreases significantly at low
distances, as the N detector is sensitive in a different frequency band than all other detectors.
Because the s13 waveform is broadband, the detectors reconstruct different parts of the GW
signal. This disbalance can break the coherence and often leads to a rejection of an event
by cWB. In such a case, the cWB algorithm needs optimizing, but it is beyond the scope of
this paper.
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Figure 2. Detection efficiency curves as a function of distance. Numbers in brackets are distances
at 10%, 50% and 90% detection efficiency. Plot (a) shows how far a CCSN source can be detectable
for different models of GW emission [27,29–31,35,39,41] and LHVKA network, and (b) different
detector networks for the s13 model [29].

Table 1 summarizes the results for all considered waveforms and network config-
urations. The short A467w0.50_SFHx waveforms are well detectable for all networks
containing L and H. Similarly to s13, including NEMO leads to decreased efficiencies
at shorter source distances. The least sensitive network is VKA. Compared with [16],
the predicted detection ranges for the fifth observing run (O5) for m15nr, SFHx, C15-3D,
mesa20, and s13 are 3.3, 21.6, 8.2, 2.0, and 1.8 kpc, respectively. The 2.5G detectors will
improve these numbers roughly by a factor of two.
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Table 1. Distances at 10%/50%/90% detection efficiency for all considered waveforms and detector
networks.

Network
Distance at 10%/50%/90% Efficiency (kpc)

m15nr SFHx C15-3D mesa20 SR s13 A467w0.50_SFHx

LHVKAN 8.6/5.5/- 75.4/45.1/ 4.9 24.1/13.9/- 7.5/0.4/- 165.3/ 50.3/- 5.3/3.1/- 360.9/156.2/-
LHVKA 7.7/5.3/3.3 62.3/38.9/23.4 18.2/11.4/- 4.9/3.2/- 212.7/105.6/43.7 5.1/3.2/1.8 346.5/149.0/-
LHVK 7.8/5.0/2.3 60.2/36.9/19.3 17.6/10.7/1.2 4.6/2.8/1.3 210.6/109.1/32.7 5.2/2.9/1.5 354.2/122.8/-
LHV 8.3/5.1/1.2 60.5/37.0/18.0 18.8/11.2/1.7 4.9/2.9/1.1 215.4/113.4/27.5 5.3/2.9/1.1 366.0/120.0/-
LHA 8.4/5.2/2.4 60.8/37.9/21.1 19.3/11.9/1.8 5.4/3.3/1.5 218.2/110.9/27.8 5.5/3.0/1.6 360.6/130.6/-
LHK 8.0/5.0/0.7 58.8/35.7/11.4 18.2/10.5/0.7 4.5/2.6/0.2 213.4/113.0/14.7 5.1/2.8/0.2 352.5/106.0/-
LHN 9.1/5.7/1.9 70.8/42.6/20.9 26.6/12.9/1.3 8.3/4.8/0.5 183.6/ 48.2/ 8.5 5.6/3.0/1.2 378.3/130.2/-
VKA 3.8/2.2/0.5 25.8/15.9/ 6.4 9.2/ 2.6/0.9 2.9/1.6/0.3 63.5/ 30.5/ 9.5 2.1/1.3/0.3 123.8/ 45.3/-
LH 8.5/5.1/1.0 58.7/34.8/12.1 18.5/10.7/0.7 4.8/2.7/0.5 220.6/112.7/16.7 5.3/2.9/0.2 370.0/104.7/-

3.2. Sky Localization

We studied how well the sky localization will improve with the 2.5G detectors. In
this analysis, the waveforms from random source orientations were placed uniformly
in volume and then reconstructed. The events were then reconstructed together with
the estimated search area. The search area on the sky assigned a probability greater than or
equal to the probability assigned to the injected location [42]. Figure 3 shows the search
areas for a cumulative number of reconstructed events. The numbers in the brackets are
areas at 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 of the cumulative number of events.
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Figure 3. Search areas for (a) all GW signals [27,29–31,35,39,41] and (b) different detector networks
for s13 model [29]. The search area is comparable between GW morphologies. Adding detectors
to the network significantly reduces the search area. Numbers in brackets are 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9
of the cumulative number of events.

The left panel of Figure 3 shows the search area curves for all considered waveforms
with the LHVK network. The search area curve depends on the waveforms, but it is com-
parable within the GW morphologies. Some neutrino-driven explosions with broadband
GW signals, such as C15-3D, may lead to large search areas. The right panel of Figure 3
compares the search areas for the s13 waveform and different network configurations. The
sky location of a GW source is calculated mainly based on the triangulation between the de-
tectors. Clearly, adding more detectors decreases the search area. Comparable performance
is seen for the LHV, LHVK, and VKA configurations. Table 2 summarizes the results for all
waveforms and networks considered.
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Table 2. Search areas for all waveforms and example detector networks.

Waveform Network Area at 0.1/0.5/0.9 (deg2)

m15nr LHVK 0.6/29.6/2050.7
SFHx LHVK 2.0/97.9/1289.3

C15-3D LHVK 0.5/43.4/23727.8
mesa20 LHVK 0.7/33.8/8294.6

SR LHVK 4.1/100.5/2582.5
s13 LHVKAN 0.2/1.0/22.5
s13 LHVKA 0.4/6.0/209.0
s13 LHVK 0.8/27.8/348.4
s13 LHV 1.1/39.8/338.1
s13 LHV 10.5/81.6/445.0
s13 VKA 0.8/31.2/1827.9

A467w0.50_SFHx LHVK 1.3/50.9/477.7

3.3. Reconstruction Accuracy

The predicted GW signatures can be divided into low-frequency (LF), such as SASI/
convection, and high-frequency (HF) signatures, such as the PNS oscillation. The division can
be placed around 250 Hz. We quantified the accuracy of the cWB reconstruction for the full
reconstructed waveform, HF, and LF waveform components. We used the waveform overlap,
or a match [43] that was defined as a product between a detected w = {wk(t)} and an injected
whitened waveform h = {hk(t)}:

O(w, h) =
(w|h)√

(w|w)
√
(h|h)

, (1)

where (.|.) denotes a scalar product in the time domain:

(w|h) = ∑
k

∫ t2

t1

wk(t)hk(t)dt. (2)

The index k is a detector number, and [t1, t2] is the time range of the reconstructed
event. The waveform overlap ranged from −1 (sign mismatch) to 1 (perfect reconstruction).
The HF and LF waveform components were obtained using a high-pass and low-pass
Butterworth filter with a 250 Hz cutoff frequency. Similarly to Section 3.2, we used uniform-
in-volume injections.

Figure 4 shows a waveform overlap for the m15nr waveform that shows strong SASI
and g-mode divided around 250 Hz. The reconstruction accuracy grows with the signal
SNR. However, in this example, many waveforms have a poor reconstruction (16% with
a waveform overlap below 0.2). The numbers in the brackets show an average wave-
form overlap at an SNR of 20 and 40, respectively. Only waveforms with a waveform
overlap larger than 0.2 are selected. The waveform overlaps for the HF and LF wave-
form components are typically smaller than those for the full waveform. In this example,
the HF component is reconstructed more accurately than the LF part of the signal. Be-
cause the waveform peak frequency is around 820 Hz, the HF part of the waveform is
reconstructed first. The LF SASI is weaker and relatively long, and the accuracy of its
reconstruction is worse.

Table 3 summarizes the results for all considered waveforms and networks. Typically,
around 20% of the waveforms are misreconstructed (waveform overlap smaller than 0.2)
for the neutrino-driven explosions and LHVK network. In around 56% of the BH formation, the
SR waveforms are misreconstructed because the signal is almost 1 s long, and a small portion
of the GW signal is reconstructed after the dominant prompt-convection. For the s13 waveform,
the least misreconstructions are for the LH and LHV networks, as the cWB is optimized. As
in the example of m15nr waveform, typically, the waveform is reconstructed around the peak
frequency at low SNR, and reconstruction accuracy in that frequency range is better. Given
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the peak frequencies of the considered waveforms is above 250 Hz, the waveform overlaps are
typically higher in the HF part of the waveform. The LF SASI/convection are weaker parts
of the waveforms, resulting in less accurate reconstruction. In the case of the SFHx, the spec-
trum has distinguished peak frequencies around 100 Hz and 700 Hz, resulting in an accurate
reconstruction at low SNR for the HF and LF components. The accuracy decreases with higher
SNR values as a more stochastic signal contributes.
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Figure 4. Waveform overlap as a function of injected SNR for m15nr model [30]. The accuracy
of the full waveform increases with the SNR. However, in this example, each waveform component
is reconstructed less accurately. The numbers in brackets are waveform overlaps at SNR 20 and 40,
respectively, (for O > 0.2).

Table 3. Waveform overlaps for all waveforms and example detector networks. The reconstruction
accuracy depends on the waveforms morphology and typically the waveform component is larger
for the part of the signal with the peak frequency.

Waveform Network
Mis-Recon. O for Full/HF/LF Waveform (O > 0.2)

O < 0.2 SNR = 20 SNR = 40

m15nr LHVK 16% 0.56/0.47/0.38 0.80/0.65/0.40
SFHx LHVK 29% 0.61/0.73/0.74 0.87/0.53/0.68

C15-3D LHVK 18% 0.36/0.40/0.22 0.64/0.57/0.23
mesa20 LHVK 20% 0.43/0.48/0.51 0.62/0.57/0.38

SR LHVK 56% 0.57/0.27/0.31 0.77/0.45/0.33
s13 LHVKAN 24% 0.60/0.59/0.39 0.73/0.72/0.37
s13 LHVKA 23% 0.66/0.67/0.39 0.81/0.82/0.40
s13 LHVK 23% 0.69/0.69/0.39 0.83/0.76/0.43
s13 LHV 10% 0.70/0.70/0.38 0.82/0.83/0.43
s13 LH 7% 0.73/0.73/0.39 0.86/0.81/0.44
s13 VKA 28% 0.59/0.61/0.34 0.65/0.40/ -

A467w0.50_SFHx LHVK 16% 0.81/0.61/0.60 0.81/0.72/0.69

4. Conclusions

The era of GW astrophysics has begun, and our understanding of the dynamical
Universe is advancing. CCSNe are one of the most interesting cosmic phenomena, and
detecting GWs will shed light on understanding the nature of these explosions. The
2.5G detector network will extend around the detection range of around a factor of two,
and this improvement will come primarily from the Voyager sensitivity. More detectors
in the network will allow significantly improved sky localization of the source than with
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the 2G detectors. This improvement is important when the galactic dust obscures an optical
counterpart of a nearby event. We studied the reconstruction accuracy of the waveforms
and their HF and LF components. Typically, the reconstruction was more accurate around
the peak frequency of the signal, and the LF waveform component was reconstructed less
accurately. The 2.5G detector network will better reconstruct both GW polarization states
with respect to the 2G detector network. It will enable a better probing of the supernova’s
inner engine.
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Abstract: On 11 February 2016, the LIGO and Virgo scientific collaborations announced the first
direct detection of gravitational waves, a signal caught by the LIGO interferometers on 14 September
2015, and produced by the coalescence of two stellar-mass black holes. The discovery represented
the beginning of an entirely new way to investigate the Universe. The latest gravitational-wave
catalog by LIGO, Virgo and KAGRA brings the total number of gravitational-wave events to 90,
and the count is expected to significantly increase in the next years, when additional ground-based
and space-born interferometers will be operational. From the theoretical point of view, we have
only fuzzy ideas about where the detected events came from, and the answers to most of the five
Ws and How for the astrophysics of compact binary coalescences are still unknown. In this work,
we review our current knowledge and uncertainties on the astrophysical processes behind merging
compact-object binaries. Furthermore, we discuss the astrophysical lessons learned through the latest
gravitational-wave detections, paying specific attention to the theoretical challenges coming from
exceptional events (e.g., GW190521 and GW190814).

Keywords: gravitational-wave astrophysics; stars; black holes; stellar evolution; binary stars;
stellar dynamics

1. Introduction

Merging compact-object binaries are binary systems composed of two compact ob-
jects that are so close to each other to merge via gravitational wave (GW) emission within
the age of the Universe. The members of such binaries can be white dwarfs (WDs), neutron
stars (NSs), black holes (BHs), and their combinations, e.g., neutron star-black hole binary
(NSBH) systems. These systems have been investigated for decades by many authors,
who predicted their existence through theoretical studies that go from the formation and
evolution of the stellar progenitors to accurate numerical relativity simulations of the final
merger phase [1–9].

From the observational point of view, proving the existence of merging compact-object
binaries has always been challenging. While such systems are potentially loud GW sources,
catching their GW signal is not straightforward. The passage of a GW produces a relative
change in the distance between two points which is

ΔL
L

∝
m1m2

rl0
G2

c4 , (1)
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where r is the distance from the GW source, l0 is the orbital separation of the binary, L is the
reference distance, m1 and m2 are the masses of the GW source, G is the gravitational con-
stant, and c is the speed of light [10]. The factor G2c−4 is minuscule (∼5 × 10−55 m2 kg−2),
thus, when a GW reaches the Earth, it causes an extremely small perturbation, which is
very hard to detect.

Even without direct evidences of GWs, the loss of orbital energy of a compact binary
via GWs was verified through radio observations of the binary pulsar PSR B1913 + 16 [11].
The observed orbital decay of the Hulse–Taylor binary is remarkably consistent with a
GW-induced shrinking. This system, which is expected to merge in ∼300 Myr, provided
not only an additional confirmation of the Einstein’s theory of general relativity, but it also
suggested to us that there might be not just one, but a population of binary neutron stars
(BNSs) that can merge in relatively short times via GW emission.

For the first direct evidence of merging compact-object binaries and their GW’s finger-
print, we had to wait until 14 September 2015, when the two ground-based interferometers
of the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) were able to measure
the effect of a passing GW. The signal, named GW150914, was attributed to the coalescence
of two stellar-mass BHs with masses m1 = 36+5

−4 M� and m2 = 29+4
−4 M� [12,13]1. The event

carried many scientific implications with itself and it laid the foundations of a new way to
investigate the Universe by allowing us to access data never collected before.

The initial identification of GW150914 was made through an unmodelled, low-latency
search for GW bursts, which is a search procedure that does not assume any particular morphol-
ogy of the GW signal, i.e., it is agnostic with respect to the source’s properties [12,14,15]. Later,
the event was recovered also by other matched-filter pipelines [16]. GW150914 established the
existence of binary black holes (BBHs) and that stellar-mass BHs can merge in a Hubble
time, becoming detectable sources of GWs. However, the biggest surprise came from the

masses of the BHs: we did not expect to detect stellar BHs with masses �20 M�.
Prior to GW150914, our knowledge of stellar-mass BHs was limited to electromagnetic

observations of Galactic BH X-ray binaries. At the time of GW150914 discovery, there
were only a handful of known BHs with confirmed dynamical mass measurements, most
of them with mass �15 M� [17–19]. Theoretical models did not predict the existence of
BHs with masses �20 M�, with a few remarkable exceptions [20–27]; thus, we could have
only approximate ideas about where the BHs of GW150914 came from. One of the very
few clues we were able to obtain was that the heavy compact objects likely formed in a
low-metallicity environment, where stellar winds are quenched and stars can retain enough
mass to turn into heavy BHs [13].

The only solid conclusion was that GW150914 marked a new starting point for the
astrophysical community. It gave an unprecedented boost to the development of new
theoretical models to study the formation and evolution of compact-object binaries and their
progenitor stars, with a new goal: providing an astrophysical interpretation to GW sources.

From the theoretical point of view, two main formation channels have been proposed
so far for the formation of merging compact objects. In the isolated binary channel,
two progenitor stars are bound since their formation; they evolve, and then turn into
(merging) compact objects at the end of their life, without experiencing any kind of external
perturbation [28–44]. This scenario is driven by single and binary stellar evolution processes,
and it is sometimes referred to as the “field” scenario, because it assumes that binaries are
born in low-density environments, i.e., that they evolve in isolation. In contrast, in the
dynamical channel, two compact objects get very close to each other after one (or more)
gravitational interactions with other stars or compact objects. This evolutionary scenario is
quite common in dense stellar environments (e.g., star clusters), and it is driven mainly by
stellar dynamics [27,44–61]. In reality, the two formation pathways might have a strong
interplay. In star clusters, the orbital parameters of binaries might be perturbed by many
passing-by objects. Dynamical interactions might be strong enough to eject the stellar
binary from the cluster and to trigger the merger event in the field. Such an apparently
isolated merger would not have occurred if the progenitor stars had evolved in isolation.
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Such hybrid scenarios blur the line between the dynamical and the isolated binary channel,
and they have already been investigated by various authors [62–65].

Our theoretical knowledge of the formation scenarios is hampered by the uncertain-

ties and degeneracies of the astrophysical models. Single-star evolutionary tracks, the
strength of stellar winds (especially for massive stars at low metallicity), core-collapse and
pair-instability supernova (PISN), the orbital parameters of binary stars at birth, binary
mass transfer, compact-object birth kicks, stellar mergers, tidal interactions, common enve-
lope (CE), and GW recoil, are only part of the uncertain ingredients of the unknown recipe
of merging binaries. In contrast, stellar dynamics is simple and elegant, but developing
accurate and fast algorithms for the long-term evolution of tight binaries is challenging.
Furthermore, studying the evolution of small-scale systems (2 bodies within ∼10−6 pc) in
large star clusters (�105 objects within a few pc) is computationally intensive [66–75].

Therefore, disentangling different shades of flavors by tasting the final result and going
back to the responsible ingredients is very challenging. The consequence is that the GW

catalog is growing faster than our theoretical understanding of merging compact-object
binaries. At the time of writing, we have already achieved an historic breakthrough: we
have just started talking about a population of BHs. Indeed, the latest Gravitational Wave
Transient Catalog (GWTC) reports ∼90 events2, mostly BBH mergers, and the count is
expected to significantly increase in the next years, at even faster rates than ever because
new ground-based interferometers will be operational and the existing ones will increase
their sensitivity [79,80].

The catalog already contains many flavors of BBHs that challenge even up-to-date
theoretical models. For instance, GW190814 (see Section 5.1) is an event with very asym-
metric masses, a merger that most theoretical models find very difficult to explain [81].
Furthermore, the lightest member is a mystery compact object with an uncertain nature:
it can be the heaviest NS or the lightest BH ever observed and its mass falls right into the
lower mass gap (see Section 2.7). GW190521 (see Section 5.2) is the event with the heaviest
BHs, with at least one of the two falling in the upper mass gap (see Section 2.9) [82,83].
Its merger product, a BH with mass 148+28

−16 M�, is the first confirmation of the existence
of intermediate-mass BHs. GW200105_162426 and GW200115_042309 (see Section 5.4) are
the first NSBHs ever observed [84]. GW170817 is associated with a merger of two NSs
and it is the only event observed not only through GWs but also throughout the whole
electromagnetic spectrum, a crucial milestone for multi-messenger astronomy [85]. There
are also 5 events with preference for negatively aligned spins with respect to the orbital
angular momentum of the binary, including the mentioned GW200115_042309. Spins and
their in-plane components might provide important insights on the formation channels
(see Section 2.11). The BH mass distribution and the inferred BBH merger rate make the
current scenario even more complex. The former seems to have statistically significant
substructures, that is, it shows up as clumpy, with BHs that tend to accumulate at chirp
masses3 M = 8 , 14 , 27 M�, whereas the latter increases with redshift [80,86–88].

Rather than presenting new results, in this work we review our knowledge of the main
astrophysical processes that lead to merging compact-object binaries, focusing mainly on
BHs. Furthermore, we discuss the clues we can currently collect on the astrophysical origin
of some exceptional GW events, and we discuss the main astrophysical lessons learned so
far. This is surely a rapidly evolving field (see also the reviews by [89,90]), and most of the
topics reported in this work would deserve a review on their own right. Here, we just give
an overview of the main aspects that are relevant for the formation of compact objects.

In Section 2 we discuss the evolution of single stars and their relation to compact
remnants, Section 3 deals with binary stellar evolution processes, in Section 4 we examine
the effects of stellar dynamics, Section 5 presents the astrophysical lessons learned through
GW events, and Section 6 contains a summary and a brief outline of future prospects.
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2. Single Stars

Throughout this work, we will often refer to population-synthesis simulations. To
conduct statistical studies on stellar populations and their compact objects, we should
follow self-consistently the evolution of any possible type of single and/or binary star
from its formation to its death, and possibly beyond. This is prohibitive if we consider
that simulating the evolution of just one star from the main sequence until core collapse
might take days (if the complex underlying algorithms converge). Thus, for fast population-
synthesis studies, the evolution of single stars is approximated through either (i) fitting
formulas to detailed stellar evolution calculations (e.g., [35]) or (ii) the interpolation of
look-up tables containing pre-evolved stellar evolution tracks for different stars at various
metallicity (e.g., [22]). Binary stellar evolution (see Section 3) and other additional processes
(e.g., supernova explosions) are generally added through analytical prescriptions on top
of the single-star approximations. Fast population-synthesis codes are currently the main
resource available to study compact objects from single and binary stars.

2.1. Overview

The life of a star can be thought as a series of gravitational contractions of the whole
structure, and expansions under the influence of thermonuclear fusions of increasingly
heavy elements in the core, until the formation of the nuclides of the iron group. Each grav-
itational contraction increases the central temperature until the heaviest element is ignited.
After the exhaustion of input elements in the core, the burning process continues in an outer
shell while the core contains the heavier products of the previous thermonuclear reactions.

The fusion of elements lighter than iron is an exothermic reaction, which means that
it releases energy, balancing the thermal energy that stars lose via radiation. However, the
average binding energy per nucleon starts to decrease for elements heavier than iron-56,
thus forming these elements is an endothermic process, i.e., it requires energy. In reality, (i)
the chain of nuclear reactions could continue until the formation of nickel-62, which is the
nuclide with the highest binding energy per nucleon, but photodisintegration suppresses
its formation, and (ii) iron-56 forms as nickel-56 decays (56

28Ni → 56
27Co + e+ + νe + γ and

56
27Co → 56

26Fe + e+ + νe + γ), therefore, nickel-56 is the heaviest element that stars can
produce efficiently through nuclear fusion (52

26Fe +4
2 He → 56

28Ni + γ).
Stars spend most of their life on the main sequence, that is transforming hydrogen into

helium in their innermost regions. The moment when a star ignites hydrogen in its core
defines the zero age main sequence (ZAMS). The ZAMS line appears as a quasi-diagonal
line in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (Figure 1), which is a standard tool for representing
the evolutionary stage of stellar populations. While the bulk of the properties of a star is
determined only by its mass at the ZAMS (MZAMS), the mass of the final compact remnant
crucially depends also on parameters like the chemical composition and stellar rotation.
These parameters control the efficiency of the processes that affect the final mass of the
remnant, i.e., they determine how much mass is lost through stellar winds, how much the
stellar core can grow, and how much mass is lost in the supernova (SN) explosion.

However, as a first approximation, MZAMS is indicative of which remnant the star
will leave at the end of its life. Very low-mass stars (MZAMS � 0.26 M�) do not reach the
threshold temperature for helium ignition, and after their long (�70 Gyr) main sequence
phase, they become helium WDs (e.g., [91]). Stars with 0.26 M� � MZAMS � 8 M� ignite
helium and form a carbon-oxygen (CO) core but do not reach temperatures high enough
to ignite CO. After the formation of a CO-core, nuclear reactions in the core stop. At this
point, the star is supported only by electron degeneracy pressure. At the end of its life, the
star will eject most of its outer shells creating a planetary nebula. What is left at the center
is a CO WD (e.g., [91]). Stars with ZAMS masses above ∼8 M� can reach iron elements,
and their life will end with a SN, possibly leaving behind a NS (8 M� � MZAMS � 20 M�)
or a BH (MZAMS � 20 M�).

The limits of these mass ranges are quite uncertain. We might say that these limits are
the zero-level uncertainty to our understanding of the mass spectrum of compact objects.
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On the one hand, the uncertainty stems from theoretical modeling of detailed stellar
evolution processes, such as convection, dredge up, wind mass loss, and nuclear reaction
rates [25,92–96]. On the other hand, the limits also depend on other stellar parameters,
such as rotation and chemical composition. These uncertainties affect the masses of stellar
cores, which, in turn, have an impact on the nature and abundance of compact remnants
that stars may form.

Figure 1. Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (luminosity versus effective temperature) that shows
the ZAMS (dashed black line) of stars with masses in the range 2.2 M�–300 M�, at metallicity
Z = 2 × 10−2. The plot also shows the stars’ main evolutionary stages (solid lines) until carbon
ignition, and it has been obtained through the SEVN population-synthesis code [97] coupled with the
look-up tables for single-star evolution from the PARSEC code [98,99].

2.2. The Chandrasekhar Limit

The maximum mass of a WD is well constrained through theoretical arguments, which
were firstly outlined by Chandrasekhar [100]. This limit exists because WDs are sustained
against gravity by the pressure of electron degeneracy, which can be either non-relativistic
or relativistic. Simple stellar polytropic models show that a star supported by a non-
relativistic degenerate electron gas has a radius that is inversely proportional to the cube
root of its mass, R ∝ M−1/3 [100]. By looking at the scaling relation, one would expect that
the WD radius becomes exceedingly small for exceedingly large masses. However, as the
density increases, the electrons become relativistic, and the WD becomes supported by a
relativistic degenerate electron gas. In such a state, the corresponding equation of state
predicts the existence of a maximum sustainable mass: this is the maximum mass of a WD,
also referred to as the Chandrasekhar mass limit. Its precise value depends on the average
molecular weight per electron, which, in turn, depends on the chemical composition of the
WD. For a typical CO or helium WD, the Chandrasekhar limit is Mc � 1.44 M�.

2.3. The Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff Limit

The maximum mass value for a NS, analogue to the Chandrasekhar limit, is the Tol-

man–Oppenheimer–Volkoff (TOV) limit [101,102]. In this case, support against gravity
is provided by the degenerate pressure of a neutron gas. However, unlike in the case of the
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degenerate electron gas in WDs, neutron-neutron interactions become a crucial (but very
uncertain) ingredient to include in the equation of state. Thus, the TOV limit reflects our
uncertainties on the NS equation of state. In principle, depending on the adopted equation
of state, the TOV limit can be anywhere from 0.5 M� to 3 M� [17,103–114]. The observations
of NS masses �1 M� (e.g., those in binary pulsars, such as PSR B1913 + 16) ruled out the
softest equations of state, placing the TOV limit at MTOV � 1.5–3 M�. The detection of
the GW signal from merging NSs can also be used to constrain the maximum NS mass.
In fact, tidal deformations during the last phase of the inspiral affect the properties of the
gravitational waveform, which can then be linked to the NS equation of state. The analysis
of GW170817 data constrains MTOV � 2.3 M� [115,116]. Stellar rotation may also play a
role, with rigidly rotating NSs having about 25% larger allowed masses [117–120].

The secondary compact object of GW190814 (∼2.6 M�), if a NS, might challenge our
understanding of the maximum mass of NSs. Because of the lack of a clear signature of
tidal deformations in the GW190814 signal, and the poor constraints on the secondary’s
spin, no definitive conclusions on the nature of the less massive component of GW190814
exist to date (see also Section 5.1).

2.4. The Role of Stellar Winds

The nature and final mass of a stellar remnant depends crucially on the final properties
of the stellar core, which, in turn, depend on the amount of mass a star has lost during
its life. Stellar winds have a central role in this picture since they drive mass loss over the
lifetime of a star. Stellar winds, especially for massive stars, are uncertain, and even a
factor of 2 uncertainty (typical for state-of-the-art models, e.g., [96]) might have important
consequences on the nature and mass spectrum of compact objects.

Wind mass loss originates from the complex interaction between radiation and mat-

ter in stellar atmospheres. The idea that the outer layers of stars could expand was
introduced already at the beginning of the 20th century by Saha [121]. Saha [121] suggested
that radiation could be absorbed by matter in the solar atmosphere through an inelastic
impact, with a resulting forward velocity of hν/mc, where h is the Plank length, ν is the
frequency of the photon and m the rest mass of matter. We now know that the strongly
anisotropic and continuous component of photons from the innermost layers constantly
exchanges energy and momentum with free electrons, ions, atoms and dust grains in stellar
atmospheres. The momentum equation, considering only a radial direction of the radiation
(1D problem), reads

v
dv
dr

= −GM∗
r2 − 1

ρ

dp
dr

+ grad (2)

where M∗ is the mass of the star, r is the distance from the center of the star, v(r) is the local
wind velocity, ρ(r) is the local density, p(r) is the local pressure of gas, and grad the radiative
acceleration. For the atmospheres of hot massive stars (Teff � 104 K), grad = gcon + gline,
where gcon is the electron scattering acceleration, and gline is the selective acceleration caused
by spectral line opacity. While gcon is quite well established, the challenge is to estimate
gline

4. The latter gained increasing importance over the years, especially after the discovery
of blue-shifted resonance lines of carbon IV, silicon IV, and nitrogen V, in the OB supergiants
δ, ε, and ζ Orionis, which suggested expansion velocities ∼1400 km s−1 and mass outflows
of ∼10−6 M� yr−1 [122,123].

Castor et al. [124] introduced the idea to express gline through a force multiplier (CAK

theory), that is

v
dv
dr

= −GM∗
r2 − 1

ρ

dp
dr

+ gcon[1 + M(τ)] (3)

where τ is an optical-depth scale for the wind, assumed to depend only on the local
conditions where the absorption occurs, including the wind velocity gradient [125], and
M(τ) = kτ−α. Castor et al. [124] showed that all spectral lines should be included in the
calculation of M(τ), not only the resonance lines, and that M(τ) � 1, that is stellar winds

in hot massive stars are line driven.
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More and more spectral lines were included in the CAK theory over the years, and the
contribution of metals—elements heavier than helium—to stellar winds became increasingly
important. Indeed, hydrogen and helium have very few spectral lines in the UV (i.e., the
radiation peak frequency of hot massive stars), thus their contribution is expected to be
minimal compared to that coming from metals, which have crowded line spectra in the
UV band. From CAK theory, it was already clear that stellar winds are quenched at low

metallicity, that is the mass fraction of metals in a stellar layer. Denoting the mass loss by
winds as Ṁ∗ and the metallicity as Z, Ṁ∗ ∝ Zx with x ranging from ∼0.5 [126] to ∼0.9 [127].

It is nowadays understood that the amount and type of metals in the stellar atmosphere
affect greatly the mass of the star prior to the SN explosion. Figure 2 shows the typical
impact that different values of metallicity have on the final mass of the stars. It is apparent
that stars at low Z retain significantly more mass than stars at higher Z, thus the former can
collapse to significantly heavier BHs.

Figure 2. Final mass of the stars as a function of their initial mass, for different values of metallicity.
The dashed line at 45 degrees corresponds to the no-wind limit (i.e., final mass = initial mass). Plot
obtained with the SEVN population-synthesis code [97] with look-up tables for single-star evolution
from the PARSEC code [98].

The precise dependency of winds strength on the amount and kind of metals is still
matter of debate. Abbott and Lucy [128] introduced an alternative approach to CAK based
on a Monte Carlo method capable of tracking photon paths and includes the possibility of
multiple photon scatterings. Vink et al. [129] used this improved approach to re-investigate
the Ṁ∗ − Z relation and found Ṁ∗ ∝ Z0.69 (Ṁ∗ ∝ Z0.64) for O (B) stars5. Vink et al. [129]
pointed out that the dominant contribution to the inner (subsonic) stellar wind for O stars at
high metallicity (Z∼Z�) comes from the Fe-group elements, which are extremely efficient
absorbers because their complex atomic structure allows for millions of different lines.
At lower metallicity and in the outer (supersonic) wind, the main contribution comes
from CNO elements. Furthermore, the recombination of Fe IV to Fe III for Teff going from
∼27,500 K to ∼22,500 K gives a significant boost to mass loss, despite Ṁ∗ ∝ Teff in this
temperature range (bi-stability jump).
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Mass loss is mainly driven by the Fe-group elements even for Wolf–Rayet (WR) stars,
though the dependence on Z cannot be described as a single power-law. The atmospheres of
WR stars are self-enriched with metals, (e.g., carbon), so the latter can sustain the mass loss of
WR stars for Z � 10−3 Z�, where, indeed, Ṁ∗ becomes insensitive to metallicity [130,131].
The mass loss prescriptions developed by Vink et al. [129] and Vink and de Koter [130]
are the ones adopted by most state-of-the-art stellar evolution codes. A summary of the
prescriptions is given in Section 4 of Vink [96].

Both the CAK theory and the Monte Carlo approach rely on the assumption that a
photon with a specific frequency can only be absorbed in an infinitely narrow region of the
stellar atmosphere [125]. This approximation breaks down if the wind is not supersonic
(e.g., for the inner wind, where Ṁ∗ is set) and for clumpy winds. Recent works that do
not adopt this assumption predict mass loss rates lower than [129], though the metallicity
dependence is remarkably similar (e.g., [132]).

Another important aspect to consider is that the stars that approach the Eddington

limit during their evolution might experience enhanced mass loss, which may even become
insensitive to metallicity and occur in the form of pulsations [99,133–138]. Our knowl-
edge of such continuum-driven winds is hampered by the uncertainties in modeling the
interaction between winds and radiation-dominated envelopes.

Another main source of uncertainty is about the homogeneity of stellar winds. Sev-
eral observations seem to suggest that winds are clumpy, though the clumps’ formation
mechanism and evolution is still under debate [139,140]. The geometry, clumpiness level,
and nature of clumps (i.e., optically thin or think) are also uncertain, but they might have a
significant impact on stellar winds (e.g., [141]).

Finally, magnetic fields can quench winds and allow the formation of quite massive
compact objects even at high metallicities (e.g., [142]), while stellar rotation affects the
evolution of stars in many ways, but, overall, it tends to increase mass loss and to allow for
the formation of larger stellar cores through enhanced mixing (e.g., [143,144]).

2.5. Core-Collapse Supernovae

As briefly described in Section 2.1, stars with mass �8 M� end their life with a SN
explosion, ejecting their outer layers in the interstellar medium and leaving a compact
remnant behind (either a NS or a BH, depending on the progenitor’s mass and structure).
The SN process starts with the collapse of the stellar structure, which, after the formation
of the Fe-group elements, is not sustained anymore by either the core’s nuclear reactions
or electron degeneracy pressure. Electron captures on nuclei accelerate core collapse, and
when the temperature reaches ∼1010 K the photodisintegration of the Fe-group elements
becomes the dominant interaction mechanism (56Fe + γ → 134He + 4n). This process
requires very high energies (∼2 MeV per nucleon), thus the core-collapse accelerates and
photons reach enough energies to even photodisintegrate α particles (4He + γ → 2p + 2n).
At this stage, electrons have high enough energies (> mec2) to collide with protons and
forming neutrons and electron neutrinos (p + e− → n + νe). Thus, it is apparent that there
is a significant enrichment of neutrons, which eventually form a very compact degenerate
structure that can halt the collapse.

The entire collapse process proceeds typically on the dynamical timescale which, for
densities � 1010 g cm−3, might last a few milliseconds. The typical gravitational binding
energy of the collapsed core is ∼1053erg, more than enough to power a typical SN explosion,
as long as an effective mechanism that transfers this energy to stellar layers exists.

The mechanism that triggers the actual explosion and, consequently, the link between
progenitor stars and their compact remnants, are still matter of debate.

A possible scenario is the bounce-shock mechanism (e.g., [145]). During the collapse
phase, the core contraction is not self-similar: only the innermost part of the core contracts
all together (homologous core, ∼0.5–1 M�). When the density in the homologous core
rises to ∼2.7 × 1014g cm−3, the neutron degeneracy pressure would be high enough to
sustain the structure against collapse, though the core overshoots its equilibrium state and
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when ρ � 5 × 1014g cm−3 the repulsive nuclear force makes the core bounce back, creating
a shock wave. The latter might carry enough energy to eject the stellar envelope and
power a prompt explosion. However, the shock dissipates most of its energy while travelling
outwards, through the infalling material, until it stalls at about hundreds of kilometers
from the center, well within the Fe core, failing to produce a successful SN.

Neutrinos play a crucial role in reviving the shock through the delayed neutrino-

driven mechanism (e.g., [146]). At central densities ∼5 × 109 g cm−3, the mean free path
of neutrinos is comparable to the dimension of the homologous core. At higher densities
(∼1011g cm−3) neutrinos are basically trapped in the core and they start a congestion that
results in the stall of the neutronization process at ∼1012 g cm−3. The latter completes only
seconds after the collapse, when most of the very high-energy neutrinos have had time to
escape the core and to deposit part of their energy in the material behind the former shock
wave. The rise in pressure in the layer between the proto-NS and the shock wave might
revive the latter and power a successful explosion.

One-dimensional simulations of neutrino-driven explosions obtain successful SNe
only for low-mass stars with naked O-Ne-Mg cores (ZAMS masses from ∼7 M� to ∼10 M�,
electron-capture SNe—see Section 2.6). Two-dimensional simulations revealed that the
layer where neutrinos deposit their energy experiences non-radial hydrodynamic instabili-
ties, which (i) generate asymmetric explosions, and (ii) convert thermal energy into kinetic
energy, further fueling the explosion (convection-enhanced neutrino-driven mechanism,
e.g., [147–149]).

State-of-the-art, three-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations of neutrino-driven
SNe predict successful explosions for stars up to ∼25 – 30 M�. Such sophisticated multi-
dimensional simulations are subject to major uncertainties and they are computationally
intensive, but most state-of-the-art models seem to agree that blowing up massive stars
(�25 M�) is quite challenging (see [150–152] and references therein). For this reason, other
explosion mechanisms have been proposed so far (e.g., magnetorotational-driven explosion
explosions, [153–161]).

This does not necessarily undermine the foundations of the neutrino-driven mecha-
nism. The detection of heavy stellar-mass BHs through GWs, the lack of observed SNe with
massive progenitor stars (�20 M�), and the fact that the observed SN energies are small
compared to the energy reservoir of neutrinos (�1%), provide clues towards an intrinsically
inefficient SN mechanism.

2.6. Electron-Capture SNe

Stars with masses in the range 8 M� � MZAMS � 10 M� ignite carbon and leave
Oxygen-Neon-Magnesium cores. The central temperature and density in the core increase
enough to reach electron degeneracy, but never enough to ignite Ne. The increasing electron
degeneracy favors electron capture on 24Mg and 20Ne, which lowers pressure support, and
initiates the core-collapse phase, which proceeds until the formation of a NS (e.g., [162,163],
but see also [164]).

The steep density profile at the edge of O-Ne-Mg cores favors the propagation of
the core-bounce shock, preventing its stagnation and the development of significant non-
radial hydrodynamical asymmetries in the neutrino-heated layer. This explains why even
one-dimensional neutrino-driven simulations produce successful explosions for low-mass
progenitors (e.g., [165]). The resulting SN explosion is denoted as an electron-capture

supernova (ECSN), and its lack of non-radial asymmetries has implication for the strength
of SN kicks (see Section 2.10).

2.7. Compact Remnants and the Lower Mass Gap

The nature and mass of a compact remnant are close relatives of the SN explosion of
the progenitor star. Depending on the energy of the explosion, a fraction ffb of the star’s
material may fall back onto the proto-compact object, which can eventually exceed the TOV
limit and transform into a BH. Failed explosions are associated with the collapse of the
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entire stellar structure and the formation of a massive BH (i.e., ffb � 1, direct collapse). As
such, fallback is a key ingredient to understand the mass spectrum of both NSs and BHs,
but constraining it is very challenging.

On the one hand, large grids of self-consistent, multi-dimensional SN explosions are
currently not feasible since they are computationally expensive and still require improve-
ments in the implemented physics. On the other hand, one-dimensional simulations predict
successful explosions only for low-mass progenitors (no convective engine). For these
reasons, grids of SN explosions are generally constructed via one-dimensional models,
where the explosion energy is artificially injected either directly into the convective region
(energy-driven models) or modeled through the expansion of a hard surface placed at a
specified mass-cut, generally at the outer border of the iron core (piston-driven). In both
cases, the convective-enhanced neutrino energy becomes a parameter of the models, and it
is generally calibrated using the observed SN luminosities and 56Ni-yields. Following this
approach, many authors tried to identify the key parameters of the stellar structure that
drive the explodability of stars and the amount of fallback.

Fryer et al. [26] studied the outcome of several energy-driven SN explosions and introduced
a model where the mass of compact remnants and fallback depend mainly on the final mass
of the star and on the mass of the carbon-oxygen core (mCO). Fryer et al. [26] considered
two cases: (i) the explosion happens in the first ∼250 ms and it is driven mainly by the
Rayleigh–Taylor instability (rapid model), and (ii) the explosion is delayed (∼seconds)
and its main engine becomes the standing accretion shock instability (delayed model).
In both models, fallback has a huge impact on the masses of remnants from stars with
10 M� � MZAMS � 30 M�. Both models predict direct collapse for mCO ≥ 11 M�, but
the rapid model also for 6 M� ≤ mCO ≤ 7 M�, which corresponds to 22 M� � MZAMS �
26 M� The latter happens because the rapid mechanism occurs in ∼100 ms, i.e., when the
infalling ram pressure can be still high enough to prevent a successful explosion. Thus, the
rapid approach is more prone to a failed explosion than the delayed model, and it is more
sensitive to the compactness of the innermost star’s regions. Specifically, in Fryer et al. [26],
the stellar models with 22 M� � MZAMS � 26 M� develop mixing instabilities and more
compact structures during the latest evolutionary stages, causing a failed rapid SN and a
gap in the remnants mass spectrum between ∼3 M� and ∼5 M�, a dearth which seems
in agreement with observations (the lower mass gap [17,18,166]). While this argument
might suggest a preference for the rapid model, the approach followed by Fryer et al. [26]
is simplified and sensitive to the details of the stellar late-stage burning phases. Thus, the
existence of the lower mass gap is still matter of debate and there are no conclusive results
on the topic.

Figure 3 compares the mass spectrum of compact remnants obtained using the rapid
and the delayed SN explosion models applied to the progenitor stars of the SEVN code [97],
at Z = 0.001 (see also Figure 2 for the progenitors). From Figure 3, it is apparent that the
rapid model creates a gap in the BH mass spectrum between ∼2 M� and ∼6 M� (shaded
area), because stars with 23 M� � MZAMS � 26 M� evolve through direct collapse, while
the delayed model does not.

Ugliano et al. [167] adopted a more sophisticated model than [26], but still 1D, and
showed that the compactness parameter, ξ2.5

6 [168], provides better insights than mCO on
the explodability of a star. Ugliano et al. [167] simulations revealed that BHs can form
via direct collapse for MZAMS � 20 M� and that successful SNe are possible for 20 M� �
MZAMS � 40 M�. This happens because stellar structure does not vary monotonically with
MZAMS, and the SN explosion is sensitive to such variations. Rather than a ξ2.5-threshold,
it is the local maxima in the ξ2.5–MZAMS plane that increase the probability of failed SNe,
thus, islands of explodability appear for MZAMS � 40M�, while direct collapse is dominant
for MZAMS � 40 M�. Specifically, stars with 22 M� � MZAMS � 26 M� tend to have higher
ξ2.5 than neighboring stars and this creates a dearth of remnants with mass between ∼2 M�
and 6.5 M�. While this finding qualitatively agrees with the rapid model of Fryer et al. [26],
in Ugliano et al. [167] the gap is naturally produced through a wide range of explosion
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timescales (from 0.1 s to 1 s) that depend only on the structure of the progenitor at the onset
of collapse.

Figure 3. Mass of the compact remnant as a function of the initial mass of its progenitor star obtained
with the delayed (solid red line) and the rapid (dashed black line) SN explosion model. The progenitor
stars come from the SEVN code [97] with look-up tables from PARSEC [98]. The shaded cyan area
shows the location of the lower mass gap, while the semi-transparent green line highlights the region
where direct collapse occurs. The two black points define the lower and the upper edge of the
mass gap.

Limongi and Chieffi [169] showed that there is a tight monotonic correlation between
ξ2.5 and mCO, which can be expressed as ξ2.5 = 0.55 − 1.1m−1

CO, with mCO given in units of
M� [170]. This is in qualitative agreement with the simplified approach of Fryer et al. [26],
but different assumptions on carbon nuclear reaction rates might significantly affect the
correlation (e.g., [171]).

To capture the apparent stochasticity emerging from compactness-based studies,
Clausen et al. [172] adopted a probabilistic description to model the NS and BH mass
spectrum.

Ertl et al. [173] refined the compactness approach by introducing an even more so-
phisticated two-parameter model to predict the explodability of stars. The first parameter
is the normalized enclosed mass for a dimensionless entropy per nucleon of s = 4, M4.
This is a good proxy for the proto-NS mass, which corresponds roughly to the iron-core
mass at the onset of collapse. The other parameter, μ4, is the mass derivative at R(M4).
The advantage of the two-parameter model is that the quantities x ≡ M4μ4 and y ≡ μ4
are strongly connected to the mass accretion rate of the stalling shock and to the neutrino
luminosity, respectively, so they are expected to capture the physics of the neutrino-driven
explosion better than ξ2.5. Ertl et al. [173] predicted successful (failed) SNe for μ4 < ysep(x)
(μ4 > ysep(x)), where ysep(x) = k1x + k2, and k1 ∈ [0.19; 0.28] and k2 ∈ [0.043; 0.058], de-
pending on the adopted set of progenitor stars. Ertl et al. [173] (see also [174]) confirmed the
presence of islands of explodability, the prevalence of direct collapse for MZAMS � 30 M�,
and that fallback SNe are quite rare (i.e., a gap of compact objects with mass between
∼2 M� and 5 M�).
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Recently, Ertl et al. [175] investigated the explodability of a set of evolved naked-
helium stars. They confirmed the presence of islands of explodability and the robustness of
the two-parameter method to predict progenitors’ fate. Furthermore, they showed that the
number of fallback SNe that form remnants between ∼2 M� and 6 M� is larger than that
predicted by Ertl et al. [173] and Sukhbold et al. [174].

It is worth noting that all the features emerging through parametric (1D-based) ap-
proaches to the explodability of stars represent only the first step towards an exhaustive
scenario for the SN mechanism and the masses of compact remnants. As such, they should

be taken with a grain of salt, as all the features might be either confirmed or gone by
the time we will have a realistic framework for 3D explosion models, which still need
improvements and should be considered only as provisional (e.g., [176]).

2.8. Core-Collapse SNe in Population Synthesis Calculations

Performing accurate calculations of the internal structure of stars and sophisticated
one-dimensional simulations of the SN mechanism is prohibitive for fast population-
synthesis simulations of either single or binary stars.

To calculate the mass of compact remnants, the prescriptions of Fryer et al. [26] are
easy to implement and do not require accurate calculations of the internal structure of
stars. As such, while very simplified, they are still the most commonly used for fast
population-synthesis simulations.

Ertl et al. [175] and Woosley et al. [177] provide tables and fitting formulas to calculate
the remnant mass as a function of the initial and pre-SN helium core mass of the star,
including also the effect of PISNe and pulsational pair-instability SNe (see Section 2.9).
Such relations are expected to capture the physics behind the SN explosion mechanism
better than [26].

A similar approach was followed by Patton and Sukhbold [178] who evolved a set
of naked carbon-oxygen cores until the onset of collapse and provided values of ξ2.5 and
M4 as a function of the initial mCO and carbon abundance XC. The provided tables can be
easily implemented in population-synthesis codes using a compactness- or a two-parameter
based method for explodability.

Patton et al. [179] investigated the mass spectrum of NSs and BHs from population-
synthesis simulations comparing the different approaches of Fryer et al. [26], Patton and
Sukhbold [178], and Woosley et al. [177], for single and binary stars. They found qualitative
agreement between the prescriptions of Patton and Sukhbold [178] and Woosley et al. [177],
which give results roughly consistent with Ertl et al. [173] and Sukhbold et al. [174]. Signif-
icant differences emerge between Patton and Sukhbold [178] and Fryer et al. [26] for the
mass distribution of NSs, and for the BH mass spectrum at low masses (10 M�–15 M�).

2.9. Pair-Instability SNe and the Upper Mass Gap

Theoretical models of single-star evolution predict the existence of another gap in the
mass spectrum of compact remnant, which extends from ∼60 M� to ∼120 M�. This is also
known as the upper mass gap, as opposed to the lower mass gap which corresponds to a
dearth of observations of compact objects with mass between ∼2.5 M� and ∼5 M� [17,18,166]
(see also Section 2.7). The pulsational pair-instability supernova (PPISN) [180] and the
PISN [181] are the main mechanisms behind the formation of the upper mass gap.

The relation that links the birth mass of a BH (mBH) to MZAMS is complex because it
reflects the uncertainties we have on the evolution of massive stars, on stellar winds, and
on the SN explosion mechanism (e.g., [20,26]). Assuming that a progenitor star does not
lose mass through stellar winds and that, at the end of its life, the entire stellar structure
collapses into a BH without any ejecta, then mBH∼MZAMS (e.g., [22] and Figure 2). This is
a continuous and monotonically increasing function, thus it predicts no gaps in the BH
mass spectrum. Such a simplified relation would work reasonably well for massive stars
(MZAMS � 40 M�) at low metallicity (Z � 10−3), as long as PPISNe and PISNe are not
effective. However, if stars’ core temperatures rise above ∼7 × 108 K, photons become
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energetic enough to create electron-positron pairs [180,182–184]. This process converts
energy (gamma photons) into rest mass (electrons and positrons), thus it lowers radiation
pressure and it triggers stellar collapse. In stars with helium core masses between ∼34 M�
and ∼64 M�, the collapse is reversed by oxygen- or silicon- core burning, which shows up
as a pulse and makes the core expand and cool. The flash is not energetic enough to disrupt
the star and the core begins a series of contractions and expansions (stellar pulsations)
that significantly enhance mass loss, especially from the outermost stellar layers, and
continue until the entropy becomes low enough to avoid the pair instability and stabilize
the core until the core-collapse SN explosion. Such pulsational instabilities are referred to as
pulsational pair-instability supernova [180,181,185]. In contrast, in stars with helium core
masses between ∼64 M� and ∼130 M�, the first pulse is energetic enough to completely

disrupt the entire star (i.e., PISN [186–188])7. Stars with helium cores above ∼130 M�
experience a rapid pair instability-induced collapse but the energy released by nuclear
burning is not enough to reverse the collapse before photodisintegration (endothermic)
becomes the dominant photon-interaction mechanism [181]. Thus, the direct collapse to a
massive BH (mass � 130 M�) becomes unavoidable.

Stars with Z � 5 × 10−3 (Z � 2 × 10−2) will not evolve through the PISN (PPISN)
phase, since their helium core masses cannot grow above ∼64 M� (∼34 M�) (e.g., [97]),
though the metallicity limits are uncertain and depend on the prescriptions adopted to
model several processes, including stellar winds, overshooting and stellar rotation.

The main consequence of PPISNe and PISNe is that they create a gap in the BH
mass spectrum. At Z � 10−3, the mBH versus MZAMS relation flattens out for stars with
MZAMS � 60 M� because of the enhanced mass loss caused by PPISNe, which removes all
the hydrogen envelopes. Then, the BH mass continues to increase following the growth of
the helium core until MZAMS becomes large enough (∼150 M�) to allow for the formation
of helium cores �64 M�, when stars evolve through the PISN and mBH = 0. This means
that the mBH versus MZAMS relation has a local maximum which corresponds to the lower

edge of the upper mass gap (Mlow) [63,97,189–193]. Pair creation triggers direct collapse
for stars with helium core masses �130 M� (i.e., MZAMS � 300 M� for Z � 10−3), thus
these stars form massive (�130 M�) BHs. This BH mass corresponds to a local minimum

of the mBH–MZAMS curve, for MZAMS � 300 M�, and it is referred to as the upper edge of

the upper mass gap (Mhigh) [97,194–196].
Figure 4 shows a typical example of a BH mass spectrum with the upper mass gap,

obtained from a population of single stars, at various metallicities, through the SEVN
population-synthesis code [97].

The values of Mlow and Mhigh are highly uncertain because they strongly depend on
metallicity, on the adopted stellar-wind models, on the boundaries of helium core masses
for the occurrence of PPISNe and PISNe, on nuclear reaction rates, on stellar rotation, on
the treatment of convection, and on the SN explosion mechanism. While most of these
processes affect the value of Mlow and Mhigh by a few percent [170,197–199], the two main
sources of uncertainty are our understanding of the failed SN mechanism and of the 12C(α,
γ)16O reaction rate.

As concerns the failed SN mechanism, most theoretical models seem to agree on the
occurrence of direct collapse for massive stars but we still do not know if the hydrogen

envelope of the progenitor star is ejected during the collapse, leaving a remnant with the
mass of about the helium core, or if it also contributes to the BH’s growth [172,174,200–202].
The collapse of the hydrogen envelope gives an uncertainty on Mlow of about 20 M� [170].
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Figure 4. Mass of the BH as a function of the initial mass of its progenitor star, for different values
of metallicity Z ∈ [10−4; 2 × 10−2]. The shaded cyan area shows the location of the upper mass gap.
The two black points set the lower edge (∼55.9 M�) and the upper edge (∼123 M�) of the gap. The
plot has been adapted from Spera and Mapelli [97] and it has been obtained through the SEVN code
coupled with look-up tables from PARSEC [98] and the delayed SN explosion model [26].

The impact on Mhigh is more difficult to quantify. As example, Spera and Mapelli [97]
(see also Figure 4) show that stellar winds of massive stars with Z � 10−3 are likely
strong enough to remove most of the hydrogen envelope during the main sequence phase,
preventing the formation of helium cores with mass � 130 M�, even for extremely massive
stars (�300 M�). Very massive stars (�350 M�) with Z � 10−3 might die as Wolf-Rayet
stars with mass �130 M�, thus they might be the stars with the smallest MZAMS to form
BHs beyond the gap, setting the value of Mhigh to ∼120 M�. At Z � 10−3, stars retain
a significant fraction of their hydrogen envelope prior to collapse and the stars with the
smallest MZAMS to reach helium core masses above ∼130 M� form BHs with masses above
the gap. Indeed, at Z � 10−4, the stars with the smallest MZAMS to form BHs beyond the
gap have MZAMS � 230 M� and mBH � 210 M� when the hydrogen envelope is accreted
by the BH and mBH � 120 M� � Mhigh when it is not. However, the uncertainties on
the evolution of such extremely massive stars are significant and the discussed limits are
uncertain. Following these arguments, Woosley [180] pointed out that the upper gap might
be seen more as a cut off of BHs with mass � Mlow, because BHs with masses � Mhigh
can form only from the collapse of extremely massive stars, which are supposed to be
exceedingly rare and live only for a few Myr (e.g., [203]).

Another significant source of uncertainty is given by our knowledge of the tempera-

ture dependence of the 12C(α, γ)16O reaction rate (e.g., [204]). While changing the 12C(α,
γ)16O rate has no significant impact on the stellar structure, it governs the relative amount
of oxygen with respect to carbon in the core. Low 12C(α, γ)16O rates translate into large
carbon reservoirs at the end of helium-core burning and into a prolonged carbon-burning
phase, which contributes to suppress pair production, stabilize the oxygen core, and delay
the latter ignition. In contrast, high 12C(α, γ)16O rates imply significant carbon depletion in
favor of oxygen, which ignites explosively just after the helium burning phase. This has
a strong impact on the upper mass gap because low (high) 12C(α, γ)16O rates push Mlow
and Mhigh towards higher (lower) values [192,193,198,205,206]. Furthermore, massive stars
with low 12C(α, γ)16O rates might experience significant dredge up which tends to stabilize
the oxygen core even further. In this scenario, if very low (−3σ) 12C(α, γ)16O rates are
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considered together with the collapse of the hydrogen envelope, the upper mass gap might
even disappear [206,207]. Conservatively, the impact of 12C(α, γ)16O rates on both Mlow
and Mhigh is about 15 M�.

It is also worth mentioning that the presence of physics beyond the standard model
might also significantly affect the edges of the upper mass gap (e.g., [208]).

Overall, considering all the main known uncertainties so far, Mlow ∈ [40 M�; 75 M�].
As for Mhigh, the scenario is more complex. A left endpoint of ∼120 M� for the mass
interval seems to be a quite robust prediction, while the right endpoint is more uncertain.
For instance, considering only stars with MZAMS � 250 M� and the collapse of the entire
hydrogen envelope, Mhigh might rise to ∼200 M�. More conservative limits on MZAMS
(e.g., MZAMS � 150 M�) might even cause the mass gap to be seen as a cut off at Mlow.
However, while rare, very massive stars might form from a series of stellar mergers, thus
Mhigh ∈ [120M�; 200M�] might be considered as a reasonable range for Mhigh.

To model the enhanced mass loss predicted by PPISNe, population-synthesis codes
generally adopt fitting formulas to detailed stellar evolution calculations (e.g., [97,209]).

2.9.1. Piling-Up BHs

A direct consequence of the enhanced mass loss caused by PPISNe is that most stars
with initial mass 60 M� � MZAMS � 150 M� die as naked helium cores, even at very low
metallicity. The final helium cores of these stars have a mass 35 M� � mHE � 65 M�, but
pair-instability pulses are stronger for heavier cores, thus the helium cores left by PPISNe
lie more likely in the range 35 M� � mHE � 45 M�. Thus, we might expect an excess of

BHs (pile-up) with masses in about the same range [97,177,189,210].
Constraining the extent of the BH bump and its mass limits is challenging. From a

purely single stellar evolution perspective, the significance of the PPISNe bump depends
primarily on the slope of the mBH–MZAMS theoretical curve for MZAMS � 60 M� (not
affected by PPISNe) compared to that for 60 M� � MZAMS � 150 M� (affected by PPISNe).
With a standard initial mass function (e.g., Kroupa [203]), if the mBH–MZAMS curve at
60 M� � MZAMS � 150 M� is significantly flatter than the curve at MZAMS � 60 M�, then
the bump in the BH mass distribution will be more relevant and narrower, especially in
correspondence of the kink between the two slopes. However, the relative slopes and the
position of the kink in the mBH–MZAMS curve are highly uncertain since they depend on
many ingredients including metallicity, stellar winds, the details of the growth of helium
cores inside massive stars, nuclear reaction rates (e.g., 12C(α, γ)16O), and the collapse of the
hydrogen envelope.

Figure 5 shows the BH mass spectrum (left panel) and the BH mass distribution (right
panel) obtained from a population of 107 single stars at Z = 10−3. The progenitors follow a
Kroupa [203] initial mass function with masses in the range [25; 145]M�. The black curve
does not include the contribution of PPISNe, while the red does. It is apparent that the
bumps in the BH mass distribution are close relatives of the kinks of the mBH-MZAMS curve.
The pile-up of BHs through PPISNe happens at about 33 M�, around the kinks B and C.
However, the model we adopted to make Figure 5 has an additional kink in A, which also
piles up BHs at 33 M�, even without PPISNe. The pile-up at 66.3 M� (kink D) disappears
when PPISNe are considered because the latter force mBH � 55 M�. Therefore, besides
depending on metallicity, the existence and position of the kinks A, B, C, and D is strongly
model-dependent.

A pile-up of compact objects at mass 30–40 M� in GW detections might suggest a
PPISNe signature in the BH mass spectrum (e.g., [79,80]). However, the effect of piling up
merging BHs at specific masses is not only model-dependent (e.g., Figure 5) but it might
also have strong degeneracies with stellar dynamics and binary stellar evolution processes,
thus disentangling the various contributions might be challenging.
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Figure 5. Mass spectrum (mBH vs MZAMS, left panel) and mass distribution (dN/dm vs mBH, right
panel) of BHs obtained evolving a population of 107 single stars. The progenitors follow a power-law
initial mass function that scales as dN/dMZAMS ∝ MZAMS

−2.3 [203] with masses between 25 M� and
145 M�. The black (red) curve shows the results without (with) PPISNe. The points A, B, C, and
D represent the kinks of the mBH–MZAMS curve. The plot has been obtained for Z = 10−3 through
the SEVN population-synthesis code [22] with PPISNe fitting formulas from [97], look-up tables for
single stellar evolution from the PARSEC code [98], and the delayed SN explosion mechanism [26].

2.9.2. Populating the Gap

The upper mass gap is a feature in the BH mass spectrum that comes from our theoretical
knowledge of single stellar evolution processes. However, we know that stars are not born in
isolation and, during their life, they may evolve through a series of events that can change their
fate in many ways. Specifically, there are various (not exotic) astrophysical processes that can

form BHs in the mass gap, without contradicting its existence (e.g., [52,56,58,207,211–223]).
For instance, a Nth-generation BH, which is a BH coming from a previous merger

of two (N − 1)th-generation BHs, can easily fall into the upper mass gap. Furthermore,
assuming that the hydrogen envelope participates in the BH formation process, stars with
an oversized hydrogen envelope (gained through mass accretion from a companion star
or even through a merger), but small enough helium cores to avoid the PISN, might form
oversized BHs, with masses in the upper mass gap. The latter scenario is quite rare but
possible for the isolated binary evolution channel (e.g., [222]).

Nth-generation BHs and oversized BHs coming from binary evolution can be retained,
acquire a companion, and merge within a Hubble time in dense stellar environments.
Therefore, they can become loud (and detectable) sources of GWs with at least one member
in the upper mass gap (e.g., [214,215]).

Testing the presence of the upper mass gap and its underlying stellar astrophysics
through GW detections might be challenging. The latest population analysis coming
from the GWTC-3 shows a monotonically decreasing BH mass distribution at masses
�50 M� and an inconclusive evidence for the presence of the upper mass gap [80]. On
the other hand, observing GW events with members in the upper mass gap might be the
distinguishing feature of astrophysical formation channels other than single or isolated
binary-star evolution, not necessarily contradicting the existence of the gap itself.

We will explore more scenarios on how to populate the upper mass gap in Section 5.

2.10. SNe Asymmetries and Kicks

Galactic pulsars are observed with fairly large spatial velocities, which can be as high
as thousands of kilometers per second. Such values are too large to be explained through
Blaauw kicks [224] from SN explosions in binary systems. Thus, some, if not all, compact
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objects should receive quite high kicks at birth [225]. Kicks have a huge impact on merging
compact objects if they are members of isolated binaries (e.g., change of orbital parameters,
unbinding the binary) or if they reside in dense stellar environments (e.g., ejections).

From the observational point of view, Hobbs et al. [226] presented an up-to-date
catalogue of Galactic pulsars and showed that the mean three-dimensional velocity of
young (age � 3 Myr) pulsars is 400 ± 40 km s−1. The three-dimensional speeds are well fit
by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with σ1D = 265 km s−1.

A more recent work [227] found that a double-Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
f (v) = w f1(v; σ1) + (1 − w) f2(v; σ2) with σ1 � 80 km s−1, σ2 � 320 km s−1, and w � 0.4
significantly improve the theoretical description of the pulsar data.

Analyses of a new dataset of proper motions and parallaxes [228] confirm the bi-
modality feature of the velocity distribution with w = 0.2+0.11

−0.10, σ1 = 56+25
−15 km s−1, and

σ2 = 336+45
−45 km s−1.

From the theoretical point of view, asymmetries in the SN ejecta can impart high
kicks to newly-born compact objects (e.g., [229]). The kicks can vary from ∼10 km s−1

to ∼1000 km s−1, depending mainly on the steepness of the density profile at the outer
edge of the stellar core (i.e., compactness), and on the stochastic variations of non-radial
instabilities associated with the SN engine. Shallow (steeper) density profiles are more
(less) prone to SN shock stalling, thus neutrinos will be able to interact with more (less)
material and produce more- (less-)asymmetric ejecta (e.g., [230]). As already discussed in
Section 2.6, the progenitors of electron-capture SNe have very steep density profiles, so
the explosion is expected to impart low kicks to NSs (tens of km s−1, e.g., [231]). Similar
results have been obtained for ultra-stripped stars, which might form during mass transfer
in close binaries [232–234].

Assuming that BHs share the same formation mechanism as NSs and that kicks are
driven by the asymmetries in the SN ejecta, BH kicks are expected to be smaller than NSs’,
with differences coming mainly from the heavier mass of BHs and the smaller amounts of
ejecta. This theoretical argument cannot be supported by observations, because BH kicks
lack strong observational constraints. Repetto et al. [235] and Repetto and Nelemans [236]
showed that the large distances from the Galactic plane of some BH X-ray binaries can only
be explained if BHs acquire high kicks at birth (as high as those of NSs), even though they
cannot completely rule out smaller BH kicks (see also [237]).

For rapid population-synthesis calculations, most codes assign birth kicks assuming
two velocity distributions that distinguish between electron-capture and ultra-stripped
SNe from all the other core-collapse SNe. Following [26], compact-object kicks (vk) are
generally assumed to be the same as those coming from observations of pulsars (vNS), but
modulated by the fraction of fallback ( ffb), so that BHs that form via direct collapse (i.e., no
SN ejecta) do not receive kicks:

vk = (1 − ffb)vNS =
mej

mej + mrem − mproto
vNS, (4)

where mrem is the mass of the compact object, mproto is the mass of the proto-compact
object, and mej is the mass of the SN ejecta. A threshold of mrem = 2–3 M� is assumed for
distinguishing BHs from NSs.

Adopting small kicks for ECSNe and SNe from ultra-stripped progenitors is crucial to
match the rates of merging NSs inferred by the LVK collaboration (e.g., [238,239]), but the
simple model by Fryer et al. [26] fails to produce low kicks for compact objects from such
channels, because the kick prescription is not very sensitive to mej (it appears in both the
numerator and the denominator of Equation (4)). Here is an instructive example. Case 1:
a progenitor star with m1 = 10 M�, mHe,1 = 6 M�, and mCO,1 = 4 M�. The delayed SN
prescription in Fryer et al. [26] predicts mrem,1 � 2.5 M�, mej,1 � 7.5 M�, and ffb,1 � 0.14.
Case 2: same progenitor that becomes ultra-stripped via binary evolutionary processes.
We will have m2 � mHe,2 � mCO,2 � 4 M�, and the delayed SN prescription predicts
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mrem,2 � 2.1 M�, mej,2 � 1.9 M�, and ffb,2 � 0.31. This means that the birth-kick ratio
between the two cases would be

vk,1

vk,2
=

1 − ffb,1

1 − ffb,2
� 1.2 (5)

that is, mostly the same kick for case 1 and case 2, despite the factor of �4 difference in
mej. This is in contrast with both momentum-conserving arguments and with the low kicks
obtained through multi-dimensional SN explosions from ultra-stripped progenitors.

Recently, Giacobbo and Mapelli [240] proposed a unified approach derived from
momentum-conserving arguments, inspired by Bray and Eldridge [239,241]. Independent
of the progenitor, the nature of compact remnant, and the SN explosion engine, the birth
kick (vk) is expressed as

vk = vNS
mej

mrem

〈mNS〉〈
mej
〉 (6)

where 〈mNS〉 (
〈
mej
〉
) is the average NS (ejecta) mass obtained from a population of isolated

stars. This method naturally reproduces the bi-modal kick distribution obtained from
observations: it predicts small kicks for compact objects from ECSNe and ultra-stripped
progenitors (for which mej �

〈
mej
〉
), and the normalization 〈mNS〉/

〈
mej
〉

ensures vk � vNS
for isolated progenitors, so that kicks match those observed for Galactic pulsars.

Constraints on the kick magnitudes can be obtained through multi-dimensional simu-
lations of SN explosions, though, as already discussed in Section 2.5, these sophisticated
simulations are complex and highly uncertain, thus their results cannot be considered
as conclusive.

2.11. Spins

The topic of spins of compact objects would deserve a review in its own right. Here,
we discuss the main aspects that are relevant for the current catalog of GW detections, thus
we focus mainly on BHs.

The spin rate of compact objects at birth is very uncertain, because it depends on the
angular momentum transport mechanisms in the stellar interior, the efficiency of which is
still matter of debate. Asteroseismic observations ([242–247]) have shown that the spin rates
of red giant cores and WDs are slower than theoretically predicted by nearly all angular
momentum transport mechanisms, such as meridional circulation, shear instabilities or prop-
agation of gravity waves [248–258]. The magnetohydrodynamical instability known as the
Tayler–Spruit dynamo [259,260] can provide more efficient angular momentum transport
than other mechanisms, albeit early works predicted spin rates roughly an order of magni-
tude too large [252]. The typical BH natal spins predicted by the Tayler-Spruit dynamo are
χ∼0.05–0.15. Fuller et al. [261] and Fuller and Ma [262] (see also Heger et al. [263]) show
that the Tayler–Spruit instability can persist in red giant branch stars despite the exis-
tence of strong composition gradients, and they argue that its growth will saturate in a
different manner than proposed by Tayler [259] and Spruit [260]. In their formulation,
sometimes referred to as the modified Tayler–Spruit dynamo, the instability can grow to
larger amplitudes and produce stronger magnetic torques, which lead to an even more
efficient angular momentum transport and lower natal spins (χ∼0.01). The modified
Tayler–Spruit instability proposed by Fuller et al. [261] may correctly explain the angular
momentum contained in the core of stars, and hence the spin of the BH that is formed upon
the collapse of massive stars. Eggenberger et al. [264] shows that the revised prescription
for the transport by the Tayler–Spruit instability does not provide a complete solution to
the missing angular-momentum transport revealed by asteroseismology of evolved stars.
However, asteroseismic observations and new detailed theoretical models show that the
angular momentum transport from the cores to the envelopes of massive stars may be very
efficient, thus the first-born BH in a binary may form with low spin (e.g., [261,262,264–266]).
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The GW observations of low effective spins in most BBHs also hint at an efficient angular
momentum transport in their progenitors [44,80,267,268].

Stars in binaries may spin up via tides, while compact objects in binaries may spin
up though accretion. For instance, first-generation, highly spinning BHs can form if their
progenitor stars become chemically homogeneous due to tides in close binaries, but BBHs
originating from this channel have large and nearly equal masses [39–41]. BHs in X-ray
binaries tend to spin faster than BHs observed through GWs, but whether these systems are
distinct populations or two sides of the same coin is still matter of debate [19,269]. Spinning up
first-born BHs in binaries would require a significant amount of accretion, which is unlikely
to occur over the short evolutionary timescale of the massive, non-degenerate companion star
or during a common-envelope phase (e.g., [270]). However, Olejak and Belczynski [271] find
out that evolutionary sequences that do not involve a CE phase can still lead to an appreciable
fraction (∼10%) of systems that are spun up via tides, reaching χ � 0.4, considering the
classic Tayler-Spruit angular momentum transport. Bavera et al. [272] consider highly efficient
angular momentum transport with the modified Tayler-Spruit dynamo, and obtain high spins
for the second-born BH at low metallicity due to tidal spin-up. Conversely, they find that
at high metallicity the second-born BH has a negligible spin because of wind mass-loss that
spins down the progenitor and widens the binaries, weakening tidal interactions.

Finally, the merger remnants of coalescing BBHs will be spinning even if the progenitor
BHs were non-spinning. As the two BHs merge, part of the angular momentum of the
binary is converted into the spin of the final BH. This has important implications for the
signatures of hierarchical mergers, wherein GW events are produced by second or higher-
generation BHs formed from the coalescence of BBHs, rather than from SN explosions
of their progenitor stars. Repeated mergers of BHs can thus produce higher and higher
spinning remnants, and naively one might expect to achieve maximally spinning BHs, i.e.,
BHs with dimensionless spin χ � 1. However, this is not the case, because the spin of
the final remnant depends also also on the spin of the progenitor BHs and their relative
orientation with respect to the binary angular momentum vector. Spins anti-aligned with
the binary angular momentum will subtract from the total angular momentum budget of
the final BH. Therefore, we expect hierarchical mergers to produce, after several generations
of mergers, BHs with an average of χ � 0.7 [190,211,273–277]. The latter is true for nearly-
equal mass mergers of higher generation BHs. On the other hand, if many first generation
BHs coalesce into a single, massive merger product (as massive BH runaway formation
scenarios, e.g., see [278]), the final BH spin will decrease on average. This is because, at
next-to-leading order, the decrease in BH spin is proportional to the mass ratio of the
binary, and thus on average the spin distribution of merger products will decrease after
asymmetric mergers (e.g., [279]). Any hierarchical merger scenario, requires mechanisms
to assemble higher-generation BHs into merging binaries, which will be described later in
Section 4.

The spins of merging BBHs can be probed via GW observations. GWs carry informa-
tion about the spin magnitude and orientation of the merging BHs into two phenomeno-
logical parameters: the effective inspiral spin parameter χeff and the effective precession
parameter χp [280–283]. The effective inspiral spin parameter relates to the component of
the BHs’ spins aligned to angular momentum of the binary orbit, and can be expressed as:

χeff =
m1χ1 cos θ1 + m2χ2 cos θ2

m1 + m2
(7)

where m1 and m2 are the masses of the two BHs, χ1 and χ2 are the two dimensionless
spins, and θ1 and θ2 are the obliquities, i.e., the angle between the spin direction and the
normal to the plane of the binary. The effective spin parameter remains approximatively
constant during the inspiral, and it can be used to constrain the individual spins of the BHs.
Note that the effective spin parameter is the mass-weighted average of the spin component
parallel to the angular momentum vector. Consequently, high-mass-ratio inspirals will
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mostly carry information about the primary’s spin (e.g., GW190412, GW190814, Sections 5.1
and 5.3).

The second phenomenological parameter, χp, relates to the orbital precession caused
by the in-plane spin component, and is expressed as:

χp = max
[

χ1 sin θ1, χ2 sin θ2
4q + 3
4 + 3q

q
]

(8)

where the indices 1 and 2 refer to the primary and secondary BHs, so that m1 > m2, and
q = m2/m1 ≤ 1 is the mass ratio.

Correlations between χeff and other parameters can be used to disentangle the forma-
tion scenarios of GW sources. For example, Zevin and Bavera [284] find that isolated binary
evolution cannot produce BBHs with significant mass asymmetry and high spins in the
primary BHs, unless either inefficient angular momentum transport or super-Eddington
accretion are assumed [272]. The active galactic nuclei (AGN) scenario instead predicts
values of χeff that are anti-correlated with the mass ratio q, which is roughly consistent
with the observed distribution [285,286]. We caution that these studies focus on a small
region of the available parameter space of BBH mergers, and more systematic investigations
will be required for a better understanding of the correlations between χeff and the other
observables.

3. Binary Stars

As briefly discussed in Section 1, two main mechanisms to pair compact objects have
been proposed. The isolated binary evolution pathway, in which the GW progenitors
evolve through various binary evolution processes in isolation, and the dynamical scenario,
where the evolution of binaries is mediated by gravitational interactions with other bodies.
Here we focus on the isolated binary mechanism, and leave the discussion of the dynamical
scenarios for Section 4. We note, however, that some of the formation pathways that have
been proposed so far blur the lines between these two categories, requiring elements of
both binary stellar evolution and gravitational dynamics.

Many stars, especially the more massive ones, are born in binaries or higher multiple
stellar systems. Moe and Di Stefano [287] showed that the multiplicity of stellar systems
increases with the stellar mass. This crucial result suggests that most BH and NS progeni-

tors are not isolated, but members of binaries, triples, and even quadruple stellar systems.
Studying the interactions between close stars is crucial to understand the evolutionary
histories of GW mergers.

The timescales of GW coalescence were derived analytically by Peters and Mathews [288],
which showed that a circular BBH with masses m1, m2 will coalesce in a time tGW given by:

tGW =
5

256
c5a4

G3m1m2(m1 + m2)
(9)

where a is the semimajor axis of the binary. Considering two BHs of 10 M�, it follows
that, in order to merge within ∼13 Gyr, the separation must be smaller than ∼0.1 au. At
solar metallicity, the stellar progenitors of 10 M� BHs have about 30 M� ZAMS mass and a
radius of ∼20 R� � 0.18 au. It is apparent that such a binary could not have been born at a
separation of �0.1 au, because the stars would have collided during the main-sequence
phase, even without considering the following giant phase. Therefore, the progenitors of
merging BBHs from isolated stellar evolution must have been born at wider separations,
and subsequently brought to smaller separations by various mechanisms. Here, we begin
by describing the evolutionary processes that can affect binary stars.

3.1. Stellar Tides

When a stellar binary is very tight, the point mass approximation is not enough

to describe its motion, because finite-size effects (i.e., tidal forces) become significant.
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An elegant derivation of the equations of motion for a binary affected by tides can be
found in [31,289]. The main idea behind these equations is that the star is deformed by its
companion, generating a gravitational quadrupole moment. Due to dissipation sources
in the stellar interior, the response of the quadrupole moment is not instantaneous with
respect to the tidal field. This delay, called time-lag, allows the coupling between the
rotational and orbital angular momenta, in addition to the dissipation of orbital energy in
the stellar interior.

While the equations of [31] have been used to model a variety of different tidal
dissipation mechanisms, the precise source of tidal dissipation depends on the stellar
structure [290]. Tidal dissipation in convective layers occurs via the convective motion of
large eddies. The convective flows counteracts the tidal flow, which gives rise to dissipation
and the lag of the tidal bulges. This kind of tide is referred to as the equilibrium tide.
For this reason, to quantify the tidal dissipation of evolved stars, we need to characterize
the timescale of the convective motion, which is the eddie turnover timescale τconv. This
time scale can be calculated in several ways, either from the bulk properties of the star
e.g., [35,291] or from the mixing length parameters adopted in the stellar models [292].

In stars with a radiative envelope, the source of tidal dissipation is the damping
of low-frequency gravity waves near the surface of the star [293]. This kind of tide,
called dynamical tide, is generally modeled following Hut [31], who relies on the ideas
of quadrupole deformation and time lag, which are more suitable to describe the equilib-
rium tide. Nonetheless, just like the equilibrium tide, the tidal dissipation constants of
the dynamical tide depend on the details of the stellar structure. The dissipation rate of
the dynamical tide scales linearly with a dimensionless tidal torque constant, named E2,
which must be calculated from the stellar density profile e.g., [294,295]. Tabulated values
for E2 were provided by Zahn [293], and were later fitted as a function of stellar mass by
Hurley et al. [35], to use in population-synthesis codes. More recent fitting formulae can be
found in Qin et al. [265], which, in turn, are based on the ones of Yoon and Cantiello [135].
An alternative formulation for the dynamical tide, which avoids entirely the tidal torque
constant E2, was proposed by Kushnir et al. [296].

Compact stars (WDs, NSs) also experience tides, although their rates of tidal dissipa-
tion are poorly constrained [35,297–299].

The main effects of tides are the following. First, they tend to circularize eccentric

binaries, shrinking their semimajor axis. Second, they tend to spin-up stars in close

binaries, synchronizing their rotation period to the orbital period, and aligning the spin
directions with the angular momentum vector of the binary. Both effects are especially
important in the context of GWs. Specifically, tidal spin-up can change both magnitude and
orientation of the spins of compact objects with respect to the orbital angular momentum
vector, and GW observations may give us insights into these two parameters (see also
Section 2.11).

Finally, another crucial consequence of tides is that they can radically change the

structure and evolution of a star. Tidal spin-up in a close binary introduces rotational
mixing of the stellar interior, which tends to flatten its chemical composition gradient.
For very close massive binaries, rotational mixing drives large-scale Eddington–Sweet
circulations [300,301], so that the entire star is fully mixed. These stars undergo chemical

homogeneous evolution (CHE), which has been proposed as a formation pathway for
BBHs [36,39–41,302,303]. Chemically-homogeneous stars skip entirely the evolved giant
phase because they do not develop a core-envelope boundary. Since such stars remain
compact even during the post-MS phases, they can evolve very close to each other without
merging via unstable mass transfer (Section 3.2). Therefore, CHE can produce BBHs that
merge within the age of the Universe. Because this scenario involves tight binaries with
synchronized spins, it predicts BH mergers with large aligned spins. It also favors high BH
masses (>20 M�) and nearly equal mass ratios (q � 1).
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3.2. Mass Loss, Mass Transfer and Accretion

As detailed in Section 2.4, stars lose mass through stellar winds. In binaries, such mass
loss leads to changes in the orbit of the binary. If the mass loss by winds is isotropic (i.e., no
net change in momentum) and adiabatic (slow with respect to the orbital period), the rate
of change in orbital semimajor axis a is:

ȧ = −a
ṁ1 + ṁ2

m1 + m2
(10)

where ṁ1 and ṁ2 are the (negative) mass change rates of the two stars. If the mass loss is
slow, the only effect of mass loss is the increase in size of the binary, while its eccentricity
remains constant [304,305].

However, the wind lost by one star may be partially accreted by its companion, which
introduces a positive rate of mass change. In addition, part of the accreted material may
carry linear and angular momentum, further affecting the binary orbit. The wind accretion

rate can be calculated using the Bondi and Hoyle [306] accretion model. Given a binary with
eccentricity e, donor wind speed vw, and mean orbital velocity vcirc =

√
G (m1 + m2)/a,

Hurley et al. [35] approximate the mass accretion rate as:

ṁ2 =
1√

1 − e2

(
G m2

v2
w

)2 αw

2 a2
|ṁ1|

[1 + (vcirc/vw)2]3/2 (11)

where G is the gravitational constant, αw ∼ 3/2 is an efficiency constant, and ṁ1 is the
donor mass loss rate due to stellar winds. Understanding how the orbit responds to mass
transfer is complex, because it depends not only on the amount of mass transferred or lost,
but also on the linear and angular momentum that is carried out or accreted. Detailed
equations for the orbital response including various mass transfer models were recently
developed by Dosopoulou and Kalogera [305,307] and Hamers and Dosopoulou [308].

Another way to transfer mass from a star to its companion is via Roche lobe overflow.
If the stellar radius is relatively large compared to the size of the binary, the external layers
of the star may be stripped out by the gravity of the companion star and the centrifugal
force of the binary motion. The region in space where this occurs is approximated by
the Roche lobe, the equipotential surface shaped like two tear-drops that surround both
stars, with the two lobes connected by a saddle point at the center (also known as the first
Lagrangian point, L1) [309–311]. In general, Roche-lobe overflow can be caused by either
the primary star entering the giant phase and increasing in radius, or by the shrinking of
the binary orbit due to tides.

Commonly, the Roche lobe is approximated as an equal-volume sphere of effective size RL,
the Roche radius. A convenient analytic approximation for RL was given by Eggleton [312]:

RL,1 = a
0.49 q2/3

0.6 q2/3 + ln
(
1 + q1/3

) , (12)

where q = m1/m2 is the mass ratio, and RL,1 corresponds to the Roche radius of the star
of mass m1. If the radius of one of the stars exceeds its Roche radius, some material will
flow through the saddle point. Part of the material will be accreted by the companion star,
while some material will be dispersed in a circumbinary disk. If all the mass lost by one
star is accreted by the other and no mass is dispersed, we are in the case of conservative

mass transfer. The material that is lost during non-conservative mass transfer will carry
out not only mass but also angular momentum from the binary.

The typical rate at which mass transfer proceeds through L1 can be estimated, at
order of magnitude, through Bernoulli’s equation, assuming an isentropic, adiabatic, and
irrotational fluid, and that the velocity of the flow is parallel to the axis connecting the
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centers of the two stars. Under these assumptions, the mass transfer rate can be expressed
as (e.g., Ge et al. [313])

ṁ1 � − m1

Porb

(
ΔR
RL,1

)n+ 3
2
, (13)

where Porb is the binary orbital period, ΔR = R1 − RL,1 is the Roche-lobe filling factor, and
n and R1 are the envelope’s polytropic index and the radius of the donor star, respectively.

Besides changing the binary orbit, mass loss and accretion via Roche lobe overflow
will change the structure of both the donor and the accretor. Modeling the response of the

donor star to mass transfer is crucial to predict the evolution of binary stars but it is also
very challenging since it requires an in-depth knowledge of the internal structure of the
star and possibly non-equilibrium solutions for it.

To assess the response of the star, we must carefully consider the relevant timescales
of stellar evolution. The shortest characteristic time is the dynamical timescale, which is
the time on which a star reacts to a perturbation to the hydrostatic equilibrium:

tdyn �
√

R1

g
�
√

R3
1

Gm1
, (14)

where g ≈ Gm1/R2
1 is the gravitational acceleration at the stellar surface. The dynamical

timescale can be also interpreted as the timescale for the star to collapse (or ‘free-fall’) if the
gas pressure would suddenly disappear. For the Sun, this timescale is about τdyn ≈ 0.5 h,
which means that main sequence stars are extremely close to hydrostatic equilibrium.

The thermal timescale, also known as the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale, describes how
fast the changes in the thermal structure of a star can be. A star without a nuclear energy
source contracts by radiating away its internal energy content. The Kelvin-Helmholtz
timescale is the timescale at which this gravitational contraction occurs:

tKH � Eint

L
� Gm2

1
R1L

, (15)

where Eint ≈ Gm2
1/R1 is the gravitational energy budget of the star, and L is the stellar

luminosity. For the Sun, the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale turns out to be tKH ≈ 15 Myr.
Finally, the longest stellar timescale is the nuclear timescale, which is the timescale

for the nuclear fuel to be exhausted. The energy source of nuclear fusion is the direct
conversion of a small fraction φ of the rest mass of the reacting nuclei into energy. For
hydrogen fusion, φ ≈ 0.007, while for helium fusion it is about 10 times smaller. The total
nuclear energy supply can be then written as Enuc = φ fnucm1c2, where fnuc is the fraction of
stellar mass that can serve as nuclear fuel (∼10%). The nuclear timescale can be written as

tMS � Enuc

L
= φ fnuc

m1c2

L
. (16)

Using solar values, we obtain tMS ≈ 10 Gyr, which is consistent with the time the Sun will
spend on the main sequence.

During mass transfer, stars continue their evolution in thermal equilibrium if the mass
loss rate remains above the nuclear timescale but well below the thermal timescale for
mass transfer, that is

tMS � φXm1,cc2

L
<

m1

|ṁ1|
<

Gm2
1

R1L
� tKH, (17)

where X is the initial hydrogen fraction, m1,c the mass of the stellar core, L the luminosity of
the star, and c the speed of light. However, if the mass loss timescale becomes comparable
or larger than the thermal timescale, but remains below the dynamical timescale, that is
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tKH <
m1

|ṁ1|
<

1√
Gρ

� tdyn, (18)

the star cannot be considered in thermal equilibrium anymore and its response in terms of
luminosity and radius variation can be significantly different. In the most extreme cases,
mass transfer can reach values as high as the dynamical timescale, crucially altering the
response of the donor.

The mass-loss rate depends on the Roche-filling factor (see Equation (13)), which, in
turn, depends crucially on how the Roche-lobe radius (Equation (12)) and the donor’s
radius respond to mass transfer/loss. Generally speaking, if during mass transfer the
Roche lobe contracts more than the star does, then the Roche lobe filling factor increases
and mass transfer accelerates. Such relative contractions/expansions are evaluated through
the ζ coefficients:

ζ∗ ≡
d log R1

d log m1
, ζL ≡ d log RL

d log m1
(19)

where ζ∗ = ζeq, ζth, ζad, depending on whether the star is in equilibrium, out of thermal
equilibrium, or out of both thermal and hydrodynamical equilibrium, respectively.

Approximate Solutions for Population Synthesis Simulations

The ζ∗ coefficient is a complex function that depends on many physical stellar param-
eters, including the star’s evolutionary phase. An on-the-fly, self-consistent calculation of
such coefficients in population-synthesis simulations is prohibitive, considering also that
ζth and ζad refer to non-equilibrium states.

The response of the star in population-synthesis codes is approximated considering
the star always in both thermal and hydrodynamical equilibrium, thus the same fitting
formulas or look-up tables for single stars apply to stripped/oversized stars in binaries.
Furthermore, to predict whether the mass transfer will remain stable (say, at ∼ constant
ΔR) or not (e.g., runaway Roche-lobe filling), such codes adopt a criterion based on a
critical mass ratio, qcrit. Indeed, if we assume that mass transfer is conservative, i.e.,
M = m1 + m2 = const., and that the total angular momentum of the binary (J) is conserved
as well, then

a = ã
(1 + q)4

q2 and ζL(q) = (1 + q)
d log RL

d log q
with ã =

J2

GM3 (20)

and thus, the condition for unstable (hydrodynamical) mass transfer can be thought of as a
condition that depends only on the mass ratio, that is

ζL(qcrit) > ζad. (21)

The ζad values are generally approximated with simplified fitting formulas or constant
values that depend on the stellar evolution phase, and they are generally calibrated to
match the merger rate of compact objects inferred by the LVK and/or on other Galactic
observations (e.g., Hurley et al. [35], Leiner and Geller [314], Neijssel et al. [315]).

The values of qcrit have a dramatic impact on merging compact-object binaries espe-
cially because, if the mass transfer is unstable, the binary orbit shrinks on a dynamical
timescale, and the stars are destined to merge. However, if the donor is an evolved star,
constituted by a massive core surrounded by a low-density envelope, the binary enters a
further phase of binary evolution that has crucial consequences for compact objects: the
CE phase.

Figure 6 is a cartoon that shows the normalized Roche-lobe radius (RL/ã, see
Equation (20)) and the donor’s radius response as a function of the mass of the donor
star, under the assumptions J = constant and m1 + m2 = 2 = constant, with masses in
arbitrary units. In the left panel, a donor with a very steep response to mass stripping
(ζ∗ = 4) and mass m1 � 1.14 fills its Roche lobe in correspondence to the blue point in the
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figure. As soon as mass transfer initiates, the star contracts significantly more (black arrow)
than RL does (red arrow), i.e., ζL < ζ∗. Thus, the star remains in thermal equilibrium, and
mass transfer stops until nuclear reactions cause a further expansion of the donor. This is
a typical case of (nuclear) stable mass transfer. In the right panel, a star with a shallower
response (ζ∗ = 0.5) and m1 � 1.5 is considered. In this case, RL shrinks more than R∗ (i.e.,
ζL > ζ∗), therefore increasing the Roche-lobe filling factor and the mass loss rate. This is
a typical case of the beginning of a thermally unstable mass transfer, for which ζ∗ = ζth.
By looking at the right panel of Figure 6, this configuration might last until m1 � 0.55 M�,
though, depending on the RL-filling factor, mass loss can become fast enough to drive the
donor out of dynamical equilibrium, so that ζ∗ = ζad. For typical giant stars, mass loss
easily evolves towards a very high rate. This happens because ζad � −0.3 (e.g., [35]), thus,
such donors easily initiate a runaway RL-filling process that likely leads to CE evolution.

Figure 6. Normalized Roche-lobe radius (solid red line) and donor radius’s response (dashed black
line) as a function of the donor mass in arbitrary units. Left (right) panel: donor star with steep
(shallow) response to mass stripping, ζ∗ = 4 (ζ∗ = 0.5), and mass m1 � 1.14 (m1 � 1.5). The blue
dot is where the donor fills its Roche lobe. The red (black) arrow shows the direction in which the
Roche-lobe (donor) radius evolves after mass stripping. The shaded green area represents the amount
of Roche-lobe filling. The total angular momentum and the total mass of the system are taken as
constants.

3.3. Common Envelope

CE is the process by which one component of a binary gets engulfed in the envelope
of its companion [32,37,38,316,317]. The gaseous envelope becomes gravitationally focused
and exerts a drag force onto the secondary, which can be considered as a second core
within the envelope of the primary. Because of the drag, the two cores begin an inspiral
phase, during which orbital energy and angular momentum are transferred to the envelope,
which heats up and expands. After the inspiral sets, only two outcomes are possible. If
the envelope is too tightly bound, the inspiral continues until the two cores are tidally
disrupted and the binary merges into a single star. If, instead, the envelope is ejected, a
short-period binary forms.

The CE is a key process in the formation of GW events from isolated binary stars,
because it can shrink binary separations by a factor of hundreds, decreasing the coalescence
time of compact-object binaries [43,44,266,318–321]. In particular, Dominik et al. [37] found
that the coalescence time distribution of post-CE compact object binaries approximately
follows a log-uniform distribution, n(tGW) ∝ t−1

GW. The reason for this peculiar scaling
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comes from Equation (9), which imposes tGW ∝ a4. If we assume that the distribution of
semimajor axis of post-CE binaries follows a power-law as in

dN
da

∝ a−γ, (22)

then, from Equation (9), the distribution of coalescence times can be written as

dN
dtGW

∝
dN
da

da
dtGW

∝ t−(3+γ)/4
GW . (23)

Therefore, even a moderately steep (γ � 1–2) distribution of post-CE semimajor axes will
result in a coalescence time distribution very close to a log-uniform distribution.

CE evolution is also important for explaining other astrophysical phenomena related
to short period binaries, such as supernovae Ia, X-ray binaries and double neutron stars.
In fact, the CE phase was first introduced to explain the existence of short-period dwarf
binaries [29].

Due to the complexity of CE evolution, we are still lacking a complete theoretical
picture to distinguish between its two possible outcomes—close binary formation or binary
merger. Attempts at modeling the CE phase have been mostly limited to two approaches:
hydrodynamic simulations [322–330] or analytic prescriptions [29,30,32,331–334]. The latter
are particularly convenient because they can be applied to a wide sample of binaries with
minimal computing effort.

Hydrodynamic simulations may appear as the best way to model CE evolution,
however they come with their limitations. First, hydrodynamic codes can follow only
the initial plunge-in stage of CE evolution, which advances on a dynamical timescale.
However, the later stages of the CE phase, where the envelope is heated up and expands,
proceed on a thermal timescale. In these later stages, the energy deposited by the inspiral is
transported to the surface of the star and radiated away. Therefore, modeling this stage
requires proper treatment of radiative and convective energy transfer and equation of
state for the stellar layers. The pre-CE phase, wherein the binary undergoes unstable
mass transfer or other structural instabilities, is also difficult to model with hydrodynamic
codes. In fact, many hydrodynamic simulations place the companion stars on a grazing
orbit, artificially triggering the plunge-in stage. This approach, however, misses important
physics of the early CE stage, such as tidal effects and mass transfer, which can significantly
change the stellar structure of the stars prior to the inspiral. Furthermore, hydrodynamic
simulations are numerically expensive, which makes them impractical to use for fast
population-synthesis calculations.

Analytic models of CE evolution are numerically inexpensive and easy to implement,
but they also come with their drawbacks. The most commonly adopted formalism in fast
population-synthesis codes is the α–λ model [30,32,331], which is based on energy balance
considerations. The main idea of this approach is to compare the orbital energy of the
binary at the onset of CE with the binding energy of the envelope. By comparing these two
energies, it is possible to determine whether or not the binary will survive the CE and to
estimate the final size of the binary.

The model depends on two unknown parameters, α and λ, which parametrize the CE
efficiency (i.e., how efficienty orbital energy is used to unbind the envelope) and envelope
binding energy, respectively. The binding energy of the envelope is parametrized through
the λ parameter as [332]

Ebind = −Gm1m1,env

λR
, (24)

where R is the stellar radius, and m1,env is the mass of the stellar envelope. When both
stars are giants at the onset of CE, the binding energy of both envelopes is included in
Equation (24). The λ parameter can be estimated from polytropic models or fit to detailed
1D stellar evolution models [35,335–338].
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The envelope binding energy is then compared to the difference in orbital energy:

ΔEorb = −Gm1,cm2

2af
+

Gm1m2

2ai
, (25)

where ai and af are the pre- and post-CE semimajor axes. α is a dimensionless parameter
that measures the efficiency of the CE phase, i.e., how much orbital energy is transferred
to the envelope. By equating Equations (24) and (25) we can estimate the size of the final
orbit af:

Gm1m1,env

R
= λα

(
Gm1,cm2

2af
− Gm1m2

2ai

)
. (26)

In the above equation, the α parameter appears as a fudge factor that determines how
much gravitational binding energy is used up to unbind the binary. For α = 1, all the
binary orbital energy is used to unbind the envelope, while for α < 1 only a fraction of the
orbital energy is transferred to the envelope. In other words, the α parameter controls the
efficiency of common envelope inspiral.

Because the α and λ parameters appear multiplied together, and are both of order
unity, they can be sometime dumped together into a single, unknown parameter. This
however neglects differences in envelope binding energies between different stars, which
can be instead measured from detailed stellar evolution models [35,335–338]. The α pa-
rameter is mostly unconstrained. Some clues on its values can come from observations of
post-CE binaries [339–342], and from 3D hydrodynamical simulations of low-mass giant
donors (e.g., [343]). However, large values of the α parameter in population-synthesis
simulations (�3) seem to be necessary to match the merger rate of BNSs inferred by LVK
(e.g., [43]). Some recent one-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations also obtain high values
for α [344]. Values of α greater than one deserve a particular attention, because according to
Equation (26), they imply that more energy than available was used up during the inspiral,
or in other words, energy was generated during CE phase. One important source of energy
is the recombination energy, i.e., energy released during the recombination of the hydrogen
plasma into atoms and molecules. Recombination energy has been suggested as a potential
driving mechanism for the ejection of the envelope, once it has been expanded by viscous
and gravitational drags. Other potential energy sources include nuclear and accretion
energies.

The α–λ model is a very simplistic approach, because it hides behind two parameters
the complex physics processes that happen during CE evolution. One glaring issue is that
it assumes that the entire envelope is ejected, while hydrodynamic simulations have shown
that partial envelope ejection is possible. The envelope ejection is also fine-tuned to carry
away zero kinetic energy at the infinity, which is not necessarily true. Finally, the α–λ
formalism neglects angular momentum transfer, tidal heating, and recombination energy of
envelope material [317], all processes that can affect the outcome of CE evolution. Another
shortcoming of the α–λ is that it cannot reproduce the eccentricities of observed post-CE
binaries, which were shown to deviate from a perfect circular orbit [345–347]. Finally, the
α–λ model does not follow the binary inspiral, but prescribes an instantaneous change of
the binary orbital parameters. Therefore, it is difficult to incorporate such formalism in
numerical models that follow the continuous time-evolution of multiple stellar systems.
Recent works have been tackling some of these issues. Progress has been done to include
the recombination energy into the λ description e.g., [336–338], and alternative models of
CE inspiral that can follow the binary angular momentum are being investigated [348].

3.4. Supernovae: Blaauw and Velocity Kicks

SNe can change the binary orbit because they can impart significant natal kicks to
compact objects. The natal kicks are caused by two main physical mechanisms.

The first is the impulsive mass loss caused by the (possible) ejection of mass during the
SN explosion. The sudden loss of mass can change the orbit and even unbind the binary,
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and this process is sometimes referred to as the Blaauw kick. This unbinding mechanism
was originally proposed to explain runaway O- and B-type stars, because the stars inherit a
fraction of the binary orbital velocity following the breakup [224].

Unlike adiabatic mass loss (Section 3.2), the mass ejection during a SN explosion is an
impulsive event. Mass loss decreases the gravitational potential, and can therefore even
unbind a tight binary without the need of a velocity kick. A circular binary needs to lose
half of its total mass during a SN explosion to become unbound, while for an eccentric
binary this will depend on the binary phase at the explosion time [349]. If a binary of total
mass M and semimajor axis a0, loses instantaneously a mass Δm, the semimajor axis a1
after the explosion is:

a1

a0
=

M − Δm
M − 2Δm a0

r
, (27)

where r is the distance between the two bodies at the moment of the explosion (r ≡ a0 for a
circular binary).

The second physical mechanism is the velocity kick caused by the asymmetries in the

SN ejecta (see Section 2.10). The asymmetries can also affect the spin of the newly-born
compact remnant [151], by changing its magnitude and orientation.

Unlike the Blaauw kick, the velocity kicks can either tighten or unbind binaries,
depending on the relative orientation of the velocity kick with respect to the orbital velocity.
Besides changing the orbital energy, velocity kicks also alter the eccentricity of the binary,
which can then trigger mass transfer episodes or tides.

Velocity kicks have multiple consequences for the formation of merging compact
objects. Besides breaking binaries, they can re-align the binary orbital plane, or misalign it
with respect to the stellar spin vectors. However, the velocity magnitude of velocity kicks
is poorly constrained, especially those of BHs (see Section 2.10).

Strong velocity kicks are the only mechanism that can form merging BBHs with anti-
aligned spins in isolated binary evolution [350–352]. In fact, SN kicks can even flip the
orbital plane of the binary, resulting in anti-aligned spin-orbit vectors. On the other hand,
extremely strong kicks are required to produce significantly misaligned and anti-aligned
spins in isolated binary evolution. The reason is that BBHs that merge within a Hubble time
have very short separations (�0.1 au) and therefore high orbital velocities (�400 km s−1).
In order to significantly tilt the binary plane, SN kicks need to be comparable to the
orbital velocity, but such extremely high BH natal kicks are in tension with the estimates
obtained from the proper motion of X-ray binaries with BH companions [40,235,236] and
GW observations (e.g., [353]).

An important consequence of natal kicks is that they can eject compact objects and
binaries from their birth star clusters. This prevents them to pair with other compact objects
through dynamical interactions, which are described in the next section.

We conclude Section 3 with Figure 7, which shows an example on how binary evolution
processes reshape the mass spectrum of compact remnants compared to that obtained for
isolated stars. The figure has been obtained by evolving a population of binary stars with
the SEVN code, and it has been adapted from Spera et al. [222]. By looking at the left panel
of Figure 7, we see that most primaries lose their envelopes through Roche-lobe overflow
or CE evolution, thus they form much lighter remnants than those they would have formed
as single stars (cfr. curve at Z = 10−4 in Figure 4). In contrast, the secondaries can acquire
a significant amount of mass from the primary and they can either retain it and form a
heavier compact remnant, or lose it through Roche-lobe mass transfer or CE evolution. The
lower the metallicity, the larger the deviations from the mass spectrum from single stars:
stellar winds are quenched at low Z, thus stars can donate/accrete more mass.
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Figure 7. Mass of the compact remnant as a function of the ZAMS mass of its progenitor. The figure
has been obtained evolving a population of 107 binary stars at Z = 10−4 with the SEVN code, as in
Spera et al. [222]. The masses of the primary stars are drawn from a Kroupa initial mass function [203]
while the secondary masses, initial orbital periods and eccentricities are distributed according to [354].
The left (right) panel refers to primary (secondary) stars, i.e., those that have the largest (smallest)
MZAMS in each binary. The color map represents the number of compact objects at each location of
the plot, with counts that increase going from dark to light colors.

4. Stellar Dynamics

Another way to form merging compact-object binaries is through gravitational inter-
actions. Usually, the dynamical scenario involves the formation and hardening of binaries
through few-body encounters in stellar clusters. However, in recent years, other forms of
dynamical scenarios have been proposed, which involve not only massive star clusters but
also small multiple systems like triples and quadruples.

4.1. Dense Stellar Environments

Most, if not all, stars are born in stellar clusters: relatively dense ensembles of
stars bound together by gravity. The evolution of star clusters is mainly driven by long-
range gravitational interactions between individual stars, through a process called two-

body relaxation. Two-body relaxation leads star clusters to develop a high density core
surrounded by a low-density stellar halo. Given their relatively high central density
(� 103 M� pc−3) [355–359], the cores of star clusters are the ideal environments for extreme
dynamical interactions between stars and binary stars, including stellar collisions, which
are unlikely to occur in the galactic field [57,356].

Star clusters are distinguished according to their age, density and mass. globular clus-

ters (GCs) are typically old systems (∼Universe’s age, ∼12 Gyr), very massive (≥104 M�)
and dense (central density ρc ≥ 104 M�). They are evolved systems which do not contain
gas, dust or young stars. Because of their mass and high central density, many studies for the
dynamical formation of compact-object binaries focus on GCs [50,51,54,55,275,319,360–369].
young dense star clusters (YDSCs) are relatively young (<100 Myr) systems, thought to
be the most common birthplace of massive stars [355,356]. The central density of YDSCs
can be as high as that of GCs, although YDSCs have smaller sizes. Some YDSCs can have
comparable masses to present-days GCs and, for this reason, they are thought to be close
relatives of the ancient progenitors of GCs. However, because of the stellar mass loss
during their evolution, YDSCs are not massive enough to evolve into present-day GCs.
open clusters (OCs) are irregular star clusters composed of 10—a few 103 stars. They are
generally younger than GCs and they may still contain gas from the molecular cloud from
which they formed. Studies of compact binary mergers in young and open clusters include
[27,51,57–59,62,63,214,370–374]. Finally, nuclear star clusters (NSCs) reside in the nuclei of
galaxies. Nuclear star clusters are rather common in galaxies, including our own [375,376].
NSCs are usually more massive and denser than GCs, and may host a super-massive black
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hole (SMBH) at their center. Regardless of the presence of a NSC, the environment close
to SMBHs can also be a site for formation of GW progenitors. Cusps or disks of BHs may
form around SMBHs, where they can interact with other compact objects [377–381]. In
AGN, BHs can be trapped by the SMBH accretion disk, wherein they can migrate and
merge [212,285,380,382–392].

YDSCs and OCs are not long-lived because they inevitably disrupt into the tidal field
of their host galaxy as they lose mass during their evolution. Processes that contribute to
their disruption include gas expulsion and stellar evaporation. The first may happen during
the early life of gas-rich star clusters. Stellar winds and SNe can eject the remaining gas
from the cluster, decreasing its gravitational binding and potentially causing its disruption,
a process referred to as infant mortality. Stellar evaporation is instead the inevitable
consequence of two-body relaxation.

4.2. Two-Body Relaxation and the Gravothermal Instability

Two-body relaxation is the consequence of small, but frequent deflections in stellar
velocities due to long-range gravitational interactions. Over time, two-body relaxation
causes the kinetic energy of stars to be redistributed across the clusters. This process occurs
over the timescale [393]:

trl =
σ3

15.4 G2 〈m〉 ρ ln Λ
, (28)

where σ is the velocity dispersion, G is the gravitational constant, 〈m〉 the mean stellar
mass, ρ the stellar mass density, and ln Λ is the Coulomb logarithm. This last term arises
from the uncertain range in impact parameters for the interactions that drive the two-body
relaxation, and it is generally assumed to be ln Λ∼O(10). In simple terms, the two-body
relaxation timescale is the time necessary for the system to “forget” its initial conditions
through two-body gravitational interactions. The two-body relaxation of star clusters can
range from 200 Myr to few Gyr, depending on clusters’ size and mass. For reference, the
typical timescale for a star to traverse the cluster, called crossing time, is:

tcross =
R
σ

� 8 ln N
N

trl (29)

where R is the cluster size, and N is the number of stars. The crossing time is much shorter
than the two-body relaxation timescale. For example, for a cluster of 105 stars, the relaxation
timescale is about 103 times longer than the crossing time.

Two-body relaxation drives a flux of kinetic energy, carried by stars, from the center of
the cluster to its outskirts. When stars move from the core of the cluster to the halo, they
carry heat with them, i.e., kinetic energy. As the core loses energy to support against its
gravity, it collapses, thus it increases its velocity dispersion. This causes even more stars
to flow into the halo, which expands. As the stellar halo expands, some stars reach high
enough velocities to escape the cluster, in a process called evaporation. In OCs and YDSCs,
the expansion of the cluster accelerates the disruption of the cluster due to the tidal field
of the galaxy. This runaway process is called gravothermal catastrophe, and in physical
terms it is a consequence of the negative heat capacity typical of every self-gravitating
system [394]. A system with negative heat capacity loses energy and becomes hotter. To
become hotter, a self-gravitating system contracts so that its velocity dispersion (i.e., the
average speed of the stars) increases.

In summary, the gravothermal catastrophe is a runaway process that triggers the
collapse of the core and the expansion of the halo. This process is accelerated if the stars
have a mass spectrum. In fact, massive stars are affected by two more physical processes:
dynamical friction and energy equipartition.

4.3. Dynamical Friction, Energy Equipartition and Mass Segregation

Dynamical friction is a drag force that acts on massive bodies that travel through a
medium of less massive objects. The gravity of the massive body attracts the lighter ones,
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which form a wake behind it. The overdensity of light bodies tends to decelerate the motion
of the massive one via a gravitational drag. The massive body decelerates until it is finally
at rest with respect to the lighter bodies. The timescale of dynamical friction for a body of
mass M is [395–397]:

tdf =
3

4 (2 π)1/2 G2 ln Λ

σ3

M ρ
(30)

where ρ is the mass density of the lighter bodies. The dynamical friction timescale is much
shorter than the two-body relaxation time. In star clusters with a mass spectrum, the
core collapse can occur on the dynamical friction timescale, rather than on the two-body
relaxation one. The steeper the mass spectrum, the faster the core collapse [398]. The
consequence of dynamical friction is that massive stars become slower and sink to the
center of the cluster. This phenomenon, called mass segregation, is characterized by a
varying mass spectrum across the cluster radius, with heavier stars sinking to the cluster’s
core and the lighter ones crowding the halo. A more dramatic rearrangement of the massive
stars in the cluster can be caused by energy equipartition, or rather, the lack of it.

Energy equipartition is the tendency for stars to equalize their average kinetic energy

Ek =
1
2

mσ2 (31)

where σ2 ≡ 〈v2〉 is the velocity dispersion of the stars of mass m. Therefore, two populations
of masses will have a different velocity dispersion, in order to have the same kinetic energy

1
2

miσ
2
i =

1
2

mjσ
2
j ⇒ σi = σj

√
mj

mi
. (32)

For mi > mj, σ2
i < σ2

j , i.e., more massive stars will be on average slower. However, for

typical initial mass functions (e.g., N(m) ∝ m−2.35 [399]), the pathway towards equipartition
breaks, and the population of BHs (i.e., the most massive objects one can find in a cluster)
decouples from the lightest objects. The BHs interact only among themselves and form an
independent sub-cluster, which starts acting as an additional internal energy source for the
whole system [362,400–406].

4.4. Halting Core Collapse with Binaries

The core collapse cannot proceed indefinitely. As the density of star increases, so
does the chance that stars and binaries have a close gravitational interaction. The rate of
encounter between a binary and a single of masses mbin and m is [393]:

Γ1+2 enc = 4
√

πnσ r2
enc

(
1 +

G(mbin + m)

2rencσ2

)
(33)

where n is the number density of single stars, m is their average mass, σ the velocity
dispersion, and renc is the maximal closest approach distance. For the encounter to result in
energy exchange between the single and the binary, the encounter distance renc needs to be
of the order of the binary semimajor axis, e.g., renc � 2a. If in the core of the cluster there
are no binaries, they can be formed via three-body encounters of single stars. These occur
on a timescale given by [407]:

Γ1+1+1 enc = 126
G5m5n3

σ9 (34)

During a three-body encounter between a binary and a single star, a fraction of
the internal energy of the binary can be redistributed as translational energy among the
interacting bodies. This means that binaries can considered as a reservoir of kinetic

energy. The kinetic energy released through three-body encounters can be used to reverse
core collapse.
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Statistically, three-body encounters can have different outcomes depending on the
kinetic energy of the single,

Ek =
1
2

msinv2
∞ (35)

and the internal energy of the binary

Ebin =
Gm1m2

2a
(36)

where, m1 m2 are the masses of the binary members and a the binary semimajor axis. In the
context of stellar clusters, a binary is considered as hard if its internal energy Ebin is greater
than the average kinetic energy Ek of neighboring stars, while it is soft in the opposite case.
On average, subsequent encounters make hard binaries harder (i.e., their semimajor axis
shrinks), while soft binaries tend to become softer (i.e., wider semimajor axis) until they
break up [45]. It is worth noting that hardness is a property of the binary relative to its
environment. Due to the higher velocity dispersion, the same binary in the core of a cluster
might be soft, whereas in the halo it would be hard.

4.5. Forming Merging Compact-Object Binaries

The process of binary hardening in stellar clusters is a direct consequence of the
core collapse and the gravothermal catastrophe, and it is argued to be one of the most
critical processes for the formation of BBHs. Shrinking the semimajor axis of compact
object binaries can dramatically shorten the coalescence time of binaries, because the GW
coalescence timescale scales as tGW ∝ a4 (Equation (9)). Another important consequence of
three-body encounters is that they tend to excite the orbital eccentricity of binaries. In fact,
the probability distribution of binary eccentricities after a three-body encounter is close to a
thermal distribution (N(e) ∝ e), and can be even super-thermal in the case of low angular
momentum encounters [45,408–413]. The orbital eccentricity has an even greater impact
on the GW coalescence timescale, because, for eccentricities close to 1, the coalescence
timescale shortens as tGW ∝ (1 − e2)7/2 [414]. An example of the effects of three-body
encounters on binary coalescence times is given in Figure 8. In this simulated three-body
encounter, a binary and a single meet on a hyperbolic orbit with a small impact parameter
and a velocity at infinity of 0.1 km s−1, which is typical of small OCs. The initial binary is
not close enough to merge within the age of the Universe. However, the outgoing binary
has a shorter separation and a much higher eccentricity, which will cause the binary to
coalesce in about 2 Myr after the encounter.

Due to dynamical friction and mass segregation, BHs sink to the core of star clus-
ters [362], where they undergo three-body encounters during the core-collapse phase. A
binary will keep undergoing three-body encounters in the core until (i) core collapse is
reversed, i.e., the cluster’s core “bounces back” and the density in the core decreases,
quenching the encounter rate, (ii) the recoil velocity of the binary becomes so high that it is
ejected from the core, or (iii) the binary merges due to GW radiation.

The second outcome can happen because when the binary becomes harder, the dif-
ference between the initial and final internal binary energies is redistributed as kinetic
energy ΔE = Ebin,f − Ebin,i. This kinetic energy is redistributed between the single and
the binary following momentum conservation, i.e., a fraction mbin/(msin + mbin) is gained
by the single, and a fraction msin/(msin + mbin) is gained by the binary. In general, the
binary recoil velocity is less than the ejection velocity of the single. However, if the injected
kinetic energy is sufficiently high, the binary can be ejected from the core and even from
the cluster itself. Early studies found that the dynamical formation of binaries occurs in

star clusters, but most of the merger events happen from binaries that were hardened in
the core and then ejected [27,51,54,55,369,415].
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Figure 8. Trajectories during a three-body encounter between a binary (1,2) and a single (3). After a
brief chaotic interaction, the binary and the single undergo an exchange. The encounter is concluded
by the ejection of the new binary (2,3) and the new single (1). The initial coalescence time of the binary
is tGW > 106 Myr, much greater than a Hubble time. After the interaction, the coalescence time is
tGW � 2 Myr. The initial approach of the binary-single is hyperbolic, with an impact parameter of
b = 0.6 au and velocity at infinity of v∞ = 0.1 km/s. All the bodies are 50 M� BHs integrated with
TSUNAMI (Trani et al., in prep.), including post-Newtonian corrections of order 1PN, 2PN and 2.5PN
to the equations of motion.

Only recently, attention has been brought to in-cluster mergers that can occur during

few-body encounters in the core (e.g., [211,364,416]). These mergers result from the short
pericenter passages that can happen during chaotic three-body encounters, which can
trigger rapid gravitational wave coalescence. These kind of mergers can be extremely rapid,
due to the initial short separation between the compact objects. For this reason, binaries
formed through this scenario can retain detectable eccentricities in the LVK band [417,418].
Another possible scenario for producing eccentric mergers in the LIGO band are GW
captures during hyperbolic single-single interactions [379,419,420]. Because the cross
section for single-single captures is extremely small compared to binaries, hyperbolic
captures are likely to happen only in the most dense environments, like NSCs and GCs.

During three-body encounters, one of the members of the binary might be swapped
with the initially single body. Binaries formed through this process are referred to as
exchanged binaries. Statistically, the lightest body has greater chances to be ejected. For
this reason, binaries formed through three-body encounters tend to have higher masses and
equal mass ratios. Furthermore, even if binaries formed through dynamical interactions
tend to have high eccentricities [45,408], by the time they reach the LVK band, GW emission
circularizes them. Therefore, most ejected binaries are not expected to have any residual
eccentricity at >10 Hz [13]. Figure 9 illustrates the impact of circularization of GW radiation
on merging binaries. In the example, a binary with an initial eccentricity of e0 = 0.99 will
be completely circularized by the time it reaches a peak GW frequency of 10 Hz. Only
binaries with an extreme eccentricity (e0 > 0.999) can retain some eccentricity at 10 Hz, but
their coalescence time will be extremely small (∼days).
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Figure 9. Eccentricity as a function of peak GW frequency for inspiralling binaries. Each curve
indicates a binary with the same semimajor axis (1 au), but different initial eccentricity, as indicated
in the legend. Coalescence timescales for each initial eccentricity are written next to the respective
curves. The curves were calculated using the equations in Peters [414] and the fitting formula for the
peak harmonic GW frequency in Hamers [421].

Furthermore, dynamically assembled binaries should not have any correlation be-
tween the orientation of BHs spins. Consequently, the predicted χeff distribution of dynam-
ically assembled binaries is symmetric and centered around χeff∼0 [211,285,422].

Finally, dense environments have an important consequence for hierarchical mergers,
i.e., the GW coalescence of BHs formed from a prior BH coalescence. Asymmetric dissi-
pation of linear momentum during the GW coalescence imparts a recoil kick to the final
remnant. Depending on the mass ratio and spins of the merging BHs, these GW recoil kicks
can be of the order of 100 km s−1, which is much higher then the escape velocity of most
clusters [423–428]. Therefore, it is expected that hierarchical mergers only occur in massive
stellar environments such as GCs, NSCs, and close to SMBHs [275]. Runaway hierarchical
mergers are also a proposed pathway to form intermediate mass BHs from stellar mass
BHs [52,276,429–432]).

4.6. Small-N Systems

GW mergers can also be mediated by gravitational interactions in small-N systems,
namely triples, quadruples and higher hierarchical systems. Hierarchical triple systems
are constituted by a binary orbited by an outer object, in a stable configuration. Many
stellar triple systems have been observeed so far, and it is reasonable to expect that in many
triples the inner binary is composed of compact objects. In fact, massive stars are especially
found in triples and higher multiples [433–436]. The fraction of stars found in multiples
increases for more massive stars, up to ∼50% for B-type stars [287,437–439]. These multiple
systems may be formed primordially as a natural outcome of star formation, or may also
form dynamically from few-body encounters in stellar clusters.

Gravitational interactions can strongly affect the evolution of triple systems. If the
outer object is sufficiently inclined with respect to the inner binary, the latter can exchange
angular momentum with the outer orbit on a secular timescale, which is longer than the
orbital period of the inner binary. These secular exchanges of angular momentum manifest
themselves as the von Zeipel-Kozai-Lidov (ZKL) [440–445]. During such oscillations,
the eccentricity of the inner binary can reach values very close to 1, inducing very close
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pericenter passages. If the inner binary is composed of compact objects, GW radiation
can be efficiently emitted during these short pericenter passages, leading to the rapid
coalescence of the binary. Figure 10 shows the typical evolution of a GW coalescence
triggered by ZKL oscillations. There are two main effects of ZKL oscillations. First, they can
accelerate the merging of compact object binaries, allowing them to merge within the age
of the Universe. Secondly, they excite very high eccentricity in the inner compact binary,
which can affect the GW emission waveform, and therefore can be potentially inferred by
GW observations at different frequencies [446–448].

Figure 10. Gravitational-wave merger induced by von Zeipel-Kozai-Lidov evolution in a triple
system. Orbital parameters as a function of time for a triple system. Top panel: eccentricity of the
inner orbit. Middle panel: inclination of the outer body’s orbit with respect to the inner binary.
Bottom panel: semimajor axis of the inner binary. The initial orbital parameters of the triples are:
mass of the outer body m3 = 40 M�, mass of the inner bodies m1 = 10 M�, m2 = 20 M�, inner
semimajor axis a1 = 1 au, outer semimajor axis a2 = 16 au, mutual inclination imut = 65◦. Evolved
with OKINAMI, which solves the orbit-averaged equations of motion in Delaunay coordinates (Trani
et al., in prep.).

The evolution in triple systems can also be affected by all the processes that occur
in binary stars, and more. Mass can be lost by the tertiary star and transferred to the
inner binary. The outer star could also be affected by tertiary tides [449] or become a giant
and undergo a phase of triple CE [450]. In general, modeling the evolution of a triple
system is quite complex, because of the strong interplay between dynamics and stellar
evolution [451]. Due to the relative lower abundance of triples, the predicted merger rate
of BBHs from triples is generally smaller by a factor of ∼100 than that from dynamically
assembled binaries [64,211,448,452–460].

The ZKL effect has applications also to triples in which the outer body is a massive BH.
This may happen in NSCs hosting a SMBH, which can be orbited by a stellar BBH [461–466].
Just like in the case of a tertiary star, the massive BH can excite the eccentricity of the inner
binary, causing the binary to merge.
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Other forms of dynamical scenarios include dynamical perturbations of multiple
stellar systems in the field [467–469], or interactions of binaries with the tidal fields of star
clusters [470].

A few authors have recently started a systematic investigation of the evolution of
hierarchical systems with N > 3 [471,472]. Specifically, Vynatheya and Hamers [471]
investigated compact-object mergers in quadruples, finding that the expected rates for
BBHs are of the order of 10 Gpc−3yr−1 (see also [473]). Other studies on quadruples
focused on specific GW events will be discussed in Section 5.

4.7. Hybrid Scenarios

Distinguishing between the isolated binary channel and the dynamical channel might
not be straightforward. Stellar evolution and stellar dynamics are inseparable processes

that are active at the same time. Indeed, besides evolving in complete isolation, stellar
binaries can be found in star clusters as well, where they can be affected by close encounters
just like compact-object binaries. These stellar binaries can therefore experience processes
from both the binary evolution pathway (e.g., mass transfers, CEs) and the dynamical
pathway (e.g., exchanges, excitation of eccentricity). For instance, in young star clusters,
some BBHs are formed via CE evolution of dynamically-assembled main sequence binaries
that, at some point of their life, are ejected from the cluster, and merge in the field, appearing
as if they had evolved in complete isolation. They can contribute to the merger rate more
than dynamically assembled BBHs [62,63,214,474]. These binaries undergo a CE phase,
like in the isolated channel, but they also undergo dynamical interactions before and after
collapsing to BHs. The CE phase might even be triggered by such dynamical interactions,
so that the same binaries would not have merged without the crucial contribution of stellar
dynamics. Some specific scenarios require elements from both channels. For example, three-
body encounters of tidally spun-up, post-common-envelope binaries have been proposed
as a mechanism to produce BBH with misaligned spins [64].

5. Astrophysical Insights from Exceptional Gravitational-Wave Events

In the previous sections, we presented the main astrophysical processes that can
drive the formation of merging compact-object binaries. Despite the uncertainties and
degeneracies in the astrophysical models, in this section we investigate whether some of the
exceptional GW events have distinguishing features that may point us towards a specific
formation scenario. An exhaustive analysis of all the exceptional GW events is beyond the
scope of this review, which focuses mainly on the astrophysical processes behind merging
compact-object binaries. Thus, in this section, we decided to restrict our analysis only to
the events containing at least one BH and with physical properties that can be the smoking
gun of a specific formation pathway: heavy BHs, as in GW190521, very asymmetric masses,
as in GW190814 and GW190412, and mixed components, as in GW200105_162426 and
GW200115_042309.

We stress that it is currently premature to make any kind of conclusive statements, especially
on the origin of single GW events, though these exceptional events carry a number of
astrophysical traces that are worth exploring here in some detail.

5.1. GW190814

GW190814 is a special LIGO-Virgo Collaboration (LVC) event detected during the
first part of the third observing run and presented in Abbott et al. [81]. It is a coalescence
with significantly unequal masses (mass ratio q = 0.112+0.008

−0.009). Furthermore, the secondary
component of GW190814 is either the lightest BH or the heaviest NS ever discovered in a
compact-object binary system, (secondary mass m2 = 2.59+0.08

−0.09). The mass of GW190814’s
secondary falls into the range of the hypothesized lower mass gap (2.5–5 M�), questioning
the existence of this gap. GW190814 is also the GW event with the strongest constraint on
the spin precession parameter (χp = 0.04+0.04

−0.03) and on the spin of the primary component
(χ1 ≤ 0.07), though both of these constraints are consistent with non-spinning components.
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The secondary of GW190814 might be either a BH or a NS. The non-detection of any
electromagnetic counterparts [475–485], the fact that there were neither clear signatures of
tides or spin-induced quadrupole effects in the waveform [486,487], and the uncertainties on
both the theoretical estimates of the maximum NS mass and the NS equation of state [488–491],
prevent us to determine the nature of the compact object. Post-merger electromagnetic
studies suggest that the merger product of GW170817 likely collapsed into a (highly-
spinning) BH with a mass comparable to GW190814’s secondary (∼2.6 M�) [492]. The
latter result has been used by various authors as a starting point to constrain the NS equation
of state and the maximum mass of a non-rotating NS, suggesting that the secondary of
GW190814 is likely a BH [486,493,494]. However, the hypothesis of a rapidly rotating
NS cannot be completely excluded [495–505], even in the context of extended theories of
gravity (e.g., Astashenok et al. [506]).

The population analysis of GWTC-3 [80] shows that (i) the secondary of GW190814
is an outlier from the population of NSs of BNS and of the secondaries of NSBH systems
detected so far through GWs, and that (ii) GW190814 is an outlier from the population
of observed BBHs. These findings support the idea that GW190814 belongs to a distinct
population of merging compact-object binaries.

Understanding the formation and evolutionary history of GW190814 is challenging
for all current astrophysical models. The challenge is to find a theoretical model that can
accommodate, at the same time, the GW190814 mass ratio, masses, and the LVC inferred
merger rate. As already discussed in Section 2, most theoretical models do not have
predictive power on the nature of compact objects and only a mass-threshold criterion is
used to distinguish between NSs and BHs. Thus, depending on the adopted threshold,
GW190814-like events might be marked as either NSBH or BBH mergers.

GW190814-like systems are outliers in terms of rates, masses, and mass ratios in most of
the distributions of merging NSBH and merging BBH systems predicted by isolated binary
evolution models [37,43,218,222,315,318,320,338,507–510]. Zevin et al. [507] identified two
possible formation channels for GW190814-like systems, but (i) they form only if the delayed
supernova explosion mechanism is adopted (see also Section 2.5), and (ii) their merger
rates are at least one order of magnitude below the inferred LVC rates. Furthermore, Zevin
et al. [507] showed that the mass of GW190814’s secondary is likely its birth mass, therefore
GW190814 might give insights on the existence of the lower mass gap and, possibly, on the
supernova explosion engine. It is worth mentioning that, in the isolated binary scenario,
unlimited super-Eddington accretion onto compact objects might be the key to obtain
significantly higher merger rates for GW190814-like systems, within the LVC inferred rate
(see e.g., [511,512]).

GW190814 might be a second-generation merger event from a hierarchical triple
system [61,439,447,457,513–515]. This is not an exotic formation pathway for GW190814,
considering that most massive B-type stars, �50%, are in triples and the percentage tends
to increase in low-metallicity environments (see also Section 4.6) [287,437,438,516–521].
Compared to the population of BH mergers from the isolated binary channel, mergers in
triples tend to enhance the number of mergers with more unequal masses, resulting in a
flatter mass-ratio distribution down to q � 0.3 [61,457]. In this context, a possible formation
pathway for GW190814 is that the members of the inner binary are two stars that evolve
through the CE process and form a tight BNS system. The latter merges within a Hubble
time, leaving a low-mass (∼2.6M�), highly-spinning BH. The tertiary body is a star that
turns into a ∼26M�−BH at its death. Lu et al. [513] show that there is a non-negligible
chance that, at its formation, the low-mass BH is kicked into a low angular momentum
orbit so that it can merge with the tertiary compact object within a Hubble time. The merger
rate of GW190814-like sources obtained through this channel is consistent with the one
inferred in Abbott et al. [81], provided that �10% of BNS mergers occur in triples and that
the tertiary orbital semi-major axis is less than a few au. A high spin of the low-mass BH
would be a distinguishing feature of this scenario, but it cannot be corroborated through
the analysis of the GW190814 signal because of the uninformative spin posterior of the
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secondary. Cholis et al. [515] investigated the same formation scenario and obtained similar
results as Lu et al. [513], but they considered the possibility that the secondary of GW190814
is a Thorne–Zytkow object, i.e., a metastable object formed from the collision of a NS with
a red giant star, possibly turning into a low-mass BH at the end if its life [522]. The local
merger rate density from the latter channel can be as high as a few Gpc−3yr−1, which is
within the LVC inferred rate.

Other authors investigated similar dynamical formation pathways for GW190814
involving systems with higher multiplicity, e.g., hierarchical quadruples [523–526], finding
similar results.

GW190814-like systems might form in dense stellar environments through binary-
single dynamical exchanges. However, the dynamical scenario favors the formation of
compact-object binaries with similar masses (q � 0.5), pairing up the most massive objects
(e.g., BHs and their stellar progenitors) in the dense cores of clusters, while low-mass
objects (e.g., NSs) are likely ejected from the cluster during close three-body gravitational
interactions (see also Section 4) [27,50,51,55,57,275,319,371,527,528]. In contrast, direct GW
captures coming from single-single gravitational interactions seem to be exceedingly rare
events [419]. Numerical simulations of GCs [529–532] and binary-single scattering ex-
periments in GC-like environments [533–535] show that the local merger-rate density of
GW190814-like systems is �0.1 Gpc−3yr−1, well below the single-event rate inferred by the
LVC (7+16

−6 Gpc−3yr−1). YDSCs might also have an impact in the formation of GW190814-
like systems. In contrast to GCs, the dynamical evolution of YDSCs proceeds on much
shorter timescales, and they are thought to be the nurseries of massive stars and the building
blocks of galaxies. Furthermore, YDSCs form continuously in the Universe, at all redshifts,
thus their contribution to the local merger-rate densities of merging compact-object binaries
may potentially be higher than that of GCs [27,214,474,535,536]. Specifically, the N-body
simulations of YDSCs presented in Rastello et al. [474] support a dynamical formation sce-
nario for GW190814, with an estimated local merger-rate density of GW190814-like systems
of 8+4

−4 Gpc−3yr−1. Most of the merging NSBH systems presented in Rastello et al. [474]
come from dynamically-perturbed original binaries (i.e., from progenitor stars already
bound in the initial conditions, but that would not have formed a merging NSBH if evolved
in isolation). Furthermore, all mergers happened in the field because all the progenitor
binaries were ejected from the star cluster before the binary members reach coalescence (i.e.,
hybrid scenario, see Sections 1 and 4.7). In contrast, Fragione and Banerjee [431] performed
direct N-body simulations of 65 YDSCs and estimated the local NSBH merger-rate density
for these environments to be � 3× 10−2 Gpc−3yr−1. However, Fragione and Banerjee [431]
and Rastello et al. [474] consider different types of clusters with different initial masses
and concentrations, different NS birth kick models, and different fractions of the cosmic
star-formation rate that goes into clusters.

GW190814-like systems may also form in AGN. In such crowded environments, the
gas-driven formation mechanisms and the hardening process of binaries are effective and
gas accretion on compact objects with birth mass �2 M� might be high enough to bring
them in (or even beyond) the low-mass gap, before they merge with another compact
objects [383,384,537]. Furthermore, the secondary of GW190814 might also be a compact
object coming from a previous merger event in an AGN disk. This is not an exotic scenario
because merger products are easily retained in AGN thanks to high escape speeds, thus
next-generation compact objects can participate in additional mergers [537,538]. Specifically,
McKernan et al. [383,384] show that the typical value for the mass ratio of the population
of NSBH mergers in AGN disks is q � 0.1, with a corresponding local merger rate of about
a few Gpc−3yr−1, both compatible with GW190814.

Bombaci et al. [539] discussed the hypothesis that the secondary of GW190814 is a
strange quark star, which is a non-ordinary NS composed of a deconfined mixture of
up, down and strange quarks. The authors showed that quark stars can reach masses
comparable to the secondary of GW190814 while using physically motivated equations of
state for hadrons and quarks, and without assuming an exceedingly large speed of sound.
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Various authors investigated the hypothesis of the secondary component of GW190814
being a primordial BH, i.e., a BH formed from density fluctuations in the early Universe,
a fraction of second after the big bang [540,541]. Vattis et al. [541] show that the ∼2.6 M�
member is rather unlikely to be a primordial BH because the typical time needed for a
primordial BH to pair and then merge with a ∼ 26 M�, stellar-origin BH is very close to (or
even larger than) the age of the Universe, contradicting the GW190814 detection (but see
also [542,543]).

It is apparent that the parameter space relevant for GW190814-like systems still needs
to be fully explored and future GW detections will be crucial to shed light on the nature
and formation channels of GW190814-like systems.

5.2. GW190521

GW190521 is currently the GW event with the heaviest BHs in the catalog [80]. The
masses of the two BHs are m1 = 85+21

−14 M� and m2 = 66+17
−18 M�, respectively, and the

mass of the merger product is M = 142+28
−16 M� [82,83]. The mass of the primary BH falls

confidently into the hypothesized upper mass gap (∼ 60 M�–120 M�) and the merger
product is the first strong observational evidence for the existence of intermediate-mass
BHs (∼102M�–104 M�).

Being the shortest-duration signal among the GW detections, GW190521 is a quite
difficult event to analyze and measurements of spins and their in-plane components are
quite uncertain. The data analysis presented in Abbott et al. [82] supports mild evidences
for in-plane spin components with high spin magnitudes for both the BHs, but the values
of the BH dimensionless spins remain uninformative at 90% credible intervals (i.e., χ1,2∼
0.1–0.9). The hypotheses of a non-precessing signal with orbital eccentricity e ≥ 0.1 at
10 Hz [544] and of a precessing signal with orbital eccentricity e � 0.7 [545] cannot be
excluded, even though various authors suggest that GW190521-like binaries likely enter
the 10 Hz-band with e � 0.7 (e.g., [546]). Furthermore, subsequent analysis of the LVC
data brought out the intriguing possibility of GW190521 being an intermediate-mass ratio
inspiral, with m1 = 168+15

−61 M� and m2 = 66+33
−3 M� [195,547].

The formation channel of GW190521 is uncertain. The physical properties of the event
seem to favor the dynamical formation pathway, while an explanation through the isolated
binary channel is challenging.

Population-synthesis simulations of binary stars show that the most massive BBHs
that can form at a given metallicity are unlikely to merge within a Hubble time, making it
hard to even explain the formation of systems with lower masses, such as GW170729 [222].
In contrast, Belczynski [350] shows that if heavy (� 180 M�) progenitor stars are considered
and a very low 12C(α, γ)16O rate is adopted (−2.5σ with respect to the fiducial value of
Farmer et al. [193]), the isolated-binary channel becomes a plausible formation pathway for
GW190521. [219] found that GW190521-like systems can be formed from population III
(Pop III) binaries, but only for stellar evolution models with a small convective overshooting
parameter.

The hypothesis of repeated mergers in dense stellar systems seems to be a promising
scenario to explain GW190521 [276,526,548–553].

The escape speed of GCs may be higher than the GW recoil kick imparted to some
second-generation BHs, especially if BHs are born with low spins. Thus, second-generation
BHs can be retained in GCs and Rodriguez et al. [275] show that the fraction of merging
BBHs that have components formed from previous mergers in GCs can be �10% �20%
for the detectable population. Kimball et al. [553] created a phenomenological population
model for merging BBHs derived from [275], and they use that to infer the population prop-
erties of BH mergers in the second LVC catalog, finding that the members of GW190521 are
likely second-generation (2 g) BHs. Triple systems in GCs may further enhance the retention
probability of 2 g BHs, strengthening the Kimball et al. [553] and Rodriguez et al. [275]
findings (e.g., [456]). Repeated minor mergers (>2 g) might also have formed the BHs of
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GW190521 but only in environments with escape velocities �200 km s−1, such as the most
massive GCs or nuclear star clusters (e.g., [448,548]).

The escape speed of YDSCs is significantly smaller than globular and nuclear star
clusters, thus second-generation BH mergers are expected to be exceedingly rare in such
environments [549,554]. However, [63,215,555,556] show that GW190521-like systems can
still form in YDSCs via three-body encounters or multiple stellar mergers. In the latter
scenario, a heavy BH can originate from the merger of an evolved star with a main-sequence
star. If the helium core of the primary star is small enough to avoid PISN and the secondary
star is still on the main-sequence, the merger product might be an evolved star with an
oversized hydrogen envelope. If a significant fraction of the hydrogen envelope is retained
and participate in the final collapse, a BH in the PISN mass gap can form [222]. Such
heavy, single BHs can acquire a companion in dense stellar environments and explain
the formation of GW190521-like systems. Furthermore, BHs born via this mechanism can
preserve most of the spin of the progenitor star, leading to a high-spin BH even if they are
1 g BHs [170], in agreement with the properties of GW190521, even though the efficiency of
angular momentum transport inside stars is matter of debate [197]. The same formation
pathway has been identified also in GCs [223,557]. It is worth noting that, as in GCs, triple
systems in YDSCs may enhance the overall retention probability of 2 g BHs, making the
2 g-channel for GW190521 a viable possibility also for such environments.

Palmese and Conselice [558] investigated the hypothesis that the two BHs of GW190521
were at the centers of two ultra-dwarf galaxies, assuming an extrapolation of the low-end of
the central BH-galaxy mass relation (e.g., [559]). This scenario assumes that, after the merger
of the two galaxies, the central BHs can merge, and the merger rates for GW190521-like
systems from this channel match well those inferred by the LVC.

In AGN, Tagawa et al. [537] show that GW190521-like systems can form either via
repeated mergers (>2 g at high metallicity, 2 g at low metallicity), or via mergers of 1g
BHs that have grown via super-Eddington accretion. In such gas-rich environments, the
interaction between the GW-recoiled merger product and the accretion disk of the active
galactic nucleus might generate a delayed (∼days after the merger), off-center UV flare,
potentially detectable as an electromagnetic transient counterpart of the GW event [560].
About 26 days after the merger of GW190521, the Zwicky transient facility [561] identified
a flare from the AGN J124942.3 + 344929, the latter located at the 78% spatial contour and
within 1.6σ from the peak marginal luminosity distance of GW190521. Graham et al. [562]
identified the flare as a plausible electromagnetic counterpart to the BBH merger GW190521
(ZTF19abanrhr). While the possibility is intriguing and it is a possible distinguishing feature
of the AGN formation scenario, the 90% localization area of GW190521 contains thousands
of AGN and, currently, it is not possible to establish whether GW190521-ZTF19abanrhr
is a real association or a chance coincidence [561,563]. Future high-mass detections and
follow-up investigations will be crucial to shed light on this interesting possibility.

Various authors suggest Pop III stars as promising progenitors of the BHs members
of GW190521 [207,220,221,321,564]. The key idea is that Pop III stars might retain most of
their hydrogen envelope until the end of their life and might form heavy BHs via direct
collapse, with masses up to ∼85 M�. Specifically, Liu and Bromm [221] investigated a
simplified binary evolution scenario, with an initial binary population taken from N-body
simulations of Pop III star clusters [565], and the dynamical hardening process of binaries
in high-redshift (z � 10) nuclear star clusters. The authors show that both the scenarios
can explain the masses and merger rates of GW190521-like systems. In the same context,
Safarzadeh and Haiman [218] developed an illustrative toy model showing that the collapse
of relatively massive Pop III stars in high-redshift minihalos can form BH seeds that, in
O
(
10–102)Myr, can double their mass via gas accretion, reach the PISN mass gap, and then

merge within a Hubble time, explaining the formation of GW190521. Similar results were
obtained by Rice and Zhang [566], who investigated the growth of stellar BH seeds in dense
molecular clouds.
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De Luca et al. [567] studied the hypothesis of a primordial BH origin for GW190521.
Their in-depth analysis shows that the primordial BH scenario is unlikely for GW190521
only if primordial BHs do not accrete mass during their cosmological evolution. In contrast,
if accretion is efficient (see also [568]), the scenario can explain the properties of GW190521,
including the mild evidence for high BH spins with non-zero in-plane components (see
also [569]). A mixed scenario for GW190521-like systems, where primordial BHs coex-
ist, interact and possibly merge with astrophysical (stellar-origin) BHs in dense stellar
environments, is also a viable formation scenario [570].

More exotic explanations for the massive BHs of GW190521 are conceivable, and they
have been investigated by various authors. They include horizonless vector boson stars,
beyond-standard-model physics affecting the edges of the upper mass gap, and dark matter
annihilation within stars to avoid PISNe (e.g., [208,571,572]).

5.3. GW190412

At the time of its detection, GW190412 was the first GW event with support for
asymmetric masses, and the one with the strongest constraint on the individual spin
magnitude of the primary BH [573]. The masses of the BHs are m1 = 30.1+4.6

−5.3 M� and
m2 = 8.3+1.6

−0.9 M�, and the mass ratio is q = 0.28+0.12
−0.07. The signal shows a mild evidence

of precession coming from non-zero, in-plane spin components, with 0.15 ≤ χp ≤ 0.50
at 90% credibility. The LVC analysis reports a dimensionless spin of the primary BH of
χ1 = 0.44+0.16

−0.22, at 90% credibility, obtained using uninformative priors for the spins of both
the compact objects (χ1,2 ∈ [0, 0.99]).

In contrast, Mandel and Fragos [574] chose an informative spin prior, assuming
that the event formed via the isolated binary channel, and they suggested an alternative
interpretation of GW190412 as a merging BBH with a non-spinning primary and a rapidly
spinning (tidally spun-up) secondary. Zevin et al. [575] studied the impact of different spin
prior assumptions on the analysis of GW190412 and they found that the uninformative
prior with both BHs spinning is preferred over other configurations.

Multiple scenarios can explain the formation of GW190412. As already discussed
for GW190814, most of the merging BHs that originate from the isolated binary channel
have mass ratios q � 0.5, but the tail of the mass-ratio distributions extends down to
q∼0.2, especially in low-metallicity environments [37,42,43,222,315,338,509]. Furthermore,
the assumption of super-Eddington accretion onto compact objects might significantly
increase the number of merging systems with q � 0.5 [511,512]. Thus, GW190412 cannot
be considered as an outlier for the isolated binary scenario in terms of masses and mass
ratio. The moderately high spin of the primary BH may be difficult to reconcile with the
isolated channel [218,284], but the uncertainties on the rotation speed and on the dominant
mechanisms for angular momentum transport inside massive stars hamper our knowledge
of the birth-spin distribution of stellar BHs.

First-generation, highly spinning BHs can form if their progenitor stars undergo CHE,
but most of the BHs originating from this channel have large and nearly equal masses,
making this scenario unlikely to explain GW190412 [39–41,576].

Repeated mergers of BHs in dense stellar environments might explain the mass ratio
and the spin of the primary BH of GW190412. Assuming that BHs have negligible spins
at birth, Rodriguez et al. [577] show that GW190412-like systems can form in super star
clusters with central escape speeds of, at least, 90 km s−1 and that such events are consistent
with a first-generation BH of ∼10 M� merging with a BH formed from the subsequent
merger of three ∼10 M� BHs (i.e., a third-generation BH). Gerosa et al. [578] also support
the hierarchical merger scenario in dynamical environments with central escape speeds
�150 km s−1, but they discussed the possibility of the primary of GW190412 being a second-
generation BH.

The higher central escape speeds of NSCs and AGN can significantly enhance the
retention fraction of >1-generation BH mergers, thus naturally producing hierarchical-
merger events compatible with GW190412 [56,285,430,579].
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On the other hand, Di Carlo et al. [63] and Rastello et al. [474] show that GW190412-
like systems can also form in metal-poor YDSCs, but from merging first-generation BHs,
because the central escape speed of such clusters is too low to allow for any retention
of >1-generation BHs and most binaries are ejected from the cluster before they reach
coalescence.

A first-generation origin for GW190412 is also supported by the phenomenological
approach to mergers in dense stellar environments presented in Kimball et al. [580] and by
von Zeipel-Kozai-Lidov induced mergers in isolated triples [61,457]. The moderately high
spin of the primary of GW190412 may be difficult to reconcile with first-generation BHs,
even though, as already discussed, the birth spin of BHs is uncertain (see also Section 2.11).

The high spin of the primary BH, the mass ratio, and the masses of GW190412 can
also be explained through hierarchical mergers in isolated quadruples [524,581].

5.4. GW200105_162426 and GW200115_042309

GW200105_162426 and GW200115_042309 (hereafter GW200105 and GW200115) are
the first two GW events that are consistent with merging NSBH systems. During the first
part of the third observing run, GW190426_152155 and GW190814 were also reported as
possible merging NSBH candidates. However, the false alarm rate of GW190426_152155
was too high to claim a confirmed detection and the uncertain nature of the secondary
compact object prevents us from considering GW190814 as a NSBH merger (see Section 5.1).
GW200105 consists of a BH with mass m1 = 8.9+1.2

−1.5 M� and a NS of m2 = 1.9+0.3
−0.2 M�, while

GW200115 hosts a BH with mass m1 = 5.7+1.8
−2.1 M� and a NS of m2 = 1.5+0.7

−0.3 M�, using high-
spin priors, i.e., χ2 < 0.99. The effective inspiral spin parameter of GW200105 is peaked
at zero (χeff = −0.01+0.11

−0.15) with χ1 = 0.08+0.22
−0.08, while GW200115 has a mild preference for

misaligned spins with χeff = −0.19+0.23
−0.35 and χ1 = 0.33+0.48

−0.29, with χ1,z = −0.19+0.24
−0.50.

Mandel and Smith [582] reanalyzed the GW200115 signal using astrophysically-
motivated spin priors and they obtained better constrains on the masses of the compact
objects (m1 = 7.0+0.4

−0.4 M�, m2 = 1.25+0.09
−0.07 M�) and a BH spin close to zero (χ1,z = 0.00+0.04

−0.04).
The spins of the secondaries are unconstrained and no electromagnetic counterpart

has been identified for both the events, in agreement with theoretical expectations for
mixed binaries with low-spinning primary BHs (e.g., [583,584], but see [585]).

Taking GW200105 and GW200115 as representative of the whole NSBH population,
the inferred merger rate is 45+75

−33 Gpc−3yr−1 [84].
As possible formation channels, very similar considerations as for GW190814 apply

here. Indeed, in theoretical models, GW190814 may be identified as either a NSBH or
a BBH, depending on the mass threshold adopted to distinguish between BHs and NSs.
The main difference with GW190814 is that the masses, mass ratios, and inferred rates of
GW200105/GW200115-like events are consistent also with the isolated binary formation
channel [34,43,315,318,320,338,507,508,512,586–593].

6. Summary

Merging compact-object binaries, especially BBHs, have been among the main char-
acters of the astrophysical scene over the last ∼5 years. This happened mainly thanks to
the discovery of GWs, which gave us access to a new information medium. While the
GW catalog continues its inexorable growth, our theoretical knowledge of the formation
channels of merging compact objects is still very limited, and most of the parameter space
which is relevant for the astrophysical interpretation of GW detections is unexplored.

In this work, we reviewed the main astrophysical processes that may drive the for-
mation of merging compact-object binaries and the lessons learned so far through some
exceptional GW events (e.g., GW190814, GW190521). We discussed the degeneracies of the
astrophysical models and we showed that some of the uncertainties are large enough to
prevent any conclusive statements on merging compact objects.

The main sources of uncertainties come from: (i) our knowledge of the evolution of

massive stars (e.g., clumpiness and porosity of stellar winds, energy transport in radiation-
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dominated envelopes, overshooting) – in the next decades, the James Webb Space Telescope
and the Extremely Large Telescope will provide crucial insights on the evolution of massive
stars, especially those at low metallicity; (ii) the SN explosion mechanism (e.g., explod-
ability dependence on progenitor’s structure, fallback amount, lower mass gap, pulsational
pair-instability SNe, asymmetries in the ejecta) – improvements in self-consistent, 3D sim-
ulations will help us to shed light on the SN engine and its byproducts (e.g., compact
remnants, yields); (iii) binary evolution processes (especially common envelope and the
response of donors/accretors to mass transfer) – comparisons with self-consistent, hydro-
dynamic simulations of binary stars will be crucial to calibrate the main (free) parameters in
population-synthesis simulations; (iv) direct N-body simulations of star clusters (e.g., they
inherit the uncertainties on single and binary stellar evolution processes, and they are com-
putationally challenging) – new software, natively developed for state-of-the-art computing
accelerators (e.g., Graphics Processing Units), and coupled with up-to-date population-
synthesis codes, will give us the opportunity to accurately study merging compact objects
in very dense stellar environments, possibly up to the regime of dwarf galaxies.

Meanwhile, detections will not stop, and a stunning collection of GW events will soon
be available. The forth observing run (O4) of the LVK collaboration is planned to start
later this year (December 2022) [594]. Furthermore, the next years will see the birth of new,
next-generation, ground-based and space-born interferometers (e.g., Einsten Telescope,
Cosmic Explorer, LISA) that promise to reveal merging compact objects throughout the
entire cosmic history and across a much broader frequency range.

Thus, we are heading for exciting times in the field of GWs, with new facilities and
detections that will help us to push current astrophysical models beyond the state-of-the-art.
In the next decades, such a synergy will be crucial to shed light on the evolutionary histories
of merging compact-object binaries across cosmic time.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AGN active galactic nuclei
BBH binary black hole
BH black hole
BNS binary neutron star
CO carbon-oxygen
CE common envelope
CHE chemical homogeneous evolution
GC globular cluster
GW gravitational wave
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GWTC Gravitational Wave Transient Catalog
ECSN electron-capture supernova
LIGO Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory
LVC LIGO-Virgo Collaboration
LVK LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA
NS neutron star
NSBH neutron star-black hole binary
NSC nuclear star cluster
OC open cluster
PISN pair-instability supernova
Pop III population III
PPISN pulsational pair-instability supernova
SMBH super-massive black hole
SN supernova
TOV Tolman–Oppenheimer–Volkoff
WD white dwarf
YDSC young dense star cluster
ZAMS zero age main sequence
ZKL von Zeipel-Kozai-Lidov

Notes

1 Throughout this work, we will use the symbol M� to refer to the Sun’s mass.
2 LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA (LVK)-independent analyses have even found a few additional GW candidates (e.g., [76–78]).
3 M = (m1m2)

3/5

(m1+m2)
1/5

4 In cool supergiants (Teff < 104 K) the mechanism responsible for winds is the absorption of photons by dust grains, i.e., dust- (or
continuum-) driven winds.

5 It is worth noting that wind mass loss does not depend only on metallicity, but also on luminosity, effective temperature, stellar
mass, and the velocity of wind at infinity.

6 ξm = m
R(m)

, where m is a threshold mass in M� and R(m) is the radius enclosing m, in units of 1000 km.
7 It is worth noting that a PISN is driven by a thermonuclear explosion, i.e., very different from neutrino-driven core-collapse SNe.
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Abstract: The birth of gravitational wave astronomy was triggered by the first detection of a signal
produced by the merger of two compact objects (also known as a compact binary coalescence event).
The following detections made by the Earth-based network of advanced interferometers had a signifi-
cant impact in many fields of science: astrophysics, cosmology, nuclear physics and fundamental
physics. However, compact binary coalescence signals are not the only type of gravitational waves
potentially detectable by LIGO, Virgo, and KAGRA. An interesting family of still undetected signals,
and the ones that are considered in this review, are the so-called continuous waves, paradigmatically
exemplified by the gravitational radiation emitted by galactic, fast-spinning isolated neutron stars
with a certain degree of asymmetry in their mass distribution. In this work, I will review the status
and the latest results from the analyses of advanced detector data.

Keywords: continuous gravitational waves; neutron stars; dark matter; LIGO; Virgo; KAGRA

1. Introduction

To date, the LIGO and Virgo interferometric detectors [1–3] have registered 90 gravita-
tional wave (GW) events from the coalescence and merger of two compact bodies, either
a pair of black holes (BHs) or neutron stars (NSs) or a mixed NS–BH system [4–7]. Each
confirmed detection, starting from the first event in September 2015, has added a big piece
of information about our comprehension of nature. However, there is still a huge pile of
missing pieces to be added to the puzzle before having a complete picture of the GW sky.
Indeed, the GW community is only at the beginning of the newborn GW astronomy. Gather-
ing all the information collected so far, GW scientists have been able to prove, among other
things, the existence of GWs, the possibility of having BHs in binaries, and the formation of
heavy elements in NSs mergers, etc., just by considering the class of transient GW events.
In principle, the number of potentially emitting sources is really large, since any system
is able to generate GWs whenever there is a non-vanishing mass quadrupole moment.
In particular, other astrophysical systems are able to emit GWs potentially detectable by
Earth-based interferometers such as LIGO, Virgo and KAGRA [1,2,8]. In this review, I will
focus on the discussion of the prospects of detection for a particular subset of GW signals
called continuous waves (CWs). Although the emitted signal in this case might be difficult
to catch in the data, a detection would certainly be of wide interest to the full scientific
community. In Section 2, I will provide some information about the physical systems that
can emit CWs signals. In Section 3, I will provide an up-to-date discussion of the data
analysis techniques used for this type of problem. Finally, in Section 4, I will report the
latest observational results, while conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Sources of Continuous GWs

The detection of continuous GW signals represents one of the next milestones to reach
in gravitational-wave astronomy. Long-lasting signals, persistent over the full observing
run (i.e., the data taking period), or in its shorter duration version, the so-called long CW
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transients, are typically emitted by fast spinning asymmetric NSs, both in accreting systems
or as isolated sources. To this canonical set of sources, recent studies have reported the
possibility of also observing the continuous gravitational emission by potential dark matter
(DM) candidates. Other potential sources of CWs are boson stars [9,10] and Thorne-Żytkow
Objects [11], although no associated search in advanced detector data has been carried
out yet.

In this section, I will review the main emission models proposed in the literature. Previous
reviews about CW signals and searches can be found in [12–17] or in the more general GW
reviews [18,19].

2.1. Neutron Stars

The physical condition of NS matter is unique, making these fascinating compact
objects precious laboratories for subatomic and fundamental physics [20,21]. High den-
sity and pressure are reached as the inner core is approached, with an average density
comparable with terrestrial atomic nuclei (ρ0∼2.5 × 1014 g/cm3), up to values one order
of magnitude bigger in the inner core. Surface magnetic fields can reach values up to
1012 Gauss or 1015 Gauss for strongly magnetized NSs, also known as magnetars [22,23].
Given the extreme condition of NS matter, the equation of state (EOS) is not completely
known since superfluidity, superconductivity [24,25], exotic states or quantum effects might
be present [26–29]. The actual NS composition is still unknown. In particular, when higher
densities are reached, the hadronic nuclear matter undergoes a de-confinement transition
to a new phase of quarks and gluons [30], although how this phase transition occurs is
still unclear. In a different scenario, the NS inner core can be composed of hyperons [31],
Bose–Einstein, pion or kaon condensates [32–34] and more. Furthermore, some of the
above-mentioned states of matter can be simultaneously present inside the compact object.
The NS matter EOS directly reflects on the star’s observable global parameters such as
the mass and the radius. Theoretical and observational efforts, including those related to
GWs, to measure the NS masses and radii are ongoing [35–39]. To set constraints on the
EOS of isolated NSs, both mass and radius should be measured, and some assumptions on
the pulse profiles should be made (see, e.g., [40]). NS masses are typically measured from
pulsar observations, while radius measurements are more challenging and strongly depend
on the X-ray emission model assumed. To date, the NS measured masses lie in the range
[1.1; 2.2] M�, with the most massive source being the millisecond pulsar J0740+6620 with a
mass of 2.14 M� [41]. Direct measurements of radii do not exist; however, estimates can
be made, for instance, by combining the measured flux and temperature with the source
distance. Current estimates report NS radii in the range [9; 13] km [42–44]. Further improve-
ments on the NS radius and mass estimates are provided by the NICER mission [45,46].
The detection of the first NS merger event GW170817 by LIGO and Virgo [47], followed
by the electromagnetic (EM) gamma-ray burst GRB170817 [48], and the optical transient
signal of a kilonova (AT 2017gfo) [49], provided a new tool for NS mass and radius esti-
mates [50], extending the possible NS mass range. Other GW events involving potential
NS have been reported to date: GW190425 [51] with a progenitor mass of [1.12; 2.52] M�
and GW190814 [52] involving a compact object with a mass of 2.50 − 2.67 M�. No EM
counterpart has been observed from the two events, suggesting that these are the smallest
BHs to date, although the possibility of being the most massive NSs measured so far cannot
be completely excluded. To this list of GW signals involving at least a (potential) NS, there
are the events: GW190917_114630 [6], GW191219_163120 [7], GW200210_092254 [7] and
the two GW200105_162426 and GW200115_042309 discussed in [7,53].

The formation of an NS could happen through two main channels: (i) core-collapse
supernova explosions (CCSN), forming a very hot proto-neutron star, followed by a cooler
stable NS [54], (ii) after a binary NS merger [55]. In these two scenarios, fast-rotating and
highly magnetized young NS (in particular magnetars) could be formed.

Spinning NSs are expected to emit GWs continuously if they are asymmetric with
respect to their rotation axis [56,57]. Potential targets for Earth-based detectors are galactic
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sources. The signal produced as the star spins is almost monochromatic and with a
frequency proportional to the star’s spin frequency. Four different scenarios are considered
possible for the observation of CWs, namely (i) very hot newborn NSs, right after the
formation, i.e., after merger and core-collapse supernova, reaching rotating frequencies
close to their Keplerian limit; (ii) young NSs such as stable supernova remnants during the
initial spin-down phase; (iii) accreting low mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) emitting thermal
X-ray radiation and characterized by a small spin-up; (iv) fast-spinning pulsars, i.e., old
millisecond pulsars with small spin-down. Different CW emission models are considered
(see [56]), and these include the emission due to the presence of non-axisymetries in rigid
rotating triaxial bodies, rotating about one of its principal axes (equivalent to a biaxial rotor
not spinning about one of the principal axes); oscillation of the star; or more complicated
scenarios such as free precessing systems or heterogeneous stars (when multiple phases of
component matter are simultaneously present, including superfluidity).

If from one side, some of the GW emission mechanisms are well understood, the actual
factors that cause the asymmetry in the star are still under debate. Indeed, the asymmetry
could be triggered by the presence of residual crustal deformations (e.g., after a fast cooling
of the NS crust), the presence of a strong inner magnetic field not aligned with the star’s
rotation axis, or the presence of magnetic or thermal “mountains” (see [17] for a review).
The maximum ellipticity (i.e., deformability) the star can sustain depends on both the NS
EOS and the breaking strain of the crust [15]. I briefly review the two main CW emission
mechanisms happening in NSs and how these reflect on the expected signal amplitude.

Ellipticity driven emission: the GW amplitude for an NS with asymmetries can be
expressed in terms of the product between the moment of inertia I3 along the spin axis and
the star’s degree of asymmetry, also known as ellipticity ε:

h0 =
16π2G

c4

I3ε f 2
spin

r
(1)

where fspin is the star spin frequency of a source at a distance r. Most of the observed NSs
have rotation frequencies below 1 kHz, i.e., in the sensitivity range of ground-based inter-
ferometers such as advanced LIGO/Virgo. The ellipticity is given by ε = I2−I1

I3
, assuming

I1 �= I2. Most of the parameters entering in Equation (1) can be somehow constrained by
astronomical observations, except for the ellipticity ε for which only theoretical maxima
estimates exist [58–63]. Current estimates only report upper limits in the 10−7–10−5 range,
while an actual estimate of a fiducial ellipticity of ∼10−9, possibly sustained by millisecond
pulsars, is given in [61].

For the case of elastic stresses, the maximum sustainable ellipticity is related to the
crustal breaking strain ubreak as [64]

ε < 2 × 10−5
(ubreak

0.1

)
(2)

with estimated values of ubreak = 0.1, much larger than standard terrestrial materials [65].
However, these constraints strongly depend on the actual EOS (see, e.g., [15]).

For quadrupolar deformations on spherically symmetric stars due to magnetic
fields [66–68], the ellipticity is given by the ratio of the magnetic energy and the GW
energy. The actual deformation strongly depends on the magnetic field morphology. In-
deed, poloidal fields will oblate the star, while toroidal fields tend to prolate the star. When
the magnetic field is purely poloidal, the ellipticity will depend on the average B̄ field as

ε ≈ 10−12
(

B̄
1012G

)2

. (3)
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In the case of a fully toroidal magnetic field, the star’s ellipticity is given by

ε ≈ 10−11
(

B̄
1012G

)2

. (4)

In a realistic scenario, also known as “twisted-torus” configuration, both the poloidal
and toroidal components will contribute to the B field (for a detailed discussion, see [15,17,56]).
Given the uncertainty connected to the estimation of ε and the moment of inertia I, typically
the deviation from axisymmetry is constrained in terms of the quadrupole Q22 (assuming
that the l = m = 2 mode dominates) [59]

Q22 =

√
8π

15
εI. (5)

R-mode emission: a different emission channel for CW radiation is given by the
Rossby (r-)modes oscillations in rotating stars. R-mode emission is provided by the
Chandrasekhar–Friedman–Schutz instability, leading to the rapid growth of the r-mode
amplitude until a saturation amplitude is reached and the growth of the mode stops [69].
These amplitudes are damped by the viscosity of the star. Given these two opposite ef-
fects, where the amplitude increases with the spin of the star and is suppressed by the
viscosity, dependent on the temperature, an instability window is defined in the angular
velocity-temperature plane [70]. Typically, NSs are unstable to r-modes except at extreme
temperatures. At very low temperatures, the shear viscosity dominates the damping, while
at very high temperatures, the bulk viscosity takes the lead in the r-mode suppression.
Given this strict relation with the inner physics of the NS during the r-mode emission,
constraints on the GW observable properties are interesting tools for the study of the
EOS [56,71]. A typical parameter constrained in CW searches for r-modes is the r-mode
amplitude α. Considering a source at a distance r the GW strain h0 is given by [72]:

h0 =

√
29π7

5
G
c5 J̃MR3 f 3

gwα

r
(6)

where the dimensionless constant J̃ is connected to the source density and EOS [69,72].
M and R are the NS mass and radius. The GW frequency fgw is proportional to the
oscillation angular frequency ω = 2π fgw, which is related to the rotation angular velocity as
ω∼−4Ω/3. If relativistic corrections and other effects due to the rotation are considered [73,
74], e.g., those related to the EOS, the relation between the GW frequency and the star spin
frequency can be parametrized as [74,75]:

fgw = A fspin + B

(
fspin

fKepler

)2

fspin (7)

where fKepler is the Kepler frequency of the star, i.e., its maximum sustainable spin frequency.
The values for A and B lie in a range 1.39 < A < 1.57 and 0 < B < 0.195.

Ellipticities are also expected to be present in LMXBs, due to an asymmetric accretion
process, producing, for instance, thermal gradients in the crust [58]. In these systems,
a spinning NS is accreting matter from a companion, forming a circumstellar accretion
disk around it and emitting strong X-ray radiation. These systems represent interesting
targets for CW searches [76] given that when the accretion torque balances the GW torque,
LMXBs become very stable GW emitters. In particular, the GW amplitude of an LMXBs is
proportional to the square root of the X-ray flux. For this reason, very bright sources such
as Scorpius X-1 (Sco X-1) or XTE J1751-305 represent ideal targets. It has been observed that
all the NSs in LMXB systems have maximum spinning frequencies below their Keplerian
breakup limit. Indeed, the fastest LMXB observed has a spin frequency of ∼700 Hz, while
according to [77], the lowest breakup frequency allowed is ∼1200 Hz, although this limit
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strongly depends on the assumptions made for the EOS of the star. This suggests that
this limit is strongly related to the GW torques [77,78] due to oscillations or asymmetries,
although it could be due to the interaction of the accreting disk with the NS magnetic
field [79]. The search for CWs from accreting sources is complicated mainly by two
factors [76]: (i) the source is spun up by the companion during the accretion, and a spin-
wandering effect [80] could be present; (ii) an additional Doppler effect by the binary orbital
motion is present [81]. Eventually, variations in the matter accretion rate directly reflect
into irregular spinning frequency. To make these searches even more complicated, often
the spin frequency is not known, as in the case of Sco X-1.

Different approaches are used, tailored to the emission model considered for the search.
For instance, some methods are adapted and/or new algorithms have been developed
for the case of a long duration transient emitted by postmerger remnants, or for the case
of CWs from glitching pulsars. In the postmerger remnant case, the source is expected
to have a high spin-down rate; hence, the frequency will strongly vary with time. In the
glitching pulsar case, the frequency suddenly changes, a sudden spin-up occurs, which
may enhance the GW emission for a short time [82], and then the star relaxes back to the
standard spin-down scenario.

In thee case of detection, it is possible to extract some information about the main
CW emission mechanism happening in an NS, by looking at the GW frequency measured
(see [13]). In particular, it is known that the GW frequency is related to the star spin
frequency according to fgw = k

(
fspin + fprec

)
. Here, k is a proportionality factor dependent

on the model considered. In the simplest case of no precessing ( fprec = 0) rigid rotat-
ing bodies, with asymmetries supported by elastic and/or magnetic stresses, k = 2, and
hence, fgw = 2 fspin. In r-mode oscillations scenarios, the estimated emitted frequency is
fgw∼ 4

3 fspin, although deviations from this number are expected when relativistic correc-
tions are included and/or different EOS are considered. In this case, the GW amplitude
of the r-mode signal is parametrized in terms of the r-mode amplitude α, and it explicitly
depends on the mass and radius of the NS and on the star EOS. For the case of CWs emitted
by LMXB systems, accreting matter from a companion star, the relation between the spin
frequency and the GW frequency is expected to be fgw = 2 fspin.

As the star spins, its angular momentum will be radiated away, e.g., via GW emission,
decreasing its frequency as 1

ḟ = K f n (8)

where the negative constant K and the braking index n depend on the energy loss mech-
anism as n = f f̈ / ḟ 2. The spin-down process may be more complicated than the simple
power law in Equation (8), and in general, it is possible that the energy loss is due to a
simultaneous contribution from both the gravitational and magnetic dipole emission. For a
spin-down fully dominated by a gravitational emission [83], i.e., a gravitar, n = 5 (or n = 7
if the GW emission happens via r-mode), while n = 3 for magnetic dipole emission. An
estimate of the age of the source can be expressed as

τ = −
[

f
(n − 1) ḟ

][
1 −

(
f
f0

)(n−1)
]

(9)

here, f0 is the star birth rotation frequency. For old sources (with f � f0), the age is
simplified as

τ ≈ −
[

f
(n − 1) ḟ

]
(10)

More complicated emission scenarios are described in the literature. For instance,
when the star is in free precession, dual harmonic emissions can be present at once and twice
the star’s spinning frequency. A particular case of dual harmonic emission is encountered
when the star has a superfluid core pinned to the crust and not aligned with the principal
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axes of the moment of inertia [84]. More complex emission models exist, e.g., when the
configuration is that of a triaxial freely precessing body or for the case of a deferentially
rotating two-component star. In this case, the emission may happen on more than two
harmonics, complicating the signal waveform to be searched for. Typically these models
are not considered in real searches.

The class of CWs signals is then a good benchmark to study the state of matter at
higher densities. In addition to this aspect, CW detections can be used to test general
relativity (GR). According to GR, only two tensor polarization states exist for GWs. When
more generic metric theories of gravity are assumed, the number of polarizations increases
up to six, allowing for two scalar and two additional vector modes. In particular, for
the Brans–Dicke theory of gravity [85], only one additional scalar polarization state is
predicted to be present along with the two tensor polarizations predicted by GR. As
discussed in [86–88], it is possible to put constraints on these extra polarizations using
CWs detections from known pulsars. Indeed, the detector response function to a given
polarization depends on the direction of propagation of the GW along the two detector
arms (see, e.g., [89]). Given the long duration nature of CWs, different antenna patterns
will produce a different sidereal amplitude modulation. This means that all the relevant
information to distinguish between the polarizations is encoded in the sidereal-day-period
amplitude modulation of the signal. This is true only if the signal phase evolution for
non-GR polarizations is equal to that assumed for GR.

Strain Amplitude Limits

It is possible to identify promising targets for CWs by computing some limits based on
the information about the source. These quantities constraint the maximum GW emission
of a given source. Three main limits are used in CW searches: the spin-down limit, the
age-based limit and the torque balance limit.

Spin-down limit: generally, for known pulsars with precisely measured fspin and ḟspin,
it is possible to define the so-called spin-down limit on the maximum detectable strain [57].
If all the energy loss during the spin-down is released in the form of GWs, by equating the
GW power emission to the time derivative of the rotational kinetic energy, one obtains a
source at a distance r:

hsd
0 =

1
r

√
5
2

G
c3 I3

∣∣ ḟgw
∣∣

fgw
= 2.5 × 10−25

(
1 kpc

r

)√√√√(1 kHz
fgw

)( ∣∣ ḟgw
∣∣

10−10 Hz/s

)(
I3

I0

)
. (11)

where I0 = 1038 kg m2. This gives an absolute upper limit to the amplitude of the CW
signal emitted by a pulsar.

Age-based limit: an alternative way to check the goodness of a potential CW target,
when the rotational parameters are unknown, is to look at the so-called indirect age-based
limit. Similar to the spin-down limit, assuming that all the energy lost is radiated away
with GWs, it is possible to express the spin-down limits in terms of the age of the star τ
using Equation (9) and a braking index n = 5 [90]

hage
0 = 2.27 × 10−24

(
1 kpc

r

)(
1 kyr

τ

)1/2( I3

I0

)1/2
. (12)

Torque balance limit: empirical upper limits can also be defined for accreting binaries.
Assuming that the GW emission is completely balanced by the angular momentum added
via accretion, the so-called torque-balance limit can be derived [91]. Assuming that the
accretion luminosity is fully radiated as X-rays, this provides an estimate on the mass
accumulation rate; hence, the limit can be written in terms of the observable X-ray flux FX
and the star spin frequency (GW frequency):
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htb
0 = 5 × 10−27

(
FX
F�

)1/2( R
10 km

)1/2( rm

10 km

)1/4
(

1.4M�
M

)1/4(700 Hz
fgw

)1/2
(13)

with F� = 10−8 erg cm−2 s−1. M and R are the NS mass and radius and rm is the lever arm,
usually equal to R or to the Alfven radius, i.e., the radius corresponding to the inner edge
of the accretion disk.

2.2. Dark Matter Candidates

A CW-like signature is expected to be produced in the data also by several potential
DM candidates [92]. For a few years, interferometric detector data have been used to
look for evidence of DM, both in terms of GW, emitted by systems made up of particles
from the dark sector, and as direct DM detectors, assuming a DM coupling to the detector
components. For a review of all the DM candidates that can be investigated using GWs
detectors, see [93]. Potential DM candidates may be ultra-light bosons, including dark
photons or quantum-chromo-dynamic axions [94–97]. In this section, I review three main
scenarios involving DM candidates, where a persistent CW-like signal is expected to be
produced and actively searched by the CW community: boson clouds around spinning
BHs, vector bosons in form of dark photons, compact dark objects or primordial black
holes. The latest observational results will be discussed in Section 4.2.

2.2.1. Boson Clouds

Ultralight bosons condensates can clump around spinning BHs through superradi-
ance [95,96,98]. The BH-boson cloud system can be described using an analogy with the
hydrogen atom model when the axion’s Compton wavelength is comparable to the size of a
BH, turning this system into a “gravitational atom”. When boson fields are present nearby
a spinning BH, these can interact with the BH and condensate around it, all occupying the
same (quantum) state and reaching huge occupation numbers after exponential growth.
This process takes place at the expense of the BH angular momentum, and indeed, the
axion or axion-like particles scatter on the BH decreasing its spin. When the BH spin is
low enough, the superradiance process stops, and the cloud dissipates via axion annihila-
tion into gravitons. During this depletion phase or when transitioning between levels of
the gravitational atom, the system generates a quasi-monochromatic and long-duration
signal that can be searched with CW methods. It should be noted, however, that the GW
contribution from transition levels is sub-dominant. The most interesting scenario for
Earth-based detectors such as LIGO, Virgo and KAGRA is the annihilation process. Indeed,
the signal produced in this case is in the detector sensitivity band for boson masses in the
10−13 −×10−12 eV range. If the boson self-interaction is negligible, the gravitational-wave
signal frequency depends mainly on the mass of the boson and weakly on the mass and
spin of the BH. When self-interaction is considered, the approximation of the signal with a
CW-like shape is no longer valid since the signal is strongly suppressed [99]. In particular,
if the self-interaction is stronger than the gravitational binding energy, the cloud becomes
unstable, and it collapses in a process known as “bosenova”. During this process, the
system may produce a burst of GWs [95]. In general, the annihilation signal cannot be fully
characterized unless some assumptions on the BH are made. Indeed, the emitted signal
depends on the mass, spin, distance, and age of the BH.

Let us briefly review the main characteristic of the signal emitted by BH-boson clouds
as in [94,95,98,100,101]. When the superradiant condition is satisfied, i.e., when the boson
angular frequency is less than the BH’s outer horizon angular frequency, the scalar field
starts to clump around the BH. This effect is maximized when the particle’s reduced
Compton wavelength λb = h̄c

mb
, which depends on the boson mass mb, is comparable to

the BH Schwarzschild radius R = 2GMBH
c2 . This superradiant instability phase has a typical

duration of

τinst ≈ 20
(

MBH

10 M�

)( α

0.1

)−9
(

1
χi

)
days, (14)
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dependent on the BH mass MBH and dimensionless spin χi. Returning to the analogy with
the hydrogen atom, α is the fine-structure constant in the gravitational atom

α =
GMBH

c3
mb
h̄

. (15)

As long as the BH spin is above the critical spin χc ≈ 4α
1 + 4α2 , the cloud will continue to

grow and the BH will decrease its spin. Once equilibrium has been reached, the boson
cloud mass is dissipated on a timescale2

τgw ≈ 6.5 × 104
(

MBH

10 M�

)( α

0.1

)−15
(

1
χi

)
years. (16)

The GW amplitude decays in time as
(
1 + t/τgw

)−1 from a starting strain amplitude
determined mainly by the BH and boson masses (entering in the definition of α) and the
BH initial spin

h0 ≈ 3 × 10−24
( α

0.1

)7
(

χi − χc

0.5

)(
MBH

10 M�

)(
1 kpc

r

)
. (17)

During this emission phase, the GW emitted frequency, which is twice the frequency of the
field, is also dependent on the two-component masses as

fgw � 483 Hz
( mb

10−12 eV

)[
1 − 7 × 10−4

(
MBH

10 M�

mb

10−12 eV

)2
]

(18)

During the depletion phase, a small spin-up is present due to the loss of mass. Indeed,
during the cloud formation phase, a large spin-down rate is present, although the expected
signal strain is still too low to be detected. This drift changes when the cloud starts to
evaporate. The actual spin-up rate during the depletion phase is strongly dependent on
the boson self-interaction constant. For simplicity, we consider the case of a negligible
self-interaction when the spin-up due to annihilation is the dominant drift:

ḟgw ≈ 7 × 10−15
( mb

10−12 eV

)2( α

0.1

)17
Hz/s. (19)

When the self-interaction starts to be non-negligible, the spin-up rate is enhanced by two
contributions, one from the bosons energy level transition and a second from the change
in the self-interaction energy as the cloud depletes. At this point, the signal is expected to
be shorter or with a smaller amplitude. For a more general discussion on the role of the
boson self-interaction parameter, see [99]. In current CW searches, the main contribution
to the GW emission considered for these models are those from the main growing state
since the second fastest growing state emission is weaker than the first level one and is not
fully quadrupolar.

Analogous to the standard CW case for NSs, Doppler modulations should be consid-
ered when looking for the signal in the detector data (see Section 4.2 for the latest observing
results from this field). Finally, we notice that the same superradiance effect described
above is somehow expected also for rotating NS [102,103], although it is not clear if the GW
emission is loud enough to be detected by currently operating detectors.

2.2.2. Ultralight Vector Bosons: Dark Photons

DM particles are expected to interact with other DM particles in the same way as
standard matter interacts with the EM force mediated by the photon. The equivalent
force mediator for the dark sector is the dark photon. According to current theories, the
dark photon is not expected to couple directly to standard model particles, although a
small mixing-induced coupling to EM currents can be present [104,105]. Here, we focus
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on an ultralight DM candidate, which behaves as a classical field interacting coherently
with the atoms of the test masses. In particular, we assume that the dark photon is a
vector boson coupled to the baryon or baryons minus leptons number U(1)B/U(1)B−L.
In practice, if sufficiently light, the dark photon has a high phase-space density; hence,
it behaves as a coherently oscillating classic field producing an oscillating force on dark
charged objects [106–108]. The same type of oscillation is expected for the tensor boson
case [109]. The mass of the dark photon could be provided either by a dark Higgs boson or
via the Stuckelberg mechanism [104,105,110]. Different production mechanisms have been
proposed for the dark photon, such as the misalignment mechanism associated with the
inflationary epoch, light scalar decay or cosmic strings [111,112]. Several attempts to set
constraints on this type of DM are present in the literature [107,113,114]. The dark photon
DM field oscillations act as a time-dependent equivalence principle-violating force acting
on the test masses and producing a change in the relative length of the detector’s arms.
There exist two main signatures when test bodies interact with the dark photon fields: a
spatial gradient is present, producing a relative acceleration between the objects due to the
different field amplitude; given the equivalence principle-violation of this force, test masses
of different materials will experience different accelerations. For all Earth-based detectors,
an additional effect due to the finite light travel time should be considered [115,116].

I briefly review the main characteristics of the expected signal from dark photons
while search results are discussed in Section 4.2. The Lagrangian of the massive vector field
Aμ, which couples to B or B − L current Jμ

D(D = B or B − L ) as DM is given (in natural
units) by

L = −1
4

FμνFμν +
1
2

m2
A Aμ Aμ − εDeJμ

D Aμ, (20)

where Fμν = ∂μ Aν − ∂ν Aμ, mA is the mass of the vector field, and εD is the coupling
constant normalized to the EM one. The dark photon field Aμ can be approximated as
a plane wave with a characteristic momentum �k � mA�v0/h̄, within a coherence time
Tcoh � 2πh̄(mAv2

0)
−1. The local amplitude Aμ,0 of the dark electric gauge field is obtained

assuming an energy density, 1
2 m2

A Aμ,0 Aμ
0 , equal to that of the local DM ρDM = 0.4 GeV/cm3.

The time-dependent force acting on the test masses produces a strain oscillating at the same
frequency and phase as the DM field [106,116–118]. It should be noted that a similar signal
may be produced in the case of scalar dark matter particles directly interacting with the
mirrors. In particular, as described by [119], the interaction of the scalar bosons with the
beam-splitter will induce oscillations in the thickness of the mirror due to the oscillations of
the fundamental constants [120–122]. Considering only vector bosons in a non relativistic
scenario, the contribution from the magnetic dark field is negligible if compared to the
electric dark field3. The dark photon DM background field will generate an acceleration on
each i-th test mass as:

�ai(t,�xi) =
�Fi
(
t,−→xi

)
Mi

� εDe
qD,i

Mi
∂t �A

(
t,−→xi

)
(21)

Mi and qD,i are the total mass and dark charge of the test mass located at xi.
This acceleration will cause a tiny differential relative displacement between pairs

of test masses that can be converted into a strain by integrating Equation (21) twice over
time. Following [116,123], the GW strain will have two contributes, one due to the relative
variation of the arm length due to the dark force acting on the mirrors hD(t), and a second
one due to the finite light-traveling time in the arm hC(t). These two contributions can be
averaged over random polarization and propagation directions, and the resulting strain in
SI units can be written as:√〈

h2
D
〉
= C

q
M

eεD

2πc2

√
2ρDM

ε0

v0

f0
= 6.28 × 10−27

( εD

10−23

)(100 Hz
f0

)
(22)
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√〈
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〉
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√
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h2
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〉(2π f0L
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)
� 6.21 × 10−26

( εD

10−23

)
. (23)

The total strain will be the root sum of the squares of the two contributions. The quantity
C is a geometric factor dependent on the position and orientation of the interferometer
with respect to the DM wind. The signal frequency is then determined by the dark photon
mass f0 = mAc2/(2πh̄), corresponding for Earth-based detectors to dark photon masses
in the range 10−14–10−11 eV/c2. Given that the velocity of dark photon particles follows
a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution, and assuming a virial velocity of v0 = 220 km/s, the
signal frequency will lie in the ( f0, f0 + Δ f ) range, where:

Δ f
f0

=
1
2

v2
0

c2 ≈ 2.94 × 10−7. (24)

Furthermore, for the dark photon DM case, the Doppler shift due to Earth’s rotation is
present, although the frequency shift due to this effect is an order of magnitude smaller
than the one from the Maxwell–Boltzmann spreading.

2.2.3. Compact Dark Objects and Primordial Black Holes

Dark matter can be present in our Universe in the form of macroscopic objects, which
we generically refer to as compact dark objects (CDOs). The actual formation channel
and the origin of CDOs are still widely debated. According to some hypotheses, CDOs
can be also PBHs. CDOs can form pairs and emit an almost monochromatic signal while
being far from the coalescence phase. One option for the formation of the pair, proposed
in [124], is to assume that these objects can be trapped inside normal matter via non-
gravitational interactions, for instance, the Sun or even the Earth [125]. If a second CDO
is also trapped inside the same object, these can form a binary CDO emitting GWs with
a long lifetime for low mass objects. According to [124], the probability of collisions
between CDOs and the Sun is not negligible for CDOs masses ∼10−10M�; hence, there
is a non-negligible possibility of having these pairs of CDOs formed in our solar system.
Furthermore, PBHs can be constituents of a fraction of the DM in the Universe depending on
their formation channels (see [126–129] for the latest reviews about PBHs as DM candidates).
In particular, the origin of most of the sub-solar and planetary mass BHs is likely primordial,
although speculations on alternative formation channels exist, e.g., created from NSs by
the accumulation of DM and subsequent collapse into a BH [130]. For the context of CW
signals, PBHs, as well as more generic CDOs, represent potential targets. Indeed, the GW
signals emitted by these systems, when the two compact objects are far away from the
coalescence and/or their masses are small enough, are modeled as quasi-monochromatic.
This approximation is valid until the inspiral orbit does not reach the inner-most stable
orbit. When the low-mass/far-from-coalescence conditions are dropped, the frequency
evolution of these systems is better represented by a power law with a spin-up.

For the masses considered (≤10−5M�) in searches for CW signals from a pair of
compact objects, the linear approximation is always valid considering the frequencies of the
detector sensitivity band. In addition, if the chirp mass is small enough, the frequency can
be modeled exactly as the linear frequency Taylor expansion used for standard CW searches.
This means that, for instance, a pair of inspiralling PBHs with chirp masses below 10−5 M�
would emit a GW signal indistinguishable from those arising from non-axisymmetric
rotating NSs spinning up.

Let us now consider the type of emission that could be released by these systems.
The two systems of the two orbiting PBHs/CDOs can be approximated as a two-body
problem of point mass objects in a circular orbit. The system loses energy as the inspiralling
continues and the two masses approach each other. The signal model discussed in this
section is widely described in the classical handbook of GW science [131–133] as well as
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in [124,134–136]. The expected signal strain amplitude is that of a circular BH binary inspiral
at a distance r identified by a chirp mass M with a time to the coalescence τ = tc − t:

h0(t) =
4c
r

(
GM

c3

)5/3(
π fgw(t)

)2/3. (25)

The amplitude is time-dependent and scales with the GW frequency, equal to twice the
system orbital frequency. The GW frequency emitted is dependent on the system chirp
mass M as

fgw(τ) =
(5/τ)

3
8

8π

(
GM

c3

)−5/8
. (26)

In this case, the expected signal frequency variation (the spin-up) due to the change in
distance of the inspiralling system is given by:

ḟgw =
96
5

π8/3
(

GM
c3

)5/3
f 11/3
gw . (27)

Equation (26) is derived by integrating the expression for the spin-up. For low masses,
the frequency evolution can be simplified, assuming that the observing time Tobs is bigger
than τ and assuming a small chirp mass. This means that the PBH/CDO spin-up rate
ḟgw can be treated as a constant. In this case, the expected signal can be linearized as
fgw(t) ∼ f0 + (t − t0) ḟgw, which coincides with the standard NS case (see Equation (29)).
On the other hand, if the spin-up is too high, this approximation is no longer valid, and the
frequency evolution should be modeled as a power-law, as discussed in [136]. Furthermore,
for this system, the signal undergoes a daily modulation at the detector, which should be
considered in the analyses.

3. Searches for CWs Signals with Earth-Based Detectors

Different methods for the search for CW signals have been developed. The variety
of methods reflects the different ways it is possible to look for these long-lasting signals,
giving priority to the sensitivity of the pipeline (i.e., the search algorithm) or its robustness
with respect to deviations of the signal from the assumed model.

3.1. The Signal at the Detector

CWs are by definition all those quasi-monochromatic GW signals characterized by a
long duration, ranging from hours to years, and deeply buried in detector noise. When the
CW signal reaches the detector, several modulation effects occur. The strain measured at
the detector for a triaxial rotor is given by

h(t) = h0

[
F+(t, α, δ, ψ)

(
1 + cos2 ι

)
2

cos Φ(t) + F×(t, α, δ, ψ) cos ι sin Φ(t)

]
(28)

here, (α, δ) are the right ascension and declination of the source in the sky, ψ is the polariza-
tion angle, F+/× are the detector response to the two h+/× polarizations of the GW. The
signal strain also depends on the inclination of the rotation axis to the line of sight ι and
the GW phase Φ(t) (see, e.g., [132]). The phase of the GW signal is related to the frequency
components ( f , ḟ , f̈ , . . .) at a given reference time t0 as

Φ(t) = φo + 2π

[
f (t − t0) +

ḟ
2!
(t − t0)

2 + . . .
]

(29)

where φ0 is an initial phase. The signal phase is modulated mainly by the Doppler due to
relative motion between the detectors and the source and other relativistic effects, namely
the Einstein and Shapiro delays. The frequency at the detector will be spread with respect
to the emitted frequency as:
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fgw(t) =
1

2π

dΦ(t)
dt

= f0(t)
(

1 +
�v(t) · n̂

c

)
(30)

where �v is the velocity vector of the detector, while n̂ is the unit vector pointing to the
source direction, both expressed in the Solar System Barycenter reference frame. Here,
f0(t) is the GW frequency arriving at the detector at the time t and emitted by the star at
the reference time t0. As mentioned in the previous sections, f0(t) can be described by a
Taylor expansion such as f0(t) � f0 + ḟ (t − t0) + . . . , where ḟ is the first order spin-down
parameter.

The phase modulation due to the Doppler Effect, apart from an irrelevant constant,
can be obtained by integrating Equation (30) as:

φd(t) = 2π
∫ t

t0

f0
(
t′
)�v · n̂

c
dt′ ≈ 2π

c
pn̂(t) f0(t) (31)

where pn̂(t) is the position of the detector projected along n̂.
The pure signal strain at the detector, assuming the ideal situation where no noise is

present, is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Features of a CW signal without noise. (Left): time series of the signal before removing
any modulation, the signal is modulated in amplitude and frequency. (Right): power spectrum after
removing the frequency modulations, the five peaks due to the sidereal modulation are clearly visible.

The figure on the left reproduces a signal as it is received at the detector, and it is
visibly modulated both in frequency and in amplitude. Even after the removal of the
main modulation effects, namely the Doppler and the spin-down of the source, the power
spectrum reported on the right side is very different from the one produced by a purely
sinusoidal signal. This amplitude modulation is produced by the antenna sidereal response;
hence, by the time dependence of F+/×. In the right plot, five peaks are visible, and those
are due to the Earth’s sidereal modulation. This last effect produces a splitting of the signal
power among five frequencies f0, f0 ± f⊕ and f0 ± 2 f⊕, where f⊕ is the Earth’s sidereal
frequency. In a more general formalism where a dual-harmonic emission is assumed, the
strain at the detector has two components h21 and h22, representing the emission at fspin
and 2 fspin, respectively (see, e.g., Equations (1) and (2) in [137]). The two harmonics are
typically represented by the two amplitudes C21 and C22. Equation (28) is equivalent to the
h22 component only, i.e., which corresponds to the case of C21 = 0 and C22 = h0/2.

When the signal is buried in the detector data, it is not possible to appreciate the signal
morphology by eye since it is several orders of magnitude lower than the typical data strain
amplitude. For this reason, effective data analysis methods are needed to extract the signal
from the noise. Some of these methods are reported in the following section, while the
results will be discussed in Section 4.
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3.2. Search Methods

Given the long-lived and weak nature of CW signals, it is intuitive to think that the
more data that are used in the analysis, the more signal power is accumulated, thus increas-
ing the signal-to-noise ratio. The optimal search method to look for these signals, provided
that the waveform is completely known and under the assumption of gaussian noise, is the
matched filtering. Several methods have been developed to look for sources such as know
pulsars, where all the parameters of the source are known. Source parameters may be avail-
able from EM observations, i.e., the source sky position and its rotational parameters are
known. In this case, the so-called “targeted” searches are performed using matched filter-
ing. Several implementations of the matched filtering techniques, also known as coherent
searches, exist based on different detection statistics or algorithms: the 5-vector [138,139]
method, the F/B/G statistic [140–144] and the time-domain heterodyne-based pipelines
(Bayesian and Band-Sampled-Data) [145–147].

In targeted searches, the phase of the CWs is assumed to be locked to the rotational
phase of the crust of the star, which is completely defined by its EM observation. When this
assumption is relaxed, “narrow-band” searches are performed. This would allow taking
into account, e.g., a differential rotation between the rigid crust and superfluid parts of
the star. In these searches, a small region around the EM-inferred signal parameters is
investigated. In general, a narrow-band search for a given target is less sensitive than its
respective targeted case due to the increased trial factor.

As the knowledge about the source parameters decreases, the parameter space to
investigate explodes, making the use of fully coherent searches impractical [148]. For
this reason, many semi-coherent techniques have been developed [149,150]. In a typi-
cal semi-coherent search, chunks of data may be first analyzed coherently (e.g., using a
matched-filter) and then combined incoherently (i.e., not considering the phase informa-
tion). This incoherent combination can be achieved in many different ways, for instance,
by summing the detection statistics in each chunk of data analyzed and computing a
single final detection statistic (see [12] for a detailed review of wide parameter space
searches for CWs). These searches are suitable in the case when no EM counterpart is
present, such as all-sky search surveys for NS or DM candidates, or when the true na-
ture of the source is not completely known, for instance, directed searches pointing to
interesting sky regions or supernova remnants hosting potential young NS. Semi-coherent
methods include the FrequencyHough [151–153], the SkyHough [154–156], the Time-Domain

F-statistic [140,157,158], Weave [159], PowerFlux [160,161], and Einstein@Home, based
on the global correlation transform method [162–164]. A comparison of methods for the
detection of GWs from unknown NSs is given in [165].

Loosely coherent methods, such as the Falcon pipeline [166–168], have been devel-
oped to manage the huge computing cost of all-sky searches while keeping the robustness
to a wide family of signals, allowing for a loose phase track in the evolution of the signal
frequency. A different approach can be used if one wants to go deep with the sensitivity
in an all-sky search but keep the focus on a specific narrow frequency band, as described
in [169].

Semi-coherent or incoherent methods can be used when no assumption on the source
frequency evolution is made or if it is different from the standard Taylor expansion
in time such as in Equation (29). These include the hidden Markov model Viterbi
tracker [170–172], the Sidereal Filter [173] and cross-correlation based methods such
as CrossCorr [174] STAMP [175], SOAP [176] or Radiometer [177]. Some of these methods—
CrossCorr method [178], Viterbi/J-statistic method [179], the 5-vector binary method [180]
and the method in [81]—have been adapted for the LMXB searches such as Sco-X1, where
also the orbital modulation needs to be considered and a stochastic spin wandering, in-
cluding spin-up, is sometimes taken into account. Methods specifically tailored for all-sky
searches for unknown binaries are the BinarySkyHough [181] and TwoSpect [182].

Different flavors of the above-mentioned techniques have been adapted for the case
of long-transient CW signals [183–189] and glitching pulsars [190,191], ensemble of pul-
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sars [144,192,193] or DM candidates [194–196]. Furthermore, several methods have been
developed for the search of CW signals using machine learning [197–203]. For the latest
review on CW methods and searches, see [12,14,16].

In general, all these pipelines produce the so-called search candidates, i.e., potential
astrophysical signals that need to be investigated in detail. These candidates undergo a
series of post-processing veto steps, and then, the most interesting ones are followed up
with different techniques in order to clearly establish their significance, e.g., [203–214].
A fraction of these candidates is vetoed if found near known instrumental artifacts, also
known as spectral lines, typically present in the detectors [215]. Multiple approaches exist
for this part of the analysis to discard or pass the outliers to the follow-up stage, as described
in [12]. Sometimes the assessment of the real origin of an outlier is the most difficult and
less automatized part of the analysis, but in general, for most of the follow-up techniques,
the final goal is to check if the outlier significance follows an expected theoretical trend.
This is achieved, for instance, by checking if the outlier signal-to-noise ratio grows as more
data are used to analyze that candidate or by increasing the coherence time. Alternative
follow-up methods are based on machine learning techniques (see Section 4 in [12]).

If all the outliers are discarded from being real astrophysical signals during the follow-
up stage, no CW signal detection can be claimed. In this case, typically upper limits
on the signal strain are provided. These values usually span the full frequency range
investigated in the search for the case of wide parameter space searches. For a given
confidence level, the upper limit curve determines a watershed on the signal amplitude
h0 above which it is possible to exclude the existence of CW signals. These curves are
estimated using a tremendous number of simulated signals added to the data or via less
computationally expensive methods based on analytically derived or scaling formulas
(the most famous being the “sensitivity depth” [212,216], see also [217,218]). In addition
to giving an estimate of how deep a given search can look for a CW signal, upper limits
are often used to set astrophysical constraints on some related quantities according to the
type of search performed. Typical constraints derived from upper limit curves are those
on the ellipticity of the spinning NS (or the quadrupole Q22) or the r-mode amplitude α.
In searches looking for DM candidates, these limits can be converted to, e.g., a coupling
constant, mass exclusion regions, merging rates and abundances.

According to population studies, an order of 108–109 NSs is expected to exist in our
Galaxy [219]. Only a small fraction of the expected population has been detected electro-
magnetically or has an associated EM counterpart [220]. Among all the ∼3000 sources
reported in the Australian Telescope National Facility (ATNF) catalog [221], about 10% are
in a binary system. If sources spinning at frequencies above 10 Hz are considered, this
fraction increases to ∼50%. Information provided by astronomers is used to constrain the
investigated parameter space. In this sense, CW searches have a strong multi-messenger
approach. EM information is fundamental for the search of known pulsars, but it provides
interesting inputs for the search of new sources, such as supernova remnants potentially
hosting an NS, as well as updated information about these sources. In particular, the detec-
tion of CWs from a particularly interesting source or sky region (galactic center, globular
clusters, etc. . . ) represents a real discovery; given the long-lasting nature of the signal,
EM observations following the detection could be carried out for a long time, opening the
possibility to, e.g., perform tests of GR and/or to set interesting constraints on the inner
composition of the emitting body and on its EOS. On the other hand, the discovery of EM
dark sources, including DM candidates, will provide a new tool for the study of a new
population of astrophysical sources, as well as contribute to solving many of the open
questions about our Universe.

4. Recent Results

Since the beginning of the advanced detector era, the interest with respect to CW
sources has increased, as probed by the increasing number of publications on this topic
over the years. Boosted by the enhancement of the sensitivity of the detectors as well as
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the development of data analysis techniques, different and new searches have taken place.
I briefly review the most recent search results for CW signatures in advanced detector
data from the latest three observing runs [4,5,7]. The first observing run (O1) started on 11
September 2015 and finished on 19 January 2016. The second observing run (O2) lasted
from 30 November 2016 to 25 August 2017. During O1, only the two LIGO interferometers
were recording data, while during O2, the Advanced Virgo joined the run at the beginning
of August 2017. The O3 run started on 1 April 2019, 15:00 UTC and finished on 27 March
2020, 17:00 UTC. In the following, we refer to the period 1 April 2019–1 October 2019 as
O3a, while the second part of O3, O3b, starts on 1 November 2019 after a month-long
commissioning break. Wherever possible, the latest and most stringent results will be
presented at the beginning of each section, while older results will follow.

4.1. Results from Known Sources (Pulsars, LMXBs, Supernova Remnants)

In this section, I review the latest results for searches of CW from known sources or
sources with an EM counterpart, such as the central compact objects in supernova remnants.

4.1.1. Known Pulsars

A targeted search is the most sensitive way to look for persistent signals from known
pulsars. These searches strongly rely on the EM information available about the source.
Indeed, in these searches, the GW phase evolution is completely determined by the EM
observations of the rotational parameters of the star. This in principle gives a full picture of
the GW emission from the star. A slightly different type of search, known as narrow-band,
is sometimes applied if the coupling model between the GW and EM signal phase evolution
is relaxed. This allows to assume a more generic scenario, and typically, a small region
around the expected GW frequency and spin-down is investigated.

The latest extensive search for CW from known pulsars is reported in [222]. In this
work, 236 pulsars have been analyzed, among which the Crab and the Vela pulsars, using
LIGO and Virgo O3 data combined with O2 data. Several pulsars glitched during the
considered runs and some have sufficient information from EM observations on their
orientation to restrict their priors on the ι and ψ parameters. The ephemerides come
from the observations from the CHIME, Hobart, Jodrell Bank, MeerKAT, Nancay, NICER
and UTMOST observatories. The search was run using three independent pipelines: the
time-domain Bayesian method [145,146], the F/G/D-statistic method [88,140,143] and the
5-vector method [138,139]. All the pipelines searched for the standard single harmonic
GW emission from the l = m = 2 mass quadrupole mode with a frequency at twice the
pulsar rotation frequency. In addition, the Bayesian and the F/G/D-statistic pipelines
assumed a dual harmonic emission scenario, i.e., the l = 2; m = 1, 2 modes with a GW
frequency at once and twice the rotation frequency [84,223]. To complete the search, the
5-vector method limited the search to the single harmonic scenario but at the l = 2; m = 1
mode only, hence assuming a GW frequency at the star rotation frequency. Furthermore,
the D-statistic has been used to test the dipole radiation as predicted by the Brans–Dicke
theory [85,88]. No GW detection has been reported, and upper limits on the strain are given
in Figure 2. Blue stars indicate the upper limit of a given pulsar, and those with upper
limits below the spin-down limit (see Equation (11)) are marked with yellow circles. Grey
triangles mark the spin-down limit of each pulsar. The pink curve is a sensitivity estimate
for a generic targeted search, and it is given by ∼10

√
Sn( f )/Tobs, where Sn( f ) is the power

spectral density.
From Figure 2, it can be seen that 23 out of the 236 pulsars have strain amplitudes

lower than the limits calculated from their electromagnetically measured spin-down rates.
Among these, 90 millisecond pulsars have a spin-down ratio, i.e., the ratio between the
upper limit and the spin-down limit, less than 10. For instance, J0437-4715 and J0711-6830
have spin-down ratios of 0.87 and 0.57, respectively. For the Crab and Vela pulsars, these
limits are factors of ∼100 and ∼20 lower than their spin-down limits, respectively. Nine of
these twenty-three pulsars beat their spin-down limits for the first time. The pulsar with
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the smallest upper limit on h0 was J1745-0952 with 4.72 × 10−27. The best Q22 upper limit
was achieved by J0711-6830 with 4.07 × 1029 kg m2, equivalent to a limit on the ellipticity
of 5.26 × 10−9. This result is lower than the maximum values predicted for a variety of
NS equations of state [63]. Concerning the dual harmonic search, the most constraining
upper limit for C21 was 7.05 × 10−27 for J2302+4442. The stringent C22 upper limit was
2.05 × 10−27 for J1537-5312.

A previous search using O1 plus O2 data on 222 pulsars is given in [224]. In that
search, the percentage of GW emission contributing to the spin-down luminosity for Crab
and Vela pulsars was less than 0.017% and 0.18%, respectively. Compared to the O2+O3
search [222] described above, these numbers decrease as expected to 0.009% for Crab but
increased for Vela up to a maximum of 0.27%. This unexpected result is due to the presence
of a significant noise line in the LIGO Hanford detector at twice Vela’s rotational frequency
during O3. The O1+O2 search in [224] and the O2+O3 search in [222] certainly improve the
results of the previous “CW pulsar catalog” for 200 pulsars in O1 data [225].

Tests for non-GR polarizations are also provided for the 23 pulsars beating the spin-
down limit in [222], checking for the additional non-negligible scalar radiation originated
from the time-dependent dipole moment [88]. No deviation from GR has been reported,
and the stringent upper limit for dipole radiation is obtained for the millisecond pulsar
J0437-4715. A previous test on GR from known pulsar searches, not assuming any particular
alternative theory of gravity, is given in [226] using O1 data.

Figure 2. Upper limits on h0 for the 236 pulsars in the targeted search in [222] are relative to the
time-domain Bayesian method. The stars show 95% credible upper limits on the amplitudes of h0.
Grey triangles represent the spin-down limits for each pulsar computed as in Equation (11). Pulsars
with upper limits surpassing their spin-down limits are marked with yellow circles. The pink curve
gives an estimate of the expected strain sensitivity of all three detectors combined during the course
of O3. Figure taken from [222].

A separate dual harmonic search has been performed on the same dataset (O2+O3) for
the energetic young pulsar and frequent glitcher PSRJ0537-6910 in [227]. No CW signal has
been detected in this search but, for the first time, the spin-down limit for this type of GW
emission on this source has been surpassed. Results show that GWs from the l = m = 2
mode contribute to less than 14% of the spin-down energy budget. The same target has been
investigated by two other searches, tuned for r-modes oscillations, using ephemerides from
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NICER [228] in O3 [229] and O1+O2 [230] data. As discussed in Section 2.1, the relation
between the gravitational-wave frequency and the star spin frequency in r-mode emission
scenarios strongly depends on the NS structure. For this reason, both searches assumed
the frequency evolution model proposed in [75]. Searches for the r-mode emission from
PSRJ0537-6910 are motivated by the fact that this pulsar shows a trend in the inter-glitch
behavior that suggests an effective braking index close to n = 7 at long times after the
glitch [231,232]. A braking index of seven is expected for a spin-down dominated by the
r-mode emission. The amplitude’s upper limits in the O3 search [229] improve the existing
results by a factor of up to three, placing stringent constraints on theoretical models for
r-mode-driven spin-down in PSR J0537-6910. Another search for r-mode emissions for
the Crab pulsar is reported in [233], providing for the first time upper limits beating the
spin-down limit for this source/type of emission in O1 plus O2 data.

Five sources have been the target of a previous single and dual harmonic search for
known pulsars [137]. These pulsars have been analyzed in the data from the first two and
the first half of the third observing run of advanced detectors (O1+O2+O3a). The targets
included three recycled pulsars4 (J0437-715, J0711-6830, and J0737-3039A) and the two
young pulsars Crab and Vela. For Crab, Vela and J0711-6830, a narrow-band search has also
been performed using the 5-vector narrow-band method [234,235]. Results from this work
constrain the equatorial ellipticities of some of the targets to be less than 10−8, and for the
first time, an upper limit below the spin-down limit for a recycled pulsar is reported. This
latter aspect is interesting since the evolutionary history of a recycled pulsar is connected
to an early accretion phase from a binary companion, very different from the case of young
and more slowly spinning pulsars. Another set of seven recycled pulsars is investigated
in [236]. The timing information is provided by the Arecibo 327 MHz Drift-Scan Pulsar
Survey, and the search is performed on O1+O2+O3a data. All the targets, except for the
millisecond pulsar J0154+1833, are in binary systems. The stringent constraint on the
ellipticity is 1.5 × 10−8 for PSR J0154+1833.

Data from Fermi-LAT observations have been used in the search for CW from single
harmonic emission from PSR J0952-0607 [237] and dual-harmonic emission from PSR J1653-
0158 [238], using data from O1 and O2. The results of the search for CW signals from ten
sources associated with TeV sources observed by the High Energy Stereoscopic System
(H.E.S.S.) are reported in [239]. All the sources are associated with isolated NSs and with
estimated distances up to 7 kpc. In particular, two targets are γ-ray pulsars, while eight
H.E.S.S. sources are pulsar wind nebulae powered by known pulsars. The ephemerids for
each pulsar are provided by the ATNF pulsar catalog. The search is performed using O2
data and tracks, with a hidden Markov model, the three GW frequencies expected to be at
1x, 2x and 4/3x the source spin frequency in a narrow band of 1 Hz around each multiple.

The latest results from the O3 fully coherent narrow-band search can be found in [240].
The search looks for CW from 18 pulsars using the five-vector and F-statistic narrow-band
pipelines. For seven of these pulsars, the upper limits are lower than their spin-down
limit. These results overcome the corresponding ones from the narrow-band search in
O3a [137], improving the upper limits by a factor ∼35% for the Crab pulsar, and ∼10%
for Vela and J0711-6830 pulsars even if the parameter space investigated in this search is
6.5, 1.2 and 7.1 times larger. Results from an additional search for long-duration transient
GWs after pulsar glitches are also reported in [240]. Six targets have been investigated by
the long-transient search, performed using the transient F-statistic method [185,241]. For
these six sources, showing a total of nine glitches, an independent long-transient search
is performed after each glitch. None of these targets, neither from the narrow-band or
long-transient search, produced an outlier significant enough to be considered as a signal,
although two marginal outliers are reported for the last glitch of J0537-6910. The transient
F-statistic method has been applied for the search of long-duration transients after glitches
in the Vela and Crab pulsars in O2 data [242]. Previous narrow-band searches using O2
and O1 data are given in [243,244].
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4.1.2. Supernova Remnants

Another family of interesting targets with EM counterparts, but without precise timing
of the rotational parameters, is the supernova remnants. Supernova remnants may host
young NSs, which are excellent targets for the search for CWs. Given the lack of information
on the spin frequency of the central compact object inside the nebula, directed searches are
performed. In these searches, the only information assumed as known is the source sky
position, while the remaining parameters ( f , ḟ , . . .) are investigated in a wide range. The
choice of the parameter space to investigate is only limited by the computing cost of the
search, and this may change according to the different algorithms used and to the specific
setup chosen. Given an amount of computing power, some regions may have a higher
priority over the full GW sensitivity band [245,246]. No CW detection is reported from
these sources. In the following, I report the latest search results from these targets.

Searches for supernova remnants in LIGO-Virgo O3a data are reported in [247,248]. To
date, the results in [247] are the most stringent for the source targeted: Cassiopeia A (Cas
A, G111.7-2.1) and Vela Jr. (G266.2-1.2) supernova remnants. Both sources are extremely
young, with inferred lower estimate ages of ∼300 years for Cas A, and ∼700 years for Vela
Jr. With these assumptions, these targets have a corresponding indirect age-based limit (see
Equation (12)) of ∼1.2 × 10−24 for the central compact object in Cas A, assuming a distance
of 3.3 kpc, and 1.4 × 10−23 for Vela Jr. if located at 0.2 kpc. The search is based on the
semi-coherent Weave method [159]. No GW signal is detected in the analyzed band, and
the best sensitivity to the signal strain amplitude reached in this search is ∼6.3 × 10−26 for
Cas A and ∼5.6 × 10−26 for Vela Jr., well below their age-based upper limit. A comparative
plot is shown in Figure 3, showing the upper limits provided by the searches in [247–249].
In the search reported in [248], three complementary pipelines have been used: the Band-
Sampled-Data directed pipeline, the single harmonic Viterbi and the dual harmonic Viterbi
pipelines. Each pipeline used different signal models and methods for the identification
of noise artifacts. In particular, the two Viterbi pipelines are robust to sources with spin
wandering. This search targets a total of 15 supernova remnants, including Cas A, Vela Jr.
and G347.3-0.5. These three targets have also been analyzed in a previous Einstein@Home
search [250] using O1 data. The most interesting candidates of this search have been
followed up in O2 data, along with new sub-threshold candidates of the same O1 search as
reported in [249]. A full deep search for CWs from G347.3-0.5 in the frequency band below
400 Hz in O2 LIGO data is described in [251]. This choice is justified by the existence of
a sub-threshold candidate at around 369 Hz that survived the search in [249]. The same
candidate has been further investigated with an MCMC method in O2 data [205]. Any
significant result has been reported from this search in O2 data, and hence, upper limits
are provided, improving those from the same search in O1 data and those from the more
robust single harmonic Viterbi tracker in O3a [248].

For the closest target Vela Jr., the best upper limit in [248] is 8.2 × 10−26 for the band-
sampled-data pipeline. This result is more constraining than those set by [249,250]; however,
it is less stringent than the results in [247] by a factor of 30% (see Figure 3). It should be
noted that the searches in [249,250] used O1 and O2 data, while the searches in [247,248]
used data from detectors with improved sensitivity (O3a). However, the Einstein@Home O1
searches [249,250] used a coherent integration duration ∼20–150 times longer than the one
in the band-sampled-data search in [248], while the Weave search in [247] used a coherence
length 10–70 times longer. This guarantees a starting theoretical sensitivity gain of a factor
of 2.1–3.5 and 1.7–2.9 for [249,250] and [247], respectively5. On the other hand, the use of
longer coherence times corresponds to an increase in the computing power needed for the
search, as it scales at least as the fourth power of the coherence time. Furthermore, the use
of a longer coherence time may negatively impact the robustness of the search. This makes
it clear that different approaches are needed when wide parameter space searches are
performed, choosing the right balance between computing cost, robustness and sensitivity.

Previous searches for CW from some of the 15 targets investigated in [248] are pre-
sented in [252,253] using LIGO O2 data, although using, respectively, a fully coherent
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method and a less sensitive but model robust Viterbi tracker. A previous fully coherent
O1 search is given in [254], also listing among the targets the extrasolar planet candidate
Fomalhaut b suggested to be a nearby old NS. The latter is also investigated in [255] using
a hidden Markov model Viterbi tracker.

Figure 3. Results taken from the supernova remnant search in LIGO O3a data for Cas A and Vela Jr
using Weave [247]. Estimated GW strain amplitude sensitivities are given at the 95% confidence level.
Additional results from prior searches for Cas A and Vela Jr. in O1 Einstein@Home 90% C.L. [250]
and the O3a model-robust Viterbi method (yellow) and band-sampled-data method (purple) [248].
The solid red horizontal line indicates the age-based upper limit on the Cas A strain amplitude. The
dashed (dotted) horizontal blue lines indicate the optimistic (pessimistic) age-based upper limit on
Vela Jr. strain amplitude, assuming an age and distance of 700 yr and 0.2 kpc (5100 yr and 1.0 kpc).
Figure adapted from [247].

4.1.3. Low-Mass X-ray Binaries and Sco-X1

A significant fraction of observed known NS is in a binary system. Among these,
LMXBs are of particular interest for CW searches. Indeed, the presence of a GW torque
could explain why the maximum observed spinning frequency 716 Hz for PSR J1748-
2446ad is well below the centrifugal breakup frequency, estimated at ∼1400 Hz. These
systems are typically formed by an NS (or stellar-mass BH) and a low mass (≤1M�) stellar
companion. A recent search for CWs from 20 accreting millisecond X-ray pulsars in O3
data is given in [256]. Five of these twenty accreting pulsars have already been analyzed
with the same method in O2 data [257]. The search relies on the EM observation of the spin
frequencies and orbital parameters of the system, happening during the active outburst
phase. The algorithm uses a hidden Markov model (implemented via Viterbi) to track spin
wandering [170] and combines its results with the J -statistic to account for the orbital phase
modulation [179]. For each target, the search looks for CW signals in sub-bands around
{1, 4/3, 2} fspin. One of the targets, SAX J1808.4-3658, went into outburst during O3a. Given
that, according to some models, CWs are only emitted during this outburst phase [258],
an opportunistic search for SAX J1808.4-3658 is also provided in [256]. No significant
candidates are reported from this search. However, upper limits have been placed on the
GW strain amplitude with 95% confidence level. The strictest constraint is 4.7 × 10−26 from
IGR J17062-6143. The stringent constraints on the ellipticity for the fgw = 2 fspin case is
ε95% = 3.1 × 10−7 for the IGR J00291+5934 source. The corresponding upper limit on the
r-mode amplitude ( fgw = 4

3 fspin) is α95% = 1.8 × 10−5 for the same source.
To date, several searches have targeted Sco X-1 [259–262] in advanced detector data.

The latest results using O3 data are reported in [263]. Sco-X1 is a very interesting candidate
for CW searches since it is the brightest extrasolar X-ray source in the sky, which means that
it is potentially an optimal source of GWs [264,265]. The system is composed of a 1.4 M� NS
and a 0.7 M� companion star [266]. Although being a known source, no EM measurement
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of the rotation frequency and frequency derivative exists for Sco-X1. In addition to these
uncertainties, some of the binary parameters are barely known, making the search for this
source very computationally challenging. To date, no CW is reported for this source, while
the torque-balance limit (see Equation (13)) has been beaten for the first time in [259], using
CrossCorr method [178,267] in O2 data. The best constraints are as low as 7.06 × 10−26,
assuming an NS spin inclination ι = 44◦ ± 6◦ [266,268]. To date, none of the searches beats
the limit if an isotropic prior on ι is made, as reported in Figure 4. A different method has
been used in the latest search for Sco-X1 in O3 [263], using a hidden Markov model pipeline
implemented with the Viterbi algorithm [179]. This method, although being less sensitive
than the cross-correlation search, provides a complementary tool to CrossCorr results. The
upper limits from the O3 search are on average ∼3 times lower than those from the O2
hidden Markov model search [261] and 13 lower than the same search in O1 data [260].
Previous searches using O1 data and the hidden Markov model and CrossCorr methods
are reported in [260,262]. In O3, the lowest h95%

0 for a hidden Markov model tracked signal
are 4.56 × 10−26, 6.16 × 10−26, and 9.41 × 10−26 for circular (ι = 0◦), electromagnetically
restricted (ι = 44◦) and unknown polarizations, respectively. Furthermore, for the hidden
Markov model search, the torque balance limit is beaten for a fixed ι below 200 Hz and
for rm equal to the NS radius or the Alfven radius [260]. By beating the torque balance
limit for rm at the Alfven radius, it is possible to identify some exclusion region over the
mass-radius-magnetic field combination for some equation-of-state models (see [259] for a
discussion). Constraints in the mass–radius plane are also possible when rm equals the NS
radius.

Figure 4. GW strain upper limits at 95% confidence as a function of frequency. No assumption on the
ι angle is made for the curves in the figure. The curves are for the CrossCorr O1 search [262] (black
line), the CrossCorr O2 search [259] (brown line), the Radiometer O3 search [269] (light pink line),
and the O3 hidden Markov model search [263] (green line). The indirect torque-balance upper limits
(see Equation (13)), for the rm = R case (red solid line) and for rm equal to the Alfven radius (dashed
red line), are also plotted. Figure taken from [263].

4.2. Results from Unknown Sources (All-Sky, Spotlight Surveys, Dark Matter Candidates)

In the absence of EM-driven information, wide parameter space searches for unknown
sources allow scouring the whole sky in search for EM silent sources. These searches
include all-sky surveys for isolated NS and NS in binary systems. It is also usual to look
for CWs from a specific and over-populated region in the sky, such as the Galactic Center
or some globular clusters. In these cases, sometimes the information provided by EM
observations is not enough to shed light on the exact population of the analyzed region,
and GWs could help in this direction. Finally, through GWs, we could also look for DM
candidates.
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4.2.1. All-Sky Surveys

The latest results for all-sky surveys using LIGO-Virgo O3 data are reported in [270]
and a summary of the results can be found in Figure 5. Four different analysis methods are
used to look for signals from isolated non-axisymmetric NSs: the FrequencyHough [151],
Sky-Hough [154], Time-Domain F-statistic [140,157], and SOAP [176], and for the first time,
applied in an all-sky CW search. The frequency investigated ranges from 10 to 2048 Hz and
from −10−8 to 10−9 Hz/s for the first frequency derivative6, each pipeline covers a subset
of this parameter space except for the FrequencyHough. The frequency range is wide
enough to cover most of the expected sources: young and energetic NS, millisecond pulsars
and signals from r-mode oscillations. The search results are generic and are valid for any
quasi-monochromatic, persistent signal characterized by the parameters investigated in
this search following the linear phase evolution in Equation (29). Constraints on the rate
and abundance of inspiraling planetary-mass and asteroid-mass PBHs are also discussed
in this search. No GW observation has been reported, and the best constraint on the strain
amplitude at the 95% confidence level is ∼1.1 × 10−25 in the 100–200 Hz frequency range.
This is the first all-sky search using Advanced Virgo data.

Figure 5. Comparison of 95% confidence upper limits on GW amplitude obtained in the O3 all-sky
search by the FrequencyHough pipeline (black triangles), the SkyHough pipeline (red squares),
the Time-Domain F-statistic pipeline (blue circles), and the SOAP pipeline (magenta diamonds).
Population-averaged upper limits obtained in the Powerflux O3a search are marked with dark-green
crosses. Figure taken from [161].

A previous search using the PowerFlux pipeline on O3a data [161] provided an upper
limit on the strain, for the most favorable orientation, of 6.3 × 10−26, improving previous
results from O2 data. If compared with the population-averaged upper limit, the lowest 95%
C.L. in O3a is 1.4 × 10−25, less constraining than the full O3 search in [270] (see Figure 5).
Results from this search have been used to constrain the rate and abundance of inspiraling
PBHs in [271]. To date, only the O2 Falcon search beats the upper limits in [270], although
the frequency derivative range is at least 103 smaller, making the results in [270], de facto,
the most stringent limits for sources with spin-down as low as −1 × 10−8 Hz/s in the
20–2000 Hz frequency range.

Upper limits on the ellipticity are also derived in [270]. The search is able to detect
nearby sources, within 100 pc, with ellipticities above 3 × 10−7 emitting at 200 Hz, or even
ellipticities as low as ∼2 × 10−9 for sources spinning at the highest frequencies. For sources
located as far as the Galactic Center region (8–10 kpc), the search is able to detect signals
with ellipticities bigger than ∼3 × 10−6 for frequencies above 1500 Hz. Probing very small
ellipticities with such a wide parameter space search certainly goes in the right direction
for a detection. Indeed, ellipticities below 10−7 are in the expected range of sustainable
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strains in NS crusts [58,60,62–64]. Previous searches performed using O2 data are given
in [272–276], and O1 searches can be found in [277–279].

No CW detection is reported from all-sky searches for unknown NSs in binary systems.
The latest search, carried out on O3a data [280,281], placed upper limits on the strain at
2.4 × 10−25 for NSs in binary systems spanning orbital periods of 3–45 days. The search,
carried out using the BinarySkyHough pipeline in O3a, is the update of the O2 all-sky
binary survey presented in [282], reporting an improved result by a factor of 1.6. A good
fraction of known NS is in a binary system. Despite this, no other all-sky search, specifically
tailored for unknown binaries, has been carried out in advanced detector data. The main
reason for this lack is due to the huge computing cost associated with these searches,
significantly overcoming the already computationally demanding all-sky searches for
isolated NS. However, according to [283], for some combinations of the binary period and
semi-major axis parameters, results from wide parameter space searches for unknown
isolated sources are also valid for the binary case.

4.2.2. Spotlight Surveys: The Galactic Center and Terzan 5

Directed searches targeting interesting sky regions such as the Galactic Center and the
globular cluster Terzan 5 have been carried out in advanced detector data. Indeed, concern-
ing the Galactic Center, a significant population of up to hundreds or even thousands of
NSs is expected to exist [284,285]. Moreover, the true composition of this region, showing
an extended gamma-ray emission from its center [286–288], is still under debate and could
be explained, for instance, by the presence of an unresolved population of millisecond
pulsars [289–293]. A recent search for the CW emission from the Galactic center region
has been carried out in O3 LIGO and Virgo data [294]. The search uses a semi-coherent
method developed in the band-sampled data framework and span a wider parameter space
compared to the previous O2 search in [295]. The frequency investigated ranges from 10 Hz
to 2000 Hz, while the spin-down/up lies between [−1.8× 10−8; 10−10] Hz/s. No CW signal
has been detected, and upper limits on the GW amplitude are presented. To date, this
search reports the most stringent upper limit for targets located within 30–300 parsecs from
the Galactic Center, with a minimum strain of ∼7.6 × 10−26 at 142 Hz at a 95% confidence
level. The same search reports upper limits on the ellipticity and the r-mode amplitude.
The same search has been used to identify exclusion regions in the BH/boson cloud mass
plane for sources located in the Galactic Center.

A previous search for CW from the Galactic Center and Terzan 5 is reported in [296]
using O1 data. The search, based on a loosely coherent method, looks for signals emitting
at frequencies in the range [475; 1500] Hz and with frequency time derivatives in the range
[−3.0; 0.1]× 10−8 Hz/s. O3 data have already been used to make a lower sensitivity search
for an unresolved GW emission from the Galactic Center region using stochastic GW search
methods [269].

4.2.3. Dark Matter Candidates—Ultralight Bosons and CDOs

Methods for the search of CW from NSs can be easily adapted to any kind of GW
signal with features similar to the standard NS case. An emerging family of searches is the
one for DM candidates. This branch of investigations through CW tools is very immature
when compared, e.g., with known pulsars searches. Nevertheless, some searches have been
carried out in advanced detector data. In Section 2.2, the major DM systems investigated in
CW searches have been described: boson clouds around spinning BHs, ultralight vector
bosons and CDOs.

The first all-sky survey for persistent, quasi-monochromatic GW signals emitted
by ultralight scalar boson clouds around spinning BHs is reported in [297]. The search
analyzed the frequency range [20; 610] Hz of the O3 observing run of Advanced LIGO.
According to the expected spin wandering signal model from boson clouds, a small range
around the ḟgw parameter has been considered. The main search has been carried out
using the method in [194], and the most interesting candidates have been followed up with
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a FrequencyHough-based method and the Viterbi method. No potential CW candidate
remains after the follow-up, and upper limits on the signal strain are provided at the
95% confidence level. The minimum value is 1.04 × 10−25 in the most sensitive frequency
region of the detectors ∼130 Hz. These upper limits on the strain can be translated into
exclusion regions in the BH-boson cloud mass plane after assuming some parameters
of the BH population: the age of the source, its distance and its spin. Along with these
exclusion regions, it is possible to derive the maximum distance at which a given BH-boson
cloud system, with a certain age, is not emitting CWs, as a function of the boson mass
(see Figure 6). In other words, these maximum distances tell us how far we can exclude
the presence of an emitting system according to the null detection results obtained by
the search. These constraints have been computed by simulating a BH population with
masses in the range [5; 100] M� and a uniform spin distribution in the range [0.2; 0.9]. The
maximum distance corresponds to the distance at which at least 5% of the simulated signal
produces a strain amplitude higher than the upper limits of the search, meaning that it
would have been detected. The paper in [297] also reports the same figure but for a BH
population with maximum masses of 50 M�. These constraints strongly depend on the
ensemble properties of the simulated BH population. The plot in Figure 6 shows that the
presence of systems younger than 103 yrs is disfavored within the Galaxy, if formed by
bosons with masses above 1.2 × 10−13 eV, for the considered BH mass distribution. Older
systems, which produce a smaller strain amplitude, are more difficult to constrain.

Figure 6. Maximum distance at which at least 5% of a simulated population of BHs-boson cloud
would produce a detectable GW signal in the search described in [297]. The simulated population
has a maximum BH mass of 100M�. The curve is produced for different markers for systems with
ages between 103 yrs and 107 yrs, as indicated in the legend. Figure taken from [297].

The search in [297] is the first of this type, all-sky type and optimized for frequency
wandering signals, although it is possible to compute the same exclusion regions of the
BH/scalar boson mass parameter space also using upper limits from all-sky searches for
spinning NSs as in [100]. A previous directed search for boson clouds from Cygnus X-1
was performed in O2 data in [298] using the same Markov model Viterbi method applied
for the follow-up of the all-sky boson cloud O3 search [297].

Another potential candidate for CW signals, in the subset of the ultralight DM particles
with masses 10−14–10−11 eV/c2 is a vector boson, the dark photon, which directly couples
to GW interferometers (see Section 2.2). The latest O3 LIGO-Virgo data all-sky search
for the CW signature from this type of system provided in [123]. The boson mass range
probed by this search is (2–4) × 10−13 eV/c2, corresponding to the detectors frequencies
[10; 2000] Hz. The search applies two complementary methods. One pipeline is based
on a cross-correlation method [106] and already used in a previous dark photon DM O1
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search [117]. The second is a semi-coherent method [196] based on the band-sampled-
data framework [147] and adapted from the one used in the latest O3 BH-boson cloud
search [194,297]. No evidence of DM signatures has been found, and upper limits on the
signal strain are derived. These limits can be converted into upper limits on the coupling
factor of the interaction between the dark photon and the baryons in the detector. These
constraints surpass the ones provided by existing DM experiments, such as the Eöt–Wash
torsion balance [299] and MICROSCOPE [300], and improve previous O1 results by a
factor ∼100.

Searches for CW signatures from a pair of CDOs or PBHs far from the coalescence are
also possible. The only actual search for systems with a frequency and amplitude evolution
described by Equations (25) and (26) has been performed in O1 data [124]. How these
CDOs can be formed is still under debate. One option is to assume that these objects can
be trapped by normal matter, for instance a planet or even the Sun. Once these objects
are formed, binaries can form if orbiting close enough to each other. CDOs emitting GWs
from the inspiral phase inside a solar system object should be very dense and in a very
close binary orbit. The search in [124] searches for CW signals from CDOs orbiting near the
center of the Sun in the GW frequency range 50–550 Hz. No signal is claimed, and upper
limits are provided. These limits are converted into upper limits on the mass of CDOs.
For almost the full frequency range investigated, these limits are below 10−9 M� with a
minimum value of 5.8 × 10−10 M� at 525.5 Hz.

Constraints on the rates and abundances of nearby planetary- and asteroid-mass
primordial BHs are provided in [270,271]. These constraints are mapped from the upper
limits strain results of the O3a Powerflux search and the O3 FrequencyHough search with
minimal modeling assumptions on the PBH population. As anticipated in the previous
paragraph, the search in [270] targets CW from unknown NS, but the results can be gener-
alized for the case of CDOs or PBHs far from the coalescence as far as they follow a linear
frequency evolution. In principle, this search is able to probe GW signals below 250 Hz from
inspiralling PBHs binaries with chirp masses smaller than O(10−5)M�. The constraints
obtained from the latest full O3 search in [270] are more stringent than those presented
in [271] from the O3a search thanks to the use of a longer observing time. Unfortunately,
none of these results are stringent enough to be able to constrain the merging rate of PBHs
but will certainly be interesting for future third-generation of detectors [301,302].

5. Conclusions

In recent years, we have witnessed the huge impact that GW science had on our
understanding of the Universe. Each detection has provided an interesting tool to test what
already is known, but mostly the unknown, about these fascinating compact objects able to
emit GWs. The main actors in these scenes have been the well-known merger events, either
as a pair of BHs or a system involving at least one NS. We have witnessed the birth of the
so-called multi-messenger astronomy, an incredibly powerful way to depict the details of a
binary NS merger through EM, neutrino and particle astronomy. However, this is just the
beginning, and indeed, the increase in the detectors’ sensitivity, expected for the upcoming
fourth observing run, along with the improvement of existing pipelines, will certainly
bring about the discovery of even more fascinating and unexpected phenomena. In this
scenario, CW signals can be the next surprise in GW astronomy. A CW detection from
NS could provide evidence for star deformations and shed light on the NS structure and
their thermal, spin, and magnetic field evolution. On the other hand, if the CW detection
happens to be in the case of a DM candidate such as from a boson cloud around spinning
BH, this will lead to the first direct evidence of the existence of DM, solving one of the most
intriguing open problems of astrophysics.

Unfortunately, to date, any search has been able to find strong evidence of GW emission
from CW sources. However, an increasing number of known pulsars is surpassing their
spin-down limit. The lowest constraints on the equatorial ellipticities are very close to
realistic expectations for normal EOS. A comment is probably necessary to explain why,
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even using the most sensitive pipelines for CW searches, any GW has been observed from
these sources. It is not unlikely that the assumed models are not well representative of
the realistic emission scenario happening for CW, in particular for NS. This is the main
reason why, along with improvements in the pipeline’s sensitivity, many approaches tend
to improve the pipeline’s robustness with respect to the model. The final answer to this
long-debated issue of the existence (or not) of CW signals is probably just around the corner,
and the upcoming O4 run is expected from a wide community of scientists to finally solve
this unanswered question. Even if no detection happens during O4, a new generation of
detectors—Einstein Telescope, Cosmic Explorer, LISA and more [301–306]—will start their
observation in the future, providing even more interesting detection scenarios.
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Notes

1 Given the proportionality between fgw and fspin, here f can indicate any of the two frequencies.
2 for m = 1 and for α � 0.1.
3 Hence, the time derivative of the time component of Aμ is negligible relative to �A.
4 Recycled pulsars are ordinary pulsars that have been spun up by accretion from a companion star in a binary system.
5 The ranges are due to fact that the coherence time used in [248] changes in each 10Hz frequency band.
6 except for the SOAP pipeline that covers the additional small region [1000; 2048] Hz in frequency and [10−9; 10−8] Hz/s in

spin-up.
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Abstract: The collection of individually resolvable gravitational wave (GW) events makes up a tiny
fraction of all GW signals that reach our detectors, while most lie below the confusion limit and
are undetected. Similarly to voices in a crowded room, the collection of unresolved signals gives
rise to a background that is well-described via stochastic variables and, hence, referred to as the
stochastic GW background (SGWB). In this review, we provide an overview of stochastic GW signals
and characterise them based on features of interest such as generation processes and observational
properties. We then review the current detection strategies for stochastic backgrounds, offering a
ready-to-use manual for stochastic GW searches in real data. In the process, we distinguish between
interferometric measurements of GWs, either by ground-based or space-based laser interferometers,
and timing-residuals analyses with pulsar timing arrays (PTAs). These detection methods have
been applied to real data both by large GW collaborations and smaller research groups, and the
most recent and instructive results are reported here. We close this review with an outlook on
future observations with third generation detectors, space-based interferometers, and potential
noninterferometric detection methods proposed in the literature.

Keywords: gravitational waves; gravitational-wave backgrounds; stochastic gravitational-wave
backgrounds; stochastic searches of gravitational waves; gravitational-wave laser interferometers;
pulsar timing arrays

1. Introduction

Gravitational waves (GWs) are perturbations of the spacetime metric caused by ex-
tremely energetic events throughout the Universe. Up until now, direct detections of GWs
have been coherent measurements of resolved waveforms in detector datastreams which
may be traced back to single, point-like sources. These make up a tiny fraction of the
gravitational-wave sky: The vast collection of unresolved signals corresponding to multiple
point sources or extended sources adds up incoherently, giving rise to gravitational-wave
backgrounds (GWBs). A variety of different backgrounds is expected given the range of
GW sources in the Universe; however, regardless of their origin, most of these are treated
as stochastic, as they may be described by a non-deterministic strain signal and are, hence,
referred to as stochastic gravitational-wave backgrounds (SGWBs).
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Some backgrounds are stochastic by generation processes (e.g., inflationary tensor
modes), whereas others are stochastic due to the characteristics or limitations of the specific
detector used to observe them (e.g., the cumulative signal from many binary black hole
coalescences). An SGWB of this latter nature is by definition at the threshold of detection,
making it effectively a detector-dependent observable. Determining whether a signal is a
background and also whether it inherently behaves as a stochastic field is then an iterative
process, where first all signals present in the detector timestream undergo signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) estimation, which determines their resolvability, and then the background is
estimated as the cumulative sum of only the unresolved and/or sub-threshold signals.
In practice, each GW detector will be able to access qualitatively different backgrounds,
depending on the noise levels and frequency ranges probed.

With this review, we intend to provide a clear and complete yet concise reference
for the broader community interested in stochastic search efforts while surveying our
field of research. In laying out stochastic background detection techniques, we focus on
three categories of detectors: ground-based detector networks, pulsar timing arrays (PTAs)
monitored by radio telescopes, and spaceborne detectors comprised of sets of satellites. We
do not discuss in detail the impressive work on data acquisition and processing necessary
to put the data in the form required for the implementation of the searches we report
(see Sections 4 and 5); we refer the reader to several other papers that delineate these
efforts (see, e.g., [1–5] for recent discussions of ground-based laser interferometer detector
characterization and calibration and [6–8] for reviews of PTA experiments).

We consider the present second generation (2G) ground-based detector network to be
made up of three detectors that are fully operational: the NSF-funded Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) pair of detectors in the United States [9] and the
Virgo detector in Italy [10]. To these, we can add the GEO600 [11] detector in Germany,
which, however, does not have comparable sensitivity to the others given its smaller size,
and the Kamioka Gravitational-wave Detector (KAGRA) in Japan [12], which has not
reached initial design sensitivity yet. Future detectors will include the Indian Initiative
in Gravitational-wave Observations [13]. Beyond these, we discuss the potential of the
upcoming third generation (3G) detector network, which will include the Einstein Telscope
(ET) [14,15] and Cosmic Explorer (CE) [16–18]. All these monitor frequencies around
102 Hz, spanning roughly two orders of magnitude in total, ∼10–103 Hz, depending on
specific characteristics.

Regarding nanohertz-frequency stochastic backgrounds, f ∼ 10−9 Hz, we outline the
methodology of pulsar timing array (PTA) experiments and present results from the North
American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves (NANOGrav [19]), the Parkes
Pulsar Timing Array (PPTA [20]), the European Pulsar Timing Array ([EPTA [21,22]),
and the consortium of these collaborations known as the International Pulsar Timing
Array (IPTA [23,24]), of which the Indian PTA (InPTA [25]) is also now a member. We
comment on the common-spectrum noise process reported by the above collaborations
that may be related to stochastic GWs or similar noise spectra in timing array pulsars [26].
We describe standard search methods for an isotropic GWB, and we also briefly discuss
methods for resolving anisotropies in the GWB. We further comment on the role of future
observation efforts such as the Square Kilometer Array (SKA [27]) and the five-hundered-
meter aperture spherical radio telescope (FAST [28]).

As for spaceborne interferometers, we primarily discuss the potential detection ca-
pabilities of the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA), which is an ESA-led mission
in collaboration with NASA planned to launch in the mid 2030s. LISA will scan a broad
range of frequencies, f ∼ 10−5–10−1 Hz, with a maximum sensitivity around a millihertz,
allowing us to tune into a new, vast range of the GW sky at unprecedented depth and
volume [29].

We will start by introducing the theoretical underpinnings of GWB science in Section 2.
In Section 3, we review expected sources of GWBs typically considered in the literature. We
outline the different properties of the backgrounds in relation to the detectors that measure
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GWs today and those that will probe them in the foreseeable future. We offer a detailed
explanation of stochastic search methods in Section 4, differentiating between different
observing strategies and detection regimes. In Section 5, we summarise current detection
results, reporting the most stringent upper limits yet on SGWBs while highlighting how
close we are to detection. Finally, we close this review in Section 6 with an overview of
future prospects with the upcoming GW detectors.

2. Theory of Stochastic Backgrounds

In this section, we provide the theoretical foundations of GW science essential to the
description of generation and propagation of GWs in the Universe. First, we review the
mathematical description of stochastic backgrounds in a common framework, regardless of
their astrophysical or cosmological origin, which lies at the basis of (almost) all stochastic
search methods reviewed in Section 4. Then, we introduce the fractional energy density of
GWs, which is the main observable targeted by stochastic searches.

2.1. Gravitational-Wave Strain and Stokes Parameters

We work in the linearised regime of general relativity, such that the spacetime metric
is close to that of flat Minkowski space, with small perturbations that encode GWs, gμν =
ημν + hμν. Neglecting terms of order h2, the vacuum Einstein field equation can then be
written as a wave equation in the De Donder gauge [30],

�
(

hμν −
1
2

ημνhα
α

)
= 0, (1)

where the box operator is the D’Alembert operator, defined as � = ∂μ∂μ. Solutions to this
equation may be constructed as linear superpositions of plane waves,

hμν = Aeμν ei(kαxα) , (2)

where eμν is the normalised polarisation tensor, and kα is the wave four-vector. By inserting
this solution in the equation above, one recovers the dispersion relation kαkα = 0. This
implies that the waves travel at the speed of light in the linearised regime. We may then
pick the transverse-traceless (TT) gauge and reduce hμν to a purely spatial perturbation, hij,
which carries two degrees of freedom or equivalently two independent, spin-2, polarisation
states.

Generalising Equation (2) as in [31], for example, the GW strain at time t and position
vector x given by an infinite superposition of plane waves incoming from all directions on
the sky n̂,

n̂ = (sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ) , (3)

in standard angular coordinates (θ, φ) on the 2-sphere may be written as

hij (t, x) =
∫ +∞

−∞
d f
∫

S2
dn̂ ∑

P=+,×
hP ( f , n̂) εP

ij(n̂) ei2π f (n̂·x−t) . (4)

The spatial wave vector is written explicitly as k = 2π f n̂ (we will use c = 1 throughout
unless otherwise noted), P labels the polarisation states, and hP are the respective ampli-
tudes assigned to each state. Choosing the linear polarisation basis {+, ×}, the orthogonal
polarisation base tensors εP may be written as

ε+ = eθ ⊗ eθ − eφ ⊗ eφ , (5)

ε× = eθ ⊗ eφ + eφ ⊗ eθ , (6)
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with

eθ = (cos θ cos φ, cos θ sin φ,− sin θ) , (7)

eφ = (− sin φ, cos φ, 0) , (8)

as defined in [32]. For a stochastic signal, hP represents a random complex number. Most
often, these are assumed to be drawn from a Gaussian probability distribution. This is likely
a good approximation for a cosmological GWB, as we will see in Section 3. For a stochastic
GWB of astrophysical sources, this assumption may break down but the central limit
theorem will guarantee that the statistics approach with respect to a Gaussian random field
if the signal is sourced by a sufficiently large number of independent events and that any
high signal-to-noise outliers have been subtracted from the detector’s timestreams. Under
the Gaussian assumption, the statistical properties of the amplitudes are then characterised
solely by the second moments of the distribution 〈hP( f , n̂)h�P′( f ′, n̂′)〉, which, assuming
statistical homogeneity, correspond to ensemble averages as [33](〈h+( f , n̂) h�+( f ′, n̂′)〉 〈h+( f , n̂) h�×( f ′, n̂′)〉

〈h×( f , n̂) h�+( f ′, n̂′)〉 〈h×( f , n̂) h�×( f ′, n̂′)〉

)
= δ(2)(n, n′) δ( f − f ′)×(

I( f , n̂) + Q( f , n̂) U( f , n̂)− iV( f , n̂)
U( f , n̂) + iV( f , n̂) I( f , n̂)− Q( f , n̂)

)
,

(9)

where the Stokes parameters I, the intensity, Q and U, giving the linear polarisation, and V,
the circular polarisation, have been introduced. The four Stokes parameters completely
describe the polarisation of the observed signal in analogy with electromagnetic Stokes
parameters for the photon [34]. The difference here is that whilst the electromagnetic Q
and U Stokes parameters transform as spin-2 quantities with respect to rotations, their
GW strain counterparts transform as spin-4. In both cases, intensity I behaves as a scalar
under rotations, while V transforms as a pseudo-scalar. More details on these and their
spin-weighted behaviour may be found in [35].

2.2. The Energy Density of Gravitational Waves

The evolution of our Universe is described in terms of its expansion rate, also referred
to as the Hubble rate,

H(t) ≡ d
dt

ln a, (10)

where a(t) is the cosmological scale factor. Using general relativity, we can write this rate
in terms of the different forms of energy density present in the Universe (this is most
conveniently performed as a function of redshift z),

H(z) = H0

(
ΩR (1 + z)4 + ΩM (1 + z)3 + Ωk(1 + z)2 + ΩΛ

)1/2
, (11)

where H0 ≈ 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 is the Hubble rate today. In Equation (11), Ωi = ρi/ρc are
the density parameters of each energy component of the Universe: radiation R, which
includes photons and relativistic neutrinos; matter M, which includes baryons and cold
dark matter; curvature k; and the cosmological constant Λ. The critical energy density ρc is
a normalisation that can be interpreted as the energy density required to close our (flat)
Universe today, which is explicitly

ρc =
3H2

0
8πG

, (12)

where G = 6.67 × 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−1 is the universal gravitational constant.
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At this stage, one may ask the following: where do GWs fit in? In fact, GWs feature in
Equation (11), as a part of the radiation energy density, as they are considered to be carried
by massless particles propagating at the speed of light.1 This allows us to write

ΩR = Ωγ + Ων + ΩGW + · · · , (13)

with the terms in the sum representing the energy density in photons, neutrinos, and
GWs, respectively. While the present day value of the radiation density is very small
(ΩR ∼ 10−4), we see from Equation (11) that at very high redshift, z � O

(
103), it dominated

the Universe’s expansion. As a result, any additional contributions to the radiation density,
including those from primordial GWs, will leave an imprint on cosmological observables
generated at these early epochs: principally, the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and
the light element abundances predicted by Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) [37]. These
imprints are identical for all forms of additional radiation density; thus, by convention they
are parameterised in terms of the effective number of neutrino species, Neff. Constraints
on Neff can straightforwardly be converted into constraints on GWB energy density. The
most up-to-date analysis combines CMB and BBN data with external datasets such as
measurements of the baryon acoustic oscillation scale, producing [38]

ΩGW < 1.2 × 10−6

(
H0

100 km s−1 Mpc−1

)−2

. (14)

Given these strong constraints on ΩGW, it is reasonable to consider GWs as perturba-
tions in the Universe, which do not influence the bigger picture but obey the propagation
rules, the structure, and the energy content of the Universe that have been set out.

The density parameter appearing in Equation (14) encapsulates the total energy density
of GWs at all frequencies,2 as this is what determines the Hubble expansion rate. However,
all other searches for gravitational waves focus on particular frequency bands; thus, it is
convenient to define the GW energy density frequency spectrum [39],

ΩGW( f ) =
1
ρc

dρGW( f )
d ln f

; (15)

note that the frequency f here is the measured frequency, assuming an observer and the
intervention of an instrument which mediates the true signal and the measurement. Fur-
thermore, beyond the isotropic value of GWB over the entire sky it is possible to include
any anisotropy by adding a directional dependence ΩGW( f ) → ΩGW( f , n̂) where n̂ is the
unit vector of a line of sight.

It is now possible to recover the cosmological information contained in the ΩGW
parameter, which is effectively the cumulative GW energy history weighted per redshifted
frequency bin, as presented in [40]. This may be observed by noting that homogeneity and
isotropy throughout the universe imply

ρGW =
∫ ∞

0

d f
f

∫ ∞

0
dz

N(z)
1 + z

fr
dEGW

d fr
, (16)

where z is redshift, N(z) is the number of GW emitters as a function of redshift, and fr is the
emission frequency of GWs in the rest frame of the emitter, fr = f (1+ z). dEGW/d fr is then
the spectral energy density of the source population. Equation (15) may be rewritten as

ρGW =
∫ ∞

0

d f
f

ρc ΩGW( f ) , (17)
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hence, equating Equations (15) and (16) frequency by frequency yields

ΩGW( f ) =
1
ρc

∫ ∞

0
dz

N(z)
1 + z

[
fr

dEGW

d fr

]
fr= f (1+z)

. (18)

Equation (18) implies that the fractional energy density of GWs per measured logarithmic
frequency intervals at redshift zero, ΩGW, is proportional to the integral over the cosmic
history of the comoving number density of the sources multiplied by the emitted energy
fraction of each source, in the appropriately redshifted frequency bin. This directly relates
ΩGW to the source event rate as a function of redshift, N(z). In the case of different types
of sources, this may be extended to a sum over all contributors,

N(z)
[

fr
dEGW

d fr

]
fr= f (1+z)

−→ ∑
i

Ni(z)
[

fr
dEGW, i

d fr

]
fr= f (1+z)

. (19)

ΩGW( f ) may also be re-written in terms of the intensity parameter I defined in
Equation (9) [32].

ΩGW( f ) =
4π2 f 3

ρcG
I( f ) . (20)

We can derive this relationship using the Isaacson formula for the energy density of the
GWB [41,42],

ρGW =
1

32πG
〈

ḣij ḣij
〉
, (21)

where the angle brackets indicate an average over many wavelengths. Inserting the plane-
wave decomposition in Equation (4) and rewriting the two-point statistics of each plane
wave in terms of the Stokes parameters in Equation (9), we obtain

ρGW =
π

2G

∫ ∞

0
d f
∫

S2
dn̂ f 2 I( f , n̂). (22)

Note that we have assumed ergodicity here such that the spatial average in Equation (21)
is equivalent to the ensemble average in Equation (9). If we treat intensity as isotropic,
I( f , n̂) → I( f ), then we immediately recover Equation (20). This fundamental relation
allows us to connect GWB observations to cosmological implications of the background
and may easily be extended to a directional statement as

ΩGW( f , n̂) =
4π2 f 3

ρcG
I( f , n̂) . (23)

Note that this implies

ΩGW( f ) =
1

4π

∫
S2

dn̂ ΩGW( f , n̂) , (24)

however, one must take care of factors of 4π as other conventions are sometimes used.
Note that we are using the conventions as in [32], where all power spectra are one-sided.

As for the other Stokes’ parameters, these do not contribute to ΩGW and are equal
to zero in the case of an unpolarised background. This may be easily gleaned by their
definitions, in Equation (9), as the second moments of the h+ and h× fields should be equal
and the expectation value of any cross correlations between the two should vanish. ΩGW,
thus, inherits the spectral properties from the GWB intensity as per Equation (20). As will
emerge in the following sections, the spectral dependence is often reduced to a power law,
in which case it is common practice to write3

ΩGW( f ) = ΩGW( fref)

(
f

fref

)α

, (25)
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where α is the spectral index of the signal, and fref is a reference frequency. This assumption
is often extended to be valid in each direction independently, such that the spectral and
directional dependence of the GW signal factor out as

I( f , n̂) = I( fref, n̂)
(

f
fref

)α−3
. (26)

This is particularly useful when performing multiparameter estimations such as map-
making as it allows one to integrate out the spectral dependence of the reconstructed
signal and solve for an intensity sky map. Note that in the ensemble, averaging is required
to recover the Stokes’ parameters, and all temporal phase information in the GWs is
discarded; as argued in [43], no physical information may be recovered from the coherent
phase component.

3. Sources of Stochastic Backgrounds

GWBs fall broadly into two distinct categories based on the underlying generation
mechanism. The first is a superposition of signals of astrophysical origin, galactic and/or
extra-galactic, that are not individually detected or resolved. This type of background will,
thus, be unresolved and incoherent in that the temporal phase of the signal is expected
to be random and is expected to be stochastic in the limit where the number of sources
is very large. The second category is cosmological or primordial backgrounds. These
include GWBs generated by the evolution of vacuum fluctuations during an inflationary
epoch that end up as superhorizon tensor modes at the end of inflation [44,45]. It also
includes GWBs generated by nonlinear phenomena at early times such as phase transitions
or via emission by topological defects [46–48]. For the most part, primordial backgrounds
are formed via stochastic processes, resulting in stochastic signals; on top of this, prop-
agation effects contribute to isotropising a primordial signal, in most cases erasing any
initial anisotropies [49,50]. In particular, stochasticity here implies no initial information
is retained by the temporal phase of the background [51]. Cosmological GWBs can also
be stochastic due to many overlapping signals, for example, in the case of cosmic strings.
Assuming that the orientation of individual astrophysical sources is random on the sky,
these are in general expected to be unpolarised, as an equal distribution in the polarisation
modes will cancel out any local asymmetry. Primordial signals are also mostly assumed to
be unpolarised, as the underlying stochastic process is not expected to select a preferential
frame, with some exceptions as we explain below. What then characterises backgrounds of
different origin is the spectral dependence of the source energy density in Equation (18):
the power spectrum of the signal depends on the specific GW emission mechanism, which
is imprinted in the measured strain. Note that this measurement includes non-negligible
selection effects, as qualitatively different backgrounds contribute from different redshift
shells and from different directions.

In this section, we review both astrophysical and cosmological GWBs, providing the
necessary background for the targeted searches discussed in Section 5. We also comment
on the observational properties of the signal which are essential to understand when building
an optimal search method. The various sources are also summarised in Figure 1, which
includes the sensitivity of several GW detection efforts for reference.
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Figure 1. An overview of potential GWB signals across the frequency spectrum. The light blue
curve shows the prediction for single-field slow-roll inflation with a canonical kinetic term,
with tensor-to-scalar ratio r0.002 = 0.1 [52]. The pink curve shows a GWB from Nambu–Goto
cosmic strings, using “model 2” of the loop network, with a dimensionless string tension of
Gμ = 10−11 [53]. The brown curve shows a GWB from inspiralling supermassive BBHs, with
the amplitude and shaded region shown here corresponding to the common noise process in
the NANOGrav 12.5-year data set [54]. The two grey curves show GWBs generated by first-
order phase transitions at the electroweak scale (∼200 GeV) and the QCD scale (∼200 MeV),
respectively [55]. The yellow curve shows a GWB generated by stellar-mass compact binaries,
based on the mass distributions and local merger rates inferred by LVK detections [56]. The dashed
curves show various observational constraints, as described further in Section 5 (this includes
the PPTA constraint, which intersects the possible NANOGrav SMBBH signal); the dotted curve
shows the integrated constraint from measurements of Neff, which cannot be directly compared
with the frequency-dependent constraint curves but is shown here for indicative purposes.

3.1. Astrophysical Backgrounds

Astrophysical GWBs are the collection of all GWs generated by astrophysical processes
which are individually unresolved by your GW detector. These can be either individual
subthreshold signals, or they can be so numerous that they add up incoherently and form a
continuous signal in the timestream.

Perhaps the most studied signal in the literature is a background sourced by a collection
of inspiralling and merging compact binary systems. These include black hole binaries,
neutron star binaries, white dwarf binaries, and systems counting a mixed pair of these
objects. Black hole binaries in particular are a vast category of sources, as the mass of
each black hole in the binary ranges between 5 and 1010M�. The lower mass of 5M� here
refers to the lack of black holes between the Tolman–Oppenheimer–Volkoff limit (which sets
the maximum mass of a neutron star to 2.9M� [57]) and 5M�, as seen in low-mass X-ray
binary observations [58,59]4. Specifically, a BH is considered massive (MBH ∼ 105–1010M�),
intermediate (MBH ∼ 102–105M�), and stellar mass (MBH ∼ 5–102M�) [61]. There are binaries
that have a mass ratio close to one, where the two black holes in the binary fall within the
same mass category, and there are also so-called extreme mass ratio (EMR) binaries where
the two objects belong to different families, including extreme mixed binaries such as
massive black hole–neutron star pairs. There is a direct relation between binary masses
and GW emission frequencies; however, overall, the GW power spectra have a similar
shape. In particular, in the early emission stage of the binary, i.e., the inspiral phase when
the energy emission increases adiabatically as the binary’s orbit shrinks very gradually,
energy emission can be described by very few parameters and is well-approximated by a
power law as explained below. The masses also impact the characteristic amplitude of a
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GW signal, which in turn may be linked to the detection threshold via the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of each signal. The latter sets the maximum expected redshift depth at which
each type of signal may be observed by the detectors probing that frequency range. A good
example of this is the background generated by double white dwarfs, which is expected to
be observable by the LISA detector only at very low redshift [62] such that LISA will only be
sensitive to white dwarfs from the Milky Way and, perhaps, to those in the local group [63].

Other astrophysical sources of GWs include asymmetric supernovae explosions and
rotating neutron stars which are not spherically symmetric and may produce triaxial
emission [64]. These are considered minor sources of GWs compared to compact binaries
as their characteristic signal is weaker. Furthermore, they are also considerably harder to
model; hence, the discussion that follows is mainly focused on the former; nevertheless,
many equations presented are general and may be applied to these secondary sources
as well. In principle, the fact that these are harder to model also implies that they will
necessarily be targets of stochastic searches, as the latter may be considered as generic,
“un-modelled” searches of GW power.

It may seem odd to use the fractional parameter ΩGW to describe GW energy from
astrophysical events, as historically this is considered a cosmological quantity; however,
several authors and collaborations have deemed it a useful convention allowing scientists
from different fields to easily compare results. With this in mind, it may be considered as
a compact measure of the GW history of the low-redshift Universe, after galaxy and star
formation have taken place. To see this in more detail, following [40], let N be the number
of events of a particular signal type in a comoving volume. This may be decomposed in
event rate Ṅ multiplied by cosmic time slice dtr/dz,

N(z) = Ṅ
dtr

dz
≡ Ṅ

(1 + z)H(z)
. (27)

Then, as in [65], the fractional energy density may be rewritten as

ΩGW =
f

ρc

∫ zmax

0
dz

Ṅ(z)
(1 + z)H(z)

〈
dEGW

d fr

∣∣∣∣
fr= f (1+z)

〉
, (28)

where the angle brackets indicate an averaging over particular source population parame-
ters θ, such that 〈

dEGW

d fr

〉
=
∫

dθp(θ)
dEGW(θ; fr)

d fr
, (29)

and p(θ) is the probability distribution of source parameters. In the case of a stochastic
background, one would expect the parameter space to be fully sampled by the population;
however, note that selection effects imposed by the detector may break this limit. One
would expect the event rate Ṅ to locally increase with redshift, as the volume of each
redshift shell increases. In fact, the event rate for stellar mass compact binary coalescences
has been found to increase with redshift when analysing the direct detections reported by
LIGO [66]. However, this rate cannot increase monotonically out to infinity and must have
a turnaround point at some peak redshift ẑ and then decay to zero as star formation ceases
in the early Universe. In general, this may be modelled phenomenologically with [67]

Ṅ(z) = C(αr, βr, ẑ)
Ṅ0(1 + z)αr

1 +
(

1+z
1+ẑ

)αr+βr
, (30)

such that at low redshift, the rate increases as Ṅ ∝ (1 + z)αr , then reaches a maximum
at z ∼ ẑ, and finally decreases at high redshift as Ṅ ∝ (1 + z)−βr . C is the normalisation
constant

C(αr, βr, ẑ) = 1 + (1 + ẑ)−(αr+βr) (31)
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which ensures Ṅ(z = 0) = Ṅ0. Constraining ẑ, αr and βr provides insight on binary formation
history and, consequently, star formation history as well. In practice, however, stochastic
searches probe the redshift-integrated observable ΩGW( f ) only. The redshift history may
be reconstructed with careful modelling and cross-correlation with direct measurements of
individual events for which redshift is estimated; see the approach presented in [65]. Note
that selection effects due to the mass distribution of sources need to be taken into account in
this sort of analysis. Alternatively to this phenomenological approach, the redshift-dependent
event rate may also be probed by conducting a careful study of the specific astrophysical
conditions which favour compact binary inspirals and mergers; for example, the evolution
of galaxy star formation and chemical enrichment can be combined with prescriptions for
merging of compact binaries obtained via stellar evolution simulations [68,69].

To study the spectral dependence of different backgrounds, we can plug in different
source models in Equation (18) and calculate the spectral shape of ΩGW. This is particularly
useful in the case of an astrophysical background as N and EGW are directly related to
the star formation history of the Universe, and astrophysical GWs from different source
populations will contribute to ΩGW in different amounts at different times. This may result
in a method that differentiates between astrophysical backgrounds and also test different
stellar and galaxy evolution models [70].

An example of astrophysical background with a simple expected spectral dependence
is that of compact binaries in the adiabatic inspiral phase [71]. In this case, it is sufficient to
model GW radiation at leading quadrupole order [72],

dEGW

dln fr
=

π2/3

3
G2/3M5/3 f 2/3

r , (32)

where M is the chirp mass, given by

M =
(m1m2)

3/5

(m1 + m2)1/5 , (33)

where m1 and m2 are the masses of the two compact objects in the binary. The co-moving
number density will depend on chirp masses in the binary distribution and may be rewrit-
ten as an integral over M,

N =
∫ Mmax

Mmin

dN
dMdM , (34)

where the integration extremes will depend on source population characteristics. Rearrang-
ing the terms in Equation (28), one obtains

ΩCB
GW ∝ f 2/3

∫ zmax

0
dz

1
(1 + z)1/3

∫ Mmax

Mmin

dM dN
dMM5/3 , (35)

where the average over the population parameters is simply reduced to the integral over
all possible chirp masses. Here, the superscript CB labels compact binaries generically. This
provides a simple spectral dependence for ΩCB

GW, which may be condensed as5

ΩCB
GW = ΩCB

GW( fref)

(
f

fref

)2/3
, (36)

where ΩCB
GW( fref) is the appropriately normalised energy density calculated at a reference

frequency fref.
This simple model may be extended to all general inspiral-dominated GWBs as the

same principles apply and has been reprised all over the literature and used in almost
every GWB search with data available. The same principle, for example, has been used in
the estimation of the expected background from stellar mass black hole and neutron star
binaries in the LIGO detector frequency band [73], with some tweaks to account for the
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chirp signal from merging black holes which has a substantially different energy output
per frequency. This result is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Projections for the CBC stochastic background using the third GW transient catalogue
(GWTC-3), first presented in [74]. On the right, the total expected background is compared to the
integrated sensitivity of current and future configurations of the 2G detector network. This plot was
obtained using open data published in [75].

3.2. Primordial Backgrounds

There are a range of potential physical processes occurring in the primordial Universe
which would result in a rich variety of GW signals. We report the most noteworthy here;
however, this is a nonexhaustive list of all sources which have been studied in the literature.
We focus especially on sources which have corresponding search pipelines and for which
constraints have been derived with existing GW data. For a more in-depth review of the
subject, see [76].

First and foremost, all inflationary models include an irreducible GWB as a byproduct
of inflation [76,77]. Any inflationary process results in the stretching of quantum fluctua-
tions which are parametrically amplified into classical density perturbations, producing
particularly tensor perturbations which we identify as GWs. The amplification process
causes perturbation wavelengths to expand until they reach the size of the horizon, when
they exit causal contact and their evolution remains frozen until the Universe’s horizon
returns to their scale in the post-inflationary era and they may re-enter. At time of re-entry,
the GWB is formed by standing waves, and their phases are correlated between modes
with opposite momenta [78]. In most models, the perturbations are adiabatic, Gaussian,
and approximately scale-invariant, resulting in a similarly defined GWB. In this case, the
fractional energy density will be approximately frequency independent at frequencies
f � H0 ∼ 10−18 Hz,

ΩInfl.
GW( f ) ≈ const. , (37)

and will be primarily characterised by its amplitude. The perturbations are also expected
to imprint a pattern of B-modes in the polarization of the CMB [79], which has not been
detected yet and is the aim of numerous CMB experiments [80–83]. This nondetection
imposes an upper bound on the inflationary GWB amplitude, setting it well below the
reach of present or planned GW detectors. The prevalent opinion in the community is that
precision measurements of the CMB are still the best chance to garner decisive evidence of
inflation and discriminate between models.

Beyond the irreducible background, however, the inflationary era may also source
a second GWB which in certain cases dominates over the irreducible component, often
presenting strongly scale-dependent features or characteristic peaks in the power spec-
trum [76]. For example, the presence of additional fields during the inflationary epoch
other than the inflaton could have an effect on GW emission, as these may have inter-
actions resulting in strong particle production or may act as spectator fields and exhibit
a sub-luminal propagation speed [84,85]. The presence of additional symmetries in the
inflationary sector would also have an impact, as these would result in breaking of space
reparametrizations, allowing the graviton to acquire a mass. Alternative theories of gravity
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(other than general relativity) governing the inflationary era would have an impact on all
aspects of primordial GWs. The scalar density perturbations generated during inflation
may also source GWs; this may occur either at second order in perturbation theory [86] or
by acting as seeds for primordial black holes [87,88]. Finally, GWs can also be produced
during preheating [89–92] due to the violent transfer of energy from the inflationary sec-
tor to Standard Model plasma. All these possible inflationary scenarios are effectively
extremely hard to probe with electromagnetic observations; hence, GWs present a unique
window into this epoch. See for example [93] for a discussion of inflationary backgrounds
in the LISA band and how a positive detection would revolutionise the current science of
inflation. For more details and references to the specific models that may give rise to the
effects discussed above, refer to the review [76].

After inflation, primordial GWs may have been generated as a consequence of phase
transitions which may have occurred as the primordial Universe cooled down in its post-
inflationary adiabatic expansion. First-order phase transitions in particular would proceed
via the nucleation of true-vacuum bubbles, sourcing GWs through the collision of these
bubbles [44,46], as well as through the resulting acoustic and/or turbulent motion of the
primordial plasma [55]. The characteristic power spectrum of a background formed by
bubble collisions presents a sharp peak at the frequency related to the energy scale at which
the transition occurred, T∗,

fpeak ∼ 10−6 Hz × β

H∗
× T∗

200 GeV
, (38)

where β/H∗ is the rate of the transition in units of the Hubble rate at the transition epoch.
For typical values β/H∗ ∼ 103, we see that this peak lies in the megahertz (mHz) band
probed by LISA for transitions at the electroweak scale T∗ ∼ 200 GeV, allowing us to test a
myriad of particle physics models which predict such signals.

Phase transitions may also give rise to stable topological defects, the most prominent
example of which are cosmic strings. These line-like topological defects are generated
through spontaneous symmetry breaking in the early Universe [47,48] and are a generic
prediction of many theories beyond the Standard Model of particle physics [94]. On
macroscopic scales, cosmic strings are effectively described by a single parameter, the
dimensionless string tension Gμ, which is determined by the energy scale at which they
were formed. Once formed, dynamical evolution results in a dense network of cosmic
string loops which oscillate at relativistic speeds, producing copious GWs which combine
to produce a strong SGWB signal for which its amplitude and spectral shape are set by Gμ.

As mentioned above, a potential GW signal of cosmological origin is the SGWB from
primordial black holes (PBHs); i.e., black holes formed in the early Universe rather than
through stellar evolution. Since black holes are massive and non-baryonic and interact
only through gravity, PBHs are very natural and well-motivated cold dark matter (CDM)
candidates. The cosmic mass density of PBHs is, therefore, usually expressed as a fraction
of the total CDM mass density, fPBH ≡ ρPBH/ρCDM. Similarly to stellar-origin black
holes, PBHs can form binaries (either by forming in close proximity to each other or
through dynamical encounters) which then inspiral and emit GWs or they can emit GWs
through close hyperbolic encounters [95]. The cumulative signal from many such binaries
produces a SGWB spectrum which is determined by the PBH mass spectrum and DM mass
fraction fPBH.

In general, GWBs emitted in the primordial Universe are considered stochastic under
the ergodic assumption, which equates the ensemble average of an observable with its time
and/or spatial average. Essentially, we assume that by observing large enough regions
of the Universe today, or a given region for long enough time, we have access to many
independent realisations of the system. This is realistic given two fundamental premises
of cosmology, namely that the Universe is statistically homogeneous and isotropic, such
that the initial conditions of the GW-generating process may be considered the same at
every point in space and that the GW source fulfills causality, operating at a time when the
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typical size of a region of causal contact in the Universe was smaller than today. It can be
shown [76] that the correlation scale today of a GW signal from the early Universe is tiny
comparable to the present Hubble scale, verifying this requirement.

Stochasticity would also imply the lack of a preferred polarisation mode in the signal,
as all mode configurations should be fully sampled in the observation set. While this is
intuitively true for astrophysical backgrounds, the argument for primordial GWs is more
delicate, and while a background may be stochastic for the reasons described above, there
may be specific formation channels which will violate parity and induce an asymmetry in
the polarisation modes, effectively generating circularly polarised waves. This effect may
be found in alternative theories of gravity, such as Chern–Simons gravity [96] or certain
quantum gravity models [97]. The study of parity-violating theories of gravity is inspired
by grand unification, as the electro-weak sector of the standard model is chiral and, thus,
maximally violates parity [98,99].

3.3. Anisotropies in Stochastic Backgrounds

We can distinguish two root causes of anisotropy in stochastic signals. Firstly, there
may be inhomogeneities in the GW source mechanisms, such as a particular distribution of
the sources on the sky, which necessarily produces an anisotropic signal. Secondly, as GWs
propagate, they accumulate line-of-sight effects [100], crossing different matter density
fields which are (if mildly) inhomoheneously distributed in our Universe. For astrophysical
backgrounds, the spatial distribution of GW events is a biased tracer of the underlying light
matter distribution, while primordial backgrounds will present anisotropies linked to the
particular physical processes that occurred in the early Universe. In order to investigate
these effects, it is useful to define the fractional GW energy density per solid angle dn̂,

ΩGW( f , n̂) =
1
ρc

dρGW

d ln f dn̂
, (39)

such that
ΩGW( f ) =

1
4π

∫
S2

dn̂ ΩGW( f , n̂) , (40)

as in [101,102]. ΩGW( f ) is the GWB monopole, where the bar is introduced to highlight the
fact that it is an isotropic all-sky average over the directional fluctuations. The latter may
be described by the GW density contrast,

δGW( f , n̂) =
ΩGW( f , n̂)− ΩGW( f )

ΩGW( f )
, (41)

in analogy with the formalism used to quantify the level of anisotropy in CMB temper-
ature [103] and in galaxy clustering [104]. This dimensionless parameter provides an
unambiguous metric to compare different results.

At first order in the perturbations, the density contrast may be decomposed into three
distinct contributions related to the origin of the anisotropies,

δGW � δs
GW + δlos

GW +Dn̂ · v̂obs . (42)

Here, δs
GW is the source term resulting from anisotropies at the GW source, for example,

due to the specific distribution of events for astrophysical backgrounds, while δlos
GW is the

propagation term [100], which encapsulates accumulated line-of-sight effects. The final
term is the dipole of magnitude D induced by the observer’s peculiar velocity vobs. Note
that the propagation term includes contributions similar to those encountered in CMB
anisotropy calculations: the Sachs–Wolfe effect, due to the local curvature at emission, and
the integrated Sachs–Wolfe effect, due to the curvature perturbations encountered along
the line-of-sight [105]; a Doppler term due to the source’s peculiar velocity; and higher
order effects such as gravitational lensing and redshift-space distortions [106]. All these
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terms have been the subject of intense study in recent years and both astrophysical and
primordial contributions have been modelled extensively (see for example [107–109] for
independent calculations of astrophysical background anisotropies and [50,102,110] for
examples of primordial ones). The propagation term is often assumed to be negligible in
the case of astrophysical backgrounds or it is directly included as part of the source term;
in [111,112], it is expressly estimated and shown to account for at most ∼10% of the total
anisotropy. In the case of a truly primordial background dating back as far as or before the
CMB, however, this term will be considerably larger and will be comparable to the intrinsic
anisotropies at large scales as shown in [100].

We analyse here the general scenario where the density contrast at the source behaves
as a Gaussian random field, as this is mostly assumed in the literature as well. In this case,
δs

GW is characterised by its two-point correlation function,

CGW( f , cos θ) =
〈
δs

GW( f , n̂) δs
GW( f , n̂′)

〉
, (43)

in analogy with CMB anisotropies, as the first moment
〈
δs

GW
〉

is zero by definition, and all
higher order moments will either vanish or may be expressed in terms of CGW [102]. Here,
cos θ = n̂ · n̂′ and the angular brackets represent an averaging over all n̂, n̂′ direction pairs
of aperture θ. CGW( f , cos θ) will then be different from zero where there are consistent
spatial correlations on the sky associated to θ, at frequency f . To observe this formally, we
expand the two-point function in spherical harmonic space as

CGW( f , cos θ) =
∞

∑
�=0

2�+ 1
4π

Cδ
� ( f )P�(cos θ) , (44)

where P� is the �th Legendre polynomial. By inverting this equation, we obtain the angular
power spectrum Cδ

� ( f ) for the GW energy density contrast,

Cδ
� ( f ) = 2π

∫ +1

−1
d cos θ CGW( f , cos θ) P�(cos θ) , (45)

which may be estimated from observations. Note that quantity �(�+ 1)C�/2π is roughly
the contribution per logarithmic � bin to the variance of δs; hence, this will often be the
quantity shown in plots quantifying the Cδ

� power spectrum from different signal models
and in GW data sets.

Alternatively, we can also calculate the angular power spectrum of the ΩGW parameter
itself, first by decomposing it into spherical harmonic components,

ΩGW( f , n̂) =
∞

∑
�=0

+�

∑
m=−�

ΩGW
�m ( f )Y�m(n̂) , (46)

and then by defining

CΩ
� =

1
2�+ 1

+�

∑
m=−�

〈
ΩGW

�m ( f )ΩGW
�m ( f )

〉
, (47)

where angle brackets indicate an ensemble average over random realizations of ΩGW.
The information encapsulated in CΩ

� and Cδ
� is the same, and they are both dimensionless

quantities; however, note that the numerical scale of CΩ
� is roughly that of Ω2

GW, whereas
Cδ
� shows the fractional contribution of each mode to the power spectrum with respect to

the monopole ΩGW.
To quote the expected levels of anisotropy for astrophysical backgrounds from calcula-

tions in the references mentioned above, one may compare Figure 2 in [107] and Figure 4
in [108]. It has been pointed out in the literature [102,113–115] that there is a tension
between these two predictions; the difference in the estimates highlighted here stems
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probably from different treatments of the source effects at very low redshift, where the
clustering at small scales induces non-linear effects in the field which the overall anisotropy
level is very sensitive to. Cosmological backgrounds are expected to present CMB-like
anisotropies of δs

GW ∼ 10−5 [100]. A comparison between these estimates and the expected
sensitivity-per-multipole of various GW detectors may be found in [116].

Finally, note that to properly assess the sourced GW anisotropies from direct measure-
ments, it is necessary to subtract out the kinematic dipole term induced by the observer’s
peculiar velocity as seen in Equation (42). This may be performed similarly to CMB analysis,
potentially using the independent estimate of vobs from CMB data themselves.

3.4. Observational Properties of Stochastic Backgrounds

The observational properties of the SGWB such as time-domain characteristics and
selection effects imposed by the observation method merit special attention as these are
crucial for developing effective search methods. For the sake of simplicity, this discussion is
focused on astrophysical backgrounds where individual events are clearly defined and are
not extremely model dependent. However, most of the following considerations generally
apply to primordial backgrounds as well and have intuitive extension to backgrounds from
topological defects and primordial black holes for example.

Three main regimes are identified in the literature based on the frequency of occurrence
of the events in time. These are referred to as Poisson noise regime, where GWs appear
as isolated bursts in the timestream, Gaussian regime, where the timestream is packed
with numerous overlapping signals and the central limit theorem applies, and popcorn
or intermittent regime, which lies somewhere in between. A visualisation of these is
provided in Figure 3, generated using mock-data generation open source package presented
in [117,118]. The discriminating factor between regimes is encapsulated in the duty cycle,
which is the mean ratio between event duration and the time interval between consecutive
events. This will also be equal to the average number of events present at the detector
at a given observation time. While it is intuitively clear that the Gaussian background in
Figure 3 is stochastic, this is not obvious of the other regimes. Operationally, a signal may
be considered stochastic if it is more effective, in the Bayesian sense of the word, to search
for it in the data using a stochastic model for the waveform as opposed to a deterministic
one [119]. Furthermore, a signal is defined as resolvable if it can be decomposed into non-
overlapping and individually detectable signals, in either the time or frequency domain.
With this in mind, the only way to know whether a signal is stochastic, is to search for it
and see what method yields the best result or more stringent upper limit. In the case of
astrophysical GW signals, there is a continuous distribution of events where the highest
SNRs are expected to be resolved, and beneath a certain detector-imposed cutoff, the
events accumulate to form the background signal. The boundary between the resolved
and unresolved population is not obvious, and a few bright signals stand out above the
confusion background. When these are resolvable, deterministic signals, they should be
subtracted from data, leaving a residual background that may be analysed with stochastic
tools. In [119], the authors present simulations designed to establish whether certain signals
are best searched for with stochastic or deterministic methods. They find, similarly to [120]
and somewhat unsurprisingly, that deterministic signal models are favoured whenever the
background is made up of a small number of sources, and stochastic models are preferred
for larger source numbers. The boundary between regimes however is not well defined,
and hybrid models comprised of a deterministic signal model for individual bright sources
and a Gaussian–stochastic signal model for the confusion background are generally most
effective to extract the population parameters.
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Figure 3. Examples of interferometer timestreams populated by GWBs with different time-domain
properties, inspired by [64]: Poisson noise (top panel), popcorn (middle panel), and Gaussian (bottom
panel). The strain on the y-axis is normalised to show the fractional contribution of each burst/wavelet
to the signal, while the Δ parameter is the duty cycle, i.e., the mean ratio between event duration and
the time interval between consecutive events.

These analyses highlight the distinction between event rate and detection rate. The
event rate is the actual rate at which binaries are merging in the visible Universe, while
the detection rate is the rate with which we can detect them, which is plagued by selection
effects depending on both the binary’s intrinsic and extrinsic parameters and the detector’s
characteristics.

There is a further degree of complication caused by these unresolved, bright signals in
the timestream which behave as shot noise and may hinder the correct interpretation of a
detection. These signals represent random, Poissonian fluctuations in the finite population
of sources and will induce a white noise component in the angular power spectrum. The
observational effect that arises is induced by the fact that nearby, bright sources approxi-
mately randomly distributed around the observer will mask the underlying structure of the
Universe. This is analysed and quantified in [121–123] for the monopole and anisotropies
of an astrophysical background, respectively. Here, Poisson white noise is modelled with a
free parameter representing the cutoff distance from Earth beyond which the GW signal
may be considered a stochastic background by the definition given above. The cutoff
naturally depends on the sensitivity of the detector array under consideration. This is
analysed in [122,123] for the anisotropic background, and it is found that the white noise
component dominates current LIGO and Virgo detectors; however, the planned upgrades
of these detectors and the future 3G detectors may be sufficient to curb this effect. As
discussed in [124,125], another strategy to mitigate the shot noise is to cross-correlate the
GW signal with a galaxy catalogue, as this cross-correlation spectrum has a much lower
level of shot noise. Furthermore, as GW sources are finite in time, then Poisson statistics
dictate that this noise decays as the inverse of the observation time; hence, long observing
runs will progressively mitigate this effect. Quantifying this distinction is an evergrowing
effort. The current event rate estimates based on astrophysical models informed by the
LIGO detections show that there is approximately one binary neutron star merger every
13 s and one binary black hole merger every 223 s [73]. Clearly, the vast majority of these lie
well beneath the threshold for detection. This is quantified for example in [126] where the
detection rate per year is encoded as a function of the merging binary masses. It is shown
that there are several astrophysical models for compact binaries which fit the detection
rate of ∼10 events per year from the aLIGO O1 and O2 data runs. It is clear that the rate
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of “intermediate” subthreshold events from an astrophysical population following these
models is low and remains far from the stochastic limit as defined above.

It is worth pointing out that these observational features of astrophysical backgrounds
discussed here may themselves provide insight in compact binary population parameters
such as binary coalescence rates for different binary species, as detailed in [127]. Further-
more, the time dependence of astrophysical backgrounds in general may be a powerful
discriminating factor between these and backgrounds of primordial origin.

4. Detection Approaches and Methodologies

Given its stochastic nature, the main challenge in measuring an SGWB is confidently
distinguishing signal from the (stochastic) noise in GW detectors. The interplay between
signal and noise bears a central role in stochastic search methods, and in particular the
validity of a given method may depend on the expected signal-to-noise regime or ratio (SNR):
whether the noise dominates the measurement, i.e., the detector operates in the low signal
regime, or whether the signal is comparable to or stronger than the detector noise, i.e., high
signal regime. Here, we classify search methods based on assumptions made primarily on
the signal, such as Gaussianity and isotropy, starting from minimal assumptions on SNR,
and we highlight how the latter then impacts the formulation of the optimal estimators.

Cross-correlation searches have cast a wide net, targeting a variety of stochastic
backgrounds within the same style of search and also refining methods to extract spe-
cific signals from the data—see, e.g., the dark photon search (e.g., [128]) or the cosmic
string search (e.g., [129]). We divide searches into three broad categories. We present
the methodology to search for an isotropic stochastic background, which relies on the
isotropic assumption to simplify the estimator considerably. Then, we show what happens
when this assumption is relaxed in searches for anisotropic backgrounds. Finally, we
review special searches which target elusive signatures which may imply deviation from
general relativity and/or the standard model. However, first, let us review the common
denominators in stochastic searches, namely the cross-correlation statistic and the correlated
detector response.

4.1. Interdetector and Spatial Correlations

The first step in most stochastic searches is to consider the auto- and cross-correlation
of datastreams from one or more detectors, as this operation discards all phase information
and targets the signal power directly. To then deconvolve the response of the detectors to
the signal, many searches rely on an overlap function, which determines the cross-power
response of a pair of detectors to a stochastic background. The most common approach
is to estimate the significance of excess correlated power in multiple detectors, integrated
over all available observing time, often assuming noise in different detectors not to be
correlated6. Throughout this section, these methodologies will be reviewed in detail; first,
however, let us formally introduce the cross-correlation statistic and derive the overlap
functions for different detector setups as these will be the building blocks for the rest of
this review.

To start, consider a Gaussian, stationary GWB observed through two distinct detectors,
1 and 2. Each detector timestream may be decomposed into signal and noise components as

d1(t) = R1(t) ∗ h(t) + n1(t), d2(t) = R2(t) ∗ h(t) + n2(t) , (48)

where R1 and R2 represent the individual detector response functions to GW signals,
and “∗” represents a convolution. These are characterised by functional dependencies on
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the GWs such as polarisation and incoming direction;
however, we omit these now as they may be easily included at a later stage.

We consider both h and n fields in Equation (48) as mean zero Gaussian variates;
hence, these are fully described by their second-order moments. Let us work in the Fourier
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domain, where the assumption of stationarity implies that the noise covariance is diagonal,
i.e., the noise in each frequency bin is uncorrelated7,〈

ni( f )ni( f ′)
〉
= δ f f ′Pf ,i , (49)

with Pi as the noise power spectrum in detector i. We define the discrete Fourier transforms
of the data streams starting at timestamp τ as d̃τ

1 , d̃τ
2 , and drop the time label immediately

for the sake of conciseness. We then take the cross-correlation of these quantities as

C12( f ) = d̃1( f )d̃�2( f ) , (50)

which, assuming uncorrelated noise between detectors, has expectation value of

〈C12( f )〉 = R1( f )R�
2( f )〈h̃1( f )h̃�2( f )〉 = TobsΓ12( f )IGW( f ) . (51)

Γ12 is the overlap reduction function, where the reduction comes from the fact that it is a
sky-integrated quantity (more details to follow), and IGW( f ) is the sky-integrated power
spectrum of the background. Note the normalisation Tobs as we assume the observation
lasts a finite amount of time. The covariance of the correlated measurement is as

Cov[C12 f , f ′ ] = 〈C12( f )C�
12( f ′)〉 − 〈C12( f )〉〈C�

12( f ′)〉 ≈ Tobsδ f f ′P1, f P2, f , (52)

taking the weak signal limit in the final equality. In this case, the cross-correlation statistic
has been shown to be a sufficient statistic [131], making it a good choice for stochastic
searches. This is because there is little information to be drawn out from the auto-correlated
measurements, as these are effectively measurements of the detector noise power; con-
versely, to use auto-correlations to estimate the signal, one would need an independent
and accurate measurement of the noise power to model and subtract out the noise. This
approach would require an iterative estimator where both signal and noise are included
in the fit [132]. Note that using the cross-correlation component only of the data and,
thus, ignoring the auto-correlations allows for considerable simplification of the optimal
estimators and computations necessary in data analysis.

The functional form of the overlap function of a detector network can be derived from
Equation (51) by appropriately combining the individual response functions of each detec-
tor. In the case of laser interferometers, the basic response function is the arm response func-
tion, and arms are then combined to form the detector. This may be performed physically,
by using laser interferometry as is performed in LIGO/Virgo [133], or in post-processing,
with time-delayed interferometry (TDI) as in the case of LISA [134,135]. Considering arm uPS
spanning from point P to point S, the one-way arm response −→u : P → S in the frequency
domain is described as [33]

RA−→u ( f , n̂) =
1
2

u ⊗ u : εAT−→u ( f , n̂ · u)ei 2π f
c n̂·xS , (53)

with the one-way timing transfer function relative to a photon travelling along uPS, Tu, as

T−→u ( f , n̂ · u) =
L
c

e−
π f L

c (1+n̂·û)sinc
(

π f L
c

(1 + n̂ · û)
)

. (54)

In the case of LIGO-like detectors, which are 90◦-arm, Michelson–Morley style inter-
ferometers, a laser photon performs a round trip along one arm before interfering with the
beam in the other arm; hence, the relevant response function is the two-way arm response
function along ←→u : P ↔ S, which we can write in terms of the one-way timing transfer
function as

RA←→u ( f , n̂) =
1
2

u ⊗ u : εA
(
T−→u ( f , n̂ · u)ei 2π f

c (n̂·xS−L) + T←−u ( f , n̂ · u)ei 2π f
c n̂·xP

)
; (55)
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note the extra −L term which accounts for the extra phaseshift incurred when travelling
over the same distance twice. Then, assuming that the detector is not moving during the
measurement, we can substitute in xS = xP + u, and rewrite the above as

RA←→u ( f , n̂) =
1
2

u ⊗ u : εAT←→u ( f , n̂ · u)ei 2π f
c n̂·xP , (56)

where the two-way timing transfer function along the same arm is derived as

T←→u ( f , n̂ · u) =
L
c

e−i 2π f L
c

[
e−i π f L

c (1−n̂·û)sinc
(

π f L
c

(1 + n̂ · û)
)

+ ei 2π f L
c (1+n̂·û)sinc

(
π f L

c
(1 − n̂ · û)

)]
. (57)

Note that in the small antenna limit, i.e., when the scale of the detector is much smaller
than the wavelength probed, L � c/ fGW, we have that |T←→u | −→ 1, implying that all
the frequency dependence of the detector response is encoded in the phase term of Equa-
tion (56). Consider now detector 1 which is made up of arms u and v, joined at point P; its
polarisation response in frequency space, in the small antenna limit, will simply be

FA
1 ( f , n̂) = RA←→u ( f , n̂)− RA←→v ( f , n̂) =

1
2
(u1 ⊗ u1 − v1 ⊗ v1) : εAei 2π f

c n̂·x1 , (58)

where we have substituted in x1 for xP as we consider it to be the location of the detector
itself. Finally, the unpolarised overlap function8 of a detector pair is given by combining
the response functions of the two detectors [33],

γ12( f , n̂) = F+
1 ( f , n̂)F+

2 ( f , n̂) + F×
1 ( f , n̂)F×

2 ( f , n̂) , (59)

while the overlap reduction function Γ is obtained by sky-integrating the above,

Γ12( f ) =
∫

S2
dn̂ γ12( f , n̂) . (60)

Note that polarisation F functions here defined specifically for ground-based interferom-
eters correspond to the individual detector response functions seen in Equation (51). We
have chosen to incorporate the frequency-dependent phase terms into the response func-
tions directly; however, in the literature, these are sometimes left out of F functions to
underline the fact that, in the small antenna limit, there is no interaction between GW
frequency and detector geometry [33]. In the overlap function, the phase terms add, giving
rise to a time delay term representing the frequency-dependent phase shift between the
two detectors; explicitly,

γ12( f , n̂) = γ̄12(n̂)ei 2π f
c n̂·b , (61)

where γ̄ is the geometric component of the overlap function, and b is the baseline vector
that points from detector 1 to detector 2. The numerical values of γ̄ as a function of
direction then depend specifically on the coordinate basis chosen to represent the function;
often, the choice is to represent it in an Earth-centered celestial frame, where the function
will be time-dependent, as the arms sweep round and round on the sky following the
Earth’s rotation on its axis. This behaviour gives rise to the specific scan strategy of the
detector array, which is essential for directional stochastic searches. On the other hand, the
frequency-dependent phase term highlights the role of the baseline length in a stochastic
search: the ratio between |b| and GW wavelength will determine what frequencies will be
suppressed in the search; the longer the baseline, the higher the frequencies accessible will
be. The overlap reduction functions for the LIGO Hanford and Livingston detector pair
(L–H), LIGO Hanford and Virgo (H–V), and LIGO Hanford and Kagra (L–K) are shown in
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Figure 4a, while the respective (instantaneous) overlap functions are plotted on the sky in
Figure 5 at a particular common time.
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Figure 4. Overlap reduction functions for different GW interferometer detectors: ground-based (left)
and space-based (right). Note that, in panel (b), the positive and negative parts of the LISA TDI
overlap function ΓXY are plotted separately, as the y-axis is log-scaled.
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Figure 5. Geometric components of the overlap functions for different ground-based detector combi-
nations mapped on the sky in geocentric celestial coordinates at a common time.

As mentioned above, long arm length, spaceborne detectors such as the future LISA
three-satellite constellation, oriented in roughly an equilateral triangle, will measure GWs
by combining the one-way arm responses (53) of several arms at different times composing
TDI configurations or channels9. The most basic configuration can be thought of as a
TDI–Michelson–Morley interferometer, where one constructs a response such as that in
Equation (58). However, the great advantage of TDI is that it is possible to construct
channels that suppress detector noise and enhance the signal [138]; this is a very active
area of study [139–144]. For the purposes of this review, let us cite the TDI {X, Y, Z} set of
channels, which are based on the Michelson–Morley style measurement in Equation (58),
where nominally X is centered around spacecraft 1, referred to hereafter as S1; Y around
spacecraft 2, S2; and Z around spacecraft 3, S3. However, to minimise noise, each light
path is “reflected” back and forth between spacecrafts multiple times such that the noise
interferes destructively. The total number of reflections is then linked to a version number
for the TDI channel; e.g., “TDI 1 X” refers to a channel constructed by “interfering” the
following light paths:

(S1 → S2 → S1 → S3 → S1)− (S1 → S3 → S1 → S2 → S1). (62)

For more details on this calculation, see also official LISA documentation [145]. Another
useful set of channels is the orthonormal set which approximately diagonalise the X, Y, Z
noise-correlation matrix, A, E, T [146]. This set is often used for simplicity as one may
consider the auto-correlations of A and E only, treating them as separate measurements,
and use T as a Sagnac channel which is mostly sensitive to detector noise and blind to
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the signal [147,148]. However, in practice diagonalizing X, Y, Z is not a simple task as
the detectors continuously move with respect to the measurement. The auto- and cross-
correlated overlap functions for LISA are constructed as in Equation (59), where now the
polarisation responses are referred to TDI channels. Note that LISA does not operate in
the small antenna limit, hence the timing transfer function remains frequency dependent,
inducing oscillations in TDI responses at high frequency, as observed in Figure 4b.

In the case of pulsar timing arrays, we can use the one-way transfer function defined
in Equation (54), as in this case the arm vector û, points from the solar system barycenter
to the pulsar, and the arm length L is the distance from the solar system barycenter to the
pulsar. One can expand the sinc function using Euler’s identity and isolate the exponentials
with arguments that depend on f L/c. Those exponential terms vary rapidly with sky
direction for f L/c � 1 averaging down to zero in Equation (60) for Earth–pulsar baselines
greater than 100 parsec in the nanohertz band (e.g., Figure 1 in [149]). From here, it is
straightforward to calculate the (now frequency-independent) overlap reduction function
by considering the cross-correlation of data from two pulsars, which serve as one-way
timing beams (see, e.g., [33,149,150] for a more complete discussion). The overlap reduction
function for a pair of pulsars a and b now depends on the angle between Earth–pulsar
baselines, ζab [150]:

ΓPTA(ζab) =
1
2
− 1

4

(
1 − cos ζab

2

)
+

3
2

(
1 − cos ζab

2

)
ln
(

1 − cos ζab
2

)
. (63)

where ΓPTA is commonly referred to as the Hellings–Downs curve and may be observed in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The dashed line is the Hellings–Downs curve described by Equation (63). ζ is the angle
between Earth–pulsars baselines, and Γ measures the spatial correlation. At ζ = 0, the function
assumes the pulsars located at different distances. When distances are the same, Γ(0) = 1. Shaded
regions correspond to constraints on spatial correlations obtained with the second data release of the
Parkes Pulsar Timing Array except PSR J0437–4715 [26].

4.2. Isotropic Background Search Methods

In this section, we review the case of isotropic backgrounds searches. We start by
presenting the approach for ground-based interferometers, which may be considered the
simplest case as these operate in the low-signal regime. We then lay out the detection
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strategy of PTAs. The application of these methods on real data and corresponding search
results are reviewed in Section 5.

4.2.1. Ground-Based Detectors

The flagship LVK stochastic search targets a Gaussian, isotropic, stationary, and unpo-
larised background [56]. This set of assumptions results in a simple, ready-to-use estimator
which results in a relatively rapid analysis of LIGO-Virgo data. All other collaboration
searches use, as a starting point, the breakdown of one of these assumptions, and most
extend the estimator to a particular case.

As detailed in Section 3, a stochastic signal which satisfies all assumptions listed above
is fully described by its spectral energy density, which may be expressed in terms of the
fractional energy density ΩGW( f ). Under the assumption the latter presents a power-
law spectrum as in Equation (25), we can use the cross-correlation statistic presented in
Equations (51) and (52) to write down an optimal filter to apply to the data and draw out an
estimate for the amplitude ΩGW( fref) at reference frequency fref. To start, we remind the
reader of Equation (20) relating the measured GWB intensity to the energy density, which
we may rewritten as

ΩGW( fref) = H( f , fref)I( f ) , (64)

with

H( f , fref) =
4π2

ρcG
f 3
ref

(
f

fref

)3−α

. (65)

By inspection, we already oberve that H( f , fref) is an unbiased filter to use on the data to de-
rive an estimate of the background, in the case where the GWB obeys Equations (20) and (51).
In general, there are several methods to show that this filter is optimal and write an esti-
mator for ΩGW, and different assumptions on the signal and noise components result in
distinct solutions. We report the derivation shown in [151]. The approach here is to find
the function which maximises the SNR of the estimated GWB signal, defined as

SNR =
Ω̂GW| fref

σ2
Ω

, (66)

where
σ2

Ω = Cov[Ω̂GW| fref
] . (67)

Re-writing the expectation value for the data correlation C( f ) in terms of ΩGW( fref) using
Equations (20) and (51),

〈C( f )〉 = TobsΓ12( f )H−1( f , fref)ΩGW( fref) , (68)

and assuming the low-signal limit following Allen and Romano [151], one obtains

Ω̂GW| fref
= F−1

fref

∫ ∞

0
d f

Γ12( f )H( f , fref)

P1( f )P2( f )
C( f ) , (69)

where Ffref
may be thought of as a normalisation which depends on the chosen reference

frequency,

Ffref
= Tobs

∫ ∞

0
d f

Γ2
12( f )H2( f , fref)

P1( f )P2( f )
. (70)

In fact, in deriving the variance σ2
Ω as formulated in Equation (67), it turns out that Ffref

is
equal to the inverse variance of the estimator, up to a factor of 2,

σ2
Ω =

1
2

[∫ ∞

0
d f

Γ2
12( f )H2( f , fref)

P1( f )P2( f )

]−1

≡
Ffref

2
. (71)
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where P1 and P2 are the noise power spectra in detectors 1 and 2, respectively, as defined
in Equation (49). In principle, these are not known and need to be estimated carefully so
as not to bias the search. When operating in the weak signal, it is reasonable to calculate
the noise power spectra from the data directly; however, one should be cautious not to use
these estimates on the very same data stretch they have been estimated from. In practice,
for stochastic searches using ground-based interferometers, the data are segmented into
short time segments and the full estimator takes the average of ΩGW over the entire dataset.
To estimate ΩGW in a single data segment τ, one may use noise power spectra estimated
from other segments within a time window over which detector noise is stationary; for
example, in the LVK stochastic searches, the average of Pi in the adjacent segments is taken.
Otherwise, it is also possible to estimate the noise power spectrum using a parametric fit,
as in [152–154], or by using a wavelet expansion using methods as shown for example
in [155].

Another approach to construct an estimator for the SGWB is to construct a likelihood
function for the signal given the data, and maximise it to obtain a maximum likelihood
detection statistic. Let us switch to a compact vector notation, where the data vector
d = (d1, d2, ..., dN) spans the detector space comprising N detectors, and data covariance is
the generalised N × N correlation matrix C, where each entry is Cij = didj. Starting with a
zero-mean Gaussian assumption for both the signal h and noise n terms in the data, we
can write

L(d) ∝ ∏
f ,τ

1
|C|1/2 e

1
2 d†C−1d , (72)

where all observed time segments τ and frequency modes f are considered independent.
A method based on this likelihood employs both auto-correlations and cross-correlations
of the datastreams to reconstruct SGWB and is discussed in the context of ground-based
detectors in [156]. Using auto-correlations is not recommended in scenarios where the
detector noise terms are not independently measured, as these will be inextricable from
the auto-power spectra. This likelihood is in fact proposed for future LISA data analysis
in [147,148], making full use of the independent estimate of the noise from GW-insensitive
channels (see details on Sagnac channels here [157]). A more simple, alternative route can
be taken by noting that, in the low-signal approximation, the Gaussian assumption can
actually be applied to the average of the two-detector residual Cij − 〈Cij〉, leading to a
different formulation,

L(Cij) ∝ ∏
f ,τ

1
σ2 e

1
2 (Cij−〈Cij〉)σ−2(Cij−〈Cij〉)� . (73)

This holds in the limit where data are averaged over many segments such that the dis-
tribution of the residuals approximates a Gaussian; otherwise, a single residual will not
follow this distribution [158]. In [131], Matas and Romano show that likelihood (72) is well
approximated by (73) in the low-signal limit. In this case, maximising either likelihood with
respect to ΩGW( fref) yields the same solution as above. The extension to include multiple
baselines is straightforward, assuming each Cij may be considered as an independent
measurement. The full likelihood L(C) becomes the product over the individual baseline
likelihoods as

L(C) ∝ ∏
b
L(Cb), (74)

where the baseline index b cycles over the detector pairs ij in the set, without double
counting baselines.
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The approach can be taken one step further to formulate a hybrid frequentist–Bayesian
analysis as proposed in [159] by re-expressing the likelihood in terms of Ω and the model
parameters we would like to constrain,

L(Ω̂GW( f )|Θ) ∝ exp

⎡⎣−1
2 ∑

b, f

(
Ω̂b

GW( f )− ΩM( f |Θ)

σ2
Ω,b( f )

)2
⎤⎦ , (75)

where ΩM is the fractional energy density of the model M which is being tested, Θ are the
parameters on which the model depends, and Ω̂b

GW( f ) is an estimator for the strength of
the SGWB in a single frequency bin (see, e.g., [160]).

Equation (75) is used as the basis for parameter estimation of models for the GWB,
and Bayesian model selection [159]. In the case of parameter estimation, one estimates the
posterior distribution of the parameters of the model, Θ,

p(Θ|Ω̂GW( f ), M) =
L(Ω̂GW( f )|Θ)p(Θ)

p[Ω̂GW( f )|M]
, (76)

where now we have specified model M explicitly, p(Θ) is the prior on the model parameters,
and

p(Ω̂GW( f )) =
∫

L(Ω̂GW( f )|Θ)p(Θ) dΘ (77)

is the model evidence or “marginal likelihood”. The posterior is typically estimated either
by brute force estimation or, in high dimensional cases, by MCMC methods.

In addition to estimating the posterior in Equation (76), one can perform Bayesian
model selection by comparing the marginal likelihood for two separate models. This is
used to construct an odds ratio between two models A and B,

OA
B =

π(A)

π(B)
p[Ω̂GW( f )|A]

p[Ω̂GW( f )|B]
. (78)

The first term on the right-hand side is the prior odds, where one specifies any prior infor-
mation about the preference for one model over the other. The second term is simply the
ratio of evidences. Odds ratios, or Bayes factors (simply the second term on the right-hand
side, i.e., equal prior odds), can be used to distinguish between models for the GWB. A
general heuristic guide for their use is discussed in Chapter 3 of [33]. Bayes factors have
been used recently as the detection statistic in searches that seek to measure alternative
polarizations of GWs [56,160,161], in searching for a background from superradiant in-
stabilities around black holes [162,163], as well as searching for models of cosmological
backgrounds [164–166]. This hybrid-Bayesian methodology has also been proposed in
attempting to distinguish between a GWB and globally correlated magnetic noise [167],
and simultaneously search for multiple GWB models contributing at once [168]. We dis-
cuss the problem of globally correlated magnetic noise for current and future detectors in
more detail in Section 5. In addition, a Fisher matrix formalism has also been proposed to
simultaneously search for multiple GWB contributions [169].

The detection approaches outlined above have been validated both through mock
data challenges [170] and hardware injection campaigns [171]. The latter consisted in
generating an isotropic Gaussian stochastic signal by manipulating the test masses at
both LIGO sites and successfully recovering the injection via a cross-correlation stochastic
search. However, the mock data challenge in [170] considers the case of a semirealistic
astrophysical background of binary black holes and neutron stars. Here, the authors prove
that the cross-correlation statistical approach assuming a Gaussian background remains
valid even in the case of an intermittent astrophysical signal, although it is suboptimal. The
fully optimal search methods for this sort of signal are described in Section 4.4.
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4.2.2. Pulsar Timing Arrays

In describing the typical Bayesian analysis that is currently performed by most PTAs to
search for an isotropic GWB, we follow the methods laid out in, e.g., [172–176], and refer to
more specific studies throughout our discussion. Unlike for ground-based interferometers
where the detector strain time series is uniformly sampled with equivalent time stamps at
each detector, the data collected by PTAs are the arrival times of pulses from an ensemble
of pulsars on the sky. Hence, it is preferable to work in the time domain directly, and
the typical starting point is the timing residuals of all pulsars, δt, which are left over after
subtracting off the best-fit timing model constructed using deterministic parameters of the
pulsars (e.g., rotation frequency, spin-down, binary parameters, sky position, etc.). The
likelihood of obtaining n timing residuals given model parameters θ for a given pulsar is a
multivariate Gaussian as

L(δt|θ) ∝
1

|C|1/2 e−
1
2 (δt−s)TC−1(δt−s), (79)

where s includes contributions from deterministic signals with explicitly modelled time
dependence, including the evolution of arrival times as described by the timing model.
The covariance matrix C represents contributions from stochastic processes. Note that while
we have used “∝”, the specific normalization does matter in this analysis in general, as the
spectra of some of the stochastic processes that contribute to C are themselves described by
a set of free parameters.

The diagonal elements of C yield “white” noise that is uncorrelated in time whereas
off-diagonal elements of C manifest as time-correlated “red” processes, including the GWB.
Red processes are modeled in the frequency domain with a power-law for the power
spectral density of timing residuals

P( f |A, γ) =
A2

12π2 yr3( f yr)−γ, (80)

where f is the GW or noise frequency, and A and −γ are the power-law amplitude and
spectral index, respectively. We discuss sources of red noise that affect pulsars individually
in more detail in Section 5.2.2. For the GW case, amplitude A corresponds to the GW strain
amplitude at the reference frequency fref = yr−1 and γ corresponds to α in Equation (25)
and α′ explained in footnote 3: γ = 3 − 2α′ = 5 − α = 13/3. The lowest frequency and
the size of the frequency bin Δ f are usually selected to be equal to the inverse of the total
observation time Tobs, which is typically more than a decade. The data are collected every
few weeks. The observed power spectral density of timing residuals P( f ) [s3] is derived
from the GW strain power spectral density S( f ) (s) in Section A4 in [177]. Neglecting
frequencies f other than multiples of T−1

obs, the densities and strain are related as

P( f ) =
S( f )

12π2 f 2 =
h( f )2

12π2 f 3 . (81)

With each pulsar modelled by tens of timing model parameters and the necessity to
invert the covariance matrix that models both temporal and spatial correlations for every
likelihood evaluation, in practice it is necessary to marginalise the likelihood over nuisance
parameters, which include timing model parameters and Gaussian coefficients that yield a
specific realization of red noise. Below, we describe the marginalization procedure [178,179]
that is employed by recent searches (e.g., [26,54,180]). First, the likelihood is rewritten as

L(δt|ε, a, η) ∝
1

|N|1/2 e−
1
2 (δt−s)T N−1(δt−s), (82)

where s = Mε + Fa + s′. (83)
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The covariance matrix N is now diagonal and, thus, represents the white noise associated
with each observation; ε represents deterministic timing model parameters and the “design
matrix” M maps them to the timing residuals; Fa represents low frequency “red” noise.
The latter is modelled by a Fourier series with a Fourier amplitudes vector a and a matrix
F of unit-norm frequency Fourier modes. Typically, the frequencies of the Fourier series
are multiples of 1/Tobs [174]. η represents hyperparameters that govern the shape of the
red noise spectrum defined by F and a, and s′ denotes deterministic terms that are not
marginalised over. To be precise, the matrix N is block-diagonal, consisting of the nominal
error in pulse arrival time, but parameterised by “EFAC,” which multiplies arrival time
errors; “EQUAD”, which is added to the arrival time errors in quadrature; and “ECORR”,
which accounts for correlated measurement uncertainties in contemporaneous, multi-band
observations and contributions to the off-diagonal terms [54,179,180].

Further compactifying the equations, we express

T =
(

M F
)
, (84)

b =

(
ε
a

)
. (85)

Gaussian priors are then placed on b,

π(b|η) = exp
(
− 1

2 bTB−1b
)√

2π det{B}
, (86)

with covariance B, for which its parameters have previously been referred to as η,

B =

(
∞ 0
0 ϕ

)
, (87)

where we have left the prior on the timing model parameters unconstrained (the upper left
corner indicates a block with diagonal entries of infinity). The posterior is then proportional
to the original multivariate likelihood described by Equation (79) times the prior described
by Equation (86),

P(b, η|δt) ∝ L(δt|b)× π(b|η)× π(η). (88)

The initial timing model parameters and the design matrix are obtained with least-
squares fitting. The matrix ϕ contains information about the spectrum of low frequency
noise, including intrinsic red noise for each pulsar and the GWB. If we label pulsars as a and
b and frequency bins (multiples of 1/Tobs) as i and j, then the elements of this matrix are

[ϕ](ai),(bj) = Γabρiδij + ηaiδabδij, (89)

where ρi is the spectrum of the GWB (and is, therefore, present in all cross-correlations and
auto-correlations), and ηai is the spectrum of intrinsic red noise of pulsar a in frequency
bin i (and is, therefore, only present on the diagonals). The vectors of maximum-likelihood
values of b, b̂, are obtained by solving

b̂ = Σ−1d, (90)

Σ = TTN−1T +ϕ−1, (91)

d = TTN−1δt. (92)
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Alternatively, one can explicitly marginalise over b as

P(η|δt) =
∫

dbP(b, η|δt)

=
exp

(
− 1

2 δtTC−1δt
)

√
2π det C

, (93)

where C = N + TBTT . C can be efficiently inverted using the Woodbury formula to
increase computational efficiency.

In principle, ϕ is block diagonal with independent frequency bins but correlated noise
between pulsars when a GWB is present. However, a GWB signal is expected to reveal
itself as a strong common red noise process before cross-correlations are evident. Recent
analyses have, therefore, first evaluated the term in Equation (89) with Γab = δab [178]
as the null hypothesis and Γab given by Equation (63) as the signal hypothesis. As we
discuss in Section 5.2, there is strong evidence for a common spectrum process (Γab = δab)
compared to the intrinsic red-noise only hypothesis (Γab = 0), but little compelling evidence
for cross-correlations compared to a common spectrum process.

The ηai and ρi spectra are modeled as a power law,

ηa,i = Pred( fi|Aa,red, γa,red)Δ f , (94)

ρi = PGW( fi|AGW, γGW)Δ f , (95)

and so instead of having Nfreq parameters per pulsar (plus Nfreq more parameters for
the GWB), one has 2(Npulsar + 1) free hyper-parameters that specify the shape of noise
processes. White noise parameters, such as the typical EFAC, EQUAD, and ECORR
parameters are measured on a per-pulsar (and per-observatory or per-observing back-end)
basis. Typical pulsar datasets are modelled by tens of such parameters; thus, white noise
parameters are often fixed to their maximum likelihood values that were calculated by
analyzing pulsars individually.

Bayesian inference with the marginalised likelihood typically yields posterior samples
for the 2(Npulsar + 1) hyperparameters, and the Bayesian evidence, which is the integral
of the likelihood over the prior. The evidence is used to select a model that best describes
the data. In some recent analyses, explicit Bayes factors (the ratio of evidences between
models) are calculated using a “product-space” approach that foregoes individual evidence
calculations in favor of sampling from multiple models simultaneously [54,180].

It is also common to consider an optimal statistic which is built similar to the one
presented for LVK searches [149,181,182]. We follow the conventions and methods in [182],
which were implemented in [54]. We start from the auto-covariance and cross-covariance
matrices calculated from the timing residuals,

Ca = 〈δta ⊗ δta〉, (96)

Sab = 〈δta ⊗ δtb〉|a �=b. (97)

For a GWB with PSD given by PGW( f ), the cross-covariance matrix is given by

Sab = PGW( f )
(

FaΓabFT
b

)
. (98)

Specifically, for a background dominated by supermassive black hole binaries that evolve
solely due to GW emission, γ = 13/3. The optimal statistic, Â2, is then given by [149,181,182]

Â2 =

∑
ab

δtT
a C−1

a S̃abC−1
b δtb

∑
ab

C−1
a S̃abC−1

b S̃ba
, (99)
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with
A2

GWS̃ab = Sab. (100)

In the second line, we define the amplitude-independent cross-correlation matrix, which
makes 〈Â2〉 = A2

GW. If AGW = 0, then the variance of the optimal statistic is given by

σ0 =

[
∑
ab

C−1
a S̃abC−1

b S̃ba

]−1/2

, (101)

which allows us to construct an SNR ρ = Â2/σ0. The SNR significance can be found by
estimating its noise-only distribution using simulations of the data with pulsar sky positions
randomly assigned or random phase shifts applied to the data to remove a signal [179,183].

The implementation of the optimal statistic requires evaluating Ca and Sab for a given
choice of hyperparameters that define a, which are amplitudes of sinusoids on which
the red noise is decomposed. One typically uses hyperparameters that correspond to b̂
in Equation (92). One can also use the maximum a posteriori estimates of the red noise
parameters from the Bayesian analysis, Amax

red,a, γmax
red,a, Amax

GW , and γmax
GW , but this can result

in a large bias in the estimate of Â2 because the individual red noise parameters and the
common red noise parameters are highly correlated. In practice, the red noise parameters
are drawn from the posterior samples from the Bayesian analysis and for each draw the
optimal statistic and its SNR are calculated. One can estimate a value of Â2 from this
distribution, which is significantly less biased than if one calculates the optimal statistic
once from the maximum a posteriori estimates of the noise parameters [182].

While our focus in this section has been on methods for detecting an isotropic GWB
with PTAs, note that there is also a recent paper that aims to measure both continuous
sources from individual supermassive black hole binaries as well as an isotropic confusion
background [184].

4.3. Anisotropic Background Detection Methods

Mapping an SGWB is a distinct problem from that of tracing back an individual
source position. Individual source mapping leverages the coherence of radiation arriving
from the source, using the phase information of the signal to estimate both angular and
frequency-dependent phase along with other intrinsic and extrinsic source parameters. In
either case, however, a basic requirement for directional analyses is multiple observations
of the same signal. These multiple observations can be made in different ways. Multiple
detectors at different locations will impose a known phase shift on a coherent signal, which
can be used to constrain the position on the sky. In the case of a persistent, coherent
source, unequal-time auto-correlation of a single detector signal can yield angular phase
information, and in the case of some sources of GWs, matched filtering can be used to
pinpoint the location on the sky with a significantly larger effective baseline [185]. For
the case of a persistent and incoherent source, such as an SGWB, one may use equal-time
correlations of data from different detectors and the motion of individual detectors with
respect to the frame in which the signal is stationary to reconstruct angular information.
We focus on this approach here.

Let us start by discussing the weak signal limit, which applies to the 2G ground-
based detector network (e.g., LIGO and Virgo). As we did for the isotropic case, we can
assume that the residuals for the data cross-correlation spectra and our model are Gaussian,
similarly to Equation (73). The log-likelihood may be written as a function of an anisotropic
signal I explicitly as

lnL(Cτ( f )|I( f , n̂)) ∝
1
2

[
(Cτ( f )− 〈Cτ( f )〉)σ−2(Cτ( f )− 〈Cτ( f )〉)� + Tr ln σ2

]
, (102)
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where we generically model the correlated data as

〈Cτ( f )〉 =
∫

S2
dn̂Aτ( f , n̂)I( f , n̂) . (103)

The operator A projects the sky signal I into the datastream, and contains all the necessary
correlated response information of the detectors. For ground- and space-based detectors, A
is given by Equation (59) up to appropriate normalisation factors. We have reintroduced
the timestamp label τ here as it serves an important purpose: tracking the time-dependence
of the detector response on the sky; the sky signal I is considered absolutely stationary10

and, thus, τ-independent. For ground-based interferometric detectors, operator A depends
only upon the sidereal time, which means the data stream can be folded on the sidereal
day before we invert Equation (103) to solve for I [186–188]. To probe the effects of the
projection operator A on the GW observations, it is useful to simulate a signal as a single
point source on the sky and “project” it analytically (or numerically) into cross-correlated
mock data, which produces the point-spread function of the detector pair. This has often been
studied to glean the effective angular resolution of the detectors to a stochastic source—we
refer the reader to [189] for a complete presentation of the subject.

We can now derive a maximum-likelihood mapping solution by maximising the likelihood
with respect to the sky map. To best illustrate the structure of the solution, let us use a
compact matrix notation where operators in bold generally span multiple dimensions,
i.e., time, frequency, direction, and baseline, such as Aτ

b ( f , n̂) → A. These are contracted
appropriately to achieve the desired result,

Ĩ =
(

A†Σ−1 A
)−1

A†Σ−1C . (104)

In the simple case of a single frequency and single time segment of data, we can think
of C as a vector containing cross-correlations between different baselines, Σ is the noise
covariance of the cross-correlation of the detector pairs, and A is now a matrix that contains
geometric factors that project different sky directions onto correlations between different
detectors. Explicitly, Σ entries are of the form

Στ
b ( f , f ′) = Cov[P f

i P f ′

j ]τ , (105)

where i, j label the two detectors in the baseline b. More details on the calculation may be
found in [35,189,190].

In practice, this solution may need to be implemented iteratively as the noise covari-
ance Σ may not be known a priori and, hence, may need to be estimated from the data
themselves. In the low signal limit however, as is the case with current ground-based
networks, the noise covariance is estimated independently of the signal and Equation (104)
is, thus, a closed-form mapping solution. The first term on the right-hand side is the Fisher
information matrix,

F = A†Σ−1 A , (106)

which is inverted and applied to the projection map,

z = A†Σ−1C , (107)

to extract the maximum-likelihood solution Ĩ. z is often referred to as the dirty map in
the literature, as it effectively represents a first, naïve representation of the cross-spectral
density on the sky, while Ĩ is considered the clean map as it is the result of a deconvolution.
The Fisher matrix contains the pixel–pixel covariance information necessary to deconvolve
the detector response from the dirty map. In principle, this method can also be employed
for anisotropic searches in a strong signal regime; in this case, if the signal is Gaussian, the
map point-estimate remains accurate; however, covariance Σ requires extra terms as the
signal contribution may not be ignored.
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However, in the presence of a strong signal term, it is preferable to include auto-
correlation terms in the likelihood, as these contain precious information. This is the case
for, e.g., LISA and PTAs. Hence, we consider again the Gaussian likelihood (72), and as
in [191–194], we extend it to include directional information,

lnL(dτ( f )|I( f , n̂)) ∝
1
2

[
dτ( f )C−1dτ�( f ) + Tr ln C

]
, (108)

where the correlation matrix Cτ( f ) (re-introducing the time and frequency dependence
explicitly here for clarity) may be estimated as

C( f ) =
∫

S2
dn̂A( f , n̂)I( f , n̂) + N , (109)

with N as the noise covariance. Note that A is an N × N matrix representing the correlated
response of the full network.

The above notation implies that we are discussing LISA because we have specified the
frequency domain and that A depends on τ. In principle, PTA analysis works analogously—
note the similarity of Equation (109) to Equation (89), with the added complication of
a dependence on direction. However, it is worth briefly reiterating specific differences.
First, the “detector response” is time-independent for PTAs, and in general we assume it
is frequency independent. In addition, PTAs leave data in the time domain but expand
the GW signal and intrinsic red noise in the frequency domain using a set of Fourier basis
functions with an appropriate prior to impose a power-law spectrum and correlations
between pulsars (see Equations (87)–(92)). It is the correlations between pulsars that are
directly affected, with the anisotropy of the background causing a deviation from the
Hellings–Downs curve that depends upon the specific realization of the background. This
means that Equation (89) changes:

Γabρi →
∫

S2
dn̂ Γab(n̂)ρi(n̂), (110)

with i once again specifying the frequency index, a and b specifying pulsars we are correlat-
ing, and ρi(n̂) specifying the GWB amplitude at frequency index i in direction n̂. In this
case, Γab(n̂) can be considered a direct analogue to A( f , n̂).

In [193], the authors show that extracting the maximum-likelihood map solution from
Equation (108) yields

Ĩ = F−1 · 1
2

Tr
[

C−1 ∂C
∂ Ĩ

C−1 (d ⊗ d� − N)

]
, (111)

F =
1
2

Tr
[

C−1 ∂C
∂ Ĩ

C−1 ∂C
∂ Ĩ

]
, (112)

where F is the Fisher information matrix. This solution is in fact structurally identical
to the Bond–Jaffe–Knox mapping procedure in CMB [195,196] and requires an iterative
implementation: first, a “guess” map is injected in C (Equation (109)), then a first solution
Ĩ is calculated using Equation (111), which updates the estimate of C and so on until
convergence. Beyond SNR considerations, this iterative method is also useful in the
case of correlated noise terms as these may be included in the noise model N, whereas
solution (104) rests upon the assumption that the noise is completely uncorrelated between
different detectors/measurements.

Alternatively, in the strong or intermediate signal regime one can employ a fully
Bayesian approach to the problem as presented in, e.g., [192,194,197]. In [192], the authors
develop a fully Bayesian search pipeline to use PTAs to map the GW sky using the formal-
ism detailed in [191]. In [194], the authors present a Bayesian search for anisotropies in the
GWB using LISA, where they decompose the sky onto the first three spherical harmonics,
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parameterize the noise covariance curve, and use MCMC sampling to map the diffuse sky
and estimate the noise properties of the detector simultaneously.

Several different approaches can be taken when applying these map-making methods
to real data [157,186,189–192,197–204] based on specific necessities. The spectral depen-
dence of the map is often factored out (although not always, see, e.g., [154,169,202,205]),
under the assumption in Equation (26) and integrated over to obtain broadband maps of the
GW sky. Then, the direction-dependent component of the signal may be expanded and
mapped in spherical harmonics,

I(n̂) =
∞

∑
�=0

�

∑
m=−�

I�mY�m(n̂), (113)

or discretized directly on the sky in pixel space,

I(n̂) =
Npix

∑
p′=1

Ip′δpp′ , (114)

where Y�m are the standard spherical harmonics, and we have used p and p′ to enumerate
pixels on the sky that are specified using some choice of pixelization (e.g., HealPix [206])11.
Other works have argued for the use of curl and gradient spherical harmonics, as in CMB
analyses [199–201], or bipolar spherical harmonics [207], although to our knowledge these
have not yet been employed on real data.

In both the pixel and spherical harmonic bases, the Fisher matrix F is usually very
poorly conditioned for a single baseline, as the sky coverage is incomplete; this is the
case even after time-integration, which takes into account the sky-scanning strategy of the
baseline. Regularisation techniques are, therefore, needed to estimate maximum likelihood
solutions such as those presented in Equations (112) and (106). Examples of regularization
techniques include cutting off the sum in (113) a priori at some maximum � [190], singular
value decomposition (SVD) (see, e.g., [208]), and the drastic approach of limiting the
calculation to the diagonal of F, ignoring all off-diagonal correlations [198]. In some cases,
combinations of these approaches are used.

The spherical harmonic basis has mostly been employed when searching for a diffuse
background, which dominates the low-� modes, while pixel space has been employed when
searching for point-like stochastic sources, although it has been shown that there is a one-
to-one mapping between the two [209] (see, e.g., Figures 1 and 2 of [192] for an illustrative
example of how specific anisotropic maps correspond to different spherical harmonic
decompositions). There may however be subtle differences between the conditioning in
spherical harmonic and pixel space; in interferometry in general, the choice has often been
to obtain a spherical harmonic domain solution since the measurements directly constrain
this domain (see e.g., [210] for an application to CMB interferometry). The reconstruction
of the actual “image” is then left as a separate and straightforward conversion problem.

However, as discussed in [152], in the case of GW detectors, there is a non-trivial
coupling of spherical modes in the sky response due to the non-compactness of the beam,
indicating that adopting this approach may have significant drawbacks. In particular, there
is no isotropic kernel for a primary beam describing the coupling of individual pairs of
directions, hence limiting the number of spherical modes in the solution in a piece-wise
fashion could make the problem more ill-conditioned than it actually is. Finally, in the case
of PTAs it has been shown that, when working in the spherical harmonics basis, the non-
uniformity of pulsars on the sky makes it impossible to decouple the monopole from other
multipole moments, making the search less sensitive to isotropic backgrounds [203,204]. In
those studies, the authors propose using a basis formed with principal component analysis
of the direction-dependent sensitivity of the specific PTA.
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In fully Bayesian examples, using too many spherical harmonics terms or pixels on
the sky can make the problem intractable or, in a detection case, could widen the parameter
space beyond what is possible to resolve. Techniques that can be used to make the full
Bayesian problem more tractable might be to only search over the first few spherical
harmonics, as in, e.g., [192,194]. Other techniques have also been proposed, one of which
constructs a set of basis “sky vectors” from only the columns of the SVD matrices that
are associated with non-zero singular values of the Fisher matrix. One then samples over
their coefficients to reconstruct the map using a lower-dimensional representation of the
sky [197,201].

Although notably more challenging when attempting map-making with a singular
F, the spectral dependence may be solved for as well, resulting in narrowband directional
searches. These have been carried out by the LVK collaboration targeting point-like sources
which may have an interesting spectral emission (e.g., asymmetric neutron stars, supernova
remnants, the galactic bulge) and have been performed in pixel space [187,188,211]. As
point sources are not correlated with other points on the sky, this type of search ignores
the off-diagonal correlations in the Fisher matrix to avoid the inversion problem. Another
approach employed on LIGO data in [154] is that of frequency-banding, where one solves
for maps in separate frequency bands spanning several Hz, making minimal assumptions
about the spectrum of the signal in each band. This allows both inverting the full Fisher
matrix and obtaining full sky maps in each band and attempt a model-free reconstruction
of the frequency spectrum. In the case of pulsar timing arrays, the signal is dominated by
a small (�10) number of frequencies, and so in the fully Bayesian analysis in [202], they
estimate different spherical harmonic coefficients at different frequencies to allow for maps
that are dominated by point sources in different directions at different frequencies.

4.4. The Approach towards Non-Gaussian Backgrounds

The cross-correlation searches reviewed above have been shown to be optimal in the
case of a continuous background, which, for example, presents a timestream as in the
third row of Figure 3; however, these will be suboptimal in the case of a background
which is intermittent, such as the first row of Figure 3. As argued in [212], an intermittent
background will not satisfy the central limit theorem; thus, searching for such a signal
under the Gaussian assumption will reduce the sensitivity of the search, resulting in delays
until detection (although it will not bias the point estimate). Given the observations of
GWs accumulated up until now [213] and the lack of a detection of a Gaussian stochastic
background, it is clear that a signal of sub-threshold GW bursts from compact binary
coalescences is present in LIGO and Virgo data and may be the first stochastic signal that
can be detected with ground-based detectors.

A few optimised search methods for non-Gaussian backgrounds have been proposed:
a maximum likelihood approach [212] where each isolated GW making up the background
is modelled as a “stochastic burst” of GW strain, correlated between detectors; a Bayesian
search method which leverages deterministic parameter estimation [214,215], fitting each
burst with a compact binary waveform; and, soon, a fully Bayesian stochastic search [216]
which extends the formalism of [212]. This method has also been extended to estimate the
anisotropic properties of the subthreshold CBC population [217].

While substantially different in formulation and implementation, these approaches
share the premise of re-parametrisation of the background signal based on a Gaussianity
parameter, ξ, which quantifies the degree of non-Gaussianity. Effectively, this is the same as
the duty cycle introduced in Section 3.4 and is linked to the duration of each individual GW
burst and the frequency with which they appear in the detector. If normalised, 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 is
the probability that a burst is present in the detector at any given time, and if ξ = 1, the
background is Gaussian. The detector noise, on the other hand, is usually still assumed to
be Gaussian12. Then, that assuming we segment data into short segments labelled by i, the
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likelihood function for the data vector di (for a set of detectors) given the data covariance C
and signal model h is

L(di) ∝ ∏
f ,τ

1

|C|1/2 e
1
2 (di−hi)C−1(di−hi)

�
. (115)

For an intermittent background, model hi in the likelihood will be either a GW burst or
a CBC waveform, if the data segment di has a signal, or simply equal to zero if it does
not [215]. The full likelihood Lfull of the data with an intermittent signal may then be
written as the mixture of a signal-and-noise likelihood Ls and a noise-only likelihood Ln as

Lfull(di) = ξLs(di|hi) + (1 − ξ)Ln(di|0) , (116)

featuring the duty cycle ξ as a parameter. Maximising this likelihood (with any of these
approaches) results in posterior distributions for both the signal parameters that construct
hi, and ξ; furthermore, it is also possible to include noise parameters here such that these
also are estimated.

5. Current Detection Efforts of SGWBs

A variety of searches based on the methods described in Section 4 have been imple-
mented in interferometric and timing data, in the case of ground-based detectors and pulsar
timing arrays (PTA), respectively, to either detect or constrain a wide range of stochastic
backgrounds. Beyond these, many investigations have been carried out to assess the detec-
tion potential of future detectors on the ground and in space and their ability to distinguish
different background sources.

In this Section, we start by discussing the most recent analysis results from the ground-
based detector LIGO–Virgo–KAGRA (LVK) collaboration, obtained with the third observing
run (O3) of the 2G detectors: the Advanced LIGO and the Advanced Virgo. These results build
on the previous data runs O1 and O2 of the 2G detectors. The overall sensitivity of the 2G
detector network may be observed in Figure 7. We then discuss future detection prospects
for the 2G network, which should reach design sensitivity with the next few upgrades of
the instruments [218]. When representing the sensitivity to a GWB, we use “power-law
integrated” sensitivity curves, which show the sensitivity to a GWB at each frequency (at
a chosen SNR level) with a power law spectral shape that is tangent to the curve at that
frequency [219].

For PTAs, we provide details about existing and proposed collaborations across the
world and report on their searches for nanohertz GWBs. We review the upper limits on the
amplitude of the isotropic GWB from circular supermassive black hole binaries. Next, we
briefly outline main sources of noise that limit the searches and discuss the future of timing
array experiments. We close by briefly discussing other interesting GW searches, such as
resonant bar experiments and the Moon-based proposals, and highlight their bearing on
stochastic searches.
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Figure 7. A survey of constraints (all at 95% confidence) on the GWB across the frequency spectrum.
Solid curves indicate existing results from LIGO/Virgo’s first three observing runs [56], monitoring of
the Earth’s normal modes [220], Doppler tracking of the Cassini satellite [221], pulsar timing observa-
tions by the PPTA [222], and CMB temperature and polarisation spectra measured by Planck [222,223].
Dashed curves are forecast constraints for LIGO at A+ sensitivity, Einstein Telescope [14], AION-
km [224], LISA [29], binary resonance searches [225,226], and pulsar timing with the Square Kilometre
Array [227]. The dotted curve indicates the level of the integrated constraint from measurements of
Neff [38]; note that this is a constraint on the total GW energy density over a broad frequency range
and cannot be directly compared to the other constraints. Note also that both the Planck and Neff

constraints apply only to primordial GWs emitted before the epoch of BBN. See Figure 1 for various
GWB signal predictions in relation to these constraints.

5.1. Searches with Ground-Based Laser Interferometers

The ground-based detector communities have put in a continued, concerted effort
towards detecting a stochastic GW background between ∼10–103 Hz. The principal can-
didate for a stochastic background in the ground-based detector band is one given by
inspiralling and merging binary black holes and neutron stars. This is clear given the sensi-
tivity of the LIGO-Virgo network, as shown for example in Figure 7, and the fact that these
detectors have already detected a large set of CBCs [74]. This background has been exclu-
sively searched for via a cross-correlation search, tailored to the astrophysical background
in particular by reweighting the data in frequency according to the expected power-law
spectral dependence as derived in Equation (36). First efforts of isotropic stochastic searches
date back to 2003 and the first science run [228], followed by several other science runs
of the LIGO detectors [16,229–231], and the Advanced detector era since 2016 [161,232],
and, finally, the inclusion of Virgo [56]. Beyond these, several other searches have been
carried out by targeting specific GWBs; notably, searches which allow for anisotropy in the
signal have regularly been carried out [211,233–236], as well as searches for cosmic string
networks [129,237,238]. Other targeted searches include searches for non-GR polarisation
modes [56,161,239]. Furthermore, several stochastic search efforts have been carried out by
small teams outside the LVK collaboration; let us cite here a set of directional searches com-
plementary to the LVK ones [153,154,240], a search for correlations between the anisotropic
GWB and galaxy catalogues [241], searches for ultralight vector bosons [162,163], a search
for a primordial inflationary background [242], and a search for parity-violating stochastic
signals [166].
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We focus on current search results in this section, detailing the detector characterisation
issues that the Advanced detectors have faced up to now. We discuss future challenges for
ground-based detectors in Section 6.1, where we explore SGWB detection strategies with
third generation interferometers.

5.1.1. Search Results for an Isotropic Background by LVK

Applying the cross-correlation recipe described in Section 4 to the real LIGO-Virgo
datasets requires firstly identifying the valid cross-correlation times at which different
detectors are simultaneously online and fully operational and, subsequently, Fourier trans-
forming the measured timestreams to the frequency domain. In practice, it is convenient to
divide these into smaller time segments and fast-Fourier transform (FFT) each segment,
which is treated as an independent measurement. This reduces the cost of Fourier trans-
forming, excludes frequencies that are far into the 1/ f tail, and ensures that noise properties
are stationary within each segment.

In the most recent isotropic stochastic analysis [56], raw data are segmented into
192 s segments which are then Hann-windowed and FFTed. The data are downsampled
from the native sampling rate of 16 kHz to 4096 Hz, and the full frequency band included
in the analyses spans 20–1726 Hz; this choice is made so as to exclude the highest and
lowest frequencies available where noise becomes prohibitively large. Data quality cuts
are applied based on a measure of noise stationarity between segments or when there are
known detector artifacts in the data, and these cuts reduce viable data by ∼20% in O3. In
addition, frequencies where narrow spectral artifacts (“lines”) occur and are caused by
known instrumental disturbances or show coherence between detectors are removed [243]
and typically cut ∼15–20% of the frequency band. More details on the methodology, exact
values of data excised for each baseline in O3, and implementation of the quality checks can
be found in [56,243]. Note that this is the first advanced-detector era stochastic analysis
to include multiple baselines13; we highlight in this section the important implications
of adding two long baselines to the network. Specifically, O3 analysis spans Hanford–
Livingston (H–L), Hanford–Virgo (H–V), and Livingston–Virgo (L–V).

Several new analysis features were implemented in [56], as the LVK collaboration
gears up for a possible SGWB detection. The results are presented by using a log-uniform
prior, assigning equal weight to each order of magnitude in ΩGW, in line with our current
state of knowledge. Furthermore, a correlated noise analysis targeting magnetic noise
resonances was carried out, using the framework set up by the likelihood (75). The analysis
confirmed the lack of correlated magnetic noise across the interferometer network and laid
out a clear methodology, which will prove essential for similar analyses with future, more
sensitive detectors (e.g., 3G). For the first time, short gates (∼1 s) were employed to remove
frequent, loud glitches which populated the LIGO detector O3 data [244,245]. These were
not as frequent nor problematic in previous data runs, and investigations are still under
way to determine the sources of these noise artifacts. Without their removal, loud glitches
would bias the PSD of a 192-second segment, which would then not pass the stationarity
cut, reducing the effective live time of the LIGO detectors to less than 50%, whereas gated
datasets are reduced by about 1% of the original total length.

The H–L baseline contributes the most to overall network sensitivity, while Virgo base-
lines remain important for higher frequencies and, hence, especially for searches employing
higher values of the spectral index α. The combined H–L–V spectrum for all three data
runs shown in Figure 8 is consistent with Gaussian noise, with symmetric fluctuations
around zero. Note that the Virgo baselines contribute information around 64 Hz, where
the overlap reduction function of H–L is null. In general, the three baseline combinations
are more sensitive given that each detector has different consistent monochromatic noise
lines (e.g., the harmonics of the suspension mechanism) which are excluded from analyses,
inducing gaps in the frequency spectra.
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Figure 8. Combined cross-correlation spectra for the three O3 baselines. The grey lines here mark 1σ

contours. The data, by eye, appears to follow the Gaussian distribution. Note that adding the Virgo
baselines has filled in the gap in the H–L data present around the 60 Hz power line (this broad line is
present in both USA-based detectors, but not in Italy). The original version of this plot is presented
in [56]; the one shown here was obtained using open data published in [246].

As there is no clear evidence of a GWB, as LVK places upper limits on the three
fixed power law models: α = 0, typically associated with a scale-invariant, cosmolog-
ical model [76]; α = 2/3, which describes a population of inspiralling compact bina-
ries [64]; and α = 3, which corresponds to a flat strain power [151]. These are astrophysi-
cally motivated further in Section 3. With 95% confidence, it was found that ΩGW|25Hz <
0.6 ± 1.7 × 10−8 (α = 0), 0.3 ± 1.2 × 10−8 (α = 2/3), and 0.4 ± 1.3 × 10−9 (α = 3). In
recent analyses, α is also allowed to vary as a parameter of the GWB model in likeli-
hood (75). In this case, a mean-zero Gaussian prior is assumed, with standard devia-
tion 3.5. Marginalising over α with this method yields a 95% confidence upper limit of
ΩGW|25Hz < 0.7 ± 2.7 × 10−8. When comparing the hypotheses of signal and noise to
noise-only, the log10 Bayes Factor is found to be −0.3. The posteriors for the joint fit of α
and ΩGW|25Hz are shown here in Figure 9.

The results discussed so far assume that the stochastic GW signal is entirely composed
of the two transverse-traceless (TT) polarisation modes predicted by GR. However, modi-
fied gravity theories generally contain additional polarisations, up to a maximum of six:
the two TT modes of GR, one scalar “breathing” mode, and three longitudinal modes—one
scalar and two vector [247]. A detection of non-TT polarisation content would provide com-
pelling evidence for the breakdown of GR. Using the method first developed in Ref. [160],
LVKs have conducted searches for non-GR polarisations in GWB, using the distinct overlap
reduction functions associated with each different set of modes (scalar, vector, and tensor)
and marginalising over the power-law slope α as described above [56,239]. The resulting
upper limits on the GWB intensity are broadly similar in each case, giving ΩT < 6.4 × 10−9

for tensors, ΩV < 7.9 × 10−9 for vectors, and ΩS < 2.1 × 10−8 for scalars with the O3
dataset [56].
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Figure 9. Posterior distributions for the GWB energy density ΩGW at reference frequency f = 25 Hz
and spectral index α. The dashed grey lines show the priors used in parameter estimation. Note that
a log-uniform prior was chosen here on ΩGW, and a mean–zero Gaussian was chosen for α as the
detector noise PSD is approximately flat. The original version of this plot is presented in [56]; the one
shown here was obtained using the open data published in [246].

LVK assessed future detection prospects by projecting the expected astrophysical
background signal, given the current GW detections, onto the expected sensitivities of
upcoming detector networks. This comparison is present in Figure 2 in Section 3.1, where
we discuss the different contributions to the stochastic background. The expected signal
includes contributions from BBHs, BNSs, and BHNSs, all of which have representative
direct detections in the advanced LIGO-Virgo runs. We discuss details of the astrophysical
background model in Section 3.1; in essence, the total GWB at the selected reference
frequency is expected to be ΩCBC

GW |25Hz < 1.9 × 10−9, which is about an order of magnitude
away from the upper limit set with α = 2/3. Taking ΩCBC

GW as an upper limit, it is compared
with the 2σ integrated sensitivity curve for O3,2-year projections for the Advanced LIGO-
Virgo network operating at design sensitivity [218], and a 2-year, 50% duty cycle A+
network at design sensitivity [248]. Figure 2 shown in Section 3 suggests that by the time
design sensitivity is reached for Advanced LIGO-Virgo detectors, these will be marginally
sensitive to the background. By the A+ phase, the vast majority of the background signal
should be within reach of detection.

Both the astrophysical GWB spectrum and the set of individual BBH signals resolved
by LIGO/Virgo are determined by the cosmic BBH merger rate history Ṅ(z). The non-
observation of the GWB from this category of sources sets an upper bound on this function,
while the set of resolved signals provides a lower bound at low redshift. By combining both
pieces of information, we can, therefore, infer something about this merger history [56,65],
potentially revealing interesting astrophysical information about BBH abundances and
formation channels, such as whether BBHs are predominantly formed through isolated
binary evolution or through dynamical assembly in dense stellar environments. As was
recently pointed out in Refs. [249–251], these inferences about the BBH merger rate at high
redshift can also be used to set an upper bound on the fraction of individual detections that
are expected to undergo strong gravitational lensing.At present (i.e., post-O3), the uncer-
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tainty on Ṅ(z) is still large, spanning several orders of magnitude at redshifts z � 1 [56],
but we can look forward to significant improvements with future LVK observing runs. The
inferred redshift shape of Ṅ(z) is currently consistent with the BBH merger rate directly
tracking the cosmic star formation rate (see Figure 10), but there are some tentative hints of
a shallower growth at low redshift, as one would expect if there is a non-zero delay time
between star formation and the eventual merger event. Note that the star formation rate
reported here is arbitrarily normalised.
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Figure 10. Collection of all posterior draws for the merger rate as a function of redshift ṄBBH(z)
inferred from the combination of the resolved BBH detections in the GWTC-2 catalog [252] and the
upper limits on the stochastic background obtained with LIGO/Virgo O3 data. The original version
of this plot is presented in [56]; the one shown here was obtained using open data published in [246].

LVK stochastic searches have also been used to search for various cosmological sources
of GWs that have been proposed in the literature, which we reviewed in Section 3. Among
the most promising of these sources are cosmic strings, and LVK stochastic searches can
be used in particular to place upper limits on the cosmic string tension Gμ. The precise
constraint depends on the model adopted for the string loop network, but the strongest
constraint from the first three observing runs is Gμ < 4 × 10−15 [129]. This is the strongest
existing constraint on a cosmic string model from any experiment; for comparison, CMB
constraints are typically at the level of Gμ � 10−7 [253]. Another potential signal of
cosmological origin is SGWB from PBHs. The non-observation of this signal by LIGO/Virgo
implies that PBHs in the mass range 2 M�–200 M� cannot make up the entirety of the
cosmic CDM budget [254,255], fPBH � 1; by the time LIGO/Virgo reach design sensitivity,
this constraint is expected to improve to fPBH � 10−3. Searches have also been conducted
for the “scalar-induced” SGWB generated by the collapsing overdensities during the
process of PBH formation [165]. For GWs in the LVK frequency band, this corresponds
to the formation of very light PBHs, with masses � 1013 kg. With future third-generation
interferometers, these searches are expected to dominate over existing constraints coming
from electromagnetic signatures of PBH evaporation.

We have aimed here to provide only a taster of some of the numerous cosmological GW
sources that have been probed with LVK stochastic searches. Many other examples exist,
including first-order phase transitions [164], superradiant bosonic condensates around
black holes [162,163], and even sources which are not associated with GWs, but which
couple directly to the LIGO/Virgo test masses to mimic a SGWB signal, such as dark
photons [128].
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5.1.2. Search Results for an Anisotropic Background by LVK

The anisotropic search methods outlined in Section 4.3 were most recently applied to
LIGO and Virgo detector data in [211]. For the first time, data from Virgo was included in
the search, leading to a three-baseline network, similarly to the isotropic search presented
in Section 4.2.1. The data were pre-processed as in the latter, starting from the gated LIGO
data-sets. To increase the efficiency of the search, the data were folded to one sidereal day
before analysis [186]; this effectively reduces the cost of the search by a factor equal to the
number of days in the dataset, with extremely little loss of information.

Three different, complementary approaches were employed in the search: a broad-
band, pixel-based analysis targeting point sources, referenced as the broad-band radiometer
(BBR) analysis; a broadband, spherical harmonic decomposition (SHD) analysis, sensitive
to extended stochastic sources [190]; and, finally, a narrowband analysis targetting three
specific sky locations where a GWB signal may be expected, dubbed the narrowband
radiometer (NBR) search. Notably, the so-called “radiometer” searches are both carried out
in pixel space and ignore off-diagonal correlations present in the Fisher information matrix
(Equation (106)) under the assumption that each direction is fully uncorrelated. The SHD
search on the other hand is aimed at diffuse sources which span multiple directions and,
thus, requires tackling the Fisher matrix inversion problem. The spherical harmonic domain
is chosen here to reduce the effective number of degrees of freedom to a small number of
modes on the sky, assuming the measurement is diffraction-limited, i.e., the maximum resolv-
able scale on the sky is directly related to frequency f and aperture D of an interferometric
measurement by the following (see, e.g., [235] for a more detailed discussion),

�max ∼ 2πD f
c

. (117)

In a cross-correlation GW analysis with pairs of detectors, D is the length of the baseline
for each detector pair. To obtain an estimate for a sensible �max to use in the search,
frequency f is assumed to be the frequency at which the detectors are most sensitive to
the stochastic signal; in practice, three different spectral indices were employed in the
SHD search in [211], which approach LIGO/Virgo sensitivity curves at different “peak”
frequencies. These suggest a band-limiting of �max = 3, 4, and 16 for α = 0, 2/3, and
3, respectively.

The BBR analysis yields sky maps consistent with mean zero Gaussian noise and,
thus, provides directional upper limits, as seen in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) maps
presented in Figure 11. Note that these are obtained by assuming each direction is fully
independent and, thus, should not be read as maps at all, but rather each pixel value should
be interpreted as the upper limit on stochastic GWs in that particular direction in the case
where that direction is the only one contributing to a stochastic signal. Similarly, SHD
analysis produces spherical harmonic coefficients for GWB, band-limited according to the
prescription above, which are then converted to the pixel domain yielding maps consistent
with noise. The angular power spectrum CGWB

� as defined by Equation (47) can be directly
estimated from the coefficients; however, as the measurement is noise-dominated, the
unbiased estimator is [154,190]

Ĉ′GWB
� = ĈGWB

� −N� , N� =
1

2�+ 1 ∑
m

F−1
�m,�m. (118)

Here, ĈGWB
� is the naive angular power spectrum estimator calculated as in Equation (47)

using the spherical harmonic coefficients obtained from the data. N� is an estimate of the
noise covariance of the GW measurement, containing the appropriately normalised inverse
Fisher matrix F calculated in spherical harmonic coordinates and is taken to be a measure
of the uncertainty. Employing the unbiased estimator results in an angular power spectrum
estimate fully consistent with zero; thus 95%, upper limits are placed on the spectrum as
shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11. SNR maps obtained with the “broad–band radiometer” search method applied to O1, O2,
and O3 data, for different fixed values of the spectral index α, as explained in the text. It is clear there
is no significant high SNR signal in the maps. The original version of this plot is presented in [211];
the one shown here was obtained using open data published in [256].
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Figure 12. Angular power spectrum upper limits obtained with the “spherical harmonic decomposi-
tion” search method applied to O1, O2, and O3 data, for different fixed values of the spectral index α,
as explained in the text. The original version of this plot is presented in [211]; the one shown here
was obtained by using open data published in [256].

The NBR analysis described in [211] sets upper limits on frequency spectra from three
astrophysically relevant sky locations: the direction of the X-ray emitting binary system
Scorpius X-1 [257]; the direction of the remnant of Supernova 1987A [258]; and the center of
our Galaxy, which may contain relevant GW sources [259]. No overdensity of GWs is found
in any of these directions; hence, narrowband upper limits are placed in each frequency
bin. Recently, LVK extended this type of search to an “All–Sky, All–Frequency” (ASAF)
search [260], which produces sky maps for each frequency bin, in the pixel domain and at
high pixelisation, assuming each pixel is uncorrelated. This type of search is best suited
to quickly identify candidates for continuous, quasi-monochromatic GW wave sources
coming from point sources on the sky, e.g., rotating neutron stars. The results of this search
found a small set of outliers which may be investigated with continuous waves searches,
for example, with methods proposed in [261].
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5.2. Stochastic Searches with Pulsar Timing Arrays

Unlike ground-based interferometers, the first astrophysical signal observed with
PTAs is expected to be a stochastic signal [120] from supermassive black hole binaries. For
an insightful review of the astrophysics that can be performed with PTAs, see [262], and for
a broader overview of the field, see [263]. The concept of such experiments was proposed
by Sazhin [264] and further discussed by Detweiler [265]. To reach nanohertz frequencies,
PTAs perform arrival time measurements from an ensemble of millisecond pulsars for a
minimum of several years. The first three PTAs are the EPTA [21], NANOGrav [19], and
PPTA [20]. The dependence of the Hellings–Downs curve in Equation (63) on the angular
coordinates of pulsars implies that timing arrays benefit from observing pulsar pairs across
the entire sky. Specifically, it was shown by Siemens et al. [266] that it is important to
increase the number of observed pulsar pairs to resolve Earth-term spatial correlations of
the background from the spatially uncorrelated pulsar-term component of the background,
which manifests as time-correlated noise.

While EPTA and NANOGrav mostly observe pulsars from the northern hemisphere,
PPTA has access to pulsars from the southern hemisphere. Recently, two more efforts have
emerged: the Indian Pulsar Timing Array (InPTA [25], which is the newest member of IPTA);
and the MeerTime project [267], which is based on the MeerKAT [268] facility in South
Africa, a precursor of SKA [27]. A recent proposal sees the new telescope FAST [28], the
largest “dish” radio telescope in the world, laying the foundations for a PTA collaboration
in China. The IPTA [23] is the global effort to accelerate the detection of the nanohertz
GWB by combining data sets across the previously mentioned member collaborations.

5.2.1. Search Results for an Isotropic Nanohertz Background

Searches for isotropic GWB constrain the power-law strain amplitude A of the back-
ground at the GW frequency f = 1 yr−1. Following Equation (36) and the relation between
spectral indices explained in footnote 3, the strain spectrum of the background has the
form h( f ) = A( f /1 yr−1)−2/3. The limits on A, denoting either confidence or credibility,
are reportedly between 1.1 × 10−14 and 1.0 × 10−15 at 95% [173,180,269–274].

As discussed in Section 4.2.2, it is expected that, prior to the detection of Hellings–Downs
spatial correlations, temporal correlations with the same spectra will be observed in pulsar
data sets. This phenomenon is now known as the “common-spectrum process”, and it was
first reported in the search for the background with the NANOGrav 12.5-year data set [54],
where the authors for the first time did not place limits on the background amplitude but
instead provided the measurement of the amplitude of the common-spectrum process.

After that, the PPTA collaboration reported [26] statistical evidence for the common-
spectrum process in a similar fashion, while also suggesting that current analyses do not
consider a model where spectra are similar but not common. Furthermore, the authors
simulated data set showed evidence for the common-spectrum process, whereas amplitudes
of the injected noise power spectra were different by several orders of magnitude. Thus, it
was shown that the evidence for the common-spectrum process might arise from pulsar
noise described by parameters in a similar range or by model mis-specification.

On the other hand, compared with NANOGrav results [54], PPTA [26] measured
the spectral slope −γ of the common-spectrum process to be even more consistent with
the theoretical prediction for the GWB from supermassive black hole binaries, γ = 13/3.
The relation between this value and the strain spectral index α′ = −2/3 is explained
in Section 4.2.2. Furthermore, under certain analysis conditions, constraints on spatial
correlations as a function of pulsar-Earth baselines obtained by the PPTA seem to be even
in a better agreement with the Hellings–Down curve. The PPTA measurement is presented
here in Figure 6 and the NANOGrav measurement may be seen in Figure 7 of [54]. The
PPTA measurement is affected by the pulsar with strong unmodelled excess noise [26].
The EPTA collaboration has also reported evidence for the common-spectrum process
with a 24-year-long data set from an observation of six pulsars [275]. Measurements of
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power-law parameters of the common-spectrum process by NANOGrav, PPTA, and EPTA
are presented in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Power-law amplitude A and the negative of the spectral index, γ (see Equation (80)), of
the common component of power spectral density of timing residuals δt as reported NANOGrav
(orange [54]), PPTA (blue [26]), and EPTA (green [275]).

The results of searches for the isotropic background are summarised in Table 1. The
observation time span Tobs does not directly increase with publication year due to the
inclusion or noninclusion of older data where the limited radio frequency band is not
sufficient to model “chromatic” red noise arising from pulse propagation effects in the
interstellar medium. One also might notice that a few upper limits on the GW strain
amplitude are below the amplitude of the common-spectrum process. This is partly
caused by the adoption of the older Solar System ephemerides in earlier publications,
which were known to contain systematic errors. The origin of the common-spectrum
process is to be clarified in future work through better constraints on spatial and temporal
correlations. For a more thorough discussion about the noise with references please refer to
the following subsections.
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Table 1. Results of searches for the nanohertz-frequency isotropic GWB with the amplitude A and
the energy-density spectral index α = 2/3 in chronological order. The first three columns list details
of corresponding publications. Publications that adopted alphabetical author list are denoted by
asterisks. The fourth column contains 95% upper limits on A for the GWB and measurements of A of
the common-spectrum process (CP) with credible levels of 1σ in [26] and 5–95% in [54,275,276]. The
values in the last two columns are the characteristics of the data set: the total observation time Tobs

and the number of pulsars in the array Npsr.

Publication Collaboration Year A (×10−15) Tobs(yr) Npsr

Jenet et al. [269] PPTA 2006 <11 20 7
van Haasteren et al. [173] EPTA 2011 <6 11 5
Demorest et al. [270] NANOGrav 2013 <7 5 17
Shannon et al. [271] PPTA 2013 <2.4 25 6
Lentati et al. [272] EPTA 2015 <3.0 18 6
* Arzoumanian et al. [178] NANOGrav 2015 <1.5 9 37
Shannon et al. [274] PPTA 2015 <1.0 11 4
Verbiest et al. [24] IPTA 2016 <1.7 21 4
* Arzoumanian et al. [180] NANOGrav 2018 <1.45 11.4 45
* Arzoumanian et al. [54] NANOGrav 2020 CP: 1.9+0.8

−0.6 12.5 45
Goncharov et al. [26] PPTA 2021 CP: 2.2+0.4

−0.3 15.0 26
Chen et al. [275] EPTA 2021 CP: 3.0+0.9

−0.7 24.0 6
* Antoniadis et al. [276] IPTA 2022 CP: 2.8+1.2

−0.8 30.2 53

5.2.2. Challenges in GWB Searches with PTAs

PTAs, as galactic-scale gravitational wave detectors, are affected by a wide variety
of noise sources. These include instrumental noise artifacts from the instruments and the
hardware that processes raw telescope data; effects induced by the Solar System planets
and/or the interstellar medium; and jittering of the neutron stars themselves—sources of
radio waves—and their gravitationally bound companions such as other neutron stars,
white dwarfs, or black holes. Both instrumental and environmental noise sources play
an important role. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, stochastic processes in PTAs can be
uncorrelated in time, i.e., white, and time-correlated, i.e., red. Some noise processes
introduce spatial correlations between pulse arrival times in pulsars across the sky. Below
we briefly discuss prospects for future PTAs given the current knowledge of the noise.

Environmental white noise associated with pulse shape changes is referred to as
jitter (e.g., [277,278]). Without jitter noise, measurement errors are limited by the radio pulse
signal-to-noise ratio. New scientific instruments such as FAST and SKA will significantly
improve upon previous radiometer (white instrumental) noise levels, thus expanding the
number of pulsars in the array and improving noise power spectra of the observed pulsars.
Therefore, the timing precision of the brightest pulsars will be limited by environmental
properties. In particular, MPTA reported [267] an extraordinary timing precision for some
of the millisecond pulsars previously observed by the PPTA. PSR J1909–3744 showed the
root-mean-square of timing residuals (rms14) of 66 ns with 11 months of observations,
whereas in the second data release of PPTA [279], this pulsar showed rms residuals of
240 ns. Pulse integration times may be increased in the future to further lower white
noise levels. Following Equation (81), a pulsar with an achievable timing precision of
10 ns observed biweekly, in 10 years, would be able to probe a GW strain of 5 × 10−17 at
3 nHz. In reality, however, the detection of a nanohertz stochastic background requires
timing an ensemble of pulsars, and there are sources of red noise that limit timing arrays at
low frequencies.

Red noise is resolved in most pulsars after they are observed for a couple of years. A
comprehensive study of this topic for the first data release of the IPTA can be found in [280].
Normally, the strongest red noise in recycled pulsars appears at low radio frequencies ν
from variations in the dispersion measure, electron column density towards the line of
sight. Due to dependence P( f ) ∝ ν−2, this noise is easy to model and it is straightforward
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to separate its contribution from the one of the GWB. Some red noise was found to be
affecting only certain radio frequency bands or back-end observing systems. Independent
of ν, “achromatic” red noise is also referred to as spin noise as it is associated with pulsar
rotational irregularities. Spin noise with a power spectral density which continuously in-
creases towards low frequencies with a power-law might eventually turn over, but no such
spectra were found in millisecond pulsars [281,282]. One may find the term “timing noise”
in the literature, which is used to denote spin noise and glitches, i.e., sudden changes in
pulsar spin periods followed by an exponential relaxation (e.g., [283]). GWBs are separated
from spin noise through spatial correlations, although incorrect red noise models may
result in incorrect inferences of the GWB [284]. For the EPTA second data release, it was
shown [282] that tailored pulsar red noise models with band- and system-related noise
marginally increase evidence for Hellings–Downs correlations, whereas PPTA showed
that the inclusion of the brightest PSR J0437–4715 (which shows significant red noise and
residual excess noise [285]) results in an increase in the inferred correlation coefficients
Γ(ζab) [26]. Before spatial correlations are resolved, both the GWB and spin noise can
yield evidence for the common-spectrum process [26]. Inferences of the GWB based on the
common-spectrum process at this point in time may be treated as speculative, especially
given that spin noise in pulsars may yield a power-law P( f ) with γ = 4 [286], which is close
to γ = 13/3 = 4.3(3) for the GWB. Some low-frequency noise can also introduce spatial
correlations which can still be distinguished from the Hellings–Downs prediction [287].
Time-correlated errors in terrestrial time standards, also known as clock errors, can yield
monopolar spatial correlations between pulsars a and b, Γ(ζab) = 1. Pulse arrival times
are referenced to the position of the Solar System barycenter; thus, systematic errors in the
barycenter position can yield red noise with dipolar spatial correlations Γ(ζab) = cos(ζab).
This noise can be mitigated byt improving Solar System ephemerides, and when improve-
ments are not available, it can be modelled as a purely deterministic process [288,289]. In
an analysis with the NANOGrav 11 year data set [180], it was demonstrated that the results
are affected by the choice of Solar System ephemeris, whereas deterministic modeling
of systematic errors in ephemerides renders consistent results. The good news is that
the contributions of ephemeris noise are found to be rather weak for current data sets
and ephemerides. In particular, in the search for a stochastic background in the second
data release of the PPTA [26], the authors computed Bayesian evidence for errors in every
parameter of the deterministic ephemeris model: masses and orbital Keplerian parameters
of planets from Mars to Saturn, with orbital frequencies in the PTA band. They found
marginal evidence for systematic errors in older ephemerides and no evidence for errors
in present-day ephemerides used for GW analyses between 2020 and 2021. Red noise is
mostly environmental; thus, it might be worth allocating more time to fainter pulsars that
do not show evidence of such noise.

With the above in mind, we provide sensitivity projections for a few scenarios of future
PTAs in Figure 14. When evaluating the performance of future PTAs, several simplifications
are usually made. For example, often, red noise and effects of fitting for the timing model
are neglected, as in Figures 1 and 7. We addressed these points in Figure 14 by adopting the
formalism from [290] and the relevant code [291]. The sensitivity estimates can be further
refined based on more realistic noise properties and observing scenarios—a subject of future
work. For a more detailed review of measurement errors in pulsar timing arrays please
refer to [292]. Challenges for GW detection with pulsar timing arrays are also discussed
in [293].
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Figure 14. Power-law-integrated sensitivity [290,291] at the level of SNR = 3 of simulated PTAs to the
SGWB strain h(t). We demonstrate the effects of timing precision, red noise, and a number of array
pulsars. Pulsars are distributed isotropically across the sky and observed biweekly. Orange lines
represent variations of the 15-year-long PPTA DR2, with real pulsar Tobs, white noise levels based on
the rms residuals ranging from 240 ns to 24,050 ns [279] and best-fit red noise parameters from [285].
The dashed line represents PPTA DR2 extended by 5 more years of observation, whereas the dotted
line represents PPTA DR2 with a doubled number of pulsars with the same noise properties. Red line
is an example of the future IPTA with 20 years of observations of 100 pulsars with white noise rms
drawn uniformly between 20 and 500 ns. Red noise log10 A is drawn uniformly from [−14,−20] and
γ drawn uniformly from [1, 7], a fiducial choice based on [285]. Green lines represent SKA observing
50 pulsars with white noise rms of 30 ns for 15 years, with (solid line) and without (dashed line) red
noise assumed for the IPTA.

5.2.3. Search Results for an Anisotropic Nanohertz Background

To date, one search for an anisotropic GWB with PTAs has been performed [202]. In the
latter, the authors use six pulsars from the EPTA with a timing baseline of Tobs = 17.7 years.
While the results indicate that the data are unable to improve upon a physically motivated
prior, the search setup, motivation, and results are useful to review.

The authors use a spherical harmonic decomposition with �max = 4 based on analytical
arguments of the PTA resolution established in [294]. They perform three parameterizations
and one independent analysis. First, they use a single set of anisotropy coefficients across
the entire frequency band (lowest five harmonics of 1/Tobs) and chose a fixed spectral
index consistent with a population of supermassive black hole binaries. Second, they allow
different anisotropy coefficients at each of the lowest five harmonics of 1/Tobs. Third,
they allow different spherical harmonic coefficients for each of the lowest four harmonics
of 1/Tobs and use a single set of spherical harmonics coefficients to describe up to the
fiftieth harmonic. In all cases, they impose that the power on the sky in each pixel is
positive, as negative power would be unphysical. Fourth, they independently estimate the
cross-correlations between individual pulsars and then map these onto a chosen basis.

The results yielded no detection of a GWB, and limits were set on the angular power
spectrum C� for each of the individual parameterizations (and for each individual frequency,
where appropriate). The limits on strain amplitude in multipoles with � > 0 are �40% of
the monopole. However, these limits do not improve upon the physically motivated prior.
Current astrophysical estimates suggest that the strain amplitude in multipoles with � > 0
is around 20% of the monopole [295]. In the case of the fourth analysis, the physical prior is
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not applied, and the authors observed that sensitivity to the dipole is reduced due to the
distribution of the six pulsars on the sky, highlighting the desire for using a large number
of pulsars that are uniformly distributed on the sky.

5.2.4. Search Results for a Nanohertz Background Not Related to Supermassive Black
Hole Binaries

While quite a few sources of a GWB that can be measured by PTAs have been proposed,
outside of the generic isotropic background, which is generally assumed to be dominated
by unresolved supermassive blackhole binaries, only a few explicit searches have been
carried out.

Recently, both the PPTA and NANOGrav have placed constraints on first-order phase
transitions in the early Universe [296,297]. In [296], the authors use 45 pulsars to search
for a signal from first-order phase transitions using three different models. The common
spectrum process first reported in NANOGrav data in [54] is also consistent with a first-
order phase transition at temperatures below the electroweak scale, with T� � 10 MeV at
the 1σ. They calculate posterior distributions on the temperature and bubble nucleation rate
when phase transition occurs, as well as the strength of the phase transition and the friction
between bubble walls and the plasma. However, it is important to note that these posteriors
assume only a GWB from phase transitions is present, while the data cannot distinguish
between this model and one described by a GWB from supermassive binary black holes. In
addition, no spatial correlations between pulsars are found; hence, no detection of a GWB
is claimed. The results of [297] are similar—no evidence of spatial correlations between
pulsars is reported, and constraints on the temperature of a potential phase transition are
found to be 1 MeV � T� � 100 MeV. For a recent discussion on separating a background
from supermassive black hole binaries and first order phase transitions (or other potential
sources of a nHz GWB) using a multi-messenger approach, see [298].

Several groups have recently searched NANOGrav, PPTA, and IPTA data sets for
evidence of alternative polarizations of GWs. In [299,300], the authors claim a Bayes
factor of ∼100 in preference of background from spatially correlated scalar-transverse
gravitational waves compared to a simple common spectrum red noise process using
both NANOGrav and IPTA data. They claim similar significance when comparing a
scalar transverse background to a background from tensor transverse gravitational waves.
However, they found no such significant evidence when searching PPTA data [301]. In [302],
the authors find a preference for a scalar transverse background, but with less significant
evidence. However, this significance goes away when the authors account for uncertainties
in the solar system ephemeris using [289] or when removing one pulsar, PSR J0030+0451.

5.3. Other Stochastic Background Searches

There are many GW experiments that we have omitted from the discussion above. In
this section, we very briefly highlight a few that are of particular interest, some of which are
shown in Figure 7. Our focus here is on the nanohertz–kilohertz frequency band; however,
see the review article [303] and references therein for a summary of detection methods at
MHz frequencies and above.

The oldest method of GW detection, pioneered by Weber [304,305] in the 1960s with
his “resonant bar” experiments, is to monitor the resonant frequencies of some macroscopic
test object. When acted upon by a GW with a frequency matching one of the object’s
normal modes, the stretching and squeezing action they induce excites vibrations in these
modes which can be amplified and detected. Numerous such resonant-mass experiments
have been operated since the 1960s [306], but none has had sufficient sensitivity to place
meaningful bounds on the GWB below the Ω( f ) < 1 level required to prevent GWs from
over-closing the Universe. However, the same idea has been applied with success on a
much larger scale, using the Earth itself as a resonant mass. By monitoring the Earth’s
normal mode frequencies using gravimeter data, Coughlin and Harms [220] placed an
upper limit on the GWB in the megahertz frequency band. The corresponding PI curve has
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a minimum of Ω( f ) ≈ 1.3 × 10−2 at f ≈ 1.6 mHz. Recently, a trio of similar experiments
have been proposed in which gravimeters installed on the Lunar surface could be used to
monitor the Moon’s normal modes, providing a cleaner probe of GWs in the megahertz
frequency band [307,308].

Another GW experiment which has successfully constrained the GWB below the
Ω( f ) < 1 level is the work of Armstrong et al. [221], who carried out Doppler-tracking
observations of the Cassini spacecraft. The principle here is very similar to IFOs and
PTAs in that it tracks the trajectories of photons in the presence of GWs; however, rather
than measuring changes in the light-travel time, one attempts to measure changes in the
photon frequency due to GW-induced Doppler shifts between the two test masses (this is
essentially the time derivative of the perturbation to the light-travel time). This analysis
probed GWs in the 1–100μHz band, with the corresponding PI curve reaching a minimum
of Ω( f ) ≈ 9.9 × 10−3 at f ≈ 3.9μHz. This is a particularly interesting frequency range,
as it straddles a significant gap between PTA constraints at nanohertz frequencies and
future constraints from LISA and other space-based interferometers in the megahertz
band; however, the Cassini constraint in this “μHz gap” is not strong enough to be of
astrophysical or cosmological interest. Recently, it has been pointed out that much more
competitive GWB constraints could be obtained in this frequency band using high-precision
observations of binary systems (in particular, binary pulsars and the Earth–Moon system),
by searching for the imprints of stochastic GWs on their orbits [225,226]. Other proposals for
accessing these frequencies include an extremely long-baseline space-based interferometer
such as the μAres concept [309].

In addition to changing the frequency and/or time-of-arrival of photons, GWs can
also cause angular deflections in photon trajectories, such that distant astronomical objects
appear displaced from their true positions on the sky. These GW-induced deflections have
a distinctive geometric pattern across the sky, allowing one to search for a GWB signal
with high-precision astrometry from observatories such as GAIA and THEIA [310–312].
The resulting PI curve lies in roughly in the same nanohertz frequency band probed by
PTAs, albeit with improved high-frequency sensitivity. Forecasts in Ref. [312] indicate
that next-generation astrometry with an observatory such as THEIA may be sensitive
to Ω( f ) ∼ 10−16 at nanohertz frequencies, surpassing even the reach of pulsar-timing
observations with SKA.

Finally, a GW detection technique which is subject to growing interest in the com-
munity is atom interferometry, in which, rather than using interference between photons
to measure the phase difference between two spatial paths, one exploits the wave-like
behaviour of matter on the quantum scale to measure interference between atoms. While
first-generation atom interferometry experiments such as AION [224] and MAGIS [313,314]
are in their early stages and are not expected to have significant sensitivity to GWs, pro-
posals for future kilometer-scale experiments are forecast to provide extremely useful
GWB constraints in the 0.1–1 Hz band. In particular, the AION-km proposal has a forecast
sensitivity of Ω( f ) ≈ 2.7 × 10−12 at f ≈ 0.12 Hz.

6. Stochastic Background Detection Prospects with Future Gravitational-Wave Detectors

We close this review with an outlook on the detection capabilities of upcoming GW
detectors. We first discuss the potential of 3G detectors, which will be considerably more
sensitive to GWs in the same frequency bands as LVK instruments, as may be observed
in Figure 7, and specifically prospects of performing component separation with ET and
CE. We then review the upcoming LISA mission and lay out different stochastic search
methods which may be employed with such a detector.

6.1. Stochastic Searches with Third Generation Interferometers

By the mid-late 2030s, it is expected that ground-based gravitational wave detectors
will evolve to the third generation of laser interferometers comprising ET and CE. These
observatories are expected to outperform current 2G network sensitivity by several orders
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of magnitude in strain, extending the BBH detection horizon out to the earliest epochs of star
formation at z ≈ 20 and beyond [52,315]. This would allow 3G detectors to individually
resolve more than 99.9% of all stellar origin BBH signals in the Universe [316]. This
eliminates the motivation to search for the background of stellar origin BBHs with standard
cross-correlation methods described in Section 4 because only very few of such signals
will remain unresolved, whereas searches for the non-Gaussian background outlined in
Section 4.4 might be more appropriate. In between 2G and 3G detectors, there is also the
proposed “2.5G” Australian detector NEMO [317], which will use very high laser power
to target high frequency signals from tidal effects in the late stages of binary neutron
star inspirals.

However, cross-correlation based searches might still be relevant for BNS and BHNS
backgrounds because individual events will only be resolved up to redshifts �1 [318].
The approach will be then to subtract out all the resolved sources from the timestream
and run a stochastic search on the remaining data. This may be performed iteratively
and/or assuming different contributions relative to the signal to perform component
separation [319].

Furthermore, cross-correlation based stochastic searches are suitable for searches
for cosmological gravitational wave backgrounds, following a subtraction of individual
compact binary coalescence signals [316,320]. The noise formed by residuals from the
subtraction of best-fit compact binary coalescence waveforms can be reduced to negligible
levels following the demonstration by [321].

Third-generation detectors also present a unique detection opportunity for primordial
black holes. The merger rate of primordial black hole binaries per unit volume is predicted
to grow continuously towards redshifts of 50 and beyond [322], producing a high redshift
source of stochastic GWs which could be probed with 3G cross-correlation searches. Note
that this remains subject to the theoretically uncertain rate of such events that the nature
provided us with; let us cite several investigations on the matter [254,323–325]. Attribution
of a merged black hole binary to primordial and not stellar origin based on redshift alone
will not be statistically strong even with 40-kilometer Cosmic Explorer, 20-kilometer Cosmic
Explorer South, and Einstein Telescope [326]. This means that even in the scenario where
primordial black holes are abundant, studies of these events will require a combination
of fitting for their ensemble properties as well as cross-correlation-based searches for the
stochastic background that are sensitive to subthreshold signals. In the case of competing
stochastic backgrounds, studies have been performed to carry out simultaneous Bayesian
fitting of both astrophysical and primordial components [168,327], and methods have been
proposed to distinguish primordial black holes from astrophysical ones [328,329].

Correlating anisotropies in the GWB which electromagnetic observations has also
been proposed as a target for future detectors. In some cases, this means using galaxy
catalogues to guide the model used for anisotropic GWB searches [241], while in other
cases, the proposal is to correlate sub-threshold GW signals with EM transients to probe
fundamental physics [127,330].

There are quite a few technological challenges in the development of 3G detectors that
are directly relevant for GWB searches, for which its sensitivity to Ωgw scales with f−3 and,
therefore, benefit from improved low frequency sensitivity. Below, we discuss two impor-
tant and probable sources of low frequency noise that are important for GWB searches.

First, globally correlated magnetic noise from, e.g., Schumann resonances [331,332]
will, if not subtracted or dealt with in some manner, provide a lower limit on our ability to
measure a GWB in the frequency band from ∼8–40 Hz [167,333–341], and could even be
an issue at higher frequencies [341]. The assumption that a GWB will look like correlated
noise between multiple detectors means that correlated magnetic noise could masquerade
as a GWB if we are not careful. There are several avenues we can take to avoid this issue.
One of the most promising is Wiener filtering using low noise magnetometers near the
detectors [334–336,338]. Another option is spectral separation using the hybrid-Bayesian
method discussed at the end of Section 4.2, where one models the contribution of the
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correlated magnetic noise to the cross-correlation statistic and includes it with a model for
the GWB [167]. Finally, reducing the coupling of magnetic fields into the strain channel
of the detectors will also be vital [341]. In the end, some combination of all three of these
ideas will likely be needed.

Second, low frequency noise due to gravity gradients caused by temperature fluctua-
tions in the atmosphere (infrasound) or seismic waves, known as “Newtonian noise,” is
likely a limiting noise source at frequencies up to ∼30 Hz [14,18,342–345]. For a complete
review, see [344]. One cannot shield against Newtonian noise and, therefore, need to either
subtract [346–350] it or cleverly design the local environment of the detectors to reduce
surface seismic waves and atmospheric perturbations [351]. Estimating the specific contri-
bution of Newtonian noise to the detectors from, e.g., seismic waves, is calculable based
on a realisation of the seismic wavefield [344], but is very difficult to achieve in practice.
Proof of principle tests of using an array of seismometers or geophones to create Wiener
filters or use machine learning to clean a “target” seismometer channel are promising, and
work on optimal design of local sensor arrays is mature [346–350,352]. However, cleaning
a seismometer is quite different from cleaning Newtonian noise from a gravitational wave
detector. In the end, it is likely that for 3G detectors, an array of geophones, broadband
seismometers, and tiltmeters (which can be used to separate seismic tilt from seismic waves)
will be needed to subtract Newtonian noise due to seismic waves [344,353]. Meanwhile,
an array of infrasound microphones or LIDAR detectors, along with potentially using
wind fences around facilities, will be needed to reduce and cancel Newtonian noise due to
atmospheric fluctuations [354,355].

6.2. Stochastic Searches with the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna

Stochastic searches with LISA present distinct challenges from those discussed for
PTAs and ground-based interferometer networks, primarily due to the fact that LISA is
considered to be a single detector; hence, it is not possible to use a cross-correlation search
with a second detector which is not co-located with LISA. It is, however, possible to auto-
and cross-correlate TDI channels, as we explain here.

The antenna itself will be comprises three spacecrafts which will be positioned on three
heliocentric orbits and will specify a plane at a 60◦ angle with the ecliptic, in an equilateral
triangle configuration which will be maintained throughout the entire duration of the
mission (4+ years) [29]. Each spacecraft will send a laser beam to each other spacecraft such
that, in total, six laser measurements will be made, comprising the links of the detector. The
links are then combined to form TDI channels, as detailed in Section 4.1. Basic LISA studies
start from considering sets of three channels, where each channel is centered around one
spacecraft; however, more sophisticated studies are already under way [138,140,356]. These
channels produce a set of observations, which we can treat as timestreams for the purposes
of this discussion (although these are effectively combined in post-processing and are not
the read-out of the detector), X(t), Y(t), Z(t), as introduced in Section 4.1. Taking the same
approach as for real interferometer timestreams, we can decompose each of these in their
signal and noise components,

X(t) = RX(t) ∗ h(t) + nX(t) , (119)

where Rx is the specific response of the X channel, and nX is its noise term. The noise terms
for the three channels are not independent, as each shares (possibly multiple) links; hence,
a residuals analysis such as that based on Likelihood (73) is out of the question. Hence,
LISA stochastic analyses are based on Gaussian likelihoods for the data as Likelihood (72),
where the data are now a set of TDI channels,

L(d) ∝ ∏
f ,τ

1
|C|1/2 e

1
2 TC−1T�

, (120)
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with T = (X, Y, Z)T , and C is the full covariance matrix of the data, C = 〈T ⊗ T�〉. The
key to detecting a stochastic background with LISA is then understanding how instrument
noise and GW signals manifest in different TDI channels and finding an accurate modelling
approach to plug into Likelihood (120). The first step consists in picking the specific
TDI channels and assumptions to work in—there are several options provided in the
literature [134,135,146,357–359].

Both maximum-likelihood methods and Bayesian approaches which compute the full
posteriors have been proposed to extract and characterise an SGWB from LISA data. In the
first case, it is possible to produce a maximum-likelihood solution by fixing a noise model
and iterating over the data until the signal converges to the maximum-likelihood estimate;
this is essentially the same approach as that laid out in Section 4.3 for anisotropic searches,
based on [193]. Otherwise, one may take a full Bayesian approach, parametrizing signal
and noise components in the data and assuming appropriate priors for the two sets of pa-
rameters, then sampling the Likelihood to obtain informative posteriors. This is performed
for example in [147] for an isotropic stochastic background, where the data were given by
the LISA Data Challenge (LDC). Here, the authors show that, using the noise orthogonal
A, E, T set of TDI channels, they are able to recover the stochastic signal and independently
measure the relevant LISA noise parameters for each arm of the interferometer. Note,
however, that this is performed in the absence of competing signals.

In fact, component separation will be a major challenge for LISA data analysis, as a
variety of signals will contribute to the same frequency band and overlap in time [360]. In
the case of stochastic backgrounds, as detailed in Section 3, LISA will be sensitive to an
anisotropic galactic white dwarf binary background which traces the shape of the Milky
Way, a mostly isotropic background of either primordial or stellar-origin black hole and
neutron star binaries [361], and also potentially other primordial backgrounds, such as those
arising from inflation [93], first-order phase transitions [55,362], and cosmic strings [53,363],
all of which may be either isotropic or anisotropic. Galactic binaries will by far dominate
the measurement, and in fact several approaches have been proposed towards component
separation, relying on characteristic, observable differences of each component such as
their spectral shape [148,364], or their distribution on the sky, as seen in [193,194]. In any
case, it will first be necessary to disentangle the resolvable white dwarf binaries from the
unresolvable white dwarf binary background in the data streams, as detailed in [132].

Anisotropic stochastic searches with LISA leverage the motion of the LISA constella-
tion around the sun to map the signal in the solar system barycenter frame. The method pro-
posed in [193] fixes the noise model, simulates mock data assuming the LISA response func-
tions in [365] and uses the Bond–Jaffe–Knox maximum-likelihood solution in Equation (111)
to test the mapping capabilities of the detector. It was found that the angular resolution of
LISA for stochastic signals highly depends on their SNR as a function of frequency, as the
detector response varies greatly as a function of the latter. The stochastic signals compete
with the detector noise, which at low SNR dominates the modes of the Fisher informa-
tion matrix (112). Beyond this, the angular resolution at which LISA “sees” the signal is
diffraction-limited; hence, the higher the frequency, the better the angular resolution will
be. In the best-case scenario of a high SNR signal dominating at frequencies ∼0.1 Hz, the
angular resolution will be of the order �max ∼ 16—see Figure 6 of [193]. Another approach
proposed in [194] tackles the mapping problem by setting priors on the spherical harmonic
modes of the signal and solving for their amplitudes in a Bayesian framework, using a
single TDI channel. This is especially useful when the sky distribution of the signal is
well known, as is the case for the galactic white dwarf binary background. The technique
proposed here is based on the Clebsch–Gordan expansion, which allows one to constrain
the spherical harmonics with a non-negative distribution. This method has proven to be
effective for the recovery of a mock galactic background and yields an informative set of
posteriors on the coefficients of the signal—see Figure 3 of [194]. However, it has only been
tested at the low resolution of �max = 4 as the solver scales significantly in computational
cost with the number of modes one tries to recover.
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Notes

1 There are several theories that postulate modifications to this statement, but these modifications are strongly constrained by
multimessenger observations of the binary neutron star merger GW170817 [36].

2 Strictly speaking, GWs with wavelengths larger than the size of the cosmological horizon are frozen out by Hubble friction and,
thus, do not contribute to the effective energy density. As a result, the density parameter appearing on the left-hand side of
Equation (14) should be interpreted as an integral over ΩGW( f ) from a minimum frequency of f ∼ 10−15 Hz, which corresponds
to the size of the horizon at the epoch when the CMB photons were emitted.

3 Often in the literature, the letter α is used to denote a different spectral index, hereby denoted α′, of the characteristic strain
spectrum of the stochastic gravitational wave background h( f ) ≡

√
f S( f ) ∝ f α′

, where S( f ) is the power spectral density of the
background. This leads to the power-law index of 2α′ + 2 for ΩGW in Equation (25) instead of α.

4 There is still much uncertainty around this black hole “lower mass gap” and it remains a main focus of research in the field; see,
e.g., the discussions in [58–60].

5 As mentioned in the footnote 3, the energy density spectral index α = 2/3 is related to the strain amplitude spectral index α′

such that α = 2α′ + 2. Therefore α′ = −2/3, which is the quantity often referred to as α in publications. Due to the parametric
choices made in the different search pipelines, α is most frequently used in LVK literature, while α′ is most frequently used in the
PTA literature.

6 There are, in fact, sources of spatially correlated noise. They can be distinguished from SGWBs by either a deterministic
component or by an overlap reduction function different to those of SGWBs. We provide more details in Section 5.

7 Time segments with non-stationary noise are removed from analyses of real data [56], the stationarity is usually determined
empirically. Note that when applying a non-trivial windowing function to time-domain data, e.g., for computing a discrete
Fourier transform, we introduce correlations between frequency bins. This effect and the methods to mitigate it are described
in [130].

8 Note that this is result is derived from the detector response to a fully unpolarised stochastic background; in the case of a
polarised signal, extra terms need to be considered. More details on this can be found, e.g., in [136,137].

9 Note that directly interfering laser beams in the case of LISA is impossible due to energy dispersion along the arm [29].
10 Note that this is no longer the case in the presence of temporal shot noise, e.g., for the astrophysical GWB from compact binary

coalescences [122]. In this case, each time segment will have random GWB intensity fluctuations due to the finite number of
sources. The statistical independence of these fluctuations at different times can be leveraged to mitigate the impact of shot noise
on measurements of the angular power spectrum [123].

11 Note that in these two cases Ip and I�m have different units because in (114) the basis function carry units sr−1.
12 In fact, in [215] the authors discuss the extension of their optimal search method in the presence of non-Gaussian noise as well.

The implementation of the method becomes substantially more involved, however practical considerations about the nature and
behaviour of the non-Gaussian noise can simplify it considerably.

13 Initial-detector era searches on LIGO Science Run 5 (S5)/Virgo Science Run 1 (VSR1) [16] and LIGO Science Run 6, Virgo Science
Runs 2 and 3 (VSR23) [231] used the full Hanford, Livingston, Virgo detector network.
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14 Often used in the literature to quantify noise in a given pulsar. For rms σ2 of Gaussian white noise, the power spectral density of
residuals P = 2πσ2Δt, where Δt is the time between observations, which is typically a couple of weeks. Note, rms residuals may
increase with longer data spans due to more sources of noise becoming prominent at longer time scales. Sometimes rms residuals
are provided for a particular source of noise.
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